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Creation of a Holistic Platform for Health Boosting Using a Blockchain-Based Approach: Development Study

Abstract

Background: Low adherence to healthy habits, which is associated with a higher risk of disease and death, among citizens of Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development countries is a serious concern. The World Health Organization (WHO) and the physical activity (PA) guidelines for Americans provide recommendations on PA and healthy diets. To promote these habits, we suggest using a blockchain-based platform, using the PA Messaging Framework to deliver messages and rewards to users. Blockchain is a decentralized secure platform for data management, which can be used for value-added controls and services such as smart contracts (SCs), oracles, and decentralized applications (dApps). Of note, there is a substantial penetration of blockchain technologies in the field of PA, but there is a need for more implementations of dApps to take advantage of features such as nonfungible tokens.

Objective: This study aimed to create a comprehensive platform for promoting healthy habits, using scientific evidence and blockchain technology. The platform will use gamification to encourage healthy PA and eating habits; in addition, it will monitor the activities through noninvasive means, evaluate them using open-source software, and follow up through blockchain messages.

Methods: A literature search was conducted on the use of blockchain technology in the field of PA and healthy eating. On the basis of the results of this search, it is possible to define an innovative platform for promoting and monitoring healthy habits through health-related challenges on a dApp. Contact with the user will be maintained through messages following a proposed model in the literature to improve adherence to the challenges.

Results: The proposed strategy is based on a dApp that relies on blockchain technology. The challenges include PA and healthy eating habits based on the recommendations of the WHO and the Food and Agriculture Organization. The system is constituted of a blockchain network where challenge-related achievements are stored and verified using SCs. The user interacts with the system through a dApp that runs on their local device, monitors the challenge, and self-authenticates by providing their public and private keys. The SC verifies challenge fulfillment and generates messages, and the information stored in the network can be used to encourage competition among participants. The ultimate goal is to create a habit of healthy activities through rewards and peer competition.

Conclusions: The use of blockchain technology has the potential to improve people’s quality of life through the development of relevant services. In this work, strategies using gamification and blockchain are proposed for monitoring healthy activities, with a focus on transparency and reward allocation. The results are promising, but compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation is still a concern. Personal data are stored on personal devices, whereas challenge data are recorded on the blockchain.
KEYWORDS
blockchain; exercise; gamification; habits; healthy lifestyle; physical fitness

Introduction

Background

In modern societies, many of the deaths and diseases that occur could easily be avoided if people adopt healthy lifestyle habits [1-4]. Therefore, the governments of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries are especially interested in promoting healthy lifestyle habits among their citizens and have been making relevant policies. The problem observed in these policies, however, is the low adherence to these habits among the general population. It seems, therefore, that the difficulty lies not in defining these habits but in generating a culture based on them.

On the one hand, recommendations for the practice of PA and its benefits for people’s health, based on scientific evidence, can be found in the physical activity (PA) guidelines of the World Health Organization (WHO) [1] and the PA guidelines for Americans (PAG) [2]. These guidelines state that, in general, for all populations, some exercise is better than none. If people who do not practice any PA just start doing so, they will obtain health benefits. It is recommended that people with sedentary habits should perform PA following the principles of load progression [5]. People who perform moderate-intensity PA can gradually begin performing vigorous PA. In addition to the practice of PA, a healthy diet is recommended, which involves reducing sugar, fat, and salt consumption and limiting the consumption of processed foods and foods containing saturated fats.

On the other hand, the guidelines recommend the consumption of fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts, and whole grains, as well as the consumption of at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables daily [6-12]. The guidelines also emphasize that poor dietary habits together with a lack of PA greatly increase the risk of contracting noncommunicable diseases [6,11].

This is why it is of great social value to provide tools to promote these healthy habits in the population and monitor adherence. To this end, this paper explores the use of a platform to promote habits and monitor adherence taking advantage of blockchain (BC) for gamification techniques. To carry out this gamification, the Physical Activity Messaging Framework [13] is used to organize the delivery of the most appropriate messages and rewards to the user to encourage their participation. These messages are categorized as generic, targeted, tailored, personalized, and generic personalized, and as we progress through them, they become more relevant and more personal to the user.

Generic messages are those that apply to any person in general, regardless of their particularities, and that inform about the benefits of PA practice (eg, “Performing PA is good for your health”) [14]. By contrast, targeted messages are relevant to a specific group [15], in this case, the general population of adults, and specifically highlight the benefits of PA practice in this group (eg, “Adults should perform 30 minutes of moderate PA per day to improve their cardiovascular health”). To engage the user in a more personal way, tailored messages are used. These messages use specific data about each individual user (eg, their goals) to make the message more relevant [15] (eg, “You are only 10 minutes away from reaching your weekly PA goal. Achieve it and improve your cardiovascular health!”).

A personalization layer can be added to these messages, which consists of adding data that are not related to PA, such as the name of the user, to increase the salience and proximity of the message [15]. Thus, this feature can be added to generic messages (eg, “Hi Manuel! Doing PA is good for your health”) and to tailored messages (eg, “Hi Rosa! You are only 10 minutes away from reaching your weekly PA practice goal. Achieve it and improve your cardiovascular health!”).

In addition, messages can be classified according to whether they are framed to highlight the benefit of meeting the proposed objectives (gain framed; eg, “PA practice reduces the risk of heart disease, hypertension, and type 2 diabetes”) or to point out the harms of not meeting them (loss framed; eg, “Not performing PA increases the risk of heart disease, hypertension, and type 2 diabetes”) [16]. Messages aimed at highlighting the benefits of performing PA are generally recommended to promote PA practice [14,16]. By contrast, messages emphasizing the harms of not performing PA may also be recommended in certain cases, such as back injuries, where it may be beneficial to increase the perceived risk of not performing PA to engage users [17,18].

BC is a technology that provides features such as decentralization, transparency, open source, autonomy, immutability, and anonymity [19]; it can be conceptualized as a new model for the externalization of trust in information management in a distributed environment [20]. It consists of generating a general ledger, in which, using accounting terminology, the information is stored. This information, by the nature of the system itself, becomes immutable. To this end, it relies on a peer-to-peer structure in which the nodes or members participating in the system collaborate with each other to guarantee the inviolability of the data and their high availability, subject neither to the failure of a server nor to the management of a third party. This latter aspect is what allows it to become the appropriate tool when it is not desirable to rely on third parties. The nodes within the network themselves validate the records and add them to a chain of blocks (hence the name of the technology), which constitutes the aforementioned ledger of records [21].

When an agent wishes to enter a new record in this ledger, the agreement of all members of the ledger’s host network is needed before the record can be validated. This is done by using a specific protocol called a consensus algorithm, which establishes the criteria for the acceptance of an element in the chain of records. The 2 most common consensus algorithms are proof of work (PoW) [22], used in the bitcoin network, whereby miners must solve a complex mathematical problem to justify the inclusion of the new block, and proof of authority (PoA).
[22], which allows the inclusion of new records based on the relevance of the miner making the proposal. These algorithms are only a small sample of the plethora of proposals in the literature.

This technology is achieving high market penetration as a solution for information storage and verification in a wide variety of domains, ranging from cryptocurrencies to the traceability of food and pharmaceutical products [23,24]. As shown in a recent systematic review [25], a significant penetration is observed in the field of PA but with a poor leveraging of the special features that BC offers to implement value-added controls and services such as smart contracts (SCs), oracles, and decentralized applications (dApps), each of which is described in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Descriptions of smart contracts (SCs), oracles, and decentralized applications (dApps).

- SCs: these are executable codes that run on top of the blockchain to facilitate, execute, and enforce an agreement among untrustworthy parties without the involvement of a trusted third party. SCs provide network automation and the ability to convert paper contracts into digital contracts [26].
- Oracles: SCs cannot take into consideration information that is not registered in the network itself. To alleviate this shortcoming and to improve the functionality of the network in general, oracles are introduced. Oracles are responsible for registering data captured from the real world in the network without the intervention of a human user [27].
- dApps: these are applications that run on one or more clients using information hosted in a distributed manner in a blockchain network, taking advantage of the characteristics of these networks. By making use of SCs, operations and verifications of conditions (such as those imposed in a challenge in a gamification context) are carried out without any human intervention [28].

As reported by Cai et al [28], the implementation of dApps is required to exploit another important feature existing within this environment, namely nonfungible tokens (NFTs). An NFT is an encrypted digital asset, a special type of cryptographic token that represents something unique. NFTs serve to prove that a certain user is in possession of a token that is unique, traceable, and exchangeable; they are very useful in certain gamification contexts to reward users for achieving their goals [29].

Objectives

On the basis of the points outlined so far, this work proposes the creation of a platform to facilitate the inculcation of healthy lifestyle habits and practices through a gamification strategy. The objective was to engage users—society as a whole—in activities that can become healthy habits. These healthy habits will be both sporting and nutritional.

One of the highlights of this platform is its great potential in terms of gamification. This tool provides a very functional support for the monitoring of the data hosted on it without human intervention (eg, the validation of the challenges presented to the users).

In addition, within this platform, the possibility of defining challenges in a highly parameterized way is contemplated so that different state or private agencies can, in due course, propose their own challenges and make them available to users.

We can say, therefore, that the objective of this work is to present a holistic platform for the support of health-related challenges among the population, using scientific evidence with the support of BC technology. It is intended to provide a mechanism to encourage and set healthy PA and eating habits among the general population by using gamification techniques through challenges.

This platform will integrate the noninvasive monitoring of the proposed activities, evaluation through open-source software, and follow-up using BC through messages addressed to the end user that will allow them to adhere to this activity.

Methods

As a first step, the state of the art in this regard was checked, through a literature search, to get an idea about the use of BC technology in the field of PA and healthy eating [25]. On the basis of the results of this search, it is possible to define an innovative platform for the promotion and monitoring of healthy lifestyle habits based on scientific evidence. The goal is to introduce healthy habits concretized in activities defined within different health-related challenges through the use of a dApp for the general population.

One of the key aspects with regard to improving users’ adherence to the training program embedded in the challenges is to maintain contact with the user. To organize this information delivery to the user, messages will be used following the model proposed in the study by Williamson et al [13].

Results

The aforementioned review of the current literature shows a significant increase in scientific production related to BC technology in recent years, as is also indicated in 2 bibliometric reviews [24,30]. Among the large number of existing works that take advantage of this technology, the following are worth mentioning.

BC and PA and Health Care

In the literature, it is possible to find several works that combine BC technology with PA practice and health care. Among them is the study by Alsalamah et al [31], who proposed a platform to incentivize PA practice and encourage a healthy lifestyle through gamification and rewarding of users for meeting their goals using cryptocurrencies. Another noteworthy study is the one by Frikha et al [32], who stored users’ health data in electronic health records to diagnose and treat patients more easily and cost-effectively. Other notable works are those by Jamil et al [33] and Jamil et al [34]; the authors assigned training and diet programs to each user based on their anthropometric and body composition data. Furthermore, in the study by Jamil...
et al [34], the authors allowed the transfer of the user profile among different sports centers.

**BC and Sport**

Other trending works have made contributions that are restricted to the sporting field, ranging from data capture and management to predictions of sporting performance. This is the case with the study by Cao et al [35], who developed a model to predict performance and improve training; the study by Hong and Park [36], who captured players’ performance data to make tactical decisions in situ and in real time; and the study by Yu [37], who developed a model to improve and guide training using athletes’ physiological data. Moreover, we have the study by Ma [38] in which the author filtered data from users’ gait patterns; as well as the study by Shan and Mai [39], who proposed a system to capture and manage athletes’ fitness data in real time. Finally, there is the study by Mulyati et al [40] in which a model was developed to store data regarding belt promotions and grades in taekwondo, bringing transparency and immutability to the scores.

**BC and Active Aging**

There are also very diverse contributions related to the incorporation of BC into active aging. Khezr et al [41] developed a system that provides alerts when normal behavioral patterns change. Rahman et al [42] assigned therapies based on users’ treatment needs. Rahman et al [43] developed a system to control smart home devices using gestural recognition tools. Rupasinghe et al [44] determined the risk factors for falls and developed a model to predict them. Silva et al [45] captured physiological data of patients and made them secure and interoperable through BC. Spinsante et al [46] proposed an app to promote active aging and assess the level of PA practice and quality of life. Finally, Velmovitsky et al [47] proposed a system for users to control informed consent for their participation in studies at all times.

**Table 1** shows a synthesis of the state of the art in different technological aspects, such as the use of SCs and oracles, support for cryptocurrencies and NFTs, training and dietary programs based on scientific evidence, and end-user delivery support.

**Table 1.** Analysis of studies related to blockchain and physical activity and health care, sport, and active aging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain and reference</th>
<th>SC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Oracle</th>
<th>Cryptocurrencies</th>
<th>NFT&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Evidence based</th>
<th>End-user delivery support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity and health care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alsalamah et al [31]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Web dApp&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; and mobile app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frikha et al [32]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Web application and mobile app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamil et al [33]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Web application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamil et al [34]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Web application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cao et al [35]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong and Park [36]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma [38]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulyati et al [40]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Web application and mobile dApp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan and Mai [39]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu [37]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active aging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khezr et al [41]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahman et al [42]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahman et al [43]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Web application and mobile dApp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupasinghe et al [44]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva et al [45]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Web application and mobile app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinsante et al [46]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Web application and mobile app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velmovitsky et al [47]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>SC: smart contract.

<sup>b</sup>NFT: nonfungible token.

<sup>c</sup>dApp: decentralized application.

The studies cited (Table 1) dealt with the introduction of BC in the field of PA and health care, sport, and active aging. However, most of them (14/17, 82%) show very limited development, which shows us the initial stage of development of this technology in the field concerned. Only 9 (53%) of the 17 studies make use of SCs [31-34,41-44,47]. Among those describing the access policy, most (10/17, 59%) use private and authorized networks; of the 17 studies, only 1 (6%) uses a public...
network, and 1 (6%) uses an authorized consortium. In addition, only the study by Alsalamah et al [31] incentivizes using cryptocurrencies as a reward. None of the cited works make use of NFTs, and none base their training or dietary plans on scientific evidence. Regarding the delivery medium, most used web applications or mobile apps, and only 3 (18%) of the 17 studies leveraged dApps [31,40,43].

On the basis of this review of the state of the art and relying on the Physical Activity Messaging Framework and BC technology, challenges will be proposed to the general population and monitored through the use of a dApp that relies on the information and SCs stored in the BC.

These challenges are composed of (1) a series of PAs and specific healthy eating habits that generate benefits for the user when performed with the proposed sequencing and periodicity and (2) the messages corresponding to each challenge.

The PAs included in these challenges are based on scientific evidence following the recommendations for the general adult population found in the PA guidelines of the WHO [1] and the PAG [2], whereas the proposed healthy eating habits are based on the recommendations of the WHO and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) [7,11]. We list here in a concrete and clear way the PA practice recommendations for the general adult population that will be the basis for the subsequent creation of the different challenges that users will have to complete to obtain their rewards (it is recommended to exceed the upper limits of moderate and vigorous PA or perform a combination of both):

- **Moderate PA per week**: 150 to 300 minutes
- **Vigorous PA per week**: 75 to 50 minutes
- **Strength PA per week**: ≥2 sessions

Among the aforementioned recommendations, we find different PA modalities such as aerobic exercise (muscle movement in a rhythmic way and maintained over time), muscle strengthening (strength training and weight lifting), bone strengthening (produces a force in the bones that promotes their growth and strength), balance training (improves the ability to resist internal or external forces of the body that cause falls), and multicomponent training (a combination of aerobic PA, balance training, and muscle strengthening), which will bring some benefit to the user when performed [2]. Of note, Momma et al [48], in their recent systematic review and meta-analysis of cohort studies on muscle-strengthening activities, highlighted the reduction in the risk of all-cause mortality, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and diabetes in participants by 10% to 17% [48]. Regarding healthy eating habits, the WHO recommends restricting sugar consumption to <10% of total daily calories, fat consumption to <30% of total daily calories, and salt consumption to <5 g daily, as well as limiting the consumption of processed foods and foods containing saturated fats to <10% of total calorie intake and foods containing trans fats to <1% of total calorie intake. By contrast, the guidelines recommend the consumption of fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts, and whole grains, as well as the consumption of at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables daily [6-12]. Aune et al [6] report a 31% decrease in the risk of contracting diseases with a daily intake of 800 g of fruits and vegetables, a 19% decrease with a daily intake of 600 g of fruits, and a 25% decrease with a daily intake of 600 g of vegetables; Leenders et al [49] suggest an increase in longevity with fruit and vegetable consumption; and Chowdhury et al [50] report that individuals consuming a well-balanced diet are healthier with a strong immune system and have a reduced risk of contracting infectious diseases such as COVID-19.

On the basis of the aforementioned recommendations for healthy habits and the scientific evidence that supports each activity, 4 challenges are generated (summarized schematically inTextbox 2).
Textbox 2. Explanatory summary of the 4 proposed challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Included activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Challenge 1</td>
<td>High-intensity interval training (HIIT) 7-minute workout</td>
<td>the challenge consists of performing 4 three-round sessions of the HIIT 7-minute workout in a week</td>
<td>HIIT 7-minute workout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge 2</td>
<td>Walk more than 10,000 steps every day</td>
<td>the challenge consists of walking &gt;10,000 steps every day of the week</td>
<td>walking &gt;10,000 steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge 3</td>
<td>Balance training</td>
<td>the challenge consists of performing at least 2 days of eccentric training using gliding disks in a week</td>
<td>eccentric training protocol using gliding disks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge 4</td>
<td>Eat at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day</td>
<td>the challenge consists of eating at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables every day of the week</td>
<td>eating at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Common information for all 4 challenges:
- Duration: 7 days
- Types of messages:
  - Generic gain framed
  - Targeted loss framed
  - Tailored gain framed
  - Tailored and personalized gain framed

**Challenge 1: High-Intensity Interval Training 7-Minute Workout**

This challenge consists of the user performing the high-intensity interval training (HIIT) 7-minute workout 4 days per week. The basis for this challenge comes from the WHO and PAG recommendation to combine aerobic PA and muscle-strengthening PA and from the training proposed in the study by Klika and Jordan [51], in which PA training is performed only with body weight aerobic PA and muscle strengthening [2,52]. The training consists of repeating 2 or 3 sets of the HIIT 7-minute workout [51]. On the basis of the WHO and PAG vigorous PA practice recommendations, in this challenge, the user will be asked to perform 3 sets daily of the HIIT 7-minute workout at least 4 times per week.

If no workout has been performed after 2 days from the start of the challenge, the user will receive “PA practice improves your physical and mental health” as a generic message to highlight the benefit of meeting their goals.

After 3 days from the start of the challenge without performing any training, the user will receive “Not performing your strength training sessions will worsen your health” as a targeted message framed to highlight the harms of not meeting the PA and strength training goals.

When the user has completed 2 training sessions, they will receive “Cheer up! You have been strength training this week, keep it up to improve your quality of life” as a tailored message framed around the benefit.

Finally, when the user reaches their goal of 4 strength workouts per week, they will receive “Great job, [name of user]! You’ve completed this challenge, keep it up—you’re decreasing your chance of getting heart disease by more than 10%!” as a personalized tailored message based on the virtues of performing PA.

**Challenge 2: Walk More Than 10,000 Steps Every Day**

This challenge consists of the user walking >10,000 steps daily all 7 days of the week, based on the results of the recent systematic review and meta-analysis conducted by Jayedi et al [52], in which a clear decrease in the risk of all-cause mortality is observed when walking >10,000 steps daily, in addition to a 12% decrease in the risk of all-cause mortality with each increment of 1000 steps per day. The user will be asked to
replace sedentary time with PA practice and walk >10,000 steps every day for 7 consecutive days.

After 1 day from the start of the challenge, if the user has not walked 10,000 steps, they will receive “The practice of PA reduces the risk of heart disease, hypertension, and type 2 diabetes” as a generic message to highlight the benefit of meeting their goals.

After 3 days from the start of the challenge without walking 10,000 steps, the user will receive “Not reaching your daily step goals will worsen your quality of life” as a targeted message framed to highlight the harms of not meeting daily step goals.

When the user has walked >10,000 steps for 4 consecutive days, they will receive “Cheer up! You have reached your daily goal again, keep it up to improve your cardiovascular health” as a tailored message framed around the benefit.

Finally, when the user manages to reach their daily step goal for 7 consecutive days, they will receive “Congratulations, [name of user]! You have completed this challenge, keep it up, you have just improved your physical and mental health!” as a personalized tailored message based on the virtues of performing PA.

Challenge 3: Balance Training

This challenge consists of the user performing strength training ≥2 days per week. To meet this goal, the user will be asked to perform the eccentric training exercises using sliding disks [53] at least twice a week.

After 2 days from the start of the challenge without performing any training, the user will receive “PA practice increases your longevity” as a generic message to highlight the benefit of meeting their goals.

After 4 days from the start of the challenge without performing any training, the user will receive “By not performing your balance training you are increasing the probability of falling” as a targeted message framed to highlight the harms of not meeting their weekly training goal.

When the user has completed 1 workout, they will receive “Cheer up! You’ve had a workout this week, keep it up to improve your balance” as a tailored message framed around the benefit.

Finally, when the user reaches their goal of 4 strength workouts per week, they will receive “Great job, [name of user]! You’ve completed this challenge, keep it up, you’ve just improved your balance and bone health!” as a personalized tailored message based on the virtues of performing balance training.

Challenge 4: Eat at Least 5 Servings of Fruits and Vegetables per Day

This challenge consists of the user eating at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day, based on the results of the recent systematic review and meta-analysis conducted by Aune et al [6] as well as the recommendations of the WHO [11] and the FAO [7]. Both organizations recommend the consumption of at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day, and Aune et al [6] report a 31% decrease in the risk of contracting diseases with a daily intake of 800 g of fruits and vegetables, a 19% decrease with a daily intake of 600 g of fruits, and a 25% decrease with a daily intake of 600 g of vegetables. To perform this challenge, the user will be asked to consume at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day (1 serving is approximately 150 g) on all 7 days of the week.

After 1 day from the start of the challenge, if the user has not consumed at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables, they will receive “WHO recommends the consumption of fruits and vegetables to reduce the risk of heart disease, hypertension, and type 2 diabetes” as a generic message to highlight the benefit of meeting their goals.

After 3 days from the start of the challenge without consuming the 5 daily portions, the user will receive “If you don’t eat at least five servings of fruits and vegetables a day, you increase your risk of disease” as a targeted message framed to highlight the harms of not meeting the daily goals.

When the user has reached the goal of eating at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables a day for 4 consecutive days, they will receive “Cheers! You have reached your daily goal again, keep it up to increase your life expectancy” as a tailored gain-framed message.

Finally, when the user manages to reach their daily goal of eating at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables for 7 consecutive days, they will receive “Congratulations, [name of user]! You have completed this challenge, keep it up, you are reducing the probability of being diagnosed with cancer by more than 10%! ” as a personalized tailored message based on the virtues of consuming fruits and vegetables.

Architectural Perspective

From an architectural perspective, the system is fundamentally constituted through a BC network. In this network, challenge-related achievements are stored, and their verification is performed using SCs. As mentioned in the previous sections, the objective of the system is to provide a motivating user experience so that participants feel engaged in the proposed activity and thus adhere to the challenges introduced in the system. By using this registration and verification tool, users can be assured of the veracity of their achievements.

To operate within the system, the user must make use of the dApp provided for this purpose. This application will run on the user’s local device and be responsible for managing the user’s identity and sending for publication on the BC network the data registered for the event in which the user is taking part. This monitoring of activities related to the challenge itself should be carried out in the least invasive way possible.

The BC network used for this purpose was hosted on an external service provider that runs the Hyperledger nodes with support for Web3 applications. In particular, tests were performed using support from Kaleido [54].

According to the proposed model, the SC defined for each challenge automates challenge-specific decision-making, performing tasks such as the following:
Verifying the fulfillment of the conditions for each challenge: once the conditions for the challenge in question have been met, the established rewards are assigned.

Generating the established messages: these messages correspond to certain challenge conditions that are analyzed by the SC. Thus, when a user does not perform the walking PA on a particular day, a corresponding alert is generated and sent to the user.

For the interaction with the BC network, the deployed nodes offer a representational state transfer application programming interface that allows the invocation of remote services in a simple way. A description of the most relevant procedures can be found in Table 2. The user self-authenticates when sending data by providing their public key and creating an encrypted field with their private key to validate the information sent. In other words, the access credentials will be managed only by the client device. It is also worth noting that any user or node can obtain a complete list of records in the chain and obtain the messages that have not yet been delivered.

Table 2. Description of the most relevant procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Input parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| POST   | /v1/records | Add a challenge record | • Challenge ID  
• User log-in  
• Public key  
• Challenge facts  
• Encrypted hash with private key |
| GET    | /v1/records | Obtain the complete data string or the data referring to a log-in or challenge | • User log-in (optional)  
• Challenge (optional)  
• Initial date (optional) |
| GET    | /v1/awards | Obtain the rewards associated with a log-in | • User log-in |
| GET    | /v1/messages | Obtain a user’s pending messages | • User log-in (optional)  
• Initial date (optional) |

As an example, in the case of challenge 1, HIIT 7-minute workout, the user must perform 3 sets of the 7-minute HIIT workout per day for at least 4 days per week. The user must manually record the sets performed each day using the dApp provided for this purpose. In addition, the user must attach a JPEG file demonstrating the completion of the training (e.g., a screenshot of the heart rate variation intervals during the HIIT execution). Subsequently, the SC corresponding to this challenge, illustrated in Algorithm 1 within Textbox 3, performs the verification of the established conditions for this particular challenge. This mechanism supports the handling of messages sent to users as well as the allocation of a reward in the form of a transfer of the network’s own cryptocurrency as a reward.

The information, which is stored in the network, can be used as a support to encourage competition among participants. To this end, using these data, dashboards can be generated showing the most involved user in the activity—the one who has walked the most steps, performed the most sets of the HIIT 7-minute workout, or consumed the most number of servings of fruits and vegetables—or any other parameter that may be interesting and can be used to encourage participation. The idea is to achieve a critical mass of users among whom a habit of healthy activities is inculcated through this system of rewards and competition among peers.

Of note, the tests carried out in the laboratory after the implementation of the BC network showed satisfactory results in its functioning.
function checkNewAward(recordChallengeHIIT memory actualRecord) public returns (bool success) {
    bool result = false;
    uint currentChain=0;
    uint userSearched = actualRecord.user;
    uint lastHiit = block.timestamp; // today
    for (uint i = 0 ; i < recordCollection.length - 1; i++) {
        if (recordCollection[i].user == userSearched) {
            if ((recordCollection[i].date) >= (lastHiit + (4 days ))) && (recordCollection[i].date) < (lastHiit + 3 days )) {
                currentChain = currentChain + 8;
            }
            if ((recordCollection[i].date) >= (lastHiit + (3 days ))) && (recordCollection[i].date) < (lastHiit + 2 days )) {
                currentChain = currentChain + 4;
            }
            if ((recordCollection[i].date) >= (lastHiit + 2 days )) && (recordCollection[i].date) < (lastHiit + 1 days )) {
                currentChain = currentChain + 2;
            }
            if ((recordCollection[i].date) >= (lastHiit + 1 days )) && (recordCollection[i].date) < lastHiit ) {
                currentChain = currentChain + 1;
            }
        }
    }
    if (currentChain==15) {
        success = true;
        awardChallengeHIIT memory data;
        data.date = block.timestamp;
        data.user = actualRecord.user;
        data.award = "Award";
        addAward(data);
    }
    return result;
}

Discussion

With regard to the objectives and hypotheses set out in this work, we have been able to create a tool that encourages healthy lifestyle habits in the population through challenges. BC technology will be key to the implementation of these habits and the monitoring of compliance in the least intrusive way and without the need to rely on trusted third parties.

Limitations and Future Work

The limitations of this work include the limited consideration of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) implications and the manual need for information upload. In future work and to overcome the latter limitation, we propose the introduction of artificial intelligence techniques and the use of wearables connected to the dApp, a method similar to that used in the study by Santos-Gago et al [55].

Comparison With Prior Work

Regarding the characteristics considered relevant in the 17 articles cited in the Results section, the following aspects are worth highlighting in comparison with our proposal.

Regarding the access policy, our platform is formed by a permissioned network. Therefore, only authorized nodes will be able to participate in the platform, as is the case with 3 (18%)
of the 17 studies [33,34,36]. Other approaches [31,32,42,43,47] involved the use of a permissioned private BC, Rupasinghe et al [44] used a permissioned consortium BC, and Mulyati et al [40] used a public BC network. The other studies (7/17, 41%) do not indicate the type of network used.

Concerning SC, 8 (47%) of the 17 studies [35-40,45,46] did not report on their implementation, in contrast to our approach, which is similar to that of 9 (53%) of the 17 studies [31-34,41-44,47], which also made use of this special BC feature.

Regarding the use of cryptocurrencies to incentivize users, only Alsalamah et al [31] take advantage of this feature; the other works cited (16/17, 94%) do not indicate the use of cryptocurrencies. In our work, too, this feature is not exploited.

Concerning end-user delivery support, we implemented a dApp to be able to offer all the features that only BC can provide, similar to the approach used in 3 (18%) of the 17 studies [31,40,43].

Finally, regarding the use of oracles, NFTs, and the proposed PA and scientific evidence–based feeding, none of the aforementioned works indicate the use of these features. On the one hand, our proposal does not involve the use of oracles either. Nevertheless, according to the suggested model, it is possible to include oracles as actors with minor updates on the low level of the designed system. On the other hand, we use rewards to achieve a gamification experience and engage users in healthy lifestyle habits through challenges. We have based these challenges, composed of PA and healthy eating habits, on scientific evidence, supported by relevant organizations such as the WHO and the FAO.

Conclusions

The emergence of disruptive technologies such as BC has opened the door to new possibilities in the provision of services to society. This work explores the potential of this technology in the development of services that improve people’s quality of life. To this end, strategies have been developed that allow, using gamification, the monitoring of adherence to new healthy habits in a simple way and, consequently, help to increase adherence.

The use of BC technology has been fundamental for meeting these objectives. In the review of previous works, it can be observed that the potential of BC has not been fully exploited. In our model, the aim is to show how to fully use this technology. Consequently, it is worth highlighting the following aspects of the platform:

- In an autonomous manner, without the need for supervision by a human agent and without the possibility of blockage, the verification of challenge completion is carried out. In the same process, the reward allocation is carried out, which cannot be interfered with by any system agent.
- All participants in the system can transparently verify the status of challenges at all times, thus increasing system transparency.
- As trust in the data resides in the network itself, there is no need to rely on a third party. This eliminates distrust because the promoter of the challenge is not known at first hand.

By contrast, when using this technology, there are certain deployment aspects that must be taken into account, including, primarily, the fact that future practitioners must be aware that once an SC is deployed, it cannot be modified, as could be the case with other technologies where the software is easily updatable. This is why it is very important to adequately test the system in development before deploying it in production.

This technology offers other elements that can improve users’ adherence to the system but have not yet been properly implemented in this prototype. We are talking about both the use of NFTs to reward the fulfillment of certain challenges or meta-challenges and the use of oracles for the unsupervised acquisition of information to eliminate the need for user input and improve SC decision-making.

Although the system is still pending functional validation in a realistic environment, the experimental result has been satisfactory. A simple tool has been generated for the user, with a scalable and inexpensive deployment for service providers and with great potential for improving people’s health. In this aspect, the adequate generation of training plans has played a fundamental role. These have been obtained from validated medical sources (eg, the WHO and the PAG) and therefore offer a high level of confidence.

A negative aspect of the system, pending more rigorous treatment, is compliance with the GDPR. This legal framework establishes a series of conditions, such as the elimination of user information when the user demands it. However, it should be noted that, in our proposal, no personal or medical data are recorded directly on the BC. The personal data are stored in the personal device, and the data regarding the completion of the different challenges are recorded on the BC. In fact, there are already critical voices regarding these aspects, and they are calling for a revision of the legal framework to facilitate the adoption of these new technologies [56].

In conclusion, a tool has been created through which healthy lifestyle habits can be inculcated in terms of both PA and healthy eating. Furthermore, it has been automated in the most transparent, safe, and least intrusive way possible using BC technology. Thereby, a tool to reduce the risk of all-cause mortality and to increase the well-being of society has been developed.
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dApp</td>
<td>decentralized application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPR</td>
<td>General Data Protection Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIIT</td>
<td>high-intensity interval training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFT</td>
<td>nonfungible token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>physical activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAG</td>
<td>physical activity guidelines for Americans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POA</td>
<td>proof of authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POW</td>
<td>proof of work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>smart contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Background: Pediatric endocrinology is a specialty that is struggling worldwide to maintain adequately trained professionals. Pediatric endocrine care in Central America and Caribbean countries is often performed by pediatricians or adult endocrinologists due to the limited number of pediatric endocrinologists. These health care providers are seldom members of endocrine societies and frequently lack formal training in the field.

Objective: In this study, we describe the scope of a virtual conference in pediatric endocrinology and diabetes targeted to low- and middle-income countries to provide equal opportunities for access to medical education for health care professionals.

Methods: The virtual conference was sponsored by the Pediatric Endocrine Society (North America), Asociación Costarricense de Endocrinología (previously, Asociación Nacional Pro Estudio de la Diabetes, Endocrinología y Metabolismo), and Asociacion Centroamericana y del Caribe de Endocrinología Pediátrica. The conference was free to participants and comprised 23 sessions that were either synchronous with ability for real-time interactive sessions or asynchronous sessions, where content was available online to access at their convenience. Topics included idiopathic short stature, polycystic ovarian syndrome, diabetes mellitus, telemedicine, Turner syndrome, congenital adrenal hyperplasia, obesity, central precocious puberty, and subclinical hypothyroidism. The participants were asked to evaluate the conference after its completion with a questionnaire.

Results: A total of 8 speakers from Spain, Canada, Costa Rica, and the United States delivered the virtual event to 668 health care professionals from Guatemala, Venezuela, Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay, Mexico, Honduras, Argentina, the United States, Bolivia, Chile, Panama, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Belize, Spain, and Colombia. Name, profession, and country were fully disclosed by 410 (61.4\%) of the 668 health care professionals. The profession or level of training of participants were as follows: pediatric endocrinologists (n=129, 19.3\%), pediatricians (n=116, 17.4\%), general practitioners (n=77, 11.5\%), adult endocrinologists (n=34, 5.1\%), medical students (n=23, 3.4\%), residents in various specialties (n=14, 2.1\%), and others (n=17, 2.6\%). A total of 23 sessions were offered, most of which were bilingual (Spanish and English).
Feedback from the evaluation questionnaire indicated that the content of the conference was very relevant to the participants’ professional practice. Additionally, the participants reported that they were very satisfied with the organization, the web-based platform, and the sessions of the conference.

**Conclusions:** Lack of accessibility to the latest and cutting-edge medical education in pediatric endocrinology and diabetes for medical professionals from low- and middle-income countries can be overcome with a virtual conference. Online availability, low cost, and easy-to-use technology were well received from the participants, who were overall very satisfied by the quality and the relevance of the sessions to their professional practice.

**KEYWORDS**
continuing medical education; continuing education; medical education; professional development; pediatric; child; endocrinology; endocrine; pediatric endocrinology; diabetes; low- and middle-income countries; Latin America; Spanish; virtual; resources; digital

**Introduction**

Pediatric endocrinology is a field that is faced with increased demand, partly due to an increase in the burden of obesity and diabetes [1]. Interestingly, one-fifth of individuals with type 1 diabetes are in low- and lower-middle-income countries [2]. Although there is a high demand for pediatric endocrinologists to meet clinical care needs, even in developed countries, there is concern about the future of the pediatric endocrinology workforce due to a diminished interest in the specialty [3]. Furthermore, global inequality in pediatric endocrine care has been well recognized and may be in part due to the lack of access to a formal clinical training in pediatric endocrinology in developing countries [4].

An initiative to address these disparities included a free and globally accessible multilingual e-learning website for pediatric endocrinology and diabetes [5] supported by the European Society for Paediatric Endocrinology [6]. The website provides health care professionals access to topics in pediatric endocrinology and diabetes aimed to improve their clinical skills and competencies through interactive learning. In addition to self-directed learning, it can serve as a valuable resource that can facilitate classroom teaching and promote interaction with experts in the field [7]. A section of the website, targeted toward health care professionals from resource-limited settings, is available in 5 languages, including Spanish [6]. Another initiative to overcome the global inequality to access to medical knowledge and training has been the creation of a Paediatric Endocrinology Training Center for Africa, which resulted in 54 fellows from 12 countries being trained in pediatric endocrinology and diabetes [8]. Additional initiatives have been implemented in Sudan to improve pediatric endocrinology services with the establishment of a local pediatric endocrinology training program [9].

Pediatric endocrine care in Central America and the Caribbean countries is often provided by general pediatricians or adult endocrinologists due to lack of trained pediatric endocrinologists. General pediatricians are rarely Pediatric Endocrine Society (PES) members or members of other local pediatric endocrine organizations. Additionally, many of them are not able to participate in such conferences due to financial limitations. Specifically, as outlined by Pulido et al [10], medical education in Latin America has been characterized by marked differences due to variable socioeconomic and cultural factors. Moreover, the countries with the lowest density of human resources in health in the Americas are all in Central America (Guatemala and Honduras), South America (Bolivia and Guyana), and the Caribbean (Haiti) [11]. Previous conferences with primary focus on pediatric endocrine care were organized by the International Relations Committee from the PES and were held in person, one in Costa Rica in 2014 and one in the Dominican Republic in 2019. The conference in Costa Rica was partly supported by PES and attracted more than 50 attendees from Central America with focus on the educational needs of the local pediatricians and pediatric endocrinologists. In 2019, a second conference was organized by PES and Sociedad Dominicana de Pediatría Endocrinologica, which was well attended (150 attendees from the Dominican Republic and other Central American countries).

Due to challenges associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, holding another in-person conference was not feasible. Instead, a virtual conference was held from August 31 to September 21, 2020 (Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2). The goals of this virtual meeting were to generate a new approach to encourage interactions between clinicians interested in pediatric endocrinology and diabetes and to improve medical knowledge in this field. This initiative was developed by the PES and local organizations to support a group of underrepresented and diverse health care professionals (clinicians, researchers, and educators) from Spanish and non-Spanish speaking countries with the goal to educate and promote health and eventually, reduce pediatric endocrine health inequalities in Central America and in the Caribbean. This outreach program has provided education to local providers focused on endocrine-related conditions in underserved areas.

**Methods**

**Overview**
A 3-week conference (1er Congreso Virtual Asociación Centroamericana de Endocrinología Pediatría), sponsored by the Pediatric Endocrine Society (North America), Asociación Costarricense de Endocrinología (previously Asociación Nacional Pro Estudio de la Diabetes, Endocrinología y Metabolismo) and Asociación Centroamericana y del Caribe de Endocrinología Pediátrica—the Central American and
Caribbean Association of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Metabolism—took place from August 31 to September 21, 2020. The speakers were pediatric endocrinologists from the United States, Canada, Spain, and Costa Rica, and most were members of the PES. During the conference, which consisted of a hybrid model of synchronous and asynchronous sessions, a total of 23 sessions were delivered to a diverse audience. Topics included idiopathic short stature, polycystic ovarian syndrome, diabetes, telemedicine, Turner syndrome, congenital adrenal hyperplasia, obesity, precocious puberty, and subclinical hypothyroidism (Table 1).

Table 1. Agenda of the conference, as well as synchronous (S) or asynchronous (A) format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Session title</th>
<th>S or A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Catch up growth in stunted children</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Idiopathic short stature</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Practical Implementation of telemedicine</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Subclinical hypothyroidism</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Catch up growth in stunted children: Meet the expert</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>What should I do with an obese patient?</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Idiopathis short stature: Meet the expert</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Subclinical Hypothyroidism: Meet the expert</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Turner Syndrome</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Precocious puberty: Controversies in management</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Growth Hormone indications</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>What would I do with a patient with PCOS?</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Turner Syndrome: Meet the expert</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia: Meet the expert</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Challenges managing the adolescent with diabetes</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Insulin pumps: Update/What’s new</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Liraglutide in Children and Adolescents with Type 2 diabetes</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Pubertal delay: Approach and treatment</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>What would I do with a patient with gynecomastia?</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>How do I approach a patient with secondary amenorrhea?</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Diabetes: Meet the expert</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Pubertal delay: Meet the expert</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registration was free for participants and attendees registered online [12]. The participants had access to live sessions using GoTo Webinar, a landing page at endopediatrica’s website [12], or a Moodle website to access the lectures either synchronously or asynchronously. The asynchronous sessions (Vimeo; Vimeo, Inc.) included content that was available online and could be accessed by the participants at their convenience. The designated speaker made a presentation in the asynchronous prerecorded sessions with a defined theme. The audience had the opportunity to interact with this speaker for a live or synchronous session 3-5 days later. These sessions were in “question & answer,” “clinical cases,” or “ask the expert” format. Live sessions were broadcasted using Facebook live (Meta Platforms, Inc.) and Vimeo with opportunities to participate in interactive sessions with Q&A format. Attendees obtained information and technological tools to access the meeting from multiple sources (Facebook, WhatsApp [Meta Platforms, Inc.], GoTo Webinar, Zoom [Zoom Video Communications], and Vimeo), which allowed for the participation of individuals beyond the Central America and Dominican Republic regions. At the end of the meeting, the participants were invited to complete an evaluation of the conference. Conference evaluations included questions about the relevance of the topics covered, registration process, satisfaction with technological platforms, access to the event, and the invited speakers’ knowledge of the subjects and presentations.

Ethical Considerations

No ethics approval was applied for because the conference-reported data are anonymous or deidentified and therefore exempt from oversight. There was no process of data linkage and recording, and dissemination did not generate identifiable information. No monetary compensation was offered to the speakers or participants. The meeting received generous support from Novo Nordisk, Pfizer, and Merck Foundation to cover the expenses of the English-to-Spanish translation, the
production of the platform, and the promotion of the event. Topics were chosen by the organizers based on the needs and interest of the audience. Novo Nordisk, Pfizer, or Merck did not provide topics for discussion.

Results

A total of 8 speakers from Spain, Canada, Costa Rica, and the United States delivered the virtual event to 668 health care professionals. The audience consisted mainly of native Spanish speakers, and Spanish was the preferred language at the conference. Full registration information was available for most of the participants, including their country of origin and their profession or level of training. The country with the most attendees was Guatemala (n=69, 10.3%), followed by Venezuela (n=66, 9.9%), and Dominican Republic (n=63, 9.4%; Table 2). Participants were from 20 countries (Guatemala, Venezuela, Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay, Mexico, Honduras, Argentina, the United States, Bolivia, Chile, Panama, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Belize, Spain, and Colombia). The majority of the participants were pediatric endocrinologists, pediatricians, or general practitioners (Figure 1), with residents and medical students also participating.

Of the 23 sessions, 14 (61%) sessions were live (Table 1), and if presented by an English speaker, they had simultaneous Spanish translation. Using the GoTo Webinar platform, 360 records of access were documented for the live sessions. Meet-the-expert and live sessions, which consisted of questions and answers as well as interaction with the audience showed an average interest by the audience of 92%, and a total number of 168 questions were asked throughout the event. Access to the lectures post meeting was evaluated via the Vimeo platform during September 2020. Of the 2937 times a video was played, 1285 (43.8%) times the platform reported 100% completion of the video. Vimeo reported 1331 total hours of content playback. The number of people who viewed a prerecorded session (Vimeo) on a particular day ranged from 41 to 253.

At the end of the meeting, 408 attendees evaluated the conference and provided feedback in the form of a questionnaire. Questions with participant responses are presented in Figures 2 and 3. All participants reported that the conference was highly relevant to their professional practice. Additionally, using a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being extremely satisfied and 1 not satisfied at all), the majority of the participants were extremely satisfied (n=320, 78%) or very satisfied (n=83, 20%) with the event. The majority of the participants were extremely satisfied (n=236, 58%) or very satisfied (n=122, 33%) with the platforms used for the live sessions. Approximately 30% (n=122) of the attendees suggested improvements to the technological platform and onboarding of the event. Suggested improvements included schedule improvement, onboarding of the platform, times, adding more topics, increasing time for questions, and adding clinical cases. The attendees reported feeling that the event provided a novel way to disseminate medical knowledge within clinical endocrinology. Below are some comments provided by the attendees:

Very good initiative.

Thank you for continuing distance learning.

The truth is that everything turned out very well, at first it was very difficult with the use of technology, but it improved a lot over the days.

I loved the topics and the didactics of the professionals. They were very practical and of great relevance for my daily practice in the clinic. Thanks a lot!

I am very grateful to the entire organization because it gave me the opportunity to listen to true references in pediatric endocrinology and in turn in such a way that it will be very useful for my professional practice, which at the moment is in general medicine.
Table 2. Origin country of attendees. The number of attendees per country and the percent per country is presented. Information available for 668 attendees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Attendees, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>69 (10.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>66 (9.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>63 (9.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>57 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>54 (8.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>50 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>40 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>36 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>35 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>33 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>31 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>25 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>21 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries with 17 or less attendees</td>
<td>88 (13.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>668 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Profession and/or level of training of attendees. Information available for 410 attendees.

![Bar chart showing the profession and/or level of training of attendees.]
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Figure 2. "How satisfied were you with the event?" Evaluation of the conference by the attendees. Information available for 408 attendees (1=not satisfied to 5=very satisfied).

Figure 3. "How satisfied were you with the platforms used for the sessions (ie, Vimeo, GotoWebinar, and Facebook Live)?" Evaluation of the conference by the attendees. Information available for 408 attendees (1=not satisfied to 5=very satisfied).
Discussion

Principal Findings
Latin America has on average 2 doctors per 1000 population, and a low number of doctor consultations per capita [13]. Additionally, there is a lack of formally trained medical professionals in the field of pediatric endocrinology in several countries in Central and South America [14]. Some countries, such as Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, have several trained medical professionals in pediatric endocrinology; however, other countries such as Nicaragua and Bolivia have a limited number of pediatric endocrinologists, available only in urban centers [15,16]. Previous conferences focused on pediatric endocrinology and diabetes were successfully held in Central America with the support of PES, as mentioned; however, participation was limited. As mentioned by Zacharin et al [14], access to up-to-date medical education for physicians and participation in medical conferences can be challenging for many medical professionals, trainees, and students from low-income countries where expertise and formal training is lacking [14]. Central and South America include several countries where there is a need for more formal training in pediatric endocrinology. Previous initiatives by the PES, International Society for Pediatric and Adolescent Diabetes, and the European Society for Paediatric Endocrinology have been welcomed and have provided opportunities for formal training with success [14]. However, most of these initiatives have required in-person participation, which can be particularly challenging for medical professionals from low-income countries.

Here, we present the first virtual pediatric endocrine conference in low- and middle-resource countries in Central and South America and the Caribbean with the support of the PES. There were several factors that contributed to the success of the conference. The virtual platform of the meeting resulted in a larger number of participants (668 participants) compared to the previous conferences in Costa Rica (close to 50 participants) and the Dominican Republic (close to 150 participants) and offered an opportunity for attendance to health care professionals from 20 countries. Over half of the participants were pediatricians and general practitioners who do not specialize in pediatric endocrinology, and who might have not had the opportunity to attend the conference if it was only offered in person. Additionally, most of the sessions were available in Spanish, the native language for most participants. Lastly, the conference covered a wide variety of topics related to pediatric endocrinology and diabetes (Table 1) and, according to the participants, these topics were highly relevant to their professional practice. The participants were very satisfied with the event (Figure 2) and the platforms used for the live sessions (Figure 3).

The recent challenges due to the COVID-19 pandemic have resulted in most large conferences being held virtually. Virtual conferences are more accessible, more inclusive, and more affordable, and offer opportunity to the attendees to access material at their convenience. They are also less time-consuming as they do not include travel [17]. Registration for this conference was free, and there were many sessions that allowed for direct interaction between the presenters and the audience in the form of Q&A session, which is not always available in virtual conferences. Additionally, the participants were mostly satisfied with the technological and organizational aspects of the event, providing useful feedback for future virtual conferences.

A limitation to reporting our results was that attendees used different platforms to access the academic content. The objective was to facilitate access, thus generating fewer barriers to accessing knowledge at the cost of making the analysis of access to data from multiple web-based platforms more complex.

Conclusions
Under this virtual conference, with the use of different virtual platforms, ease of access with free registration, and up-to-date technology, professionals who otherwise would not have attended international conferences were able to attend high-level scientific lectures on pediatric endocrinology and diabetes. The participants were satisfied with the conference content, which was relevant to their practice and well organized. The availability of low-cost and low–technical complexity access to digital platforms could promote the dissemination of medical education and is a complementary initiative to improve training opportunities for health care professionals from low-income and low- to middle-income countries in pediatric endocrinology and diabetes.
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Abstract

Background: A health care system is intertwined with multiple stakeholders, including government institutions, pharmaceutical companies, patients, hospitals and clinics, health care professionals, health researchers and scientific medical experts, patients and consumer organizations, and media organizations. Physicians and journalists are the key actors who play a significant role in making health care services and health information accessible to the people of a country.

Objective: The aim of this study was to explore the tensions and alliances between physicians and journalists in Bangladesh, along with identifying strategies that could potentially improve the often contentious relationship and quality of medical journalism.

Methods: We conducted a web-based cross-sectional survey using the snowball sampling technique from September 2021 to March 2022. Adult Bangladeshi citizens belonging to the two selected professional groups (physicians and journalists), who understood the survey content, and agreed to participate in the survey were considered eligible for inclusion in the study. Both descriptive and logistic regression analyses, including the Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, were performed to determine the differences between groups concerning selected perception-related variables, and the associations of perceptions about lack of trust in each other’s knowledge, skills, and professional integrity with background characteristics.

Results: A total of 419 participants completed the survey, including 219 physicians and 200 journalists. Among physicians, 53.4% (117/219) reported lower trust toward journalists’ professional domain and expertise, whereas 43.5% (87/200) of journalists had lower trust toward physicians’ professional domain and expertise. In terms of perception about not having respect for each other, the median value for the physicians was 5 (strongly agree), whereas it was only 3 (agree) for the journalists. We also found that male physicians (adjusted odds ratio [AOR] 0.45, compared with female physicians) and medical officers (AOR 0.30, compared with specialists) had significantly higher odds of lacking trust in journalists’ knowledge, skills, and professional integrity. When rating the statement “Regular professional interaction between journalists and doctors may improve the relationship between the professional groups,” most physicians (186/219, 84.9%) chose “neither agree nor disagree,” whereas most journalists (106/200, 53.0%) stated that they “slightly agree.”

Conclusions: Both physicians and journalists in Bangladesh have negative perceptions of each other’s professions. However, physicians have a more negative perception of journalists than journalists have of the physicians. Strategies such as a legal framework to identify medical-legal issues in reporting, constructive discussion, professional interaction, and capacity-building training programs may significantly improve the relationship between physicians and journalists.

Introduction

Background

A health care system is intertwined with multiple stakeholders, including government institutions, pharmaceutical companies, patients, hospitals and clinics, health care professionals, health researchers and scientific medical experts, patients and consumer organizations, and media organizations. Physicians and journalists are the key actors who play a significant role in making health care services and health information accessible to the people of a country. Media translate complex health issues, health policies, scientific medical innovations, and research updates for the public, patients, practitioners, and policy makers. People’s health-related behaviors [1]; beliefs, attitudes, and actions [2]; and perceptions of the quality of health care services are influenced and shaped by media content. Therefore, media play a crucial role in framing public health debates [3] and the public health policy process [4,5].

Nevertheless, health and media are closely connected in many other ways. Briggs and Hallin [6] examined the relationship between media and medicine. They argued that news coverage of health issues plays a fundamental role in constructing wider cultural understandings of health and disease. Moreover, Stroobant et al [7] argued that health news is coproduced by health and media professionals. However, authors of previous studies explored the relationship between health and media through the lens of certain professional domains. In most cases, they adopted either the media perspective [6] or a health care perspective [8] exclusively. Thus, it is evident that the current discourse on the relationship is divided into two lines of thought. On the one hand, media professionals often argue that doctors do not know how to express themselves in a way that nonmedical professionals can understand, they do not appreciate journalists’ skills and/or act as if they are superior or omnipotent, they try to take over/dominante the journalistic process, and they have a personal agenda when collaborating with the media. On the other hand, health professionals claim that the media cannot be trusted as journalists often report health-related issues in a biased, sensational, and inaccurate way; they do not understand the complexity of health care and the health care business; and are often responsible for breaches of confidentiality or privacy, or choose to misquote health professionals [9].

It is well established that media can play an influential role in promoting health behavior [10-14], the use of health care services [12,15-18], building people’s trust in the health care system [19-23], and advancing health literacy [24,25] in a country. A cordial relationship between physicians and journalists is therefore crucial for improved health care delivery and the public health of a country. However, physicians and medical scientists often argue that the media frequently negatively portray the health sector and health care professionals and use exaggerated headlines that lower the quality of medical messages in the media. On the other side, media professionals argue that health care professionals do not cooperate with them in communicating medical messages properly. However, work on incorporating both perspectives is scant. In particular, there is no research on the topic in the context of Bangladesh.

Against this backdrop, the aim of this study was to explore the professional relationship between physicians and journalists in Bangladesh. The goal is to identify strategies that could potentially improve this often contentious relationship by characterizing the tensions and alliances between medicine and the media in Bangladesh and the quality of medical journalism in the country.

Theoretical Framework

The aim of this study was to examine the professional relationship between physicians and journalists through the theoretical lenses of biocommunicability [26], biomediatization [6], and boundary-work theory [27]. The notion of biocommunicability refers to the ways biomedical knowledge is created, circulated, and received [6,26]. According to this concept, media and medicine are two distinct but intensively interactional entities. By contrast, the biomediatization concept implies that biomedicine and the media are not two separate entities but are rather deeply intertwined. Both medicine and media contribute to the production of medical knowledge, the practice of medicine, and public health [6,7]. How media construct and communicate health knowledge affects perceptions of particular diseases, public health policies, clinic practices, and public reactions because the media frame health news through multiple social, economic, cultural, political, and moral lenses [6,28].

The concept of boundary work was first introduced by Thomas F Gieryn in 1983, which refers to an ideological demarcation between scientific and nonscientific fields [27]. Gieryn argued that various professional groups and occupations construct social boundaries that distinguish some intellectual activities. They put up such boundaries in arguing for their power, authority, control, credibility, expertise, prestige, and material resources. Moreover, they play rhetorical games for their objectivity and the need for autonomy. As an analytical instrument, this concept is particularly useful in understanding the professional relationship between physicians and journalists [29-32]. Thus, to understand the tensions and alliances between medicine and the media in Bangladesh, we sought to identify the prejudices physicians and journalists have against one another toward finding possible solutions that could improve the mutual relationship and the quality of medical journalism in the country.

Medical journalism refers to journalistic communication of issues related to health, medicine, and the health care system. In essence, medical journalism is another form of journalistic writing about science [33,34], representing an art and craft of telling complex stories on structural, institutional, political, financial, and ethical issues in health, medicine, and health care [35] in a way that enables a lay person to easily understand these issues.
Methods

Study Design, Setting, and Participants
This was a cross-sectional online survey. To achieve the objectives of this study, a quantitative approach was adopted. As the aim was to capture the perceptions of both physicians and journalists working in Bangladesh, two separate surveys were created, each comprising common variables and participant-specific variables. The surveys were conducted between September 2021 and March 2022. The call for participation was made on social media and by email.

Recruitment Procedure
We collected data through an anonymous web-based survey using social media platforms and email. Two semi-structured questionnaires (for physicians and journalists, respectively) were designed using the Google survey tool (Google Forms). The generated link was shared with physicians and journalists identified through the snowball technique. The link was also shared with study participants via social media groups. Through the link, the study participants could access the relevant questionnaire as well as read a brief description of the study, with its objectives, implications, and data management guidelines. Informed consent was obtained from all participants through the same web link. After providing consent, a participant was able to access the remainder of the questionnaire, which also included the contact addresses of the research team and an Ethical Review Committee member, allowing them to reach out for further queries or clarification regarding the study. The participants were not required to provide any personal or identifiable information on the questionnaires. To maintain data quality, the research team checked the data regularly to determine whether there were any inconsistencies.

We collected data from professional physicians/registered physicians/clinical practitioners such as senior consultants, junior consultants, teaching professionals of medical colleges, and residential medical officers/medical officers or equivalent who work in primary, secondary, and tertiary government hospitals and medical colleges, as well as private clinics and private medical colleges across the country. In addition, any registered journalist working in print, television, or online news platforms was considered eligible for the journalist survey. All Bangladeshi citizens aged 20 years or above that belonged to the two selected professional groups, understood the survey content, and agreed to participate in the survey were considered eligible for inclusion in the study. A total of 419 of 528 participants completed the survey, with a response rate of 79.35%, including 219 physicians and 200 journalists.

Study Instruments
We developed the physician and journalist perception questionnaires following the existing literature, after which we customized these items to the Bangladeshi context and translated them into Bangla. The questionnaires included sociodemographic and profession-related questions. The physician perception questionnaire included questions on their experience of professional interactions with journalists, perceptions of the impact of media on the health care sector, perceptions of the importance of a good relationship between medicine and media, prejudice about media and journalists, and suggestions for improving the relationship. The journalist perception questionnaire comprised questions on their perceptions about health care professionals, knowledge about health and medical reporting, the experience of interactions with physicians, perceptions about the importance of a good relationship between medicine and media, prejudice about physicians and health care professionals, and suggestions for improving the relationship. The questionnaires are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Statistical Analysis
We performed both descriptive and inferential statistical analyses. The descriptive analysis focused on frequencies (n) and percentages, and the Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test were performed to determine the differences between groups (physicians and journalists) concerning selected perception-related variables. Internal consistency of the perception variables between the two groups was tested using the Cronbach α coefficient. The Cronbach α for the common perception (7 items) variables between the two groups was .776, indicating a satisfactory internal consistency level [36,37]. Moreover, we performed a reliability test for the physician perception–related variables toward journalists (12 items) and the journalist perception–related variables (9 items) toward physicians. The Cronbach α score for the physician and journalist groups was .893 and .814, respectively, indicating a satisfactory internal consistency level [36,37]. Multiple ordered logistic regression analyses jointly considering all the explanatory variables were performed to assess the association between the background characteristics of the two study groups with a common perception variable, formed based on the rating of the survey item “Not having trust in each other’s knowledge, skills, and professional integrity” on a 5-point Likert scale anchored at 1=“strongly disagree” and 5=“strongly agree.” A P value <.05 was considered statistically significant. We analyzed the data using Stata SE, version 15.0 (StataCorp LLC).

Ethics Considerations
The Ethical Review Committee (PHFBD-ERC: 12/2020) of the Public Health Foundation, Bangladesh approved our study protocol, procedures, consent statement, and study tools. All respondents were informed in Bengali about their rights related to their voluntary participation in the study. Participants who gave consent to willingly participate in the survey would click the “Continue” button and would then be directed to complete the self-administered questionnaire. Respondents were assured of the anonymity of the data they provided.

Results

Background Characteristics of Physicians and Journalists
A total of 219 physicians and 200 journalists residing in Bangladesh completed the questionnaire. Among the physicians, the mean age was 38.86 (SD 9.94) years and the mean duration of professional experience was 12.68 (SD 8.56) years. Nearly three-quarters of the participants identified as male; 31.05%
worked as specialists and 12.79% as consultants. In addition, 43.38% of the participants were currently based in Dhaka, the capital city of Bangladesh (Table 1). Among the journalists, the mean age was 33.97 (SD 9.24) years and the mean duration of professional experience was 9.85 (SD 8.19) years; nearly three-quarters were male. In addition, 48.5% worked as a reporter and 61.5% were currently working in Dhaka (Table 1).

Table 1. Background characteristics of the study participants (N=419).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Physicians (n=219)</th>
<th>Journalists (n=200)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>38.86 (9.94)</td>
<td>33.97 (9.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of professional experience, mean (SD)</td>
<td>12.68 (8.56)</td>
<td>9.85 (8.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>159 (72.6)</td>
<td>149 (74.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>59 (26.9)</td>
<td>48 (24.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>3 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians’ professional title, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical officer</td>
<td>111 (50.7)</td>
<td>N/Aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior consultant</td>
<td>12 (5.5)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>28 (12.8)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist</td>
<td>68 (31.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists’ professional title, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correspondent</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>53 (26.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporter</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>97 (48.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News editor</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>42 (21.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (eg, anchor, media manager)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current working place, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital city (Dhaka)</td>
<td>95 (43.4)</td>
<td>123 (61.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other divisional city</td>
<td>43 (19.6)</td>
<td>24 (12.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District</td>
<td>56 (25.6)</td>
<td>35 (17.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upazila b and Union c</td>
<td>25 (11.4)</td>
<td>18 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN/A: not applicable.
bAn administrative division in Bangladesh, functioning as a subunit of a district.
cThe smallest rural administrative and local government unit in Bangladesh.

Physicians’ Perceptions Toward Journalists and Journalists’ Perceptions Toward Physicians

The perceptions of the two professional groups toward each other were assessed based on seven common domains (Table 2). Both physicians and journalists ranked their perceptions toward each other using a 5-point Likert scale, with 1 denoting “strongly disagree” or having a very negative perception and 5 indicating “strongly agree” or having a very positive perception. The complete data are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Six out of seven variables regarding physicians’ perception toward journalists and journalists’ perception toward physicians were statistically significant at the 5% level (P<.05). Among physicians, 53.4% reported that they had lower trust toward journalists’ professional domain and expertise, whereas among journalists, 43.5% of participants had lower trust toward physicians’ professional domain and expertise. Moreover, 56.2% of physicians were of the view that journalists have a “very low” level of professionalism, whereas only 32.5% of the journalists perceived physicians to have a “very low” level of professionalism.

When rating the statement “Journalists often do not have respect for physicians as a professional group,” 50.7% of physicians “strongly agreed.” In contrast, only 10.5% of journalists “strongly agreed” with the same statement regarding the physicians. Similarly, 51.6% of physicians “strongly agreed” with the statement “Journalists do not have trust in the knowledge, skills, and professional integrity of physicians,” whereas only 4.5% of journalists “strongly agreed” when rating the statement “Physicians do not have trust in media and journalists in the country.”

When rating the statement “Journalists tend to believe that they are superior to physicians as a professional group,” 86.8% of physicians “strongly agreed.” In contrast, only 19.0% of journalists “strongly agreed” with the corresponding statement regarding the physicians. In addition, 82.2% of physicians “strongly agreed” with the statement “When reporting on the
health sector, journalists often tend to serve the purpose of vested business interests, not representing the truth.” In contrast, only 1.0% of journalists “strongly agreed” with the statement “Physicians often prescribe medicine or tests to ensure the interests of pharmaceutical companies.” Finally, 89.5% of physicians, as opposed to 18.5% of journalists, expressed their strong agreement with the statement “The relationship between physicians and journalists is not good.”

Table 2. Physicians’ perceptions toward journalists and journalists’ perceptions toward physicians in Bangladesh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Physicians (n=219), n (%)</th>
<th>Journalists (n=200), n (%)</th>
<th>P value a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust toward each other’s professional domain and expertise</td>
<td>1b 34 (15.5)</td>
<td>1b 34 (15.5)</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception about each other’s professionalism</td>
<td>123 (56.2)</td>
<td>54 (24.7)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception about not having respect for each other</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>31 (14.2)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception about not having trust in each other’s knowledge, skills, and professional integrity</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>31 (14.2)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception toward each other’s superiority complex</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>4 (1.8)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief toward each other about serving the purpose of vested interests</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall relationship is not good</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aMann-Whitney U test.
bVery low/strongly disagree.
cSlightly low/slightly disagree.
dNeither low/agree nor high/disagree.
eSlightly high/slightly agree.
fVery high/strongly agree.

Median Values of the 5-Point Likert Scale Ratings for Different Perception Aspects

In terms of the statements “Trust toward each other’s professional domain and expertise” and “Perception about each other’s professionalism,” the median value for the physicians was 1, whereas it was 2 for the journalists. In terms of “Perception about not having respect for each other,” the median value for the physicians was 5, whereas it was 3 for the journalists. In terms of other variables such as “Not having trust in each other’s knowledge, skills, and professional integrity”; “Perception toward each other’s superiority complex”; “Beliefs toward each other about serving the purpose of vested interests”; and “Overall relationship is not good,” the median value for the physicians was 5, whereas it was 4 for the journalists (Figure 1).
Factors Associated With Lack of Trust in Each Other’s Knowledge, Skills, and Professional Integrity

The ordered logistic regression analysis showed that several factors—sex and the professional title for physicians, and age, designation, and current workplace for journalists—were significantly associated with the lack of trust in each other’s knowledge, skills, and professional integrity (Table 3).

In terms of the background characteristics of physicians, male physicians had significantly higher odds of lacking trust in journalists’ knowledge, skills, and professional integrity compared to their female counterparts. In terms of professional title, medical officers had significantly higher odds of lacking trust in journalists’ knowledge, skills, and professional integrity compared to the specialists.

On the other side, in terms of the background characteristics of journalists, a 1-year increase in journalist age increased the odds of lacking trust in physicians’ knowledge, skills, and professional integrity by 0.14. The reporters and news editors had higher odds of lacking trust in physicians’ knowledge, skills, and professional integrity compared to the reference category, correspondents. In terms of current workplace, journalists from other city corporations and from the district level had higher odds of lacking trust in physicians’ knowledge, skills, and professional integrity compared with their reference category, journalists from Dhaka.
Table 3. Association of perceptions about not having trust in each other’s knowledge, skills, and professional integrity with background characteristics of physicians and journalists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Physicians (n=219)(^a)</th>
<th>Journalists (n=200)(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>(P) value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>1.1 (1.1-1.21)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of professional experience</td>
<td>0.91 (0.82-1.02)</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (reference)</td>
<td>N/A(^d)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.45 (0.25-0.81)</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>0 (0-0)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physicians’ professional title</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical officer</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior consultant</td>
<td>0.35 (0.11-1.15)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>0.43 (0.17-1.12)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist</td>
<td>0.3 (0.13-0.71)</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journalists’ professional title</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correspondent</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporter</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News editor</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (eg, anchor, media manager)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current working place</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital city (Dhaka)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others divisional city</td>
<td>0.59 (0.29-1.19)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District</td>
<td>0.73 (0.38-1.41)</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upazila(^e) and below</td>
<td>0.55 (0.21-1.41)</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\)Model parameters: Likelihood ratio (\(\chi^2\)\(_{10}\))=24.62, \(P=0.006\); Pseudo \(R^2=0.047\).

\(b\)Model parameters: Likelihood ratio (\(\chi^2\)\(_{10}\))=39.54, \(P=0.001\); Pseudo \(R^2=0.081\).

\(c\)AOR: adjusted odds ratio.

\(d\)N/A: not applicable.

\(e\)An administrative division in Bangladesh, functioning as a subunit of a district.

**Physicians’ Perceptions Toward Journalists**

Table 4 presents the physicians’ perceptions of journalists in Bangladesh, measured through 12 variables, 6 of which were statistically significant (\(P<.05\)). A few of the significant findings are summarized below.

Most physicians “strongly agreed” with the statements “Journalists often prepare news stories on their own first and then talk to physicians,” “Journalists often present health and medical information in a sensational way,” “Journalists often use the term ‘wrong treatment’ without considering the context or details,” and “Journalists often tend to publish news stories on health care professionals and health care services without adequate verification.”
Table 4. Physicians’ perceptions toward journalists (N=219).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Strongly disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Slightly disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Slightly agree, n (%)</th>
<th>Strongly agree, n (%)</th>
<th>P value¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journalists often write and publish news on the health sector without having adequate knowledge about it</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>9 (4.1)</td>
<td>14 (6.4)</td>
<td>33 (15.1)</td>
<td>163 (74.4)</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists often write and publish news stories based on their preconceived ideas</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0.9)</td>
<td>28 (12.8)</td>
<td>34 (15.5)</td>
<td>155 (70.8)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists often prepare news stories on their own first and then talk to physicians</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>2 (0.9)</td>
<td>36 (16.4)</td>
<td>30 (13.7)</td>
<td>150 (68.5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists often do not try to understand the real situation or the underlying meaning of a medical situation; rather, they are more interested in what they want to know</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>3 (1.4)</td>
<td>5 (2.3)</td>
<td>28 (12.8)</td>
<td>182 (83.1)</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In most cases, journalists present a distorted picture of health professionals and health care services</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>4 (1.8)</td>
<td>4 (1.8)</td>
<td>27 (12.3)</td>
<td>184 (84.0)</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The media always publish biased information on the health sector and health professionals</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0.9)</td>
<td>5 (2.3)</td>
<td>25 (11.4)</td>
<td>187 (85.4)</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists often present health and medical information in a sensational way</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>2 (0.9)</td>
<td>25 (11.4)</td>
<td>190 (86.8)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists often use the term “wrong treatment” without considering the context or details</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>17 (7.8)</td>
<td>201 (91.8)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In most cases, journalists incorrectly quote physicians or health care professionals in their news stories</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>6 (2.7)</td>
<td>23 (10.5)</td>
<td>190 (86.8)</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists often tend to publish news stories on health care professionals and health care services without adequate verification</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>2 (0.9)</td>
<td>22 (10.1)</td>
<td>194 (88.6)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am afraid of talking to journalists as they do not know how to ask questions objectively/neutrally</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>7 (3.2)</td>
<td>8 (3.7)</td>
<td>22 (10.1)</td>
<td>181 (82.7)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists tend to believe that most physicians are not qualified and inhumane</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>8 (3.7)</td>
<td>22 (10.1)</td>
<td>188 (85.8)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Journalists’ Perceptions Toward Physicians

Table 5 presents the journalists’ perceptions of physicians in Bangladesh, measured through 9 variables, 7 of which were statistically significant (P<.05). In particular, most journalists “slightly agreed” with the statements “During an interview or in case of communicating information relevant to a news story, most physicians tend not to give enough time to journalists”; “While talking to media, physicians use jargon and difficult terms that are not understandable for ordinary persons”; “During an interview, physicians often try to dominate over journalists”; and “Physicians often try to avoid media and journalists as a result of their professional supremacy attitude.”
Table 5. Journalists’ perceptions toward physicians (N=200).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Strongly disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Slightly disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Slightly agree, n (%)</th>
<th>Strongly agree, n (%)</th>
<th>P value&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physicians often tend to believe that journalists do not have adequate knowledge about the country’s health care system</td>
<td>5 (2.5)</td>
<td>24 (12.0)</td>
<td>35 (17.5)</td>
<td>119 (59.5)</td>
<td>17 (8.5)</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When contacting for any information relevant to a story, physicians often pretend that they are too busy</td>
<td>3 (1.5)</td>
<td>26 (13.0)</td>
<td>36 (18.0)</td>
<td>108 (54.0)</td>
<td>27 (13.5)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians often seem not to be confident while appearing in media or talking to journalists</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>27 (13.5)</td>
<td>43 (21.5)</td>
<td>120 (60.0)</td>
<td>9 (4.5)</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most physicians are not skilled in giving an interview or talking to journalists</td>
<td>4 (2.0)</td>
<td>41 (20.5)</td>
<td>36 (18.0)</td>
<td>100 (50.0)</td>
<td>19 (9.5)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During an interview or in case of communicating information relevant to a news story, most physicians tend to not give enough time to journalists</td>
<td>4 (2.0)</td>
<td>19 (9.5)</td>
<td>35 (17.5)</td>
<td>128 (64.0)</td>
<td>14 (7.0)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While talking to the media, physicians use jargon and difficult terms that are not understandable to ordinary people</td>
<td>2 (1.0)</td>
<td>17 (8.5)</td>
<td>32 (16.0)</td>
<td>109 (54.5)</td>
<td>40 (20.0)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians often do not feel the need to present medical information in a simple, straightforward manner</td>
<td>3 (1.5)</td>
<td>24 (12.0)</td>
<td>33 (16.5)</td>
<td>116 (58.0)</td>
<td>24 (12.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During an interview, physicians often try to dominate journalists</td>
<td>18 (9.0)</td>
<td>25 (12.5)</td>
<td>48 (24.0)</td>
<td>96 (48.0)</td>
<td>13 (6.5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians often try to avoid media and journalists as a result of their professional supremacy attitude</td>
<td>3 (1.5)</td>
<td>13 (6.5)</td>
<td>34 (17.0)</td>
<td>124 (62.0)</td>
<td>26 (13.0)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

The Way Forward From the Perspectives of Physicians and Journalists

When rating the statement “Regular professional interaction between journalists and doctors may improve the relationship between the professional groups,” most physicians (85%) chose “neither agree nor disagree,” whereas most journalists (53%) stated that they “slightly agree” (Figure 2).

When rating the statement “Necessary training may improve the relationship between the professional groups,” most physicians (90%) chose “strongly agree,” whereas most journalists (50%) opted for “slightly agree” (Figure 3).
Figure 2. Responses to the statement "More interaction between physicians and journalists may improve the relationship between the professional groups.".

Figure 3. Responses to the statement "Necessary training may improve the relationship between the professional groups.".

Discussion

Principal Findings

From the overall results, it is evident that both physicians and journalists in Bangladesh have a negative perception of each other. However, physicians have a more negative perception of the journalists than the journalists have of the physicians. We also found that the attitude of male and junior physicians toward the journalists is more negative compared with the attitudes of other physician groups.

The negative attitude of the professional groups has been exemplified by the variables such as trust toward the opposite professional group; perception regarding professionalism and not having respect for each other; and not having trust in each other’s knowledge, skills, and professional integrity. The high level of negative perceptions of physicians may be attributed to several factors. For example, in medical college, students are given an impression of superiority over other professional groups. This phenomenon has been observed by Zaman [38] in the Bangladeshi context. There is a historical link between traditional enmity and distrust toward each other [39-41]. It is
also possible that a lack of knowledge, understanding, and training about medical and health issues among journalists often leads to misreporting on these issues, which harms the professional credentials of physicians. The issue of misreporting was echoed in the opinions of physicians that participated in this study, as they believe that journalists often present health and medical information in a sensational way, often use the term “wrong treatment” without considering the context or details, and tend to publish news stories on health care professionals and health care services without adequate verification. A similar perception of physicians toward journalists was observed by Ahlmén-Laiho et al. [42,43] in the context of Finland. However, these authors argued that journalists’ experience of collaboration with physicians was positive. There are several cases of journalists portraying incidents of patients dying at a hospital or a clinic as an outcome of the ignorance and negligence of physicians, which could be a reason for the enmity from the physicians’ perspective. The negative portrayal of individual physicians, and the health care system as a whole, may affect public trust in physicians and the health care system [44-46]. In another study, Ahlmén-Laiho et al. [42] found that physicians often do not trust health information published or broadcasted in news media. Our results indicate that physicians in Bangladesh are not comfortable talking to journalists, while the journalists are skeptical of physicians’ communication skills. This might be due to the lack of communication skills among physicians, as the medical training curriculum does not adequately include behavioral science and communication skills, especially on how to face media. This failure often leads to negative perceptions of physicians among journalists, which is reflected in their news reporting. The negative perception may stem from the low standard of general journalistic practices, particularly in reporting on medical and health issues. Journalists often work on tight deadlines and write overstated headlines while covering health issues, compromising the relationship between professional groups [47]. However, Leask et al. [1] argued that the relationship could be improved through physicians’ increased awareness of journalists’ work culture and daily routines, being available when journalists request an interview or any piece of information for their news stories, providing them with necessary resources, and building relationships with specialist health reporters. Our results show that the attitude of junior physicians is more negative toward journalists compared to that of senior physicians, aligning with previous findings in the United Kingdom [48]. This attitude might be attributed to the communication skills and experience of facing journalists in professional encounters. Perhaps junior physicians might have less developed skills in facing media. However, journalists may also be less critical of senior physicians that have greater experience in facing media and journalists. We also found that male physicians and medical officers are more negative toward journalists compared to specialists. The same explanation may apply to this finding. Overall, our results show that the relationship between two professional groups—journalists and physicians—is not good, concurs with the results obtained in previous studies [49]. The differences in work cultures often lead to negative perceptions. For example, in their study on 600 medical experts in 21 countries, Larsson and colleagues [47] found that the nature of journalists’ work, short deadlines, writing populist headlines, their choice of topics or angles in news stories, and their level of medical knowledge are some of the barriers to overcome to improve the quality of medical reporting. However, the negative attitudes of the two professional groups toward each other are harmful to the quality of care and may undermine their professional motivation. Empirical evidence indicates that the lack of adequate communication between the two professional groups is one of the key barriers to the dissemination of public health information in a country. An improved relationship between the two professional groups to enhance their understanding of each other’s work culture is thus required. Medical colleges should incorporate issues related to communication skills with both patients and news media in the medical training of their graduates. On the other side, journalism schools should incorporate medical and health issues in their curricula so that future journalists can be equipped with the necessary medical knowledge. Moreover, the government should formulate a legal system to address medical negligence to ensure evidence-based representation of health issues.

Limitations
This study has some limitations. First, the participants of this study were only selected among users of social media platforms and email. Thus, there may be response bias, and only those concerned more about medicine and media among physicians and journalists may have participated in the study. Second, the study is based on a nonrepresentative sample size. Therefore, the results may not be generalizable to other physicians and journalists who are not social media or email users. Third, this study was exploratory, which did not allow for making any causal inferences.

Strengths
Despite these limitations, the study’s strength lies in the fact that it provides the first scientific evidence on the relationship between physicians and journalists in Bangladesh, to our best knowledge. Another key strength of the study is that it has considered the perspectives of both physicians and journalists to reveal the professional relationship between these two groups. Further qualitative research is nonetheless still needed to understand this phenomenon in greater depth. Qualitative formative research will help design interventions to enrich professional skill sets, responsiveness, and communication strategies to improve and maintain a sustainable healthy relationship.

Conclusion
Both physicians and journalists in Bangladesh have negative perceptions of each other. The perception of physicians toward journalists appears to be more negative than the perception of journalists toward physicians. Our findings suggest that several strategies could be adopted to improve the existing unhealthy relationship between these two important professional groups.
in Bangladesh and other contexts. First, a legal framework is needed to identify medical-legal issues in reporting. Moreover, policy makers should take initiatives related to constructive discussion, professional interaction, and capacity-building training programs, which may significantly improve the relationship between physicians and journalists.
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Abstract

COVID-19 has impacted billions of people and health care systems globally. However, there is currently no publicly available chatbot for patients and care providers to determine the potential severity of a COVID-19 infection or the possible biological system responses and comorbidities that can contribute to the development of severe cases of COVID-19. This preliminary investigation assesses this lack of a COVID-19 case-by-case chatbot into consideration when building a decision tree with binary classification that was stratified by age and body system, viral infection, comorbidities, and any manifestations. After reviewing the relevant literature, a decision tree was constructed using a suite of tools to build a stratified framework for a chatbot application and interaction with users. A total of 212 nodes were established that were stratified from lung to heart conditions along body systems, medical conditions, comorbidities, and relevant manifestations described in the literature. This resulted in a possible 63,360 scenarios, offering a method toward understanding the data needed to validate the decision tree and highlighting the complicated nature of severe cases of COVID-19. The decision tree confirms that stratification of the viral infection with the body system while incorporating comorbidities and manifestations strengthens the framework. Despite limitations of a viable clinical decision tree for COVID-19 cases, this prototype application provides insight into the type of data required for effective decision support.
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Introduction

COVID-19 presents a major and urgent threat to global health. Since the original outbreak of the disease in early December 2019 in Wuhan, China, COVID-19 has spread to over 188 countries, with the number of cases recently estimated at ~50-100 million and the number of fatalities at ~1-2 million, putting the death rate at approximately 3% [1-4]. In Canada, 30-40% of Canadians have contracted COVID-19, and the proportion of the infected population who experience severe illness is estimated at ~10% [5]. Clinicians dealing with this disease would benefit from an expert tool to rapidly assess severe COVID-19 cases.
formative study aimed at making accurate causal inferences with a view toward predictive modeling. Yet, the physiological interaction between COVID-19 and the human body is not yet well-established. Therefore, research models need to be reframed or even reinvented based on an assessment of the problems and strengths of targeting COVID-19, which can be achieved by using several intersecting knowledge bases concerned with human pathophysiology.

Mild cases of COVID-19 are typically characterized by early viral clearance, with 90% of mildly affected patients repeatedly testing negative on reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction tests by day 10 postonset [7]. In contrast, all severe cases were still evaluated as positive for COVID-19 at or beyond day 10 postonset, with the median duration of viral shedding in survivors being 20 days, during which time the affected individuals are highly contagious [8]. In one study, the longest observed duration of viral shedding in survivors was 37 days [9]; other studies reported even longer durations [10]. Modeling of COVID-19 suggests that severe cases can result in chronic respiratory and cardiovascular conditions lasting months and even longer, with recoveries remaining only partial without treatment [7,8]. Therefore, an important aspect of diagnosis is the ability to determine if a case will be mild or severe, especially since—for patients with slow recovery—mild cases can become severe. Conversely, if a case is quickly diagnosed as mild, then the risk of intubation and mechanical ventilation causing further chronic respiratory problems could be minimized [11].

Current scientific research in the epidemiology of COVID-19, as well as public health surveillance, relies on modeling COVID-19 infections to predict outbreaks [1]. One systematic review of over 100 models of COVID-19 found that none of these models was successful either in modeling the outbreak or in predicting recovery versus mortality [8]. Recent studies have used medical images and radiology techniques to develop prognostic and diagnostic models for detecting COVID-19 using applied statistics and machine learning, and a “COVID-19 vulnerability index” was developed related to hospital admissions [7,12]. Radiology can quickly detect COVID-19 as a respiratory disease at first onset and offer a quick indication of COVID-19 severity; however, it does not have a high success rate in detecting severe cases within the important 10-day latency-to-replication phase of this virus [13,14]. Another potential approach is to use blood samples to verify cases of severe COVID-19, without needing X-rays or other tissue samples or biopsy [15]. Because uncertainties remain and patients’ responses to infection vary greatly—and because there is no cure yet available for this disease—we need new methods to detect severe cases accurately and quickly.

Epidemiologists and other health professionals are currently working together to model risks using applied Bayes theorem with machine-learning techniques. This approach promises to produce models that can accurately assess the probability of severe cases within a given infected population, as well as complications of cardiovascular diseases [8,16]. Although updates on available treatments are frequent, gaps in the clinical guidelines for treating COVID-19 remain [8], with few validated clinical decision-support tools [17] or clinical guidelines in constructing chatbots for COVID-19 (Table 1).

As the pandemic continues, clinicians need reliable information on human pathophysiological responses to COVID-19. Models commonly applied in prognosis and treatment include the simple nomogram (ie, a diagram between variables such as age, gender, renal function, medication dosage, and body weight), decision trees, score systems, and online tools that provide statistics on a range of metrics: in-hospital deaths, prolonged mechanical ventilation needs, and a composite of poor outcomes [18]. While there is little agreement as to which modeling techniques are useful in a hospital setting [8,19], studies seem to have found value in decision trees. One study of recovery in severe COVID-19 cases, based on testing of blood samples, showed that decision trees using Gini coefficients are more effective than models using support vector machines, logistic regression, or random forest classification [15]. Other studies indicate that decision trees can define complex outcomes of COVID-19, especially for severe in-hospital cases [20]. Thus, decision trees can be valuable to incorporate knowledge structures that support the effective treatment of severe COVID-19.

Recently verified predictive models used specific parameters as predictors in the diagnosis and prognosis of COVID-19: age, body temperature, lymphocyte count, and data obtained through lung imaging [19]. In addition, flu-like symptoms and neutrophil count are frequently used as predictors in diagnosis, while comorbidities, gender, presence of creatinine-reactive protein (CRP), and overall amount of creatinine are frequently used in prognosis [19]. Findings regarding the biology and differentiation of lung inflammation suggest that excessive quantities of cytokines result in inner (microvascular) and outer (macrovascular) heart problems and elevated risk of mortality [16]. Therefore, the main diagnostic-to-prognostic problem is the level of integration of COVID-19 with human biology and the variable degree of immune response. That is, some immune responses are beneficial in the body’s fight against COVID-19, while others are detrimental [21]. The diagnostic problem of ascertaining the probabilities of mortality and recovery can be simplified using binary classification, allowing for a variety of recovery-versus-death scenarios. The problem here is that there may be a variety of manifestations, each with its own specific physiological sequence, which can severely impact the body’s lung or heart [22]. Therefore, the design of a clinical decision-support tool to diagnose severe cases of COVID-19 would have to consider both these manifestations and any remaining gaps in that understanding.

The knowledge of COVID-19 manifestations is complex, since a range of chronic conditions are associated with lung, cardiovascular, and gastrointestinal diseases. One study showed that preceding coronavirus outbreaks such as SARS and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) were associated with a significant burden of cardiovascular comorbidities [23]. Furthermore, diagnostic workups during SARS infections revealed detailed changes in electrocardiographic results, subclinical left ventricular diastolic impairment, and troponin elevation, all of which varied widely among patients [24]. Therefore, in the context of severe COVID-19 infection, any tools designed to support clinical decision-making need to take
into account the interconnectedness of the body’s respiratory and cardiovascular systems. This accounting for interconnectedness can be accomplished by decision trees, which can synthesize knowledge structures in the architectural construction of their branches and leaves.

### Table 1. Environmental scan of chatbots used for COVID-19 information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chatbot</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Inference method</th>
<th>Intervention effectiveness</th>
<th>Guidelines used</th>
<th>Prescription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple and Siri</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Apple and Siri to help people who ask if they have the coronavirus</td>
<td>Anywhere</td>
<td>Uses data from Johns Hopkins University; rules-based</td>
<td>Only symptom-based</td>
<td>No clinical guidelines</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermountain Healthcare</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>COVID-19 symptom checker</td>
<td>Research, primary care, and acute care in Utah at Intermountain Healthcare</td>
<td>Uses data from acute-care settings; rules-based</td>
<td>Effective to separate mild and severe cases based on symptoms</td>
<td>Simple clinical guidelines</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Dialogflow and Google Assistant</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Chatbot designed with extensive prompts to entities and intents</td>
<td>Anywhere</td>
<td>Prototype, fact checker, and Q&amp;A^a for COVID-19</td>
<td>Answers a variety of questions, including data on COVID-19 and symptoms</td>
<td>No clinical guidelines</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVIDradar</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Chatbot and app to track health status</td>
<td>Anywhere within the United Kingdom and National Health Service</td>
<td>Prototype, fact checker, and Q&amp;A for COVID-19</td>
<td>Effective to separate mild and severe cases based on symptoms and daily updates</td>
<td>Simple clinical guidelines</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook Messenger with WHO^b</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>COVID-19 fact and symptom checker</td>
<td>Anywhere</td>
<td>Prototype, fact checker, and Q&amp;A for COVID-19</td>
<td>Answers a variety of questions, including data on COVID-19 and symptoms</td>
<td>WHO guidelines</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC CDC^c</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>CDSS^d-generated care suggestions based on agreed guidelines. These include what to do if testing negative for COVID-19</td>
<td>Research, hospital-based academic groups, possibly including clinicians</td>
<td>Prototype, fact checker, and Q&amp;A for COVID-19</td>
<td>Answers a variety of questions, including data on COVID-19 and symptoms</td>
<td>Simple clinical guidelines</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aQ&A: question and answer.
^bWHO: World Health Organization.
^cBC CDC: British Columbia Centre for Disease Control.
^dCDSS: clinical decision support system.

### Design

Decision trees can incorporate medical knowledge [25], including human physiological responses to influenza and other diseases [20]. Human immune responses to COVID-19 can reveal a normal increase in T cells due to inflammation; however, this leads to a subsequent cytokine storm that increases the risk of mortality rather than reducing it. T-cell inflammation as a biological immune response to COVID-19 makes construction of the diagnostic decision branches in the knowledge tree difficult, requiring the introduction of additional calculations such as Gini coefficient thresholds [23]. The knowledge tree also needs to include a transition from diagnosis of chronic lung-to-heart conditions in the tissues, vessels, muscles, and valves. While the stratification of interactions between COVID-19 and chronic lung conditions and heart disease is not yet well understood [26], we have nonetheless been able to draw on existing clinical guidelines to construct the framework of a decision-support tool that models the transition from mild to severe COVID-19 cases.

After reviewing expert systems and other modeling technologies that use decision trees, we decided to use the infrastructure of a chatbot tool [27] that would either design decision trees manually or use Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) schematic formats to create them. PMML can be utilized in tools such as KNIME and RapidMiner to automate the formation of a decision tree; in such procedures, data sets and trained data can be employed iteratively. In clinical applications, PMML has been applied to binary classification such as wound care management [27]. The graphical artificial intelligence software VisiRule has knowledge engineering, interface, and control/editor tools (Figure 1) with embedded inductive techniques with inheritance settings, set as singular “Depth First” with maximum of 9 from the root node (Figure 2) and forward chaining settings (Figure 3).
Induction (as well as deduction) can be used in the diagnosis of COVID-19. For example, the landmark decision tree program called c4.5 algorithm is a machine-learning workhorse that in its sequence of decision points can establish decision endpoints for classification [28]. Inductive and deductive reasoning can also be employed to modify the construction of the architecture of decision trees.

We attempted to create a diagnostic tool that could develop a decision tree based on existing COVID-19 data sets using a number of applications: Google’s Dialogflow, ZenChat, and KNIME. Dialogflow—a decision-support tool in the form of a chatbot—contains intents and entities and a knowledge base; its construction enables easy integration into web-based applications [29]. However, Dialogflow does not allow for binary classification; all it can do is enable a series of prompts in a specific sequence of COVID-19 queries. This makes modeling severe cases of COVID-19 extremely difficult, as we had no ability to incorporate Bayes theorem. Dialogflow thus could not be used to develop our planned chatbot. Another tool we considered, ZenChat, proved similar to Dialogflow, as it had no apparent capacity to generate decision trees using binary classification [30]. In the decision-tree framework in KNIME, which autogenerates a PMML schema, we used data sets on COVID-19 cases drawn from the website Kaggle.com. However, these COVID-19 data sets were not easily formed to binary classifications; notably, the data could not be easily sorted in terms of recovery, short or long recovery with onset of chronic conditions, or even risk of mortality. This difficulty in forming binary classifications was confirmed by running Bayes modeling of the data set in the Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio, which did not produce accurate results. Accordingly, we constructed the decision tree to account for health outcomes, stratified by comorbidities in the transition from the lung to the heart, while establishing binary classifications to manually calculate Bayes probabilities for each leaf endpoint (Table 2).

With the VisiRule construct (via upload of a .vsr file), prototypes were developed that allowed the user to trace the response in the decision tree. The maximum run was approximately 10-12 leaves, with an endpoint indicating a high risk of mortality, low risk of mortality with risk of morbidity, or prolonged recovery from COVID-19 [31]. These prototypes generated a report after each iteration of a user selecting “yes” or “no” in a set of questions linked to a patient’s health and biological responses. Results were also obtainable in other forms such as an HTML application that generated a list of results and a chatbot. Upon testing, it became clear that the decision tree used biological and physiological knowledge in deductive reasoning, with some inductive reasoning in the knowledge acquisition. However, rebalancing the decision tree (ie, user response to flow from the top node to leaf nodes that indicate the status of a person’s health with severe COVID-19 symptoms) will require additional data sets to allow for reordering the sequence of prompts, reducing or increasing the number of leaves leading to a decision point, and resampling data [25,32]. Furthermore, inductive, or inferential, reasoning is the process of moving from concrete examples to general models; that is, of learning to classify objects by analyzing a set of instances (eg, cases of illness that have already been resolved) whose classes are known [32].

In a previous study, data mining models were developed for the prediction of COVID-19 patients’ recovery using an epidemiological data set of COVID-19 patients in South Korea [23]. In that study, a decision tree, a support vector machine, naïve Bayes classifiers, logistic regression, random forest, and a K-nearest neighbor algorithm were applied directly to the data set and a model was developed using Python. The model predicted the age ranges of patients who are at elevated risk of dying from COVID-19, of those who are likely to recover, and of those likely to recover rapidly [23]. The results show that a model developed with a decision-tree algorithm can be most efficient in predicting the probability of recovery for COVID-19 patients.

To improve the tool’s inductive power, we included a set of lung conditions that can exacerbate cases of COVID-19 in the upper stratification of the decision tree: asthma, pneumonia, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [11]. In the next stratification, we incorporated elevated long-term risk of cardiovascular disease and hyperlipoidemia responses, because these have been linked with acute complications of COVID-19 [33].

**Figure 1.** Expert system of a COVID-19 decision support web-based (chatbot) tool. There is an important interaction between the knowledge base (controlled) and an interface to display the chatbot to the user with a sequence of questions linked to the stratification of the COVID-19 disease course on an individual basis.
Figure 2. Screenshot from VisiRule 7.021. VisiRule inheritance settings, set as singular “Depth First” with a maximum of 9 from the root node. These settings are important as the complexity of the decision tree framework can be enhanced with the VisiRule applications and its PROLOG backend program.

Figure 3. Screenshot from VisiRule 7.021 showing the forward chaining settings. Forward chaining is the default in this application for decision tree induction. As the pop-up display indicates, there are many more settings and customizations to add to the complexity of the forward chaining or traversing through the decision tree framework based on user input across the stratification.

Table 2. Stratified approach to the decision tree hierarchy for severe COVID-19 cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratification level</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Viral invasion</td>
<td>Suggestive of the level of SARS-CoV-2 invading the cytoplasm of cells and binding to ACE2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Age and body systems</td>
<td>Suggestive of higher risk of being aged ≥65 years with impacts on the respiratory and circulatory systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Comorbidities</td>
<td>Suggestive of underlying chronic diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Manifestations</td>
<td>Suggestive of the level of viral infection and the human body’s responses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aACE2: angiotensin-converting enzyme 2

Objectives

The strength of clinical decision-support tools relies on the difficulty of detecting COVID-19 early in its interaction with human biological systems. Because of the high percentage of mild and asymptomatic cases, several pathophysiological responses to the disease need to be fully documented for risk of severity to be adopted [8,19]. Assessing severity, for instance, requires a prominent level of diagnostic accuracy, together with monitoring and periodic reassessment [17,26], all of which are more easily accomplished with the use of a decision-tree tool. In this study, the main objective of the decision-support tool was to diagnose severe cases of COVID-19 based on knowledge using VisiRule control/editor tools (Figure 1). Decision support
In both diagnosis and prognosis takes into account a variety of signs and symptoms of COVID-19 on the one hand and the ability of human biological responses to combat the virus on the other hand. This main objective can be broken down into the following subobjectives:

1. Minimize the severity of COVID-19 through early detection via binary classification.
2. Assess the severity of cases with the extent of respiratory and cardiovascular involvement.
3. Reduce inaccuracies in the diagnosis of COVID-19, including both false negatives and false positives calculated by Bayes theorem.
4. Assess the risk of prolonged recovery, morbidity, and mortality.

In the process of achieving these subobjectives, a clear set of clinical guidelines for dealing with COVID-19 will be achieved.

In the diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19, an effective clinical decision-support tool would ensure that best practices are followed (refer to Figure 4, Table 2, and Table 3). Among the benefits provided by a clinical decision-support tool are: (1) incorporating health outcomes of severe COVID-19 cases; (2) considering respiratory and cardiovascular symptoms related to severe COVID-19; (3) correlating COVID-19 infection with other indicators such as obesity, diabetes, blood type, age, and heart and lung complications and illnesses; (4) covering a wide gamut of human phytopathology issues relevant to severe COVID-19; (5) separating mild COVID-19 cases from severe COVID-19 cases (Figure 5); and (6) predicting the risk of mortality.

The diagnostic and risk stratification used in a clinical decision-support tool can also be updated as knowledge of health outcomes and treatments are validated.

**Figure 4.** List of parameters for a decision-support (expert system) tool developed using Protégé 5.5.0. This image was extracted from the application showing the mapped stratifications of comorbidities, manifestations, heart and lung, and mortality and recovery.
Table 3. Risk factors for severe cases of COVID-19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk status</th>
<th>Relative risk (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High risk</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal history of multiple comorbidities, including hypertension</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous lung cancer or chronic pneumonia</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune deficiencies</td>
<td>5 to 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal history of cardiovascular diseases</td>
<td>9 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of heart issues such as arrhythmia</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunosuppression</td>
<td>6 to 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moderate risk</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma and chronic pulmonary obstructive disease</td>
<td>4.9 to 7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slight inflammation</td>
<td>3.0 to 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues with coronary artery and microvessels</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate risk</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma without chronic conditions but could have pneumonia or bronchitis</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma, hypertension, and slight inflammation</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &lt;65 years with microvessel and coronary artery issues</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low risk</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &lt;65 years</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal level of SARS-CoV-2 replication for 10 days and testing negative for COVID-19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Screenshot from VisiRule 7.021 showing the separation of mild and severe COVID-19 cases. This display shows the start (in green), the question prompts (in yellow), and endpoint (in red).

**Decision Tree Architecture**

**Overall Design**

Architectural construction of the decision tree had 212 yes/no questions, which integrate a range of immune, cardiovascular, and other biological responses to COVID-19 infection. We ran a script to generate a truth table with 990 rows and 64 columns, giving us 63,360 possible combinations of contracted COVID-19 cases. It has 48 end points in total, including 18 long recovery, 13 deaths, 10 chronic disease onsets with recovery, and 7 recoveries. The main knowledge details of the 959 lines of code are described below.

**COVID-19 and the Lungs**

The host receptor through which SARS-CoV-2 enters cells to trigger infection is angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), which is expressed in the lungs, heart, and blood vessels. This process facilitates entry of the virus into the alveolar epithelial cells within the cytoplasm of the host’s skin. The viral RNA then starts to replicate, followed by viral shedding, which likely plays a pathogenic role, resulting in severe cases of lung injury and respiratory failure [33].

**COVID-19 and the Heart**

COVID-19 is primarily a respiratory disease, but many patients also develop cardiovascular disease, including hypertension...
that can exacerbate the effects of COVID-19 [34-37], and acute cardiac injury [17]. ACE2 is highly expressed in the human heart, blood vessels, and gastrointestinal tract [17]; when COVID-19 infection dysregulates the ACE2 system, we see cardiovascular disease as the result. In a study of 416 COVID-19 patients, 57 of whom died of the illness, Shi et al [38] found that cardiac injury was common. Therefore, cardiac status and influences of COVID-19 should be part of the decision tree to determine the severity of the potential effects of COVID-19 on that person or patient. COVID-19 infections are also likely associated with infection-induced myocarditis and ischemia [36]. Elevated troponin T levels due to cardiac injury have been associated with a significant rise in mortality [33-37]. A cytokine storm, resulting from a combination of T-cell activation and dysregulated release of interleukin (IL)-6, IL-17, and other cytokines, may also contribute to cardiovascular disease in COVID-19 cases [17]. It is possible that activated T cells and macrophages may infiltrate the infected myocardium, resulting in the development of fulminant myocarditis and severe cardiac damage (Figure 6) [35,36]. This condition eventuality will also be fully integrated in the decision-support tool, with several linkages in the decision tree between cytokine storms, arrhythmias, microvascular dysfunction, and acute coronary syndrome (Figure 6) [35]. Cardiovascular disease may be a primary phenomenon in COVID-19, but it may also be secondary to acute lung injury, which increases the cardiac workload, a condition that is especially problematic in patients with congestive heart failure [21].

Figure 6. Screenshot from VisiRule 7.021 showing lung inflammation to T-cell activation and cytokine storm. This display shows the transition of question prompts (in yellow) from lung to heart conditions, including moderate to high risk, inflammation to immune deficiency, cytokine storm, and chronic kidney disease with binary responses (yes or no) toward the endpoint (in red).

COVID-19 and Comorbidities

Comorbidities identified in COVID-19 studies include chronic cardiac disease, chronic respiratory disease, chronic renal disease (estimated glomerular filtration rate ≤30), mild to severe liver disease, dementia, chronic neurological conditions, connective tissue disease, diabetes mellitus, and various malignancies [2,26]. Clinician-defined obesity is also classified as a comorbidity owing to its probable association with adverse outcomes in patients with COVID-19 in New York City [26].

COVID-19 and the Immune System

Immune system activation may result in plaque instability, increasing the risk of acute coronary events such as stroke [21]. Additionally, research indicates that COVID-19 positivity is associated with lymphopenia (ie, abnormally low levels of white cells in the blood), damage to the liver and muscle tissue, and significantly increased levels of CRP [39,40].

Limitations and Future Work

All of this knowledge from the research literature was incorporated into the flow of questions in the decision tree to form the COVID-19 clinical decision-support tool. However, there are a number of smaller limitations that limit the usefulness of the present design. Gender was not included as a variable in the decision tree; however, the effects of COVID-19 are covered in biological responses with underlying health issues of hypertension and coronary heart disease. COVID-19 patients are more likely to be male than female, and to have more comorbidities such as hypertension and coronary heart disease [9,24,41]. Men have a higher risk of cardiovascular complications than women. In addition, no geographical data were included and no sensitivity analysis was applied.

Another limitation of our work is that the decision-support tool was not based on data that we collected; rather, we made decisions for its construction based on research published during the pandemic. Information about the impact of COVID-19 on...
the human body is rapidly changing as the pandemic unfolds. For example, new findings indicate that the blood tests used in diagnosing congestive heart failure may also help to indicate severe cases of COVID-19 [39].

The decision tree is not considered to be very deep and would take less than 1 minute for a user to derive a result, status, or event based on certain health outcomes. I conducted stratification of 6-7 leaves to include the relevant parameters for the diagnosis and prognosis of COVID-19 [25]. However, the decision tree used in this decision-support tool did not set a threshold on the number of leaves per node, and instead added knowledge structures of COVID-19 with human anatomy and biology.

The use of clinical decision-support tools that incorporate decision trees is subject to an inherent limitation: the lack of circular references. Best practice for the diagnosis of severe cases of COVID-19 with comorbidities requires circular references and feedback loops in a system-dynamic approach, especially regarding pathophysiology. However, circular references and feedback loops are not possible in decision trees, which makes the application less dynamic to a real-time diagnosis.

The question remains: how would this decision tree framework and use of chatbot to assess COVID-19 integrate within the clinical setting? The answer relies on the inductive power of the chatbot to improve the sequence of the stratification of the level of viral infection, which can be assessed in a clinical setting [1], and the biological responses such as risk assessment of the human cardiovascular system (lung to heart), as Guzik et al [16] stated that stratification from COVID-19 severity increases from the lung to the heart. Furthermore, Knight et al [19] stated that no model can predict the outbreak and spread of COVID-19 in the population; however, there are indications on the duration of COVID-19 infection in individuals of populations that can range from mild to severe. Therefore, a decision tree framework that stratifies the impact of COVID-19 (on an individual basis) can contribute to a clinical setting in real time dealing with patients in the hospital compared to running reports and models (eg. “COVID-19 vulnerability index” related to hospital admissions [7,12]) that can be broadcasted to the public and influence policies such as travel, masks, and distance between people in a hospital rather than clinical patient care [13-19].

Another limitation is that the application of inference probabilities of Bayes theorem to the leaves of the decision tree were not interactive and static. There are uncertainties in the health outcomes of patients with severe COVID-19; therefore, the application of Bayes probabilities is important. Since we could not automate the construction of a decision tree from COVID-19 data, we had no method to automate a valid application of Bayes probabilities for the risk of mortality versus recovery. The structure of decision trees allows for knowledge acquisition and application of inference probabilities, although this framework cannot be clinically validated at this time.

Moreover, if the decision tree is primarily ontology-based on its binary classification, then the probabilities of COVID-19 could become more accurate and plausible based on medical conditions such as comorbidities. Khan et al [42] demonstrated a possible way to integrate a trained data set (using WEKA, MATLAB) and then integrate the data set with the ontology of relationships (via the Protégé application) to establish an ontology-based decision tree model. This method could be applied to our COVID-19 decision tree and could integrate ontology in its stratification, which would reduce the number of scenarios from 63,360 to a much lower number; the scenarios would have to incorporate ontology rules such as age and body system with comorbidities in a more succinct manner. In turn, a data set could be simulated and ratified toward the type of data that need to be collected to form a similar decision tree for accurate binary classification of stratified severe COVID-19 cases.

Finally, the use of decision trees makes it difficult to control for certain biases and overlapping. Decision trees use induction-to-deduction algorithms that range from traditional heuristic-based techniques to more recent hybrid data-to-tree approaches. These algorithms are essential in constructing a sequence of questions that flow from one to the next. For this reason, the basic features of the decision-support tool mitigate against the quantification of any inherent biases. For example, the stratification could be biased by the decision to design a sequence from chronic lung conditions to the heart instead of to gastrointestinal illnesses. This places an emphasis on knowledge of the cardiovascular system while ignoring underlying conditions affecting other body systems.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, a decision tree with stratification of COVID-19 effects on biological systems is important knowledge to prototype and simulate. Additionally, stratification of the human physiology within the decision tree proved to indicate that the questions of the health and status of the person with COVID-19 would result in an appropriate summary or list of conditions that are involved in clinical decision support in a specific sequence of events.
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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has shifted the work environment to a new reality of remote work and virtual collaboration. This shift has occurred in various work settings with an impact on spaces, approaches, applied techniques, and tools. This has resulted in the broad use of virtual tools in the health care sector to avoid physical encounters and in-person interactions that will likely outlast the COVID-19 pandemic. Developing effective virtual approaches requires the knowledge and skills of using digital technologies collaboratively combined with a deep understanding of the context or contexts in which these approaches may be used. The implementation of virtual health design methods, including web-based co-design, has increased to meet the realities of COVID-19 restrictions and is likely to outlast them. Adapting the use of co-design methodologies to a virtual configuration requires rethinking methods of collaboration and communication, adapting to virtual environments, and creating new methods of engagement and facilitation. With this viewpoint, we reviewed the current work on co-design (in person and web based) to propose techniques for the design, planning, and implementation of web-based co-design. We propose 7 considerations that may enable web-based co-design projects in the health care sector. The key considerations that affect the success of a web-based co-design approach should be considered in the process of planning, developing, and conducting web-based co-design sessions. These include facilitation, collaboration, accessibility and equity, communication, sensemaking, tangible tools and games, and web-based research ethics. We illustrate this work with a case study of co-design for an emergency department discharge tool developed during the pandemic.
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Introduction
Background
In recent years, co-design methods have been widely applied in health care systems [1]. The application of these methods is rapidly expanding, specifically in the new era of remote work and virtual collaboration owing to the COVID-19 pandemic.

A co-design approach provides an opportunity to share, mobilize, and activate knowledge by engaging patients and health stakeholders in a collaborative research and design process [2]. Co-design is a design-led approach to change, with a set of creative and participatory principles, practices, and tools. Co-design has the potential to be used in many areas of health care such as improving the quality of care and patient experience [3] by drawing on a collaborative and equitable lens that brings
health stakeholders and patients together to explore complex problems. Various activities and tools (eg, tangible tools, design games, and play-like activities) are used in co-design processes to support idea generation and foster communication among participants. These in-person activities and tools highlight the exploratory, imaginative, dialogical, and empathetic aspects of co-design [4]. Ordinarily, these tools are used directly by participants in person and have not been actively developed for virtual spaces or modes before the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in a dramatic shift in the use of digital technologies, the internet, and internet-based services for communication, interaction, and collaboration in all aspects of work and life [5]. Many people now have increased exposure to web-based engagement and collaboration as well as a greater willingness and the required skills to engage in web-based activities [6]. As a result, virtual connections have become more acceptable, and digital engagement opportunities have increased and diversified [6]. The pandemic required many groups to begin working remotely, including design researchers and practitioners who needed to shift to web-based design activities [6]. Although the COVID-19 pandemic has increased the development and application of web-based co-design methods and tools, they are not limited to the pandemic and can be used as an extension to co-design practices even after the pandemic.

Collaborative activities and tools for both in-person and web-based co-design are central to facilitating meaningful and productive engagement and collaborative discussions among stakeholders. The use of tangible tools, game-like activities, and scenarios can elicit novel responses on a subject matter because the playfulness of these activities tends to foster creative behavior [7]. Imaginative and pretend play are effective strategies for idea generation and for moving toward mutual or shared understanding. Brown and Vaughan [8] emphasize the importance of “play” or “tinkering” for problem-solving and working with our hands (tangible experiences) to “see solutions” that otherwise would not be seen [7], an aspect largely missing in web-based experiences. In addition, communication is a powerful tool in any game-like activity and plays an essential role in participatory activities such as co-design techniques [8,9]. Although in-person and web-based communication share common characteristics, web-based communication has additional challenges that should be addressed, such as the lack of nonverbal cues that can compromise connection and empathy [10]. Lack of tangible interaction and compromises to connection are just 2 of the several issues that must be addressed in web-based co-design [11]. Although there are challenges, web-based co-design may also afford a broader reach for stakeholder engagement, with the constraints of a physical location and day or time meeting removed as barriers for some.

Objectives

The objective of this viewpoint is to describe a set of 7 considerations that were developed in response to the pandemic, in the design, development, and conduct of web-based co-design, and applied in the health sector.

Methods

In this viewpoint, we have captured considerations for web-based co-design in health care emerging from adaptations in co-design practices undertaken at the Health Design Studio, OCAD University, Canada during the pandemic. These considerations represent a combination of continuous review of the literature for possible adaptation strategies and the experience of adapting a project to test these considerations during the pandemic (illustrated by the case study below). In our review, we aimed to identify from existing and prepandemic studies the main challenges and opportunities for participatory design approaches and co-design activities in a web-based setting, specifically focused on web-based co-design within the health care system. We used an exploratory approach for this literature review, combining insights from research articles with available guidance and resources and other gray literature [12].

In parallel, we explored and made adaptations in an ongoing project (case study), adapting processes and techniques to achieve web-based co-design for a co-design project originally situated within an emergency department (ED). The case study is used in this viewpoint to illustrate adaptations of co-design during a pandemic in context [11,13].

The case study (Designing Discharge after Emergency Care [D.DEC] project [14]) was a parallel activity to experiment with techniques and draw additional insights about the main challenges, opportunities, benefits, and drawbacks of web-based co-design for health. The D.DEC project aimed to develop an improved and appropriate patient-centered approach for discharge information in the ED. As the COVID-19 pandemic emerged, the project had to move its co-design work to web over the duration of the project. As the team working on the D.DEC project, we were in a position to have firsthand experience with the adaptations made to the project and how those adaptations affected the project. We undertook the literature search as we developed adaptations, took notes as we went, and wrote this viewpoint together to capture the knowledge created through this experience. Ethics approval for the D.DEC project was granted by both the design research team’s institution and the hospital in which the ED was situated.

Results

Overview

The web-based search identified information from the academic literature as well as relevant toolkits, handbooks, reports, guidelines, webinars, and presentations in the gray literature. Search terms included “co-design,” “codesign,” “participatory,” “participatory design,” “participatory design tools,” “participatory approach in health,” “health communication,” “co-design in health,” “web-based communication,” “virtual learning,” “sensemaking,” “internet research ethics,” “synchronous & asynchronous communication tools,” “design games,” “virtual play and creativity,” and “health, health care,” “health sector,” “medical,” and “web-based design research,” “virtual collaboration platforms,” “web-based or remote co-design,” “guides on digital accessibility,” “web-based tools for design thinking,” and “internet research ethics.”
Two researchers reviewed the abstracts of candidate articles for relevance to the aim of the literature review. Three researchers read each article for a final set of 52 peer-reviewed articles for inclusion in the review. The gray literature, in which design-related practice is more often documented, included a search for co-design toolkits (n=2), co-design handbooks (n=2), collaboration challenge (in-person or web-based) reports (n=4), facilitating virtual meeting guidelines (n=3), and webinar guidance (n=2). We retrieved resources from 15 organizations and institution websites, specifically design organizations and design in health groups.

We used a virtual meeting platform (Zoom, Zoom Video Communications) and a web-based visual collaboration platform (Miro) to conduct remote collaborative teamwork during the research process. The Miro web-based whiteboard was used to house articles and resources and share and study our findings, enabling us to explore and experience some of the challenges and opportunities of a web-based collaborative setting.

Case Study
The D.DEC project [15] was carried out in the ED in an urban center and focused on discharge information as a key opportunity to improve patient outcomes beyond the care provided in the ED. As stated above, the D.DEC project was one of the several projects undertaken by the Health Design Studio at Ontario College of Art and Design University when the pandemic hit. The project’s co-design approach was intended to bring diverse stakeholders together to identify a creative solution for developing a precise, feasible, sustainable, and patient-centered tool. Initially structured as an in-person project with 2 large multistakeholder workshops centering on the co-design process, the actual process consisted of the following eight steps: (1) review of existing research, (2) intensive observations, (3) collaborative synthesis, (4) co-design sessions 1a and b, (5) web-based feedback, (6) co-design session 2a and b, (7) prototype implementation with feedback and testing, and (8) refinement of the solution. The project became an opportunity to experiment with adaptations in the co-design process and techniques through web-based means.

Shifting to a web-based co-design mode was an opportunity for the project team to learn about the challenges, gaps, and potential opportunities in making that shift. In total, 25 stakeholders participated in co-design sessions 1a and b and 2a and b, including patients, emergency physicians, emergency nurses, and family physicians, with the aim of discussing, identifying, and developing an improved method of discharge information in the ED setting. The first round of web-based co-design sessions (1a and b) focused on the discharge information delivery process and identifying design needs, and the second round of co-design sessions (2a and b) reviewed and refined possible design solutions. To support the delivery of these virtual sessions, Zoom was used as a web-based meeting platform, Google slides was used for sharing screens and documents, and Google Docs was used to take meeting notes together. The project team identified two main challenges in conducting the web-based co-design sessions:

1. Technical challenges and capabilities related to using web-based platforms
2. The level of participation, collaboration, and interaction from participants, which led to mostly conversations around existing knowledge instead of generative ideation and creating new knowledge.

The design of a web-based co-design process, specifically addressing health-related interventions, requires strong knowledge of the context and skills in problem formulation, shared processes, problem-solving, and collaborative solutioning. An appropriate web-based system is required to support a practical collaborative space with a variety of participation opportunities and tools [16].

Conducting and facilitating a web-based co-design process consists of 3 main phases [17]: the preworkshop phase (planning process), the workshop phase (conducting process), and the postworkshop phase (data analysis and evaluation process).

Well-planned virtual processes rely on applying the right combination of web-based or offline and synchronous or asynchronous tools to enable opportunities for both facilitators and participants to feel empowered during the co-design process. Providing combinations and alternatives supports participants in managing their time, space, and feedback and enables facilitators to analyze the outcomes and adjust their methods and agenda throughout the process [18].

Seven Considerations for Web-Based Co-design in Health

Overview
Through our scoping review and exploration of the D.DEC case study, we collated insights about various cocreation elements and the importance of selecting appropriate collaboration tools to improve participation, discussion, and ideation among participants. We identified 7 factors that affected participants’ engagement and collaboration in a web-based co-design process (Textbox 1).

Textbox 1. Factors affecting participants’ engagement and collaboration in a web-based co-design process.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Facilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Accessibility and equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Sensemaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Tangible tools and games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Web-based research ethics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following section includes brief descriptions of these 7 factors, how each of these factors is reflected in the D.DEC project, and recommendations based on insights from the academic and gray literature.

**Facilitation**

Facilitation plays a critical role in providing meaningful cocreative opportunities (structure and space) in co-design to guide participants through sessions and ultimately plays a central role in facilitating the uncovering of new data and insights from participants. Facilitation requires expertise, resources and preparation for planning engagement, prioritizing tools, and exploring creative solutions [19].

It is more challenging to build an effective, creative, and encouraging collaboration in a virtual setting, making facilitator roles even more important than in-person settings.

In the planning and preparation phase of the D.DEC web-based co-design sessions, we thoughtfully developed a facilitator script to ensure that the facilitators created a collaborative and welcoming space. The script addressed ethics, accessibility, digital literacy, tone, language, and the specific activities and processes of the co-design sessions. The creation of the script served both the training and evaluation roles. We conducted a test web-based co-design session with participants naive to the project to refine materials and scripts, develop facilitators’ comfort level with web-based delivery, communication channels, and facilitation of collaboration tools and materials. Two facilitators took turns to either facilitate dialogue and collaborative creation or manage technology, materials, and multiple communication channels.

Facilitators play a central role in web-based co-design to provide well-planned and focused processes, ensure equal opportunity for contribution from all participants, and keep participants motivated and focused [17]. Facilitation tasks in web-based co-design can be divided into 5 main categories: methodology, technical administration, content, user interaction, and results [17]. The facilitator’s role includes deciding the topic, setting the context, planning rules and the agenda, inviting participants, providing access and motivation, managing and adapting processes of the co-design sessions. The creation of the script served both the training and evaluation roles. We conducted a test web-based co-design session with participants naive to the project to refine materials and scripts, develop facilitators’ comfort level with web-based delivery, communication channels, and facilitation of collaboration tools and materials. Two facilitators took turns to either facilitate dialogue and collaborative creation or manage technology, materials, and multiple communication channels.

Facilitators play a central role in web-based co-design to provide well-planned and focused processes, ensure equal opportunity for contribution from all participants, and keep participants motivated and focused [17]. Facilitation tasks in web-based co-design can be divided into 5 main categories: methodology, technical administration, content, user interaction, and results [17]. The facilitator’s role includes deciding the topic, setting the context, planning rules and the agenda, inviting participants, providing access and motivation, managing and adapting technical considerations, stimulating discussions, identifying new topics, recognizing contributions, maintaining participation, and wrapping up. Having a trained and prepared facilitation team (consisting of the main facilitator, cofacilitators, and technical assistant for technical administration and support) and a well-planned process play an essential role in conducting a successful web-based co-design process [17].

**Collaboration**

Collaborating and designing with participants is the main component and central activity of a design-based research process. Collaboration within a co-design process includes communication, cooperation, and cocreation [10]. The original D.DEC project was structured in a 2-tiered manner with a core collaborative team including designers and physician leads with 2 large multistakeholder workshops. The workshops were intended to serve multiple purposes, including socializing the project with decision makers and eliciting design considerations from a broad range of roles in the ED. This approach was chosen in part owing to restrictions on in-person involvement in activities for ED staff, because a large meeting sanctioned by department decision makers was one mechanism for enabling unionized and highly time-constrained staff involvement. The pandemic hit just before the first workshop of 35 participants.

Given the variability and constraints of availability among the stakeholder groups (patients, emergency physicians, nurses, clerks, and family physicians) during the pandemic, the team decided to provide opportunities for feedback from frontline staff using web-based surveys between smaller and more frequent co-design sessions. This was deliberately intended to maintain a broader collaboration by providing access to otherwise unavailable stakeholders. Facilitation in the co-design session included deliberate focusing and privileging of diverse voices (focusing on roles other than emergency physicians who were already central to the project). In switching to a web-based engagement strategy, one of the challenges identified in the D.DEC web-based workshop was participant capabilities related to the use of the selected platform, which affected their engagement and collaboration in discussions.

There are various factors that affect participants’ collaboration in a web-based co-design process in a health context such as an ED, including (1) selecting the right platform, programs, and tools that are appropriate for engaging participants in selected activities and tasks, specifically selecting tools that are equity positive by requiring as little technological proficiency as possible and the least sophisticated equipment as possible; (2) initiating initial interaction with participants to foster better relationships by establishing trust, connection, and commitment; (3) removing time constraints and planning shorter and more frequent sessions (eg, multiday engagement activities) to provide more flexible engagement for health care staff and patients, and providing facilitators the opportunity to analyze data and adjust agendas and activities to support continued contributions; (4) planning the right combination of synchronous or asynchronous activities and tasks to provide time and space for participants to manage their ideas; (5) including trained facilitators to avoid biased discussions and discussion breakdown, and providing better opportunity for participants to form shared understanding and commitment to the project’s goals; (6) applying techniques and activities that are interactive, understandable, pleasant, and engaging; and (7) dividing participants into smaller groups by topic and logistics (eg, who is technology savvy? Who is comfortable with the camera? Which health care roles experience power dynamics that might restrict their voice) [10].

**Accessibility and Equity**

Although web-based research methods are rapidly expanding (accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic) and becoming commonplace in health research, there are various challenges that affect their effectiveness. Access to digital technology and equitable resources, including time and space to participate, can affect the ability to maintain participation across stakeholders.

The main challenges identified through the D.DEC web-based co-design process include the distribution and access to digital resources (eg, hardware, software, and internet), level of skills required for participation (eg, literacy level and familiarity with computer technology and programs), and privacy and security.
considerations (eg, availability of staff spaces, family, culture, anonymity, and confidentiality) [20]. For some patients, digital video was not an option, and a physical version of the materials was mailed to their home, and participation by phone was made available. Flexibility and facilitation were key to maintaining access to the session and participation at the same level as other participants.

Accessibility requirements for patients with disabilities or impairments should be included in the guidelines for selecting platforms and activities that can fully support various needs such as hearing, vision, or speech impairments. It is important to select platforms that are compatible with assistive technologies (eg, screen readers) and accessible for people who are deaf or hard of hearing, blind or visually impaired, have sensory disabilities, and have intellectual or developmental disabilities [21]. In each collaborative case, the accessibility features of the platforms should be evaluated to establish sufficiency of access for the specific case and its participants. Among the various available platforms, Zoom and Microsoft Teams are 2 platforms that provide more inclusive (although, not entirely) virtual accessibility features for collaborative activities [22]. Providing a paper version of materials, asynchronous participation, or offline participation option should also be considered, especially when vulnerable groups and issues of health care access are central to the co-design project.

**Trauma-Informed Practices**

Remembering or recounting negative or harmful experiences in health care spaces may be traumatizing for participants. Addressing trauma is an important component that should be considered to maximize safety, accessibility, and equity in a web-based co-design process. Trauma-informed care is a strengths-based approach “that is grounded in an understanding of and responsiveness to the impact of trauma, that emphasizes physical, psychological, and emotional safety for both providers and survivors, and that creates opportunities for survivors to rebuild a sense of control and empowerment” [23]. The integration of trauma-informed care principles is critical for fostering more accessible and safe spaces when hosting virtual meetings (eg, web-based co-design). The 6 key principles of a trauma-informed approach are as follows: emotional and physical safety; cultural, historical, and gender considerations; trustworthiness and transparency; peer support and mutual self-help; collaboration and mutuality; and empowerment, voice, and choice [24].

**Communication**

Communication is a powerful tool that plays an essential role in participatory techniques. Communication should be accessible, inclusive, and generate shared understanding and empathy among designers, researchers, and stakeholder groups [9].

The initial co-design activities for the D.DEC project included a large-scale workshop of 20 to 35 people across various roles within the ED, with the addition of patients and family physicians. Larger-scale co-design activities are effective mechanisms for expressing complex issues and building empathy and understanding across disparate health care stakeholders. However, in the context of web-based co-design, we chose to reduce the scale, opting for 1 to 2 stakeholder representatives per stakeholder group per session. In this manner, the affordances of the Zoom platform, equal visual representation and single person auditory focus, mute function, and hand raising, could be used to reduce existing power dynamics that would otherwise have affected communication balance. We also chose to use previously crafted patient stories (video based) to communicate the focus of the co-design session, centering around patient voices from the beginning.

Effective communication requires an in-depth understanding of the context, priorities, needs, beliefs, environment, social norms, and preferences of the intended audiences. Communication in co-design creates consensus and ownership of the process and its outcomes [9]. Virtual and in-person communication may share common principles and motivating factors to enhance participants’ engagement, but they require different implementation paths. The main communication challenges in virtual settings that may lead to confusion and misunderstanding include (1) lack of nonverbal cues such as body language, facial expression, and eye contact; (2) lack of strong connection, empathy, and trust among participants; and (3) lack of control over the process (for participants) [10].

To address these challenges, the study by McCarthy et al [12] suggests using multimedia platforms such as web-based meeting platforms (Zoom, Microsoft Teams, etc) that support the use of nonverbal cues such as tone of voice, eye contact, or facial expression and dividing participants into smaller groups (5 people) to provide better opportunities for connection. Applying methods and tools such as storytelling, storyboards, and scenarios can help improve connections among participants to enhance emotional reciprocity, shared understanding, trust, and empathy [25].

**Sensemaking**

During in-person co-design, materials and interactions affect sensemaking. When co-design is conducted through web, the technical aspects of the experience play a role in the sensemaking process. Technical sensemaking refers to participants’ interactions with technology that could be challenging, such as how to use technology or how to handle technological failures (eg, video freezing or audio cutting out). Interpersonal sensemaking refers to participants’ interactions with other participants, which could be challenging owing to a lack of motivation or communication gaps (eg, lack of interpersonal feedback with those who are trying to communicate). There is a shortcoming in the literature about sensemaking for virtual environments that might otherwise point to adaptations that can be made to facilitate the move to web-based co-design. Story and narrative are strong sensemaking tools that play important roles in information sharing, collective interpretation of problems, and improving communication [26].

Supporting sensemaking for the D.DEC co-design sessions included carefully created visual support for each co-design subactivity and a highly structured co-design workshop agenda and script. This enabled open dialogue around specific aspects of the design process, shared sensemaking on gaps, and provided
possible solutions for discrete aspects of the co-design of the discharge tool. We used filmed, re-enacted patient stories to try to bring about a sense of empathy. We also included multiple check-in points and verbal reiterations of insights and ideas, conclusions, and suggestions at each subactivity by the facilitator.

The existing literature largely focuses on addressing our understanding of sensemaking for in-person contexts [27]. Amber and Jorgen [27] point to unique aspects of the virtual environment that affect the sensemaking process, including (1) partial presence that may limit the capacity to detect opportunities for interaction and sensemaking; (2) concurrent states of being “in” and “out,” which means the participants can be in 2 places at once, (ie, at their PC in their home or office and in the virtual space), which can add a new dimension and complexity to sensemaking in virtual environment owing to moving “in” and “out” of the virtual world; (3) disembodiment, which means subconscious, physical cues that are normally used to communicate with one another and make sense are lost in virtual settings; and (4) no known etiquette or norms in virtual environmental interactions that refer to the set of rules and norms that are followed in real-world interaction, which are ambiguous or nonexistent in virtual settings.

**Tangible Tools and Games**

A participatory design approach typically includes a variety of techniques and tools to engage participants in collaborative discussion and co-design, depending on the topic of the research, types of participants, and circumstances under which the research is conducted [17]. Tools are the material components that are used to connect design and research practices in the participatory co-design process [28] and can include probes, tangible tools, and games.

Probes are participatory design tools that often consist of material objects (eg, disposable cameras, postcards, stickers, maps, and art materials). Probes are often exploratory in nature and are intended to enhance dialogue and invite participants to be involved in different phases of the exploratory design process, including (1) probing knowledge and meaning, (2) provoking reflections, (3) projecting visions or ideas into the future, and (4) prototyping ideas and concepts that envisage future reality [29].

Tangible tools include visual tools such as graphic representations and artifacts and generative tools such as scenario boards, storyboards, videos, and collages [28]. Tangible tools are intended to enable collaborative, innovative, and active dialogue among participants in the design process. Tangible tools are defined as materials used in participatory design activities to facilitate knowledge exchange, shared understanding; and generating ideas among participants through making, telling, and enacting approaches.

Design games are generative, visual, and playful tools used to transfer knowledge and ideas and generate new ideas and insights into the co-design process, often including shared decision-making mechanisms. Design games have various applications in collaborative and participatory processes, including supporting creative thinking, engaging and empowering participants in an exploratory and human-centered design process, enhancing social collaboration, and understanding individual participants’ experiences [30]. The exploratory design game framework by Brandt [31] takes advantage of the various skills and expertise of the participants to generate new ideas and design possibilities in the participatory process. The framework consists of various exploratory design games, including games to conceptualize designing, “exchange perspective,” design games, negotiation and workflow-oriented design games, and scenario-oriented design games [31].

During the D.DEC project, when considering the design of participatory engagement as the team moved toward prototyping discharge communication options, it became necessary to develop activities that would engage a range of stakeholders in exploring new ideas about communication techniques and the content of discharge communication. Given the diverse technology access and acceptance among participants, the team chose to create tangible materials to represent different potential design options and to physically send them to all participants. These paper-based materials included prompting steps and options for participants to contribute during the session both verbally and by making notes or using stickers to provide feedback on each design option.

Many tangible or probing tools can be used in a web-based co-design approach to engage participants in web-based collaboration and cocreation (telling, making, and enacting) [32]. The following tools can be used in a web-based co-design process:

- **Visual tools:** sketches, diagrams, visual and graphic representations, and video
- **Generative tools:**
  - Telling: stories, storyboarding, self-observation (photo taking, short video, and drawing), diaries, voting, stickers, sorting, and categorizing to prioritize ideas
  - Making: 2D collages and 2D mapping
  - Prototyping apps (eg, Boards, Mockingbird, and Pop)
  - Enacting: scenario making, participatory envisioning, and improvisation
- **Virtual design games for shared decision-making and prioritization.**

**Web-Based Research Ethics**

Web-based research has uncovered new ethical challenges for researchers, requiring new considerations for various aspects of recruitment and participation. Despite the growing interest in web-based research, the ethical guidelines and policies needed to guide these practices are insufficient [33]. Web-based research refers to situations in which researchers set the research context as one with a significant interaction between the researcher and participants in a web-based setting.

Participants’ privacy (ie, family and cultural considerations), anonymity and confidentiality, informed consent, and data security and integrity are some of the ethical challenges that should be considered in web-based research settings. Factors related to these challenges include the audience (with whom to consult), type of research activity, and epistemological perspectives (space or place and text based or person based).
informed consent (public-private, degree of interaction, topic sensitivity, and subject vulnerability), researcher ethos (credibility and variability of roles), and ethical representation (publication in the age of remix, multimedia, and search engines) [20]. It is important to consider the different ethical issues involved in various types of web-based research. “Each type of research involves different levels of involvement and interaction from both the participant and researcher. The more involvement and interaction, the greater one can assume, the ethical risk may be” [33].

Because the D.DEC project included a diverse participant group with a range of digital literacy and access, it was important to create an equitable and inclusive experience for participation. We created options for participation both in how and when to participate, as well as asynchronous and synchronous options, including flexibility during a session. Asynchronous activities, such as asynchronous feedback, increase flexibility and extend the potential breadth of participation [34]. We provided phone call availability for answering questions and put in place multiple facilitators to help ensure equal voice when a variety of engagement techniques or technologies were in use (phone or chat or virtual meeting or paper based). In addition, the identification of participants (names and faces) and recording of sessions were 2 other ethical challenges in the D.DEC project.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Web-based co-design methods and techniques have become increasingly common across industries, settings, and professions [35]. Consequently, conducting remote and virtual co-design has become an opportunity to advance participatory techniques. This viewpoint presents considerations for using a co-design developed from inquiry and adaptations during the pandemic. We examined the recent challenges in conducting co-design and identified potential opportunities to address them for projects conducted for a health context. The web-based co-design phases from the D.DEC case study revealed some of the drawbacks and challenges of the web-based setting, including technical challenges and capabilities related to using web-based platforms and the level of participation, collaboration, and interaction among participants. Through a literature review and scanning of web-based or offline co-design resources, we identified the main factors that can affect co-design in virtual settings, including facilitation, collaboration, platform accessibility, communication, sensemaking, using tangible tools, and web-based research ethics. These factors are intended to improve communication, increase shared understanding, support effective sensemaking, and support meaningful discussion among participants, which in turn may improve interaction, collaboration, and the generation of new ideas and creative solutions.

In developing a set of considerations for web-based co-design in health, we looked at existing work, including the participatory framework proposed by Sanders et al [28]. Sanders et al [28] proposed that a design framework can help design researchers determine which participatory techniques and tools are most relevant for a specific design process. The framework by Sanders et al [28] provides an overview of participatory design tools and techniques in virtual and in-person settings that may be complementary to the 7 considerations shared in this viewpoint. The framework by Sanders et al [28] is intended to orient practitioners to the purpose and context of participatory tools and techniques and to support the customization of those tools and techniques [18]. Identifying the project’s context, purpose, and goals is an essential step in planning a participatory research process in both the real world and virtual settings [10]. Important considerations for planning include (1) the context of the project including the purpose, goals, and objectives; (2) the target participants, in terms of numbers, abilities, motives, background, and experiences; (3) the characteristics and agenda of the process (eg, outputs and communication characteristics); (4) the characteristics of activities and tasks (eg, types of activities in terms of form, complexity, and timing); (5) the platforms and tools that fit with the goals and outcomes of the project; and (6) web-based research ethics [10]. These 6 aspects of the framework focus on planning co-design, and we would recommend consulting the framework alongside the 7 more conceptual considerations for co-design more so than some of the practical aspects.

In support of co-design outcomes, tools and techniques should aim to improve idea generation by facilitating communication and interaction among participants throughout the process (eg, visual tools such as graphic representations and generative tools such as cards and storyboards). Tangible tools, design games, and play-like activities are used in co-design to highlight the exploratory, imaginative, dialogical, and empathic aspects of co-design in improving idea generation and fostering communication between participants. “The means for reaching these objectives are drawn up in addition to the design (eg, tangible mock-ups and user representations) from the world of games (eg, role-playing, turn-taking, make-believe) to deliberately trigger participants’ imagination as a source of ideation for problem solving” [6]. There are several ways through which “play” can be initiated into a virtual co-design setting such as “play triggers” involving physical, verbal, or situational factors [7]. “Play” can be supported through tangible materials (such as game boards, playing cards, or prompt cards) and rules to provide a starting point or signal to the overall tone and expectations of a free and safe space to explore imaginative thoughts and ideas in a low-fidelity manner.

From a more practical perspective, it is critical to select the right platform or combination of software and platforms, activities, and materials that support the inclusivity of diverse participants in the research process. Well-planned web-based methods such as co-design workshops rely on integrating alternative access and communication methods to enhance inclusivity through increased accessibility. Alternatives include sharing information and materials via mail. Conducting and facilitating a web-based co-design process consists of 3 main phases [17]: the preworkshop phase (planning process), the workshop phase (conducting process), and the postworkshop phase (data analysis and evaluation process). Well-planned virtual processes rely on applying the right combination of web-based or offline and synchronous or asynchronous tools to enable opportunities for both facilitators and participants to feel empowered during the
co-design process. Providing combinations and alternatives supports participants in managing their time, space, and feedback and enables facilitators to analyze the outcomes and adjust their methods and agenda throughout the process [18]. In addition, to address the challenge of agency over the process, applying a combination of web-based or offline and synchronous or asynchronous tools and techniques can help integrate opportunities for both facilitators and participants to include agency in the co-design process. This offers participants flexibility in managing their time, space, and feedback and enables facilitators to analyze the outcomes and adjust their methods and agenda as they see fit [18].

**Conclusions**

In recent years, participatory methods, including co-design, have been integrated into health care. The application of these methods in a web-based setting is rapidly expanding, specifically in the new era of remote work and collaboration owing to the COVID-19 pandemic. Adapting and using participatory design methods in a web-based setting requires the knowledge and skills to combine offline and virtual technologies, virtual collaboration, and creative methods and techniques.

We have been able to integrate existing work on the practical and conceptual aspects of co-design together with practical experience by adapting a co-design project for web-based engagement in the health sector. We present 1 example, but there are many projects that have experimented with adaptations out of necessity during the pandemic. Further research is required to fully capture the learnings from these experiences to improve co-design and to effectively transfer co-design methods to a web-based setting. However, transforming all the co-design methods and techniques into a web-based setting may neither be possible nor necessary.
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Abstract

The resilience of public health in the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR) varies from country to country, mostly based on the governmental and financial situation of the countries. With the theme of Towards Public Health Resilience in the EMR: Breaking Barriers, the seventh Eastern Mediterranean Public Health Network regional conference, held from November 14 to 18, 2021, was dedicated to exploring ways for achieving public health resilience. A total of 101 oral presentations and 13 poster presentations were presented on various public health topics. The conference included 6 keynote sessions, 10 roundtable sessions, and 5 preconference workshops. The preconference workshops were conducted on border health; the mobilization of Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP) residents and graduates and rapid responders in EMR countries; continuous professional development for the public health workforce; brucellosis surveillance using the “One Health” approach; and strategies to integrate and use noncommunicable diseases data sources. The roundtable sessions included discussions on the following topics: the role of FETPs in responding to COVID-19, institutionalization of rapid response to public health emergencies, health systems resilience, integration of early warning and response with event-based and indicator-based surveillance, sustaining international health regulations, strengthening the “One Health” approach, the anticipated future of public health in the post COVID-19 era, supporting public health research capacity in a diverse region, and COVID-19 vaccines and routine immunization synergies and drawbacks. The keynote speaker sessions covered topics on essential public health functions and the universal health coverage challenge in the EMR, lessons from the US COVID-19 public health response, learning from COVID-19, reshaping public health after the pandemic era, COVID-19 resilient primary health care, and the cohesion of society during and after a pandemic. The conference sessions provided highly promising opportunities to explore ways to achieve such goals in the EMR and shed light on the latest scientific findings, important lessons learned, and discussions on the ways in which current barriers can be broken down through coordination and collaboration.

(Keywords: COVID-19; surveillance; public health; health system; conference; Eastern Mediterranean Region)

Background

COVID-19 has caused an unprecedented global crisis, resulting in the loss of millions of lives, shock to public health systems, and economic and social disruption. The pandemic has disproportionately affected the most vulnerable populations [1]. It has challenged local, national, regional, and global capacities and exposed the limitations of many health systems, including those previously known for their high performance and resilience [2]. Health system resilience can be defined as the capacity of health actors, institutions, and populations to prepare for and effectively respond to crises; maintain core functions when a crisis hits; and, informed by lessons learned during the crisis, reorganize if conditions require it. Public health resilience is the ability to prepare for, manage (absorb, adapt, and transform), and learn from shocks. Shocks can predominantly affect the demand side of the health system (eg, an epidemic will increase health care needs) or its supply side (eg, an economic crisis will typically cause a reduction in available resources) or both and can be more or less severe.
Public health plays a pivotal role in building and strengthening resilience at the individual, community, and system levels. Public health resilience is needed more than ever before to recover from the extreme disruptions of today’s life and to adapt and prosper in the face of challenges and barriers, while maintaining the core functions of the health systems. During crises, resilient health systems can effectively adapt in response to evolving situations and reduce vulnerability across and beyond the systems. The resilience of public health in the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR) varies from country to country, mostly based on the governmental and financial situation of the countries. The various national strategies used to control viral transmission are widely debated. However, the relative success of these strategies depends largely on the structure, governance, and financing of the existing health system across all levels.

The seventh Eastern Mediterranean Public Health Network (EMPNET) regional conference, held from November 14 to 18, 2021, was dedicated to exploring ways to achieve public health resilience. To this effect, EMPNET adopted the theme of Towards Public Health Resilience in the EMR: Breaking Barriers. Conference sessions provided highly promising opportunities to explore ways to achieve such goals in the EMR and shed light on the latest scientific findings, important lessons learned, and discussions on the ways in which current barriers can be broken down through coordination and collaboration. The objectives of the conference were to engage public health experts and national, regional, and international entities in a discussion of public health challenges hindering the achievement of public health resilience in the EMR; share public health lessons and expertise; and present the accomplishments of public health professionals from the region. The conference consisted of oral and poster presentations, preconference workshops, roundtable discussions, and keynote speeches.

**Oral and Poster Abstract Sessions**

A total of 101 oral presentations and 13 poster presentations were presented by FETP residents and graduates as well as public health specialists in the region. Their presentations offered opportunities to critically discuss new lessons learned from past years and explore new opportunities to become more resilient health systems. A total of 32 abstracts were in the area of COVID-19, 18 abstracts on surveillance, 7 abstracts on zoonotic diseases, 7 abstracts on vaccine-preventable diseases, 7 abstracts on noncommunicable diseases, 6 abstracts on vector-borne diseases, 6 abstracts on tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS, and 6 abstracts on maternal and child health. The remaining abstracts covered other areas of public health. All abstracts are made available in the abstract book (Multimedia Appendix 1).

**Preconference Workshops**

There were 5 preconference workshops, facilitated by experts within their respective fields, highlighting public health concepts and topics relevant to the region. These topics were border health approaches to mitigate cross-border communicable disease spread; the mobilization of FETPs and rapid responders in EMR countries; continuous professional development for public health workforce; brucellosis surveillance, diagnosis, and control using the “One Health” approach; and identifying barriers and strategies to integrate and use noncommunicable diseases data sources.

**Border Health Approaches to Mitigate Cross-border Communicable Disease Spread**

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the fact that communicable diseases have no borders and has proved the vital role of border health strategies to limit the spread of such outbreaks globally. Border health measures aim to mitigate the international spread of communicable diseases through improved systems designed to detect, prevent, and respond to public health events [3]. In our increasingly connected world, border health strategies must remain innovative and resilient to effectively mitigate the cross-border spread of communicable diseases [4]. Therefore, it is important to strengthen cross-border public health surveillance, information sharing, and collaboration as part of a comprehensive border health system. This workshop aimed to understand population movement and connectivity to improve public health systems. The participants were able to identify border health factors and activities that a public health authority would consider when faced with a highly pathogenic outbreak in a neighboring country. Such factors include identifying resource needs, reviewing current public health emergency or pandemic plans and standard operating procedures (SOPs), enhancing surveillance, considering nonpharmaceutical interventions, and risk communication messaging. Participants were also able to explain how understanding population mobility and strengthening cross-border collaboration contribute to a comprehensive approach to border health and identify actions that a country should take to communicate a public health problem to its counterparts in a neighboring country. Challenges for cross-border collaborations were also identified, such as lack of up-to-date information from the borders, case admissions, lack of resources, language barriers, and political tension. At the end of the workshop, it was recommended that countries implement Public Health Corridors to harmonize their COVID-19 recovery road maps. Public Health Corridors is a strategy developed by the Collaborative Arrangement for the Prevention and Management of Public Health Events in Civil Aviation, which describes, from an aviation standpoint, how to handle essential flights in a manner that maintains safety and prevents the transmission of COVID-19, all while minimizing additional burdens. It is also important for countries to adopt multiple border health mechanisms as different layers of protection against the spread of internationally transmissible diseases. Moreover, there is a need to strengthen the detection, protection, and response capacities at the borders, including building the capacity of the officers responsible for public health activities at points of entry (POEs). Countries must ensure that they have relevant cross-border public health plans and SOPs developed and that relevant staff are familiar with and trained on these SOPs.
Mobilization of FETPs and Rapid Responders in EMR Countries

The roles of public health rapid response teams (RRTs), FETPs, and public health emergency operations centers (PHEOCs) were witnessed during the COVID-19 pandemic. In the EMR, the FETP residents, graduates, and mentors have contributed substantially to the public health responses to the COVID-19 pandemic in their respective countries by being involved in case investigations, POE and arrival screening, isolation protocols, transferring cases, risk communication, and training on infection control [5]. RRTs, FETPs, and PHEOCs are critical assets within a country’s public health emergency response and manage disease outbreaks and other events [6]. Thus, coordinating the roles and responsibilities of these 3 elements is crucial for effective and efficient emergency response plans. This workshop aimed to introduce an operational framework that coordinates the roles of FETPs, RRTs, and PHEOCs. A framework that links FETPs, RRTs, and emergency operations centers (EOCs) was discussed and proposed during this workshop, as this will enhance the EMR emergency response capacity and strengthen the management and coordination among EMR countries. The operationalization of the proposed conceptual framework requires commitment from the EOCs, RRTs, and FETPs. The core element of an efficient coordinated response is preparedness. During the “nonemergency phase,” the development of SOPs is essential to indicate the role of each actor in the response. Having standardized training and capacity building is important to ensure that all actors share the same competencies and skills. During the emergency phase, maintaining good communication and sharing information are essential to ensure a coordinated response. Including FETPs in the development of SOPs and response strategies as well as their involvement at various levels of the health system is beneficial.

Continuous Professional Development for Public Health Workforce

Continuing professional development (CPD) refers to all formal and informal activities that health workers engage in to maintain, update, develop, and improve their professional skills, knowledge, and attitudes [7]. CPD for public health workers is essential to ensure the best practices in a field that involves multiprofessional, multidisciplinary, and multiorganizational activities. FETPs are competency-based training and service programs in applied epidemiology and public health that help countries build public health system capacity. The COVID-19 pandemic revealed the need to equip FETP graduates with the additional competencies needed to manage the newly emerging threats. This regional workshop was conducted to propose a road map for CPD as part of FETP graduates’ career pathway. The workshop participants identified FETP graduates’ ongoing competency requirements and proposed a strategy for incorporating CPD activities to meet those requirements in the EMR in the coming years. This workshop delved the participants’ skills to identify the needs and potential opportunities for FETP graduates to continue their professional education and to outline a work plan for FETP graduate support in the EMR. At the end of the workshop, it was recommended that CPD be institutionalized within the Public Health system and that the FETP career path should include CPD activities. Each ministry of health should appraise the public health workforce and have clear objectives and CPD plans to meet the needs of individuals and teams.

Brucellosis Surveillance, Diagnosis, and Control Using the “One Health” Approach

Brucellosis is one of the most common zoonotic diseases worldwide [8] affecting public and veterinary health. It is reported to be particularly widespread in the Middle Eastern and North African countries. However, many countries do not yet have well-established surveillance systems or the laboratory capacities required to accurately confirm brucellosis in their human or animal populations [9]. This workshop aimed to present the latest recommendations regarding laboratory diagnosis of brucellosis, discuss how the concept of “One Health” can be applied in low-income settings to control the spread of brucellosis, and provide a proper methodology for conducting surveillance studies of zoonotic diseases. The workshop provided an excellent opportunity for public health professionals and officials from health and agricultural ministries of the EMR to reflect on the endemic of brucellosis and what needs to be done to control its spread. Regarding laboratory detection of Brucella species, culturing is the gold standard but is unfeasible owing to its lengthy process. Serological testing may be ideal in reduced-resource settings; however, confirmation requires repeated testing. Surveillance studies in the EMR require a combination of capacity-building activities and awareness-raising activities. The veterinary sector in the EMR can benefit from training on advanced laboratory detection methods. Moreover, updates to animal vaccination strategies are necessary to reduce the loss of livestock. Applying the One Health concept by building multisectoral teams is necessary for the successful implementation of programs aimed at controlling the spread of zoonotic diseases such as brucellosis. Among the lessons learned were the importance of border activity in controlling case numbers within individual nations and creating a demand for multinational or regional collaboration on the issue of brucellosis. Establishing a sustainable communication channel and a culture of collaboration between public health, animal control, and environmental bodies within the government were unanimously championed by workshop facilitators and participants as the way forward to deal with brucellosis and zoonoses. The next steps should include an analysis of the socioeconomic assessment and burden of the disease, as it can be a powerful tool to influence the development of national action plans in EMR countries. Properly designed surveillance programs, which involve the animal health sector as well as the human health sector and use appropriate methods for testing, can provide a more accurate picture of the epidemiology of brucellosis and aid in creating more specific action plans to target and respond to it. The workshop participants made different recommendations including conducting regular awareness sessions for farmers on the benefits of vaccinating their herds and for community members on safe practices for dairy production and consumption. The use of vaccination against Brucella abortus in cattle should be covered by animal vaccination programs as it has been isolated in Jordan and Iraq. In any laboratory handling Brucella samples, proper
implementation of biosafety and biosecurity guidelines is necessary to prevent laboratory-acquired infections. Due to the scarcity of biosafety level III laboratories in the EMR, serological detection methods may be preferred, as they are less dangerous than culturing methods.

Identifying Barriers and Strategies to Integrate and Use Noncommunicable Diseases Data Sources

The generation of high-quality health data is a prerequisite for evidence-based decision-making and national planning [10]. An effective health information system (HIS) provides accurate and timely information on health indicators to guide national health system management efforts [11]. The goal of this workshop was to review the fundamentals of HIS and to identify barriers and strategies for the integration and use of noncommunicable diseases data sources, using Jordan as a case study. The workshop highlighted the current efforts in Jordan toward establishing an HIS that caters to noncommunicable diseases. The comprehensive HIS assessment conducted by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2016 and 2018 was also highlighted. The discussions raised several barriers and challenges toward achieving a comprehensive and consolidated national HIS. One of these barriers is the multisectoral approach. In Jordan, the health care system includes the public sector, private sector, Royal Medical Services, King Hussein Cancer Center, and university hospitals [12], and data exchange between the different health sectors is the ultimate goal of attaining a national HIS. In contrast, the multisectoral approach of the health care system creates difficulties in integrating the HIS, considering the complexities in obtaining approval from the concerned parties to integrate their HIS. There is a lack of useful data, where unnecessary data are sometimes collected, creating technical and financial burdens in translating the data into information. In addition, a low workforce capacity in developing, deploying, and running the HIS is another barrier [13]. Finally, financial constraints and lack of sustainable health system financing prevent the continuation of such an HIS. There was consensus on the importance of a national HIS that caters to noncommunicable diseases in Jordan. Several recommendations were made during the discussion, including the need to develop a noncommunicable disease strategy that identifies national priorities for data collection and establishes a unified mechanism for all sectors. Case definitions of the indicators and targets for noncommunicable diseases should be agreed upon, unified between data sources, and used by the HIS. The WHO’s [14] HIS assessment recommendations should be considered, and action should be taken with regard to establishing committees of representatives from involved sectors; developing a prototype of the dashboard model; developing HIS policy; continuing with Survey, Count, Optimize, Review, Enable assessment annually to monitor the progress of the work; and finally disseminating the data to all stakeholders. Human resource development is key to ensuring that the collected data are analyzed and translated into information that can be used by policy makers for action. A mechanism to govern patient data should be available, with transparency in how the data are collected, analyzed, used, and shared to ensure that patient confidentiality is maintained.

Roundtables

Several topics were discussed in the roundtable discussions including the role of FETPs in responding to COVID-19; institutionalization of rapid response to public health emergencies in EMR countries; integration of early warning and response (EWAR) with event-based and indicator-based surveillance; sustaining the International Health Regulations (IHR) in Iraq; health systems resilience; strengthening the “One Health” approach; supporting public health research capacity, quality, and productivity in a diverse region such as the EMR; the anticipated future of public health post COVID-19; and COVID-19 vaccines and routine immunization synergies and drawbacks.

Role of FETPs in Responding to COVID-19: Lessons Learned and Challenges

Established in 1980 by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the FETPs are competency-based training programs aimed at enhancing the epidemiological capacity of the public health workforce [15]. FETP fellows and graduates in the EMR have contributed significantly to the control of many epidemics in the past and continue to contribute to emerging public health threats, including COVID-19 [16].

FETP graduates worldwide and in the EMR were well engaged in the response to the pandemic, including conducting surveillance activities; conducting screening interviews at POEs; data collection, management, and analysis; risk communications; and other activities. However, it is also important to focus and learn from mistakes, shortcomings, and failures. The major challenges faced during the pandemic dealt with logistics, establishing solid surveillance systems, meeting country-specific needs, and vaccine acceptance. FETP residents, both graduates and in training, gained experience improvising and innovating their resources and abilities to combat the challenges brought by the novel coronavirus. The COVID-19 pandemic confronted field epidemiologists with tough challenges, but it also taught them valuable lessons that will better equip them to be well prepared for future outbreaks and pandemics. This roundtable highlighted the need for continuous technical and financial support to FETPs, in addition to the need to institutionalize FETPs and establish new FETPs in other countries.

Institutionalization of Rapid Response to Public Health Emergencies in EMR Countries

The IHR dictates the need for state parties to establish the capacity to respond promptly and effectively to public health risks [4]. Consequently, RRTs, the multidisciplinary teams who respond to public health events, are essential to contain the harmful effects of emergencies and coordinate responses in fragile situations such as the EMR. Institutionalization of the rapid response process allows the deployment process to become part of the national system and facilitates a timely and effective response to emergencies [17].

Although the setup of RRTs varies from one country to another, there have been various efforts to build and sustain the capacities of RRTs in the region. It is important to link the RRT, FETP, and EOC structures across the health system and invest in the
career development of RRTs and FETP graduates and alumni to better retain and mobilize them. To leverage resources at the regional level and better coordinate workforce mobilization, more institutionalization needs to take place nationally. Moreover, coordinating different capacity-building efforts is imperative for standardizing the curriculum and competencies for RRT training. More work is needed to develop key performance indicators for RRTs and to document the challenges and opportunities in their countries.

Integration of EWAR With Event-Based Surveillance and Indicator-Based Surveillance
Countries, particularly low-income and middle-income countries, must have EWAR systems incorporated in their surveillance system as required by the IHR that was adopted in 2005. EWAR aids in detecting and responding rapidly to signals and alerts coming from both formal and informal sources and within and outside the health sector to rapidly mobilize required resources in a flexible and responsive manner. The EMR has been one of the regions that is most affected by humanitarian emergencies, including armed conflicts and the influx of displaced people. The EMR currently has 8 active Early Warning Alert and Response Network systems in 7 countries experiencing protracted humanitarian emergencies: Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen [18]. Studies have shown that EWAR performance in the EMR has been optimal when looking at the timeliness and completeness of reporting and verification of alert systems. However, the population coverage was low for most, and the Early Warning Alert and Response Network’s main focus of outbreak detection was weakened by the increasing number of other diseases. Currently, the WHO is working on multiple levels of surveillance with the Ministries of Health in the EMR. One of the main challenges is the political commitment toward the surveillance systems in the region’s countries as well as the fragmentation of data in the EMR. The WHO aims to finalize all tools, systems, SOPs, and guidelines and secure the support of the involved partners and stakeholders to integrate surveillance systems into the current Ministries of Health systems by 2025. Multiple EMR countries have worked on both event-based surveillance and integrated disease surveillance and response with the WHO. The region needs to have 1 surveillance system with a unified data collection point, where all information can be located to describe the country’s situation. These systems should have IT infrastructure in the country to collect the required information.

Health Systems Resilience
During crises, resilient health systems can effectively adapt in response to evolving situations and reduce vulnerability across and beyond the systems. It is a key factor in coping with a crisis such as the economic crisis and the COVID-19 pandemic [19]. Key findings presented during this session included building resilient health systems—as a priority for all member states, adequate investments in health for socioeconomic development, adequate investments in health emergency preparedness, integrated approach to health security and universal health coverage (UHC), the importance of building and strengthening the primary health care (PHC) foundation, investing in the essential public health functions (EPHFs), including all hazard emergency risk management capacities, applying the whole-of-society approach, and attention to vulnerable and marginalized groups. Continuous support is needed for FETP graduates to work toward strengthening surveillance systems, investigating outbreaks, and participating in regional and global efforts to respond to COVID-19. Lessons learned from the current situation in the EMR to strengthen both pandemic preparedness and health systems include the importance of investing in EPHFs, including those required for all-hazards emergency risk management; institutionalized mechanisms for whole-of-society engagement; strengthening the PHC approach for health security and UHC; and promoting enabling environments for research, innovation, and learning.

Sustaining the IHR in Iraq—Enhancing Multisectoral Coordination in the Face of Conflict
Implementation of the IHR in the EMR comes with unique challenges because of the lack of necessary funding, expertise, and infrastructure needed to develop the capacities for disease surveillance, as stipulated by the IHR [20,21]. In contrast, the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted that improved compliance with the IHR presents an opportunity to reduce the costs of life and improve the economy [22]. Moreover, the pandemic further emphasized the necessity for international aid and cooperation for the successful implementation of the IHR in low- to middle-income countries [21]. In this regard, Iraq has worked actively to build a solid foundation to establish the necessary tools, facilities, and procedures to comply with the IHR and protect national and international health security. Since 2017, the Government of Iraq (GOI) and Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) have partnered with Georgetown University to implement the regulations and enhance coordination between the relevant sectors within the country. Great strides have been achieved with regard to IHR compliance through the various governmental bodies in Iraq since the start of the collaboration with Georgetown University in 2017. It is evident that the continuous work to build the core capacities, appoint IHR focal points, and build multisectoral networks has been advantageous in monitoring, reporting, and responding to communicable disease cases across all the governorates of the GOI and KRG. Nonetheless, the COVID-19 pandemic exposed certain weaknesses of IHR compliance that still need to be addressed, especially regarding rapid communication between all the stakeholders and with the WHO networks, in addition to the need for capacity development, particularly at the POEs and for the zoonotic disease surveillance teams. The panelists recommended unification of all the processes regarding IHR implementation in the KRG, strengthening communication between IHR focal points of the KRG and the GOI and sustaining the relationships between them, and increasing funding for more basic scientific research on viral pathogens. In addition, increasing awareness of the contributions of veterinary laboratories in disease outbreaks, providing better definitions of the roles and responsibilities of the veterinary laboratories of the GOI and KRG, and improving communication between the Central Public Health Laboratories and veterinary laboratories are all necessary for the improved application of the One Health concept. Biorisk capacity-building
activities are needed in the KRG to improve preparedness for future PHEOCs. There is also a need for efficient reporting by focal points of various POEs in the country. This requires technology, training, and personnel support for the POEs. Building sustainable networks between all ministries, focal points, and the WHO for IHR compliance is important for continued improvements.

**Strengthening the “One Health” Approach**

“One Health” is an integrated unifying approach that aims to sustainably balance and optimize the health of people, domestic and wild animals, and the wider environment [22]. Its area of work includes food safety, control of zoonoses, laboratory services, neglected tropical diseases, environmental health, and combating antibiotic resistance. This roundtable discussion offered an opportunity to present the dynamics of emerging infectious disease pathogens; their impact on global health security; and the integrated solutions, definitions, principles, and institutionalization of One Health. Institutionalization and governance of the One Health strategy, securing political commitment, influencing policy changes, promoting multisectoral collaboration, community engagement for breaking silos, cultural changes for working together, and a better understanding of the interconnectedness and interdependence of human-animal-ecosystems are essential to strengthen the role of One Health. This roundtable provided recommendations regarding strengthening One Health capacity building based on the 5 principles of equity, parity, equilibrium, stewardship, and transdisciplinary. The engagement of nongovernmental organizations, the private sector, and other relevant players will strengthen the role of One Health. Epidemiological data and laboratory information should be shared across sectors to effectively detect, respond to, and prevent outbreaks of zoonoses and food safety problems. Joint responses to health threats and improving surveillance systems, early detection, notification, and management of wildlife diseases should be implemented by government officials, researchers, and workers across sectors at the local, national, regional, and global levels.

**The Anticipated Future of Public Health Post COVID-19**

COVID-19 has highlighted the need for better governance, more robust health systems and capacities, and the need to shift the paradigm toward public health and preventive medicine. This sheds light on the importance of coordination and collaboration among countries and stakeholders in different multilateral and global initiatives. Although the focus has rightly been on the immediate response to the virus, it is important to consider what comes next and ensure that lessons learned are followed. Many aspects need to be revised, including collaboration among countries, world trade regulations, budget allocation, partnership with the private sector, and health inequalities. Governments should build on their experiences and sustain the positive impacts of COVID-19 on public health by promoting and facilitating the adoption of lifestyles to reduce environmental pollution, revising tobacco control policies to build on the success of smoking reduction, and facilitating patients with chronic diseases to adopt regular self-care and healthy lifestyles. Governments should also consider aligning international strategies, including partnerships with the private sector; investment in digital technologies to strengthen pandemic management and future preparedness for other infectious diseases; and improving digital inclusivity by providing all society segments, especially the unprivileged, with access to digital skills and appropriate infrastructure. Governments should recognize the root causes of health inequalities and commit to short and medium road map remedy strategies. They should build trust among nations to enhance global collaboration and strengthen a wide network of global public health institutions and laboratories to prepare for any future outbreaks or pandemics by timely sharing of information, viral specimens, and genomic sequences; allocate appropriate research and development funds for the development of vaccines, diagnostics, and therapeutics; and establish regional centers of excellence for the rapid manufacturing of vaccines when needed. The appreciation of health professionals should not be viewed as a short-term response. Leaders must apply incentives to improve workforce retention and empower health professionals at all levels with the skills and equipment required to deal with future public health challenges. We need to enhance and apply complex systems modeling, especially in epidemiology and behavioral science, and strengthen surveillance systems for viruses, especially in birds and animals.

**Supporting Public Health Research Capacity, Quality, and Productivity in a Diverse Region**

Public health research plays a critical role in strengthening health systems. However, public health research productivity in the EMR remains below the world average [23]. Many challenges and barriers face public health research capacity, quality, and productivity in the EMR, including lack of funding, problems with data availability, language barriers for publishing, lack of guidelines and regulations, and inadequate research skills and competencies. Researchers conducting research in conflict contexts face more challenges compared with those in many other settings. However, there have been success stories in the EMR regarding research publication and its positive and effective impact on policy makers and decision makers. More research should be conducted in conflict areas to investigate the needs of people living in such areas and, consequently, the appropriate responses to their needs. Official guidelines on data sharing should be developed and should be clear and consistent with all public health data. The guidelines must find a balance between making data available and accessible to researchers and safeguarding privacy. Universities in the EMR must make research skills and competencies part of their undergraduate and postgraduate curricula. Research institutions are encouraged to focus on developing a research capacity educational program such as “train the trainer,” where institutions adopting such a program must be flexible and willing to revise the plan if faced with barriers and challenges. Initiatives to facilitate the publication of research in the EMR must be implemented, such as hiring professional copy editors to read the manuscript before submission to the journal. Knowledge transfer frameworks and programs should be developed and implemented for collaborative knowledge transfer between researchers, policy makers, and other relevant stakeholders to facilitate the linkage between science and policy.
COVID-19 Vaccines and Routine Immunization Synergies and Drawbacks

Disruptions in health services because of the COVID-19 pandemic have strained health systems, resulting in 22.7 million children missing out on vaccination in 2020 [24]. Most of these children live in communities affected by conflict, underserved remote places, or informal or slum settings facing multiple deprivations including limited access to basic health and key social services [14]. Although access to immunization was hindered in 2020 because of the imposed curfews and deferred or postponed supplementary outreach activities, the Expanded Program on Immunization (EPI) was further challenged in 2021 by bearing the additional constraint of introducing the COVID-19 vaccine and implementing the vaccine uptake, often at the cost of routine pediatric vaccine-preventable diseases in most countries. In the EMR, this disruption varied across countries with respect to their socioeconomic status on the one hand and their pre-COVID-19 system infrastructure on the other hand. Although some countries in the region are struggling with the drastic coverage drop in essential vaccines or the below-target COVID-19 vaccine uptake, other countries succeeded in maintaining their vaccine-preventable disease coverage rates while achieving the WHO target for COVID-19 vaccines. For instance, in Oman, acknowledging that any coverage drop is significant and might jeopardize decades of effort urged the timely monitoring of drops and the timely intervention at lower levels. In Iraq, consolidating national efforts to compensate for the drop and planning and executing the COVID-19 vaccine deployment plan using the available infrastructure was deemed successful. Lessons learned from the region reveal that preparedness is the fundamental pillar for successfully maintaining the functionality of EPI and delivering the COVID-19 vaccine. COVID-19 vaccination highlighted the availability of opportunities in terms of funding, technical and capacity building, and social mobilization. It is of utmost importance to benefit from these investments to strengthen and maintain routine immunization in the future. Embracing that “every child counts” is the fundamental driver to consider when going over the lessons learned, challenges, and success stories of countries. Sharing experience and expertise among countries is essential to accelerate efforts to compensate for the drop in vaccine coverage. In addition, structural adjustments can be implemented at the country level in terms of preparedness to avoid dropping in future disruptions. The introduction of the COVID-19 vaccine highlighted the shift in EPI service delivery from those aged <18 years to vaccine delivery covering all age groups. As this paved the way for other new vaccines that might be introduced in the future to various age groups, it is important to translate all the lessons learned and investments into sustainability in terms of quality and not just quantity of EPI service delivery.

Keynote Speakers’ Sessions

EPHFs and the UHC Challenge in the EMR

EPHFs are important for achieving the public health goal of improving, promoting, protecting, and restoring population health. UHC aims for all people and communities to have access to quality health services without financial hardship, which in turn improves health security and resilience to crisis.

In 2013, EMR countries endorsed UHC as a priority and developed a regional framework for action to advance UHC. The framework includes strategic actions for countries to achieve UHC and enhance financial risk protection to reduce out-of-pocket spending and financial hardship [25]. Several countries in the EMR are involved in the process of assessing their public health system strengths and weaknesses. To date, 2 countries, namely, Qatar and Morocco, have undertaken the formal assessment of the EPHFs using the EMR assessment tool [26,27]. The COVID-19 pandemic provides an opportunity for strengthening EPHFs and reinforcing health security that should not be missed. COVID-19 has highlighted the urgent need for a global commitment to make health systems resilient against all public health threats to sustain the progress toward health security and UHC. The pandemic has emphasized the lack of preparedness around the world and the need for stronger health systems to address pertinent gaps. Assessments of health systems can help reveal these gaps, but assessments need to be owned by the countries and engage all stakeholders. Strengthening EPHFs is the most cost-effective and sustainable way of achieving UHC.

Evidence, Experience, and Expertise: Lessons From the US Coronavirus Disease Public Health Response

The COVID-19 outbreak control requires synergic and multisectoral pillars: continuous support of epidemiological and genomic surveillance that is crucial for the detection and identification of circulating and potential new emerging variants; enhancing surveillance in specific congregates of high-risk groups to timely detect and stop the spread of the outbreak; and increasing vaccine demand and booster uptake paralleled with the clarification of rumors and misinformation. Maintaining adequate epidemiological surveillance is crucial for learning about the effectiveness of the COVID-19 vaccines against the new variants. Conducting prompt investigations of outbreaks in highly vaccinated areas or populations in addition to adequate genomic surveillance are key priorities to learn about virus dynamics and mutations and to provide knowledge that would benefit vaccine production. In addition, the use of telemedicine was beneficial during the lockdown, as it allowed people with comorbidities to seek medical care. It is important to build on this success to strengthen the infrastructure of telemedicine in the near future.

Learning From COVID-19: What It Would Take to Be Better Prepared

The political instability and fragile health systems in some EMR countries have hampered the effectiveness and efficiency of the strategies adopted to combat the COVID-19 pandemic [28]. Over time, this region has witnessed many outbreaks, including Middle East Respiratory Syndrome, cholera, polio, and increasing vector-borne and zoonotic outbreaks [29]. The region is also burdened by the refugee crisis and numerous internally displaced people. Multiple factors affected transmission, including conflict, demographics, timeliness of travel and social restrictions, migrant workers, and mass gatherings or pilgrimages. Countries that responded well to COVID-19 had
a high level of political commitment, with multisectoral coordination. In addition, existing infrastructures including polio teams and regional laboratories were quick to mobilize and build on polio and influenza infrastructure. There have been several innovations, including applications, telemedicine, hotlines, e-clinics, and solar-powered oxygen generators. Most countries have banned waterpipe smoking and established mental health hotlines. However, the pandemic has also highlighted the weak epidemiological capacity of the region, the fragmented surveillance systems, and the lack of trust. Different areas of improvement were also highlighted. At the country level, there is a need to invest in building human capacities including epidemiologists, emergency responders, community health workers, health economists, communication specialists, and, most crucially, health leaders; strengthen health systems and work toward UHC and health security; work toward community engagement and community trust; and develop and update a multisectoral emergency preparedness plan. At the regional level, certain countries have greater capacities than others do in the region, and there is a need for more cooperation, solidarity, and support to effectively control the spread of the pandemic. Rich countries should ensure vaccine sharing, equity, and distribution with low-income countries. Moreover, countries should implement twinning programs in which human resources are shared across countries.

**Reshaping Public Health After the Pandemic Era: The Agenda for the Next Decade—Are We Ready?**

In 2020, the WHO conducted a global pulse survey to understand the impact of COVID-19 on the health system. Almost 90% of the 105 engaged countries reported an interruption to a different type of services that ranged from routine and elective service delivery to critical care, especially in low- and middle-income countries. There are many sources of disruptions. Financial constraints, supply chain disruptions, redirection of services to care for patients with COVID-19, and unavailability of the workforce are some of the factors affecting accessibility to essential health care services [30]. The findings demonstrated that investment in PHC is essential to mitigate the risks of future pandemics and to maintain the accessibility and delivery of essential health services during emergencies [31]. Investment in the health workforce is another dimension for a successful response, which includes training, mobilization, and redistribution to sustain high-quality essential health service delivery. Therefore, the COVID-19 pandemic serves as an opportunity for countries to reshape their public health to improve public health security for future pandemics. Integrating public health into primary care and investment in public health workforce capacity building is an essential approach for reshaping public health. A total of 6 models were identified by the WHO technical series on primary care called “Closing the Gaps Between Public Health and Primary Care Through Integration” to attain the integration of public health into PHC. This, in turn, will focus the services on the population needs and achieve the person-centered approach. These models can be applied either individually or in combination depending on the flexibility of the health systems [32].


The United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) provides assistance and protection to Palestine refugees in Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, the Gaza Strip, and the West Bank, including East Jerusalem. The UNRWA has adopted multiple mechanisms to address the various health care needs. The adopted mechanism allowed for the effective sustainability of services for UNRWA PHC clinic services during the pandemic. In addition, using innovative and electronic services allowed the community access to essential health care services when needed. For this, health care staff must adopt available protection measures such as vaccination and infection protection and control practices. In addition, embracing the new normal for PHC UNRWA clinics is important to ensure continuity of services and inclusion of vulnerable community groups. Many actions can be taken to promote the sustainability of PHC services during the COVID-19 pandemic or any future outbreak. These actions include the need to improve the UNRWA system to include a resilient family medicine approach and services that adopt innovative digital systems and programs. There is a need to focus on strengthening the capacity of human resources by providing them with continuous education and clear career paths that ensure their development. In addition, COVID-19 brought organizations together, and partnerships proved to play a vital role in the ability to respond to outbreaks and emergencies. In addition, focusing on staff vaccination and protection measures and ensuring that UNRWA staff are well protected is the key to ensuring service sustainability. Supporting UNRWA through donations is another action that can be taken to sustain and enhance PHC at UNRWA clinics.

**The Cohesion of Society During and After a Pandemic: How Does This Translate in the EMR Public**

Social cohesion refers to the strength of relationships and the sense of solidarity among members of a community [33]. A group of researchers from the Bertelsmann Foundation studied social cohesion during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 to examine the fabric of society during the 3 waves of the pandemic in Germany. The results showed that social cohesion remained stable during the first wave, leading to greater visibility of solidarity in some areas. People in the middle and higher socioeconomic categories were more satisfied and confident in the pandemic response measures than those in the other categories. In the second half of the year, concerns about the future increased among all groups surveyed. In terms of division, middle-aged and low-educated respondents living in unsafe circumstances felt that society is highly divided. This was accompanied by lower levels of trust, a more significant rejection of pandemic response measures, and a growing fear that societal consensus is unattainable. Solidarity is a value that should be learned. These values are not always at the forefront of political choices when building healthy societies. The concept of solidarity is based on the idea that people can unite their differences because they have a common interest in not being divided and conquered. It is important to enhance global cohesion within the current inequalities between low-income
and high-income countries, and it is recommended to enhance 2-way communication with public health professionals. Both sides must exchange information and decisions. Governments are responsible for educating and training their health workforce and improving their job conditions to minimize brain drains.

Conclusions

The seventh EMPHNET regional conference was dedicated to exploring ways to achieve public health resilience. To this effect, EMPHNET adopted the theme of Towards Public Health Resilience in the EMR: Breaking Barriers. Conference sessions provided highly promising opportunities to explore ways to achieve such goals in the EMR. The conference sessions shed light on the latest scientific findings, important lessons learned, and discussions on ways in which current barriers can be broken down through coordination and collaboration.
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Abstract

A majority of people living with motor neuron disease (MND) experience weakness of the neck and as a result, experience head drop. This exacerbates problems with everyday activities (eating, talking, breathing, etc.). Neck collars are often used to support head drop; however, these are typically designed for prehospitalization settings to manage and brace the cervical region of the spine. As a result, it has been recorded that people living with MND often reject these collars for a variety of reasons but most notably because they are too restricting. The current standardized outcome measures (most notably restricting cervical range of motion) used for neck collars are summarized herein along with whether they are suitable for a bespoke neck collar specifically designed for people living with MND.
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Introduction

Motor neuron disease (MND) is a neurodegenerative disorder that contributes to weakness in the limbs and respiratory and bulbar muscle strength. The disease is irreversible and leads to a fatal outcome typically due to respiratory failure. People living with MND often develop neck weakness. They are unable to keep their head upright, resulting in a clinical syndrome known as a “head drop.” This exacerbates issues with swallowing, breathing, communicating, eating, and drinking. To aid in the management of these symptoms, neck collars are typically used. We will investigate the current issues associated with collars used by people living with MND.

Neck collars have been well established for immobilization [1]. The primary functions include restriction of cervical spine motion, provision of spinal stability, and reduction of pain [2]. Initially, neck orthoses were designed for prehospitalization settings but are now increasingly used to reduce pain and mimic a sense of security for the patient, and to improve postsurgical outcomes [3-5]. Neck collars are used in nontrauma situations; for example, in neurodegenerative diseases such as MND. Despite the redeployment of neck collars in the management of MND, many are rejected by people living with MND due to their restriction on the cervical range of motion (CROM), which can result in unintended outcomes [6,7]. For example, possible muscle atrophy due to complete immobilization of the head.
accelerates the degradation of muscle tissue [8]. Current neck collars are both an uncomfortable experience and risk-exacerbating issues for people living with MND [7].

The difference in the needs of people living with MND using neck collars and the current aims of standardized collars have resulted in a low uptake of collars by people living with MND [7]. This suggests that outcome measures currently used to assess current neck collars may not be suitable for the design of a new bespoke collar for people living with MND. Therefore, creation of new assessment criteria, specifically for people living with MND, may be necessary. The current use of neck collars will be explored in trauma and MND, as well as outcome measures used to assess its efficacy, and based on the findings, we shall suggest a new way to assess the design of a new bespoke neck collar for people living with MND.

**Trauma Neck Collars and Requirements**

Neck collars can be classified into 2 types: soft and rigid (Figure 1). Soft collars are designed to be minimally restrictive and to provide the user with a more natural range of motion. These are commonly prescribed to support patients with neck pain and whiplash injuries and are typically made from a thick foam or rubber covered in fabric. Rigid collars are used to restrict range of motion as much as possible, typically applied in severe neck injuries, where there may be a suspected fracture or to stabilize the neck after surgery. These usually consist of a plastic outer shell and a padded inner liner.

**Figure 1.** Soft and rigid cervical orthoses: (A) Soft orthosis (Hereford) and (B) rigid orthosis (Miami J).

Neck collars are typically used to immobilize the spine for suspected spinal injury in prehospital settings as outlined by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) and the Joint Royal Colleges Ambulance Liaison Committee [9,10]. It is recommended by the Joint Royal Colleges Ambulance Liaison Committee and advanced trauma life support that a semirigid collar should be deployed when [9,11] a high-risk factor for cervical spine injury is identified and indicated by the Canadian C-spine rule, and a low-risk factor for cervical spine injury is identified and indicated by the Canadian C-spine rule and the person is unable to actively rotate his/her neck 45° left and right, whereby the collar is only used to stabilize and restrict motion of the cervical and upper thoracic region to prevent further complications from arising.

**MND Neck Collar Requirements**

For people living with MND, the NICE guideline for MND (NG42) states that a person experiencing muscle problems ought to be referred to orthotic services as soon as possible and for orthotics to be supplied [12]. The Motor Neurone Disease Association’s (MNDA’s) neck support information sheet outlines that people living with MND can experience different levels of discomfort related to immobility. Thus, it is important that any collar fitted must not create pressure points [13]. A person living with MND may be assessed for a collar by a physiotherapist, occupational therapist, or an orthotist. For many, it will be necessary to try a number of collars on, as problems associated with neck weakness vary due to disease progression, and with current “off the shelf collars,” it is unlikely that one will address all these problems [13].

The MNDA’s Head supports for motor neurone disease information sheet [13] states that (1) neck weakness is only part of the problem and is frequently associated with weakness of the shoulder girdle and long back extensor muscles; (2) many people with MND experience swallowing problems as a result of bulbar weakness, and a collar with an anterior area cut away may make swallowing easier; (3) forehead bands give freedom around the chin, mouth, and throat, making it easier to eat, drink, and speak; and (4) practical, easy-to-develop solutions, such as a roll of foam under the chin with a Velcro fastening, can offer some relief in certain circumstances.

For people living with MND requiring wheelchairs and experiencing neck weakness, it is suggested that the preferred position for the person is being tilted with the head, back, and neck supported; therefore, the interaction between the collar and chair must not interfere with one another [13]. It is clear that the requirements for people living with MND experiencing neck weakness differ from prehospitalization applications of neck collars, where MND applications are geared more toward support rather than restriction as needed for trauma.

**Current Neck Collars for People Living With MND**

The current head supports suggested by the MNDA are Soft collar, Wheelchair head supports, HeadUp Collar (Sheffield Support Snood), Hereford, Headmaster, Miami J, and Hensinger [13]. However, the most commonly prescribed collars for people living with MND include Aspen Vista, Philadelphia, Headmaster, HeadUp, Miami J, and Hereford (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Soft and rigid cervical orthoses: (A) Soft orthosis (Hereford) and (B) rigid orthosis (Miami J).](image-url)
Many of the collars used by people living with MND are rigid with the Hereford and Headmaster being soft and semirigid, respectively. The Headmaster collar (Figure 3) offers a unique design, with a chin rest supported by a semirigid frame and a strap around the neck to hold the orthosis in place. This acts to prevent head drop in the forward plane and does not support the head in other directions, and is often used in conjunction with a headrest for wheelchair users. Baxter et al [14] conducted a survey that investigated MND participants’ experience with existing neck collars, which identified the following themes: “Difficulty fitting,” “lack of physical support,” “overly restrictive,” “uncomfortable,” and “unsuitable.”

Figure 2. Motor Neurone Disease Association–recommended collars. (A) HeadUp collar, (B) Hereford, (C) Headmaster, (D) Burnett vacuum neck and head supports, (E) Hensinger, and (F) Miami J cervical collar [13].

First Orthosis Designed for People Living With MND: HeadUp

The only commercially available collar that has been specifically designed for people living with MND is HeadUp (TalarMade), otherwise known as the Sheffield Support Snood. The HeadUp collar was not assessed by its ability to restrict CROM and was quantitatively measured by assessment of ratio movement coupling (used to normalize the movements of angular velocities in the various planes), to establish control in performing head movements, and angular velocity, to establish whether the collar would compensate (support) the head movements without limiting natural movement velocity [14]. The collar was qualitatively evaluated via interviews or questionnaires against the following criteria:

- Level of support and range of motion
- Appearance
- Fitting the collar
- Breathing, eating, and Swallowing
- Perspiration
While the consensus for the collar was positive, feedback from the interviews conducted by Baxter et al [14] highlighted that eating with the collar on presented issues, with 2 (of 16) participants stating they “can’t possibly eat with it on” and “It makes my swallow harder as it presses on my Adam’s apple,” respectively. Regarding its fit, 2 participants reported that they had issues with the fitting of the collar, 3 reported that they would prefer to use their previous collars, and 1 stated that none of the available collars were satisfactory. Some initial training and practice were required by carers to fit the collar properly. Regarding the questions related to appearance and perspiration, the most frequent answer was neither positive nor negative. It was reported that when the usage of the HeadUp collar was queried among the same cohort of patients, there was no significant difference in the number of hours the collar was used compared to that among participants with a previous collar [14].

This study showed that when designing a collar specifically for people living with MND with neck weakness, the main requirement for the collar was to support head drop without interfering in other daily activities. As such, it may be difficult to design a collar that will be accepted by all, highlighting the importance of direct patient input in the design and outlining requirements for the collar. This can be attributed to differences in disease progression among patients; some report neck weakness only in the sagittal plane while others report weakness in the transverse plane. Also, the degree of neck weakness is due to disease progression, varying from no weakness to severe with the latter, implying that patients are unable to lift their head up whatsoever [14]. Therefore, outcome measures to capture the efficacy of a collar need to allow for a high variance of symptoms, usage, and application.

**Bespoke Collar for People Living With MND**

There currently is no fully bespoke neck collars designed for people living with MND, with the closest being the HeadUp, offering custom adjustments to the collar via adjustable supportive strips. A possible alternative is the development of a 3D-printed collar. 3D printing technology allows for the creation of custom-fit, comfortable, and functional orthotic devices. Another major benefit of 3D printing is that it can greatly reduce the lead time and cost associated with traditional methods of manufacturing orthotic devices and at a fraction of the cost of traditional methods [15,16]. The development of a new 3D-printed collar will aim to be fully bespoke, incorporating patient’s anatomy captured via 3D scanning in the design process for each collar. It will also aim to be novel with the inclusion of force sensors to monitor the forces and pressures experienced by the user as this will provide insight into the progression of “head drop” and associated discomfort and whether a new collar is required to be printed to reflect these changes. This novel design will investigate the feasibility of using additive manufacturing and 3D scanning as a viable way to deliver a solution to improve the quality of life for those living with MND and experiencing head drop. 3D scanning can be used to create a detailed model of the patient’s anatomy, which can be used to design a custom-fitted orthosis. This technology can also be used to create a digital model of the orthosis, which can be used to test its fit and function before it is manufactured. Finally, by using 3D printing and 3D scanning to design a custom neck collar, outcome measures used to assess the custom collars will be able to capture unique feedback based on each wearer’s “use case,” providing a more accurate efficacy analysis.

**Collar Efficacy Assessment**

The efficacy of neck collars has been suggested by several publications with regard to their ability to limit CROM [17]. As neck collars are typically designed for prehospital trauma settings to brace and manage the spine after a spinal injury, surgery, or degenerative changes. These collars are aimed at protecting and providing stability by reducing cervical motion. There are currently a variety of different products available on the market, and a summary of the various studies investigating the effectiveness and outcome measures of these collars is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1 [2,4,5,18-32].

The majority (14/18) of the studies compared sagittal (flexion and extension), transverse (lateral bending), and axial (rotation) planes of motion with and then without an orthosis to see the difference it makes in different planes. Different measurement systems were used to capture the data including goniometric, electromagnetic, optoelectronic, and video fluoroscopy. The subjects recruited for these studies were healthy adults (age range 18-67 years) with no previous history of cervical discomfort or weakness, previous spinal procedures, or pathological condition. All of the studies mentioned, apart from James et al [18] and Schneider et al [19], investigated flexion and extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation movements in a seated position. James et al [18] investigated movements in the supine position and Schneider et al [19] in an upright position.

Only a few studies investigated the impacts of neck orthoses using measures other than CROM. Tescher et al [20] and Plaisier et al [21] highlighted pressure ulcers as a consequence of wearing a collar for extended periods. Worsley et al [22] reported that elevated contact pressures were due to collar design at the device-skin interface with an observed inflammatory response to these increased pressures. Bell et al [23] reported that ill-fitted neck orthoses were unable to provide appropriate restriction of CROM and that orthoses that are too large or too small may cause neck impairment or increase the risk of complications. The lack of variety in collar types and their sizes has meant that there is an increased risk for patients to receive an unsuitable neck collar. Miller et al [5] observed that the efficacy of an orthosis may be reduced if the neck height position is not set correctly and may cause skin-related issues and potential hyperextension.

Collar comfort is also a key factor, as perceived comfort will affect patient compliance to wear and use the collar. Several studies [4,19,22,24] investigated collar comfort in healthy volunteers, with participants asked to rate perceived comfort on a ranking score. A summary of these studies can be found...
in Multimedia Appendix 2. There currently are no studies comparing collar comfort with people living with MND; therefore, these studies may prove more favorable for collars that immobilize head movement as immobilization may be considered better for aid in pain management.

Other studies suggest that the deployment of neck collars in trauma situations may not provide as much support as previously thought, with some cases actually increasing the risk of medical complications [1]. Extended use of ill-fitting neck collars can lead to increased intracranial and cerebrospinal fluid pressure, causing complications such as pressure ulcers and delirium, and with prolonged collar use, ventilator-associated pneumonia [33]. Therefore, collars should only be deployed for patients with unstable spines, which is difficult to identify in emergency situations [1].

Efficacy in neck collars has traditionally been assessed for trauma and general spine management applications, which emphasizes the need for restriction of head movement, whereas collar needs for people living with MND focus more on support rather than restriction. Applying outcome measures that purely assess CROM restriction are not suitable for collars aimed for people living with MND. However, measuring metrics such as pressure caused by extended periods of use with a collar may prove beneficial in assessing not only the perceived collar comfort by wearers but also good clinical measures that look to prevent pressure ulcers and increased intracranial and cerebrospinal fluid pressure.

**Outcome Measures in Bespoke Ankle Foot Orthoses**

The most common orthoses that can be made bespoke are ankle foot orthoses (AFOs) [34]. Foot and ankle problems have meant that older adults display a decreased ability to undertake daily tasks, showing cases of worsening balance, gait, increase in fall risks, and poor health-related quality of life, leading to the development of bespoke AFOs [35]. To better understand and define outcome measures that would be suitable to assess the efficacy of a bespoke neck collar, the relationship between the requirement of bespoke AFOs and the outcome measures used to assess them is investigated.

The Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies reported that bespoke AFOs are more effective than prefabricated orthoses when using biomechanical assessments as an objective outcome measure, such as dynamic balance, pressure relief, and load redistribution across plantar regions [36-39]. Heinemann et al [40] performed a survey with orthotists and physiotherapists to establish perspectives of quality-of-life care indicators, for people with bespoke AFOs. In this survey, 60% of participants (461 orthotists and 153 physiotherapists) stated that patient-reported outcome measures were preferred for aspects relating to quality-of-life topics, whereas clinicians were the preferred source for performance-based measures. It was further reported that the current standard assessment instruments are considered “good” by most respondents. The standard assessment measurements in the survey were predominately performance-based. However, it was noted that was there was a conflict between current standard outcome measures and outcome measures preferred by survey respondents, showing a preference for more patient-reported outcome measures to be reported. A separate survey with 257 physiotherapists found that commonly used outcome measures used for bespoke AFOs were a mixture between self-reported outcome measures and performance-based measures: pain assessments, functional tests, and range of motion [41].

A pilot study conducted by Aprile et al [42] investigated the effects of a custom AFO. The outcome measures used were a mixture of performance and patient-reported outcome measures with performance measures consisting of walking performance, stabilometric assessment, and disability; patient-orientated tools consisting of the short-form 36-item questionnaire, the North American Spine Society questionnaire, and the visual analog scale.

Shale [43] reported that patient experiences may be a passable indicator for clinical quality; however, clinical quality indicators may not translate to patient satisfaction. This can be due to complex associations among care assessments, expectations of care, patient knowledge, and objective measures that represent benefit. Wolf et al [44] further agrees that patient satisfaction does not equal patient expectations as expectations vary on a case-by-case basis; therefore, it is important not to alienate other quantitative outcome measures.

Finally, upon understanding how outcome measures are used to assess bespoke AFOs, it is clear that while patient-reported measures aid in understanding quality-of-life metrics for the patient, performance-based measures are still required to provide a clinical and quantitative insight into device performance. Therefore, to assess the design of a bespoke 3D-printed neck collar for people living with MND, there should be both a mixture of patient-reported and performance-based measures to capture both quality-of-life metrics and clinical metrics.

**Discussion**

The purpose of this viewpoint article is to describe outcome measures that are currently used to evaluate neck collars and to highlight that current outcome measures for collars are not suitable when applied to the design of a new bespoke collar for people living with MND. The HeadUp collar was the first neck orthosis that was designed specifically for people living with MND to aid in head drop. It focused on performance-based outcome measures to determine efficacy as well as some patient-outcome reported measures.

People living with MND often experience varying levels of progression with the disease; therefore, collar needs differ among patients. It is probable that for people living with MND, the efficacy of the neck orthoses should include patient-reported outcome measures to capture these needs. This highlights that current standardized outcome measures, primarily focusing on restriction for neck orthoses, are not applicable for people living with MND. A combination of new patient-based and performance-based outcome measures for collars designed to suit the individual needs of people living with MND are needed. Patient-focused outcome measures would be suitable in tandem with patient-focused outcome measures.
with performance-based outcome measures, which are unable to report patient satisfaction and experience.

For the design of a new bespoke neck collar whose aims are to support and aid in the management of head drop symptoms in people living with MND, the outcome measures used to assess the efficacy should capture individual participants’ responses compared with needs, whereby the collar is assessed on an individual use case compared with a previous collar or no collar (if they have not used one). This would capture participants’ intended use for a collar—with collar use varying case by case—and effectively determine whether or not the collar meets expectations by the user. To do this, it is suggested that patient-reported assessments would be effective in capturing this feedback, by using visual analogue scales and questionnaires along with performance-based measures such as pressure caused by the collar. This would help to not only quantify patient feedback with pressure-associated discomfort but also reduce the risk of pressure-related injuries.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the current outcome measures used to assess the efficacy of neck collars are not suitable for a bespoke neck collar design. Bespoke orthoses, in general, should take care when outlining their outcome measures as the application and its end user will vary accordingly. Therefore, further work should be conducted to investigate the relationship between the variance experienced by patient expectations and outcome measures used for orthoses.
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Multimedia Appendix 1

Studies comparing methods and outcome measures for cervical collars (search conducted on Web of Science using “cervical collars” OR “neck collars” AND “outcome measures”).

[PDF File (Adobe PDF File), 105 KB - ijmr_v12i1e43274_app1.pdf]

Multimedia Appendix 2

Averaged collar comfort scores from [4,18,21,23] (100% being most comfortable). N = No. of studies, n = Sum of No. of participants.

[PNG File, 39 KB - ijmr_v12i1e43274_app2.png]
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Abstract

Background: Smartphones have become useful tools for medicine, with the use of specific apps making it possible to bring health care closer to inaccessible areas, continuously monitor a patient's pathology at any time and place, promote healthy habits, and ultimately improve patients' quality of life and the efficiency of the health care system. Since 2020, the use of smartphones has reached unprecedented levels. There are more than 350,000 health apps, according to a 2021 IQVIA Institute report, that address, among other things, the management of patient appointments; communication among different services or professionals; the promotion of lifestyle changes related to adopting healthy habits; and the monitoring of different pathologies and chronic conditions, including smoking cessation. The number of mobile apps for quitting smoking is high. As early as 2017, a total of 177 unique smoking cessation–relevant apps were identified in the iPhone App Store, 139 were identified in Google Play, 70 were identified in the BlackBerry app store, and 55 were identified in the Windows Phone Store, but very few have adequate scientific support. It seems clear that efforts are needed to assess the quality of these apps, as well as their effectiveness in different population groups, to have tools that offer added value to standard practices.

Objective: This viewpoint aims to highlight the benefits of mobile health (mHealth) and its potential as an adjuvant tool in health care.

Methods: A review of literature and other data sources was performed in order to show the current status of mobile apps that can offer support for smoking cessation. For this purpose, the PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane databases were explored between May and November 2022.

Results: In terms of smoking cessation, mHealth has become a powerful coadjuvant tool that allows health workers to perform exhaustive follow-ups for the process of quitting tobacco and provide support anytime and anywhere. mHealth tools are effective for different groups of smokers (eg, pregnant women, patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, patients with mental illness, and the general population) and are cost-effective, generating savings for the health system. However, there are some patient characteristics that can predict the success of using mobile apps in the smoking cessation process, such as the lower age of patients, dependence on tobacco, the number of quit attempts, and the previous use of mobile apps, among others. Therefore, it is preferable to offer these tools to patients with a higher probability of quitting tobacco.

Conclusions: mHealth is a promising tool for helping smokers in the smoking cessation process. There is a need for well-designed clinical studies and economic evaluations to jointly assess the effectiveness of new interventions in different population groups, as well as their impact on health care resources.

\(\text{Interact J Med Res 2023;12:e41182} \) doi:10.2196/41182
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Introduction
The health service sector is one of the most complex existing sectors [1], and although we are witnessing how new technologies are changing industries, business models, and markets in a disruptive way within just a few years or months, this complexity explains why the health sector is slower when it comes to adapting to this evolving environment [2]. The data we handle in health care are sensitive data that are subject to exhaustive data protection regulation, which makes accessing and expanding health care technology difficult. Nevertheless, strategies for the use of information and communication technologies in the health sector have been gaining ground, and there is now a majority consensus on the fundamental role of these technologies in improving the efficiency and accessibility of the health system [2]. Technological advances are changing all aspects of society, improving and speeding up processes with the aim of improving people's quality of life [2].

The health care sector is no stranger to these changes, and many technological innovations are making increasingly useful services and tools available [3]. Among these innovations, big data and artificial intelligence (AI) have become promising tools for the management of chronic diseases [4] and enable the use of innovative and promising diagnostic and therapeutic applications [5]. AI is understood as a working methodology for compiling an enormous amount of information (known as big data) in order to subsequently use powerful computer programs to try to obtain data on decision-making elements in all areas of life [5].

Web 3.0 is the next generation of internet technology that relies on the use of AI to process data and create a personalized user experience [6]. Given the large amount of information and metadata that are being generated and made publicly available, it is believed that Web 3.0 technologies (eg, machine learning, AI, Internet of Things, and natural language processing) will allow computer agents to automatically link any kind of data from any system to build inferences from those data [6].

In addition to the above, another current trend is the use of mobile health (mHealth), which is defined by the World Health Organization as the use of mobile devices, such as smartphones and patient monitoring devices, for medical practice and public health [7].

Smartphones have become useful tools for medicine, with the use of specific apps making it possible to bring health care closer to inaccessible areas, continuously monitor a patient's pathology at any time and place, promote healthy habits, and ultimately improve the quality and efficiency of the health care system [3].

This improvement of health care process quality is the result of several factors, such as the remote monitoring of patients, which makes it possible to predict potential problems early and take the necessary measures within a sufficient time frame, thereby reducing the number of unnecessary consultations and hospitalizations. This allows practitioners to focus on investing their time in solving important health problems that cannot be solved remotely [3].

One of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals for 2030 is "to ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages" [8]. However, the World Health Organization states that universal health coverage will not be achieved without the support of eHealth [9].

There are already more mobile devices than people in the world today [10]. According to the Global System Mobile Association, there are more than 9.5 billion mobile connections [11], while the worldwide population consists of more than 7.9 billion people [12].

Since 2020, the use of smartphones has reached unprecedented levels. In 2021, this use grew by 30% when compared to that in 2020. Moreover, according to App Annie's State of Mobile 2022 report [13], 230,000 new apps were downloaded in 2021—a 5% increase from 2020. The amount of health-related mobile apps is starting to reach considerable numbers. There are currently more than 350,000 health apps, according to a 2021 report by the IQVIA Institute [14], aimed at, among other things, the promotion of lifestyle changes related to adopting healthy habits, the monitoring of different pathologies, the management of patient appointments, and communication among different services or professionals [15]. It is estimated that around 30% of health apps are targeted toward health care professionals and 70% are targeted toward the general population [15]. Self-care through mobile devices is another growing field [16].

Of these apps, very few have the necessary quality that should be demanded from such tools, which has resulted in greater noise and difficulty in selecting apps that can add value to people's lives [15,17-19]. The Andalusian Health Quality Agency developed extensive guidance on the criteria [20] that a good health app should meet. Some of these criteria are as follows: relevance (it is clearly defined what the app is for, what its objectives are, and who it is aimed at), testing (the app has been tested beforehand on the target audience), transparency (authors, funding sources, and conflicts of interest are clearly identified), content and sources (the health app is based on reliable sources and available scientific evidence and specifies when the information was last updated), and risk management (risks that may be associated with the use of the app are identified). It is necessary to involve end users (both health care professionals and patients) in app design to ensure greater quality and usability [20] and, once the app is designed, evaluate app efficacy. There is now ample evidence about the utility of mHealth in different contexts, such as increasing the rate of consultation attendance [21], promoting safer sex [22], monitoring patients with diabetes, managing low back pain [23,24], and treating smoking dependence. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) considers digital and
mHealth interventions as options for helping people stop smoking and adjuncts to existing services [25]. The NICE also advises that text message–based interventions that use tailored messages may be more effective than other digital health and mHealth interventions [25].

Smoking is one of the main causes of global morbidity and mortality and a risk factor of a high number of chronic diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), among others. The life span of smokers is, on average, about 10 years shorter than that of nonsmokers. However, quitting smoking can increase life expectancy, and the number of years of life gained depends on the age at which a person quits smoking [26]. Tobacco kills more than 8 million people per year, of whom more than 7 million are direct users and about 1.2 million are nonsmokers exposed to secondhand smoke [27]. Furthermore, the adverse health consequences of tobacco are well known and have major economic implications [28]. The World Bank estimated that high-income countries spend 6% to 15% of their total health expenditure on tobacco-related diseases [29]. Smokers have higher rates of absenteeism and longer absences from work than those of nonsmokers due to the higher prevalence of tobacco-related diseases among smokers [28].

There are currently different approaches to smoking cessation treatment, such as more intensive or less intensive motivational counseling–based interventions and pharmacological therapy [30]. The mobile telephony boom and, in recent years, the increase in the number of mobile apps, with a penetration of 100% in the world population, have provided new tools for helping both professionals and patients in the management of different pathologies, including smoking cessation.

According to the Survey on Alcohol and Other Drugs in Spain (Encuesta Sobre Alcohol y Otras Drogas en España 2019-2020), the average age of smoking initiation is 16.6 years [31]. With 50% and 29% of the population accessing their first smartphone at 11 to 12 years of age and between 13 and 14 years of age, respectively, mHealth is a great alternative tool for preventing, reducing, or quitting smoking in these age groups [32].

There are a large number of smokers who prefer to not use drugs to quit smoking. It is therefore clear that it is necessary to carry out interventions that do not imply the need for pharmacological treatment and to have data on efficacy and efficiency that support their generalization to the smoking population. Other reviews that address this topic have been performed [33-35]. However, this viewpoint paper is not so much a review in itself, but rather an update on the state of digital health in general and its impact on smoking cessation programs. The aim of this viewpoint paper is to provide readers with an overview of the usefulness of digital health and, in particular, mHealth as adjuvant tools in smoking cessation programs.

**Evidence of mHealth Focused on Smoking Cessation**

There is enough scientific evidence about the great potential of using mHealth as a complement of usual treatment in smoking cessation.

Whittaker et al [33] reported a pooled relative risk of smoking cessation of 1.69 in a systematic review of 12 clinical trials that evaluated the efficacy of mobile phone–based interventions. Chen et al [34] concluded that interventions based on the internet, software, mobile phones, or other electronic tools increase the likelihood of quitting tobacco when compared to no intervention or the use of generic self-help material. Dahne et al [36] assessed asynchronous smoking cessation e-visits that were performed proactively through the electronic health records of adult smokers who were treated within primary care. After 3 months, e-visit participants, when compared with usual treatment participants, were 4.13 (95% CI 1.06-16.10; P=0.04) times more likely to have reduced their number of cigarettes smoked per day by at least 50%. In a recent systematic review that evaluated the efficacy of digital interventions in randomized clinical trials studies of smoking cessation, 19 trials (15,472 participants) were included in the analysis, and the overall abstinence rate (percentage of participants who did not smoke during a follow-up period of at least 3 months) at the end point was 17.8% (95% CI 17%-18.7%); the authors concluded that digital health had a clear positive effect when compared to self-help guidelines or no intervention [35].

By analyzing results among different groups of patients, overall, studies have demonstrated that smoking cessation apps are feasible for use among people diagnosed with mental illness, especially those with a high score on the System Usability Scale [37]—a reliable tool for measuring the ease of use of a wide variety of products and services, including hardware, software, mobile devices, websites, and applications. However, it appears clearly that apps designed specifically for patients with schizophrenia or other mental illnesses may be more accessible and user-friendly [38], emphasizing the importance of end user involvement in app development.

In another systematic review that assessed the efficacy of mobile phone–based behavioral interventions in pregnancy to promote maternal and fetal health in high-income countries, the authors concluded that the utilization of mobile phone–based health behavior interventions in pregnancy demonstrates some correlation with positive beliefs, behaviors, and health outcomes [39].

These types of tools have also been proven to be effective in managing COPD. In a review published recently, the authors concluded that pharmacotherapy combined with behavioral interventions that are delivered via mHealth may be an effective, safe, accessible, and cost-effective strategy for helping smokers with COPD quit smoking [40].

Smoking cessation has become a ubiquitous intervention approach for which user engagement can be readily measured. Nearly 500 English-language smartphone apps for smoking cessation have been downloaded more than 33 million times since 2012 (R Nelson, Sensor Tower Inc, email, April 15, 2020). Higher user engagement in smartphone interventions for smoking cessation is predictive of cessation outcomes [41,42]. However, there are certain characteristics that either predict the time when an app will be used or predict that an app will not be used. The act of smoking up to one-half pack per day, the act of smoking the first cigarette within 5 minutes after waking,
a higher mean acceptance of internal physical sensations, female sex, minority race (people of color), Hispanic ethnicity, and a history of smoking for 10 or more years are related to longer periods of app use [43].

Our research group obtained similar results in a randomized clinical trial conducted with 320 motivated smoking cessation patients and evaluated the effectiveness of a combined program (motivational counseling and reinforcement messages sent to mobile phones) versus motivational counseling alone (OR 2.329) at 12 months after baseline [44].

These results allowed the transfer of the combined program to clinical practice after transforming the messaging program into a corporate app, which is available in all health centers of the Basque Public Health System (Vive sin tabaco app [Figure 1]). In parallel, a cost-effectiveness study was carried out to justify this transfer; the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio was calculated, with cost savings (from a societal perspective) of €5398 (US $5885.98) and €3290 (US $3587.42) per quality-adjusted life year gained for men and women, respectively [45]. In addition, a further cohort study was carried out with 92 patients who initiated a quit attempt with the Vive sin tabaco app, which showed smoking cessation results that were very similar to those of the previous clinical trial (14.1% vs 16.5% at 12 months) [46].

Quitting smoking can be a difficult challenge that sometimes requires many attempts before success is achieved. Nicotine dependence is a complex disorder [47]. However, the earlier smoking cessation occurs, the higher the number of life years regained [26]; therefore, it is of vital importance to encourage young people not to take up smoking and ensure that they internalize the benefits of not smoking. mHealth tools for smoking cessation have great potential for this age group.

Smoking cessation treatment is not only clinically effective but also cost-effective. Health advice is considered one of the most cost-effective interventions in the treatment of smoking [48]; however, the changes promoted by health advice do not last long [49]. Therefore, it is necessary to establish reinforcement mechanisms, among which are information and communication technologies and, more specifically, mHealth, for which there is ample evidence in the treatment of smoking.

**Figure 1.** The Vive sin tabaco app.

---

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

Mobile technology has changed the way we live, work, and communicate. The use of mobile technologies to support the achievement of mHealth goals is an emerging and rapidly developing field that has the potential to play a key role in transforming health care to increase the quality and efficiency of care, and the mission of this field is to complement rather than replace traditional health care [50]. Health developments mainly include apps aimed directly or indirectly at maintaining or improving people's healthy behaviors, quality of life, and well-being [50].

Health care is transforming. Health care costs are rising, as health care must cope with the demand for increasingly personalized and long-term care. Moreover, it is estimated that the use of mobile apps could improve the efficiency of patient care and reduce the time spent accessing and analyzing information by up to 30% [51]. In fact, a study that was recently published in the Journal of Medical Economics concluded that patients who use digital health tools can reduce their monthly medical costs by around 22% [52].

Health apps are becoming technological tools with great potential for improving the way chronic diseases are managed. If they are well designed and focus on the needs of patients, they could more effectively facilitate the management of health care resources and communication between professionals and patients, thereby enhancing the active role of the population in their self-care [15].
Mobile apps have great potential to support patients in health care and encourage healthy behavioral changes. However, it is the features of apps that determine patients’ attitudes toward the use of apps, which in turn determine the success of apps [53]. Therefore, it is necessary that end users are involved at the beginning of the design process in order to increase the usability of apps.

Research has shown that demographics and personality characteristics are associated with the adoption and use of mobile apps. Income and level of education correlate positively with mobile phone use, whereas age correlates negatively with it [53]. The procurement of mHealth tools by older people is limited [54], and almost half (43%) of those aged over 70 years stop using them within the first 14 days [55] mainly due to the complexity of the tools [55], the limited health knowledge of users (ie, the knowledge required to fully understand the data) [55], and the cost of the technology [55]. This further emphasizes the need to design simple, end user–oriented tools and to involve end users in their design in order to obtain tools that fully meet end users’ expectations.

The number of quit attempts, nicotine dependence, the previous use of digital aids to quit smoking, and the Fagerstrom test score correlate with smokers’ attitudes toward the use of a smoking cessation app. However, different studies have found no significant relationship between demographic characteristics and attitudes toward or intentions to use a smoking cessation app [56,57]. Further, 77.5% of smokers who have used a mobile app to quit smoking have never checked the credibility of the developer or publisher of the health app [57].

It is clear that it is necessary to invest money and effort into having useful tools in health care that meet the expectations of end users and complement health care to increase the quality and efficiency of care. Mobile telephony was born to bring people together, but its purpose is now much greater than that.

Conclusions

It seems clear that mHealth is a valuable tool that can provide support to both health professionals and patients in the complex process of smoking cessation. However, it is likely that several mHealth user characteristics predict the likelihood of the success of smoking cessation apps, such as age, tobacco dependence, and the number of cigarettes smoked per day, among others. Therefore, it would make sense to offer these apps to, for example, younger smokers, those who are more dependent on tobacco, and those who smoke more than half a pack of cigarettes per day.
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Abstract

One Health aims to use a multidisciplinary approach to combat health threats at animal, human, and environmental health interfaces. Among its broad focus areas are issues related to food safety, the control of zoonoses, laboratory services, neglected tropical diseases, environmental health, biosafety and biosecurity, and combatting antimicrobial resistance. A roundtable session was conducted on November 18, 2021, as part of the Eastern Mediterranean Public Health Network's (EMPHNET) seventh regional conference to highlight what role Global Health Development (GHD)|EMPHNET can play to strengthen the One Health approach. This viewpoint summarizes the findings of the roundtable discussion to highlight the experts’ viewpoints on strengthening the One Health approach, including the extent of zoonotic diseases and the dynamics of pathogens and emerging diseases; the occurrence of antimicrobial-resistant pathogens as a silent pandemic; issues surrounding the globalization of trade and food safety; the importance of integrated solutions as a new norm; issues around the institutionalization and governance toward effective operationalization of the One Health approach in the region; and how the One Health approach can be operationalized at global, regional, and local levels. The panel concluded that One Health is an integrated unifying approach that aims to sustainably balance and optimize the health of people, animals, and ecosystems, and provided recommendations to strengthen the One Health approach. It also discussed how GHD|EMPHNET can play its role in transferring the concept of One Health from theory to practice via a solid operationalization road map guide at the Eastern Mediterranean region level. The five broad priority areas of this operational guide include (1) establishing and strengthening a governance architecture, legal framework, and policy and advocacy structure for One Health operationalization in the region; (2) fostering coordination, communication, and collaboration for One Health actions across the region and beyond; (3) building the workforce capacity for effective One Health operationalization in the region; (4) supporting regional platforms for timely, effective, and efficient data sharing and exchange on all One Health–related issues; and (5) supporting risk communication, behavior change communication, and community engagement efforts in the region.
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Introduction

One Health has been defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as “an approach to designing and implementing programs, policies, legislation, and research in which multiple sectors communicate and work together to achieve better public health outcomes” [1]. The importance of One Health is ever apparent in recent decades, as rapidly increasing human populations in the 21st century have led to encroachment into new geographic areas. Marked changes in climate and land use such as deforestation and intensive farming practices have resulted in more people living in close contact with domestic and wild animals [2]. Recent reports have revealed that more than 25% of original forest cover has been lost, and 75% of terrestrial environments and 66% of marine environments were severely altered by human interventions [3]. This close contact between animals and their environments creates increasing opportunities for the spilling over of pathogens between animals and people, and the rise of new diseases (ie, emerging infectious diseases [EIDs]). Furthermore, the movement of people, animals, and animal products has grown due to advances in international travel and trade, allowing these EIDs to spread easily across borders and around the world [4].

For effective prevention, detection, and response to EIDs or zoonotic outbreaks, communication, coordination, and collaboration among experts from all relevant fields, including public, animal, and environmental health professionals, working closely to share data and expertise is needed [1]. The WHO, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), and the World Organisation for Animal Health, formerly the Office International des Epizooties (OIE), have led the charge in promoting multisectoral responses to these issues and other public health threats at the human-animal-ecosystem interface [1,5,6].

In this regard, Global Health Development (GHD)|Eastern Mediterranean Public Health Network (EMPHNET) strongly believes in the effective role of One Health in responses and actions at the animal-human-ecosystem interface, especially targeting emerging and endemic zoonoses, and commends the role of FAO-OIE-WHO Tripartite to create and support One Health programs. A roundtable session was conducted on November 18, 2021, as part of EMPHNET’s seventh regional conference to highlight what role GHD|EMPHNET can play to strengthen the One Health approach. This viewpoint summarizes the findings of the roundtable discussion to highlight the drivers, integrated solutions, and success stories regarding the implementation of One Health, and highlight the role that GHD|EMPHNET can play in transferring the concept of One Health from theory to practice.

Roundtable Panel Discussion

The panel members discussed the extent of zoonotic diseases and the dynamics of pathogens and emerging diseases. It was highlighted that nearly 75% of all new or EIDs affecting humans at the beginning of the 21st century are of zoonotic origin [4]. Of those, 71.8% are reported to have genetic origins from wildlife, indicating increasing spillover in recent years [7]. Examples of the effects of increasing interconnectedness and the global impact of these diseases are the HIV/AIDS, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), the H5N1 strain of avian influenza, and the 2009 H1N1 influenza virus pandemics. The speed by which these diseases emerge and spread causes serious economic and developmental concerns, in addition to their effects on public health. The emergence of these diseases had been concentrated in certain “hot spot” areas, like Central Africa, South and Southeast Asia, and Latin America, where compounding factors contribute to disease spread and highlight the need for the improvement of disease detection and response capacities in these countries [8].

Several infectious viruses have emerged or re-emerged from wildlife, generating serious threats to the global health and the global economy. Ebola and Marburg hemorrhagic fevers, Lassa fever, dengue fever, yellow fever, West Nile fever, Zika, and chikungunya vector-borne diseases, swine flu, Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS), and the recent COVID-19 are additional examples of zoonoses that have spread internationally, causing significant impact and creating a need for rapid intervention from scientists and public health professionals [9]. In fact, evidence suggests that SARS, MERS, and COVID-19 must serve as a wake-up call to be better prepared when facing the coming onslaught of the pathogen [10].

The panel also discussed the occurrence of antimicrobial-resistant pathogens as a silent pandemic. Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) occurs when bacteria, viruses, fungi, and parasites no longer respond to medications, making infections more difficult to treat [11]. AMR is a prime example of a global public health threat, which requires urgent multisectoral action [11-13]. In fact, the WHO has declared that AMR is one of the top 10 global public health threats facing humanity, citing the misuse and overuse of antibiotics as the main drivers in the development of microbial drug resistance [13]. In addition, AMR poses a significant threat to world economies, increasing mortality and disability rates, increasing longer hospital stays, and creating a need for new drug developments. The most alarming aspect of AMR is that the reduced effectiveness of antibiotics and other antimicrobials may create a future in which major surgeries and cancer chemotherapies are considered too risky [13]. While antibiotic misuse in medicine has been addressed increasingly in recent years, abuse in the agricultural sector is massively neglected and more extensive. Indeed, the Food and Drug Administration reports revealed that more than 20 million pounds of antibiotics were sold for use in livestock farms in 2014 [14] and about 80% of medically important antibiotics are regularly fed to livestock in some countries [15].

Another important topic discussed during the panel revolved around the globalization of trade and food safety. It was highlighted that globalization of trade plays an important role in disease spread and food safety, posing a challenge to the public health sector [16]. FAO promotes One Health with a focus on food safety and security, sustainable agriculture, AMR, nutrition, animal and plant health, fisheries, and livelihoods. Ensuring a One Health approach is essential for progress to anticipate (early warning), prevent, detect, and control responses to diseases that spread between animals and humans; tackle...
AMR; ensure food safety; prevent environment-related human and animal health threats; and combat many other health challenges arising at human-animal-environmental interfaces. Good practices from farm to fork represent a One Health approach to food safety [17].

The panel also emphasized the importance of integrated solutions as a new norm. It was highlighted that humans, animals, and environments are ever intertwined in the current globalized landscape. Therefore, a multidisciplinary approach is necessary to address any resultant emergence of zoonotic events. One Health presents a shift in the way we think about human and animal health and offers a new direction to tackle these issues, but successful implementation of interventions requires multisectoral collaboration, communication, and coordination, as well as integration. The silo mentality of certain institutions can impede the progress toward an integrated, inclusionary response and must be adjusted for effective action plans. This can be done by reframing One Health as a way to aid the smooth implementation of plans by offering a road for the cooperation of all relevant sectors and departments when handling any public health issue. When developing action plans or response programs, all concerned parties should be contacted, ideally creating a multidisciplinary team. The One Health teams can include health care providers, public health professionals, and epidemiologists representing the human health sector, and veterinarians, veterinary epidemiologists, para-veterinarians, farmers, and agriculture field workers representing animal health, in addition to ecologists and wildlife experts representing the environmental sector. One Health teams can also include law enforcement officers, social scientists, policy makers, and community members as needed to ensure effective collaboration and representation of any matter concerning the interaction at the animal-human-environment interface [18].

Another point discussed by the panel revolved around the importance of institutionalization and the governance toward effective operationalization of the One Health approach in the region. The FAO, OIE, WHO, and the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) have advocated the new operational definition of One Health as recommended by their advisory panel, the One Health High Level Expert Panel (OHHLEP), on December 1, 2021 [19-21]. The new One Health definition developed by the OHHLEP states “One Health is an integrated, unifying approach that aims to sustainably balance and optimize the health of people, animals, and ecosystems” [18]. It is important to stress that institutionalization and governance of the One Health approach within the government systems is crucial to reflect the success of its implementation across the region. This will only be achieved if there is enough buy-in from the countries regarding the benefits of One Health application on the public, agricultural, and economic lives of their citizens and landscapes. Ultimately, the goal is to ensure that the One Health way of thinking is sustained in all governmental operations and entities working to prevent, prepare, detect, and respond to public health events and infectious diseases. This would ensure not only more efficient national action plans but also the prosperity of nations and meeting of sustainable developmental goals [21,22].

Finally, the panel discussed how the One Health approach can be operationalized at global, regional, and local levels. It was discussed that the Tripartite Zoonoses Guide (TZG), jointly developed by the FAO, OIE, and WHO to support countries in adopting a One Health approach to address zoonotic outbreaks, provides recommendations, options, and best practices, which can be used to assist countries in achieving sustainable methods for dealing with diseases with spillover potential. The TZG provides an operational guide for countries to develop the necessary capacities for preparedness for zoonotic events and efficient flow of information among concerned parties, even in low-resource settings [23]. Fortunately, One Health was adopted by the Group of Seven countries, Group of 20 countries, and World Health assemblies to reform public health, which may facilitate their implementation globally [23].

Recommendations and Key Action or Follow-up Areas

As a result of the panel discussion and the subsequent questions raised by the participants during the questions and answers session, the most essential One Health considerations and their implications specifically pertaining to the countries across the region were identified. Recommendations to strengthen the One Health approach include institutionalization and governance of the One Health strategy, securing political commitment and influencing policy changes, developing a One Health legal framework, establishing an effective coordination mechanism and promoting multisectoral collaboration, community engagement for breaking silos, and better understanding of the interconnectedness and interdependence of human-animal-ecosystem interfaces. On the other hand, it was emphasized that epidemiological data and laboratory information should be shared across sectors to ensure effective detection of and response to health threats. Joint responses to health threats should be implemented by trained One Health workforce across sectors at the local, national, regional, and global levels.

As a success story on the active follow-up of the panel session, an important immediate next step was to collect and synthesize all important discussion points and develop an operational guide specifically geared toward the One Health priorities of the countries across the region. Thus, in April 2022, GHD|EMPHNET developed a technical guide entitled “Operationalization of the One Health Approach in the Eastern Mediterranean Region” to serve as a road map for One Health operationalization at the regional level [24]. The guide took into consideration the operational definition of One Health [19-21] and the most important themes that emerged from the panel discussion. Thus, for the effective operationalization of the One Health approach across the region, the following five broad priority areas were outlined: (1) establishing and strengthening a governance architecture, legal framework, and policy and advocacy structure for One Health operationalization in the region; (2) fostering coordination, communication, and collaboration for One Health actions across the region and beyond; (3) building the workforce capacity for effective One Health operationalization in the region; (4) supporting regional platforms for timely, effective, and efficient data sharing and
exchange on all One Health–related issues; and (5) supporting risk communication, behavior change communication, and community engagement efforts in the region. Each of these five broader strategic areas contains additional subcomponents to allow for the development of country-specific implementation action plans.

As a further follow-up of the panel discussion, GHD|EMPHNET will establish a regional committee on One Health. This committee will assume two main roles or dual functions: (1) ensure effective regional communication and coordination by serving primarily as a liaison between the countries in the region and relevant global entities involved in the One Health efforts and (2) ensure effective regional collaboration and capacity development by functioning as a technical advisory, support, and oversight body across the region to facilitate the One Health Quadripartite work in the region and ensure that all stakeholders across the region are actively engaged/involved in the One Health response. Further, GHD|EMPHNET will work with the countries and relevant One Health stakeholders in the region, using its documented road map [24], to create operational work plans for the countries within and overall operational framework for the region.
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Conclusions

As promoted by the Quadripartite platform of the FAO, World Organisation for Animal Health, WHO, and UNEP, One Health is an integrated unifying approach that aims to sustainably balance and optimize the health of people, animals, and ecosystems. The health of humans, domestic and wild animals, plants, and the wider environment (including ecosystems) are closely linked and interdependent. To face new health challenges that emerge at the human-animal-environment interface, collaboration, coordination, communication, and concerted action between different sectors are needed, in addition to institutionalization and governance of the One Health approach. However, many countries lack the capacity to implement such collaboration, and international organizations, nongovernmental organizations, and private sectors can help these countries. In this context, GHD|EMPHNET can play an effective role in promoting and transferring the concept of One Health from theory to practice through its developed technical guide for the operationalization of the One Health approach at the regional level.
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Abstract

This study attempts to explain the development and progress of the technology used for sharing health information across health care organizations (such as hospitals and physicians’ offices). First, we describe the strengths and weaknesses of traditional sharing models, health information exchange (HIE), and blockchain-based HIE. Second, the potential use of nonfungible token (NFT) protocols in HIE models is proposed as the next possible move for information-sharing initiatives in health care. In addition to some potential opportunities and distinguishing features (eg, ownability, verifiability, and incentivization), we identify the uncertainty and risks associated with the application of NFTs, such as the lack of a dedicated regulatory framework for legal ownership of digital patient data. This paper is among the first to discuss the potential of NFTs in health care. The use of NFTs in HIE networks could generate a new stream of research for future studies. This study provides practical insights into how the technological foundations of information-sharing efforts in health care have developed and diversified from earlier forms.
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Introduction

People may need to visit different health care providers (such as specialists) in their lives because they may encounter various health issues. Providers need to access accurate and complete patients’ past medical records to make informed treatment decisions and increase the effectiveness and efficiency of care delivery. Accessing limited or incomplete information can cause duplication of health care services, such as laboratory tests and repetition of therapy. In addition, as physicians need to search for missing information, administrative costs increase, which could cause delays in providing care and slow down the providers’ workflow. Thus, it is essential for treating physicians to access, integrate, and share patients’ test results and medical procedure records conducted by various providers. However, health care organizations are not necessarily affiliated and may use different systems and standards for storing patient information (such as diverse electronic health records [EHRs]). Seamless sharing of personal health information (PHI) is a demanding project in a highly fragmented US health care system [1]. Fragmented health care services may also challenge how health care providers exchange health-related data as they may use various exchange mechanisms [2]. Thus, different standards for the data storage model, data documentation process, and data transfer mechanism may be used by health care providers in the United States [3]. Health data sharing is an endeavor involving stakeholders such as data owners, data users, and regulators. Sharing health data among health care entities can yield several benefits that include improving care coordination, care quality, and patient safety while reducing mortality rates, medical errors, and health care costs [4]. The ultimate goal is to enable all health care providers to share accurate, timely, and complete medical data nationwide with other entities regardless of where the patient has been treated previously. To achieve this objective, various exchange mechanisms and sharing systems have been used in health care. These systems have some
advantages and drawbacks because of the supporting technology and implementation issues. Technological advancements have been used to address the challenges associated with the preceding ones and create new generations of sharing mechanisms. The following sections explain the 3 existing information-sharing mechanisms in health care and propose a new approach to fundamentally address critical issues in mainstream sharing efforts.

**Ethical Considerations**

As no human participants were used, this study was exempted from obtaining approval from an institutional review board.

**Information-Sharing Mechanisms in Health Care**

**Traditional Information-Sharing Models**

The first sharing method in health care was a paper-based exchange or mail transmission. Gradually, health care providers used other conventional methods such as phone, fax, or information carried on CDs to exchange patients’ records. Information flows among disparate health care institutions can still be managed through traditional methods such as fax, paper mailing, and phone calls. However, previous studies have reported serious issues associated with non-electronic data exchange among providers, such as the inability to provide timely access to patients’ medical records and unnecessary tests [5]. As traditional systems cannot integrate patient data into a central hub, paper-based records such as fax or mail could be lost during the treatment period. Because medical data could be sensitive, losing them can increase privacy risks. It is also inconvenient for patients to carry paper-based records or CDs from one hospital or physician’s office to another. The storage of patient records in paper-based folders or CDs also leads to huge maintenance costs for large hospitals. Moreover, keeping folders may cause numerous security risks, such as the threat of natural events and disasters. Offline-based exchange requires additional work, such as copying paper-based files or storing diagnostic images on a CD or a memory stick. Thus, traditional methods cannot be expected to reduce health care costs. Finally, it is unclear to patients who can access, view, and share their paper-based medical records because no alert, alarm, or security safeguards are available to protect offline patient data from unauthorized access.

**Health Information Exchange**

The health care industry is currently transitioning from the offline sharing of patient health information to web-based sharing through electronic health information exchange (HIE). HIE allows for web-based transfer of medical data and patient records among health care providers and institutions, providing access to accurate and up-to-date health information across different health care settings. This enables clinicians to make more informed and effective health care decisions, ultimately improving patient outcomes [6]. The primary objective of creating ecosystems for HIE systems is to promote the secure and efficient sharing of patient data on a national scale in the United States. HIE networks facilitate interoperability between various health care entities, intending to improve the quality of care, optimize clinical workflow, provide timely access to patient records, enhance connections between different organizations, and improve overall health care efficiency [7]. There are 3 main mechanisms of HIE: direct exchange, look-up systems, and patient-centered exchanges. Direct exchange involves authorized and trusted health care providers sharing patient data directly with one another. Look-up systems use a centralized database that enables providers to send query messages and request patient records. Patient-centered HIE gives patients greater control over their health information by allowing them to collect and aggregate data from various providers and share it with other health care entities, as needed. This approach enables patients to be more active in managing their health and ensuring that their health care providers access comprehensive and accurate health information [8].

In many developed countries, HIE programs are key policy areas aimed at improving care coordination by facilitating the sharing of accurate and comprehensive health information across health care providers and organizations. HIE databases can be used for various purposes, such as health care decision-making and clinical research. However, despite the potential benefits of HIE, such as improved coordination, reduced costs, and enhanced patient safety, insufficient participation of clinicians in data exchange networks can lead to incomplete HIE databases and reduce the overall value of HIE. In addition, the use of HIE mechanisms presents several challenges. Privacy concerns and the risk of data breaches are 2 important barriers to electronic data sharing in the United States. These factors must be addressed to ensure that HIE programs can achieve their objectives and realize their full potential for improving health care outcomes [9]. Patients’ concerns about the privacy and security of their information can lead to incomplete medical records in HIE databases because of information-blocking behaviors. Owing to concerns about information integrity and confidentiality, patients may be less likely to participate in data-sharing efforts. This can create a challenge for health care providers who rely on accurate and complete medical records to deliver high-quality care. To address these concerns, it is essential to implement robust privacy and security measures that can help reassure patients and build trust in HIE systems.

In addition, efforts should be made to increase patient awareness and education regarding the benefits of participating in data-sharing programs while ensuring that their privacy and security concerns are adequately addressed [10]. Incomplete information in HIE systems suggests that not all essential data sources from patients are being integrated and accumulated, potentially owing to concerns over privacy and security risks. Even patients concerned about privacy and security may not fully appreciate the benefits of data sharing and its potential impact on public health. Consequently, they may be reluctant to consent to the disclosure of their data to different health care providers. To address this issue, it is crucial to increase patient awareness and education about the potential benefits of HIE systems while ensuring that their privacy and security concerns are adequately addressed. This can help build trust and confidence in the system, which can lead to more complete and accurate data being shared across health care entities [11].
health care providers may choose not to participate in HIE networks because of concerns over patient privacy and security and legal implications. These providers may hesitate to share patient health information, which can hinder the success and effectiveness of HIE systems. To address these concerns, it is important to establish clear guidelines and regulations regarding the collection, use, and sharing of patient health information within HIE networks. This can help mitigate legal risks and ensure that patient privacy and security are protected, while enabling the effective sharing of health information across health care entities. In addition, increasing education and awareness among health care providers about HIE systems’ benefits can help build trust and encourage greater participation in these networks [12].

The primary challenges in implementing HIE systems are often attributed to organizational, governance, and technical barriers. These include limited interoperability between different health care information systems, a lack of standardized protocols and procedures for data sharing, and difficulties in coordinating and managing various health care entities and stakeholders involved in the HIE network. Addressing these barriers requires careful planning, collaboration, and investment to develop robust technical infrastructure, governance models, and organizational frameworks that support effective HIE implementation and operation. In addition, the ongoing evaluation and monitoring of HIE systems can help identify and address any ongoing barriers or challenges [13]. The implementation of HIE systems may face several obstacles, including the absence of proper governance structures, insufficient commitment from senior leadership, uncertain return on investment from HIE investment, inadequate technological infrastructure, absence of technical standards for promoting interoperability, challenges in integrating EHR data, insufficient adoption of certified EHRs, compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations, and insufficient technical training [14].

Furthermore, inadequate collaboration from EHR vendors, limited interorganizational partnerships with other health care entities, apprehensions about patient attrition due to HIE participation, and varying consent policies across different states are further challenges health care organizations may encounter when implementing HIE systems. The literature on HIE highlights that health care providers are worried about losing patients and their associated revenue when sharing data with competing organizations [15]. Competing health care organizations may view information blocking as a way to gain a competitive advantage by controlling patient flow. To maintain their competitive position in the market, these organizations may choose to only partially exchange health information or engage in information blocking altogether. However, framing HIE agreements with partners and reaching data use agreements about HIE can be complex and difficult, which presents a considerable barrier for HIE partners [16].

In the United States, financial incentives and mandates have been provided to encourage the participation of providers and clinicians in HIE projects [17]. An example of this is the federal Meaningful Use program, which outlines the standards for implementing certified EHRs [18], promoting the smooth flow of health information to enhance collaboration and care coordination, and reducing redundant tests and diagnostics, ultimately leading to cost savings in health care [19]. In addition, the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources standard is a recent effort to offer adequate beneficial interoperability without the complexity associated with a comprehensive interoperability solution [20]. The advancement of interoperability and transparency in providers’ efforts to achieve this is largely supported by various organizations, such as the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology within the Department of Health and Human Services, as well as the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services and state governments [8]. Despite the policies and incentives provided, widespread participation of providers and clinicians in HIEs cannot be guaranteed. Previous studies have shown that although some hospitals have implemented HIEs, their clinicians may not fully use them to share all types of clinical information with all health care entities, including unaffiliated ones [5].

Challenges Related to Existing Sharing Models in Health Care

In light of the literature review, the main issues with current exchange mechanisms can be categorized into 4 groups. The first challenge is that mainstream sharing models are mainly centralized and controlled by a health care organization, and they define a minor role for patients in the sharing process [21]. HIE networks mainly focus on EHRs and centralized mechanisms managed by middlemen. The second concern is the low visibility in the security and transparency of sharing mechanisms and a lack of trust in sharing procedures and technologies [22]. The threat of a data breach, a single point of failure, and unclear permission processes are some dimensions of privacy and security issues. The third reason is data quality issues such as outdated data in HIE databases, incomplete or inaccurate patient information stored in HIE databases, and mutability, as any entity participating in HIE initiatives can remove patients’ medical records. The final issue is that the current models do not openly delineate data ownership, and it is not clear who is the owner of the clinical data.

Blockchain-Based HIE

Previous studies suggested blockchain as an alternative to mainstream HIE systems [23-25]. Blockchain is an emerging technology that enables secure and decentralized approaches to reduce the technical risks and governance challenges associated with sharing sensitive health data. Blockchain technology could be a promising platform for sharing information among stakeholders with different interests [26]. Blockchain-based platforms can be a technological solution to foster trustworthy relationships between different business entities (such as affiliated and unaffiliated health care organizations) [27]. Blockchain solutions can improve information management’s authenticity, security, and confidentiality using ledgers, encryption, and distributed networks [28]. By removing intermediaries, blockchain enables data ownership and gives users more control over their data [29].

One practical use of blockchain is to share health information [30]. Previous studies have presented potential advantages of blockchain technology in response to the traditional risks
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associated with conventional information exchange models [31]. For instance, in the context of HIE, a permissioned blockchain-based network has been suggested as a more secure option to enable the electronic exchange of clinical data with providers [32]. Because medical records are considered sensitive data, legal, consent, and privacy concerns are the top challenges individuals may encounter in sharing their health information [33]. Existing data-sharing models mainly use central data-management mechanisms, making data ownership and controlled access more complicated for individuals. Centralized applications cannot allow multiple stakeholders to actively participate in data-sharing governance. Furthermore, because of nonautomated consent mechanisms and data access management, the custody and administration of data sharing using traditional HIE are complicated [34].

Therefore, decentralized platforms that use encrypted databases are an effective alternative that enables independent stakeholders to supervise data contributions and access [35]. As there is neither a central administration nor a third party, trust will be placed in the network and distributed ledger to collect, store, and validate data sharing among data contributors [36]. Thus, previous studies have offered blockchain-based platforms for health data transmission between patients, providers, hospitals, and research organizations [37]. Decentralized networks of distributed nodes are deemed useful for reducing the inefficiency, costs, trust, and security risks of using central data sets across different boundaries. Data transmission through blockchain platforms can enable data contributors to maintain autonomous and ongoing control of their own data [38]. In these peer-to-peer platforms, each node consists of network participants (such as patients) that collectively contribute to the process of transaction validation and store the same copies of all data-sharing records.

Types of Blockchain HIE Systems

In the context of health care, there are 2 main types of blockchain networks: permissioned and federated [39].

- Permissioned blockchain: a permissioned blockchain is a closed network in which access is restricted to a defined group of participants [40]. Only authorized users can participate in the network and are typically required to pass identity verification checks before they can access the blockchain. Permissioned blockchains are often used in health care to ensure data privacy and security, as they provide a higher level of control over who can access and participate in the network.

- Federated blockchain: a federated blockchain is a network where multiple independent organizations come together to participate in a shared blockchain [41]. Each organization operates its own node on the blockchain, and the nodes work together to validate transactions and maintain the integrity of the network. Federated blockchains are often used in health care to enable information sharing between different organizations, such as hospitals, clinics, and insurance companies, while maintaining some control over who can participate in the network.

The key difference between permissioned and federated blockchains is the level of control over those who can participate in the network. In a permissioned blockchain, access is tightly controlled and only authorized users can participate. In a federated blockchain, there is more flexibility in terms of who can participate; however, the network is still designed to maintain some level of control over the participants to ensure security and data privacy. Both types of blockchains have their own advantages and disadvantages, and the choice of which one to use depends on the specific needs of the health care organization and the use case at hand. For example, a health care organization that is primarily concerned with data privacy and security may choose a permissioned blockchain, whereas an organization that wants to enable information sharing between multiple entities may opt for a federated blockchain.

Several private companies have already offered blockchain-based data-sharing platforms [42]. For example, health care organizations can run their health network on the Ethereum platform to provide different providers with access to treatment information. Caregivers can review the historical interactions between medical experts and patients, which enhances the transparency of the entire medical environment.

Smart Contracts

Blockchain-HIEs can use smart contracts, programmable computer protocols that verify and execute terms based on predetermined factors. A smart contract is a self-executing contract, with the terms of agreement between the buyer and seller being directly written into lines of code. The code and agreements contained therein exist on a blockchain network, and the contract is automatically executed when certain conditions are met [43]. Smart contracts are typically written in a high-level programming language, such as Solidity for the Ethereum blockchain, and are compiled into bytecode that can be executed on the blockchain [44]. The code is stored on the blockchain, making it tamper-proof and transparent, and it can be accessed and executed by anyone on the network. One of the key benefits of smart contracts is that they enable trustless transactions, meaning that parties can exchange value without the need for a trusted intermediary. This can reduce transaction costs, increase efficiency, and improve security and transparency. Smart contracts can also be used to automate complex business processes, reduce fraud and errors, and increase accountability [45].

In an HIE setting, smart contracts can be used to automate the sharing and exchange of health data between different entities in the health care ecosystem, such as hospitals, clinics, insurers, and patients. Some examples of how smart contracts can be applied in HIE settings are as follows:

1. Access control: smart contracts can be used to control those who have access to patient health data and under what conditions. For example, a smart contract could be programmed to only allow a patient’s primary care physician to access their medical records or only a researcher to access anonymized data for a specific research study.

2. Consent management: smart contracts can be used to manage patient consent for sharing and using their health data. For example, a smart contract could be programmed to automatically grant or revoke consent based on certain
conditions, such as the completion of a clinical trial or expiration of a consent period.

3. Payment management: smart contracts can be used to automate the payment and reimbursement processes for health care services. For example, a smart contract can be programmed to automatically process insurance claims and reimburse health care providers, based on predefined rules and conditions.

4. Compliance monitoring: smart contracts can be used to monitor and enforce compliance with health care regulations and standards. For example, a smart contract could be programmed to automatically verify that a health care provider has met certain quality standards or that a patient's health data has been handled in compliance with HIPAA regulations [46].

By using smart contracts in an HIE setting, it is possible to streamline and automate many of the processes involved in exchanging and using health data, while also improving data privacy, security, and transparency. Smart contracts can also reduce the administrative burden on health care providers and increase trust among patients and other stakeholders in the health care ecosystem.

A Proposed Approach: Nonfungible Token Protocols in HIE

Nonfungible Tokens: General Definitions and Examples

In addition to mainstream information-sharing mechanisms, this study also suggests a new approach to HIE efforts. We believe that this new system can leverage the application of nonfungible tokens (NFTs) in HIE networks. Because the concept of NFT is still novel, some basic information is required before NFT-enabled HIE is explained. NFT is generally a new method of digital authentication, as this protocol can be the process or action of proving or showing something genuine or valid. So far, the primary use cases of NFT are in sports moments, collectibles, video games, digital art, music, virtual worlds, fashion, trading cards, and domain names [47]. The NFT protocol is an alternative to the US copyright system, a government body that grants producers (artists) a certificate that can prove the work (artwork) is theirs. Using NFTs, individuals do not need a third party to manage their approval process. Instead, the authentication process can be performed through the Ethereum blockchain as the work (artwork) becomes digital with a certificate (token) [48]. If people download a file (art), this does not mean that they own it. This means that they have a copy of the art that is not original.

When an artwork becomes an NFT, individuals are likely to acquire it because they want to claim ownership of a rare and unique piece of the original art. NFT protocols can also protect artists by enabling one-on-one relationships between them and fans. NFT can help artists sell their products (eg, music and painting) directly to buyers without the involvement of a middleman such as a record label company. There are several reasons why people are eager to accept NFTs instead of copying and pasting artwork. Previous studies have highlighted several reasons why people enjoy purchasing and collecting NFTs [49].

The main motives are uniqueness, greater security than physical collectibles, potential to make money, competitive aspects, entertainment, and connection to an innovative community. Thus, we can define the NFT value based on the following formula: reputation of the creator (eg, artist) + utilities offered (for instance, sending the original tangible artwork) + ownership history (who owned the NFT before and how many times it has been sold) + future value (as a rare digital product).

The Role of Speculation in the Finances of NFTs

Speculation plays a major role in the financial aspect of NFTs. NFTs are unique digital assets that can represent the ownership of a particular item or piece of information, and the perceived rarity and demand of an asset often determine its value. As a result, NFTs have become popular assets for investors and collectors, leading to a surge in speculative buying and selling [50]. One factor driving the speculation in NFTs is the limited supply of certain assets. For example, a rare piece of artwork or a memorable moment in sports can be converted into an NFT, and the scarcity of such assets can increase their value in the market. In addition, the hype around certain NFTs can contribute to speculative buying, as investors seek to capitalize on the perceived value of a particular asset. The speculative nature of NFTs has led to considerable price volatility, with some NFTs selling for millions of dollars, whereas others fail to attract any buyers. This unpredictability can make NFT investment risky because the market can be influenced by various factors, including changing consumer tastes and technological advancements. Despite these risks, many investors and collectors continue to view NFTs as a valuable addition to their portfolios, and the popularity of NFTs is likely to continue to grow as technology and use cases evolve.

Technical Foundations of NFT

Metadata

NFTs are a type of digital asset stored on a blockchain, such as Ethereum. NFTs are unique, meaning that each NFT has a distinct value and cannot be replicated or duplicated. However, it is important to note that NFTs themselves do not contain the data in question but rather a very small collection of metadata that provide information about the asset [51]. For example, an NFT representing a digital artwork might include metadata such as the artist’s name, the title of the artwork, and the date of creation. The actual artwork itself would be stored elsewhere, such as on a centralized server or decentralized storage platform such as the InterPlanetary File System [52]. When an NFT is purchased, ownership rights are recorded on the blockchain, making it a transparent and immutable record of ownership. NFT can be transferred to another owner by sending it to a digital wallet address.

Copyright

Copyright issues can arise with NFTs because they provide a way to monetize digital assets that may not have been possible previously. This has led to some controversy regarding NFTs and their impact on the art world and other creative industries. One issue is that NFTs do not necessarily confer ownership of the underlying asset but rather a unique identifier that is linked to the asset [53]. This means that someone who purchases an
NFT representing a digital artwork may not actually own the copyright to that artwork and may not have the right to reproduce or distribute it without the artist’s permission. Another issue is that NFTs can be used to monetize assets that were previously freely available on the Internet, such as memes or other forms of user-generated content. This has led to concerns that NFTs could be used to profit from the work of others without their consent. Overall, although NFTs offer a new way to monetize digital assets and provide a mechanism for creators to protect their work, they also raise important questions regarding ownership, copyright, and the value of digital art and other assets.

Potential Application of NFTs in HIE

This section describes the potential application of NFTs to create digital proof of ownership in HIE. NFTs are recognized as a new way of creating value in various industries; however, they are still in their infancy and are challenged by speculation and inadequate regulations [54]. NFTs, as blockchain-based cryptographic assets that denote proof of ownership for digital objects, can be used in health care to authenticate digital PHI. All test results, treatments, medications, prescriptions, and care plans were considered PHI. NFTs can be produced on permissioned or federated blockchains, which provide a digital token of ownership for PHI. NFTs assigned to PHI can reduce health care organizations’ time and effort to verify critical documentation, thus refining administrative operations of information sharing. NFT-based HIE issuing certificates can eliminate the workload of record keeping, with each medical record having a unique NFT that can be checked for authenticity. Moreover, issuing certificates on the blockchain-enabled HIE makes digital records resistant to tampering, which decreases the chance of encountering fraudulent PHI.

Network Topology

This section explains the type of blockchain that would be the best network for the proposed NFT-based HIE. Permission-less blockchains are open and decentralized. As no central entity can manage membership or ban illegitimate readers or writers, any individual can join and leave the network as a reader and writer at any time [40]. Thus, the stored on-chain content is readable by all members. However, permissioned blockchains authorize a limited set of readers and writers. Thus, a central entity decides and grants members the right to participate in the write or read operations of the blockchain [55]. Readers and writers can operate in separate parallel interconnected blockchains to promote privacy. To justify the best choice between permission-less and permissioned networks, the properties of these networks suggested by previous studies [56] can be evaluated as follows: (1) public verifiability enables anyone to verify the correctness of the system’s state. For example, each state transition is confirmed by miners in the Bitcoin blockchain; (2) transparency explains the amount of information that should be transparent to an observer and the extent to which every participant can access every piece of information; integrity describes the extent to which health information is protected from unauthorized modifications; (3) redundancy in a blockchain-based HIE is mainly provided through replication across writers; and (4) trust anchor has the highest authority of a blockchain-enabled HIE system to grant and revoke read and write access to the system.

Moreover, to evaluate the best blockchain option for NFT-based HIE, we can use the following evaluation framework:

- Security: the blockchain option should be secure, ensuring the privacy and confidentiality of health information.
- Scalability: the blockchain option should be able to handle a large number of transactions without compromising performance.
- Governance: the blockchain option should have a transparent and robust governance mechanism to ensure the integrity of the data stored on the blockchain.
- Interoperability: the blockchain option should be able to work seamlessly with other existing systems and technologies.

Permission-less blockchains (such as Bitcoin and Ethereum) have a high level of security because they use a distributed ledger system that is difficult to hack. However, they are unsuitable for HIE owing to their limited scalability and governance issues. Permission-less blockchains can handle only a limited number of transactions per second, which is insufficient for large-scale HIE networks. Permission-less blockchains are also unsuitable for handling sensitive health information because of their lack of privacy and confidentiality. In contrast, permissioned blockchains (such as Quorum and Ripple) offer better security and privacy than public blockchains and also provide a good balance between security and scalability. They are scalable and can handle a large number of transactions per second, making them suitable for HIE networks. Permissioned blockchains can provide the required level of governance for HIE networks, as they allow only authorized parties to participate in the network, maintaining the transparency and accessibility of the network. However, permissioned blockchains can be more expensive than public blockchains and may require more resources for maintenance.

On the basis of the evaluation framework, the best blockchain option for an NFT-based HIE is a permissioned blockchain owing to several factors. First, permissioned blockchains offer higher security than public blockchains, because they allow only authorized participants to join the network. This ensures that sensitive health information is protected from unauthorized access or tampering.

Second, permissioned blockchains are scalable and can handle many transactions per second, making them useful in HIE networks. This is particularly important for HIE networks because they require the ability to handle a large volume of transactions while maintaining the integrity of the data. Third, permissioned blockchains provide a transparent and robust governance mechanism that is essential for ensuring the integrity of the data stored in the blockchain. This allows for a higher level of accountability and trust among participants in the network. Fourth, permissioned blockchains offer accessibility to all participants in the HIE network, as they allow authorized users to join the network and access data. This ensures that all relevant stakeholders can access the information they need to...
make informed decisions. Finally, permissioned blockchains are interoperable, meaning they can work seamlessly with other existing systems and technologies. This is particularly important for HIE networks, as they must integrate various health care systems and technologies to ensure the smooth exchange of health information.

In summary, a permissioned blockchain is the best option for NFT-based HIE owing to its high level of security, scalability, governance, accessibility, and interoperability. By using a permissioned blockchain, stakeholders in the health care industry can ensure secure and efficient exchange of sensitive health information while maintaining transparency and accountability among all participants in the network.

**Consensus Mechanism**

The consensus mechanism is a critical aspect of blockchain technology because it enables all nodes in the network to agree on the state of the ledger and improve their fault tolerance [57]. The consensus mechanism determines how new transactions are verified and added to a blockchain. The 2 main types of consensus mechanisms used in blockchain technology are Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake (PoS). Permission-less blockchains, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, use PoW as their consensus mechanism. In PoW, miners solve complex mathematical problems to verify transactions and add them to a blockchain. The first miner to solve this problem is rewarded with a newly minted cryptocurrency. PoW is a computationally intensive and energy-consuming process, which makes it less efficient and environmentally friendly than other consensus mechanisms.

In contrast, permissioned blockchains such as Hyperledger Fabric and Corda use PoS or other consensus mechanisms such as Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) or Raft. In PoS, validators hold a stake in the network, and the probability of being chosen to verify transactions and add them to the blockchain is proportional to the size of their stake. PoS is more energy-efficient than PoW, making it a more suitable consensus mechanism for permissioned blockchains.

Furthermore, PoS consensus mechanisms are often faster and can handle more transactions per second than PoW, making them more suitable for permissioned blockchains that require a high transaction throughput. PBFT and Raft, by contrast, offer a faster consensus mechanism by allowing nodes to reach an agreement through direct communication rather than mining.

In summary, permission-less blockchains rely on PoW as their consensus mechanism, which is computationally intensive and energy-consuming. Permissioned blockchains, by contrast, use more efficient consensus mechanisms, such as PoS, PBFT, or Raft, which are faster, more energy-efficient, and more suitable for high transaction throughput. In a permissioned blockchain, the consensus mechanism is designed to be more efficient, scalable, and suitable for the specific use case of NFT-based HIE. One of the most commonly used consensus mechanisms in this permissioned blockchain could be PoS. In PoS, the validators are incentivized to behave honestly as they stand to lose their stake if they act maliciously. PoS is more energy-efficient than PoW, making it a more suitable consensus mechanism for NFT-based HIE. Because permissioned blockchains have a known set of validators, the consensus mechanism can be optimized for efficiency, throughput, and security. Another advantage of permissioned blockchains is the use of other consensus mechanisms such as PBFT or Raft. These consensus mechanisms use direct communication between nodes to reach a consensus, allowing for faster transaction times and higher transaction throughput.

In NFT-based HIE, permissioned blockchains can be designed to accommodate different types of participants, such as health care providers, insurance companies, and patients, each with their own set of permissions and access levels. This ensures that only authorized participants can access the sensitive health information stored on the blockchain. Thus, the consensus mechanism for permissioned blockchains, such as PoS, PBFT, or Raft, is designed to be more efficient, scalable, and suitable for NFT-based HIE. These consensus mechanisms provide a more energy-efficient and faster alternative to PoW and allow customized permission levels for participants in the network, ensuring that sensitive health information is accessible only to authorized parties.

**Authentication Process via NFTs**

NFTs enable patients to own their medical records. Thus, health care providers’ new entries (eg, test results) can be first encoded as NFTs and then added to the blockchain. Next, the ownership certification of ownership can be sent to the patient node. This authentication protocol can increase the transparency of medical data ownership and offer new ways to claim or enact ownership. All entities in the blockchain (eg, physicians and insurers) are notified of new data entry, but they cannot access, view, and share records because they do not own them. Another characteristic of NFTs is their verifiability, which is their ability to validate asset ownership. Verifiability proposes the protection of digital assets (such as PHI) against security attacks such as tampering, denial of service, spoofing, and repudiation [58]. When a patient grants permission to a treating physician, a smart contract can share the NFT assigned to patient data with the physician to view records for consent. Sharing the NFT designated as a PHI implies that it confers some rights to the holder (for example, analyzing patient data for finding care planning), but legally, patients will remain the original owner. Therefore, a PHI can be considered a commodity that is useful information transferable between health care providers and patients.

In this system, patient data are represented by an NFT, which contains a small amount of metadata that describes the data and links them to the actual data stored in an external system. Thus, on-chain or off-chain modulation can be implemented. Some metadata on health data transfer (such as sender and recipient addresses and purpose of transfer) could be saved on-chain, and some sensitive data (such as medical records and care planning) could be stored in cloud servers, as cloud computing may play a role in the off-chain storage of health data. Off-chain blockchain systems imply computation or data structurally external to the blockchain network [59]. This explains the communication and interplay between on-chain and off-chain storage, computation, and efforts to evaluate their performance.
The main advantages of these blockchain systems are improved scalability, reduced data storage requirements, and enhanced data privacy. These features are well-suited to the needs of the health care industry because of the need to manage various types of medical records, patients, and other health-related data.

The NFT acts as a digital asset that the patient can own and control [60]. When a patient grants permission to a treating physician to access their data, this permission is recorded on the blockchain as a transaction that is validated by the network. A smart contract is then used to manage sharing of the NFT assigned to the patient’s data with the treating physician. The smart contract contains a set of rules and conditions that specify the terms of the patient’s consent and the conditions under which the physician is authorized to access the data. For example, the smart contract might specify that the physician is only authorized to view certain types of data for a specific period or that the physician is required to obtain further consent from the patient before sharing the data with other parties. Once the conditions of the smart contract are met, the NFT assigned to the patient’s data is shared with the treating physician, who can access the actual data stored in the external system. The smart contract records the physician’s access to and use of the data, providing an auditable trail of all data accesses and uses. By using smart contracts in this manner, blockchain-based HIE systems can provide patients with greater control over their health data and enable them to securely share it with authorized parties. Smart contracts also enable patients to set specific conditions and rules for using their data, ensuring that they are only accessed and used per their wishes.

One challenge is when a patient grants permission to a treating physician to access their data, there may be a need to re-encrypt the data for the physician. This requires a considerable amount of computational effort, bandwidth, and storage, depending on the size of the data and level of encryption used. One approach to address this challenge is to use a hybrid encryption scheme that combines symmetric and asymmetric encryption [61]. In this approach, the patient encrypts their data using a symmetric encryption key, which is then encrypted by the physician’s public key using an asymmetric encryption algorithm. The encrypted data and encrypted symmetric key are stored in an external system. When the physician requests access to the data, a smart contract is triggered, and the patient’s private key is used to decrypt the symmetric key, which is then used to decrypt the data. This process ensures that the data remain encrypted at rest and in transit and can only be decrypted by authorized parties. To reduce the computational effort and bandwidth requirements, the data can be compressed before being encrypted and transmitted to the physician. In addition, advanced encryption algorithms such as homomorphic encryption can be used to perform computations on encrypted data, further reducing the need to decrypt the data and increasing privacy and security. It is worth noting that although re-encrypting data for physicians can be computationally intensive, it is a necessary step to ensure the privacy and security of the patient’s data. Using advanced encryption techniques and optimizing the data transfer process can reduce the computational burden and make the exchange of encrypted health data more feasible in blockchain-based HIE systems.

Patient Nodes or Wallets
It should be noted that in a blockchain-based HIE system, the “patient node” refers to the part of the network that stores and manages the health data of individual patients. The assumption is not necessarily that patients themselves operate a blockchain node but rather that they have control over their own health data and can grant access to it to authorized parties. The patient node can be operated by various entities, such as health care providers, hospitals, or third-party vendors. In some cases, patients may also be able to operate their own nodes if they have the technical knowledge and resources to do so. However, even if patients do not directly operate a node, they can still benefit from the use of blockchain technology in HIE. For example, blockchain can provide patients with greater control over their health data and enable them to securely share it with health care providers and other stakeholders, as needed. Using a blockchain-based HIE system, patients can also have greater confidence that their data are being protected and used in accordance with their wishes.

In NFT-based HIE, patients can have their own nodes or wallets depending on the design of the blockchain network. However, it is important to note that the level of participation and access to the blockchain network for patients may be limited compared with other participants, such as health care providers or insurance companies. Patients can have their own nodes, which are essentially software clients that allow them to interact with a blockchain network. These nodes can be used to access their health information, verify transactions related to their health records, and grant permission to use their data in research or other applications. However, running a node requires technical expertise and resources, which may not be accessible to all patients. If patients have technical expertise and resources, running their own nodes can give them greater control over their health information and ability to participate more actively in the network. However, this option requires more technical knowledge and resources and may not be accessible to all patients.

An alternative option for patients is to use a wallet, which is a digital tool that allows them to store and manage their NFTs representing their health records. The wallet can be used to authorize access to health records and grant permission for their use in different applications. The use of a wallet is generally easier and more accessible to patients than running a node. Patient wallets are generally more accessible and user-friendly, requiring minimal technical expertise. This option provides patients with a more streamlined and convenient way to manage their health information on the blockchain network. In general, patient wallets may be a more suitable option for most patients with NFT-based HIE as they offer a balance between accessibility and control. Patients can use wallets to manage their health information and authorize access to their data, while retaining some level of control and ownership over their data.

Thus, patients can have their own nodes or wallets in NFT-based HIE, depending on various factors, such as the technical expertise of the patient, desired level of control and access to the network, and design of the blockchain network. Although running a node provides more control and access to the network,
using a wallet is a more accessible option for patients who may not have technical expertise or resources to run a node. A well-designed NFT-based HIE should provide patients with a range of options for managing their health information on the blockchain network, ensuring that their data are secure, accessible, and under their control.

**Incentivization**

In a blockchain-based HIE system, the main challenge is motivating patients to share their medical records with other nodes. Blockchain technology has been suggested to eliminate the inefficiencies, costs, and risks associated with traditional data sharing in health care. Blockchain can also be used to authenticate genuine content [62]. However, the issue with blockchain-based HIE is finding an appropriate and meaningful incentive mechanism to use the promise of data sharing by relying on a decentralized system for data storage and management. As NFTs are nonfungible, their perceived value depends on their content, characteristics, and purpose of use. We can expect that because PHI is unique and its units are noninterchangeable with one another, it is nonfungible. Thus, patients retain ownership of an NFT assigned to PHI and collect royalties (incentives) from sharing their content. Smart contracts can provide reasonable incentives for sharing NFT-based medical records for different purposes. Smart contract terms and conditions can be set based on 2 primary purposes of HIE: health care and medical research.

The NFT assigned to a patient’s PHI is often shared with other physicians for health care reasons such as receiving professional advice, diagnosis, prescription, treatment options, and care planning. In this case, blockchain-based HIE can reward data owners (patients) using recognition points. Thus, blockchain technology can support building incentives for data owners to share their data in exchange for credits encoded in smart contracts [63]. Credits are integrated into blockchain-based platforms and shared with others in the HIE network. For example, the holders of credits will receive recognition for sharing their health data that could be used to improve health quality, help physicians find customized care, reduce health risk factors, and discover the best health care practices. Receiving more points implies that the patient has been actively engaged in their health care procedures. Even gamification concepts, such as points and leveling systems, can be used to calculate engagement scores and rank patients accordingly compared with their peers in HIE networks.

In the second case, disease foundations and academic institutions may ask data owners (patients) to share the NFT assigned to their PHI for clinical research purposes. Blockchain-based HIE can incentivize patients with digital tokens to encourage them to assist in health discoveries and help drive medical innovation for the greater good of humanity. NFTs enable patients to receive royalties each time their PHI is transferred to a new research project. Thus, terms and conditions defined in smart contacts can calculate incentives and electronically reward data owners with cryptocurrencies to share the NFT of medical data for medical searches. For example, owners of NFTs who share their medical records, lifestyle data, and other health information with scientists through a secure platform are not the subjects of research, but are partners in discovering new treatments. In return, patients who share NFTs assigned to health data will receive coins, which can be exchanged with other cryptocurrencies (such as Bitcoin and Ethereum). As patients share NFTs in the network and the value of NFTs varies, incentives can be calculated based on a mix of recency, variety, and volume of medical data, as well as the frequency of sharing. One copy of NFTs exists in this decentralized platform, and patients can control their inclusion in the network and release their consent to how it is used in research. All health data are deidentified, accumulated, encrypted, and stored in the permissioned blockchain. If patients no longer want to contribute to health research, they can revoke permission and remove their NFT assigned to health data from the platform.

**Challenges to Incentivization**

Incentivizing users to share data for financial gain in a decentralized and anonymous environment can create challenges related to data quality. When users are incentivized to share data for financial gain, there is a risk that malicious actors will fabricate data sets to take advantage of the incentives [64]. This can result in the creation of large volumes of low-quality or fraudulent data that can be detrimental to commercial users and scientific research. One way to mitigate these risks is to design incentives to reward users for sharing high-quality data validated through independent sources. For example, rewards could be tied to data that a trusted third party, such as a research institution or a regulatory agency can verify independently.

In addition, incentives could be designed to encourage users to share data relevant to specific research or commercial applications and discourage the sharing of data that are not relevant or of poor quality. Another approach for mitigating data quality issues in a decentralized and anonymous environment is to use data validation algorithms to detect and filter out fraudulent or low-quality data. These algorithms can be designed to analyze patterns and anomalies in data to identify potential sources of fraud or errors. Using these algorithms can reduce the risk of fraudulent data and maintain the overall quality of data sets. Overall, it is important to carefully consider the design of incentives and validation mechanisms when incentivizing users to share data in a decentralized and anonymous environment. Using a combination of trusted third-party validation and sophisticated data analysis techniques can incentivize users to share high-quality data while reducing the risk of fraudulent or low-quality data.

**Key Management System**

Ensuring safe custody of patient keys is a critical component of any blockchain-based HIE system. One approach to address this challenge is to use a key management system (KMS) designed to securely store and manage cryptographic keys, including private keys [65]. A KMS can offer a range of features and safeguards to protect private keys, such as encryption, access control, and backup and recovery capabilities. For example, a KMS can encrypt private keys using strong cryptographic algorithms and protect them by restricting access controls that can view or modify them. In addition, a KMS can store backup copies of private keys in secure, off-site locations, which can help prevent key losses owing to hardware failures, natural
disasters, or other unforeseen events. In addition to using a KMS, several other measures can be taken to ensure the safe custody of patient keys in a health care environment. For example, patients can be educated about the importance of safeguarding their private keys and providing instructions on how to do so. Health care providers can also implement policies and procedures to help patients manage their keys, such as offering secure storage options or periodically reminding patients to check the status of their keys. Ultimately, the key to ensuring the safe custody of patient keys in a blockchain-based HIE system is to balance security with usability. Although it is important to use strong security measures to protect private keys, it is also important to ensure that patients can easily access and manage their keys without undue burden or complexity.

Data Ownership and Access Control

It is worth mentioning that there is still debate about patients always being the owners of their health data [66]. In most cases, patients are considered the owners of their health data. However, ownership of health data can be a complex issue and may vary depending on the specific situation and jurisdiction. For example, in some cases, health care providers may own certain portions of a patient’s health data, such as test results or clinical notes. In addition, if a patient has agreed to participate in a research study or clinical trial, ownership of their health data may be transferred to researchers conducting the study. The ownership of health data may change for a variety of reasons. One possible reason is when a patient decides to share their health data with a health care provider or another third party for a specific purpose, such as obtaining a second opinion or participating in a clinical trial. In this case, the patient may transfer ownership of their health data to the health care provider or third party for the duration of the specific purpose.

Another possible reason for a change in health data ownership is when a patient agrees to sell their health data to a third party, such as a pharmaceutical company or research organization. In this case, the patient transfers ownership of their health data to a third party in exchange for compensation. Any transfer of ownership of health data should be performed with informed consent from the patient and in compliance with applicable privacy laws and regulations. In addition, patients should be able to revoke their consent and regain ownership of their health data at any time. Even if we assume that patients own their health data, they can remain the owner but share more than one portion of a patient’s health data, such as test results or clinical notes. In addition, if a patient has agreed to participate in a research study or clinical trial, ownership of their health data may be transferred to researchers conducting the study. The ownership of health data may change for a variety of reasons. One possible reason is when a patient decides to share their health data with a health care provider or another third party for a specific purpose, such as obtaining a second opinion or participating in a clinical trial. In this case, the patient may transfer ownership of their health data to the health care provider or third party for the duration of the specific purpose.

Data Storage, Security, and Cost

Data Ownership and Access Control

It is worth mentioning that there is still debate about patients always being the owners of their health data [66]. In most cases, patients are considered the owners of their health data. However, ownership of health data can be a complex issue and may vary depending on the specific situation and jurisdiction. For example, in some cases, health care providers may own certain portions of a patient’s health data, such as test results or clinical notes. In addition, if a patient has agreed to participate in a research study or clinical trial, ownership of their health data may be transferred to researchers conducting the study. The ownership of health data may change for a variety of reasons. One possible reason is when a patient decides to share their health data with a health care provider or another third party for a specific purpose, such as obtaining a second opinion or participating in a clinical trial. In this case, the patient may transfer ownership of their health data to the health care provider or third party for the duration of the specific purpose.

Another possible reason for a change in health data ownership is when a patient agrees to sell their health data to a third party, such as a pharmaceutical company or research organization. In this case, the patient transfers ownership of their health data to a third party in exchange for compensation. Any transfer of ownership of health data should be performed with informed consent from the patient and in compliance with applicable privacy laws and regulations. In addition, patients should be able to revoke their consent and regain ownership of their health data at any time. Even if we assume that patients own their health data, they can remain the owner but share more than one portion of a patient’s health data, such as test results or clinical notes. In addition, if a patient has agreed to participate in a research study or clinical trial, ownership of their health data may be transferred to researchers conducting the study. The ownership of health data may change for a variety of reasons. One possible reason is when a patient decides to share their health data with a health care provider or another third party for a specific purpose, such as obtaining a second opinion or participating in a clinical trial. In this case, the patient may transfer ownership of their health data to the health care provider or third party for the duration of the specific purpose.

Data Storage, Security, and Cost

On the basis of on-chain or off-chain modulation, the data can be stored in or off the network. In the on-chain model, an NFT will only hold metadata for the health data, not the health data itself, because health information may be too big to be efficiently saved on chain or they could be very sensitive, which could raise privacy concerns. Blockchain technology, which underpins NFTs, has limitations in terms of scalability, and storing large amounts of data on a blockchain can be expensive and slow down the network. However, NFTs can still be useful for securely tracking and managing health data (such as data related to health data transfer between 2 health care organizations). In the off-chain model, an NFT can hold more sensitive data, such as the patient’s name, medical record number, date of birth, and other relevant health-related information. Thus, patient names and other identifiers are not included in the NFT core data because of privacy concerns. On the basis of this modularity, forms are needed in NFT-based HIE to ensure proper privacy and security of PHI. These access forms are as follows:

- View access: this is the ability to view health information. View access is necessary for health care providers and patients to access their health records.
- Modify access: this is the ability to modify or update health information. Access modification is necessary for health care providers to update patient records with new information, such as diagnoses, treatments, and medications.
- Share access: the ability to share health information with other health care providers or entities. Share access is necessary for health care providers to share patient records with other providers involved in patient care, such as specialists or hospitals.
- Revoke access: this ability to revoke access to health information. Revoke access is necessary for patients to control access to their health records and to prevent unauthorized access.
- Audit access: this is the ability to audit access to health information. Audit access is necessary to track who has access to health records and monitor for unauthorized access.

These forms of access are crucial in ensuring that PHI is properly secured and only accessed by authorized individuals or entities. Although NFTs can be used to track the ownership of digital health information, access control mechanisms must be implemented to ensure the privacy and security of PHI so that only authorized individuals or entities can access it. Thus, NFT-based HIE with access control mechanisms can potentially help solve ownership issues related to health data. In traditional HIE, ownership of health data can be unclear, with different parties (such as health care providers, patients, and health systems) claiming ownership of different aspects of the data. Using NFTs to track ownership of health data can clarify who owns which pieces of data. NFTs with robust access control can be used to create a clear and transparent record of ownership, which can help prevent disputes over ownership of health data. This can potentially streamline the sharing of health information and make it easier for patients to access their own health records by ensuring the proper use and protection of PHI.
metadata can be used to link the NFT to the actual health data stored in an external system, such as a centralized database or decentralized storage network.

Therefore, the health data must be stored in an external system. For example, health data could be a centralized system, where a single entity or organization is responsible for operating the data storage, maintaining encryption, and standard techniques for securing sensitive data and bearing costs. The choice of encryption scheme would depend on the system’s specific requirements, such as the level of security required, size of the data, and system performance requirements. Some examples of encryption algorithms to secure health data stored in an external system can be advanced encryption standards, RSA encryption, elliptic curve cryptography, and blowfish [67]. Using an NFT to represent a patient’s health data makes it possible to maintain a secure and tamper-proof record of the data ownership, access, and use. This can improve data privacy and security, reduce the risk of data breaches, and increase trust in the health care system.

The entity that operates the binary data storage depends on the specific implementation of the system. In a centralized system, a single entity or organization may be responsible for operating storage. By contrast, in a decentralized system, storage and cost may be distributed among multiple nodes in a blockchain network. In either case, it is essential to ensure that the entity operating the storage has proper security measures in place to prevent unauthorized access and protect data from cyber threats. Regarding the cost related to storing large binary data, the responsible party depends on the specific implementation of the system. In a centralized system, the entity operating the storage unit is typically responsible for bearing costs. In a decentralized system, the cost may be distributed among multiple nodes in the blockchain network. The nodes that store the data may be incentivized by rewards or other compensations. Ultimately, the responsible parties and the cost structure must be determined based on the specific use case and implementation.

Will NFTs Act as New Standards?

Despite the mentioned flaws of traditional HIE systems, they have been tested and tried, and many adhere to strict regulatory requirements, which is not the case for the novel, blockchain-based HIE. Indeed, health care organizations often use different standards, making information sharing more complex [68]. However, it is also important to note that using NFTs in blockchain-based HIE systems does not necessarily imply the creation of a new standard. Rather, NFTs can be viewed as tools for facilitating information sharing across existing standards and systems. By creating a common mechanism for representing and accessing patient data, NFTs can enable health care organizations to exchange data more easily and efficiently, without necessarily requiring them to adopt a new standard. One of the main advantages of blockchain-based HIE systems is that they are designed to operate in a decentralized and interoperable manner, which means that they can work with various standards and systems. By leveraging the power of blockchain technology and NFTs, health care organizations can create a more unified and standardized approach to data sharing without necessarily forcing them to adopt a single, rigid standard. There may still be challenges associated with integrating different standards and systems, and there will likely be a need for ongoing collaboration and cooperation among health care organizations to ensure that data are exchanged accurately and securely. However, by using NFTs in blockchain-based HIE systems, health care organizations can take an important step toward creating a more efficient and effective health care ecosystem that can better meet the needs of patients and providers alike.

### How Health Data Are Exchanged Using NFTs: Steps and Processes

NFTs are unique digital assets that represent ownership of a particular item or piece of information. In health care, NFTs can be used in HIE models to secure information exchange between different health care providers. The process of exchanging information using NFTs in HIE models typically involves the following steps:

1. Creation of NFTs: health care providers create NFTs that represent specific pieces of patient information, such as medical records, test results, or imaging studies.
2. Authentication of NFTs: before exchanging information, NFTs are authenticated to ensure that they represent valid and accurate information. This authentication process can include verifying the identity of the health care provider who created the NFT and checking the integrity of the data represented by the NFT.
3. Transfer of NFTs: once authenticated, NFTs are transferred securely between health care providers using blockchain technology. The blockchain ensures that the transfer of the NFT is immutable and tamper-proof, which helps maintain the privacy and security of patient information.
4. Verification of NFT ownership: when a health care provider receives an NFT, they verify the ownership of the NFT to ensure that they have the right to access the patient information represented by the NFT. This verification process involves checking the digital signature associated with the NFT or consulting a blockchain ledger to confirm ownership of the NFT.
5. Accessing patient information: once ownership of the NFT is verified, the health care provider can access the patient information represented by the NFT. This information can be used to inform patient care and treatment decisions.

Overall, using NFTs in HIE models can help ensure secure and efficient information exchange between health care providers, while protecting patient privacy and data security.

### The Architecture of NFT-Based HIE

The NFT-based HIE mechanism consists of several key components:

1. Health care providers and patients: health care providers (such as doctors, hospitals, clinics, and pharmacies) create and access EHRs for their patients. Patients can also access their own EHRs and share them with health care providers.
2. EHRs: EHRs are electronic records that contain patient health information, including medical history, diagnoses, treatments, and medications. These records are stored in a
secure and decentralized manner using the blockchain technology.

3. NFTs: NFTs are unique digital tokens used to represent ownership of digital assets. In the context of NFT-based HIE, NFTs are used to represent ownership of patient EHRs.

4. Smart contracts: smart contracts are self-executing programs that run on a blockchain. In the context of NFT-based HIE, smart contracts are used to automate the process of sharing patient EHRs. Smart contracts define the rules and conditions for sharing EHRs, and ensure that these rules are followed.

5. Data sharing: when a health care provider requests access to a patient’s EHR, the patient can grant permission by transferring ownership of the NFT representing their EHR to the health care provider’s wallet. The smart contract is then executed and the health care provider can access the patient’s EHR.

6. Audit trail: the blockchain maintains a transparent and immutable audit trail of all EHR transactions, providing a secure and reliable record of who accessed what information and when.

In the first schematic diagram (Figure 1), the NFT-based HIE network comprises various participants, including health care providers, insurance companies, patients, and the blockchain network. Each health care provider has its own node connected to the NFT-based HIE network, enabling it to interact with the blockchain and access patient health records. The insurance company also has its own node connected to the network, enabling it to verify insurance claims and payment transactions. Patients have their own digital wallets or nodes connected to the network, which they can use to manage their health records and grant access to health care providers or insurance companies. When a patient visits a health care provider, the provider creates a new NFT representing the patient’s health record and adds it to the blockchain network. The NFT contains a unique identifier that links it to the patient’s identity and other relevant information, such as the type of medical treatment, date, and health care provider.

The health care provider can then access the patient’s health records through the blockchain network using their own nodes. The insurance company can also verify transactions related to the health care claim and process the payment through its own node that is connected to the network. Thus, this network topology and mechanism enable secure and efficient health information sharing between different NFT-based HIE network participants, while ensuring data privacy, security, and ownership.

The second diagram (Figure 2) schematically shows the operation of an NFT-based HIE network. The patient’s medical data are stored in their wallet as an NFT, containing a unique ID and all their health information. When health care providers need access to this information, they request it from the patient’s wallet through the HIE network. The HIE network uses a smart contract to manage NFTs and access control for health care providers. The provider wallet also contains an NFT that identifies them as health care providers and allows them to access the patient’s health information. Once the provider has verified their identity and permissions, they can access the patient’s health information from the patient’s wallet. The provider can then update the patient’s health information and send the updated data back to the patient’s wallet via the HIE network. All transactions between the patient’s wallet, provider’s wallet, and HIE network are recorded on the blockchain as secure and private transactions. The blockchain also contains a medical data registry, which stores medical data and associated NFTs, and enables secure and private access to patient health information. The patient’s HIE record is a permanent, tamper-proof record of all of their health information. The record is stored as an NFT on the blockchain and is accessible only to authorized health care providers with patient permission. Overall, an NFT-based HIE network provides a secure, private, and decentralized way for patients to control and share their health information, while also ensuring that health care providers have access to accurate and up-to-date medical data.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of relationships between entities in a nonfungible token (NFT)–based network. HIE: health information exchange.
Costs and Data Volumes Affecting the Implementation Process

The costs and data volumes can significantly affect the design and implementation of NFTs in blockchain-based HIE systems:

- **Costs**: the cost of implementing NFTs in blockchain-based HIE systems can vary depending on the system’s complexity, blockchain technology used, and number of participants involved. As NFTs are unique digital assets, the cost of creating and storing them can be high, particularly for large volumes of data. The cost of creating and managing NFTs can also increase as the number of parties involved in the HIE system increases.

- **Data volumes**: the amount of data being exchanged via NFTs in blockchain-based HIE systems can significantly affect system design and performance. As data volumes increase, the HIE system may need to be designed to handle increased traffic, potentially requiring additional computing power and storage capacity. In addition, as data volumes increase, the system’s security mechanisms must be scalable to ensure that the data are not compromised.

Several strategies can be used to address the challenges posed by costs and data volumes:

- **Optimization of system design**: system designers can optimize the design of blockchain-based HIE systems to reduce costs and improve performance. This can include designing the system to scale dynamically, using cost-efficient blockchain technologies, and minimizing the amount of data exchanged via NFTs.

- **Data compression and aggregation**: to reduce costs associated with NFT creation and storage, data can be compressed and aggregated to reduce the size of the NFT. This can be done by extracting only essential data from patient records, which can help reduce the cost and complexity of creating and managing NFTs.

- **Collaborative models**: by implementing a collaborative model for HIE, the cost and complexity of managing NFTs can be reduced. In a collaborative model, health care providers can share the costs associated with NFT creation and management, potentially leading to lower costs for all the parties involved.

Thus, cost and data volume considerations must be carefully considered in the design and implementation of NFT-based HIE systems to ensure that the system is efficient, secure, and scalable.

Concerns About Using NFTs in HIE Systems

As with any emerging technology, there are criticisms and concerns surrounding the use of NFTs in HIE [69]. Some criticisms include the following:

- **Limited scope**: although NFTs can potentially transform HIE by providing a secure, decentralized mechanism for exchanging health information, their scope is limited. NFTs can only be used to exchange specific pieces of information, such as medical records or test results. They cannot be used to exchange real-time data, such as patient vitals, which are critical for health care decision-making.

- **Lack of interoperability**: one of the key challenges in HIE is interoperability—the ability of different systems to exchange and use information. Although NFTs can provide a secure mechanism for exchanging information, they may...
The concept of NFTs is suggested to address a long-standing problem related to the proof of ownership for PHI by offering a mechanism to validate who could own the medical data in the HIE networks. However, our study is among the first attempts to highlight this opportunity, and it is far from achieving this goal, with several questions remaining regarding the legal, financial, and user aspects. The first challenge regarding the application of NFTs in HIE projects can be viewed from the perspective of regulatory considerations. Topics related to NFTs are still novel; thus, a lack of regulation may facilitate fraudulent activities and increase uncertainty regarding the use of NFTs in health care. As the NFT sector is currently prone to fraud, such as phishing activity in the digital asset domain, new dedicated regulations are required to distinguish the application of NFTs in health care. For example, a new amendment to HIPAA is required to articulate how a blockchain-based HIE in which NFT protocols are embedded can be used nationwide.

Moreover, in the United States, different states have diverse rules and regulations regarding the ownership of medical data (ranging from no clear laws to stringent regulatory frameworks). Because of various regulatory strictness, some states will likely create favorable environments that try to adopt applications of NFTs in HIE networks; other states might ban the use of NFTs outright. It would be an interesting research area for future studies to shed more light on the concept of NFTs (especially in health care) from a regulatory perspective.

The second challenge is the cost of creating NFTs. A possible barrier is the additional cost of minting NFTs. In this case, how would this impact cost and convenience, and who will bear the cost of creating and minting associated NFTs? For instance, do care providers and patients jointly contribute to creating patients’ medical records, or is this responsibility for health care organizations? These questions can explain the complexity of adding NFTs to the blockchain HIE and the incremental benefit of this change. Thus, there is a lack of clarity on whether expanding NFTs’ functions in health care is a financially feasible project. Minting NFTs assigned to PHI on a permissioned blockchain requires a robust technological infrastructure with stringent security safeguards. Therefore, further research is required to examine the phenomenon of NFTs and their application in HIE from a financial perspective.

Third, NFTs in health care could be promising; however, their implementation remains challenging. Different stakeholders in the health care ecosystem and layers in the NFT-based HIE architecture require robust protocols for stakeholder collaboration and interaction. For example, most patient visits are attributed to older patients (older than 50 years of age), who may not be technology proficient, may require extensive training to understand the technology, and may need to provide access to providers for their medical records. What would happen if certain medical records (older or generated through nonparticipating providers) cannot be converted to NFTs? What will happen if a patient is incapacitated (or not in the correct mental state) and cannot grant access to medical records for urgently needed care?

The fourth challenge refers to user perception, as little is known about whether potential users of information-sharing projects in health care will accept NFT-based HIE. As the NFT concept is still new and there is a lack of public awareness about this phenomenon, many questions remain unanswered regarding the perceived viability, utility, and value of NFTs. Thus, further studies are needed to investigate how users (such as physicians and patients) may adapt to NFT technology in health care settings. For instance, researchers can examine the value of NFT-based HIE from user perspectives, such as ease of use, usefulness, cost-effectiveness, error reduction, and productivity.

A Framework for Further Investigation

As the use of NFTs in blockchain-based HIE systems continues to evolve, further research is needed on the design and implementation of these systems. This research could entail the following areas:

- Technical design considerations: there is a need for further research into the technical design considerations of integrating NFTs into blockchain-based HIE systems. This could include exploring optimal blockchain technology for HIE, designing smart contracts that govern NFT exchange and storage, and developing efficient authentication mechanisms.
- Regulatory and legal considerations: there is a need for further research into the regulatory and legal considerations of NFTs in health care. This could include exploring the legal implications of exchanging health care information via NFTs, the potential impact on patient privacy, and the role of regulatory bodies in overseeing the use of NFTs in health care.
- User acceptance and adoption: further research is needed to understand user acceptance and adoption of NFTs in health care. This could involve assessing the usability of NFT-based HIE systems, identifying barriers to adoption, and understanding the perspectives of health care providers and patients.
- Data security and privacy: there is a need for further research into the data security and privacy implications of using NFTs in health care. This could involve exploring the potential vulnerabilities of NFT-based HIE systems.
designing robust security mechanisms, and identifying potential threats to patient-data privacy.

Overall, future studies should provide insights into the design and implementation of NFT-based HIE systems that are secure, efficient, and user-friendly while also addressing regulatory and legal challenges and protecting patient data privacy.

Evolution of Information-Sharing Technology in Health Care

Table 1 summarizes the growth paths of technologies used in information-sharing initiatives in health care. The types of technology and examples of sharing mechanisms for each initiative are described. Moreover, the key challenges of each technology are highlighted, accompanied by the changes required to address those issues, which lead to the transition to the next technological advancement.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information-sharing initiatives</th>
<th>Type of technology</th>
<th>Example of sharing mechanisms</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Changes required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain-based HIE</td>
<td>Decentralized platforms</td>
<td>Permissioned blockchain, federated blockchain, and smart contracts</td>
<td>1. Lack of awareness about blockchain applications in health care 2. Lack of regulations and guidelines 3. Little is known about the perceptions of potential users 4. Lack of incentives for sharing medical records</td>
<td>1. More organizational training and marketing strategies to promote blockchain applications in health care 2. Need for federal and state-based regulations dedicated to the use of blockchain in health care projects 3. Incentive mechanisms are required to encourage information sharing 4. Patient medical data can be treated as a nonfungible asset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFTc-based HIE</td>
<td>Decentralized platforms</td>
<td>Permissioned blockchain, federated blockchain, smart contracts, and NFTs</td>
<td>1. NFT technology is still novel 2. Lack of dedicated regulations for NFTs 3. Lack of research on the feasibility of NFT-based HIE 4. Market traction</td>
<td>1. More research is required on the practicality, viability, value, and utility of using NFT technology in health care 2. Types of incentives should be studied 3. New amendments, compliance, and dedicated regulatory framework for NFTs 4. Implementation barriers to minting NFT in health care and required protocols for interactions with stakeholders should be addressed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aHIE: health information exchange. 
bEHR: electronic health record. 
cNFT: nonfungible token.
Conclusions

Overview
This study sheds light on the characteristics of emerging technologies that support health information sharing efforts. Rapid technological advancements are accompanied by higher security risks, such as authenticity. We evaluated the potential of NFTs as a novel technology that can be leveraged in new use cases such as health care to mainly solve ownership and authenticity problems. The use of NFTs in HIE systems has the potential to revolutionize the health care industry by enabling the secure and efficient sharing of patient health information. NFT-based HIE may perform existing information exchange functions differently. The benefits of using NFTs include enhanced data security and privacy, improved interoperability, and streamlined data exchanges. We believe NFT technology can be a good fit for HIE networks because, first, NFTs are noninterchangeable. Each NFT is linked to a digital PHI that specifies the medical record’s values, ownership, and sharing rights. Second, NFTs are immutable; thus, they cannot be altered, manipulated, or forged in the information-sharing process. Third, every NFT needs to have an owner, and this is a public record that is easy for anyone to verify. In the proposed NFT-based HIE, patients are the original owners of their PHI, and other entities (such as providers) may be granted the right to check, analyze, and share such medical records based on the terms and conditions defined in a smart contract. NFTs can provide secure records of ownership and authentication in HIE networks. However, several challenges must be addressed before the widespread adoption of NFTs in HIE systems. In addition to the distinguishing features of NFTs, this technology presently faces a lack of dedicated NFT regulation due to its novelty and weakly enforced markets. For example, developing a regulatory framework to control NFT activities could help reduce the high degree of uncertainty in NFTs by forcing creators to obey specific guidelines. The level of regulatory clarity regarding NFTs can encourage more entrepreneurs to invest in different use cases (such as in health care). These challenges include the need for technical standards and infrastructure, legal and regulatory issues, and concerns regarding scalability and sustainability. Overall, although challenges need to be addressed, the benefits of using NFTs in HIE systems outweigh their drawbacks and offer promising opportunities for improving health care outcomes. Further research and development are necessary to address these challenges and fully realize the potential of NFTs in HIE systems. This study suggests that adding NFTs to HIE frameworks could be promising; however, further research is required to validate the value of this change.
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Abstract
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the rapid scaling of telehealth limited the extent to which proactive planning for equitable implementation was possible. The deployment of telehealth will persist in the postpandemic era, given patient preferences, advances in technologies, growing acceptance of telehealth, and the potential to overcome barriers to serve populations with limited access to high-quality in-person care. However, aspects and unintended consequences of telehealth may leave some groups underserved or unserved, and corrective implementation plans that address equitable access will be needed. The purposes of this paper are to (1) describe equitable implementation in telehealth and (2) integrate an equity lens into actionable equitable implementation.

(KEYWORDS: implementation science; equity; telehealth; equitable implementation; digital age; post pandemic)

Background
The COVID-19 pandemic catalyzed the rapid development, implementation, and scaling of telehealth, which we define for this commentary as the synchronous delivery of health care services by phone or video [1,2]. Prior to the pandemic, the implementation of telehealth was variable whereby providers, patients, and organizations could self-select to use telehealth (eg, opt-in if available). During the COVID-19 public health emergency, telehealth became the primary option for receipt of many health care services for most patients (eg, all-in). Rapid implementation often occurred with limited prior knowledge...
Implementation science plays a critical role in bridging the gap between the implementation of telehealth and equity. Implementation research involves understanding, evaluating, and providing strategies that enhance how much and how well telehealth is accessed, delivered, and received for the right patient at the right time [5]. This commentary addresses a gap in our understanding of how telehealth should be equitably implemented, adapted, and sustained to reach entire target populations (including those most in need or historically excluded) and diverse institutions (eg, high- and low-resourced institutions). It also highlights an urgent need to address unintended consequences of widespread telehealth and apply strategies to ameliorate inequity where possible. We present a broad perspective on equitable implementation of telehealth and provide discussion and recommendations through the literature, an illustrative example, and our own practical experiences. The specific purposes of this commentary are to (1) describe the importance of and nuances in equitable implementation in telehealth and (2) integrate an equity lens into actionable implementation processes. Recognizing the complexities in equitable implementation of telehealth, we provide a perspective on how implementation can either exacerbate or proactively address inequity. Other authors have described inequalities in patients who have access to, use, and adhere to interventions and intervention inequalities if technology-based interventions are not equally effective for all [6]. The focus of this paper is not on the intervention but describes how adapting existing implementation frameworks have the potential to enhance equity-focused decision-making during implementation to facilitate equitable telehealth outcomes.

**Importance of Equitable Implementation**

Implementation science extends its long focus on health equity [7-12] to play an essential role in understanding, adapting, and reevaluating the integration of telehealth [5,13]. While evidence-based interventions existed for telehealth practices in selected settings, contexts, and populations before the pandemic [14-17], the urgency with which these practices were adopted during the pandemic limited more deliberate evaluation of their expanded implementation. Of particular concern was the inability to consider the often sparse evidence available and to evaluate initial conditions of inequity and other contextual factors. Many systems adopted telehealth based on resources available, lessons learned from collaboration with other systems, and practical experience. This helped with the expediency required but did not allow for the careful consideration needed to avoid unintended consequences, including the potential to create or exacerbate inequities.

To guide **equitable implementation**, it is ideal to begin with a framework that accounts for social disadvantage and injustice [8,10,12,18,19]. Implementation frameworks [11]—particularly the Health Equity Implementation Framework by Woodward et al [7] and the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research by Damshroeder et al [20]—articulate conceptual models to understand determinants of health equity to better adapt interventions and implementation strategies. Other frameworks have focused specifically on digital equity [21,22]; of note is the Digital Health Equity Framework (DHEF) [23,24]. The DHEF considers the multilevel, ecological impact when digital determinants of health (how digital health technologies influence equity in health) interact with intermediate health factors (eg, environment, current health status, and health-related beliefs and behaviors) [25]. While these digital and equity-focused frameworks provide a critical foundation for identifying and measuring different factors related to health equity, we are still left with how to integrate this knowledge into equitable implementation strategies and evaluation of telehealth.

**Framework Consideration to Maximize Equitable Implementation of Telehealth**

Our goal was to provide a broad perspective and guidance to health care systems and researchers on strategies to equitably use and evaluate the implementation of telehealth. We chose to illustrate our perspective by selecting and integrating exemplar frameworks that capture the rapid speed at which telehealth is being adopted and implemented across disciplines and health care settings, as well as contextual factors that might influence equitable outcomes. We also sought an integrated framework that could expand beyond understanding implementation determinants to describe processes by which equity or inequities are driven by the interaction with and context of the external and internal environments.

With these considerations, we integrated the EPIS (Exploration, Preparation, Implementation, and Sustainment) and DHEF to encapsulate equity within the process of implementation, where EPIS guides us in moving from concept to impact and the DHEF tells us where to focus if we want to impact equity (Figure 1) [25-28]. In addition, we wanted to focus on the iterative nature of implementation and the multiphase EPIS conceptualization fit this need especially well. The rapid cycle guidance provided by EPIS is advantageous in the case of telehealth as—for the most part—exploration and preparation phases were accelerated to rapidly move to emergency implementation during the initial stages of the pandemic and limited the ability to conduct a thorough community needs assessment.

EPIS encompasses a 4-phase implementation cycle (Exploration, Preparation, Implementation, and Sustainment) and describes implementation processes, inner and outer contextual factors, and bridging factors that facilitate the interplay between inner and outer factors through each of these phases [26]. For example, internal factors may be parsed out into organizational (eg, leadership decision-making, capacity, and resources to deliver telehealth) and individual levels (acceptability, technology skills and proficiency, and literacy). External factors
may include federal or state policies and reimbursement surrounding telehealth, investment in digital infrastructure (eg, technical support and equipment), and reimbursement policies around what providers can deliver telehealth and in what instances.

The DHEF adds an equity focus to the internal and external factors in EPIS [29]. The DHEF was developed to consider the multilevel health equity factors that can reduce or exacerbate disparities in access to and receipt of digital health technologies (eg, telehealth, mobile health apps, web-based health services, and wearable technologies) [23]. Importantly, the DHEF expands upon the concept that the health system is a social determinant of health, and therefore, organizations or systems need to look beyond patient-level factors to truly lead the implementation of telehealth with equity. When integrated with EPIS, we start to regroup internal and external factors into the health system as a social determinant of health and socioeconomic and cultural contexts, respectively (Figure 1).

In this way, we capture both the (1) general implementation determinants (access to care, quality, and safety) [29] and equity determinants (eg, access, training, and equity-focused measurement) within the health care system and (2) the intermediate factors (eg, psychosocial stressors, health-related beliefs) and digital determinants (eg, access to digital resources, digital health literacy, and digital capacity building) in the broader societal context.

The integration of EPIS and the DHEF informs equitable implementation in telehealth by considering who can or cannot (1) access telehealth, (2) receive telehealth, and (3) deliver telehealth and why. An understanding of who in the population is not reached and why they may have been excluded can lead to diverse community and health system engagement and offer contextual adaptations to the telehealth clinical practice and implementation strategy.

**Figure 1.** Critical bridging solutions to equitable telehealth implementation that integrate the EPIS (Exploration, Preparation, Implementation, and Sustainment) and the Digital Health Equity Framework.

**Bridging Solutions to Equity Across Multilevel Contexts**

**Overview**

EPIS contains “bridging factors,” which consider and account for the interconnectedness and bidirectional nature of movement within and across internal and external factors that shape telehealth access, receipt, and delivery [26,28,30]. Instead of exploring internal and external contexts separately, bridging factors examine the interdependence of how external forces shape health systems and vice versa. While not explicitly cited as a bridging factor in the original EPIS model, we surmise that equity is a product of critical bridging factors that tie together various levels of context (potential drivers of inequities) important to telehealth implementation. For instance, complex dynamics of oppression and injustice may be operating on multiple levels (eg, ideological, internalized, interpersonal, and institutional) that require proactive, aligned bridging strategies to overcome [31-33].

In Figure 1, we propose 3 bridging solutions whose presence supports equity of telehealth access, receipt, and delivery: community partnerships, shared mental models, and digital infrastructure. These bridging solutions connect equity concepts of the health system as a social determinant of health and socioeconomic and cultural contexts (DHEF) over the course of an implementation process (EPIS). First, fostering community partnerships are the backbone of successful implementation research and can create the bidirectional flow of information necessary to align telehealth goals across care systems, individuals, and national or state policies. Second, communicating mental models nurtures the sharing of an interrelated set of beliefs that shapes a person’s expectations for the future and how they understand the ways the world works [34,35]. When mental models are shared across systems, challenges that were seen as intractable can be resolved to achieve a common care delivery improvement goal (eg, improve access to underserved populations) [28,35]. Finally, bolstering digital infrastructure bridges an organization’s human and technical resources to provide telehealth with a focus on advocacy at federal or state levels to incentivize payers to reimburse telehealth and invest in digital infrastructure. In future, if rapid deployment suggests bridging factors as key considerations for the equitable implementation of telehealth. Table 1 outlines a guide to questions that promote bridging solutions for the equitable implementation of telehealth.
have further underscored unequal access for patients already out-of-pocket costs for patients due to restrictive insurance. Staffing issues, in turn, precipitated long waitlists and high profession was already grappling with disparities in access to services hampered widespread adoption of telehealth. Additionally, before the pandemic, the physical therapy profession was already grappling with disparities in access to in-person physical therapy due to reduced staffing capacity. Staffing issues, in turn, precipitated long waitlists and high out-of-pocket costs for patients due to restrictive insurance policies for reimbursement of specialty physical therapy care. Therefore, the quick deployment of telehealth may have further underscored unequal access for patients already experiencing challenges in receiving physical therapy care before the pandemic. As the pandemic has progressed, so has the phased reopening of outpatient physical therapy services for in-person care. However, the value of telehealth—for example, the potential for expanded access and decreased transportation burden—has created momentum to continue the provision of physical therapy care via web-based modalities. An operational response in some health care systems was to create threshold goals for the percentage of patients receiving in-person physical therapy care. For example, outpatient physical therapy clinics were expected to perform, say on average, 60% of visits as in-person care by a specified date in the phased reopening. Some health care systems and clinics have used additional policies that dictate a web-based visit must be initiated before an in-person visit, thus requiring the use of telehealth for entry into a physical therapy care pathway. In addition, it is important to note that the demand for these services may have increased during this period of time as well as the number of individuals seeking care due to rehabilitation after COVID-19 infection. The context described above impacts groups at multiple levels and creates opportunities to enhance equity in the delivery of web-based physical therapy. As such, to consider further adaptations to and appropriate sustainment of web-based physical therapy care, we describe the bridging factors necessary to promote equitable implementation. First, establishing community partnerships is needed to engage patients, families, providers, and communities to better identify (needs assessment) who receives physical therapy (or not) when telehealth is offered.
and why. Methods to build community partnerships in implementation research offer opportunities for reflexivity and iteration, which informs strategies to ensure whether telehealth is delivered in a manner that is fair and just. For example, Miller et al [37] showed that patients reached by telehealth delivery of physical therapy during the pandemic were largely younger than 65 years, non-Hispanic White, English-speaking, commercially insured, and with few to no comorbidities. This contrasted with the distribution of patient characteristics seen for in-person physical therapy the year prior to the pandemic, many of whom were older than 65 years, Asian, non–English-speaking, noncommercially insured, and had at least 1 comorbidity. Community partnerships may enhance equitable implementation through the adaptation of physical therapy telehealth to the sociocultural context, thereby increasing the relevance of telehealth to marginalized patient populations and enhancing individual functional outcomes. Community partnerships between patients, providers, and operations are also needed to evaluate organizational capacity to provide both in-person and telehealth options based on patient needs and preferences.

Second, communicating shared mental models within and across systems and sectors allows groups of people delivering, receiving, or being impacted by physical therapy telehealth to be on the same page regarding equitable implementation. Telehealth delivery of physical therapy will likely persist post pandemic and adjusting how patients, providers, and systems perceive this new reality is essential to promoting equitable implementation. Discordanat mental models may unintentionally hinder access to any modality of care such as in the case example where system or clinic policies drive the (1) proportion of telehealth versus in-person appointments available and (2) type of appointment necessary for entry into the care pathway. For example, individuals without stable internet access in a secure, private setting may be unable to engage in physical therapy if telehealth is initially required for entry into that service. Additionally, some patients may feel more comfortable receiving in-person care in a physical therapy clinic during which they can discuss sensitive topics influencing their recovery and feel less vulnerable undressing or exposing certain areas of their body for examination. Alternatively, some patients may feel more comfortable discussing sensitive topics in their own homes, thus creating an inviting atmosphere for greater sharing and conversation between patient and provider.

Convening a diverse group of community members can help build a shared mental model by asking questions such as the following: what proportion of telehealth visits per provider reaches the most patients? What is considered a successful telehealth episode of care? What criteria indicate other modalities of care be considered? Mapping clinic workflow is also essential for identifying gaps where patients may be unable or do not receive the necessary physical therapy services in a timely manner. Practice facilitation may be one strategy to allow physical therapists in a health care system to internalize approaches to ensure the right patient has access to the right modality of care at the right time [48,49]. Practice facilitation is an intervention where an external or internal facilitator interacts with multilevel stakeholders and can offer tools, resources, expertise, and guidance on strategies that address gaps and optimize workflow. Importantly, practice facilitation in the context of web-based physical therapy care can develop an internal capacity for change that can transcend the delivery of telehealth to be adaptive and receptive to evaluating and promoting equitable implementation.

Third, building digital infrastructure at multiple levels is necessary to ensure any patient who would benefit from physical therapy services has the option to participate in telehealth, if clinically appropriate and it aligns with patient preferences. To understand the baseline level of infrastructure, research is needed to measure (1) individual-level factors such as technology skills and proficiency, equipment availability, acceptability, and preferences for care and (2) community-level metrics such as neighborhood availability of Wi-Fi or broadband and transportation to in-person appointments. This information and ongoing evaluation inform policies and oversight of policy implementation. Building a digital infrastructure is interconnected with establishing community partnerships and communicating shared mental models as the infrastructure involves cross-sector collaborations for resources, governance, and continual monitoring. An opportunity exists to co-design or adapt aspects of digital infrastructure to better meet the needs of all patients who would benefit from physical therapy care, clinicians providing physical therapy, and health systems offering physical therapy services. To be truly successful, a digital infrastructure must develop a plan for transparency and sharing of data, engage the community throughout the infrastructure planning and implementation, and manage data privacy and security [50]. A strong digital infrastructure can provide the foundation to expand the equitable implementation of telehealth to other health and community services.

**Future Directions and Recommendations Post Pandemic**

Deployment of telehealth will likely persist in the post pandemic era, given patient preferences for such care, emerging advances in technologies, paradigm shifts in health care professional training, and the potential to serve populations with limited potential for high-quality in-person care (eg, residents of rural areas and patients who are homebound) [21,51]. Reevaluating and adapting telehealth to promote equitable implementation is one way to identify patient groups who may be harmed by the web-based delivery of services or those who may be negatively impacted by a full return to non-telehealth delivery. We recommend evaluating the ongoing and future implementation of telehealth by (1) evaluating hybrid care models, (2) identifying multilevel barriers and facilitators to adapting technology resources that enhance access and use across diverse populations, and (3) exploring the intersectionality of telehealth access and usage with respect to age, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability (including visual and hearing impairments), socioeconomic status, social determinants of health, digital health literacy and numeracy, or residence in rural or urban settings. Bridging issues outlined in Table 1 can be alleviated through bridging solutions (Figure 1):
establishing community partnerships, communicating shared mental models, and building digital infrastructure.

First, establishing *community partnerships* (including those often excluded or marginalized) is the intentional and meaningful involvement of impacted community members to understand key issues and problem solving [12,52]. Feedback loops among implementation actors at multiple levels—patients, providers, clinical/health care system leadership, and policy makers—are needed to capture the barriers, facilitators, and unintended consequences to delivering or receiving telehealth, thus enabling a stronger understanding of who is impacted by telehealth delivery and how. At the organizational and policy level, assessing organizational readiness to support multiple modalities and options for care delivery is necessary to honor individual preferences for care while minimizing disruption to clinic workflow [53,54]. We acknowledge that considerable time, support, and relationship building with impacted community members is needed when conducting equitable implementation research. The time, effort, burden, and compatibility with workflow need to be periodically evaluated and modified as needed to make equitable implementation of telehealth sustainable. Future areas of evaluation highlight the need to describe how patient and multilevel partners and contextual factors can impact the uptake and adoption of telehealth through mediation or moderation. Specifically, future work is necessary to examine the uptake and adoption of telehealth by population and setting (high vs low resourced) to promote equitable use of telehealth in health care. Second, *shared mental models* between those impacted by telehealth adoption can determine the level of telehealth they are willing to accept and what changes—such as adaptations to implementation—they may consider for enhanced equity [34,35]. Adaptations are also an important aspect to maximizing equitable implementation by minimizing unintended consequences. For example, systems or clinics may need to integrate assessments of health/technology literacy/numeracy [55-57] into routine clinical care and then create or adopt interventions that address identified gaps. Additionally, for equitable implementation of telehealth, systems or clinics must identify the characteristics of their catchment area that go beyond individual factors (eg, space to complete movement assessments in the home, privacy for web-based connections with physical therapists) to include care delivery constraints (eg, beginning sessions late and running over time of scheduled appointment). Patient, clinical providers, health care systems, and communities need a shared mental model of such adaptations to collectively understand the role and impact of changes on telehealth access, receipt, and delivery. Holtrop et al [35] provide a useful table describing methods to elicit mental models. Understanding mental models can help to select potential implementation strategies needed to promote the equitable implementation of telehealth across a variety of disciplines [35,58,59].

Finally, as we approach postpandemic implementation of telehealth, building a *digital infrastructure* has the potential to mitigate long-standing issues with the inverse relationship between the need for health care and use or access [55] across different populations. Building a digital infrastructure requires attention to engagement, access, training (including cultural humility), and equity-focused measurement [25,60,61]. Future research needs to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of telehealth that includes policy analysis and program evaluation related to the construction and sustainment of digital infrastructure in communities.

**Conclusions**

Enhancing equitable implementation of telehealth is timely and critical to advancing the health and well-being of all persons. The tension between ongoing innovation in telehealth that is occurring in the context of the evolving pandemic creates opportunities for innovation and unanticipated challenges to equitable implementation. Equity frameworks help connect internal and external contexts that create disparities and to consider the implementation strategies that may address them. Bridging factors such as community partnerships, shared mental models, and digital infrastructure can guide implementation, adaptations, and sustainability in the setting of a rapidly changing landscape for telehealth.
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Abstract

Emergency department (ED) crowding and its main causes, exit block and boarding, continue to threaten the quality and safety of ED care. Most interventions to reduce crowding have not been comprehensive or system solutions, only focusing on part of the care procession and not directly affecting boarding reduction. This position paper proposes that the ED crowding problem can be optimally addressed by applying a systems approach using predictive modeling to identify patients at risk of being admitted to the hospital and uses that information to initiate the time-consuming bed management process earlier in the care continuum, shortening the time during which patients wait in the ED for an inpatient bed assignment, thus removing the exit block that causes boarding and subsequently reducing crowding.
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Introduction

The Emergency Department Crowding Problem

The ED crowding problem occurs when the ED demand exceeds the staff’s ability to provide quality care in a reasonable period of time [1,2]. The literature suggests that hospital exit block [3,4] (ie, when patients cannot transition into the hospital from the ED because a hospital bed has not been assigned [3]) and ED boarding [5-8] (ie, when a patient due to be admitted to the hospital remains in the ED, occupying a bed [3]) are the main causes of ED crowding and posits that an impactful solution lies in changes in the bed management strategy, the processes involved in the transition of patients from the ED to the hospital, and when securing a hospital bed [9,10].

This position paper proposes that the complexities of the ED crowding problem can be optimally addressed by applying a systems approach to the hospital bed management strategy. The systems approach views an environment as a whole, which is made up of many parts or subsystems for the purpose of understanding the relationships between the system and its parts and to aid in problem-solving [11]. A systems approach that uses predictive modeling to identify patients who are at risk of being admitted to the hospital and uses that information to initiate the complex and time-consuming bed management process earlier in the care continuum could potentially shorten the time during which patients wait in the ED to be transitioned into an inpatient bed, thus removing the exit block that causes boarding and subsequently reducing crowding [12]. The challenges facing the health care industry are greater than ever before, with increasing complexities of care, regulations, and higher quality care expectations. At the same time, the industry is challenged to address preventable medical errors, poor amenable mortality rates, nursing and physician burnout and
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shortages, and general inefficiencies. These industry challenges are magnified in the ED where the nature and environment of emergency care cannot tolerate threats to quality care delivery or to patient and provider safety. A systems approach views the ED as a complex microcosm of a larger health ecosystem where optimal functionality requires that it be resilient to the unpredictable demands characteristic of the urgent care environment. To manage new and unpredictable challenges, a systems approach can be used to address known threats. An efficient manner by which to accomplish this is to identify predictable and repeatable processes to which information technology can be applied.

Crowding and its main causes, exit block and boarding, have threatened the quality and safety of ED care for over 20 years despite the efforts of many to resolve it [14-16]. Boarding compromises care quality [3,17], stresses hospital operations [18], and strains resources because boarded patients occupy beds and divert staff resources from new and existing patients [17] and reduce revenue generation through the reduction in available beds for treating new patients [19].

The industry would benefit from improved approaches to resolve the crowding problem. The existing research focused on this problem suggests that predictive modeling holds promise to make a significant contribution toward addressing ED crowding: for example, models have predicted imminent hospital admissions for older ED patients [20], identified patients who are likely to require hospital care in the future [21], predicted ED crowding using calendar and weather variables [22], and forecasted ED flow digitally [23].

Applying Predictive Modeling to Resolve Crowding and Bed Management

Predictive modeling is a form of data mining technology that functions by analyzing historic and current data, and generating a model to help predict a future outcome [24]. It is an explicit, empirical approach for estimating the probabilities that an event will or will not occur in the future [25]—such as death, contracting a disease, surgical complications, or hospital admission—by using statistical techniques to predict future events. Models use data about patients, diseases, or treatment characteristics to estimate the probability that a condition or disease is present or the probability that an outcome will occur [26,27]. However, models are only just starting to be used to produce actionable information to impact operations and patient care. We posit that predictive models to identify patients who are at risk of being admitted could be applied in the bed manager environment to remove the exit block that causes boarding by initiating the bed management process earlier in the care continuum, thereby shortening the time during which patients wait in the ED for an inpatient bed assignment. This, in turn, reduces exit block, boarding, and subsequently crowding. As no clinical decisions are made on the basis of patients’ risk of admission, this process could be automated to streamline part of the complicated bed management process and take advantage of predictable and repeatable processes using standardized data.

Many interventions to reduce crowding have not been comprehensive or system solutions but rather focus on part of the care procession and do not directly affect boarding reduction [28]. However, existing interventions that addressed crowding as a systemic problem have reduced the time during which a patient is boarded in the ED [9,10,29], which, in turn, reduces the backlog of boarded patients who contribute to ED crowding. Interdepartmental collaboration with hospital management support was a feature in these interventions. Two of these interventions also used real-time ED data on congestion, flow, and patient admissions to prepare for and manage inpatient admissions and bed demand [9,29]. Individual interventions are parts of the system, rather than being considered a collective, and are automated to contribute valuable data to augment bed management.

The use of predictive models in health care have quadrupled over the last 2 decades and their accuracy has increased [12,28]. While these have traditionally been applied to identify risk, the time is right for integrating predictive models with existing technologies such as electronic health records, clinical decision support systems, and clinical data warehouses, to result in action and efficiencies. In 2019, the use of predictive modeling was reported among 60% of health care executives within their organizations, and another 20% of them expressed intent to begin using them the following year [30], again primarily for risk prediction and not necessarily action. This existing technological infrastructure holds promise to reduce prior barriers to integration. Moreover, as clinical care becomes increasingly personalized, aid from predictive analytics may become a best-practice procedure.

Concerns for Risk Models

Developing quality predictive models is challenging [28,31]. Deciding what variables to measure to answer a particular question can even be problematic. For example, if the goal is to predict “health,” which data are measured as indicators of health? The answer to this question varies. If rigorous study methods are not used throughout study development, data gathering, and analysis, there are numerous avenues for the model to make errors and lead to unintentional bias. Recent studies, including a systematic review of admission prediction models [28], have questioned the quality and rigor of existing predictive models [12,28,31-33] due to an overall lack of external validation studies [31], multiple prediction models for the same outcome or target population [26], and risks of bias [34-36]. A bias unique to predictive models, algorithmic bias, occurs when technology reflects the attitudes and values of the humans who coded, collected, selected, or used the data to train the algorithm [37]. Thus, machine-generated algorithms are human products executed by a machine. Algorithm should not be blindly trusted or considered neutral and unbiased [37]. Reliance on an algorithm to predict health-related outcomes or to make decisions about care would increase the pace of decision-making, but the point at which the decision should be transferred from machine to human is necessary, unclear, and currently unregulated [37].

Conclusions

Large amounts of data are available for analysis, and the demands on the health care industry are increasing, making the use of predictive modeling to aid hospital operations sensible.
and increasingly necessary. The old adage “garbage in garbage out” remains true when applied to predictive models—models developed without quality methodologies risk producing predictions deficient of quality. A model that produces biased predictions may not resolve the problem at hand. Evidence that a model is effective and safe is necessary before its use in a clinical setting. Best practices promoting standards for development and operation will have a role to play in model improvement and their use in clinical settings.

Application of models that predict hospital admission could aid hospital bed managers to secure an appropriate bed for a patient in a timely manner while boosting hospital efficiency and with no harm to patients. The result of this timely and streamlined systems process is better patient care delivered sooner.

We posit that applying a systems approach using prediction models to the hospital bed management strategy for ED patients would reveal the many parts and subsystems involved before and after bed assignment and would ensure that they are part of the solution. This unique application of a prediction model provides bed managers information to support initiation of bed management processes earlier in the care continuum. This strategic use of information has significant potential to reduce hospital exit block and ED boarding, and subsequently ED crowding [12].
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Abstract

The impact of information and communication technology (ICT) on medicine is unprecedented and ever-increasing. This has made it more and more difficult for doctors to keep pace with ICT developments and to adequately match the input of ICT experts. As a result, medical disciplines may not be able to take full advantage of growing possibilities. In this personal viewpoint paper, I argue for the establishment of a novel medical specialty, ICT medicine. ICT medicine is needed to optimally face the challenges of ICT-based developments, including artificial intelligence (AI), and to ensure their efficient and beneficial use. ICT medicine is rooted in both medicine and ICT, and in contrast to existing medical specialties it is integrative in nature, as long-standing structural collaborations with ICT and other stakeholders cross the boundaries between disciplines. Thus, new concepts and theories may evolve that are better suited to addressing ICT-related issues in medicine. ICT doctors will be instrumental in the conception, development, implementation, and evaluation of digital tools, systems, and services. They provide a bridge between ICT professionals and clinical users and educate doctors in digital applications and services. Notably, ICT doctors may have a pivotal role in the validation, verification, and evaluation of AI models. ICT medicine institutes offer a home to these new professionals, enhancing their independence within health care organizations and in relation to ICT companies. Importantly, in an era of growing technicalization and use of AI algorithms, ICT doctors may safeguard the human factor in medicine. And, from a societal perspective, they may promote digital inclusion and the continuing high quality of digital services and provide leadership in the future digitalization of medicine.
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Introduction

Information is crucial to the success of medicine. In recent decades, the transmission and exchange of information have been revolutionized by the advent of the internet and ongoing developments in information and communication technology (ICT). At this point, the ICT sector provides a broad range of applications and services for medical use [1]. ICT-based fields, including medical informatics, have emerged in the slipstream of this evolution. Increasingly, collaborations between medicine and the ICT specialties are leading to new diagnostic, prognostic, and therapeutic tools and procedures. Among other consequences, these collaborations should ensure that ICT solutions are designed with all current empirical evidence in mind [2].

However, physicians’ opportunities and capabilities for interacting optimally with ICT specialists tend to lag behind technical developments. For example, a recent review of smart home technologies for health care identified a lack of collaboration across disciplines and noted that technological developments dominate over the human-centric part of the equation [3]. And the implementation of continuous connected care augmented by remote monitoring, which is technically feasible, was found not to be matched by a corresponding shift
in clinicians’ approach to the delivery of care [4]. In the Netherlands, general practitioners were early adopters of electronic medical records (EMRs), and they saw the EMR as an instrument for providing evidence-based primary care [5]. However, in terms of ICT-medicine cooperation, the EMR is a rather straightforward use of ICT. At this point, more complex issues are at hand, such as the development and validation of digital biomarkers, the interpretation of automated measurement outcomes and their integrated use in clinical practice, the advancement of connected care models, and the development and evaluation of artificial intelligence (AI)-based algorithms. These current trends place substantially higher demands on the collaboration between ICT and medical experts; therefore, initiatives have a higher risk of not succeeding. Thus, the effectiveness and efficiency of ICT-based solutions may be less than optimal, potentially leading to unexpected challenges and extra expenditures.

Moreover, actual collaborations between medical and ICT professionals are often project-based and ad hoc, whereas implicit differences in perspectives may lead to miscommunication, disagreements, or even the failure of projects. Notably, ICT input is frequently provided by commercial companies whose motives and expectations are potentially at odds with those of medical professionals.

Against the background of both the high potential and the possible pitfalls of medicine-ICT collaborations, appropriate structures are needed to foster optimum cooperation between medical and ICT specialists. As the extensive and radical impact that ICT is having on medical practice and research is unprecedented in history, existing structures cannot be expected to optimally turn possibilities into reality.

In this personal viewpoint paper, I argue for the need for a novel field of medicine: ICT medicine. ICT medicine is needed to optimally face the challenges of new ICT developments, including AI, and to ensure their efficient and beneficial use. It does so by realizing long-standing collaborations between different stakeholders. I argue that ICT medicine—in contrast to existing disciplines—should be integrative in its nature, and I outline the broad range of its activities and the advantages of an institutional organization. Also, in an era of increasing technicalization, ICT doctors may safeguard the human factor in medicine. And, from a societal perspective, they may contribute to digital inclusion and the continuing high quality of digital services and provide leadership in the future digitalization of medicine as a whole.

**Integrative Approach**

In recent years, the field of digital medicine has emerged. Digital medicine is concerned with the use of high-quality hardware and software technologies as evidence-based tools for measurement and intervention in the service of human health [6]: given the wide range of stakeholders, its activities are dispersed over a great many disciplines [6,7]. Digital medicine is practiced by the same clinicians and health professionals who practice traditional medicine [7], and, in fact, digital medicine is on its way to becoming just plain medicine [7,8].

Importantly, digital medicine represents multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary collaborations [9]. In the multidisciplinary approach, perspectives, notions, and methods are used that prevail in the respective disciplines, and the end result is essentially a combination of the outcomes of the contributing disciplines. In interdisciplinary cooperation, experts from various fields are enabled to exchange ideas and insights, as a result of which the initial research question may be reframed and new questions may emerge. Yet, as in multidisciplinary research, the questions are formulated in discipline-specific wordings and the problems underlying the questions are perceived within conventional conceptual frameworks.

In contrast to multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches, integrative or transdisciplinary collaborations aim toward insights that emerge by crossing the boundaries between disciplines; eventually these collaborations lead to concepts that may be better suited to addressing the problems at hand [10-14]. Integrative approaches transcend traditional boundaries to integrate various sciences [13-15]. Typically, new hypotheses and theories thrive in the context of integrative collaborations. Notably, “integrationality” may be seen as a mental and intellectual disposition, a habit of mind and behavior toward intentional connection seeking and connection making [13]. Thus, the integrative approach is preferably practiced in a framework of longstanding and structural collaborations with frequent and intensive interactions between researchers from various disciplines. Structural collaborations occur in a coherent organization, such as an institute, where the parts are dominated by the integrative character of the whole [16].

**ICT Medicine**

**New Specialty**

It has been acknowledged that success in digital medicine requires a fully integrated approach [7]. The existing cooperation between medical and ICT specialists is multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary, often temporary, and focused on selected topics. In order to effectively advance the development and implementation of digital tools and processes it is desirable to facilitate integrative interactions that are enduring and cover all conceivable aspects of ICT. This is best achieved through explicitly and formally integrating the various stakeholders’ input and performance in a new organizational structure. Conceivably, integrative collaborations between medical professionals and ICT experts may materialize as a new specialty, ICT medicine. ICT medicine is both overarching and an integral part of the various existing disciplines. It is rooted in the science and practices of medicine and ICT but goes beyond these fields as its activities surpass barriers between disciplines.

**Activities**

ICT doctors cooperate with a wide range of stakeholders, such as physicians, scientists, medical informaticians, medical engineers, data scientists, cyber security experts, ethicists, sociologists, and legal experts, as well as patients and caregivers. ICT doctors initiate, promote, and integrate collaborations in practice and research and are trained to facilitate the development of ICT-based diagnostic, prognostic, therapeutic,
and monitoring tools and processes and to identify problems in real-life situations that might benefit from novel ICT-based solutions. As to the latter, it appears that users find it difficult to conceive of or suggest new e-health services that might be useful to them in terms of demand for new services that do not currently exist [17]. ICT physicians will play a key role in the entire trajectory, from idea to innovation. During the design and development phases, they interact with designers, scientists, and practitioners of various medical disciplines, as well as with eventual commercial partners. They will guide scientific assessments and the evaluation of the evidence regarding the intended and unintended effects of ICT-based solutions. In the implementation phase, they will contribute to the education and coaching of the end users and to embedding the tools and services in daily practice. On a continuous basis, they will scientifically evaluate in real-life settings the acceptance, use, effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness of ICT-based changes. And they will educate doctors in digital technology and connectivity. In this way, ICT medicine substantially increases the likelihood that original ideas will transform into widely used cost-effective improvements or, if indicated by the evidence, see to it that provisional “innovations” are altered or discarded.

The integrative approach of ICT doctors may be particularly important in view of the tremendously rapid developments in the field of AI, such as highly flexible, reusable models (foundation models) [18]. The recently proposed generalist medical AI (GMAI) models are expected to be widely applied across medical applications for, among other uses, bedside decision support, augmented procedures, and chatbots for patients [18]. However, like other AI models, GMAI faces critical challenges regarding validation, verification, social bias, and scale [18]. The structural input of ICT doctors on a continuous basis may be invaluable in addressing these issues in terms of supervising the collection and sharing of the vast amounts of medical data that are required, guiding multidisciplinary verification of the input and output, and auditing for inaccuracies, misstatements, and social biases [18].

As adaptive AI algorithms change continuously in response to various types of use [19], it may be necessary with respect to medical AI applications to continuously study the patterns of interaction of doctors and patients with algorithms [19]. ICT doctors should be capable of cocreating and developing, in close collaboration with technologists and other stakeholders, the appropriate languages and methods to evaluate these interactions [19].

And, just as importantly, ICT physicians could be instrumental in facilitating the use of truly open and transparent AI systems in health care, as well as in researching the reproducibility of clinical AI tools, namely those for diagnostic and prognostic purposes.

**Institute**

Whereas in multidisciplinary or interdisciplinarty collaborations, the various researchers remain employed at their respective organizations and located in their departments, integrative research should be carried out in an institute (an ICT medicine institute) that accommodates all researchers involved and provides them a tenure that complements their activities in other departments. The establishment of ICT medicine institutes also helps to secure the autonomy of ICT physicians, which may be particularly important as ICT-induced changes may at times be revolutionary or disruptive. As an institution, ICT medicine can provide a safe environment for researchers, given that conflicts of interest may arise between the results of an integrative approach and the interests of individual disciplines or commercial partners [20]. In fact, given the unforeseeable consequences of promising technologies like AI and quantum computing, the impact of the activities of ICT medicine is highly unpredictable.

In addition to enabling integrative collaborations with ICT and other experts, ICT medicine institutes may have a coordinating role regarding the often dispersed digital activities in the various departments of hospitals and health care organizations. By so doing they could help not only to prevent an uncontrolled growth of e-health projects and unnecessary duplication, but also promote standardization of and alignment between ICT-based practices inside and outside hospitals. The integration of digital activities between departments would significantly increase their effectiveness and efficiency.

With respect to large-scale ICT systems for public services, including health care, it may be very risky to completely rely on ICT companies. As these companies are shareholder value–maximizing firms, it is highly unlikely that they are objective sources of expertise and competence [21]. Conceivably, given the unique power of big ICT companies through contracts as advisors and vendors, they might ultimately even complicate or hinder ICT-dependent medical innovations [21]. And the updating of systems might be endangered when a company changes policies or ceases to exist. In the end, a dependency on ICT companies may weaken the health care system, as it induces a lack of in-house expertise that is needed for the quality and continuity of core activities [21]. For this reason alone, we should invest in the development of ICT medicine institutes. These institutes can become an independent force that can counterbalance the power of ICT companies. Where appropriate, ICT doctors should be able to cooperate with ICT specialists from public or nonprofit organizations without input from commercial companies, for example, in developing open-source generative AI models [22]. And distinct from commercial companies, ICT medicine institutes may more easily engage medically trained programmers; use programming languages that match the diversity of future users, such as domain-specific languages; and provide user-programmable software [23]. In this way, they may also promote collective digital trust among doctors and patients.

**Human Factor**

The impact of ICT on medical research and practice may seriously compromise the human factor in more ways than one. To paraphrase Reiser [24], why seek to inquire into the lives of patients to gain insights into their illness, which not only takes time but is fraught with undependability, if ICT-based techniques and procedures exist that give doctors the ability to identify and quantify clinically relevant signs of disease or changes in these signs by themselves? Thus, the widespread use of ICT, including AI, is set to create a new paradigm of
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examination and evaluation for the medicine of tomorrow [24,25]. However, technology is not a substitute for engaging with the life of the patient [24,25], and ICT doctors could be the primary defenders of patients’ rights and perspectives.

Given the rapid developments in the field of AI, it is foreseeable that there will be an increasing tendency to eliminate human interference in the design of medical technology and programs and the building of medical and health care systems [26,27]. In the context of the AI-driven technicization of medicine and health care, ICT doctors could contribute to the protection of the integrity and dignity of the human person and aspects of human values and humaneness [26-28].

Two scenarios are of particular interest in this respect. First, the medicine of the future might be almost completely determined by AI-based automated assessments, diagnostic decisions, and treatment procedures and practiced in AI-designed digitalized health care systems. Second, according to the “One Health” concept, the daily life events of humans are to be comprehensively monitored and analyzed in ICT-integrated environments, such as smart homes, smart cities, and smart hospitals and health care ecosystems [29,30]. In the end, the consequences of these developments could be that doctors and patients find themselves in fully controlled health care systems and that the doctor has transformed from a medical professional into a medical executive and employee.

**Societal Dimension**

ICT doctors can also help to ensure that the growing power of ICT-based health care innovations is used appropriately and to facilitate the fair allocation of their benefits [31]. ICT medicine institutes can provide a counterpart to the commercial dimensions of medicine and health care [31]. And in changing political, social, and economic circumstances, ICT physicians may contribute to the quality and continuity of digital medicine and health services [32]. Notably, in the era of ICT, digital inclusion is critical to health care equity; digital inclusion encompasses all activities that ensure that all individuals and communities, including the most disadvantaged, have access to and use of digital services [33]. With respect to medicine and health care, ICT physicians could play a key role in overcoming structural barriers to digital inclusion relating to age, race, socioeconomic status, language skills, and other factors [34]. They might also see to it that AI-based algorithms are adjusted to local patient populations and health care facilities.

Through vision and by thinking strategically, ICT doctors should be able to lead the way in the field of digital medicine [6,35]. As they have the necessary ICT skills and competence and understand care systems and their complexity, they are very well able to provide leadership in groundbreaking integrative collaborations [36]. Using long-term strategies, ICT doctors may increase awareness among all stakeholders of the potential added value and trust of ICT-based solutions [2]. Importantly, to ensure the implementation and continuity of ICT-based solutions from a financial and administrative perspective, ICT doctors should be able to perform management tasks in health organizations, health insurance companies, and authorities [2].

**Historical Perspective**

History shows that technical inventions can lay the foundation for innovations in medicine that have a fundamental and lasting impact on practice routines and patients’ perspectives. Thus, the discovery of a specific type of electromagnetic radiation led to a revolutionary change in diagnostics and the emergence of the discipline of radiology. The increasingly rapid development of ICT-based technologies will be comparable in its dramatic impact. However, the effects of former technologies were limited to certain aspects of medicine, such as diagnosis (radiology) or the treatment of specific patient groups (radiotherapy); basically, the new disciplines complemented the existing ones. In contrast, the current ICT-based revolution pervades medicina as a whole, radically changing virtually every aspect of it. These drastic transformations are inadequately structured and formalized in the dispersed activities of digital medicine; they require an overarching specialty that comprehensively and systemically integrates all ICT-based developments and practices throughout all fields of medicine: ICT medicine. With respect to the all-pervasiveness of their impact, ICT developments are comparable to the expansion of microscopic and histological technologies in the 19th century. The latter made cellular pathology the foundation (ie, the infrastructure) of modern medicine, whereas ICT medicine, by operating on a meta level (as a suprastructure) will define the medicine of the 21st century.

**Conclusions**

Medicine has entered a period of epochal change. Within a lifetime, age-old practices based on doctors’ individual expertise and collective wisdom are being superseded by knowledge- and evidence-based medicine characterized by, among other factors, automated assessments and AI-driven algorithms. ICT-based tools and processes will be indispensable parts of medical practice, in their role comparable to the preeminent position once held by detailed history taking and physical examination. It can be expected that in the near future, a wide array of ICT-based devices and procedures will be broadly applied by virtually all practitioners in most disciplines. To make this historical transformation a success we must create a new, integrative specialty—ICT medicine.

ICT doctors will not only contribute substantially to the development, implementation, and evaluation of digital tools, systems, and services they will provide a bridge between ICT professionals and clinical users, educate and train doctors in digital medicine, and safeguard the human factor; they may also be leaders in digitized health care organizations [37]. ICT medicine is the specialty that will provide a home for these new professionals [37,38]. Otherwise, we are at risk of having to practice a digital medicine that is both ineffective and costly and therefore poorly accepted by professionals and patients alike.
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Abstract

Public health research plays a critical role in strengthening health systems and improving their performance and impact. However, scholarly production in public health coming from the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR) remains well below the world average and lacks a tangible growth trend over time. During the seventh Eastern Mediterranean Public Health Network Regional Conference, a roundtable session brought together a panel of public health experts representing Global Health Development/Eastern Mediterranean Public Health Network affiliates, universities or academia, and research institutions from the region, where they shared insights on the current situation of public health research; challenges and barriers to research facing the different countries in the EMR and the region in general; and how research agendas, productivity, and quality can be supported through strengthening research capacity in the region. Although the region is diverse in terms of health system capacity and socioeconomic development, several common challenges were identified, including a lack of strategic prioritization to guide health research, insufficient funding, ineffective transfer of knowledge to policy and practice, limited availability of research facilities, and limited national and international research collaboration. Occupied countries and countries in a state of conflict, such as Palestine, face additional barriers, such as personal and social security, lack of control of borders and natural resources, travel and movement restrictions, and confidentiality challenges because of the continuing war conditions and occupation. However, there have been success stories in the EMR regarding research publications and their positive and effective impact on policy and decision-makers. To improve research resilience and public health care in the region, a collaborative approach involving institutions, policymakers, and relevant stakeholders is critical.
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Introduction

Public health research plays a critical role in strengthening health systems, improving their performance and public health impact, and adding value to society, as it provides critical information regarding disease trends, risk factors, outcomes of treatments or health interventions, patterns of care, and health care use and costs [1]. The importance of building research capacity in low-and middle-income countries (LMICs) has been recognized for well over 2 decades. The 1990 Commission on Health Research for Development reported that strengthening research capacity in LMICs is “one of the most powerful, cost-effective and sustainable means of advancing health and development” [2]. Indeed, locally led health research is important in overcoming global health barriers and challenges in LMICs [3].
Researchers usually initiate research studies with the best of intentions. However, the research process may face several challenges that hinder attempts for achieving successful results, especially in a region as diverse and facing as many political and financial challenges as the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR), which includes 22 countries as defined by the World Health Organization [4]. Therefore, research efforts and capacities in the EMR must be comprehensively reviewed within a national, regional, and global context.

This viewpoint aims to share insights from a roundtable discussion on the challenges and barriers facing public health research in the EMR, in particular the LMICs, and share views on what can be done to strengthen research capacity and improve research quality and productivity in the EMR.

**Roundtable Description**

**Overview**

A roundtable session was held on November 18, 2021, as part of the Seventh Eastern Mediterranean Public Health Network (EMPHNET) Regional Conference. The conference was attended by many experts from ministries of health, academic institutions, and public health institutes who represent most of the EMR. The roundtable brought together a panel of public health experts representing Global Health Development (GHD)|EMPHNET affiliates, universities or academia, and research institutions at regional and global levels. It provided a space for sharing insights on the challenges and barriers to research in the EMR and how research agenda can be supported by strengthening research capacity and increasing research productivity and quality in the region. The roundtable included oral presentations and an interactive discussion of questions and comments from participants. The following topics were presented to address the roundtable objectives: barriers and challenges to public health research in the EMR and strategies for improvement; investing in public health research and the COVID-19 response; a perspective from Qatar; public health research under occupation; an example from Palestine; and public health research in the EMR and the contribution of GHD|EMPHNET.

**Public Health Research in the EMR**

Public health research and scientific production coming from the Middle East remains well below the world average and has not increased significantly over time [5]. The global share of EMR health research publications is much smaller than its global share of population or wealth. Between the years 2004 and 2013, the EMR contributed to only 0.85%-2.36% of total PubMed publications in health, and only 5 countries in the region accounted for 80% of the total publications: the Islamic Republic of Iran (39%), Egypt (14%), Saudi Arabia (11%), Tunisia (8%), and Pakistan (8%) [6]. Additionally, even though the population of the EMR has reached nearly 745 million people [4], only 2.35 articles were published per 100,000 population per year during 2003 to 2013 [6]. The low number of publications and lack of a comprehensive contribution from all countries in the EMR can be attributed to the several challenges faced in the region.

**Barriers and Challenges to Public Health Research in the EMR and Strategies for Improvement**

Table 1 illustrates some of the challenges and barriers affecting the quality, capacity, and productivity of research in the EMR, including strategies for mitigating these barriers and improving overall research in the region.
Table 1. Barriers facing research in the Eastern Mediterranean Region and strategies for improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Possible strategies for improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of an identified research agenda based on emerging priorities [7-9]</td>
<td>• Set national research priorities and raise awareness about the importance of research for evidence-based decisions and policies [7,10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Limited national and regional strategies for health research, and a lack of national policies and regulations that govern the conduct of health research [7,9,11] | • Adopt national plans, strategies, and policies for effective health research [10]  
  • Adopt a regional strategy between supranational organizations and groupings to steer improvements in health research and encourage effective research stewardship in the Eastern Mediterranean Region [11] |
| Ineffective knowledge transfer to policy and practice [7,9,11]         | • Build capacities of policymakers to demand information for decision-making and carry out informed decision-making [12]  
  • Develop knowledge translation platforms to support the dissemination of evidence-based data and facilitate the dialogue between researchers, policymakers, and relevant stakeholders [13] |
| Limited availability of research facilities, equipment, and resources [9] | • Foster an appropriate and effective research environment by advocating for national investment in public health infrastructure, such as research infrastructure and resources (libraries, scientific literature, communication facilities) [11,14], and maintain it by encouraging regional collaboration of countries with different resource levels. |
| Limited collaboration between research institutions and other national, regional, and international research institutions [9] | • Develop and share a database of researchers and their expertise [15]  
  • Build capacities in grant writing and ensure that researchers from the region engage in international platforms, including conferences and meetings, to advocate for the Eastern Mediterranean Region’s issues [16] |
| Insufficient human resource capacity regarding research skills and competencies; lack of overall human resources [9,17,18] | • Building capacities in research should be tied to the educational system, especially higher education. Academic research centers or institutes should focus on capacity building, improving scientific writing or publishing, health research proposal writing or funding, and quantitative and qualitative research methods. Continuous learning should be adopted as a strategy to build research capacities [19]  
  • Organize training courses for researchers and editors, such as “train the trainers” courses [20] |
| Limited national and regional research funding and ongoing sustainability of funding [8,11] | • Establish a research finance system using innovative revenue generation [21]  
  • Advocate for funding through shared causes and engaging with the media [22] |
| Inadequate mentorship [9]                                              | • Provide recognition and long-term funded positions to mentors [23]  
  • When mentoring is locally unavailable, peer mentorship or institutional exchange or partnerships can be implemented [24] |
| Difficulties in retaining qualified researchers, research assistants, and associates (brain drain). As well as a lack of motivation and incentives to encourage researchers to conduct and engage in public health research [25] | • To discourage brain drain, countries should ensure an entire ecosystem exists that supports and strengthens research, including making available research support (funding), human resource support (qualified research assistants), opportunities for dissemination and networking, physical infrastructure, and research compliance mechanisms [26]  
  • Provide higher salaries and link research production and publication to academic promotion [27] |

Fostering and promoting an efficient environment appropriate for health research is required for planning, designing, and implementing research, disseminating evidence-based data, and translating the findings into evidence-informed policies and decisions [7]. One of the challenges facing the advancement of research in most countries in the EMR is that health and health research are not seen as a priority in terms of funding by most governments, the private sector, or the third sector (organizations). Investments in research systems are low in comparison to health in general [11]. Evidence has shown that research and development in the EMR is among the lowest in the world with an average of 0.3% of the region’s gross domestic product, which is well below world leaders such as Japan (2.8%) and the United Kingdom (1.8%) [8]. Research institutions conducting quantitative or qualitative research are receiving limited national, regional, and international funds [11]. The limitations in national funding can be due to national governments and policymakers allocating limited budgets for health research [2,8,11], policymakers being unaware of the value and importance of health research in improving public health and health systems, lack of engagement of policymakers in health research, and lack of a national health strategy and policies that define research priorities and guide health research in the region [7,9,11]. Indeed, previous research has shown that only 3 out of 10 EMR countries had reported setting national research priorities and only 2 countries had a national health research policy in place [5,8]. Additionally, it has been shown
that only 29.3% of research institutions in the EMR reported having policymakers as part of their advisory board [11]. The low rate of investment of governments in health research is becoming apparent in the productivity of health research in the EMR. Previous research has shown that the research productivity of the EMR is very low next to international comparators (Europe, the Americas, and the Western Pacific). The EMR is only comparable to Africa and Southeast Asia. However, it is still behind the latter [28,29]. Additionally, research productivity in the EMR is not evenly distributed among countries, with Egypt and Pakistan contributing around 62% of the articles in the Index Medicus, while Afghanistan, Djibouti, and Somalia have not contributed any articles to the Index Medicus [30]. Evidence has shown that the publishing of biomedical and health research is directly linked to the state of socioeconomic development and political situation of the country [31,32]. The 3 countries that have contributed the least are among the least developed in the world. Somalia specifically has been experiencing a protracted emergency (a civil war) since the 1990s. The civil war, accompanied by famine and population displacement, has severely affected Somalia’s health system. In 2010, the transition to recovery of the health system organization, regulation, and workforce development began, with the institution of a transitional federal government. This transition created opportunities to initiate the pursuit of universal health coverage. During this phase, around 25 academic institutions with undergraduate medical or health courses and a few master’s courses were operationalized, in addition to reviving the collaboration between Swedish universities that was offset by the civil war [33,34]. There have been some additional efforts to accelerate and prioritize research in Somalia; for example, in 2022, the Somali National Institute of Health (NIH) and Federal Ministry of Health organized Somalia’s first NIH Health Research Conference in collaboration with multiple actors such as the World Health Organization, the Alliance for Health Policy and Systems Research, the Public Health Agency of Sweden, the African Field Epidemiology Network, Somali universities, the Somali-Swedish Research Cooperation Initiative, and the Somali Swedish Researchers’ Association [35]. The conference placed research at the forefront to accelerate progress toward universal health coverage [35]. The Somali Health Action Journal, established in collaboration between Somalia and Swedish universities, was showcased during the conference. The Somali Health Action Journal offers an open-access dissemination platform for addressing Somalia’s health challenges [35,36]. Despite all these efforts, Somalia’s national health system remains fragile, and national public health research is an essential component toward health system resilience.

Another barrier to a resilient public health system in the EMR is that research agendas in LMICs are set by international funders rather than local research institutions. Furthermore, the research implemented in LMICs is mainly led by researchers from high-income countries (HICs), with little contribution from LMIC researchers [9]. The small contribution from LMICs in conducting the research can create what is known as “parachute research,” where research is collected in LMICs but further work is carried out in HIC research institutions. This can severely diminish research capacity development [37] within the EMR and implement priorities that match the funder’s priorities than the actual health needs of the region [17].

The research in the EMR experience from lack of knowledge dissemination and transfer to policy [9], lack of national policies and regulations that govern the conduct of research [7,9,11], brain drain of researchers to HICs [25], lack of mentorship [9], and insufficient human resource competencies and skills [9,17]. For research to be effective in the EMR, a systems approach to capacity building should be adopted [38]. This approach addresses the national research system on 3 levels: macro, institutional, and individual. For health research to contribute to the reduction of health inequalities, research must be conducted on the basis of a research system that has well-defined goals and priorities [39]. To develop such a resilient system, countries must invest in capacity building at the macro level, where leadership and management skills are fostered [40]. At the institutional level, countries must focus on fostering an appropriate and effective research environment for their researchers. For example, having adequate and appropriate research infrastructure and resources (scientific literature, communication facilities) and maintaining the continuity of funding [14]. The individual level focuses on building technical competence (in data analysis and protocol development) but also builds the individual’s capacities in other aspects of research such as priority setting, networking and leadership, disseminating and translating knowledge, and partnership development. This level is not only targeted at researchers but must include other stakeholders, such as decision-makers, health workers, research managers, and community members [14].

The unstable political leadership in the EMR is another significant barrier for public health research. In countries with unstable political leadership, research funding and priorities are inconsistent and unpredictable, making it difficult for researchers to plan and conduct their work effectively. Additionally, political instability can create an environment of insecurity and uncertainty, which can discourage international collaboration and investment in research. Political instability can also lead to brain drain, as researchers may leave the country in search of more stable and supportive research environments.

**Public Health Research Under Occupation: An Example From Palestine**

It is evident that colonial structures where indigenous people live foster material and social inequalities, which lead to health disparities that persist over several generations. Diminished life expectancy, a disproportionate burden of communicable and noncommunicable diseases, social violence, and addiction have been linked to colonial structures [11]. “Research has increasingly established that poor health outcomes in Indigenous peoples, and the health disparities realized by Indigenous peoples in almost all sectors of life as compared with their nonindigenous counterparts, stem from or are related to colonial disruptions and ongoing erosion of human rights” [41]. Therefore, encouraging research in such countries is critical for the advancement of the health of indigenous people. However, public health research is severely affected in occupied countries such as Palestine, where fragmentation of communities, land,
and the health system and dependence on international aid are prevalent.

Despite the benefits of research in conflict zones, researchers are faced with challenges at every step of the research process, from conducting fieldwork and disseminating research findings to the repatriation of researchers [40]. Researchers conducting research in occupied countries such as Palestine are faced with the abovementioned barriers and challenges. However, due to the continuing war conditions and the Israeli military occupation in Palestine [42], they are also faced with personal and social security and confidentiality challenges. For example, safety is a significant issue facing both researchers and communities in conflict zones. Researchers should sometimes avoid the use of participatory methods such as the gathering of many people in one place, as they represent high-risk strategies in areas subject to military aggression [14]. Researchers must also be reflective on where and how they conduct research, what they talk about, and who they talk to to avoid jeopardizing communities’ safety. Researchers must be thoroughly trained on how to conduct research in conflict zones and should develop adequate skills and competencies that allow them to accurately assess the political situation. They should be able to identify which topics are too sensitive to talk about and can therefore put lives in the communities at risk [14,43]. Additional obstacles related to conducting research in occupied countries include a lack of control of borders and natural resources and travel and movement restrictions. This may affect sample transportation to other countries and purchasing equipment needed for research, causing delays and affecting the research timelines and outcomes. Finally, the dependence on international aid to fund health research, which may have its own research agenda, may not be compatible with occupied countries’ research needs and agendas.

Communities living in conflict zones might revert to a strategy of silence, where they keep a low profile and mind their own business to protect themselves from militarized violence, including ethnic cleansing and demonstrative killings. Reverting to silence might also be a coping mechanism used by traumatized individuals. Therefore, researchers must be aware of the sensitivity of the collected information and the fears of the communities and respect the boundaries of the individuals. Researchers might be faced with challenges when it comes to disseminating such sensitive information for the greater good of these communities without risking the welfare of research subjects [14].

Researchers must follow the “do no harm” strategy in conflict zones to reduce the negative impact of research. This strategy requires the selection of well-trained and mature researchers that are aware of ethical dilemmas. It also involves a balance between insider and outsider researchers with relevant ethnic backgrounds and language, cultural sensitivity, and religious skills. Researchers are required to blend in with their surroundings, keep a low profile, prepare methodological contingency plans, frequently monitor the political situation, analyze risk, obtain informed consent, and maintain confidentiality [14,43].

Benefits of Investing in Public Health Research: A Perspective From Qatar

Despite the challenges that face the EMR, there have been some success stories. Qatar’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic has been effective due to a number of factors, including the use of high-quality epidemiological and clinical data to support the national response efforts. In the first wave of COVID-19, the number of COVID-19 cases in Qatar was especially high among craft and manual workers living in dormitory-like conditions. However, case fatality has been among the lowest globally [7]. The success of the national COVID-19 response can be attributed to the interplay of a number of factors, including (1) linking science to policy through a multi-stakeholder platform as part of an effective governance mechanism, where scientific evidence was used to direct appropriate public health and health care measures against the pandemic; (2) providing rapid and flexible research funding (the Qatar National Research Fund established a rapid response call, offering researchers grants of up to US $27,460 each for impactful 3-month projects related to COVID-19, and Qatar University offered an emergency response grant of up to US $39,000 for each COVID-19–related research project); (3) readying infrastructure for infectious disease research ahead of the pandemic, including the biosafety level 3 laboratory at Qatar University; and (4) ensuring the availability of centralized and complete data, where the national SARS-CoV-2 databases are integrated using a digital health information platform [44]. Because of these factors, scientists from Qatar were able to contribute to international scholarship on the unfolding pandemic through a number of high-profile publications. It was seen that gains made in COVID-19 research in terms of data access were linked to policy, and collaboration should be sustained and implemented in other research areas.

Contribution of GHD|EMPHNET to Public Health Research

Despite the many challenges and barriers that face the EMR, GHD|EMPHNET was able to contribute to the improvement of the region’s public health resilience and strengthen public health researchers’ capacities. GHD|EMPHNET supports researchers through a hybrid model, where face-to-face and preconference workshops, Zoom, and Microsoft Team meetings are carried out whenever possible. For example, GHD|EMPHNET’s knowledge exchange network creates a space for field epidemiology training program residents and graduates to share and exchange their ideas, discuss their work, learn from one another, and improve their skills through continuous collaboration. It also provides technical support to researchers. It has formed a research group targeting priority areas that involves a core team of lead researchers and more than 40 coresearchers. It has also published its own e-book and its fair share of case studies and papers. GHD|EMPHNET launched its own webinar initiative, the EMPHNET WEBi series, that serves as a web-based dialogue opportunity to bring together a wide range of audiences. Its objectives are to enhance relationship and coordination between countries, stakeholders, and partners; maximize the use of available measures to enhance and develop public health expertise, capacity, and community awareness; and to disseminate information and knowledge applicable to the public health and EMR priorities and needs.
Conclusions

There are many challenges and barriers facing public health research capacity, quality, and productivity in the EMR. The identified challenges in the EMR are a lack of national health strategy and policies that define research priorities and guide health research, lack of funding, lack of effective knowledge transfer to policy and practice, limited availability of research facilities and resources, limited national and international research collaboration, inadequate competencies of human resources, brain drain, and inadequate mentorship. Researchers conducting research in conflict contexts are faced with more challenges compared to many other settings, such as social security and confidentiality barriers. However, there have been success stories in the EMR regarding research publication and its positive and effective impact on policy- and decision-makers. To improve research resilience and public health care in the region, a collaborative approach involving institutions, policymakers, and relevant stakeholders is critical.

Recommendations and Key Areas for Improvement

- Public health research capacity and competencies can be improved through collaborative work with local research teams. Collaboration with research team members and coauthors from credible international universities leads to improvements in research capacities and strengthens research in the region.
- In a conflict country, efforts to contribute to public health research in contexts of violence and political and economic oppression are of priority to the region, are highly valued by the global research community, and may merit the granting of research funds.
- Research in conflict areas needs to investigate the needs of people living in such areas and consequently the appropriate responses to their needs. Therefore, a framework should be developed to assist researchers committed to ethical decision-making.
- Official guidelines on data sharing should be developed, should be clear and consistent, and should balance between making data available and accessible to researchers and safeguarding privacy. A centralized mechanism such as a secretariat or a commission should monitor and facilitate data sharing among various stakeholders for efficient and fair use of data for the health of the community.
- Universities must make research skills and competencies part of the curriculum for undergraduate students. Efforts should be made to mentor undergraduate students and develop their research competencies. Mentors should be given incentives to encourage mentorship. Furthermore, universities should develop better archival databases and consequently provide better access to up-to-date data for their students.
- Research institutions must focus on developing a research capacity educational program such as “train the trainer,” where institutions adopting such a program must be flexible and willing to revise the plan if faced with barriers and challenges.
- Knowledge transfer frameworks and programs should be developed and implemented for collaborative knowledge transfer between researchers, policymakers, and other relevant stakeholders to facilitate the linkage of science to policy.
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Abstract

Background: The strategic plan of the Ethiopian Ministry of Health recommends an electronic medical record (EMR) system to enhance health care delivery and streamline data systems. However, only a few exhaustive systematic reviews and meta-analyses have been conducted on the degree of EMR use in Ethiopia and the factors influencing success. This will emphasize the factors that make EMR effective and increase awareness of its widespread use among future implementers in Ethiopia.

Objective: This study aims to determine the pooled estimate of EMR use and success determinants among health professionals in Ethiopia.

Methods: We developed a protocol and searched PubMed, Web of Sciences, African Journals OnLine, Embase, MEDLINE, and Scopus to identify relevant studies. To assess the quality of each included study, we used the Joanna Briggs Institute quality assessment tool using 9 criteria. The applicable data were extracted using Microsoft Excel 2019, and the data were then analyzed using Stata software (version 11; StataCorp). The presence of total heterogeneity across included studies was calculated using the index of heterogeneity $I^2$ statistics. The pooled size of EMR use was estimated using a random effect model with a 95% CI.

Results: After reviewing 11,026 research papers, 5 papers with a combined total of 2439 health workers were included in the evaluation and meta-analysis. The pooled estimate of EMR usage in Ethiopia was 51.85% (95% CI 37.14%-66.55%). The subgroup study found that the northern Ethiopian region had the greatest EMR utilization rate (58.75%) and that higher (54.99%) utilization was also seen in publications published after 2016. Age groups <30 years, access to an EMR manual, EMR-related training, and managerial support were identified factors associated with EMR use among health workers.

Conclusions: The use of EMR systems in Ethiopia is relatively low. Belonging to a young age group, accessing an EMR manual, receiving EMR-related training, and managerial support were identified as factors associated with EMR use among health workers. As a result, to increase the use of EMRs by health care providers, it is essential to provide management support and an EMR training program and make the EMR manual accessible to health professionals.
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**Introduction**

**Background**

Health information technology has transformed and improved health care delivery worldwide. Health information technology has been used for patient administration and management in health care systems. The electronic medical record (EMR) is widely regarded as a critical health information technology tool for improving the quality of medical care [1]. EMRs are computerized patient record systems introduced in the early 1970s to collect, store, and display patient information [2,3]. EMRs can include a variety of clinical services units, such as test ordering, consultation, e-prescription, decision support system, digital imaging, and telemedicine, while protecting patient privacy and confidentiality [4-6].

Implementing the EMR system is the priority agenda in both high-income and resource-limited countries [7]. The adoption of EMRs is a prerequisite for improving clinical decision-making as well as the privacy and security of patients’ information [1]. The perceived benefits that EMRs could provide for the health care system include the following: safety, the organization of patient information, coordination of care, communication, health history, timely access to medical information, and the effectiveness of care [7-9]. Furthermore, evidence shows that EMRs can improve data quality by recording patient information and performing health care functions [8]. This prompted health administrators to develop a program to promote the use of EMRs in the health care system. However, a small proportion of low-income countries have successfully implemented national health information systems.

The Ethiopian Ministry of Health, with the assistance of various nongovernmental organizations, adapted the SmartCare EMR system as a national EMR system for all hospitals and scaled it up to additional hospitals and regions [10,11]. However, individual studies report that this EMR system is underused in Ethiopia, and the system faces sustainability challenges. According to a survey of the comprehensive evaluation of EMR systems in 5 Ethiopian hospitals, only about 31.7% of the participants used EMRs [7]. Similar studies in eastern Ethiopia revealed that EMRs are being used optimally [2]. Another study in the northwestern part of Ethiopia found that only 46.5% of participants used hospital EMR systems [11]. The main reasons for low utilization are implementation challenges and a lack of preimplementation measures, such as EMR readiness, knowledge of EMR, attitude toward EMR, and preimplementation training [2,10,11].

Ethiopia is currently implementing several initiatives to address the abovementioned challenges and strengthen national e-health systems to improve health data availability, accessibility, quality, and use in decision-making processes [12]. The strategic plan calls for an EMR system to streamline data systems and improve the health care delivery [13]. However, only a few comprehensive systematic reviews and meta-analyses are available on the level of EMR use in Ethiopia and the factors that influence its success. As a result, determining the combined level of use and identifying determinants affecting health professionals’ EMR use is critical in confirming its optimal integration and ultimately measuring the benefits within the health care system.

**Objective**

This study is unique as it aims to expand our knowledge of the combined level of EMR usage by a health practitioner and offers important recommendations for the effective, efficient, and desirable integration of EMR systems into the Ethiopian health care system.

In our review, we specifically looked into the following questions:

- What is the pooled level of EMR use in Ethiopia?
- What are the determinant factors for EMR use in Ethiopia?

**Methods**

**Reporting**

This study followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines in its design and reporting (Multimedia Appendix 1) [14].

**Search Strategy and Study Selection**

We developed a protocol and searched PubMed, MEDLINE, Web of Sciences, African Journals OnLine, EMBASE, and Scopus to research EMR use and determinants in Ethiopia. To find publications, the following search strategy is used to do extensive searches in web-based databases: ['“electronic medical record” OR ‘electronic health record” OR ‘electronic patient record” OR ‘Decision Support Systems’] AND ['determinant’ OR ‘associated factors’ OR ‘barriers’].

**Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria**

Studies investigating the utilization and determinants of EMR systems in Ethiopia by the end of June 2022 were considered eligible. Studies that were published in English, in peer-reviewed journals, or as freely accessible full-text publications in the grey literature were all included in this analysis. However, studies without full text and with data that are difficult to extract, studies that are not published in English, studies that do not categorize outcome variables, and studies that do not reflect EMR use in Ethiopia were excluded from this analysis.

**Measurement of the Outcome Variable**

The main objectives of this review are to determine the pooled prevalence of EMR use and its determinants. EMR use was assessed based on published literature, with a category of “utilized” or “not utilized.” The review’s second outcome variable sought to uncover factors associated with Ethiopian health workers’ use of EMR systems, which were measured using the odds ratio. The odds ratio for each identified factor was determined using the binary outcome data provided by each primary study.

**Data Extraction and Management**

Two authors (MDT and SMW) used Microsoft Excel to extract all the essential parameters independently. The first author’s last name, year of publication, region, study area, study design, study population, sample size, percentage of EMR use with standard error, and determinant factors that affect utilization...
with the standard error were all extracted from each study. The disagreements between the two authors were resolved through discussion.

**Quality Appraisal of the Individual Studies**

Two authors appraised each study’s quality independently (MDT and TMY). To assess the quality of each included study, we used the Joanna Briggs Institute quality assessment tool using 9 criteria [15]. The tool mainly included (1) an appropriate sample frame; (2) an appropriate sampling strategy; (3) an adequate sample size; (4) a description of the study subjects and setting; (5) data analysis conducted with sufficient coverage; (6) valid methods for condition identification; (7) the condition measured in a standard, reliable way for all participants; (8) appropriate statistical analysis; and (9) an adequate response rate. Each item was given a rating of “yes,” “not reported,” or “not appropriate.” Finally, the total quality score was assigned based on the number of “yes” responses per study. Papers with a rating of 5 or above out of 9 were included in the final review (Multimedia Appendix 2).

**Data Processing and Analysis**

The relevant data were extracted using Microsoft Excel 2019. The data were then analyzed using Stata software (version 11; StataCorp). The pooled size of EMR use was estimated using a random effect model with a 95% CI [16]. The percentage of total variation across studies was calculated using the index of heterogeneity $I^2$ statistics [17]. Due to the heterogeneity of the included studies ($I^2>75\%$ and $P<.05$), the data were divided into subgroups according to the study region and year of publication. This was due to the highly diverse study regions and publication years of the included research. As a result, the random differences between the point estimations in the primary research are reduced. Researchers employed Egger’s regression test and funnel plot analysis to identify publication bias [18,19]. $P<.05$ was considered a statistically significant publication bias in Egger’s test.

**Results**

**Search Results**

A total of 11,026 articles on the use and determinants of EMRs in Ethiopia were found in PubMed, MEDLINE, Web of Sciences, African Journals OnLine, EMBASE, and Scopus. From the total number of retrieved studies, 623 papers were removed due to duplication, and 10,383 publications were excluded after being evaluated based on their titles and abstracts. The remaining 20 full-text publications were assessed for eligibility, with 15 articles further excluded based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Finally, only 5 publications were included in the final meta-analysis based on the predefined criteria and quality assessment (Figure 1).
Characteristics of Included Studies
This meta-analysis and systematic review included a total of 2439 health professionals. The number of studies with the smallest and largest sample sizes was 412 and 606, respectively. Among the included primary studies, 2 studies were undertaken in the eastern Ethiopia [2,20], 1 in northwest Ethiopia’s Amhara region [11], 1 in the Tigray region [21], and 1 in Ethiopia’s capital, Addis Ababa [7]. As shown in Table 1, these 5 original studies were published between early December 2014 and November 2021. All included studies used an institutional-based cross-sectional study design to estimate the use of EMR systems, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of primary cross-sectional studies included in the meta-analysis of the use of electronic medical records among health professionals in Ethiopia, 2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author and publication year</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Study area</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
<th>Quality a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oumer et al [2], 2021</td>
<td>Harari region and Dire Dawa</td>
<td>Eastern Ethiopia</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mekonnen et al [20], 2021</td>
<td>Harari region</td>
<td>Harari Regional State</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biruk et al [11], 2014</td>
<td>Amhara</td>
<td>Northwest Ethiopia</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yehualashet et al [21], 2015</td>
<td>Tigray</td>
<td>Ayder Referral Hospital</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilahun et al [7], 2015</td>
<td>Addis Ababa</td>
<td>Addis Ababa</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a To assess the quality of each included study, we used the Joanna Briggs Institute quality assessment tool using 9 criteria.

The Pooled Utilization of EMR System in Ethiopia

The pooled estimate of EMR use in Ethiopia from 5 studies [2,7,11,20,21] was 51.85% (95% CI 37.14%-66.55%; Figure 2). The included studies were found to be heterogeneous ($I^2$>75% and $P<.05$) [22]. Subgroup analysis is done based on the study location and publication year due to high heterogeneity across the included studies ($I^2$=98.3% and $P<.001$; Figure 2).

According to the subgroup study, the northern Ethiopia region ranked highest in EMR use (58.75%), followed by the Eastern portions of Ethiopia (54.99%) and the Addis Ababa region (31.70%; Table 2). Furthermore, disparities in publication time were identified, with current publications on the use of EMRs being higher (54.99%) than the research published before 2016 (49.75%), as shown in Table 2.

Figure 2. Forest plot displaying a pooled estimate of electronic medical record use among health professionals in Ethiopia. ES: Effect Size.
Table 2. Subgroup analysis by study location and publication year of electronic medical record use among health professionals in Ethiopia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable and subgroup</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
<th>Sample size, n</th>
<th>Prevalence (95% CI)</th>
<th>$I^2$ (%)</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study location</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Ethiopia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>54.99 (30.10-79.88)</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ethiopia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>58.75 (34.74-82.76)</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addis Ababa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>31.70 (27.26-66.55)</td>
<td>___a ___</td>
<td>___ — ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year of publication</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before 2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1529</td>
<td>49.75 (27.50-72.00)</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 2016</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>54.99 (30.10-79.88)</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SNot applicable.

Sensitivity Analysis and Publication Bias

Sensitivity analysis revealed that the overall effect sizes remained stable with the deletion of any of the studies from the analysis without a notable improvement in heterogeneity (Table 3). A funnel plot and Egger’s regression test were used to investigate potential publication bias. As a result, the funnel plot is symmetric, indicating no publishing bias because all of the research falls inside the triangular region (Figure 3). Furthermore, Egger’s regression test results revealed no evidence of publication bias ($P$=.30; Table 4).

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis results for the 5 studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study omitted</th>
<th>Estimates (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$I^2$ (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oumer et al [2], 2021</td>
<td>47.89 (31.43-64.35)</td>
<td>98.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mekonnen et al [20], 2021</td>
<td>54.23 (36.36-72.10)</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biruk et al [11], 2014</td>
<td>53.18 (34.30-72.07)</td>
<td>98.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yehualashet et al [21], 2015</td>
<td>47.04 (32.82-61.27)</td>
<td>97.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilahun et al [7], 2015</td>
<td>56.87 (42.56-71.19)</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>51.85 (37.14-66.55)</td>
<td>98.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Funnel plot to test publication bias of the 5 included studies.
Factor Associated With the Use of EMR Systems

Some of the factors associated with the use of EMRs were quantitatively pooled in this systematic review and meta-analysis. In contrast, others were not because the independent variables were not consistently categorized about the use of EMRs.

Three studies indicated that health professionals who were younger (age groups <30 years) were 2.24 times (adjusted odds ratio [AOR]=2.24, 95% CI 1.36-3.68) more likely to use EMR compared to those whose age group was greater than or equal to 30 years. The included studies were characterized by the presence of heterogeneity ($I^2=60.4\%; P=.08$). Hence a random-effect model analysis was performed in this meta-analysis (Figure 4).

Two studies showed that the presence of an EMR manual has a significant association with the use of EMR systems. The odds of using EMRs were 2.86 times (AOR=2.08, 95% CI 1.47-2.96) higher for health care professionals with EMR manuals compared to those without them. The included studies in this meta-analysis did not exhibit any heterogeneity ($I^2=17.3\%; P=.27$). Consequently, a fixed-effect model analysis was performed (Figure 5).

Two studies showed that training related to EMRs has a significant association with the use of EMR systems. The odds of using EMRs were 3.41 times (AOR=3.41, 95% CI 1.25-9.29) higher for health professionals who routinely received EMR training compared to those who did not. Random effects model analysis was carried out in this meta-analysis because the included studies were characterized by the existence of heterogeneity ($I^2=82.3\%; P=.02$; Figure 6).

Furthermore, 2 studies indicated a significant association between using an EMR system and receiving managerial support. Health care professionals who got managerial support were 2.86 times (AOR=1.70, 95% CI 1.21-2.38) more likely to use EMR systems compared to those who did not get managerial support. There was no heterogeneity among the papers included in this meta-analysis ($I^2=0\%; P=.71$). As a result, a fixed-effect model analysis was carried out (Figure 7).

Table 4. Egger’s test for publication bias of the 5 studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SE of the effect size</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>0.115799</td>
<td>0.4459117</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>-0.9386145 to 1.170213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>2.147455</td>
<td>1.909221</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>-2.367135 to 6.662046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. Forest plot displaying the association between younger age group and use of electronic medical records among health professionals in Ethiopia.

ES: Effect Size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>ES (95% CI)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age &lt;30 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mekonnen et al</td>
<td>1.61 (0.92, 2.81)</td>
<td>32.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ourer et al</td>
<td>1.86 (1.01, 3.42)</td>
<td>30.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yehualashet et al</td>
<td>3.47 (2.18, 5.52)</td>
<td>37.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (I-squared = 60.4%, P=.08)</td>
<td>2.24 (1.36, 3.68)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall (I-squared = 60.4%, P=.08)</td>
<td>2.24 (1.36, 3.68)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis.
Figure 5. Forest plot displaying the association between availability of electronic medical record (EMR) manual and the use of EMR among health professionals in Ethiopia. ES: Effect Size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>ES (95% CI)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Availability of EMR manual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mekonnen et al</td>
<td>1.80 (1.16, 2.79)</td>
<td>64.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yehualasher et al</td>
<td>2.72 (1.51, 4.91)</td>
<td>35.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (I-squared = 17.3%, P = .27)</td>
<td>2.08 (1.47, 2.96)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity between groups: P = .</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall (I-squared = 17.3%, P = .27)</td>
<td>2.08 (1.47, 2.96)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 6.** Forest plot displaying the association between electronic medical record (EMR) training and the use of EMR among health professionals in Ethiopia. ES: Effect Size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>ES (95% CI)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMR training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yehuallashet et al</td>
<td>2.11 (1.30, 3.41)</td>
<td>53.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oumer et al</td>
<td>5.88 (2.93, 11.79)</td>
<td>46.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (I² = 82.3%, P = .01)</td>
<td>3.41 (1.25, 9.29)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall (I² = 82.3%, P = .01)</td>
<td>3.41 (1.25, 9.29)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Weights are from random effects analysis.
**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This systematic review and meta-analysis investigated the use and determinants of the EMR system among health professionals in Ethiopia. Results revealed that the pooled estimate of EMR system use among health care professionals in Ethiopia was 51.85% (95% CI 37.14%-66.55%). We carried out a subgroup analysis based on the study site, where the studies were conducted. In the subgroup study, the northern Ethiopia region had the greatest rate of EMR utilization (58.75%), followed by the eastern parts of Ethiopia (54.99%). Similarly, we also carried out a subgroup analysis based on the year of publication of the original studies. We discovered disparities in publication timing, with current publications on the use of EMRs being higher in percentage (54.99%) than the studies published before 2016 (49.75%).

Furthermore, this analysis was conducted to identify determinants of EMR utilization in Ethiopia. The results showed that health care professionals younger than 30 years, health care professionals with access to an EMR manual, health care professionals with EMR-related training, and health care professionals with managerial support were found to have a positive association with the use of EMR in Ethiopia.

**Comparison With Prior Work**

Despite the lack of a meta-analysis on this topic of research, the use of the EMR system presented in this study is consistent with earlier individual studies conducted in Saudi Arabia (52%) [23]. Our results show a slightly lower rate of EMR use compared to those of studies done in Malawi on central hospitals, which showed that 68.8% of health workers used EMRs for collecting and analyzing clinical data [24]. However, the results of this study show a considerably lower rate of EMR use compared to those of studies conducted in industrialized nations, where the use of EMRs was 98% in Sweden, 88% in France, 88% in Germany, and 70% in Switzerland [25]. The discrepancy may be caused by disparities in information and communications technology infrastructure between lower- and higher-income nations, where in the case of lower-income countries, there is a power outage, limited access to standby
that receiving management assistance has a significant association with the use of EMR systems. Previous research has shown that managerial support is the foundation for increasing the use of EMRs by health care workers [11,31]. This suggests that health administrators must work very hard to enhance the usage of EMRs and encourage their staff to use EMRs to make data-driven decisions that will raise the quality of health services.

Furthermore, our findings showed a strong correlation between receiving EMR training and using EMR systems. This result is consistent with earlier studies that discovered EMR system training positively impacted using the EMR system [32-34]. According to this finding, the health care system’s adoption of health information technology may be strongly impacted by ongoing EMR and basic computer training. This recommends that the Ethiopian Ministry of Health should get ready to give thorough end-user training packages for medical staff to increase the level of EMR use and ensure its successful implementation.

Limitations
We are aware that there are certain limitations to this review. The review’s primary challenge is the small number of included studies. Additionally, because of the varied categorization of factors in the included study, the pooled odds ratio for all variables associated with using EMRs by health workers was not evaluated. Furthermore, since all of the included papers were facility-based cross-sectional studies, the quality of the evidence and the generalization of the findings may be diminished. However, we tried to produce high-quality evidence by evaluating each included study’s quality using 9 criteria from the Joanna Briggs Institute’s quality evaluation tool.

Conclusions
The use of EMR systems in Ethiopia is relatively low. This study provides strong evidence for future implementers to pay close attention to improving health professionals’ use of EMRs after implementation. This can be accomplished by making the EMR manual available to health practitioners, offering an EMR training program, and providing managerial support.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic diseases, including cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and cerebrovascular diseases, contribute to the most significant disease burden worldwide, negatively impacting patients and their family members. People with chronic diseases have common modifiable behavioral risk factors, including smoking, alcohol overconsumption, and unhealthy diets. Digital-based interventions for promoting and sustaining behavioral changes have flourished in recent years, although evidence of the cost-effectiveness of such interventions remains inconclusive.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to investigate the cost-effectiveness of digital health interventions for behavioral changes among people with chronic diseases.

Methods: This systematic review evaluated published studies focused on the economic evaluation of digital tools for behavioral change among adults with chronic diseases. We followed the Population, Intervention, Comparator, and Outcomes framework to retrieve relevant publications from 4 databases: PubMed, CINAHL, Scopus, and Web of Science. We used the Joanna Briggs Institute’s criteria for economic evaluation and randomized controlled trials to assess the risk of bias in the studies. Two researchers independently screened, assessed the quality, and extracted data from the studies selected for the review.

Results: In total, 20 studies published between 2003 and 2021 fulfilled our inclusion criteria. All the studies were conducted in high-income countries. These studies used telephones, SMS text messaging, mobile health apps, and websites as digital tools for behavior change communication. Most digital tools for interventions focused on diet and nutrition (17/20, 85%) and physical activity (16/20, 80%), and a few focused on smoking and tobacco control (8/20, 40%), alcohol reduction (6/20, 30%), and reduction of salt intake (3/20, 15%). Most studies (17/20, 85%) used the health care payer perspective for economic analysis, and only 15% (3/20) used the societal perspective. Only 45% (9/20) of studies conducted a full economic evaluation. Most studies (7/20, 35%) based on full economic evaluation and 30% (6/20) of studies based on partial economic evaluation found digital health interventions to be cost-effective and cost-saving. Most studies had short follow-ups and failed to include proper indicators for economic evaluation, such as quality-adjusted life-years, disability-adjusted life-years, lack of discounting, and sensitivity analysis.

Conclusions: Digital health interventions for behavioral change among people with chronic diseases are cost-effective in high-income settings and can therefore be scaled up. Similar evidence from low- and middle-income countries based on properly designed studies for cost-effectiveness evaluation is urgently required. A full economic evaluation is needed to provide robust evidence for the cost-effectiveness of digital health interventions and their potential for scaling up in a wider population. Future studies should follow the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence recommendations to take a societal perspective, apply discounting, address parameter uncertainty, and apply a lifelong time horizon.
Introduction

Background

Chronic diseases are long-lasting conditions that do not improve or cure completely over time. Chronic diseases are the leading cause of death worldwide. According to the World Health Organization, ischemic heart disease, stroke, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are the top 3 causes, whereas diabetes mellitus (DM) is the ninth leading cause of death globally [1]. In the Global Burden of Disease study (2016), disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) because of ischemic heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, and lower respiratory infections accounted for 16.1% of all DALYs [2]. Approximately 10% of the adult population (≥40 years) had COPD [3]. In recent decades, the disease burden has shifted sharply toward noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) and injuries [4]. Between 1999 and 2019, ischemic heart disease, diabetes, stroke, chronic kidney disease, lung cancer, and age-related hearing loss showed the most substantial absolute increase in the number of DALYs, giving rise to the largest burden of disease in older age groups. Although there are several chronic diseases, this study focused on 4 major NCDs: cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), cerebrovascular diseases, COPD, and DM.

These chronic diseases share several risk factors, including tobacco use, unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, and excessive alcohol consumption [5]. The World Health Organization also highlighted that high systolic blood pressure (BP), tobacco use, dietary risks (eg, low intake of fruits and vegetables and high salt intake), air pollution, high fasting plasma glucose, high BMI, and high low-density lipoprotein cholesterol are the major risk factors responsible for millions of deaths worldwide [6]. Over the past decades, global exposure to several highly preventable risks has risen by >0.5% annually (obesity, high blood sugar, alcohol use, and drug use); these factors contribute not only to the growing burden of NCDs but also to the risk factors for a growing number of fatalities and highlight the necessity for investments in public health [7].

In addition to having direct consequences for persons with chronic diseases, chronic physical illnesses may also distort the lives of their families. A study in the Netherlands showed that chronic diseases negatively impact their partners in good health in 4 main areas: personal life, social relations, finance, and intrinsic rewards [8].

Today, smartphone use and internet access have increased significantly, providing the potential to improve health through the use of information technology. The term digital health intervention refers to interventions delivered using digital technologies such as smartphones, websites, and SMS text messages to provide effective, cost-effective, safe, and scalable interventions to enhance health and health care and promote healthy behaviors [9]. Developing complex health service interventions involves the use of behavior change techniques (BCTs). A BCT is “an observable, replicable, and irreducible component of an intervention designed to alter or redirect causal processes that regulate behavior, that is, a technique is proposed to be an active ingredient” [10]. In the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines, interventions for changing unhealthy individual behaviors, such as unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, alcohol overconsumption, unsafe sexual practices, and smoking, are recommended to use evidence-based BCTs strategies such as goal-setting, feedback, and social support [11]. A previous systematic review and meta-analysis concluded that digital health interventions using smartphones, PCs, and wearable devices combined with technologies such as software, mobile apps, and the internet improve healthy behavioral factors such as physical activity (PA), diet, and medication compliance [12].

Knowledge Gap

Despite the well-established evidence of behavioral lifestyle interventions on chronic disease–related morbidity and mortality, particularly when implemented at a population level or in high-risk groups [13], evidence on the cost-effectiveness of digital-based health interventions for NCD prevention and control is inconclusive. Available studies on economic analyses of digital health interventions have shown conflicting evidence and inconsistent findings. One systematic review published in 2002 argued that telemedicine is not a cost-effective method of delivering health care [14], whereas the systematic review by Rojas and Gagnon in 2008 confirmed that telemedicine is cost-effective in general, as it reduces hospital use and improves patient compliance, satisfaction, and quality of life [15]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no cost-effectiveness study combining digital tools and behavioral changes for chronic diseases. This study aimed to determine whether digital tools are cost-effective for lifestyle behavior interventions.

Sustainable Behavior Change for Health Supported by Person-Tailored, Adaptive, Risk-Aware Digital Coaching in a Social Context Project

This study was part of the Sustainable Behavior Change for Health Supported by Person-Tailored, Adaptive, Risk-Aware Digital Coaching in a Social Context (STAR-C) project. It is an interdisciplinary research program aimed at developing and assessing a technical platform that can be used for behavior change interventions targeting CVD prevention through digital coaching. A team of researchers from complementary fields, such as public health, social science, computer science, cardiology, and health economics, designed and implemented this project [16]. The project will run in two phases from 2019 to 2024: (1) a formative intervention design and development phase and (2) an intervention evaluation phase. STAR-C will use gender and equity lenses in all phases of the program [17].

This study assessed the cost-effectiveness of digital health interventions for risk-reduction behavior and provided...
Evidence-based recommendations regarding the health economic evaluation for the STAR-C project.

**Methods**

**Overview**

We conducted this review following the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines. We used the Population, Intervention, Comparator, and Outcomes (PICO) framework to develop the review question to ensure that the relevant components of the question are well defined [18]. This review considered (1) studies that included adults with one or more of the 4 chronic diseases (CVDs, DM, COPD, and cerebrovascular diseases); (2) studies with economic evaluations using digital tools (telemedicine, mobile health [mHealth] apps, web-based, SMS text messaging, telephone consultations in combination with other digital support); and (3) studies that included behavior change interventions (quitting smoking, exercising optimally, taking a healthy diet, and reducing alcohol consumption). The comparators were no intervention, usual care, current practice, counselor-based counseling, or pharmacologic therapy. The following 4 major risk factors for chronic diseases were considered in this study: smoking or tobacco, overconsumption of alcohol, physical inactivity, and unhealthy diet (low intake of fruits and vegetables and excessive salt intake).

Studies were excluded if they were (1) systematic reviews or meta-analyses; (2) irrelevant publication types (editorials, letters, conference papers, commentary, case reports, study protocols, pilot studies, descriptive studies, and ecologic studies); (3) wrong study design (animal and in vitro trials and guidelines); (4) not published in English; (5) no information on outcomes (eg, pure economic studies without clinical or behavioral outcomes) or intervention costs (eg, those with only gross economic benefits were estimated); and (6) interventions using mass media, in addition to any deviation from PICO criteria.

**Types of Health Economic Evaluation**

This review considers both partial and full health economic evaluations. According to Drummond, full economic evaluation is defined as a comparative analysis of alternative courses of action in terms of both their costs (resource use) and consequences (effectiveness), such as cost-benefit analysis (CBA), cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA), and cost-utility analysis (CUA) [19]. Partial economic evaluations either focus solely on costs or resource use without considering costs related to outcomes or focus on both costs and outcomes without comparing alternative interventions such as cost comparison or cost analysis, cost consequence analysis, cost description, outcome description, and cost of illness study [20].

**Search Strategies**

We developed search strategies based on the PICO framework to retrieve the relevant publications. Accordingly, we created 4 separate search blocks, each based on one of the 4 topics: cost-effectiveness, behavior change, digital health intervention, and chronic conditions under study. Controlled vocabulary, including Medical Subject Headings and keywords, was also used in the search to ensure that as many relevant articles as possible were identified using synonyms and truncations in every search block. We used a Boolean operator to expand, exclude, or join keywords, using “AND” and “OR.” We searched the following 4 main bibliographic databases: PubMed, CINAHL, Scopus, and Web of Science. In addition to the web-based search, we manually conducted an extensive literature search using references from retrieved articles or recent results of ongoing studies identified from the database searches. Interested readers can find the detailed search blocks and terms in Multimedia Appendix 1.

**Study Selection**

Initially, retrieved articles from the 4 databases were imported into Endnote on the web, a citation manager, where we removed duplicates before exporting the search results to Rayyan [21], a web-based platform to facilitate collaborative systematic review processes. First, we screened the titles and abstracts of all the search results, guided by our inclusion and exclusion criteria. If a paper was rejected, we recorded the reasons for exclusion. We downloaded all included articles for full-text reviews after the first screening. The full-text papers were again reviewed against the eligibility criteria (Multimedia Appendix 2). Two independent reviewers thoroughly scanned the titles, abstracts, and full texts. Reviewers then compared their independent decisions for inclusion, and disagreements during the review processes were resolved by discussion between the reviewers. The “blind on” option on Rayyan made it impossible to see the decision of another reviewer on a particular abstract, which helped reduce the risk of selection bias during screening.

**Data Extraction**

We extracted data from each selected paper using a data-extraction form. These data included author, setting (country and year), inclusion and exclusion criteria, intervention and control groups, economic perspective, uncertainty consideration (discounting and sensitivity analysis), outcomes, results, and type of behavioral interventions (Multimedia Appendix 3).

**Quality Review (Risk of Bias)**

We appraised the quality of all included papers using the Joanna Briggs Institute criteria for economic evaluation and randomized controlled trials (RCTs; Multimedia Appendices 4 and 5). The economic quality criteria considered were the type of economic study, appropriate valuation of economic and clinical outcomes, uncertainty consideration (discounting), appropriate conclusions, and conflicts of interest. For the RCT criteria, this study considered the similarity of both groups at baseline, the same outcome in both groups, and the appropriate analysis. In terms of economic study design, this study rated full economic evaluation (CEA, CUA, and CBA) as high quality and others as low quality. A study was rated high quality if it used actual costs rather than estimated costs. The economic outcome of the study should be feasible for full economic analysis (eg, cost per quality-adjusted life-years [QALY] or DALY, cost per life-year saved, cost per clinical outcome, etc) to produce good quality. If the study period was >1 year, discounting should be included. This study used the NICE scale from the lowest to highest risk.
of bias to provide a qualitative appraisal [22]. The review used 10 criteria (a combination of economic and RCT criteria) for quality appraisal. Studies with ≥3 unfavorable responses (e.g., no) were considered a high risk of bias. In comparison, we considered studies with 2 unfavorable responses a medium risk, and studies with 1 or no unfavorable responses were considered a low risk.

Cost-effectiveness Appraisal
We assessed the cost-effectiveness of each study based on the cost-effectiveness threshold (CET) determined per country. Because it was impossible to determine the cost-effectiveness for partial economic studies, this study used the term cost saving or not cost saving, as stated in the respective study. The cost-effectiveness appraisal in this review was based entirely on conclusions of the respective studies.

Results
Study Selection and Characteristics
A total of 675 papers appeared in the initial search results, of which 44 (6.5%) papers were eligible for full-text review, and 20 (3%) papers were included. In general, studies were excluded if they had no cost data, had no digital tools, had no lifestyle or behavior outcomes, had an inappropriate study design, or were study protocols (Figure 1).
Country of Origin

Most papers (12/20, 60%) in this review were from the United States [23-34]. The rest were from Australia (4/20, 20%) [35-38], New Zealand (1/20, 5%) [39], the United Kingdom (1/20, 5%) [40], Italy (1/20, 5%) [41], and 5% (1/20) of studies conducted in 3 countries (the Netherlands, Spain, and Taiwan) [42]. All the studies (20/20, 100%) were conducted in high-income countries. The period of publication of the studies ranged from 2003 to 2021; however, most studies (16/20, 80%) were published after 2010.

Disease Area and Patient Population

Most studies (12/20, 60% and 4/20, 20%) focused on CVD [24-26,29,32-35,38-40,42] (hypertension, ischemic heart disease, myocardial infarction [MI], and heart failure) and DM [28,30,31,37,41]. Overall, 15% (3/20) of other studies focused on CVD and DM [23,36,37], and only 5% (1/20) of studies focused on COPD [27]. No studies on cerebrovascular diseases were included, as none met the eligibility criteria. In most studies (18/20, 90%), the participants were those with one or more of the 4 chronic diseases. Furthermore, 10% (2/20) of studies [23,29] focused on people with a high risk of CVD and...
DM, measured by Framingham Risk Score [43], which included scoring on age, blood lipid profiles, smoking status, and hypertension (which is one of the subcategories of CVD).

Studies on DM included patients with type 1 diabetes (1/20, 5%), type 2 diabetes (2/20, 10%), and DM of nonspecific type. Generally, studies on individuals with severe diseases, complications, comorbidities, or who cannot exercise or have no mobile phone or internet access were excluded. The participants in these studies were aged 18 to 89 years, but 10% (2/20) of studies focused on the older adult (≥60 years) population [23,27].

**Comparator**

We included studies comparing digital health interventions with an alternative strategy representing the existing method of providing health services to the study population or on intervention. Most studies (15/20, 75%) compared key interventions with usual care, home health care, or existing practices. Some studies (3/20, 15%) used health education at the clinic, counselor-delivered counseling, or pharmacological therapies as comparators [26,29,30], and only 10% (2/20) of studies compared interventions with no intervention [23,35].

**Study Design**

Of the 20 studies, 9 (45%) performed full health economics analysis [25,29,30,35,36,38-40,42] using CEA and CUA methods, whereas the remaining 11 (55%) were partial economics studies. Furthermore, 60% (12/20) of studies used RCT design and incorporated economic evaluation. In full health economics studies (7/20, 35%), CUA, which used the QALY as the outcome measure, was the most common method. Only 35% (7/20) of studies [23,25,30,33,35,36,42] used modeling methods such as Markov modeling, event-based simulation, and decision trees. Other studies (13/20, 65%) were embedded in RCT studies.

**Economic Perspective**

An evaluation must specify and justify the perspective taken to measure behavior or lifestyle change programs and health resource use. A societal perspective is recommended by NICE [22], as the goal of public health is to improve the health and well-being of the whole population. Most studies (17/20, 85%) used health care payers as study perspectives, and only 15% (3/20) used a societal perspective [29,41,42].

**Time Horizon**

As this review focuses on chronic diseases, a longer time horizon is needed to measure the effects of costs and health outcomes. UK NICE guidelines prefers a lifetime horizon [22]. All studies (20/20, 100%) had a range of time horizons from 6 months to lifelong. In only 10% (2/20) of studies [35], the time horizon was a lifetime; in 10% (2/20) others [23,36], it was 10 years. Most studies (9/20, 45%) did not mention the time horizon, while for 30% (6/20) of studies, it was between 1 and 5 years; 5% (1/20) of studies used 6 months as the time horizon [38].

**Direct Costs Included**

Program-specific costs, a measure of program administration, program delivery, and program capital costs (eg, the technology needed for web-based interventions), are required. Health care costs, that is, the cost of all relevant health care services, such as general practitioner visits, specialist visits, hospitalizations, diagnostic tests and investigations, medications, and specialized equipment, must be calculated. The actual cost should be based on invoices, receipts, administrative records, and the hospital register rather than patient-estimated costs. All studies (20/20, 100%) in this review used both programs and direct medical costs in their calculations. Program costs differed significantly depending on the country, type, and year of intervention [24]. To make reading easier, all currencies other than US $ are always accompanied by the conversation to US $ (converted values in parentheses).

**Indirect Costs Included**

Studying costs from a societal perspective requires indirect costs, which include the patient’s or caregiver’s productivity loss owing to disease or travel time of the patient to health care services, as well as other home care costs. Of the 20 studies, only 3 (15%) studies [29,41,42] that used a societal perspective included the indirect costs.

**Economic Outcomes**

The incremental costs and outcomes of each health care program must be assessed in an economic evaluation. Accordingly, of the 20 studies, 7 (35%) studies using CUA methods presented incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) values based on the cost per QALY gained to assess the cost-effectiveness of the intervention. Furthermore, 10% (2/20) of other CEA studies showed ICER values using cost per life-year saved and cost per mm Hg reduction in BP. Although the remaining 55% (11/20) of studies did not provide cost-effectiveness information, it is still valuable to determine whether a treatment is justified based on its cost. Reduced use of health care resources is interpreted as evidence of improved outcomes in these studies, and it is usually presented as the average cost-savings per patient.

**Sensitivity Analysis**

Economic assessments should consider at least one sensitivity analysis to determine the robustness of the study results [44]. Nearly half of this review’s studies (9/20, 45%) performed sensitivity analyses, whereas the remaining studies (11/20, 55%) did not. Of the 9 studies with sensitivity analysis, 5 (56%) studies [25,35,36,39,40] performed probabilistic sensitivity analysis by the Monte Carlo simulation method.

**Generalizability of the Result**

Of the 20 studies, only 5 (25%) studies [28,35,37,40,42] discussed that their findings could be generalized to other populations, whereas the other 5 (25%) studies [25,26,29,34,36] did not. In the remaining studies (10/20, 50%), generalizability was not mentioned.

A description of the study characteristics, the economic perspective of the interventions, the results and the cost-effectiveness appraisal of selected studies can be found in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Country and year</th>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
<th>Key intervention</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Cost-effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bertuzzi et al [41]</td>
<td>Italy, 2017</td>
<td>Patients aged 5-50 years with type 1 DM and internet access</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Teleconsultation, tele-education (nutrition, medication, and self-management; n=35)</td>
<td>Usual care (n=39)</td>
<td>Societal</td>
<td>1. No difference in HbA1c 2. Reduced DM complications 3. Saving of €80 per visit (US $89 per visit)</td>
<td>Inconclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burn et al [35]</td>
<td>Australia, 2017</td>
<td>Patients with CHD or MI or bypass graft surgery</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>SMS Text message for behavior change over 24 weeks (n=5000)</td>
<td>No intervention</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1. Reduced occurrence of MI and strokes 2. ICER: Aus $6123 per QALY (US $4,648 per QALY)</td>
<td>Cost-effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al [23]</td>
<td>United States, 2016</td>
<td>Overweight or obese older adults (≥65 years) with risks for DM or CVD (by FRS)</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>16 weeks of web-based education for behavior change (n=997)</td>
<td>No intervention</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1. Saving of US $13,240 per capita at 10 years for prediabetes 2. Saving of US $12,840 per capita at 10 years for pre-CVD</td>
<td>Cost-saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copeland et al [24]</td>
<td>United States, 2010</td>
<td>Patient ≥18 years with CHF</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Telephone coaching for behavior change (n=220)</td>
<td>Usual care (n=238)</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1. No difference in clinical outcomes 2. Higher total cost in the intervention group (US $6165) 3. More regular exercise (OR 1.94, 95% CI 1.08-3.49)</td>
<td>Not cost-saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunagan et al [26]</td>
<td>United States, 2005</td>
<td>Patient aged ≥21 years, at least one sign and symptoms of heart failure</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>A phone call to improve self-management (diet and adherence to therapy) plus education about signs and symptoms of heart failure (n=76)</td>
<td>Education for heart failure (n=75)</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1. Time to hospitalization (HR 0.67, 95% CI: 0.47-0.96) 2. Hospital readmission (HR 0.67, 95% CI 0.46-0.99) 3. Lowered hospital days and costs in the first 6 months only</td>
<td>Inconclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Country and year</td>
<td>Study population</td>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>Key intervention</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Cost-effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Finkelstein et al [27]                  | United States, 2006 | Patients aged 60-96 years with CHF, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and chronic wound | 2.5 years | Video group: HHC + 2 video consultations. Monitoring group: HHC + 2 video consultations + monitoring symptoms (n=54) | HHC (n=19)             | Health care | 1. No difference in mortality  
2. No difference in morbidity  
3. Lower cost than the control group | Cost-saving       |
| Fischer et al [28]                      | United States, 2012 | People aged >17 years with diabetes | 20 months | Telephone coaching for medication management and healthy behavior (n=381)           | Usual care (n=381)     | Health care | 1. LDL (AOR 1.72, 95% CI 1.28-2.32)  
2. Saving US $2433 per average patient cost  
3. No difference in the number of admissions | Cost-saving       |
| Graves et al [36]                       | Australia, 2009  | Adults with type 2 DM or hypertension | 10 years | Telephone counseling over 1 year for physical activity and diet (n=228)             | Existing practice (n=206) | Health care | 1. ICER: Aus $29,375 per QALY gained  
2. CET: 100% at a threshold of Aus $64,000 per QALY  
3. No difference in the number of admissions | Cost-effective   |
| Hamar et al [37]                        | Australia, 2015  | People aged 20-89 years with confirmed heart disease or DM; all under MGH program coverage | 4 years | Telephone coaching and web-based tool for self-management and behavior change (n=4948) | Usual care (n=28,520) | Health care | 1. Hospital admission rate (AOR 0.73, 95% CI 0.69-0.78)  
2. Readmission rate (AOR 0.55, 95% CI 0.48-0.63)  
3. Hospitalization days (ARR 0.83, 95% CI 0.77-0.90)  
4. Saving Aus $3549 per patient per year (US $2732 per patient per y) | Cost-saving       |
| Keyserling et al [29]                   | United States, 2014 | Adults aged 35-79 years with moderate to high risk for CVD (by FRS) | 1 year | Web-based counseling for healthy behavior and medication adherence (n=193)         | Counselor-delivered counseling (n=192) | Societal | 1. No difference in FRS,  
2. ICER: US $2973 per QALY gained | Cost-effective   |
| Maddison et al [39]                     | New Zealand, 2015 | Patients with IHD aged ≥18 years and were able to perform the exercise | 2 years | SMS text messaging and video messages via the website for exercise (n=85)         | Usual care (n=86)      | Health care | 1. No difference in peaked O2 uptake,  
2. More physical activity,  
3. More walking,  
4. ICER: US $28,768 per QALY gained | Cost-effective   |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Country and year</th>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
<th>Key intervention</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Cost-effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McManus et al [40]</td>
<td>United Kingdom, 2021</td>
<td>People with poorly controlled hypertension</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Web-based counseling for self-monitoring, titration of drugs, and healthy behaviors (n=305)</td>
<td>Usual care (n=317)</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1. No group difference in BP 2. ICER: £11 (US $13.27) per mm Hg reduction (95% CI £6-£29; [US $15] per mm Hg reduction)</td>
<td>Cost-effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordyke et al [30]</td>
<td>United States, 2019</td>
<td>Patients aged 45-76 years with type 2 DM or hypertension</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Digital therapeutic intervention using mobile phone app (n=2570)</td>
<td>Pharmacologic therapies (n=2575)</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1. ICER: US $6468 per QALY for DM 2. ICER: US $6620 per QALY for hypertension</td>
<td>Cost-effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nundy et al [31]</td>
<td>United States, 2014</td>
<td>People ≥18 years with DM</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Text message for self-care and 2 weeks web education on diet, exercise and medication (n=74)</td>
<td>Usual care (n=274)</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1. HbA1c level: group difference: −0.4% (P=0.01) 2. Cost-savings of US $437 per participant</td>
<td>Cost-saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piera-Jiménez et al [42]</td>
<td>The Netherlands, Spain, and Taiwan, 2020</td>
<td>Aged 18-75 years with hypertension or CHD or HF</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>SMS text messages and mobile apps for a healthy lifestyle over 6 months (n=120)</td>
<td>Usual care (n=118)</td>
<td>Societal</td>
<td>1. ICER: €124,489 per QALY (US $139,680 per QALY) in the Netherlands, €18,769 per QALY (US $21,059 per QALY) in Spain, €11,303 per QALY (US $12,682 per QALY) in Taiwan</td>
<td>Cost-effective for Spain, but not for the Netherlands and Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southard et al [32]</td>
<td>United States, 2003</td>
<td>Patients with CHD or heart failure or both and access to the internet</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Web-based education and email contact for exercise and diet over 6 months (n=53)</td>
<td>Usual care (n=51)</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1. Fewer CVD events (15.7% reduction in intervention and 4.1% in the control group) 2. Saving of US $1418 per patient</td>
<td>Cost-saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al [33]</td>
<td>United States, 2012</td>
<td>Patients with poorly controlled hypertension, and taking drugs</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>Telephone intervention for 1. healthy behavior, 2. medication management, and 3. both (n=444)</td>
<td>Usual care (n=147)</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1. No difference in BP control 2. No difference in total costs</td>
<td>Not cost-saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maciejewski et al [34]</td>
<td>United States, 2014</td>
<td>Adults with hypertension medication and adults with poorly controlled hypertension</td>
<td>36 months</td>
<td>Telephone-delivered medication management, 2. software-assisted behavioral management, 3. combined over 18 months (n=444)</td>
<td>Usual care (n=147)</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>Not cost-saving</td>
<td>Not cost-saving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evidence for Cost-effectiveness

Of the studies (9/20, 45%) with full economic evaluation, 7 (78%) studies concluded that using digital tools for behavior modification was cost-effective when the comparators were no intervention, usual care, counselor-delivered counseling, or pharmacologic therapies [25,29,30,35,36,39,40]; 6 (86%) studies concluded their cost-effectiveness from the health care payer perspective and 1 (14%) from the societal perspective [29]. Of the studies (11/20, 55%) with partial economic evaluations, 55% (6/11) of studies were cost-saving; 18% (2/11) of studies were inconclusive [26,41]; and 27% (3/11) of studies were not cost-saving [24,33,34].

Digital Tools for Intervention

The studies in this review used telephone, SMS text messaging, websites and software, mobile apps, and web-based video consultations as digital tools. The most cost-effective interventions (5/20, 25%) used telephone coaching, SMS text messaging, or health apps on mobile phones. Most studies (9/20,
45%) used telephones with other digital support as the tool for behavior change communication [24-26,28,33,34,36-38]. Typically, telephone interventions were provided by experienced nurses trained in motivational interviewing, but 22% (2/9) of these studies [36,38] used trained counselors and medical doctors.

Using a website to provide consultation or counseling for healthy behavior was the second most commonly used method in some studies (6/20, 30%) [23,29,32,34,40,41]. The studies involved a wide variety of health care professionals in web-based counseling. In addition, one study used email reminders to encourage exercise and incentives (key chains, athletic socks, book markers, and refrigerator magnets) to encourage active participation [32]; one study conducted in Italy used a website [45] for diabetes teleconsultation [41].

Another study used SMS text messaging for behavior change communication. Experts created automated messages that encouraged PA and a healthy diet for respective diseases and are typically sent out 3 to 5 times weekly [39]. In addition to behavior-related messages, they also reminded the patient about self-monitoring (eg, “time to check blood sugar”) [31].

The use of mobile apps, such as Moves, Vire, and Beddit, to encourage healthy behavior has been observed in 10% (2/20) of studies [30,42]. These apps were designed to integrate input from all monitoring devices, including pedometers that count steps, and the HORUS app collected pictures of the patients’ meals to provide dietary recommendations. These apps provided information to patients and create alerts for exercise [42]. Overall, 5% (1/20) of studies used video calls for internet-based visits and encouraged patients to exercise [27].

### Types of Risk Behaviors Aimed by Interventions

#### Smoking and Tobacco Control

Of the 8 (40%) studies on smoking cessation interventions, 5 (62%) were conducted in the United States [25,28,29,33,34], 2 (25%) in Australia [35,38], and 1 (12%) in 3 countries (the Netherlands, Spain, and Taiwan) [42]. In total, 50% (4/8) of studies [25,29,35,42] concluded that smoking cessation interventions were cost-effective. In cost-effective interventions, the studies used web-based counseling, SMS text messaging, and telephone counseling as tools for behavior change. The SMS text messaging intervention (TEXT ME) was cost-effective in an Australian study using Markov simulation, with an ICER of US $6123 per QALY (US $4648 per QALY) gained when compared with no intervention with the CET of US $64,000 per QALY (US $51,125 per QALY) [35]. A study in the United States was cost-effective at an ICER of US $2973 per QALY gained when web-based counseling was compared with counselor-based counseling, given that the CET was US $100,000 per QALY. Another study in the United States compared telephone coaching for behavior change with usual care using life-year saved as an outcome measure and concluded that the intervention was cost-effective at an ICER of US $42,457 per life-year saved for women and US $87,300 per life-year saved for men [25]. One study in 3 countries showed that the intervention was cost-effective only in Spain with the ICER of €18,769 per QALY (US $21,059 per QALY) and not in the Netherlands and Taiwan [42].

#### Alcohol Reduction

The cost-effectiveness of alcohol reduction interventions was evaluated in only 30% (6/20) of studies that focused on people with MI, DM, or poorly controlled hypertension as study participants. Only 10% (2/20) of studies [25,40] confirmed that telephone coaching or web-based counseling for healthy behavior was more cost-effective than usual care. A study in the United Kingdom reported that the intervention was cost-effective at an ICER of £11 per mm Hg reduction (US $15 per mm Hg) in BP when the willingness-to-pay threshold was £20 per mm Hg reduction (US $28 per mm Hg) [40].

#### Salt Intake

In total, 15% (3/20) of studies considered salt intake control in their interventions and aimed at people with poorly controlled hypertension [33,34,40], and only 33% (1/3) of those studies showed that it was cost-effective [40].

#### PA Assessment

Most studies (16/20, 80%) included PA (exercise, walking, dancing, gardening, yoga, etc) in their interventions. Of the 16 studies, we found 7 (44%) studies to be cost-effective when we compared web-based counseling, SMS text messaging, and telephone counseling with no intervention, usual care, or counselor-led counseling [25,29,30,35,36,39,40]. Among cost-effective interventions, they used the telephone [25,36], SMS text messaging [35,39], websites [29,40], and mobile apps [30] as digital tools to encourage PA.

In an Australian study, PA improvement was measured as moderate PA engagement for ≥5 days per week for at least 150 minutes each time. It was also estimated that the total cost of telephone counseling was Aus $570 (US $460) for the first year and Aus $410 (US $330) per year for the next 10 years, and it was cost-effective with an ICER of Aus $29,375 per QALY (US $23,466 per QALY) gained, given that the willingness-to-pay threshold is Aus $64,000 per QALY (US $51,125 per QALY) [36]. In total, 10% (2/20) of studies used SMS text messaging to encourage PA, such as “the more you eat, the more you need to exercise” [35,39]. One study in New Zealand reported that SMS text messaging encouraged more leisure time PA (110.2 minutes per week) and more walking (151.4 minutes per week) in the intervention group and was cost-effective at an ICER of US $28,768 per QALY gained [39].

Using mHealth apps for PA was cost-effective, as measured by the ICER of US $6468 per QALY gained and US $6620 per QALY gained for digital interventions targeting people with DM and people with hypertension, respectively, when compared with pharmacological therapy [30]. According to an Australian study published in 2013, telephone coaching for PA was not cost-effective for patients with MI [38].

Of the 35% (7/20) of partial economic studies for PA, 6 (86%) studies [23,27,28,31,37] showed cost-savings with a wide range of values depending on the type of digital tools and country.
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**Diet and Nutrition**

Most studies (17/20, 85%) evaluated the cost-effectiveness of diet and nutritional interventions, and 35% (6/17) of these studies found them to be cost-effective. These interventions used a web-based coaching [30,40], telephone coaching [25,36], mobile apps [30], and SMS text messaging [35] as digital tools targeting CVD (MI, ischemic heart disease, and hypertension) and type 2 DM. It had the same ICER values as those for PA. Studies on behavioral interventions using telephone coaching for healthy diet and nutrition reported intervention costs of US $112 per participant in the United States [25] and Aus $570 (US $460) per participant in Australia [36]. Overall, 5% (1/20) of studies used mobile apps and SMS text messaging to promote a healthy diet. The HORUS application was designed to collect pictures of different meals of the patient to provide dietary recommendations [42].

According to studies with partial economic evaluations, 25% (5/20) of interventions for a healthy diet were cost-saving, and the value of the savings was the same as that for PA [23,28,31,32,37]. Overall, 10% (2/20) of studies reported that it was not cost-saving because of higher use of health care services among patients with heart failure and hypertension in intervention groups compared with usual care [24,33].

**Risk of Bias Assessment**

Table 2 presents the risk of bias across the selected studies. Four studies were deemed high risk [24,26,27,41], 6 medium risk [28,31-34,37], and 10 had a low risk of bias. Nearly half of all studies (9/20, 45%) involved in this review had a potential conflict of interest because of stakeholder involvement in the analysis processes and unclear disclaimers [23,24,26,27,31-34,37]. Of these studies, 22% (2/9) had a serious risk of conflict of interest, as 1 author is the cofounder of mHealth Solutions company [31], and the other authors received consultation funds from pharmaceutical companies [34]. The remaining 55% (11/20) of studies were deemed to have no conflicts of interest. In total, 40% (8/20) of studies in this review showed cost-effective results without any conflicts of interest. In this review, 20% (4/20) of studies [24,26,28,32] had unclear research questions regarding economic evaluation; 10% (2/20) of studies [27,41] had imprecise valuations, as they did not use actual costs in at least one of the cost categories.
Table 2. Quality appraisal (risk of bias assessment).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Is the research question for economic evaluation?</th>
<th>Is the economic study design appropriate?</th>
<th>Are costs valued appropriately?</th>
<th>Are outcomes valued appropriately?</th>
<th>Was discounting applied?</th>
<th>Is the conclusion appropriate?</th>
<th>Is the conflict of interest disclosed?</th>
<th>Were groups similar at baseline?</th>
<th>Was the same outcome measured in both groups?</th>
<th>Is the analysis appropriate?</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bertuzzi et al [41]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burn et al [35]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al [23]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copeland et al [24]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datta et al [25]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunagan et al [26]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finkelstein et al [27]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fischer et al [28]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves et al [36]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamar et al [37]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyserling et al [29]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maddison et al [39]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McManus et al [40]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordyke et al [30]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nundy et al [31]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piera-Jiménez et al [42]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southard et al [32]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al [33]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maciejewski et al [34]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkstra et al [38]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>N/A: not applicable.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

In general, digital health interventions for healthy behavior in people with chronic diseases are cost-effective, as all studies with cost-effective results have a low risk of bias. Previous studies have shown that digital interventions positively affect smoking, alcohol consumption, diet, and PA [46]. However, it is impossible to know how this effect will sustain for many years, as many studies had considerably short follow-up periods.
Studies on digital interventions for reducing behavioral risks of CVD in nonclinical adult populations revealed that they were effective 6 months after the end of the intervention, and the interventions lost their effectiveness after 12 months, according to a scoping review [46]. It also concluded that the shorter duration of effect was due to a shorter follow-up period and intention-to-treat analysis.

In most cases, studies in this review used <2 years as a follow-up period, and only 10% (2/20) used lifelong time horizons for economic evaluation [25,35]. Except for 10% (2/20) of studies [27,37] that used >2 years as an intervention period, most studies used parameters from the short-term effects of interventions to construct cost-effectiveness estimates and extrapolation. The results could be misleading because some behaviors could relapse, such as smoking, PA, and eating habits, which could diminish the effectiveness of the intervention, and hence extrapolation could overestimate the effects. This problem is particularly prevalent in mathematical modeling that predicts the outcomes of interventions over a person’s lifetime because their parameters of economic impacts are based on a model of behavioral changes beyond the intervention period.

Most studies (6/20, 30%) with cost-effective or cost-saving results were published after 2010 [25,29,30,35,39,40]. With technology costs likely to have decreased in the recent years, digital health intervention costs could have been higher in the studies published before 2010 than in more recent ones; therefore, the cost-effectiveness of digital health interventions could be confounded by the year of publication. In Australia, 2 studies used telephone coaching as the intervention method. One study conducted in 2009 showed that the intervention cost was Aus $570 (US $460) per participant [36], whereas the other study showed that it was Aus $33 (US $25) per participant in 2017 [35].

Only half of studies (10/20, 50%) used specific clinical indicators, such as hemoglobin A1c, level, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and BP in mmHg, to measure clinical outcomes concerning the program’s effectiveness. Other studies (10/20, 50%) used more general indicators, such as hospital admission rates, readmission rates, length of hospital stay, mortality rates, morbidity rates, and health-related quality of life, and interpreted reductions in these indicators as well as reduced health care resource use as evidence of improved clinical outcomes. For instance, decreased hospital admission rates or reduced outpatient visits could be due to reasons other than the effectiveness of the program. In addition, except for 15% (3/20) of studies [29,36,39] that used specific behavioral indicators, improvement in behavior or lifestyle was usually measured by clinical outcomes in most studies. These findings could be problematic in interpreting the program’s effectiveness, as the improvement in clinical outcomes may be due to pharmacologic effects (antihypertensive medication, for instance) rather than adoption of healthy behaviors.

Although UK NICE guidelines strongly recommends a societal perspective for economic evaluations, it was implemented in only 15% (3/20) of studies [29,41,42], whereas the others (17/20, 85%) used health care payer perspectives. The results of an economic evaluation could be more cost-effective when conducted from a societal perspective, partly because the inclusion of homecare costs and productivity loss owing to illness significantly impact economic benefits. Furthermore, nonhealth outcomes, such as waiting time, time to diagnosis, and improved education and reassurance, should also be considered when assessing the cost-effectiveness of an intervention program.

Some behavior change interventions are embedded in telemonitoring, tele-education, or teleconsultation services that act as internet-based visits and enhance patient self-monitoring [27,38,40,47]. As a result, physical access to health care services would be reduced, but this does not necessarily mean reduced demand because of a healthy lifestyle. Therefore, researchers should be aware of this pitfall and use more specific indicators to measure the outcomes of healthy behaviors.

Although 25% (5/20) of studies [28,35,37,40,42] concluded that their results could be generalized to other settings, this is only possible for populations with high chronic disease prevalence because none of these interventions were aimed at the entire population. Because of the need for more information from low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), evidence-based recommendations are challenging to develop; however, digital health interventions also have potential. Although all studies were conducted in high-income settings, scaling up the digital health intervention in LMICs is feasible because of the high NCD burden and high population in these countries. Labrique et al. [48] discussed that scaling up the digital health interventions in LMICs is possible under 5 conditions: involvement of end user inputs, engagement of all stakeholders in the developmental process, a good technical profile (simplicity, interoperability, and adaptability), well-established policy, and availability of appropriate infrastructure for digital health. The mHealth platforms will be more effective than other eHealth platforms because mobile phone use is on the rise, and smartphone adoption and use is ubiquitous not only in high-income countries but also in LMICs [49]. In addition, a systematic review found that mHealth can significantly modify health behavior as smartphones become more accessible to underserved and minority communities [50].

Owing to the demand for remote health services resulting from COVID-19, health care systems have implemented digital health and telemedicine solutions. Although telemedicine and digital solutions cannot replace all components of the health care experience, they offer certain advantages, such as the convenience of care, technology-assisted remote interaction, and increased accessibility to care, which can be crucial in managing chronic diseases [51]. Cost-effectiveness, accessibility to specialty services, and the ability to assist in alleviating physician shortages are key benefits of telemedicine, especially during COVID-19 [52]. Although health care professionals’ attitudes toward telemedicine were influenced by factors such as self-efficacy, performance expectations, and facilitating conditions, mHealth emerged as the most preferred mode of telemedicine, enabling health care systems to be integrated into telemedicine systems during pandemics in low-income countries [53].
Recommendations for Further Research

On the basis of the findings of this review, the following recommendations are suggested:

1. The research question should include a cost-effectiveness assessment of the interventions for economic evaluation. Future studies should follow NICE recommendations to take a societal perspective, apply discounting, address parameter uncertainty, and apply a lifelong time horizon.

2. A full economic evaluation (CEA, CBA, and CUA) is needed to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of digital health interventions.

3. Researchers should use behavior-specific indicators such as walking time (minutes per week) for PA, urine nicotine testing for smoking, daily serving of fruits and vegetables, or plasma carotenoid index for diet, in addition to clinical indicators for the respective diseases.

4. Future research should be conducted on more diverse populations with chronic diseases to identify populations that can benefit the most from these interventions.

5. Assessment of the cost-effectiveness of digital interventions for behavioral change should include all stakeholders, including policy makers, implementers, and end users, to ensure that the final product is acceptable, scalable, feasible, and sustainable for wider implementation.

Limitations

First, because most studies in this review sought to determine the effectiveness of digital health interventions based on clinical outcomes, economic evaluations were embedded in RCTs. Thus, most studies have many weaknesses in economic evaluations, such as not using QALY or DALY, no discounting, and no sensitivity analysis, which lead to uncertainty in decision making regarding cost-effectiveness. Moreover, this review contains no studies on LMICs, making it difficult to generalize the findings to broader regions because many LMICs have a poor infrastructure for digital health, such as an unstable internet connection. Finally, this review has limited conclusions owing to the heterogeneity of the interventions and diseases examined and the short follow-up periods. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of the results makes a meta-analysis difficult.

Conclusions

Digital health interventions for behavioral change among people with chronic diseases are cost-effective in high-income settings and can therefore be scaled up. Similar evidence from LMICs based on properly designed studies for cost-effectiveness evaluation is urgently needed. A full economic evaluation is required to provide robust evidence of the cost-effectiveness of digital health interventions and their potential for scaling up in the broader population.
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**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCT</td>
<td>behavior change technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>cost-benefit analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>cost-effectiveness analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CET</td>
<td>cost-effectiveness threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUA</td>
<td>cost-utility analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>cardiovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALY</td>
<td>disability-adjusted life-year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>diabetes mellitus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICER</td>
<td>incremental cost-effectiveness ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMICs</td>
<td>low- and middle-income countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mHealth</td>
<td>mobile health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>myocardial infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCD</td>
<td>noncommunicable disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>physical activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICO</td>
<td>Population, Intervention, Comparator, and Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRISMA</td>
<td>Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QALY</td>
<td>quality-adjusted life-years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR-C</td>
<td>Sustainable Behavior Change for Health Supported by Person-Tailored, Adaptive, Risk-Aware Digital Coaching in a Social Context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Background: Infectious diseases represent a major challenge for health systems worldwide. With the recent global pandemic of COVID-19, the need to research strategies to treat these health problems has become even more pressing. Although the literature on big data and data science in health has grown rapidly, few studies have synthesized these individual studies, and none has identified the utility of big data in infectious disease surveillance and modeling.

Objective: The aim of this study was to synthesize research and identify hotspots of big data in infectious disease epidemiology.

Methods: Bibliometric data from 3054 documents that satisfied the inclusion criteria retrieved from the Web of Science database over 22 years (2000-2022) were analyzed and reviewed. The search retrieval occurred on October 17, 2022. Bibliometric analysis was performed to illustrate the relationships between research constituents, topics, and key terms in the retrieved documents.

Results: The bibliometric analysis revealed internet searches and social media as the most utilized big data sources for infectious disease surveillance or modeling. The analysis also placed US and Chinese institutions as leaders in this research area. Disease monitoring and surveillance, utility of electronic health (or medical) records, methodology framework for infodemiology tools, and machine/deep learning were identified as the core research themes.

Conclusions: Proposals for future studies are made based on these findings. This study will provide health care informatics scholars with a comprehensive understanding of big data research in infectious disease epidemiology.
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Introduction

Globally, the infectious disease burden continues to be substantial in countries with low and lower-middle income, while morbidity and mortality related to neglected tropical diseases and HIV infection, tuberculosis, and malaria remain high. Tuberculosis and malaria are endemic to many areas, imposing substantial but steady burdens. At the same time, other infections such as influenza fluctuate in pervasiveness and intensity, disrupting the developing and developed settings alike when an outbreak and epidemic occurs. Additionally, deaths have persisted over the 21st century due to emerging and reemerging infectious diseases compared with seasonal and endemic infections. This portrays a new era of infectious disease,
defined by outbreaks of emerging, reemerging, and endemic pathogens that spread quickly with the help of global mobility and climate change [1].

Moreover, the risk from infectious diseases is globally shared. While infectious diseases thrive in underresourced settings, inequalities and inequities in accessing health and health care create a favorable environment for infectious diseases to spread [2,3]. Addressing inequalities and inequities in accessing health care, and improving surveillance and monitoring of infectious diseases should be prioritized to minimize the emergence and spread of infections.

Recent years have witnessed the rapid emergence of big data and data science research, propelled by the increasing availability of digital traces [4]. The growing availability of electronic records and passive data generated by social media, the internet, and other digital sources can be mined for pattern discoveries and knowledge extraction. Like most buzz words, big data has no straightforward meaning and its definition is evolving. Broadly, big data refers to a large volume of structured or unstructured data, with largeness itself associated with three major terms known as the “3 Vs”: volume (large quantity), velocity (coming in at unprecedented real-time speeds), and variety (increasing collection from different data sources). Additional characteristics of big data include veracity, validity, volatility, and value [5]. For epidemiology and infectious diseases research, this means that in the last decade, there has been a significant spike in the number of studies with considerable interest in using digital epidemiology and big data tools to enhance health systems in terms of disease surveillance, modeling, and evidence-based responses [4,6-8]. Digital epidemiology uses digital data or online sources to gain insight into disease dynamics and health equity, and to inform public health programs and policies [9,10].

The success of infectious disease control relies heavily on surveillance systems tracking diseases, pathogens, and clinical outcomes [11]. However, conventional surveillance systems are known to frequently have severe time lags and limited spatial resolution; therefore, surveillance systems that are robust, local, and timely are critically needed. It is crucial to monitor and forecast emerging and reemerging infections [12] such as severe acute respiratory syndrome, pandemic influenza, Ebola, Zika, and drug-resistant pathogens, especially in resource-limited settings such as low-middle-income countries. Using big data to strengthen surveillance systems is critical for future pandemic preparedness. This approach provides big data streams that can be triangulated with spatial and temporal data. These big data streams include digital data sources such as mobile health apps, electronic health (or medical) records, social media, internet searches, mobile phone network data, and GPS mobile data. Many studies have demonstrated the usefulness of real-time data in health assessments [13-18]. Some of these studies have been used explicitly for the monitoring and forecasting of epidemics such as COVID-19 [19], Zika [13], Ebola [16], and influenza [14].

The body of extant literature at the nexus of big data, epidemiology, and infectious diseases is rapidly growing. However, despite its growth and dispersion, there has been a limited synthesis of the applications. A previous study [20] performed a bibliometric analysis focusing on only HIV. A bibliometric analysis is a statistical or quantitative analysis of large-scale bibliographic metadata (or metrics of published studies) on a given topic. These quantitative analyses detect patterns, networks, and trends among the bibliographic metadata [21,22]. Thus, the aim of this study was to address the evolution of big data in epidemiology and infectious diseases to identify gaps and opportunities for further research. The study findings reveal interesting patterns and can inform trending research focus and future directions in big data-driven infectious diseases research.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

A bibliometric analysis was performed to understand and explore research on big data in infectious disease modeling and surveillance. The adopted bibliometric methodology involved three main phases: data collection, data analysis, and data visualization and reporting [23].

**Search Strategy**

Regarding data collection, which entails querying and exporting data from selected databases, we queried the Web of Science (WoS) core databases for publications using specific inclusion and exclusion criteria. Compared to other databases, the WoS has been shown to have better quality bibliometric information [23,24] and more excellent coverage of high-impact journals [25]. With the aid of domain knowledge experts from the fields of both big data and epidemiology, we iteratively developed a search strategy and selected the following search terms. The following search string queried all documents’ titles, abstracts, and keywords, and generated 3235 publications in the WoS collection:

(Epidemic* OR “infectious disease*” OR “Disease surveillance” OR “disease transmission” OR “disease outbreak*” OR (“communicable disease*” NOT “non-communicable disease”) OR syndemic* OR HIV OR AIDS OR “human immunodeficiency virus” OR coronavirus* OR SARS-CoV-2 OR COVID-19 OR Influenza OR flu OR Zika OR Ebola OR MERS OR “Middle East respiratory syndrome” OR Tuberculosis OR “Monkey Pox” OR “Dengue virus” OR Hepatitis*)

AND

(“BIG DATA” OR “web mining” OR “opinion mining” OR “Google Trend*” OR “Google search*” OR “Google quer*” OR “Internet search*” OR “Internet quer*” OR “search engine quer*” OR “Digital traces” OR “electronic health records” OR “Digital epidemiology”)

**Screening Strategy**

Documents not written in English and not peer-reviewed, including editorial materials, letters, meeting abstracts, news items, book reviews, and retracted publications, were removed.
from the data set given the focus on bibliometric analysis, leaving 3054 documents for the analytic sample (Figure 1).

**Figure 1.** Flow chart of the literature selection process.

---

**Analysis**

The 3054 bibliographic data were exported into the R package *bibliometrix* [23] for analysis. This package was specifically used to conduct performance analysis and science mapping of big data in infectious disease epidemiology. Performance mapping evaluates the production and impact of research constituents, including authors, institutions, countries, and journals. Science mapping examines the relationships between the research constituents by analyzing the topic’s conceptual, intellectual, and social structure.

There are several metrics available for bibliometric analysis. In this study, the primary metrics used for evaluating productivity and influence were the H-index and M-index. The H-index represents the number of published papers $h$, such that the citation number is at least $h$ [26]. The H-index can be computed for different bibliometric units of analysis: authors, journals, institutions, and countries. The M-index simply adjusts the H-index for the academic age (ie, the number of years since the researcher’s first publication). Other utilized performance analysis metrics were obtained from yearly research output and citation counts. These metrics also contribute to identifying the main themes and the key actors in the research area.

In terms of science mapping, network maps were constructed for some selected bibliographic units of analysis [27]. These networks exhibit frequency distributions of the involved bibliographic data over time. For instance, international collaborations can be explored by assessing same-country publications. A cocitation network analysis was also used to analyze publication references. In addition, using the Louvain clustering algorithm and a greedy optimization technique [28], a co-occurrence analysis was used to understand the conceptual structure of the research area. The basic purpose of co-occurrence analysis is to investigate the link between keywords based on the number of times they appear together in a publication. Notable research topics and over-time trends were detected by generating clusters for author-provided keywords [29]. VOSviewer [30] was used to construct the network visualizations. Each network node represents a research constituent (eg, author, country, institution, article, document source, keyword). The node’s size is proportional to the occurrence frequency of the relevant parameters. The degree of association is represented by the thickness of the link between nodes, and the various colors reflect distinct clusters.

**Results**

**Descriptive Summary**

The bibliographic data set comprises 3054 documents from 1600 sources, 14,351 authors, and 121,726 references. From the 3054 documents, 2666 (87.30%) were original research articles and the remaining 388 (12.70%) were review papers. The research output before 2009 was relatively low. The annual publication output during the 27 years (1995-2022) grew steadily, with a yearly growth rate of 26.5%. The publication growth increased steeply between 2013 and 2020 (Figure 2).

Table 1 presents the summary statistics of the primary characteristics of these 3054 publications, including the time span and information about documents and authors.

As shown in Table 2, the most productive and influential sources publishing on topics related to big data and infectious diseases epidemiology were *Journal of Medical Internet Research* and
In terms of productivity, *Journal of Medical Internet Research* produced a slightly higher number of publications (n=61) than the next best journal *PLoS One* (n=56). *PLoS One* had the highest number of total citations at 1893. As shown in Table 3, the most productive and influential author was Zhang Y (H-index=17), followed by Li X (H-index=13) and Wang J (H-index=12). Wang L had the highest total citations (n=1072), which was substantially higher than the next most impactful author Wang J (total citations=861).

![Annual growth of publications related to big data in infectious diseases research.](image)

Table 1. Main descriptive summary of the extracted bibliographic records from 1995 to 2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time span (years)</td>
<td>1995-2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources, n</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents, n</td>
<td>3054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual growth rate, %</td>
<td>26.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document average age (years)</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average citations per document, n</td>
<td>18.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References, n</td>
<td>121,726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors, n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-authored documents</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author collaborations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-authored documents, n</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coauthors per document, n</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International coauthorships, %</td>
<td>28.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Top 10 productive and influential publication sources ranked by H-index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Aim and scope</th>
<th>H-index</th>
<th>M-index</th>
<th>Total citations, n</th>
<th>Publications, n</th>
<th>Publication year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Medical Internet Research</td>
<td>Digital health, data science, health informatics, and emerging technologies</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for health, medicine, and biomedical research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLoS One</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Access</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary, comprising all IEEE fields of interest, emphasizing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>983</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Reports</td>
<td>applications-oriented and interdisciplinary articles</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of the American Medical Informatics</td>
<td>Biomedical and health informatics, including clinical care, clinical</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>research, translational science, implementation science, imaging, education,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consumer health, public health, and policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMJ Open</td>
<td>Medical journal considering papers in clinical medicine, public health, and</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>epidemiology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMH Public Health</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary journal with a unique focus on the intersection of</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Surveillance</td>
<td>innovation and technology in public health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Medical Informatics</td>
<td>Medical informatics, including information systems and computer-aided</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>medical support decision systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMC Medical Informatics &amp; Decision Making</td>
<td>Original clinical and laboratory-based research, together with reports of</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clinical trials, reviews, and some case reports dealing with the epidemiology,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clinical diagnosis, treatment, and control of infectious diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Top 10 productive and influential authors ranked by H-index and total citations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>H-index</th>
<th>M-index</th>
<th>Total citations, n</th>
<th>Publications, n</th>
<th>Publication year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang Y</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li X</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang J</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang L</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1072</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Y</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Z</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brownstein JS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Z</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang W</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang X</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aNot available.

The aim and scope of the top 10 most influential journals, as listed in Table 2, is to publish medical research, medical informatics, or multidisciplinary studies. It can thus be inferred that major future breakthroughs regarding big data in infectious diseases epidemiology will likely appear in these journals. Figure 3 displays the top 20 most productive institutions. Institutional contributions were assessed by affiliations with at least one author in the publication. Except for the University of California, the top three institutions, which account for 21.3% of the number of publications in the top 20, were medical schools: Harvard Medical School (7.9%) and Icahn School of
of the total publication output. The United States alone accounted for 41.1% of the productivity in this field. The other countries in the top five were the United Kingdom (9.4%), India (4.4%), and Canada (3.3%).

Computer science was the most productive research domain in the bibliographic collection (Figure 5), accounting for 17.6% of the top 10 subject areas. In order of productivity, the other research subjects in the top 5 were public environmental and occupational health (11.4%), health care services (9.6%), medical informatics (9.0%), and engineering (8.8%).

The 20 most productive countries (Figure 4) are led by the United States and China, accounting for more than half (57.3%).

Figure 3. Top 20 institutions by number of publications. CALIF: California; HARVARD MED SCH: Harvard Medical School; ICAHN SCH MED MT SINAI: Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai; LONDON SCH HYG AND TROP MED: London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine; PENN: Pennsylvania; UNIV: University.

Figure 4. Top 20 productive countries by number of publications.
Two major clusters of countries represent the collaboration patterns of the most productive countries (Figure 6). The network was set to include only countries with at least 10 documents, resulting in 50 productive countries. The clustering results demonstrated a demarcation of European countries from the others. For instance, cluster 1 (red) represented most countries from Europe, with England, Germany, and Spain being the core countries. Non-European countries constituted the second cluster (green). The United States and China were the core countries of this group.

Regarding collaboration strength, the United States, with a total link strength of 570, featured the highest number of partners (48), accounting for almost all 50 countries in the network (96%). China, which distantly followed the United States, featured 38 partners and a total link strength of 304. This implies that collaboration is mainly regional.

Figure 7 shows a network map of cocited references in this research area, wherein the node’s size represents the citation strength of the individual studies. The network was set to include only studies with at least 25 citations, resulting in 37 studies. Ginsberg et al [31] published the most highly cited article (185 citations). This 13-year-old study presented a method that used Google search queries to track flu-like illnesses in a population. The second most cited study by Eysenbach [9] introduced the concept of infodemiology, the science of using the internet (eg, social media, search engines, blogs, and websites) to inform public health and public policy. Table 4 further summarizes the top 15 most cited references, including the title, year of publication, number of citations, type of disease, and data source.

The 37 studies in the network map of cocited references produced four thematic clusters (Figure 7); disease monitoring and surveillance (cluster 1), utility of electronic health (or medical) records (cluster 2), methodology framework for infodemiology tools (cluster 3), and machine learning and deep learning methods (cluster 4) were the main topics discussed. Keyword co-occurrence analysis serves as a supplement to enrich the understanding of the thematic clusters derived from the reference cocitation analysis and helps identify the core topics and contents [29]. As shown in Figure 8, the co-occurrence network displayed 100 relevant keywords after assigning a selection threshold of 10 for the number of keyword occurrences. The top 5 most frequently used keywords were COVID-19, big data, machine learning, coronavirus, and electronic health records.
Figure 6. Network of country collaborations (≥10 documents, 50 countries, 2 clusters).

Figure 7. Network of cocited references.
### Table 4. Summary of the top 15 most cited references.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Citations, n</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ginsberg et al [31]</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eysenbach [9]</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>NA&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuti et al [32]</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazer et al [33]</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Google Flu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carneiro and Mylonaki [34]</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al [35]</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Electronic health records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dong et al [36]</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Twitter feeds and DXY&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polgreen et al [37]</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Yahoo searches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavragani and Ochoa [38]</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al [39]</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Electronic medical records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eysenbach [40]</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al [41]</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Electronic medical records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al [42]</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Internet searches&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; and WeiBo index&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santillana et al [43]</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Twitter and Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signorini et al [44]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>NA: not applicable (eg, a review paper, no particular disease or data source for a case study).

<sup>b</sup>Online platform of real-time COVID-19 cases in China.

<sup>c</sup>Internet searches include Google Trends and Baidu Index.

<sup>d</sup>Weibo is a China-based social media platform.

**Figure 8.** Co-occurrence networks of author keywords.
The 100 author-derived keywords produced four clusters from the co-word analysis (Figure 8). Cluster 1 (yellow-green) is related to public health and infectious diseases, with top keywords such as COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, epidemiology, and epidemics. Cluster 2 (green) is related to electronic storage and delivery of health care, with top keywords including electronic health records, clinical decision support, primary care, epidemiology, and telemedicine. Cluster 3 (blue) involves infodemiology tools, with top keywords including coronavirus, google trends, social media, infodemiology, and surveillance. Cluster 4 (red) is more coherent and broadly related to big data and artificial intelligence, including top keywords big data, machine learning, artificial intelligence, deep learning, and big data analytics.

Systematic Review of the Top 20 Papers

Further filtering of the top 20 papers was performed to determine if they met the following criteria: (1) addressed at least one infectious disease and (2) utilized a big data source. A review of these 20 papers (summarized in Table 5) was then performed. These selected studies were mainly characterized by papers that utilized novel data sources, including internet search engine data (Google Trends: n=11; Baidu or Weibo index: n=2; Yahoo: n=1) and social media data (Twitter: n=5). Other data sources included electronic health or medical records (n=3) and Tencent migration data (n=1). The most frequently studied diseases were COVID-19 (n=10) [35,36,39,42,45-50], followed by influenza (n=8) [37,40,43,44,51-54]. Only one study considered the Zika virus [55], and another considered the trio of meningitis, legionella pneumonia, and Ebola [56].
Table 5. Summary of top 20 studies that addressed an infectious disease and utilized a big data source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Research objective and key findings</th>
<th>Infectious disease(s)</th>
<th>Big data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polgreen et al [37]</td>
<td>Used internet search engine data for infectious diseases epidemiology and examined the relationship between Yahoo search queries for influenza and actual influenza occurrence. They estimated linear models, using searches with 1–10–week lead times as explanatory variables to predict the percentage of cultures positive for flu and deaths attributable to pneumonia and influenza in the United States. The fitted models predicted an increase in cultures positive for influenza 1–3 weeks in advance of when they occurred (P&lt;.001), and similar models predicted an increase in mortality attributable to pneumonia and influenza up to 5 weeks in advance (P&lt;.001).</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Internet search engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Walker et al [45]</td>
<td>The research explored internet activity related to loss of smell in the United States and seven European countries. Spearman rank correlation was used to assess the relationship between loss-of-smell relative search volumes (RSVs), with the daily confirmed cases of COVID-19 and deaths. Strong and significant correlations (P&lt;.05) between daily RSVs related to loss of smell, daily COVID-19 cases, and deaths were found, ranging from 0.633 to 0.952.</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Effenberg et al [46]</td>
<td>Studied correlations between RSVs and the official COVID-19 cases reported by the European Centre for Disease Control (ECDC) for some selected countries. They opted for time-lag correlation analysis and observed a time lag of ~11.5 days being the highest correlation across all investigated countries.</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ayoubzadeh et al [47]</td>
<td>Opted for machine/deep learning with Google Trends data. Linear regression and long short-term memory (LSTM) models were used to estimate COVID-19 cases. They found that the linear regression model had the smaller root mean square error (RMSE) and was the better predictive model. They also found the most predictive factors of the model to be search terms of handwashing, hand sanitizer, and antiseptic topics.</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Husnain et al [48]</td>
<td>Considered smaller spatial coverages in their Google Trends analysis. They retrieved data from specific locations and subregions in Taiwan nationwide using defined search terms related to the coronavirus, handwashing, and face masks. Their findings suggest high to moderate correlations between RSVs and COVID-19 cases in Taipei (lag –3), New Taipei (lag –2), Taoyuan (lag –2), Tainan (lag –1), Taichung (lag 0), and Kaohsiung (lag 0).</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Eysenbach [40]</td>
<td>Found a strong correlation (Pearson r=0.91) between the number of clicks on a keyword-triggered link in Google with epidemiological data from Canada’s flu season of 2004–2005.</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yang et al [51]</td>
<td>To improve the existing Google Flu Trends (GFT), they proposed an influenza tracking model, ARGO (AutoRegression with Google search data), that uses publicly available online search data. Besides having a rigorous statistical foundation, ARGO outperforms the latest GFT version. Not only does ARGO incorporate seasonality in influenza epidemics but it also captures changes in online search behavior over time.</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>ARGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cook et al [52]</td>
<td>Evaluated the accuracy of each US GFT model by comparing weekly estimates of influenza-like illness (ILI) activity with the US Outpatient Influenza-like Illness Surveillance Network (ILI Net). They calculated the correlation and RMSE between model estimates and ILI Net for four seasons: pre-H1N1, Summer H1N1, Winter H1N1, and H1N1 overall. Both models’ estimates were highly correlated with ILI Net pre-H1N1 and over the entire surveillance period, although the original model underestimated the magnitude of ILI activity during the pre-H1N1 phase. The updated model was more correlated with ILI Net than the original model during Summer H1N1 (r = 0.95 and 0.29, respectively).</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Yuan et al [53]</td>
<td>Used Baidu, a popular Chinese search index, to model and monitor influenza activity in China. A comprehensive technique was presented for (1) keyword selection, (2) keyword filtering, (3) index composition, and (4) modeling and detection of influenza activity in China. Sequential time series for the selected composite keyword index was significantly correlated with official Chinese influenza cases. Further, 1-month-ahead prediction of flu cases had a considerably small prediction error (mean absolute percent error&lt;11%).</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Baidu search index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dong et al [36]</td>
<td>Used DXY, an online platform of the Chinese medical community, as a primary data source to develop an online interactive dashboard. The dashboard is hosted by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University, United States. They monitored various Twitter feeds, online news services, and direct communication sent through the dashboard to identify new cases.</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>DXY, Twitter feeds, online news services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Research objective and key findings</td>
<td>Infectious disease(s)</td>
<td>Big data source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Signorini et al [44]</td>
<td>To explore public concerns regarding rapidly evolving H1N1 activity, used Twitter data and support vector regression to show that estimates of ILI accurately tracked reported disease levels. They retrieved a large sample of public tweets that matched a set of flu-related search terms.</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Chew and Eysenbach [54]</td>
<td>Proposed and evaluated a complementary infoveillance approach using Twitter during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic. They performed a content analysis of tweets and validated Twitter as a real-time content and sentiment tracking tool. Infovigil, an infoveillance technology, was used to record more than 2 million Twitter postings with the terms “swine flu” and “H1N1.” According to content analysis, resource-related posts were most commonly shared (52.6%). Misinformation occurred in 4.5% of the cases. News websites were the most popular sources (23.2%), while government and health agencies were linked only 1.5% of the time.</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Zhou et al [35]</td>
<td>Used logistic regression models to explore the risk factors associated with in-hospital deaths. They utilized a retrospective, multicenter cohort study that included all adult inpatients with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19.</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Electronic health (medical) records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Huang et al [39]</td>
<td>This descriptive study detailed descriptive statistics of clinical features of patients infected with COVID-19 in China as extracted from electronic medical records.</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Electronic health (medical) records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Williamson et al [49]</td>
<td>Developed OpenSAFELY, a secure health analytics platform that maintains patient data in the current data center of a significant provider of primary care electronic health records and serves 40% of all patients in England. OpenSAFELY was used to examine factors associated with COVID-19–related deaths: 10,926 COVID-19–related deaths were pseudonymously linked to primary care records of 17,278,392 persons.</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Electronic health (medical) records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Wu et al [50]</td>
<td>Used data on monthly airline bookings from the Official Aviation Guide and data on human mobility across more than 300 prefecture-level Chinese cities from the Tencent database. The reports released by the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention provided information on confirmed cases. A susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered (SEIR) model was used to simulate the epidemics in China’s main cities. They concluded that, with a lag time of roughly 1-2 weeks behind the Wuhan outbreak, epidemics were already expanding exponentially in several large cities throughout China, assuming the transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2 was identical domestically and over time.</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Tencent Migration data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Santillana et al [43]</td>
<td>Presented an ensemble-based machine learning method that leverages data from various sources, including Google searches, Twitter microblogs, and near real-time hospital visit records, to provide nowcast and forecast estimates of influenza activity in the United States. Their method combines multiple ILI activity estimates, generated independently with each data source, into a single prediction of ILI. Evaluation of the predictive ability of their method suggests that it outperforms every prediction using each data source independently. Additionally, it generated estimates 2 and 3 weeks ahead of time with comparable accuracy to real-time forecasts from an autoregressive model and predictions 1 week ahead of GFT’s real-time estimates.</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Google searches, Twitter microblogs, and near real-time hospital visit records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Li et al [42]</td>
<td>Evaluated the predictive value of search data from Google Trends and two Chinese social media platforms, Weibo index and Baidu index, for the COVID-19 epidemic in China. They observed that the peak of internet searches and social media data about the COVID-19 outbreak occurred 10-14 days earlier than the peak of daily incidences in China. Internet searches and social media data were highly correlated (r&gt;0.89) with daily incidences.</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Google Trends, Weibo index, Baidu index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Cervellin et al [56]</td>
<td>Compared the reliability of Google Trends in different clinical settings for common diseases with lower media coverage and for less common diseases attracting major media coverage. They carried out a Google Trends search using the keywords “renal colic,” “epistaxis,” and “mushroom poisoning.” Additionally, a second search was carried out for three clinical conditions (ie, “meningitis,” “Legionella pneumophila pneumonia,” and “Ebola fever”). No correlation was observed between Google Trends and epidemiology of renal colics, epistaxis, and mushroom poisoning. When searching the term “mushroom” alone, the Google Trends search generated a seasonal pattern, almost overlapping with the epidemiological profile.</td>
<td>Meningitis, Legionella pneumonia, and Ebola</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Principal Findings

Novel big data streams have created interesting opportunities for infectious disease monitoring and control. The review of the top 20 papers suggests the domination of high-volume electronic health records and digital traces such as internet searches and social media. Of note is the relatively increased use of Google Trends. Most studies used Google Trends data by correlating them with official data on disease occurrence, spread, and outbreaks. Some of these studies further adopted nowcasting for disease surveillance. However, using Google Trends for forecasts and predictions in infectious diseases epidemiology fills a gap in the extant literature. Few studies have gone as far as predicting incidents and occurrences, even though data on reported cases of various health concerns and the associated Google Trends data have been correlated in many studies. Predicting the future is hard; hence, more reliable and efficient methodologies are needed for forecasting infectious disease outbreaks.

There are a few drawbacks to digital trace data that should be considered. Many of these data streams miss demographic information such as age and gender, which is essential in almost any epidemiological study. Besides, they represent a growing but still limited population segment, with infants unfeatured and fewer older adults than younger people. Geographic heterogeneity in coverage exists, with underrepresentation in developing countries, although these biases tend to fade and are arguably less pronounced than those found in traditional global surveillance systems. Further, the retrieved data are subject to spatial and temporal uncertainty. Accordingly, hybrid systems that supplement rather than replace conventional surveillance systems as well as improve prospects for accurate infectious disease models and forecasts should be developed.

Most studies, except for those in the United States and China, were conducted in the European context. Thus, more studies need to test the utility of these big data streams for infectious disease epidemiology in the context of more countries, especially in Africa. Future research questions should ask if any cross-cultural differences between countries affect the adoption and use of big data in infectious disease epidemiology.

The vast majority of infectious diseases have a global distribution. Apart from the coronavirus, influenza, Zika, and Ebola virus outbreaks that are featured in our review, the utility of these big data sources for more infectious diseases should be studied.

Limitations

A few limitations were inherent in our study. First, like any bibliometric study, we are limited by the search terms and database used. This study utilized English publications from the WoS core collection; therefore, relevant publications may have been missed. However, our choice of WoS was informed by its greater coverage of high-impact journals. Second, some studies may have been published after we concluded document extraction. Accordingly, this study does not claim to be exhaustive but rather extensive.

Future Research Agenda and Conclusions

The bibliometric study identified the United States and China as research leaders in this field, with most affiliations from the Harvard Medical School and the University of California. Top authors were Zhang Yi and Li Xingwang. *Journal of Medical Internet Research* and *PLoS One* are the most productive and influential journals in this field. Internet searches and social media data are the most utilized data sources. COVID-19 and influenza were the most studied infectious diseases. The main research themes in this area of research were disease monitoring and surveillance, utility of electronic health (or medical) records, methodology framework for infodemiology tools, and machine/deep learning. Most research papers on big data in infectious diseases epidemiology were published in outlets related to computer science, public health, and health care services.

Opportunities for future research are revealed directly from the results of this study. Integrating multiple surveillance platforms, including big data tools, are critical to better understanding pathogen spread. It is also paramount for the research needs to align with a global view of disease risk. The risk of infectious disease is globally shared in an increasingly connected world. The COVID-19 pandemic, including the rapid global circulation of evolved strains, has emphasized the need for an interdisciplinary, collaborative, global framework for infectious disease research and control. There is a need to empower epidemiologists and public health scientists to leverage insights from big data for infectious disease prevention and control.

![Discussion](https://www.i-jmr.org/2023/1/e42292)
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Abstract

Background: Hematological malignancies disturb the blood, lymph nodes, and bone marrow. Taking medications for treating opportunistic infections (OIs) in these individuals may enhance the risk of medication interaction as well as adverse drug reactions.

Objective: This review aims to evaluate the effectiveness of nondrug interventions in reducing OIs among patients with hematological cancers.

Methods: The PubMed, CENTRAL (Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials), and Embase databases were searched on December 26, 2022, for all randomized controlled trials (RCTs). The primary endpoint was OIs. The quality of included studies was assessed by the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool.

Results: A total of 6 studies were included in this review with 4 interventions: (1) types of mouthwash received, (2) presence of coating on central venous catheters (CVCs), (3) use of well-fitted masks, and (4) types of diet consumed. The results were presented in 8 different comparisons: (1) chlorhexidine-nystatin versus saline mouth rinse, (2) chlorhexidine versus saline mouth rinse, (3) nystatin versus saline mouth rinse, (4) chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine–coated CVCs versus uncoated catheters, (5) well-fitted masks versus no mask, (6) amine fluoride-stannous fluoride versus sodium fluoride mouthwash, (7) low-bacterial diet versus standard hospital diet, and (8) herbal versus placebo mouthwash. No clear differences were reported in any of the outcomes examined in the first 3 comparisons. There were also no clear differences in the rate of catheter-related bloodstream infection or insertion site infection between the use of chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine–coated CVCs versus uncoated catheters, (5) well-fitted masks versus no mask, (6) amine fluoride-stannous fluoride versus sodium fluoride mouthwash, (7) low-bacterial diet versus standard hospital diet, and (8) herbal versus placebo mouthwash. No clear differences were reported in any of the outcomes examined in the first 3 comparisons. There were also no clear differences in the rate of catheter-related bloodstream infection or insertion site infection between the use of chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine–coated CVCs versus uncoated catheters, (5) well-fitted masks versus no mask, (6) amine fluoride-stannous fluoride versus sodium fluoride mouthwash, (7) low-bacterial diet versus standard hospital diet, and (8) herbal versus placebo mouthwash. No clear differences were reported in any of the outcomes examined in the first 3 comparisons. There were also no clear differences in the rate of catheter-related bloodstream infection or insertion site infection between the use of chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine–coated CVCs versus uncoated catheters, (5) well-fitted masks versus no mask, (6) amine fluoride-stannous fluoride versus sodium fluoride mouthwash, (7) low-bacterial diet versus standard hospital diet, and (8) herbal versus placebo mouthwash. There was no clear difference in all-cause mortality, although common adverse effects were reported in patients who used sodium fluoride mouthwash compared with those using amine fluoride-stannous fluoride mouthwash. There was no evidence of any difference in the incidence of possible invasive aspergillosis or candidemia between patients who consumed a low-bacterial diet and a standard diet. For the last comparison, no significant difference was seen between patients who received herbal and placebo mouthwash.

Conclusions: Very limited evidence was available to measure the effectiveness of nondrug interventions in hematological cancers. The effectiveness of the interventions included in this review needs to be evaluated further in high-quality RCTs in a dedicated setting among patients with hematological malignancies.
KEYWORDS
nondrug; intervention; opportunistic infection; hematological malignancies

Introduction

Background

Hematological cancer or malignancies are cancers of the blood, bone marrow, and lymph nodes that come from either lymphoid cell lines or myeloid. Megakaryocytes, macrophages, granulocytes, mast cells, and erythrocytes are produced by the myeloid cell line. The myeloid cell line is responsible for acute and myelodysplastic syndromes, myeloproliferative disorders, and chronic myelogenous leukemia [1]. Other cells such as plasma, T and B cells, as well as natural killer cells or large granular lymphocytes are produced by the lymphoid cell line. This lymphoid cell line is responsible for lymphomas, lymphocytic leukemia, and myelomas [1]. In the United States and United Kingdom, 16 (13.6%) leukemia cases are reported per 100,000 people [2,3]. The clinical course and prognosis vary as it may depend on the existence or the type of genetic mutation itself. Chemotherapy, radiation, immunotherapy, and bone marrow transplantation are examples of active treatment options.

A healthy individual with a strong immune system is usually resistant to opportunistic infections (OIs) caused by pathogens such as protozoa, fungi, viruses, or bacteria [1]. However, if the immune system is weakened, the pathogens are less likely to be infected. Cancer therapy to treat hematological cancer can weaken a patient’s immune system, making them vulnerable to OIs. OIs affect 5%-60% of individuals with hematological malignancies [4-7], with the mortality rate ranging between 15% and 41% [5]. Broad-spectrum intravenous antimicrobials are used to treat OIs, which are first used empirically and then adapted to the patient’s specific needs [8]. Viruses causing the OIs can be treated with antiviral therapies.

Most individuals with hematological cancers are more susceptible to OIs due to both immunological impairment of cancer therapies and disturbances caused by the disease itself [9,10]. In a situation where patients with cancer become neutropenic, they are isolated as a precautionary measure to prevent OIs, while the length of stay in the isolation room varies depending on their medical condition. This may cause wide range of psychological burdens such as depression, anxiety, and stress as a result of staying in the isolation room [11]. It has been reported that the psychological well-being of patients with cancer influences their treatment response and long-term prognosis [12-14]. Nondrug therapies such as isolation have been used to reduce the OIs. The relation between OIs and cancer treatment is bidirectional. Treatment for various types of cancers causes immunosuppression and that may cause OIs among patients with cancer. Treatment knowledge, understanding, and adherence will improve the overall prognosis [15,16]. Therefore, the objective of this review is to evaluate the efficiency of nondrug interventions in preventing OIs in individuals with hematological cancers. As a result, this study was performed to assess the safety and efficacy of nondrug interventions for the prevention of OIs in individuals with hematological cancer or malignancies.

Types of Nondrug Interventions

There are three major types of nondrug interventions. The first type of intervention is the barrier method to prevent potential transmission such as wearing protective equipment or gloves, cleaning of bed sheets and clothes, and the use of masks. The second type of intervention is complete elimination of the causal agents such as fumigation on a regular basis, regular cleaning of potential microbe-harboring goods including toys and carpets, elimination of houseplants that are likely to be a reservoir for microorganisms, and the use of mouthwash as a personal hygiene modification [17]. The third type of intervention is the physical method such as applying positive pressure (controls the air quality in-flow) or using a high-efficiency particulate absorption (HEPA) filtered room to improve the hospital environment.

In patients with neutropenia, primary infections can be a result of mild injuries caused by venous and vascular catheters, which can spread through the bloodstream and eventually result in soft tissue and skin infection [18]. Neutropenic diet is also a part of the barrier method to reduce the risk of infection. It consists of a low-bacteria diet, such as meals cooked thoroughly or with boiled water. Despite its widespread use, the effectiveness of a neutropenic diet in patients undergoing chemotherapy remains debatable [19-21].

Physical methods such as using an HEPA filter may help prevent contact with pathogens that exist in soil or plants and can reduce OIs in vulnerable individuals [22-26].

Personal hygiene modifications, such as the use of mouthwash [27], chlorhexidine baths [28], and frequent cleaning of surfaces, may decrease the microorganisms and completely eliminate them [29].

How the Intervention Might Work

Targeted nondrug interventions to treat OIs act in 3 ways: removing the cause of illness, reducing the contact with infectious agents, and decreasing the risk of microorganism invasion.

The use of personal protective equipment (PPE) and HEPA filters are examples of barrier methods to reduce one’s exposure to an infective agent. HEPA filters are reported to eliminate 99.97% of particles with a diameter over 0.3 m, which includes most microorganisms [30]. The use of PPE such as surgical and N95 masks has demonstrated beneficial effect in reducing the...
transmission of influenza virus [31,32]. Hand hygiene has been shown to prevent the transfer of harmful microorganisms, such as central line–acquired bloodstream infections and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus [33,34]. The use of gloves may limit the quantity of microbes’ transmission through skin contact. Alcohol-based antiseptics have been suggested to reduce pathogen transmission by denaturing the microorganisms’ proteins [1].

**Justification for This Review**

OIIs contribute to mortality and morbidity in individuals with hematological cancer. In these patients, nondrug interventions, such as the use of PPE and modifying the environment, are commonly used, as they may lessen the need for medication prophylaxis and therapy; however, they are not without hazards and expenses. As a result, synthesizing the existing evidence on the safety and efficacy of these interventions is critical. In that regard, this study was performed to assess the safety and efficacy of nondrug interventions for OI prevention in individuals with hematological cancer or malignancies.

**Methods**

**Overview**

We conducted a systematic review by following the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines [35]. The PRISMA checklist was used while writing this report [36].

**Eligibility Criteria**

For this review, we followed the PICOS mnemonic, where “P” represents adult patients with hematological cancer, and we included all individuals or patients regardless of the stage of disease, type of hematological cancer or malignancy, morbidity, and the received treatment modality; “I” is any nondrug intervention included either alone or in combination with other therapies such as alteration of patient/caregiver behavior, alteration of the home-based environment, and hospital-based environmental control measures. We also included other interventions defined by the study authors as nondrug intervention. The control “C” group is defined as individuals or patients who did not receive the nondrug intervention, or those who obtained prophylactic pharmacological medications or therapies. The outcomes “O” are defined as either OIs or bacterial OIs, mortality due to OIs, all-cause mortality, hospitalization duration in days, chemotherapy interruption (number of episodes or duration of interruption), quality of life, and adverse effects related to the intervention. The included study design “S” is all randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or cluster RCTs that are published in full texts or abstracts. We excluded studies when the intervention contained pharmacological measures or any studies with the crossover design due to concerns of the “carryover” effects.

**Search Methods for Identification of Studies**

A comprehensive systematic literature search was performed on various electronic databases, Embase, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), WHO (World Health Organization) International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP), and PubMed, to identify relevant studies from inception to December 2022. A strategy search for PubMed was established and modified for use in the other databases. During the search, keywords and equivalent MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) phrases were combined when applicable, with no language or publication year restrictions. The search strategies for MEDLINE are presented in Multimedia Appendix 1 and CENTRAL in Multimedia Appendix 2. We also searched the abstract records from the following conferences organized by societies that are related to blood cancer or malignancies: The European Society for Medical Oncology Annual Congress, The European Hematology Association (EHA) Conference, American Association for Cancer Research and American Society of Clinical Oncology Conference, American Society of Hematology Meeting, and Virginia Association of Hematologists and Oncologists (VAHO) Spring Membership Conference. We also searched the following databases for ongoing studies: metaRegister of Controlled Trials [37], International Clinical Trials Registry Platform [38], and ClinicalTrials.gov [39]. During the searches, there was no limitation or restriction on the language of the article.

**Strategy for Data Collection and Analysis**

**Selection of Studies**

Two authors (NAM and NHM) independently screened all the study titles and abstracts and excluded studies that were not eligible. We resolved any discrepancies through discussion or by consultation with the third review author (TA). We followed the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions [40] for reporting biases. We retrieved the full-text study reports/publications and 2 other review authors (NM and FNL) independently screened the full text to identify studies for inclusion, as well as identifying and recording reasons for exclusion of the ineligible studies. We resolved any disagreement through discussion or consulted a third review author (NML) to make the final judgment. We identified and excluded duplicates and collated multiple reports of the same study such that each study rather than each report is the unit of interest in the review. We recorded the selection process in sufficient detail to complete a PRISMA flow diagram (Figure 1) and tabulated the characteristics of the included and excluded studies [35].
Data Extraction and Management

Two authors (NAM and IAR) independently extracted the data and completed the data extraction using a standardized data collection form for study characteristics and outcome data. The form contained information on methods, total participants, interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study design. We resolved disagreements by consensus.

Assessment of the Risk of Bias in Included Studies

Two review authors (NAM and MU) independently assessed the quality of the included studies using the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias Tool [40]. The risk of bias is assessed using the following 6 domains: (1) random sequence generation, (2) allocation concealment, (3) blinding of individuals or participants and personnel, (4) blinding of the outcome assessment, (5) incomplete data outcome, and (6) selective reporting and other bias. We summarized the risk-of-bias judgments for each of the domains listed in the “risk-of-bias” table included in Multimedia Appendix 3 for the 6 included studies and present our overall assessment of the risk of bias using a “risk-of-bias” graph (Figure 2) and “risk-of-bias” summary (Figure 3). Any disagreement among the review authors was resolved by discussion to achieve a consensus.

Figure 2. Risk of bias graph on review authors’ judgments about each risk of bias item presented as percentages across all included studies.
Figure 3. Risk of bias summary on review authors’ judgments about each risk of bias item for each included study.

**Data Synthesis**

Dichotomous data were determined as risk ratio (RR) and reported with the 95% CI, whereas continuous data were observed as mean difference (MD) and the respective 95% CI [40]. Heterogeneity of treatment effects was measured using the $\chi^2$ test and the degree of heterogeneity was assessed using the $I^2$ statistic, with the value of 75% or higher indicating substantial heterogeneity [40]. Two authors (NAM and NM) performed data analysis using Review Manager version 5.4 [41]. Meta-analysis was not possible because we could not include more than 1 study that provided usable data in a single comparison.

We created “summary of findings” (SOF) tables using the software GRADEpro (McMaster University and Evidence Prime Inc.; Tables S1-S8 in Multimedia Appendix 4). In the SOF tables, we included the following major outcomes, regardless of whether the outcome data were available [40]: (1) OI, as reported variously by the study authors; (2) all-cause death or mortality; (3) death or mortality that is associated with OI; (4) duration of hospitalization; (5) quality of life; and (6) adverse effects (either chemotherapy associated or attributable to the intervention examined).

In a comparison that evaluated chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine–coated central venous catheters (CVCs) versus noncoated catheters [42], the major outcome reported was that the catheters were associated with various infections (catheter colonization, catheter-associated bloodstream infection, and insertion site infection). For this review, we have grouped these outcomes together with our predefined outcome of “OI” and have displayed these outcomes in the SOF tables.

**Results**

**Findings From The Search Strategies**

A total of 4700 records (1746 records from CENTRAL [Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials], 1067 records from MEDLINE, and 1887 records from Embase) were successfully retrieved. No additional records were identified through other sources, such as online conference archives and clinical trial registries. After removing duplicates, 4641 records remained. Subsequently, 4615 records were excluded. We obtained 26 records to be assessed for eligibility. Of these, 20 articles were excluded. Ultimately, 6 eligible articles or studies were included. The PRISMA flow diagram of the selection of studies is depicted in Figure 1.

**Included Studies**

The 6 included studies were published as full papers [42-47]. Of these 6 studies, 2 were performed in Germany [42,45], 1 was conducted in Canada [43], 1 in Finland [44], 1 in The Netherlands [46], and 1 in Iran [47]. Table 1 describes in detail the characteristics of the studies included in this review.
Table 1. Characteristics of the included articles or studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Findings or outcomes</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epstein et al [43]</td>
<td>A single-center 4-arm randomized controlled trial conducted in Canada (published in 1992)</td>
<td>A total of 99 adult (&gt;18 years old) patients diagnosed with leukemia with severe neutropenia. All patients were treated with chemotherapy with or without bone marrow transplantation. No exclusion criteria were stated.</td>
<td>Chlorhexidine, chlorhexidine + nystatin, nystatin, and saline rinse groups.</td>
<td>Cancer therapy-related oral complications such as oral mucositis, ulceration, gingivitis, and dental plaque.</td>
<td>This study was conducted for eligible individuals or patients who were admitted under the Leukemia/Bone Marrow Transplantation Service, Vancouver General Hospital, Canada. The study obtained the ethical review board approval of the Vancouver General Hospital. There was no conflicts of interest reported between the authors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laine et al [44]</td>
<td>A single-center randomized controlled trial conducted in Finland (study period was not stated)</td>
<td>A total of 76 adult patients who had been diagnosed with Hodgkin disease/non-Hodgkin lymphoma, which was confirmed by histological analysis. These patients received chemotherapy with curative intent. Their estimated life expectancy was &lt;1 year. Patients were eligible if they did not have other concomitant disease, were receiving cancer therapy medication only, and with a Karnofsky Performance Status score of ≥60. Exclusion criteria were not explicitly stated.</td>
<td>Using a mouthwash containing 0.025% fluoride-stannous fluoride or 0.05% of sodium fluoride solution.</td>
<td>All-cause mortality and adverse effects such as stinging pain near the mouth, staining teeth, nausea, bad taste, and combined adverse effects, as well as salivary microbial count and salivary secretion rate.</td>
<td>This study was partly supported by the pharmaceutical industry (Gaba International Ltd., Basle, Switzerland) and partly by the Linda Gadd Foundation of the Finska Lakare-sallskapet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maschmeyer et al [45]</td>
<td>A prospective randomized study conducted in Germany from February 2004 to October 2005</td>
<td>A total of 80 hospitalized patients (&gt;18 years old) who had received either chemotherapy/intensive myelosuppressive therapy or allogeneic stem cell transplantation for acute leukemia. Exclusion criteria were clearly stated.</td>
<td>Patients received the standard or routine prophylaxis with or without a well-fitted FFP2 mask.</td>
<td>The primary outcome was the occurrence of a possible, probable, or proven aspergillosis. Secondary outcomes were tolerability, patient compliance with wearing masks and other procedures related to infection prevention, mortality, administration of systemic antifungal agents for empirical or targeted treatment of invasive mycoses, and diagnosis of fungal infection within 2 weeks after the study.</td>
<td>The protocol of the study was approved by the Human Ethics Committee of the Charité University of Berlin, Germany. This study was performed in collaboration with 3M Germany, which provided the masks for free.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostendorf et al [42]</td>
<td>A single-center randomized controlled trial conducted in Germany</td>
<td>Individuals or patients with hematological cancer or malignancy. These patients needed or were on a CVC for a minimum of 7 days. A total of 184 CVCs were evaluated. The exclusion criteria were not mentioned in this study.</td>
<td>Chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine–impregnated CVC versus nonimpregnated CVC.</td>
<td>Catheter colonization (mentioned as “catheter-related bacteremia”), mortality rate, and catheter-associated local infection.</td>
<td>This study received funding from the industrial partners (eg, from the distributor and manufacturer of catheter).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Risk of Bias of the Included Studies

We did not identify any on-going study for this review.

Risk of Bias of the Included Studies

Overall, the risk-of-bias profile of the included studies varied, with insufficient information in most studies to enable a meaningful assessment of the risk-of-selection bias, and the high risk of performance bias in half of the included studies was due to a lack of blinding of individuals and personnel. The distribution of risk of bias in different aspects for the included studies are shown in Figures 2 and 3 and Multimedia Appendix 3.

Excluded Studies

We excluded 20 out of the short-listed 26 studies [48-67] as depicted in Multimedia Appendix 5. The studies were excluded due to the following reasons:

- Inappropriate study design: 5 nonrandomized comparative studies [50,53,55,58,64], 3 cohort studies [54,59,67], 3 case-control studies [51,52,56], 2 cross-sectional studies [62,65], 1 before-and-after study [63], 1 crossover study [49], and 1 mixed method study [61].
- Noninterest population: 2 studies [60,66].
- Nonrelevant intervention: 1 study [57].
- Nonrelevant outcome: 1 study [48].

We did not identify any on-going study for this review.

Effects of Interventions

Overview

All data presented were extracted from published reports. There were 8 comparisons included in the analysis, each only represented by a single study. The summarized analysis for the comparisons is tabulated in Multimedia Appendix 6. In the following sections, findings of the analysis are reported according to the comparison.

Comparison 1: Chlorhexidine and Nystatin Versus Saline Mouth Rinse

A single study was included [43], with 52 patients analyzed under this comparison out of the total of 99 patients from all 4 arms.

Only chemotherapy-related oral mucosal adverse effects were assessed in the study included [43]. However, there was no clear difference in mucositis score (grade 0-3, with higher scores indicating a more severe mucositis) between patients who received the chlorhexidine-nystatin mouth rinse and those who used the saline mouth rinse (MD 0.96, 95% CI –0.09 to 2.01; number of patients=52; analysis 1.1: quality of evidence was very low for both findings, reduced 1 level on the basis of risk of bias and another 2 levels due to severe serious concerns on imprecision). There was no clear difference in the average oral mucosal ulcer size between patients who received the

---

Excluded Studies

Ardakani et al [47]

A single-center, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trial conducted in Iran from April 2011 to August 2012

A total of 60 patients were enrolled (nonsmokers, aged ≥15 years, able to gargle the mouthwash, and capable of reading and communicating with staff). Exclusion criteria were no cooperation during the study, allergic reactions to herbal mouthwash, and failure to adhere to the oral health protocol due to any changes of their health condition.

A herbal mouthwash containing 1% dried extract of Matricaria recutita, 1% peppermint oil, and 99% ethanol. By contrast, the placebo mouthwash had similar taste, smell, and color, but contained 0.02% edible red color, 0.5% chlorophyllin color, 13% ethanol, and 71.5% distilled sterile water.

Development of oral mucositis assessed using the NCI-CTC, with an evaluation of its duration, which was assessed by the number of days with the infection.

Excluded Studies

Tiel et al [46]

A randomized and controlled pilot study conducted in The Netherlands from February to December 2003

About 20 individuals or patients (>18 years old) with acute leukemia who were on chemotherapy treatment or remission induction. No exclusion criteria were stated.

The authors discussed 2 categories of diet: low bacterial diet versus standard or normal hospital diet. Patients in both groups received antimicrobial prophylaxis.

Colonization of feces with Candida species or Gram-negative bacilli. Secondary findings were infection parameters and the total societal costs.

Data on stool colonization were very skewed and may not be analyzable. The study was financially supported by the Dutch Board and Profileringsfonds of the University Hospital Maastricht. The Medical Ethics Committee of the University Hospital Maastricht, The Netherlands approved the study protocol.

---

Footnotes:

aFFP2: filtering face piece.
bCVC: central venous catheter.
chlorhexidine-nystatin mouth rinse and those who received the saline mouth rinse (MD 1.65 mm, 95% CI –7.48 to 10.78; number of patients=52; analysis 1.2: quality of evidence was very low for both outcomes, downgraded 1 level on the basis of risk of bias and another 2 levels due to severe serious concerns on imprecision). See also Multimedia Appendix 6 for the analysis.

Comparison 2: Chlorhexidine Versus Saline Mouth Rinse

A single study [43] was included, with 36 patients analyzed under this comparison out of the total of 99 patients from all 4 arms.

Only chemotherapy-related oral mucosal adverse effects were assessed in the included study [43]. However, there was no clear difference in mucositis score (grade 0-3, with higher scores indicating a more severe mucositis) between patients who received the chlorhexidine mouth rinse and patients who received the saline mouth rinse (MD 0.56, 95% CI –0.59 to 1.71; number of patients=36; analysis 2.1: quality of evidence was very low for both findings, reduced 1 level on the basis of risk of bias and another 2 levels due to severe serious concerns on imprecision). There was no clear difference in the oral mucosal ulcer size among patients who received the chlorhexidine mouth rinse and patients who received the saline mouth rinse (MD 2.17 mm, 95% CI –8.17 to 12.51; number of patients=36; analysis 2.2: quality of evidence was very low for both outcomes, reduced 1 level on the basis of risk of bias and another 2 levels due to severe serious concerns on imprecision).

Comparison 3: Nystatin Versus Saline Mouth Rinse

A single study [43] was included, with 34 patients analyzed under this comparison out of the total of 99 patients from all 4 arms.

Only chemotherapy-related oral mucosal adverse effects were assessed in the included study [43]. However, there was no clear difference in mucositis score (grade 0-3, with higher scores indicating a more severe mucositis) between patients who received the nystatin mouth rinse and patients who received the saline mouth rinse (MD 0.90, 95% CI –0.23 to 2.03; number of patients=34; analysis 3.1: quality of evidence was low, decreased 1 level on the basis of risk of bias and another 2 levels due to severe serious concerns on imprecision).

Comparison 4: Chlorhexidine Silver Sulfadiazine–Coated CVCs Versus Uncoated Catheters

A single study [42] of 184 catheters was included under this comparison. The study did not evaluate the risk of OI, but assessed CVC colonization, catheter-related bloodstream infection, and insertion site infection, which we classified for the purpose of this review as secondary findings. For catheter colonization the evidence showed that patients with cancer who received chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine–coated CVCs appeared less likely to develop catheter colonization (RR 0.37, 95% CI 0.20 to 0.69; number of catheters=184; analysis 4.1: quality of evidence was moderate, downgraded 1 level based on indirectness of the outcome assessed). For the association between catheters and bloodstream infections, the evidence showed no significant difference for the rate of catheter-related bloodstream infection between patients with cancer who received chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine–coated CVCs and those who received standard, uncoated catheters (RR 0.45, 95% CI 0.12 to 1.68; number of catheters=184; analysis 4.2: quality of evidence was low, which was decreased 2 levels due to severe serious concerns on imprecision). For insertion site infection, there was no clear difference observed for the rate of insertion site infection between patients with cancer who received chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine–coated CVCs and those who received standard, uncoated catheters (RR 0.94, 95% CI 0.66 to 1.33; number of catheters=184; analysis 4.3: quality of evidence observed was moderate, reduced 1 level because of serious concerns on imprecision).

Comparison 5: Well-Fitting Masks Versus No Mask

A single study [45] of 80 patients was included under this comparison. The study evaluated OI and all-cause mortality as the primary outcomes and mortality caused by OI as the secondary outcome.

In the included study [45], aspergillosis infection was assessed. The outcome was divided into possible, probable, or proven aspergillosis.

• For possible OIs, there was certainly no clear difference among patients who used a well-fitted mask versus those without a well-fitted mask (RR 0.48, 95% CI 0.09 to 2.45; number of patients=80; analysis 5.1.1: quality of evidence was very low, which was decreased by 3 levels due to indirectness and severe serious concerns on imprecision).

• For probable OIs, there was no clear difference among patients who used a well-fitted mask versus those without a well-fitted mask (RR 1.90, 95% CI 0.37 to 9.81; number of patients=80; analysis 5.1.2: quality of evidence was very low, which was reduced by 3 levels due to indirectness and serious serious concerns on imprecision).

• For proven OIs, there was no significant difference among patients who received a well-fitted mask versus those without a well-fitted mask (RR 0.95, 95% CI 0.14 to 6.43; number of patients=80; analysis 5.1.3: quality of evidence was very low, which was decreased by 3 levels due to indirectness and severe serious concerns on imprecision).

• For combined possible, probable, and proven OIs, there was no clear difference among patients who received a well-fitted mask versus those without a well-fitted mask (RR 0.95; 95% CI 0.40 to 2.29; number of patients = 80; analysis 5.1.4: very low quality of evidence, which was reduced by 3 levels for indirectness and severe serious concerns on imprecision).

The all-cause mortality provided by a single study [45], which was assessed clinically, showed no significant difference among patients with a well-fitted mask versus those without a well-fitted mask (RR 1.00, 95% CI 0.14 to 6.93; number of patients=160; analysis 5.2: reduced by 2 levels with low-quality evidence obtained for indirectness and severe concerns on imprecision). This study also provided evidence on mortality due to OI assessed clinically, in which no clear difference was
observed for patients with and without well-fitted masks (RR 1.00, 95% CI 0.06 to 15.71; number of patients=160; analysis 5.3: quality of evidence was low, which was reduced by 2 levels due to indirectness and serious concerns on imprecision).

**Comparison 6: Amine Fluoride-Stannous Fluoride Versus Sodium Fluoride Mouthwash**

All-cause mortality provided by a single study [44], which was assessed clinically, showed no significant difference among patients who used the amine fluoride-stannous mouthwash versus those who used the sodium fluoride mouthwash (RR 0.67, 95% CI 0.11 to 3.88; number of patients=152; analysis 6.1: quality of evidence was low, reduced by 3 levels for indirectness and severe concerns on imprecision). This study also clinically assessed the combined adverse effect of stinging, discomfort in the mouth, teeth staining, nausea, and bad taste for patients who used the amine fluoride-stannous fluoride and sodium fluoride mouthwash, which showed a higher incidence of adverse effects for patients who used the latter (RR 9.33, 95% CI 1.34 to 64.89; number of patients=45; analysis 6.2.1: the very low-quality evidence reduced by 3 levels due to indirectness and serious concerns on imprecision).

**Comparison 7: Low-Bacterial Diet Versus Normal Diet**

One study [46] showed no clear difference in the impact of diet consumed (low bacterial vs normal) on OI (RR 0.2, 95% CI 0.01 to 3.70; number of patients=20; analysis 7.1.1: evidence with a very low quality was observed, which was reduced by 3 levels for indirectness and severe concerns on imprecision). For the OI (candidemia) assessed clinically and by laboratory reports, there was no clear difference among patients who consumed a low-bacterial diet versus those who consumed a normal diet (RR 1.00, 95% CI 0.07 to 13.87; number of patients=20; analysis 7.2: quality of evidence was very low, downgraded with 3 levels due to indirectness and serious concerns on imprecision).

**Comparison 8: Herbal Mouthwash Versus Placebo Mouthwash**

A single study [47] with 60 patients was analyzed under this comparison. The study evaluated oral mucositis. There was no significant difference between patients who received herbal and placebo mouthwash (RR 0.81, 95% CI 0.64 to 1.04; number of patients=60; analysis 8.1: evidence quality of evidence was moderate, downgraded by 1 level due to serious concerns on risk of incomplete outcome data bias).

**Discussion**

**Summary of the Principal Findings**

A total of 519 participants were evaluated from 6 included studies. Although this review included a small number of studies, it represented the best existing evidence that addressed the use of nondrug intervention for OIs. This review identified 4b major types of nondrug interventions for hematological cancer: (1) mouthwash that contained either chlorhexidine, nystatin, saline, amine fluoride-stannous fluoride, sodium fluoride, or herbal substances; (2) CVCs that were coated with chlorhexidine silver-sulfadiazine or uncoated; (3) use of well-fitted masks; and (4) diet consumed (either a low-bacterial diet or a normal diet). However, each type of intervention was represented by 1 small study. Overall, the use of chlorhexidine mouthwash alone or in combination with nystatin or nystatin mouthwash alone showed no clear difference for reductions in mucositis based on mucositis score and ulcer size [43]. A study by Laine et al [44] assessed the use of amine fluoride-stannous fluoride or sodium fluoride mouthwash. The study, however, did not show any clear difference in all-cause mortality and adverse effects such as discomfort in the mouth, teeth staining, unpleasant taste, and nausea. Maschmeyer et al [45] assessed the use of a well-fitted mask with no clear difference in OIs for all-cause mortality. Another study by Tiel et al [46] evaluated the use of a low bacteria diet versus a standard diet with no clear difference in the reduction of possible OIs or OIs assessed clinically. A study by Ardakani et al [47] that assessed the use of herbal mouthwash in preventing OIs showed no clear difference when compared with the placebo mouthwash group.

**Comparison With Prior Reviews or Studies**

We found 2 published reviews that examined the effectiveness of nondrug interventions in preventing OIs among different populations. Helder et al [68] had assessed the effectiveness of 5 different nondrug interventions in preventing bloodstream infections among newborns admitted to a neonatal intensive care unit. The authors included 15 RCTs and found that proper CVC insertion and maintenance with a proper aseptic technique were the most effective interventions to prevent bloodstream infection in infants. The review differed from our review, as ours focused on evaluating the outcomes among adults with hematological malignancies. The other review by Wekesah et al [69] assessed the effectiveness of nondrug interventions in improving outcomes and quality of care among pregnant women in sub-Saharan Africa. The authors included 73 mixed design studies and identified many interventions for improving maternal health. The review differed in scope from our current review, as we only focused on the prevention of OIs among individuals with hematological cancers.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic review that evaluated the use of nondrug interventions in preventing OIs among individuals with hematological cancer. The only available reviews that assessed interventions relevant to our review are those that evaluated antimicrobial-coated CVCs. One Cochrane systematic review and a related meta-analysis assessed the safety and effectiveness of antimicrobial catheters for patients in the intensive care unit, hematological and oncology unit (with all types of malignancies), and community settings [44,45], and reported that antimicrobial catheters in general reduced catheter colonization without clearly reducing catheter-related bloodstream infections, overall sepsis, and mortality rates. This is consistent with the finding of our single included study [42], which was also included in both reviews.

**Strengths**

The review also has strengths. First, this is the first systematic review that evaluated the use of nondrug interventions for preventing OIs among patients with hematological cancers. We confirmed the effectiveness through the synthesis of evidence, and the result has significant clinical implication for both
oncologists and patients. Second, we established strict inclusion and exclusion criteria, which resulted in a uniform data to be evaluated. We also included our assessment on study quality, which allows readers to judge the strength of evidence.

Limitations
The review has a few limitations. First, despite our comprehensive search, we could find only very few studies related to OIs that are eligible to be included. This review also only focused on the effect of nondrug interventions for hematological cancers that limited the applicability of its results to other types of cancer or immunocompromised patients. Further, we might have missed relevant papers from smaller databases, especially those that are non-English. In addition, there might be publication bias that we were unable to rigorously evaluate as the number of included studies was too small. Besides, we only included RCTs in our review with a well-defined, relatively narrow set of patient population, and as such, serious or rare adverse events might not have been comprehensively captured.

Conclusions
Overall, the quality of evidence presented in this review was very low. We are uncertain on the efficacy and safety of various types of mouthwash, coated CVCs, use of well-fitted masks, and low bacterial diet in major clinical findings such as OIs and related outcomes. Insufficient evidence exists on the effect of the nondrug intervention for preventing OIs in people with hematological cancers, and in people who are immunocompromised. This lack of evidence should be kept in mind when balancing the beneficial effects of nondrug interventions against the cost and feasibility of implementation in specific settings and against the potential for the development of OIs, and thus no firm conclusion can be made to inform practice. Therefore, further evidence is needed regarding the effect of nondrug interventions in patients with cancers, or in those who are immunocompromised.
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Abstract

Background: The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is known as a critical regulatory system for pregnancy-induced adaptations. If it fails to function, life-threatening pregnancy complications could occur. Hence, understanding and monitoring the underlying mechanism of action for these complications are necessary.

Objective: We aimed to systematically review the literature concerned with the associations between heart rate variability (HRV), as an ANS biomarker, and pregnancy complications.

Methods: We performed a comprehensive search in the PubMed, Medline Completion, CINAHL Completion, Web of Science Core Collection Classic, Cochrane Library, and SCOPUS databases in February 2022 with no time span limitation. We included studies concerned with the association between any pregnancy complications and HRV, with or without a control group. The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guideline was used for the review of the studies, and Covidence software was used for the study selection process. For data synthesis, we used the guideline by Popay et al.

Results: Finally, 12 studies with 6656 participants were included. Despite the methodological divergency that hindered a comprehensive comparison, our findings suggest that ANS is linked with some common pregnancy complications including fetal growth. However, existing studies do not support an association between ANS and gestational diabetes mellitus. Studies that linked pulmonary and central nervous system disorders with ANS function did not provide enough evidence to draw conclusions.

Conclusions: This review highlights the importance of understanding and monitoring the underlying mechanism of ANS in pregnancy-induced adaptations and the need for further research with robust methodology in this area.
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Introduction

Background
Various physiological changes occur during pregnancy that contribute to optimal growth and development of the fetus and help protect the mother from pregnancy and delivery complications [1]. These changes are regulated through a nonlinear complex relationship between various vital systems in the body. The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is known as a critical regulatory system for pregnancy-induced adaptations [2]. The importance of the ANS lies, to a great extent, in the fact that every organ of the human body is innervated and thus regulated by the ANS [3,4]. This systemic innervation enables the ANS to restore relationships between the individual functional systems after a disturbance of the balance of the
human body with the help of certain adjusting reactions [5]. Sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) components, as 2 functional elements of ANS, have complementary roles to mediate the hemodynamic adaptation in the body. The SNS directs the body's rapid involuntary response to varied internal or external demands [6] and mediates the vigilance, arousal, and activation of the bodily responses to adapt to increased metabolic needs in response to internal and external stimuli including pregnancy [7]. The PNS, on the other hand, is responsible for stimulation of “rest-and-digest” or “feed-and-breed” activities that occur when the body is at rest [8].

During pregnancy, hemodynamic adjustment is one of the main adaptations regulated by the ANS. This adaptation includes adjusting blood pressure, blood volume, and heart activity. Systemic vasodilation is the primary initial hemodynamic event that begins during the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle following the release of chemical mediators by the corpus luteum and is further amplified by adjunct factors including placental hormones and the vasodilatory sex steroid estrogen that are present during pregnancy [9-11]. The outcome of systemic vasodilation is a series of systemic accommodations regulated by the ANS that adapt to the pregnancy demands known as “hemostasis” but is dynamic and complex in function [12]. One of the initial hemodynamic accommodations is an increased volume of circulating blood (plasma, red cells), resulting in 40% to 45% higher volume than prior to pregnancy, in response to systemic vasodilation [13]. Due to the increased blood volume and decreased vascular resistance, heart rate and cardiac output increase, but maternal blood pressure is not elevated. These hemodynamic adaptations provide the required blood for the fetal need for growth [13] through increased sympathetic tone and parasympathetic withdrawal.

Heart rate variability (HRV) is a well-known, noninvasive variable that has been commonly used in the recent literature to detect various physical, and psychological disorders resulting from ANS dysfunction [14]. HRV, by definition, is the variation in the beat-to-beat (RR or NN) interval and measures oscillations in the interval between consecutive heart beats and reflects the variability in the intervals between R waves [15]. By function, HRV is representative of interrelated regulatory systems that indicate the person’s adaptation to internal and external stressors. Optimal variability indicates the responsiveness of the ANS and sympathetic-parasympathetic components to deal with the stressor [15]. Variability in the heart rate indicates the flexibility to cope with the uncertain and changing environment through the cardiovascular system. HRV is a surrogate parameter of the ANS reflecting the complex interaction between organ systems, and specifically the brain and cardiovascular system, to maintain hemostasis [16].

HRV is interpreted by various mathematical computations on the interbeat interval. These include time domain (eg, standard deviation of the normal-to-normal R-R intervals [SDNN]), root mean square of successive differences between normal heartbeats [RMSSD]), frequency domain (eg, low frequency [LF], high frequency [HF], LF/HF, very low frequency [VLF]), and nonlinear (eg, entropy) metrics for which the SNS, PNS, or both may contribute. The PNS mainly contributes to HF, VLF, and RMSSD, and both the SNS and PNS play a role in LF, LF/HF, and SDNN (see Multimedia Appendix 1) [15].

Literature that has used HRV as an ANS biomarker has suggested that ANS activity is shifted toward higher sympathetic and lower vagal modulation in response to pregnancy-induced demands over the course of a pregnancy [17]. However, methodological gaps such as noncontinuous assessment of HRV has hindered the understanding of where, when, and how these ANS alterations occur during pregnancy and whether these changes predict good or bad outcomes.

A failure in ANS regulation has been described in multiple and diverse diseases, both those that directly affect the nervous system and those affecting other organs, where they indirectly trigger or enhance pathological symptoms in the body [18]. It has been suggested that there is absolutely no disorder nor ailment in which the ANS plays no role [5]. Likewise, in pregnant individuals, ANS dysfunction has been considered one of the main contributors to the development of some maternal or neonatal disorders. Understanding the relationship between the ANS and pregnancy complications may be a pathway to investigate mechanisms of action for these life-threatening complications. This is particularly important as the growing availability of technology enables us to continuously and cost-effectively assess ANS function and the potential associated complications.

Objectives

In this study, we aimed to systematically review the potential pregnancy complications associated with ANS function and reflected in HRV.

Methods

Design

We performed a systematic review using the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) standards [19] to guide the study.

Eligibility Criteria

The PECO (Population, Exposure, Comparison or Controls, and Outcome) framework was applied to develop the research question and inclusion criteria. Regarding population (P), all pregnant individuals were included. The exposure (E) component, which is required for all the studies, included any pregnancy-related complications during pregnancy. For the comparison group (C), studies with or without a control group were eligible to be included. Regarding outcome (O), HRV, assessed at least once during pregnancy, was considered the expected outcome for all the studies. Studies were included if they were in the English language. The exclusion criteria included articles that were a systematic review, protocol, conference, letter to the editor, unpublished or under review, or dissertation proposal.

Information Sources

The PubMed, Medline Completion, CINAHL Completion, Web of Science Core Collection Classic, Cochrane Library, and SCOPUS databases were searched initially in February 2022.
(with no time span limitation). Although we used no limitation for the time span during the search, the time span varied depending on the history of each database. See Multimedia Appendix 2 for more details. To access further studies, the reference lists of the reviewed articles and Google Scholar were checked.

Search Strategy
Key words including “heart rate variability” and “pregnancy complications” were used for both simple and advanced searches in each database separately (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for all the terms).

Selection Process
Selected articles were peer reviewed in the online Covidence software by 2 independent reviewers. To assess relevancy, all the studies were screened by both reviewers, ZS and MR, based on titles, abstracts, and full texts in 2 steps. In the first step, the abstracts of all the articles that were gathered from the databases were screened in terms of their relevance to our study aim. Next, articles with relevant titles or abstracts that resulted from the first step underwent a full-text assessment. To resolve any disagreement, a third reviewer, MB, was consulted.

Figure 1. National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) quality assessment of the included studies: Question 1: Was the research question or objective in this paper clearly stated? Question 2: Was the study population clearly specified and defined? Question 3: Was the participation rate of eligible persons at least 50%? Question 4: Were all the subjects selected or recruited from the same or similar populations (including the same time period)? Were inclusion and exclusion criteria for being in the study prespecified and applied uniformly to all participants? Question 5: Was a sample size justification, power description, or variance and effect estimates provided? Question 6: For the analyses in this paper, were the exposure(s) of interest measured prior to the outcome(s) being measured? Question 7: Was the timeframe sufficient so that one could reasonably expect to see an association between exposure and outcome if it existed? Question 8: For exposures that can vary in amount or level, did the study examine different levels of the exposure as related to the outcome (eg, categories of exposure, or exposure measured as continuous variable)? Question 9: Were the exposure measures (independent variables) clearly defined, valid, reliable, and implemented consistently across all study participants? Question 10: Was the exposure(s) assessed more than once over time? Question 11: Were the outcome measures (dependent variables) clearly defined, valid, reliable, and implemented consistently across all study participants? Question 12: Were the outcome assessors blinded to the exposure status of participants? Question 13: Was loss to follow-up after baseline 20% or less? Question 14: Were key potential confounding variables measured and adjusted statistically for their impact on the relationship between exposure(s) and outcome(s)? Green +: “yes”; red x: “no”; yellow ?: “cannot determine, not applicable, or not reported.”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First author, publication year</th>
<th>NHLBI questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weissman et al [23], 2006</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heiskanen et al [24], 2010</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pöyhönen-Alho et al [22], 2010</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maser et al [25], 2014</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Žižkovičová et al [26], 2014</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odenaal et al [29], 2019</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian et al [27], 2021</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecklund-Flores et al [30], 2016</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voss et al [28], 2006</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amador-Licona et al [31], 2009</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu and Jaw [32], 2011</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faber et al [33], 2004</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Extraction and Synthesis
The reviewed studies were not homogenous in terms of the assessment time frame, component, and frequency; thus, a meta-analysis was not possible. A narrative synthesis was chosen to bring together the broad knowledge from a variety of approaches. This type of synthesis is not the same as a narrative description that accompanies many reviews. To synthesize the literature, we used a guideline from Popay et al [21]. The steps included (1) preliminary analysis, (2) exploration of relationships, and (3) assessment of the robustness of the synthesis. Theory development was not performed due to the exploratory nature of the research synthesized. The main synthesis consisted of extracting the descriptive characteristics of the included studies and presenting and producing a textual summary of the results. We categorized the studies based on...
the complication type in 4 groups. We then performed thematic analysis to extract main themes for each complication in all studies. The 4 themes developed in the results represent the main areas of knowledge available about HRV in pregnancy complications. These included study population (characteristics, sample size, exclusion criteria), design (study design, assessment duration and frequency, considered HRV metrics), measures (device used for HRV assessment), and findings.

Results

Study Selection

After removing duplicates, 538 papers were screened through review of title and abstract. Of these, 36 studies were screened by review of the full text, resulting in 12 papers that met the inclusion criteria: 5 for gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), 4 for fetal growth, 2 for pulmonary function, and 1 for nervous system disorder. Reasons for exclusion at this stage were recorded and can be found in the flow diagram in Figure 2.

Figure 2. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta Analyses) diagram of studies identified via registers and databases.

Quality Assessment

The results of the NHLBI assessment are reported in Figure 1. The research objectives and questions were clear in all the studies. The study population was clearly specified for each study. The participation rate of the eligible individuals and whether the outcome assessors were blinded were not mentioned in any of the studies. Sample size justifications, power descriptions, or variance and effect estimates were not provided or were not clear in 10 of 12 (83%) studies.

Study Characteristics and Synthesis of the Results

Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM)

In all studies, an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was performed for either diagnosis or to confirm diagnosis of GDM. The control group included either analogous non-GDM pregnant women or nonpregnant women. In the majority of the studies (4/5, 80%), the pregnant control and GDM groups were analogous in terms of other health-related factors and sociodemographic characteristics, with GDM as the major difference between the 2 groups. Of the studies, 80% (4/5) suggested dietary and exercise or insulin therapy for the GDM group. All studies measured both frequency and time domains of the HRV assessment. In addition, 80% (4/5) of the studies specified the HRV assessment duration, and it varied between 6 minutes and 8 hours. An electrocardiogram (ECG) was used to assess HRV in 60% (3/5) of the studies. However, the type of spectrum analyzer was either not reported or varied from study to study. The gestational age was reported in 4 of the 5 (80%) studies in which the measurement was performed; the HRV measurement was conducted during pregnancy (all in the third trimester) with additional postpartum (within 3 months of childbirth) assessment in 2 of these studies.

There was no difference between GDM and non-GDM pregnant individuals in terms of HRV metrics in 80% (4/5) of the studies. In the remaining study, frequency domain components varied in terms of changes between control and GDM groups; LF (nu) was higher, and HF (nu) was lower in women with GDM than in pregnant controls [22]. For more information, see Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, year, country</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weissman et al [23], 2006, Israel</td>
<td>12 pregnant with GDM at GA(^a) of 24–28 weeks; mean age: 31.2 (SD 4.4) years; mean BMI: 26.4 (SD 2.2) kg/m(^2); exclusion criteria: hypertension, thyroid disease, obesity, or a family history of diabetes; no smoking with no suggested diabetic management</td>
<td>15 pregnant without GDM (positive OGCT(^b) and negative OGTT(^c) tests); mean age: 30.8 (SD 3.7) years; mean BMI: 26.7 (SD 2.7) kg/m(^2); analogous age, weight, BMI, and health status as the case group</td>
<td>Cross-sectional: outcome of HRV (VLF(^d), LF(^e), HF(^f), TP(^g), RMSSD(^h), SDNN(^i), SDANN(^j)) was assessed for 10 min before the OGTT (phase 0) and was repeated at 60 min after glucose ingestion (phase 1); exposure: OGTT (fasting, 1 hour, and 2 hours; at least two &gt;normal)</td>
<td>HRV: ECG(^k) with a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter and autoregressive model for IBI(^l); GDM: Hitachi 747 method; OGCT for initial test and confirmation with OGTT (fasting, 1 hour, and 2 hours; at least two &gt;normal)</td>
<td>No statistically significant changes in the TP(^m) measures (TP, RMSSD, SDNN, SDANN) between the 2 groups in the different phases of the study. FD(^n) metrics (LF and HF) in both groups decreased in phase 1; only HF changed significantly (without GDM: mean 104.5, SD 57.4; (P&lt;.01)); with GDM: mean 78.7, SD 62.1; (P&lt;.01). LF (nu) increased (without GDM: mean 66.8, SD 9.9; with GDM: mean 70.1, SD 17.7; (P&lt;.05)), and HF (nu) decreased (without GDM: mean 33.2, SD 9.9; with GDM: mean 29.9, SD 17.7; (P&lt;.05)) in phase 1 with no significant difference between the 2 groups. LF/HF was higher in the GDM group in phase 0 (mean 3.0, SD 1.9) and increased in both groups in phase 1 (without GDM: mean 2.8, SD 2.1; with GDM: mean 3.9, SD 2.3; (P&lt;.04)), with no statistical difference in changes between groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heiskanen et al [24], 2010, Finland</td>
<td>51 pregnant with GDM; mean age: 31 (SD 1) years; dietary modification for diabetes suggested and insulin received, if necessary</td>
<td>28 pregnant without GDM; mean age: 32 (SD 1) years</td>
<td>Longitudinal: exposure of GDM diagnosed at the beginning of the 3rd trimester; outcomes of glucose, insulin, and HRV (VLF, LF, HF, TP) were measured for 10 min during the 3rd trimester of pregnancy and 3 months postpartum.</td>
<td>GDM: hexokinase method; OGTT (fasting, 1 hour, and 2 hours; at least one &gt;normal) and confirmed with blood glucose profile (every 4 hours per 24 hours); continuous assessment was done (3 days/week); HRV: ECG using fast Fourier transform was used for power spectral estimates of HRV.</td>
<td>TP (pregnancy: mean 1183, SD 180; postpartum: mean 4036, SD 1219; (P&lt;.01)), VLF (pregnancy: mean 417, SD 80; postpartum: mean 516, SD 84; (P&lt;.05)), LF (pregnancy: mean 166, SD 24; postpartum: mean 374, SD 75 (P&lt;.001)), HF (pregnancy: mean 480, SD 113; postpartum: mean 3002, SD 1113; (P&lt;.01)), HF (nu; pregnancy: mean 0.64, SD 0.03; postpartum: mean 0.76, SD 0.03; (P&lt;.01)) were lower during pregnancy than postpartum. LF (nu; pregnancy: mean 0.35, SD 0.03; postpartum: mean 0.22, SD 0.03; (P&lt;.01)) and LF/HF (pregnancy: mean 91, SD 18; postpartum: mean 35, SD 6; (P&lt;.05)) were higher during pregnancy than postpartum. There were no differences between GDM and control groups in HRV components during the third trimester and 3 months postpartum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author, year, country</td>
<td>Cases</td>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Measures</td>
<td>Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pöyhönen-Alho et al [22], 2010, Finland</td>
<td>41 Caucasian pregnant with GDM (18 with hypertension); mean age: 34.0 (SD 5.6) years; mean BMI: 30.6 (SD 6.0) kg/m²; exclusion criteria: smoking and any medication affecting glucose metabolism or the sympathetic nervous system; dietary modification for diabetes suggested and insulin received, if necessary</td>
<td>22 healthy pregnant controls (PC); mean age: 29.5 (SD 4.9) years; mean BMI: 26.9 (SD 3.0) kg/m²; and 14 healthy non-pregnant controls (NPC); mean age: 30.4 (SD 6.9) years; mean BMI: 26.5 (SD 6.3) kg/m²; analogous BMI and exclusion criteria as the case group</td>
<td>Cross-sectional: exposures of GDM diagnosed in pregnancy; outcome of HRV (SDNN, SDANN, LF, HF, VLF) was assessed once at night (11 PM through 8 AM for 8 hours)</td>
<td>GDM: OGTT (fasting, 1 hour, and 2 hour); HRV: Holter</td>
<td>No difference between 2 GDM and PC groups except at 4 AM: LF (nu) was higher (GDM: mean 60.0, SD 12.4; PC: mean 48.5, SD 12.8; ( P = .01 )), and HF (nu; GDM: mean 40.0, SD 12.8; PC: mean 51.5, SD 12.8; ( P = .01 )) and HF power (GDM: mean 842.7, SD 652.6; PC: mean 1053.4, SD 1024.4; ( P = .02 )) were lower. There were differences between GDM and NPC for the following: SDNN (GDM: mean 87.6, SD 23.8; NPC: mean 136.1, SD 26.9; ( P &lt; .001 )), SDANN (GDM: mean 62.6, SD 18.9; NPC: mean 136.1, SD 26.9; ( P &lt; .001 )), LF (GDM: mean 1178.5, SD 655.1; NPC: mean 3062.9, SD 1789.0; ( P &lt; .001 )), HF (GDM: mean 842.7, SD 652.6; NPC: mean 1631.4, SD 1201.4; ( P = .02 )), and VLF (GDM: mean 3259, SD 1646; NPC: mean 5897, SD 1614; ( P &lt; .001 )). In all 3 groups, changes in LF (nu), HF (nu), and LF/HF remained unchanged during the 8-hour time frame.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Maser et al [25], 2014, United States | 31 pregnant with GDM; mean age: 32 (SD 4) years; mean BMI: 35.2 (SD 7.9) kg/m²; exclusion criteria: type 1 or 2 diabetes mellitus, pregestational hypertension, preeclampsia during current pregnancy, preterm labor, cervical shortening, current multiple fetuses, cardiopulmonary diseases; dietary and exercise modification for diabetes suggested and insulin received, if needed | 12 without GDM; mean age: 30 (SD 5) years; mean BMI: 30.9 (SD 6.4) kg/m²; analogous with case group; exclusion criteria: the same as the case group in terms of age, blood pressure, BMI, and GA | Longitudinal: exposures of GDM diagnosed at GA of 30-35 weeks; outcome of overnight HRV (LF, HF, TP) was assessed for 6 min during the mid-third trimester (GA: 30-35 week) and 2-3 months postpartum | HRV: ANX 3.0 (ANSAR Medical Technologies Inc); GDM: OGCT for initial test and confirmation with OGTT (fasting, 1 hour, and 2 hours; at least two >normal); continuous glucose assessment was performed once a week. | There was no difference between GDM and control groups during late pregnancy and after delivery for any HRV metrics including normalized and nonnormalized metrics. |
Findings

Measures

Study design

Controls

Cases

Author, year, country

GDM: OGCT was used to test for GDM; cases were confirmed with OGTT (fasting, 1 hour, and 2 hours; at least 1 >normal); OGTT was continued biweekly until childbirth; for HRV, ECG was used, and the VariaCardio TF4 device and Fourier transform algorithm were used for analysis.

Cross-sectional: exposures of GDM diagnosed in the GA of 24-28 weeks; outcome of HRV (LF, HF, TP) was measured at GA of 36 weeks

31 pregnant without GDM; mean age: 30.3 (4.2) years; mean BMI: 27.1 (SD 4.1) kg/m^2; analogous in weight, height, BMI, and age with the case group

35 pregnant with GDM; mean age: 32 (SD 4) years; mean BMI: 28.2 (SD 3.8) kg/m^2; exclusion criteria: history of hypertension, preeclampsia, and chronic diseases except for controlled hypothyroidism; dietary modification for diabetes suggested and insulin received, if necessary

Zákovičová et al [26], 2014, Czech Republic

TP, HF, and LF/HF did not differ between the 2 groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, year, country</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zákovičová et al [26], 2014, Czech Republic</td>
<td>35 pregnant with GDM; mean age: 32 (SD 4) years; mean BMI: 28.2 (SD 3.8) kg/m^2; exclusion criteria: history of hypertension, preeclampsia, and chronic diseases except for controlled hypothyroidism; dietary modification for diabetes suggested and insulin received, if necessary</td>
<td>31 pregnant without GDM; mean age: 30.3 (4.2) years; mean BMI: 27.1 (SD 4.1) kg/m^2; analogous in weight, height, BMI, and age with the case group</td>
<td>Cross-sectional: exposures of GDM diagnosed in the GA of 24-28 weeks; outcome of HRV (LF, HF, TP) was measured at GA of 36 weeks</td>
<td>GDM: OGCT was used to test for GDM; cases were confirmed with OGTT (fasting, 1 hour, and 2 hours; at least 1 &gt;normal); OGTT was continued biweekly until childbirth; for HRV, ECG was used, and the VariaCardio TF4 device and Fourier transform algorithm were used for analysis.</td>
<td>TP, HF, and LF/HF did not differ between the 2 groups.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*GA: gestational age.
\*OGCT: oral glucose challenge test.
\*OGTT: oral glucose tolerance test.
\*VLF: very low frequency.
\*LF: low frequency.
\*HF: high frequency.
\*TP: total power.
\*RMSSD: root mean square of successive differences between normal heartbeats.
\*SDNN: standard deviation of the normal-to-normal R-R intervals.
\*SDANN: standard deviation of the average normal-to-normal (NN) intervals.
\*ECG: electrocardiogram.
\*IBI: interbeat interval.
\*TD: time domain.
\*FD: frequency domain.

Fetal Growth

The study populations were mainly African (American or non-American), non-Hispanic White, Latino, and German. In 75% (3/4) of the studies, the population was healthy excluding the potential risk factors for ANS; of these, 1 study, however, included obese or overweight women as more than 50% of its population. In 1 of the 4 studies (25%), the population had hypertensive disorder along with fetal growth retardation. The considered HRV metrics, including the time domain (SDNN, RMSSD) and frequency domain (LF, HF, VLF), varied from study to study. HRV assessment was conducted in the second or third trimester; the assessment frequency varied from 1 time to 5 times among the studies, with 50% (2/4) of the studies conducting an assessment 1 time. The assessment duration varied from 10 minutes to 55 minutes in the studies. Fetal growth was assessed based on birth weight or z score for birth weight in 75% (3/4) of the studies. One study, however, used small for gestational age as the measurement of fetal growth. ECG was used for HRV assessment in all the studies, but the applied standards varied from study to study.

In the studies, among the considered HRV metrics, SDNN, RMSSD, and HF had a significant negative association with fetal growth. In 75% (3/4) of the studies, RMSSD, as the commonly assessed metric, had a significant negative association with fetal growth. In 1 of the studies that included White and African American women as the 2 study populations, HRV metrics did not differ with fetal growth in the African American group [27]. Also, in 1 of the studies [28], 2 case groups were included, both with impaired uterine perfusion; 1 group included poor outcome (eg, hypertensive disorder, impaired fetal growth), and the other included no poor outcomes. In the case group with poor outcomes, failing to perform a separate analysis on each poor outcome in terms of its independent associations with HRV metrics hindered the understanding of the actual association between fetal growth and autonomic function. This is problematic, as hypertensive disorder is known to be linked to autonomic dysfunction, which could mask the impact of fetal growth on ANS function. Thus, a pooled analysis without distinguishing the outcomes can threaten the specificity and therefore the validity of the findings. For more information, see Table 2.
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Table 2. Fetal growth and heart rate variability (HRV; n=5988).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, year, country</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Odendaal et al [29], 2019, South Africa</td>
<td>5655 pregnant in the first trimester (GA²: ≥6 weeks) between 16 years and 45 years old, singleton; prior history of heart disease, hyperthyroidism, diabetes, and placental abruption was found in &lt;1%; hypertension was found in 12.1%; preeclampsia was found in 3.9%; mean age 24.5 (SD 6.0) years; mean BMI 25.5 (SD 5.7) kg/m²; exclusion criteria: N/A b</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Retrospective study using data from 2007-2015; exposure of HRV (SDNN, RMSSD) was assessed for 36-55 minutes at 3 times, at 20-24, 28-32, and 234 weeks; outcome of birth weight was assessed on a case report form.</td>
<td>HRV: ECG² with 5 electrodes was used and imported into MATLAB, Dawes-Redman guidelines were used to quantify IBI² features. Artifact management and sparsity-based epoch rejection were used for data preprocessing. Fetal growth: birth weight and z score</td>
<td>At both 20-24 weeks and ≥34 weeks, birth weight correlated positively with maternal heart rate but negatively with SDNN² (Spearman correlation=−0.0437; P&lt;.02) and RMSSD² (Spearman correlation=−0.0627; P&lt;.01).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian et al [27], 2021, United States</td>
<td>39 pregnant (19 African American; 20 White), at GA of 21-24 weeks; exclusion criteria: tobacco/drug use; chronic diseases such as endocrine, cardiovascular, cancer, diabetes, hypertensive disorder, anemia, medication use (psychotic, antibiotic), and excessive caffeine use; BMI ≥30 kg/m²</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Retrospective study; secondary data analysis between 2009 and 2011; exposure of HRV (HF⁴) was assessed for 10 min in the afternoon once in the second trimester; outcome of birth weight was assessed once right after child birth using the medical record.</td>
<td>HRV: ECG (Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology) was used for signal capturing and artifact management; offline signal inspection with Mindware Technology’s HRV 2.51 software; fetal growth: birth weight (grams) collected post-delivery and from the medical chart</td>
<td>White group had a negative relationship between HF and birth weight (correlation coefficient=−0.757, P=0.002); no relationship was found in the African American group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecklund-Flores et al [30], 2016, United States</td>
<td>227 pregnant; GA: 36 years; 50% obese or overweight; 54% primigravidae; singleton; 68% Latino; mean age 26.45 (SD 6.02) years; mean BMI 25.32 (SD 4.99) kg/m²; exclusion criteria: no GDM, hypertension, or other related medical conditions, and no cigarette, alcohol, or drug use during pregnancy</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Longitudinal observational study: outcome of birth weight adjusted for GA at birth and sex; exposure of adjusted HRV (RMSSD) was assessed for 5 min at baseline (GA: 36 weeks)</td>
<td>RMSSD and birth weight had significant negative associations (Pearson correlation: −0.13; P&lt;0.001).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voss et al [28], 2006, Germany</td>
<td>16 pregnant with abnormal uterine perfusion and normal outcome (AP-NO), age: 29 (range 28 to 33) years; 19 women with abnormal uterine perfusion and pathologic outcome (AP-PO: small for GA, gestational hypertension, preeclampsia), singleton, age: 26 (range 25 to 30) years</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Longitudinal observational study: exposure of HRV (normalized LF⁵, VLF⁵, mean NN, SDNN, RMSSD) for 30 min between 8 AM and 12 PM, 5 times during pregnancy (GA: 18-22, 23-26, 27-30, 31-34, 35-37 weeks); outcome of small for GA was assessed (birth weight &lt;10th percentile of an own-reference group).</td>
<td>Fetal growth: data collection record was not reported; HRV: ECG (1600 Hz) based on task force standards</td>
<td>RMSSD decreased (P=0.009), and VLF (P&lt;0.001) and LF (P=0.003) increased in CON during pregnancy. No HRV parameter changed significantly in the course of gestation in AP-NO and AP-PO. No intergroup differences in HRV were found between CON and AP-NO. The comparison of AP-PO with CON and AP-NO, however, revealed a significant increase in mean NN (P=0.03) as well as RMSSD (CON vs AP-PO: P=0.008; AP-NO vs AP-PO: P=0.01). AP-PO group had a significantly increased SDNN compared with AP-NO (P=0.03). Effect measure amount was not clear.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²GA: gestational age.  
bN/A: not applicable.  
cECG: electrocardiogram.
Cardiovascular and Hemodynamic Variables

To avoid redundancy and provide a comprehensive overview of the literature, we incorporated the findings of a previously published systematic review that explored the association between hypertensive disorders and HRV. We did not include the review among our reviewed studies in the Results section but included a summary of the review’s main results and conclusions in the Discussion section of our review and Multimedia Appendix 3 to provide transparency and facilitate replication.

Other

Other results were related to the pulmonary system and the central nervous system.

Regarding the pulmonary system, Amador-Licona et al [31] conducted a study to investigate cardiovascular autonomic and pulmonary function in obese pregnant women; 178 pregnant women with no chronic diseases were included. The study measures were assessed using spirometry, 10-minute oximetry, and 60-minute ECG monitoring twice during pregnancy. All assessments were performed between 8 AM and 10 AM to maintain consistency in the measurements. Their findings indicated that, in the obese group, the change in forced expiratory volume at 1 second to forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) during pregnancy was linked to the LF/HF metric in the third trimester after adjusting for confounding factors such as insulin, weight gain, and blood pressure (Table 3).

Liao and Jaw [32] also studied the potential of HRV analysis to assess progress in amniotic fluid embolism and disseminated intravascular coagulopathy. They compared 2 cases with 105 healthy pregnant women. Entropy (a nonlinear HRV metric) was used to assess HRV and significantly decreased in amniotic fluid embolism and disseminated intravascular coagulopathy and increased in the intensive care unit during recovery. They concluded that entropy analysis has the potential to be applied to monitor amniotic fluid embolism and the progress of disseminated intravascular coagulopathy in a patient (Table 3).

Regarding the central nervous system, a case was reported in Germany, suggesting the ANS is dysregulated right before and during the grand mal seizure [33]. The case was a 21-year-old gravida 1 para 0 who had epilepsy due to a frontotemporal arteriovenous malformation and was on anticonvulsant medication. The HRV was assessed twice, and the results indicated no changes in week 20; however, during the second monitoring session (week 24) when the patient developed a grand mal seizure, HRV was significantly altered. At the beginning of the monitoring (12 minutes prior to seizure), VLF increased, LF was delayed, and HF remained unchanged. HF, however, started to increase afterward.
Table 3. Heart rate variability (HRV) and other complications such as pulmonary disease or seizures (n=376).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, year, country</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pulmonary system (n=375)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amador-Licona et al [31], 2009, Mexico</td>
<td>178 pregnant women (88 obese, BMI&gt;27 kg/m²); age: 28.2 years; exclusion criteria: no chronic diseases (eg, hypertension, diabetes)</td>
<td>90 nonobese (BMI &gt;18.5 kg/m² and &lt;24.9 kg/m²); age: 26.6 years; exclusion criteria: no chronic diseases (eg, hypertension, diabetes)</td>
<td>Longitudinal: exposures of spirometry, 10-min oximetry; outcome of HRV by 60-minute electrocardiograph monitoring; both exposure and outcome were assessed twice between 8 AM and 10 AM during pregnancy, at GA of 24-28 weeks and 36-37 weeks</td>
<td>Spirometry (using EasyOne 2001-2 spirometer, NDD) and oximetry (using the Onix 2001 oximeter; HRV using a 3-channel Holter recorder (model GBI-3S, Galix Biomedical Instrumentation Inc)</td>
<td>Change in FEV1/FVC during pregnancy was linked to the LFc/HFd metric in the third trimester after adjusting for confounding factors such as insulin, weight gain, and blood pressure (β=−0.42; P&lt;.001).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liao and Jaw [32], 2011, Taiwan</td>
<td>n=2; case 1 (sudden acute dyspnea with cyanosis): 36-year-old primigravid woman was admitted in active labor with no history of epilepsy, cardiopulmonary, or renal disease; case 2 (acute dyspnea with cyanosis): 35-year-old, gravid 2, para 1 woman was admitted at 37 weeks of gestation due to labor pain and ruptured membranes</td>
<td>105 healthy pregnant women with no complication during labor</td>
<td>Longitudinal: exposures of amniotic fluid embolism and disseminated intravascular coagulopathy; outcome of HRV (entropy) was assessed continuously after admission to labor until recovery form the complication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central nervous system (n=1)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faber et al [33], 2004, Netherland</td>
<td>n=1; 21-year-old gravid 1, para 0 woman had epilepsy due to a frontotemporal arteriovenous malformation in the 24th week of gestation</td>
<td>N/Ag</td>
<td>Longitudinal: exposure of HRV (frequency domain: VLFh, LF, HF, LF/HF) was assessed starting from 20 weeks of GA through 24 weeks of GA for 30 minutes every 4 weeks and for 12 minutes until the onset of seizure; outcome of grand mal seizure</td>
<td>HRV: N/A; grand mal seizure: tonic-clonic convulsions diagnosed by a specialist</td>
<td>HRV showed significant alterations at 12 minutes prior to the seizure: VLF increased; LF was delayed, and HF remained unchanged. HF, however, started to increase afterward.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Difference in HRV Changes in Pregnancy Complications

The significance of changes in various HRV components varied from complication to complication. However, impaired fetal growth and hypertensive disorder reached common significance in an HRV component (RMSSD) based on the majority of the studies but in the opposite direction. This reverse association supports studies that linked a high birth weight to maternal hypertension [34-37]. See more information in Table 4.

---

Ga: gestational age.

*FeV1/FVC: forced expiratory volume at 1 second to forced vital capacity.

LF: low frequency.

HF: high frequency.

ECG: electrocardiogram.

ICU: intensive care unit.

N/A: not applicable.

VLF: very low frequency.

---
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Table 4. Heart rate variability (HRV) components in pregnancy complications, with the difference in HRV based on the majority of studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pregnancy complications</th>
<th>Linear HRV component in the frequency domain (FD)</th>
<th>Linear HRV component in the time domain (TD)</th>
<th>Nonlinear HRV component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HF(^a)</td>
<td>LF(^b) (nu)</td>
<td>LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDM(^g) (4 of 5 studies)</td>
<td>Not significant(^h)</td>
<td>Not significant(^h)</td>
<td>Not significant(^h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired fetal growth (4 of 4 studies)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertensive disorders (n=1) that were reviewed in 24 studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH(^i) (n=12)</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preeclampsia (n=12)</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPD(^k) (n=12)</td>
<td>Not significant(^h)</td>
<td>Not significant(^h)</td>
<td>Not significant(^h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary function (n=2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low FEV1/FVC(^l) (n=1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amniotic fluid embolism (n=1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central nervous system (n=1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand mal seizure</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)HF: high frequency.
\(^b\)LF: low frequency.
\(^c\)VLF: very low frequency.
\(^d\)TP: total power.
\(^e\)SDNN: standard deviation of the normal-to-normal R-R intervals.
\(^f\)RMSSD: root mean square of successive differences between normal heartbeats.
\(^g\)GDM: gestational diabetes mellitus.
\(^h\)The common biomarkers in the majority of the studies showed no significant difference from the controls.
\(^i\)Not assessed by the majority of the studies.
\(^j\)GH: gestational hypertension
\(^k\)HPD: hypertensive disorders
\(^l\)FEV1/FVC: forced expiratory volume at 1 second to forced vital capacity.

Discussion

Principal Findings and Comparison With Existing Literature

The findings of this study support potential ANS dysregulation in some pregnancy complications including hypertensive disorder and fetal growth.

Cardiovascular and Hemodynamic

These adaptations in the cardiovascular system include adjusting blood pressure, blood volume, and heart activity. Systemic vasodilation is the primary initial hemodynamic event that begins during the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle following the release of chemical mediators by the corpus luteum [9-11]. These hemodynamic adaptations provide the required blood for...

Moors et al [38] conducted a systematic review on the difference in autonomic function using HRV between hypertensive and normotensive pregnancies. Higher LF/HF and lower HF and RMSSD were found in the hypertensive group, compared with the normotensive pregnant controls. This can be explained by overactivation of sympathetic over parasympathetic tone resulting from functional or structural damage of the vascular or nervous system. As we discussed earlier, ANS physiologically regulates hemodynamics (eg, blood volume, cardiac output) in response to general vasodilation and consecutive hypotension. This requires sympathetic activation and, thus, sympathetic dominance and parasympathetic withdrawal. Failure of the ANS to function in response to decreased blood pressure following pregnancy-induced systemic vasodilation may increase the risk of hypertensive disorders.

GDM

Pregnancy affects both ANS function and metabolic regulations [1,39,40]. In addition to ANS alterations during pregnancy, a diabetogenic effect on metabolism has been indicated in pregnant women. Placental-derived hormones induce this impact by reprogramming maternal physiology to achieve an insulin-resistant state, by reducing insulin sensitivity [41]. This, in turn, increases the risk of developing new diabetes (GDM) or worsening existing diabetes during pregnancy.

Due to the destructive impact of diabetes on the ANS, intensified diabetic neuropathy in pregnant women with GDM is expected compared with non-GDM pregnant and nonpregnant individuals. In this review study, however, an association between GDM and maternal ANS during pregnancy and postpartum was not supported. Part of this can be due to the short assessment duration. According to the literature about HRV assessment protocols, any duration less than 24 hours (circular rhythm) lacks the ability to capture reliable HRV metrics and, thus, ANS function [15]. Longer recording epochs better represent slower fluctuations affected by circadian rhythms as well as the cardiovascular response to a wider range of environmental stimuli. Interestingly, in this review, studies that assessed HRV for a shorter period (minutes) showed no difference between pregnant women with GDM and without GDM, whereas those with a longer assessment time (hours) indicated a difference between the 2 groups. For example, Pöyhönen-Alho et al [22] assessed HRV for 8 hours and indicated significant differences between the 2 groups in terms of frequency domain metrics.

Additionally, most of the studies often assessed GDM and autonomic function in a cross-sectional or longitudinal method with a short interval between the 2 assessments (GDM diagnosis and HRV assessment), failing to consider a period for the autonomic system to be affected. This consideration is important, as GDM can be asymptomatic for the long term and may not indicate a significant influence on the ANS in the short term. One of the potential solutions may be the use of glycated hemoglobin to represent glycemic control in the long term. The impact of long-term diabetes control on HRV is more valuable and clinically useful to study than diagnosed diabetes, as it focuses on control rather than treatment for diabetes, which is an often chronic and noncurable condition and relies on symptom management. In the reviewed studies, 80% suggested dietary modification for diabetes, insulin therapy, or exercise for people with diabetes. This manipulation may have impacted the findings of the studies, resulting in no difference in ANS function in people with diabetes. This manipulation leads to a failure in representing actual glycemic control following the autonomy of the population in real life.

Fetal Growth

Our study indicates that there is a negative relationship between fetal development and vagal tone during pregnancy. This association can be partially explained by the fetal-maternal physiology for developmental adaptations during pregnancy. The uterine complex, including the placenta, is a multifunctional organ, representing the vital interface between the mother and fetus, and placental blood circulation holds the link between the mother and fetus. The required supply of oxygen and nutrients for fetal development is maintained via uteroplacental perfusion. On the other hand, circulation and transportation of the supply via blood flow are regulated by the ANS by adjusting vascular resistance. Sympathetic and parasympathetic tone determine the vascular tone in response to hemodynamic dysregulations following pregnancy-induced demands. Any changes in this tone can affect uterine perfusion by increasing or decreasing uteroplacental vascular resistance. Impaired perfusion, if it lasts long or occurs frequently, in turn can cause less supply transfer and, thus, lower birth weight [42,43]. It is worth mentioning that this uteroplacental autonomic regulation is originally for fetal protection against harmful maternal products (eg, cortisol and insulin). This protective mechanism, however, can result in poor fetal outcomes by reducing the essential blood supply to the fetus. Our findings, however, challenge studies that have linked higher sympathetic tone to low birth weight. Our review indicates that increased vagal tone is associated with low birth weight, which is in conflict with the theory that suggests the potential of increased sympathetic tone for explaining low birth weight by disturbing uteroplacental perfusion.

Interestingly, maternal autonomic and fetal autonomic tone have also been linked in a recent study [44]. This association can be explained by vascular resistance of the uteroplacental pathway following maternal ANS regulation in response to fetal developmental demands. This mechanism may lead to fetal autonomic regulation in response to the changed perfusion. This finding, if supported by more relevant literature, may indicate the potential of maternal ANS function to predict fetal autonomic regulation.

Complication Co-occurrence

It is evident that pregnancy complications are often correlated and tend to co-occur. For example, individuals with GDM may increase the chance of developing hypertensive disorder by 30% [45-48], which is explainable by diabetic neuropathy and vascular damage. Indeed, vascular impairment resulting from neuropathy may lead to hemodynamic dysregulation and, thus, hypertensive disorder. These two conditions, GDM and hypertensive disorders, can also impact other pregnancy complications such as fetal growth. For example, 15% to 45%
of babies born to mothers with diabetes have macrosomia [47], which also occurs in babies born to hypertensive pregnant women [34-37]. This correlation explains how fetal development can be affected by both GDM and hypertensive disorders. To explain the uncertainty in the responsiveness of the ANS to GDM in this review, the stage of diabetic neuropathy may be the determinative factor. To understand this critical stage when the hemodynamic dysregulation starts to occur, a continuous ANS assessment is required to indicate when and how GDM may lead to neuropathy and vascular damage and thus ANS tone alteration.

**Strengths and Limitations**

This study is a PRISMA-guided systematic review that sheds light on the utilization of HRV in representing ANS dysregulation and its possible link with pregnancy complications. Although this study provides insight in understanding the potential pathway for pregnancy complications, a meta-analysis was not conducted due to the divergent time periods used for the measurement. Another limitation of this study is that it was not registered prior to beginning the review.

In terms of using HRV, HRV has been suggested as a health index for various concepts such as mental distress, physical activity, and meditation. Although these suggestions can be accepted, considering the aforementioned impact on ANS regulation, it may affect the specificity of HRV for reflecting the ANS. Careful reconsideration is needed to define biomarkers for these concepts. Additionally, in the evidence, there is a concern that HRV may only reflect the cardiac vagal tone and not necessarily sympathetic activity. Although most of the HRV metrics represent parasympathetic activity, there are still metrics that reflect the sympathetic/parasympathetic balance. In addition, due to the dynamic balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic activity, it is expected that the activity of each branch can predict the other, acting like the 2 sides of a homeostasis seesaw.

One of the advantages of using HRV to assess the ANS is the ability to continuously assess using wearable smart technologies. This continuity in the assessment may increase the reliability of the assessments in reflecting pregnancy and the ANS. This is due to the dynamic and ever-changing nature of both pregnancy and the ANS that cannot be represented by episodic and short-term assessments. HRV also can be assessed cost-effectively and noninvasively, reflecting the real-life function of the ANS.

**Conclusion and Implications**

Due to the divergent HRV bands considered for assessment in the different studies, it was not practical to compare the studies comprehensively. However, our findings, which are based on the majority of studies for each complication (within-group), suggest that ANS function has been associated with some common pregnancy complications including hypertensive disorder and fetal growth. However, existing studies do not support an association between the ANS and GDM. Studies that have linked pulmonary and central nervous system disorders to ANS function did not provide sufficient evidence to draw conclusions. More studies are needed to understand how the ANS, through HRV, is associated with other systems during pregnancy. Future studies are suggested to cover the methodological gaps in HRV assessment (eg, short assessment duration, noncontinuous assessment, low-quality standards) to represent more reliable findings.
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Abstract

Background: The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic required the transition of health-related face-to-face group interventions to an online setting. While it seems that group outcomes can be realized in an online setting, less is known about resulting potential challenges (and advantages) and how these can be overcome.

Objective: The aim of this article is to explore what challenges and advantages may arise when providing health-related small group interventions in an online setting and how to overcome these challenges.

Methods: Scopus and Google Scholar databases were searched for relevant literature. Effect studies, meta-analyses, literature reviews, theoretical frameworks, and research reports relating to synchronous, face-to-face, health-related small group interventions, online group interventions, and video teleconferencing group interventions were identified and screened. Findings relating to potential challenges and corresponding strategies are described. In addition, potential advantages of online group settings were explored. Relevant insights were gathered until saturation of results relating to the research questions was reached.

Results: The literature indicated several aspects that require extra attention and preparation in the online group setting. These include the delivery of nonverbal communication and affect regulation, as well as the build-up of group cohesion and therapeutic alliance, which seem more challenging online. Yet there are strategies to overcome these challenges, such as metacommunication, collecting participant feedback, and providing guidance concerning technical accessibility. In addition, the online setting provides opportunities to reinforce group identity, such as by allowing independence and the ability to create homogeneous groups.

Conclusions: While online, health-related small group interventions offer a considerable number of possibilities and benefits compared to face-to-face groups, there are also potential drawbacks to consider, which, if anticipated, can be to a great extent overcome.
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Introduction

Background
Small group interventions are often used to promote health behavioral changes, psychological well-being, and treatment of mood disorders. These interventions may include group support or therapy in the context of addiction, HIV prevention, and lifestyle support (eg, among people at risk for chronic diseases or in psychotherapy or family therapy) [1-4]. There is good evidence of the effects of small group treatment in the context of mental problems, patient self-management, health promotion, and risk reduction behaviors (eg, [1,5]). Comparison with individual support shows that group interventions yield better results on some occasions, but generally have equivalent effects [1]. Compared to individual interventions, small groups may be more time- and cost-efficient [6]. In addition, in group interventions, members can benefit from the advantages of group processes, such as group comparison, modeling and identification, exchange between group members, practicing
new skills, and social support [1-11]. As a result, favorable personal changes are found, such as positive psychological states, increased self-efficacy, and improved self-management [7,9,12], as well as unique group outcomes, such as group bond [9,10,13], social support [5,7,10,11,14], collective efficacy [15], and decreased feelings of isolation [7,8]. Previous research has examined which group characteristics and group processes facilitate the effectiveness of health-related small group interventions (eg, [5,11]). For optimal functioning, small group interventions generally seem to have some requirements that need to be met in order to be effective. These concern (1) group processes, referring to the way in which the group operates and exchanges information, and (2) characteristics of the group, referring to the features of the group and group members.

**Group Process**

For effective group processes, the literature shows the importance of group cohesion and therapeutic alliance. Group cohesion has been found to be an essential condition that contributes to the effectiveness of group outcomes [11,16-18]. Group cohesion refers to group alliance, climate, and the relationships between group members and between group members and the group moderator (ie, therapeutic alliance; see below). A cohesive group contributes to feelings of belongingness and identification [5,7,13,19], trust [10,20,21], personal empowerment, and perceived social support [12]. Correspondingly, programs that establish trust have been shown to have higher retention rates than programs that do not [20,22].

In addition, processes such as self-disclosure of group members and feedback may facilitate changes and behavioral changes. Self-disclosure of group members may encourage the provision and reception of valuable feedback while requesting social validation [5] and strengthening cooperation [11]. Feedback, which can be defined as a reaction to a certain behavior to alter the future execution of that behavior, is often deployed as an intervention itself [23]. Giving and receiving feedback may therefore stimulate personal change through interpersonal influence, as it may enable various psychological effects, such as reinforcement, self-disclosure, reassurance, and affirmation [5,23].

The alliance between the group moderator and group members has also been shown to positively affect the outcomes of small group interventions, although the relationship is more minor than in the context of individual interventions [16]. Therapeutic alliance or working alliance refers to the mutual agreement between group members and the moderator regarding goals, tasks, and the extent to which there is an emotional bond between the moderator and group members. Therapeutic alliance has been shown to have an effect on therapy outcomes, regardless of type of intervention or therapeutic approach, and like-group cohesion has an independent effect on the outcome [24].

The group moderator plays an important role in facilitating such positive group processes and hence outcomes [11,13,14,25,26]. Often, this moderator is a trained psychologist, therapist, or other professional with relevant skills and knowledge to facilitate the group. Facilitation methods that moderators can use include role modeling, psychological education, setting rules of communication by appointing turns, framing, supporting, and initiating themes and activities, with the goals of creating psychological safety and respectful interaction while enabling participants to feel free to share ideas and concerns [27]. Group moderators can emphasize member interaction, create a positive group climate, and handle conflicts immediately upon occurrence to help develop and maintain group cohesion and therapeutic alliance with group members [11,16,17].

**Group Characteristics**

For group characteristics, the literature points to the relevance of homogeneity, a certain group size, and setting and environment. To start with, homogeneity refers to similarities between group members, which can include age, cultural identity, or, for instance, similar health problems. Group homogeneity has been found to enhance both group cohesion and group identification by establishing a sense of being equal [5,10,28,29] and may reduce experiences of social stigma and lower the threshold to share sensitive information [5,10]. A meta-analytic review by Burlingame and colleagues [30] revealed that groups that were more homogeneous improved more compared to their heterogeneous counterparts.

Next, although there is no particular evidence on the most effective group size, it is generally recommended to hold groups with between 8 to 12 people [6,13,31]. The rationale for this is that while too-small groups may hamper interaction and exchange, too-large groups may undermine the interaction between group members [6].

Furthermore, setting and environment play an essential role in group interventions in general [25]. According to Weinberg [25], managing the setting in which group therapy takes place is an essential element to consider. "Creating a holding environment" may involve a certain choice of furniture, seating order, and placement of a box of tissues for participants. Additionally, calming music in certain areas, such as waiting rooms, may create the impression that the therapist or moderator is taking care of the participants’ needs.

Generally, small health-related group sessions take place in a face-to-face fashion, where people interact in a group in a particular setting. However, since the COVID-19 outbreak, face-to-face group meetings have no longer been able to proceed in their original form. Whereas in many cases these group interventions were postponed, as it was believed that the essential requirements for small group processes could not be met, people also started experimenting with online group meetings, shifting to a digital environment [25,32]. It is likely that these kinds of online interventions remain.

As was shown in a meta-analysis of studies of the effectiveness of internet-based interventions for therapy by Barak and colleagues [7], outcomes of online and face-to-face groups are comparable in terms of effectiveness (eg, [10,25,32,33]). These findings are related to group intervention studies in the context of physical activity–related behavior [14], treatment of anxiety disorders [34,35] or depression [35,36], and the promotion of personal empowerment in online support groups for patients with dental anxiety [7]. These results lead to the conclusion that online and face-to-face groups have comparable effectiveness.
in different health care contexts and in domains varying from psychosocial effects to treatment outcomes (ie, lowering depressive symptoms) [37]. Yet looking back at crucial group elements, such as homogeneity, group setting and environment, and the establishment of supportive relationships between group members (ie, group cohesion) and with the moderator (ie, therapeutic alliance), shows that the online setting may provide both challenges and opportunities with regard to these group characteristics and group processes that are less well-known.

In this paper, we therefore aim to explore (1) potential challenges that may arise when providing health-related interventions to groups in an online setting, (2) how these challenges can be overcome or avoided, and (3) what possible advantages arise from the online format. We reviewed the literature to address these questions, with a focus on synchronous groups, that is, those in which individuals come together online with the aim to participate in any sort of group activity at the same time, such as to learn, share experiences, change health-related behaviors, and support one another via screen teleconferencing [26]. These synchronous, online, group-based health-related programs are often led by a trained peer or a professional (eg, a psychologist, therapist, or other relevant professional).

**Methods**

**Overview**

In this study, we conducted a scoping review; that is, an exploration of a topic that is less well-established in the literature to provide a first overview and potential requirements. In our review, we aimed for a general up-to-date overview of various publications to allow for a comprehensive outline instead of answering a more narrow or specific research question. Where applicable, PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping Reviews) guidelines were followed.

**Eligibility Criteria**

We included published reports and studies that (1) concerned adult populations taking part in a face-to-face or synchronous online group or support group (this included group therapy and group interventions, thereby excluding educational small group meetings in organizational team-building contexts and online forums or chat groups where individuals do not necessarily come together to engage at the same time), (2) were conducted in a psychological, clinical, or health promotional setting and were led by a moderator (often a psychologist or other professional with relevant expertise), (3) explored effectiveness or provided definitions of group interventions, and (4) reported behavioral outcomes relevant to healthy eating, physical activity, mental health (eg, quality of life), smoking cessation, or health status in any way. Studies published from 2000 to 2021 were eligible. We chose to include studies published within the last 2 decades to ensure relevance to current social, health, and health care climates.

**Information Sources**

The search took place from February 2021 to June 2021 and was carried out on Scopus and Google Scholar.

**Search Strategy**

Search terms referred to relevant constructs and included small groups, group intervention, support groups, online group therapy, videoconferencing, online, face-to-face, and web-based. Furthermore, we included essential core elements in our search, such as group cohesion, therapeutic alliance, and essential elements of groups. Additional articles were further snowballed via relevant articles until saturation of results relating to the research questions was reached.

**Results**

The search resulted in a large number of relevant publications that could answer the 3 research questions central to this study, including meta-analyses (eg, [7,17]), systematic reviews (eg, [8,20,32,38]), effect studies (eg, [3,35]), publications providing theoretical frameworks and informing the design of online groups (eg, [1,2,10,39,40]), and articles elaborating on past experiences of relevant stakeholders in the context of online groups (eg, [9,25,41]). Relevant research reports were in the contexts of health promotion and disease prevention relating to group support or therapy (eg, [7,25,30]), group processes and dynamics (eg, [1,5]), and specific characteristics of group interventions (eg, [6,10]). In our review, we extracted relevant information from these articles that seemed to partly overlap in outcomes. We recognize that this approach is not reproducible and bears the potential of incompleteness.

**Challenges**

The identified publications pointed to several challenges that need to be considered when providing small group interventions in an online setting. To start with, in light of the importance of building up group cohesion, one major challenge seems to be the lack of nonverbal communication in an online setting. The absence of body-to-body interaction, with the absence of eye contact being especially relevant and fundamental for group therapy, can be seen as one of the main obstacles in an online setting [9,25,42]. This is due to the fact that an online setting makes it difficult to read and react to both body language and nonverbal signs. Additionally, an online setting hinders regulation by the moderator and may make it difficult to express desired messages clearly [41]. The conveyance of nonverbal cues during therapeutic communication is one important part of displaying empathy and affect, reassuring and boosting disclosure, evolving alliance, authenticating care, and ensuring authenticity, among other functions [9]. Recent research implies that online group members do not feel as connected to other group members as in-person group members, which is indicative of lower group cohesion [43].

Another challenge to be tackled is the establishment of a therapeutic alliance [44]. In their review, Gentry et al [32] examined the extent to which therapeutic alliance can be maintained in online group-based treatment. They found that the online setting may result in small decreases in therapeutic alliance.

Some challenges pertain to the setting of the group. In face-to-face groups, the moderator normally controls the setting in which the sessions take place. This includes the arrangement
of seats and the environment, the placement of boxes of tissues or plants, and even the choice of music to promote a calm and welcoming experience. These functions, also referred to as “dynamic administration” [45], include the overall setup of the group and handling of the time and space of the meeting, as well as matters concerning boundaries. Since the environment in the online setting is partly dependent on the participants themselves, the moderator requires the participants to prepare a “holding” environment for themselves, such as a quiet place where they feel free to open up and speak.

The online setting also needs to be accounted for, as it offers potential distractions that may not play a role in a face-to-face environment [25]. These include background noises and individuals outside the group setting who are in or enter the same space as the participant and distractions due to the chosen platform [25].

Aside from the elements essential for face-to-face group interventions, online group interventions need to handle technical concerns. More specifically, technical problems such as consistency and speed of the internet connection and overall technical infrastructure, including audio or visual difficulties, delays, dropout, background noise, and poor lighting, may be a limitation [9,25,42]. While offering increased access and recruitment for certain groups, these technical issues can potentially lead to the exclusion of participants who do not have access to a computer, technology, or the internet [9,25,39]. Older participants who are less tech-savvy may therefore be especially at risk of exclusion or be less able to easily access the group [25,39]. The same holds true for individuals who due to their condition may not be able to sit behind a screen for a long period of time [10,39]. Additionally, online groups may be less suitable for participants who are prone to or are currently in acute distress or easily deregulated (such as severely depressed participants or those with suicidal ideation) [9,25]. Reaching out to the aforementioned participants when intervention is needed can be difficult or even impossible, as doing so usually requires more time and attention than the group can provide, especially when it is conducted online [9].

How to Overcome Challenges

Some reports in the literature suggest that participants in online groups experience less group cohesion than face-to-face group participants ([43], see above). Other reports [9,46] suggest that to build up group cohesion and reduce the effect of the absence of bodily interaction and nonverbal cues, moderators can stimulate the presence and input of all participants by directing them to provide input, verbalize what they take from others’ contributions, check in on how they feel, and actively identify mutual understanding (eg, “I see many of you nodding, so it seems like you agree with what Jennifer said”). In order to guarantee adequate and effective metacommunication, the literature [25,29,46] recommends that group moderators consider receiving skills training beforehand. Metacommunication can be defined as “communication about communication” [47], which in the case of the online setting relates to participants verbalizing thoughts and feelings that are evoked by what others say; other participants might otherwise miss these due to the lack of eye contact and body language.

Furthermore, we found that moderators should ensure that time is given to every participant by distributing turns, and that they should acknowledge feelings by verbalizing observations [9,46]. Although group cohesion among online groups might be less strong than in face-to-face groups, the overall convenience of online group sessions seems to outweigh the negative factors of the online setting [43].

Establishment of therapeutic alliance was found to be a second challenge. Based on a literature review and practical experiences, Kneeland et al [46] described five strategies to facilitate therapeutic alliance in a group-based videoconferencing setting: (1) explicitly express gratitude to group members, (2) start the group with an introduction exercise with all attendees and use “ice breaker” questions, (3) self-disclose the group moderator to humanize the face on the screen and build rapport, (4) provide validation, which is the recognition of someone’s feelings and thoughts to underscore that listening is nonjudgmental, and (5) promote rapport between group members and the moderator [48].

As with face-to-face groups, online groups can establish ground rules. These may relate to respectful communication concerning the online setting, such as the use of the camera and microphone during sessions, as well as how to transparently deal with events such as other people entering a participant’s home environment [9,25,29]. To facilitate an online session, a moderator may coordinate activities such as breakout rooms. To ensure the provision of an overall positive experience, Lalande et al [29] recommend that group moderators obtain feedback from group participants during, as well as after, the session.

The literature suggests that is the responsibility of the moderator to consider a digital format that is easily accessible, safe, and convenient for participants to use [25,29]. This comprises the use of an online consent form and making sure the online platform is indeed accessible to users [29].

To overcome technical challenges and ensure that the chosen platform is safe, moderators should run a pilot in order to test whether the session can go through as planned [29,46]. According to Lalande et al [29], participants may benefit from instructions on how to log in and navigate through the digital platform, including tips in case they encounter any problems. These instructions should be offered to participants prior to the start of the session. Furthermore, in order to successfully start the session, the literature advises moderators to make sure that all participants can log in before the session starts and to invite feedback on technological aspects throughout the session [29].

As moderators in online settings are often unable to intervene with participants who require an intervention during imminent emergency situations, Stephen et al [9] recommend that participants be asked to provide contact details (eg, their whereabouts or address and the phone number of an emergency contact) in case of emergency.

Opportunities

While there are certain challenges to overcome in online group settings, there are also opportunities. One of the opportunities of online groups as opposed to face-to-face groups is group size. Commonly used online platforms, such as Zoom or Microsoft
Teams, allow for groups of up to roughly 50 participants to be seen on the screen at once. As it remains to be discussed if such a high number of participants is desirable, limiting online group intervention sessions to 15 participants (as suggested in the literature) therefore seems preferable. However, communication in an online setting may require more effort and moderating strategies, which will be discussed later on.

Furthermore, the online setting provides an opportunity to manipulate group composition due to increased accessibility for individuals who face challenges meeting in person [10,29]. For example, online settings are accessible to people with rare diseases or disabilities, in certain sociodemographic groups, or who are otherwise excluded for reasons such as transportation difficulties, distance, mobility problems, or caregiving responsibilities [7,9,10,39,42,43]. The online setting offers individuals the chance to connect even across the globe, including individuals living in rural areas, thereby enriching demographic diversity while promoting homogeneity of the group [29,43]. Moreover, the possibility to access group interventions online can be time-saving, cost-effective, and convenient due to decreased travel costs and time demands on participants, as they can participate from the comfort of their home [25,39].

While shared characteristics of participants can promote a sense of safety due to decreased stigma and felt recognition, the screen barrier separating participants from each other may be seen as another opportunity, as it may stimulate that feeling even more. The anonymity that can more easily be realized in online groups seems to reduce stigmatization [7,10,25,39,49], power differentials (through neutralizing of status) [9,39], and, consequently, potential inhibition of participants who may otherwise not dare to speak up [9]. As an additional benefit, taboos can be discussed more freely and participants can be encouraged to self-disclose [7,39]. Participants may thus perceive less rejection, which in return promotes honest discussions of feelings and otherwise avoided topics. This seems especially true for male individuals, who have been found to participate more freely in online settings, notably when sensitive topics are discussed, such as suicide and depression [39]. At the same time, group interventions can at times be emotionally overwhelming for participants, which is why the screen barrier may lead to less negative mental impact and defensiveness, as participants may feel sheltered behind their screens [7,9,25]. Socially anxious participants and participants with dissociative symptoms may especially gain from this approach, as they may experience less anxiety and lower their dissociative defenses more easily due to reductions in immediacy and a sense of self-consciousness [25]. Participants with a borderline personality disorder diagnosis may also benefit from the screen barrier due to a greater distance from the therapist, leading to the perception of online groups as being safer [25].

Discussion

Principal Results

In this paper, we elaborate on potential challenges when executing small, synchronous group interventions in an online setting, how these challenges can be overcome or prevented, and what possible opportunities arise from the online format. Essential factors related to small groups include group processes, such as group cohesion, therapeutic alliance, self-disclosure, and feedback, as well as factors relating to the characteristics of the group, such as the size and composition of the group and its setting and environment. From our review of the literature, we conclude that while comparable group outcomes and group processes can be realized in online settings and in offline, face-to-face group settings, both may come with specific benefits and challenges that need to be addressed. On the one hand, challenges include the lack of nonverbal communication, which impacts the establishment of a therapeutic alliance and group cohesion; potential technical concerns; and a lack of suitability for certain participant groups, such as those in acute crisis. Yet the literature suggests measures and strategies to avoid or overcome these pitfalls. Some can be overcome by moderators improving their communication skills (eg, by practicing metacommunication, such as disclosing their own feelings, distributing turns, and recognizing participants’ feelings), technical measures (eg, choosing a secure platform, running a pilot test, and providing participants with instructions), and setting the environment (eg, establishing ground rules). While most of the effort to make online group sessions work falls on the moderator, participants themselves can play an active role by ensuring they take the time and make the effort to prepare a holding environment for themselves and the other participants, give feedback to the moderator, and provide the moderator with relevant contact details and their whereabouts in case of an emergency situation.

On the other hand, we encountered some advantages of providing group interventions in an online setting. The advantages include convenience (eg, saving time and being cost-effective), accessibility, and inclusion; the online setting enables individuals to connect with each other who may not otherwise have come together in a face-to-face setting. Furthermore, the screen barrier and higher perception of anonymity may promote participants’ sense of safety, potentially leading to a decrease in stigmatization of topics and self-inhibition, thereby encouraging self-disclosure.

Previously, scholars [50,51] have stressed that essential conditions of behavior change methods (eg, stimulating group cohesion) need to be met when translating these methods into practical applications. We hope we have provided some guidelines to intervention designers and practitioners on how the essential conditions of small group interventions can be created in an online context.

Strengths and Limitations

This review was not carried out in a systematic way, nor does it offer a quantitative overview of the effectiveness of online groups. While this means that the reproducibility of the review is low and its completeness cannot be guaranteed, it can offer an up-to-date scoping overview of current knowledge and relevant considerations when transferring or organizing small group interventions in an online setting. Given contemporary developments in overall digitization and changing regulations concerning, among other topics, the COVID-19 pandemic, this discussion seems to be eminently relevant.
Conclusions
The COVID-19 pandemic has emphasized the need to continue group interventions while switching to an online setting [25]. Even though face-to-face groups are starting to return, online groups seem to be the “new normal” in many cases, implying the possibility that more and more group interventions may transfer to an online setting. While online groups offer a considerable number of new possibilities and benefits compared to face-to-face groups (eg, accessibility, the screen barrier, and time effectiveness), there are pitfalls to consider and avoid when setting up an online group (eg, technical concerns and ensuring that emergency contact details are available for participants), as executing online group interventions demands thorough preparation and, in some cases, even extra training in order to maximize effective group outcomes. This includes actions executed before, during, and after the group sessions that relate to group characteristics in terms of the frame and overall setting, technical aspects of the sessions, and group moderation, as well as attention to group processes and participant care. In conclusion, online groups may be a very suitable way to support individuals in groups, not only when face-to-face meetings are difficult or impossible, but even under normal circumstances, given the numerous benefits and possibilities of the online setting.
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The Role of Artificial Intelligence Model Documentation in Translational Science: Scoping Review

Abstract

Background: Despite the touted potential of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to revolutionize health care, clinical decision support tools, herein referred to as medical modeling software (MMS), have yet to realize the anticipated benefits. One proposed obstacle is the acknowledged gaps in AI translation. These gaps stem partly from the fragmentation of processes and resources to support MMS transparent documentation. Consequently, the absence of transparent reporting hinders the provision of evidence to support the implementation of MMS in clinical practice, thereby serving as a substantial barrier to the successful translation of software from research settings to clinical practice.

Objective: This study aimed to scope the current landscape of AI- and ML-based MMS documentation practices and elucidate the function of documentation in facilitating the translation of ethical and explainable MMS into clinical workflows.

Methods: A scoping review was conducted in accordance with PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews) guidelines. PubMed was searched using Medical Subject Headings key concepts of AI, ML, ethical considerations, and explainability to identify publications detailing AI- and ML-based MMS documentation, in addition to snowball sampling of selected reference lists. To include the possibility of implicit documentation practices not explicitly labeled as such, we did not use documentation as a key concept but as an inclusion criterion. A 2-stage screening process (title and abstract screening and full-text review) was conducted by 1 author. A data extraction template was used to record publication-related information; barriers to developing ethical and explainable MMS; available standards, regulations, frameworks, or governance strategies related to documentation; and recommendations for documentation for papers that met the inclusion criteria.

Results: Of the 115 papers retrieved, 21 (18.3%) papers met the requirements for inclusion. Ethics and explainability were investigated in the context of AI- and ML-based MMS documentation and translation. Data detailing the current state and challenges and recommendations for future studies were synthesized. Notable themes defining the current state and challenges that required thorough review included bias, accountability, governance, and explainability. Recommendations identified in the literature to address present barriers call for a proactive evaluation of MMS, multidisciplinary collaboration, adherence to investigation and validation protocols, transparency and traceability requirements, and guiding standards and frameworks that enhance documentation efforts and support the translation of AI- and ML-based MMS.

Conclusions: Resolving barriers to translation is critical for MMS to deliver on expectations, including those barriers identified in this scoping review related to bias, accountability, governance, and explainability. Our findings suggest that transparent strategic documentation, aligning translational science and regulatory science, will support the translation of MMS by coordinating communication and reporting and reducing translational barriers, thereby furthering the adoption of MMS.

Introduction

Background

Artificial intelligence (AI)- and machine learning (ML)-based tools have been hailed as having the potential to revolutionize health care with innovative, efficient, and intuitive approaches to care [1-4]. The successful integration of such tools into clinical settings necessitates meticulous evaluation conducted by interdisciplinary teams throughout the AI life cycle, ensuring favorable outcomes; however, the promised value of delivering scalable and sustained value for patients has yet to be realized, as the field has recognized a gap in implementation [1,3-7].

Clinical decision support (CDS) tools range from computerized alerts and reminders, clinical guidelines, order sets, patient data reports and summaries, documentation templates, diagnostic support, among others, and aim to provide clinicians, staff, and patients with knowledge and person-specific information to support and enhance decision-making in the clinical workflow [8]. The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology has proposed revising and renaming the CDS criterion in the 2023 Health Data, Technology, and Interoperability: Certification Program Updates, Algorithm Transparency, and Information Sharing Proposed Rule to reflect the array of contemporary and emerging functionalities, data elements, and software applications that aid decision-making in health care and introducing decision support interventions [9]. Decision support intervention encompasses “technology that is intended to support decision-making based on algorithms or models that derive relationships from training or example data and then are used to produce an output or outputs related to, but not limited to, prediction, classification, recommendation, evaluation, or analysis” [9]. In this paper, we refer to such tools broadly as AI- and ML-based medical modeling software (MMS), as our core concern is with models in medical care based on the AI and ML approach of algorithmic modeling [5] that finds optimal (often noncausal) correlations, rather than traditional statistical theory–based models that try to capture causal processes and underlying mechanisms. This style of modeling introduces novel questions around validation, methodology, communication, coordination, and ethics. We introduce a new term to focus on these specific issues because, although AI- and ML-based MMS may be used for CDS or be implemented in software as a medical device (SaMD), CDS includes systems that are not AI- and ML-based and the software in SaMD may not involve any AI or ML modeling component.

Although progress has been made in AI and ML innovation and many solutions are being developed with high-performance metrics, most software remains within the realm of research rather than real-world settings, and even the most technology-literate academic institutions are not routinely using AI and ML in clinical workflows [1-3,6]. Seneviratne et al [2] asks, “If model performance is so promising, why is there such a chasm between development and deployment?” To recognize the importance of accounting for the complexities of health care delivery throughout the life cycle of MMS production, it is essential to understand what barriers exist and then work to close the implementation gap.

Documentation of MMS may reduce these barriers, but it must first go beyond the assessment of technical performance and involve a holistic, interdisciplinary evaluation process that complements and works in tandem with the software life cycle [1,3,4,7]. Currently, the available documentation frameworks for MMS are fragmented, and there needs to be more guidance spanning all disciplines and stages of development [1-3,7]. Li et al [1] call on the need for a “delivery science” that encompasses a broad set of tools to encourage iterative design thinking among data scientists and clinical informaticists and to promote implementation science techniques across health care operations, ethics, and so on that can be transparently documented. Similarly, the International Telecommunications Union and World Health Organization (WHO) Focus Group on Artificial Intelligence for Health [10] calls for the alignment of 4 pillars—ethics, regulations, technology, and clinical evaluation and use cases—to appropriately evaluate and guide development and ensure the feasibility of a solution to generate sufficient knowledge and evidence to support implementation.

The lack of available, professionally accepted, and ubiquitous references describing appropriate documentation makes it challenging to create evidence supporting the safe and effective translation of MMS from research into clinical practice. To help close the gap, comprehensive and practical documentation processes must be in place to capture critical information about software, incorporating all phases of the software life cycle.

Previous Studies

An initial literature review was conducted to understand the current state of documentation and its impact on the translation of AI- and ML-based MMS into clinical practice. Papers obtained through keyword searches in PubMed were analyzed and synthesized. The search focused on characterizing the extent of existing materials rather than exploring any potential issues that may have been overlooked. We found no consensus on “best practices” for documentation around what we identified as AI- and ML-based MMS. However, we recorded the relevant reporting guidelines offered by government and oversight bodies, ethical principles, and theoretical guiding frameworks. Overlapping principles prioritized explainability, transparency, accountability, and trustworthiness, but descriptions were highly variable throughout the field [11-13]. Despite its potential, the adoption of AI- and ML-based MMS remained fragmented, and there were reports about bias after deployment that put patient safety at risk, providing inaccurate or skewed outcomes and recommendations, propagating inequalities, and introducing group harm [14-17]. The findings were presented to multidisciplinary stakeholders across the MMS life cycle. This workshop highlighted the relevance and urgency for continuing studies regarding the current state and documentation challenges.
to support the development and translation of AI- and ML-based MMS.

**Objectives**

The findings from the initial literature review and internal research motivated this scoping review to further evaluate the current state and direction of AI- and ML-based MMS documentation. This study aimed to scope AI- and ML-based MMS documentation practices and define the role of documentation in facilitating the translation of ethical and explainable MMS into clinical workflows.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

Covidence (Veritas Health Innovation) [18], a web-based collaboration software platform that streamlines the production of systematic and other literature reviews and developed in accordance with PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews) guidelines [19], was leveraged to ensure compliance with scoping review standards and facilitate a systematic process to define eligibility criteria, search the literature, screen results, select evidence for inclusion, and conduct data extraction.

**Textbox 1.** Inclusion and exclusion criteria that were used to assess the publications retrieved in the scoping review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Paper type—all study designs and publication types</td>
<td>• Paper type—none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Language—English</td>
<td>• Language—non-English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Setting—artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) in health care</td>
<td>• Setting—non–health care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Topic—documentation practices involving AI, ML, ethics, and explainability</td>
<td>• Topic—topics other than documentation practices involving AI, ML, ethics, and explainability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Searching and Screening the Literature**

Publications were retrieved and imported into Covidence to conduct a 2-stage screening process, including title and abstract screening, followed by a full-text review completed by 1 author. Because this was a scoping review with a relatively small sample size, it was determined that additional coders were not needed. Papers that did not meet the predefined eligibility criteria and those that were not health care related or did not evaluate the current state and direction of AI- and ML-based MMS documentation and translation were excluded.

**Data Extraction**

Included papers were analyzed to consolidate evidence of current documentation practices, scope the development of ethical and explainable software, and define the role of documentation in facilitating translation. A data extraction template (Multimedia Appendix 2) was developed and used by 1 author within Covidence to determine the extraction criteria and synthesize the data of the included papers in a consistent format. To effectively consolidate the evidence of the current state and challenges to support the objectives of this study, literature was synthesized by bias, accountability, governance, explainability, and detailed communicated recommendations.

**Results**

**Characteristics of Included Literature**

The initial search in PubMed retrieved 115 papers, which were imported into Covidence for screening and extraction, as shown in the PRISMA-ScR guidelines flow diagram (Figure 1). The PRISMA-ScR checklist is available in Multimedia Appendix 3. Title and abstract screening were conducted, and 29.6% (34/115) of the papers met the eligibility criteria for inclusion. After title and abstract screening, papers were subjected to
full-text reviews, where 62% (21/34) of them met the eligibility criteria for inclusion. Of the 21 papers, all (n=21, 100%) included AI, ML, or CDS as keywords, 15 (71%) included ethics or bias as keywords, and 12 (57%) had explainability, interpretability, translation, governance, or policymaking as keywords. Relevance was of importance because the current state was being evaluated. Therefore, an analysis of publication year was conducted; of the 21 papers, 3 (14%) were published in 2019, a total of 9 (43%) in 2020, a total of 7 (33%) in 2021, and 2 (10%) in 2022. Additional characteristics of the publications included are available in Multimedia Appendix 4 [13,21-40].

Figure 1. PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews) flow diagram summarizing the screening process used to conduct the scoping review.

Snowball sampling [41] was used to collect materials such as documents from governmental and regulatory agencies not indexed in PubMed and those referenced in the retrieved documents but not explained with sufficient detail or explained with minimal context. This allowed a more extensive summary of existing frameworks, principles, and standards for ethics (Multimedia Appendix 5 [22-26,28,29,39,40]) and explainability (Multimedia Appendix 6 [22-24,27,28,31,32,34,36-39]) on which existing literature relies on but falls outside of peer-reviewed, indexed literature.

Current State and Challenges

Overview

Existing studies focus on how the translation of AI- and ML-based MMS into patient care settings requires collaboration throughout the AI life cycle and across interdisciplinary specialties of a product team. Furthermore, effective communication and documentation strategies enable collaborative teams to (1) report about developments, (2) inform system progression, and (3) ensure the cross-functional evaluation and documentation of functions from system functionality to ethical considerations. Product teams face
challenges involving insufficient collaboration, isolated and fragmented development and documentation processes that fail to prioritize knowledge continuity, timing of interventions, and deficient or unavailable reporting resources needed to progress production, thus disrupting translation into clinical practice [21-23].

The absence of practical tools and best practices to guide translational approaches throughout the AI life cycle contributed to the previously discussed implementation gap. Guidance for ethics and explainability is expected to meet the needs of a broad range of stakeholders, but what constitutes AI ethics and explainability best practices, who determines them, how principles are applied and regulated in practice, and how it is documented still needs to be defined [13,21,22,24,25,42]. Reddy et al [25] noted that “there is little dialogue or recommendations as to how to practically address these concerns in healthcare,” suggesting the need for standardized or mandated regulations to guide processes of collaboration, documentation, and compliance and enhance translational processes with sufficient evidence to support production [22].

Ethics and explainability were investigated in the context of AI- and ML-based MMS documentation and translation. Current challenges involving bias, accountability, governance, and explainability were notable themes requiring thorough review as they pose present barriers to AI- and ML-based MMS translation.

Bias
Differential model performance is a limiting factor in the applicability and deployment of AI- and ML-based MMS owing to the direct implications that biased models have on equity, feasibility of use cases, patient safety, performance, and time and cost of corrections [22,23,26-28]. There is a lack of resources to guide what to do when models perform systematically less well on identifiable patient subgroups and specifically marginalized subgroups, which are often found to be undetected at deployment and identified in ex post reviews [22,23,26,27]. Reddy et al [25] used the adage “biases in, biases out” to describe the influence of bias and how algorithmic decisions and output directly reflect input [25,29]. When efforts are not taken to increase data diversity and quality, then the existing digital divide, social inequalities, and health care disparities are widened; underrepresented and at-risk populations are penalized; vulnerabilities are exacerbated; and harm is increased [28,30,31]. Fragmented processes from which MMS are derived, often from single institutions with single-institution data for training, testing, and validation, may incorrectly assume that the target population mimics the training data population (demographically, socioeconomically, medically, etc). This, in turn, limits external reproducibility owing to generalizability concerns across fields [24]. If created from single-institution data and not externally validated, risks extend beyond appropriate use cases, further jeopardizing patient safety and providing insufficient outputs [24,25,28,31,32]. Kerasidou [33] pointed to the regularity with which inequitable models are deployed, emphasizing the need for evidence regarding prospective evaluation and representativeness relative to training and deployment environments to minimize consequences of patient harm and increase model performance, accuracy, fairness, and trust [30].

Accountability
The introduction of AI solutions into clinical workflows has raised questions about accountability. Does a clinician’s responsibility extend to decisions made from following model outputs, including any harmful or poor outcomes [22,28,33,34]? Must clinicians disclose the level of autonomy or obtain consent from patients regarding the use of MMS in their care [21,25,28,29]? If a clinician’s decision contradicts the AI output, how must a clinician proceed, and who is liable [23,25,32,34]? Navigating accountability about the intent of MMS requires the constructs of safety, responsibility, autonomy, consent, and trust to be deeply considered throughout the AI life cycle [23].

With the application and expectation of MMS aiming to enhance clinician decisions and patient outcomes, proactive solutions to navigate responsibility in response to incorrectness or harm are also imperative. Although the level of autonomy upon which MMS operates varies, when systems fail, there is an expectation of accountability [25,28]. Contradicting opinions between clinicians and tools present unique problems. There exist different approaches to defensive medicine within AI. For instance, when a clinician and model have opposing diagnostic decisions, some clinicians are compelled to follow their instinct and practical experience. In contrast, others are obliged to defer to a model’s logic. Regardless of clinical outcome, patients often remain uninformed as to whether the final decision heeds or disregards an AI recommendation [21].

Responsibility and liability were associated with the usability and trust of MMS within patient-clinician relationships and public support for the integration of the MMS [23,25,30,33]. Concerns surrounding the dehumanization of health care are often present when MMS is deployed, such as the risk of clinician overreliance, disruptions in patient-clinician relationships, and management of false societal expectations of AI [21,28,33]. Overreliance reduces or eliminates patient encounters with clinicians, changing the landscape of patient involvement and potentially missing data that would otherwise be collected outside electronic health records [21,25]. Grote and Berens [21] stated that “facilitating successful collaboration between ML algorithms and clinicians is proving to be a recalcitrant problem that may exacerbate ethical issues in clinical medicine.”

Governance
A gap between ethics and regulation is said to exist with the range of AI- and ML-based MMS classifications [25,30]. For the comparable category of medical device software, there are many international standards and guidance documents for building high-quality, safe, and effective medical device software, but there is no explicit definition of ethical criteria; however, the impact of the regulatory process accounts for many of the identified ethical considerations. Various ideologies, principles, and frameworks try to define what ethical AI is, including the AI Ethics Principles, Ethically Aligned Design principles developed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and Trustworthy AI principles
defined by the High-level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence, but best practices are found to be scattered [26,32,38]. Software developers desire increased guidance, resources, and reporting guidelines to develop and deploy ethically designed MMS fields [22,34]. Clinicians, one of the primary end users of MMS, communicate the need for documentation resources to serve as training material for the intended use and a means of communicating the objective, functionality, and limitations of MMS to ensure the appropriate and actionable translation of software into practice [21,22]. In addition to ethical considerations, although adequate information or recommendations, privacy protection, data integrity, and regulatory frameworks may be facilitated by government oversight, evidence suggests that AI- and ML-based MMS are not deployed with sufficient levels of documentation to support explainability [30]. With such leadership and resources allocated to MMS, institutions can avoid inconclusive, inscrutable, and misguided evidence; unfair outcomes; and the lack of traceability and transformative effectiveness [32,34]. Subjecting researchers to self-monitoring of ethical conduct and determining the level of explainability to accompany MMS is of substantial concern but may be combated with increased reporting rigor and guardrails for evaluation and reporting of evidence [13,22,25,26,30].

Although regulators guide how to deploy safe and effective medical device software, including requiring robust clinical validations and postdeployment monitoring and surveillance programs, these processes may be out of the scope of requirements for some AI- and ML-based MMS, including those with limited or no regulation requirements by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Questions such as “How much accuracy [or other relevant performance metric] is sufficient for deployment?” “What level of transparency is required?” and “Do we understand when the model outputs are likely to be unreliable and therefore should not be trusted?” have made defining expectations and requirements for governance difficult, especially for varying levels of system autonomy and risk [13,21,24,25,35]. Although frameworks and principles have been developed by various organizations with goals of increasing explainability (FDA; European Union General Data Protection Regulation; WHO; IEEE; and Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability principles), no recognition of established best practices were identified, only recommended principles to abide by, such as those defined within the AI Ethics Principles [23,24,31,32,35,36]. Reported consequences of fragmented documentation resources and reporting requirements include the lack of explainability, accountability, validation, transparency, and trust [22,25,28,29].

**Explainability**

Although the field points to explainability to help facilitate successful documentation and translation, the literature acknowledges difficulties with such resources and best practices that are expected to contribute to achieving explainable AI- and ML-based MMS [13,22,36,37]. Although some have argued for distinguishing interpretability (inherently interpretable models) from explainability (post hoc, simplified summaries of model functionality that supplement the model) [43], within the scoped literature, the terms interpretation or interpretability and explanation or explainability were used interchangeably. Since the overall use is closer to the proposed meaning of explainability, we exclusively use this term. Explainability, then, defined as understandable (post hoc and supplementary) explanations of ML model outcomes, accounts for how users should be able to understand the logic of ML modeling to implement it appropriately within clinical workflows [13,27,38]. Establishing explainability is functionally complex without supplemental documentation, creating challenges in understanding decision logic, deploying transparent tools, and defining accountability and responsibility (especially with requirements varying with different risk classifications) and threatening patient safety and trust [13,21,25,27,37].

The complex nature of AI- and ML-based MMS, comprising multifaceted computations that drive decision-aiding output, complicates explainability and initiates debate regarding the prioritization of performance versus explainability in system development [13,25]. “Black boxes” have been found to make the clinical application and decision procedures “notoriously hard to interpret and explain in detail,” limiting the ability to identify document technical and logical justifications for decisions and conflicting with core values of patient consent and awareness about the role AI in their care [13,25,32,36,38]. Kerasidou [33] stated that with black box systems, “the ‘thinking process’ by which outcomes are produced is not obvious to those who use the AI or even to those who develop it,” raising explainability, transparency, and justification concerns from developers to clinicians and from clinicians to patients [13,32,44]. Amann et al [13] questioned whether, owing to their complexity, black boxes are even documentable. Without a way to document and report about explanations of AI, it is “hard to determine if differences in diagnoses reflect diagnostically relevant differences between patients or if they are instances of bias or diagnostic errors and over-/underdiagnosis,” further emphasizing the need to mitigate and address biases before deployment [36]. Once clinicians can no longer comprehend decisions fully, they cannot explain to the patient how specific outcomes or recommendations were derived, thus affecting patient safety, trust, and care plans [13,27]. The literature describes the necessity to interpret MMS logic because omitting it has been found to “pose a threat to core ethical values in medicine and may have detrimental consequences for individual and public health,” including evidence of disregard for ethical and regulatory practices, unsuitable clinical application, and making it impossible to investigate and rectify causes of errors; however, Yoon et al [27] argued that the extent to which explainability is required still needs to be determined [13,27,33,38].

Beyond an understanding of system complexity, explanations of system functionality were found to be critical for developers, stakeholders, clinicians, and patients to understand a system about clinical applicability and intended use, despite varying levels of familiarity with AI [38,39]. The context of appropriate clinical application is critical to disclose, owing to the impact of training data on system performance and deployment environment, but developing explainable models that satisfy requirements of providing supporting information for clinical decision-making proves to be challenging, given that clinical
decisions are made based on different modalities and reasoning strategies [21,22,35]. When explanations detect, analyze, and assess artifacts of MMS throughout design, development, and implementation, the field may anticipate more informed and trustworthy adoption [21,25,37]. Therefore, the complex nature of clinical decisions is said to call for the transparent traceability of the logic leading to output and how clinicians interact with what they understand from explanations, thus requiring guidance as to what constitutes satisfactory explanations of decisions and how such resources should be documented [21,22,26,32]. In the United States, for products that do not fall under the scope of FDA regulation, reporting guidelines (TRIPOD [Transparent Reporting of a Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis], CONSORT [Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials], IEEE, or STROBE [Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology]) that support the transparent documentation of software development and validation exist but are inconsistently adopted and do not show evidence of driving analysis and documentation throughout all areas of product development, evaluation, deployment, and postdeployment [25,28,29,39].

Discussion

Principal Findings

With an understanding of the current state and challenges of AI- and ML-based documentation, addressing present barriers, including those identified in this scoping review as involving bias, accountability, governance, and explainability, is required to enhance documentation efforts and promote the translation of MMS. Recommendations identified in the literature call for a proactive evaluation of MMS, multidisciplinary collaboration, adherence to investigation and validation protocols, transparency and traceability requirements, and guiding standards and frameworks that enable innovation across translational aspects and support MMS throughout the software life cycle.

Documentation serving to proactively outline and guide translational processes and encourage multidisciplinary collaboration is recommended to support system development throughout the AI life cycle to promote patient safety, support appropriate clinical use cases, and ensure that essential testing and validation processes are completed before deployment [22-24,28]. Proactively accounting for translation reflects ex ante (as opposed to ex post) regulation that is "pre-emptive of foreseeable risks and has a more open and participatory character" [25,32]. To help facilitate the proactive evaluation of MMS, researchers such as Wiens et al [35] and Allen et al [24] suggest the need for a road map for deploying AI- and ML-based tools that consist of a stepwise framework that introduces methods and tools for development, testing, validation, and monitoring from the beginning of production (problem identification and idea formulation) to the end (widespread deployment and maintenance).

Such a road map is said to be enhanced by multidisciplinary collaboration, promoting robust partnerships among stakeholders and project teams through iterative and joint approaches such as participatory design [25,35]. Within many of the proposed and available road maps, frameworks, and recommendations reviewed in the scoping review, the engagement of stakeholders is encouraged to occur early in the process to ensure the development of an optimal solution; this includes helping to determine clinical relevance, identifying appropriate data and collaborators, considering ethical implications and engaging with ethicists, rigorous evaluations and reporting of predictions and model code, organizing clinical trials and safety monitoring of strategies, and market deployment approaches, all of which ought to be documented and transparent to the interdisciplinary team throughout the product’s life cycle [24,35,40].

Communicating evidence of adherence to investigation and validation protocols was said to support MMS implementation, as it provides an objective measure of testing efforts and is especially important for instances of uncertainty and conflict between AI and clinicians to bolster traceability for liability and legal obligations and mitigate ethical concerns [13,21,25,26]. Providers can use the documentation of adherence to such protocols in practice, as provider explanations to end users are said to mitigate concerns and threats of overreliance on MMS through the ability to communicate and document the training for decision logic, system output, and role definition in the final decisions made for patients [13,21]. Leveraging the evidence of investigation and validation is critical for ensuring representativeness and appropriate clinical application to minimize the consequence of patient harm and inequitable model performance. In addition, by using transparent documentation, Ploug and Holm [36] also propose “contestability by design,” an approach that focuses on system development and optimization and provides “design principles for algorithmic systems that will enable professionals and expert users to challenge the reasoning of these systems in an ongoing process” in a way that does not come at the cost of system performance and supports the introduction of a minimal set of criteria to serve as a practical guideline.

Documenting such efforts fulfills the recommendations for promoting transparency and traceability requirements suggested to support the explainability of MMS. Explanations, referred to as a “cardinal responsibility of medical practitioners,” function as an additional safeguard to ensure the reliability of a system’s reasoning process, whereas “trust” in clinical decisions correlates with the construct of explainability at all levels of expertise [21,27]. The complexity of reasoning underlying explanations highlights the need to address the varying definitions of explainability (and interpretability) and the extent to which they are required to effectively support MMS and manage the inconsistency and vagueness surrounding bias and the implications of equity and patient safety [21,27]. These requirements span beyond the scope of 1 team within a project, making explainability a necessity to be adopted and prioritized from a multidisciplinary perspective in a way that promotes knowledge continuity across disciplines; provides relevant explanations of MMS logic for both technical and translational purposes; and provides evidence of MMS traceability [13,21,22,24,27,39].

Investigation and validation protocols and transparency and traceability requirements were also recommended to be aided by guiding standards and frameworks, from reporting guidelines developed by research groups to regulatory protocols published
by governance bodies [13,21,23,24,29,37]. Although a consensus for universal best practices was not recognized in the literature, the importance of leveraging guiding standards and frameworks was consistently identified, from proposed reporting guidelines published by research teams to legislation defined by governing bodies [22,23]. Available and proposed standards, frameworks, and governance structures to promote ethical and explainable AI- and ML-based MMS documentation and translation mentioned in this scoping review’s literature were recorded. They are available in Multimedia Appendix 5 (ethics) and Multimedia Appendix 6 (explainability).

Integrating recommendations related to proactive evaluation; multidisciplinary collaboration; and adherence to investigation and validation protocols, transparency and traceability requirements, and guiding standards and frameworks are expected to enhance documentation efforts by increasing the transparent reporting of scientific evidence, promoting knowledge continuity across disciplines, providing guidance throughout the AI life cycle, and improving usability in clinical practice while also addressing the implementation gap.

Limitations

Limitations of this study include the restriction of the search to only 1 database, PubMed, to conduct the scoping review. This limitation likely restricted the available and proposed governance standards, guidelines, and frameworks. Notably, additional resources found in our previous studies were not explicitly mentioned in the literature, for example, Google’s Model Card for model reporting [45], Model Facts Labels [46], DECIDE-AI (Developmental and Exploratory Clinical Investigations of Decision support systems driven by Artificial Intelligence) [47], and AI Factsheets [48]. Therefore, continuing this investigation as other resources are available (eg, Coalition for Health AI guardrails [49] and National Institute of Standards and Technology recommendations [50]) is critical. In addition, owing to the exploratory nature of scoping reviews, this study aimed to assess the available academic literature, organize findings within themes, and highlight present gaps regarding AI- and ML-based MMS documentation and translation practices rather than explore a more defined research question. This study also is limited to scoping the concerns in existing literature; the extent to which these concerns may be incomplete, or misguided, is not within our scope, for example around the question of when AI and ML may be not just inappropriate but illegitimate [51], or the danger that practitioners mistakenly think that explainable models reflect causality in the world [52-55] and therefore base their trust and decision-making on a fundamental error.

Implications for Practice and Future Development

This study identifies a need for proactive evaluation, standards, frameworks, and transparency and traceability requirements to enhance documentation efforts and promote the translation of MMS. However, how might practitioners achieve these goals? What steps can be taken to improve documentation efforts and promote transparency and traceability, and how might they be implemented into practice?

As indicated by the findings in this scoping review, although there are existing standards, guidelines, frameworks, and governance structures to guide the documentation of AI- and ML-based MMS, there is acknowledgment that these are insufficient and that additional resources are needed to provide appropriate guidance related to ethics and explainability, promote safety and efficacy, provide support throughout the AI life cycle, and reduce present barriers to translation. The available but fragmented and phase-specific resources create an opportunity either to streamline and merge complementary standards, guidelines, frameworks, and governance structures or to encourage the development of new resources. Recommendations highlighted from the literature may help inform the development of such new resources to operationalize the theoretical into actionable tools that answer questions such as, How do I know if the implementation of an MMS tool is the right solution? What agreed-upon principles can be leveraged to analyze data, build tools, and guide implementation? What level of evidence and types of study designs will be expected to assess model effectiveness in terms of validity, acceptability, fairness, equity, transparency, and health impact? How can external validation of models be facilitated? What processes are required to effectively document and navigate the regulatory and quality assurance pathway? and What constitutes effective postdeployment monitoring?

The proactive and standardized evaluation and documentation of MMS through a multidisciplinary collaboration of accountable contributors may contribute to the operationalization of guidelines. By promoting enterprise adherence to investigation and validation protocols, clinician judgment (eg, model output thresholding), and traceability requirements, such an approach aligns evidence-based best practices. Conceptually, the central testing, documentation, and multistakeholder coordination applied to patient’s longitudinal electronic health record is applied to the AI model throughout its life cycle.

Such a unified model document would represent a framework for easy discovery of the critical scientific, ethical, and regulatory requirements of an AI- and ML-based MMS while allowing for future expandability or customization to fit the needs of each specialty area and possible future requirements. This unified model document could be shared across all levels of model development, from the ideate phase to postdeployment monitoring. Ideally, the unified model document would capture the fundamental features of any AI- and ML-based MMS while guiding accountable stakeholders on how to address issues. For example, if an MMS developer answers a question about explainability as a “black box,” it could provide some basic recommendations for expanding explainability. The document could be created and translated to a standard markup language such as XML or JSON. This would allow it to have a formal structure for the documentation but allow for consumption by others for implementation (eg, Epic and Cerner). Moreover, large institutions that routinely use these tools in clinical practice (eg, health care centers) could adopt a risk-based approach, creating a centralized team of experts to standardize the categorization of all AI- and ML-based MMS tools and determine the type of control measures, evidence, and overall
rigor required for their safe and effective development, deployment, and monitoring.

In addition to the unified model document, a possible direction of the industry is to follow others who develop tools and architectures that follow a DevOps framework for ML called Machine Learning Operations. The first step could be at the national level, through regulatory bodies (the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, FDA, IEEE, etc), medical academies (National Academy of Medicine, American Medical Informatics Association, American Medical Association, American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, American Academy of Family Physicians, American College of Surgeons, etc), or industry and academic collaboration (Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Epic, etc) to develop a set of practice standards, similar to other regulations such as SaMD, which are adopted across the AI- and ML-based MMS industry and require specific documentation and disclosure of MMS technologies that create consistency throughout development to the release to the public. In addition, organizations could create enterprise AI- and ML-based MMS translational boards comprising various experts in the fields of AI and ML, including data science or engineering, IT, ethics, electronic health records, nursing or clinical or translational or pharmacy informatics, and clinical expertise. Similar to an institutional review board found at any research institution, the AI and ML translational board would help address gaps in ethics or bias, explainability, and efficacy and reduce the translational barriers. Finally, institutions and medical colleges could require training and regular refresher courses for clinicians about AI- and ML-based MMS tools that would follow up-to-date standards of practice with many other medical devices (Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments, Long-Acting Reversible Contraception training, Basic Life Support and Advanced Cardiac Life Support, etc).

As health centers are venturing into the development of SaMD’s internal deployment and commercialization, an enterprise-wide system to enable guided development without stifling innovation may prove to be valuable. To achieve this goal, the transparency and traceability of documentation should align with requirements for FDA submission and Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services and Joint Commission compliance while leveraging the best practices of technical stakeholders and internal oversight. Such a coordinated effort could be implemented in practice by deploying an enterprise quality management system for AI development, translation, and continuous monitoring, such that internal and external evaluation reports become standardized artifacts for inclusion in MMS documentation. Stakeholders across the AI life cycle would contribute to this work, each considered accountable for subject matter expertise and their action in the quality management system. Examples of stakeholders may include data scientists, informaticists, software engineers, translational and implementation scientists, educators, and providers. Each stakeholder can enhance transparency by increasing their awareness about risk in their domain, and dependencies associated with their action and documentation. For example, a data scientist’s selection of clinical features will have substantial implications for the application of the model. This information, if transparently documented, will serve clinical stakeholders, informaticians, and translational scientists when discussing model performance, tuning, and deployment. Further down the AI translation process, the implementation scientist’s workflow evaluation and documentation of model insertion points will be leveraged to facilitate discussions between data scientists and clinicians to appropriately threshold and present model output information based on the documented considerations of model risk and performance. Promoting traceability and transparency for national and international reportable standards is in process. For example, there are ongoing efforts to draw consensus around current best practices and recommendations for standardized AI evaluation and governance in health care; examples include the Coalition for Health AI [49], Health AI Partnership [56], and WHO and International Telecommunications Union Focus Group on Artificial Intelligence for Health [10]. Meanwhile, the National Academy of Medicine is developing an AI Code of Conduct [57], which may be an opportunity to define each stakeholder category and clarify the determination of distributed accountability and responsibility. Academic health centers have begun forming governance bodies that enforce evaluation and checkpoints, with accompanying AI- and ML-based MMS tool artifacts. If aggregated across the AI life cycle, such artifacts could be the foundation for MMS documentation [58] and evolve with regulations. In their development, oversight bodies may leverage published AI translation evaluation frameworks and join or learn from ongoing studies in this area that is actively developing detailed guidelines.

Conclusions
To know whether promises about how the adoption of AI- and ML-based MMS tools has the power to revolutionize health care are valid, and to then achieve such benefits, requires strategic translation that prioritizes ethical considerations, the ability to provide explanations that transparently communicates how a decision is reached, and disclosures on the intended use that are accessible to multidisciplinary perspectives across experts and nonexperts. The ability of MMS to deliver on expectations depends on resolving translation barriers, including those related to bias, accountability, governance, and explainability. Our findings suggest that aligning translational and regulatory science through strategic documentation developed to promote proactive evaluation, multidisciplinary collaboration, investigation and validation protocols, transparency and traceability requirements, and guiding standards and frameworks will support the translation and adoption of MMS. Further, we propose that leveraging such transparent documentation processes through a quality management system may support enterprise coordination toward the development of an SaMD regulatory framework.
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Abstract

Background: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is one of the common causes of chronic liver disease globally. Obesity, metabolic diseases, and exposure to some environmental agents contribute to NAFLD. NAFLD is commonly considered a precursor for some types of cancers. Since the leading causes of death in people with NAFLD are cardiovascular disease and extrahepatic cancers, it is important to understand the mechanisms of the progression of NAFLD to control its progression and identify its association with extrahepatic cancers. Thus, this review aims to estimate the global prevalence of NAFLD in association with the risk of extrahepatic cancers.

Objective: We aimed to determine the prevalence of various cancers in NAFLD patients and the association between NAFLD and cancer.

Methods: We searched PubMed, ProQuest, Scopus, and Web of Science from database inception to March 2022 to identify eligible studies reporting the prevalence of NAFLD and the risk of incident cancers among adult individuals (aged ≥18 years). Data from selected studies were extracted, and meta-analysis was performed using random effects models to obtain the pooled prevalence with the 95% CI. The quality of the evidence was assessed with the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.

Results: We identified 11 studies that met our inclusion criteria, involving 222,523 adults and 3 types of cancer: hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), breast cancer, and other types of extrahepatic cancer. The overall pooled prevalence of NAFLD and cancer was 26% (95% CI 16%-35%), while 25% of people had NAFLD and HCC (95% CI 7%-42%). NAFLD and breast cancer had the highest prevalence out of the 3 forms of cancer at 30% (95% CI 14%-45%), while the pooled prevalence for NAFLD and other cancers was 21% (95% CI 12%-31%).

Conclusions: The review suggests that people with NAFLD may be at an increased risk of cancer that might not affect not only the liver but also other organs, such as the breast and bile duct. The findings serve as important evidence for policymakers to evaluate and recommend measures to reduce the prevalence of NAFLD through lifestyle and environmental preventive approaches.

Trial Registration: PROSPERO CRD42022321946; https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=321946
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has a global prevalence of 25% and is a leading cause of cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma [1]. NAFLD encompasses a disease continuum from steatosis with or without mild inflammation (nonalcoholic fatty liver; NAFL) to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), which is characterized by necroinflammation and faster fibrosis progression than nonalcoholic fatty liver. NAFLD has a bidirectional association with components of the metabolic syndrome, and type 2 diabetes increases the risk of cirrhosis and related complications. It has become one of the most frequent chronic liver diseases. NAFLD is determined by the presence of ≥5% in the liver or more of hepatic steatosis [2] in liver magnetic resonance imaging proton density fat fraction findings or biopsies in the absence of secondary causes of hepatic fat accumulation, such as hepatitis C infection and glycogen storage disease [3]. At the same time, other approaches to diagnose NAFLD, such as clinical and laboratory scores, have been developed, even though the accuracy cannot be determined. Several biomarkers demonstrate better performance in the diagnosis of NAFLD. Therefore, many approaches are being combined with artificial intelligence to increase diagnostic performance [4]. Electronic health education, which includes the use of mobile communication devices (eg, smartphones and tablet computers), creates awareness and health alerts regarding the disease [5]. This technique is useful for educational purposes, such as promoting healthy behavior for community prevention and early screening.

NAFLD encompasses a spectrum of diseases including NAFL, which has a more benign course, and NASH, which can progress to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [6]. Due to the heterogeneous nature of the disease, the undetermined symptoms, and the high disease burden, there is increasing appreciation that NAFLD may also be becoming an important cause of HCC [7]. The reported global prevalence of NAFLD and HCC varies between 2% and 58.5% [8].

NAFLD is a complex, multifactorial disease caused by a sedentary lifestyle, obesity, poor dietary habits, intestinal flora, genetics, and other factors [9-11]. NAFLD typically occurs in patients with metabolic syndrome, ranging from simple hepatic steatosis to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis [12]. Visceral adiposity and insulin resistance are among important conditions associated with NAFLD that have been extensively studied [13-17]. Although NAFLD normally has a good prognosis, it can progress to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, liver fibrosis, cirrhosis, HCC, and even breast cancer [18-20], with male patients having a high risk of such complications [21]. The presence of progressive liver disease is frequently detected only after it has advanced to a late stage. Patients with advanced liver disease usually do not respond well to intervention and have high risks of mortality and morbidity. The prevalence of NAFLD and its association with hepatic and extrahepatic complications have been reported in individual studies, many of which have been published recently. An up-to-date review of the current evidence to determine the global magnitude of the problem is warranted.

In this review, we systematically synthesized published online evidence on the global prevalence of NAFLD and quantified the magnitude of the association between NAFLD and the risk of extrahepatic cancers.

**Methods**

We conducted a systematic review of observational studies and report our findings in accordance with the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines (Multimedia Appendix 1) and the GATHER (Guidelines for Accurate and Transparent Health Estimates Reporting) statement [22] (Multimedia Appendix 2).

**Search Strategy**

We searched various electronic databases, including PubMed, ProQuest, Scopus, and Web of Science, from inception to March 31, 2022, to identify relevant studies reporting the prevalence of NAFLD and cancers incident among adults (aged ≥18 years). A search strategy was generated systematically for PubMed and adapted for use in the other electronic databases. Keywords and comparable medical subject heading (MESH) terms were used in combination where appropriate, without restriction on language or publication year. Specific search terms were as follows: ("Fatty liver" OR “steatosis”) AND ("cancer" OR “malignancy” OR “tumour” OR “carcinoma”) AND “prevalence” for the PubMed search. Searches were restricted to human studies. Studies in languages other than English were excluded. Additionally, we screened cross-references from relevant original papers and review articles to identify primary studies not covered by the original database searches. We used a reference manager (EndNote; Clarivate Plc) to store all the studies and citations and developed a database for the included and excluded studies. We integrated our reporting with the MOOSE (Meta-Analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) guidelines [23].

**Criteria for Considering Studies for This Review**

We included all observational studies that evaluated the prevalence of NAFLD and examined the association between NAFLD and the risk of developing cancers (Textbox 1). We included studies with an adult population aged 18 years and older of either sex without any restriction in terms of race or ethnicity in the meta-analysis. We excluded conference abstracts, case reports, reviews, commentaries, editorials, practice guidelines, and cross-sectional studies. In the case of multiple studies using the same cohort, the study with the most detailed information on the participants or the largest number of participants was selected. We included studies according to the...
population, intervention, comparator, outcome, study (PICOS) approach (Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 3).

Textbox 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria

- Observational study
- Participants were adults aged 18 years and older

Exclusion criteria

- Conference abstracts, case reports, reviews, commentaries, editorials, practice guidelines, and cross-sectional studies
- Participants were younger than 18 years

Study Selection

Two authors (NHM and FNL) independently screened all the titles and abstracts to search for potential studies identified as a result of the search and coded them as “retrieve” (eligible, potentially eligible, or unclear) or “do not retrieve.” Another 2 authors (ZAM and SKB) independently retrieved the full-text study reports and publications to identify studies for inclusion, as well as identify and record reasons for the studies’ exclusion. In case of discrepancies, an agreement was reached by consensus and discussion with a third reviewer (NML).

Data Extraction Process

Two authors (IAR and MHAM) independently evaluated the methodological quality of each included study and extracted data using an electronic form in the reference manager, which was adapted from the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Review of Interventions [24]; discrepancies were resolved by discussion with a third author (NAM). A standardized data collection form was used to extract the data. The extraction form contained information about the author, year of publication, setting (country of origin), population, study design, sample size, study period, presence of fatty liver, method of detection of fatty liver, type of cancer, and prevalence of NAFLD.

Risk of Bias in Included Studies

Methodological quality was determined using a domain-based tool adapted from the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) to assess the risk of bias of each study (Multimedia Appendix 4). We classified the risk of bias as either low, moderate, high, or unclear across the following domains: selection of participants (selection bias), sample size justification (selection bias), outcome measurement (detection bias), and confounding adjustment. We assigned a score of 7 and above as good quality, and below 6 as having concerns related to determining the overall quality [25].

Data Synthesis and Analysis

We used Stata (version 16; StataCorp) for all statistical analysis. The pooled prevalence rates, as well as their 95% CIs, were calculated using a random effects model [26]. The $I^2$ statistic and Cochran $Q$ test were used to assess heterogeneity among the studies [27]. The $I^2$ describes the percentage of the variability in effect estimates that is attributable to heterogeneity rather than sampling error. A value greater than 50% may be considered to indicate substantial heterogeneity, whereas a score of more than 75% indicates high heterogeneity [26,28].

Results

Identification of Studies

From the preliminary search, we identified 4687 studies across all databases, including PubMed (n=3190), ProQuest (n=89), Scopus (n=1290), and Web of Science (n=118). After removing duplicates, we screened a total of 158 titles and abstracts, of which 143 were excluded. We retrieved a total of 15 full texts for inclusion. We excluded 4 studies from the full texts and included 11 studies that met our inclusion criteria for this review. The most common reasons for exclusion were (1) no data on population prevalence of NAFLD and cancer was reported and (2) the cancer condition was not included in the study. After removing duplicates, titles, and abstracts, 4 studies were excluded. We included 11 studies, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the selection process to complete the PRISMA flow diagram.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Sample size, n</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>NAFLD diagnosis</th>
<th>Type of cancer</th>
<th>Length of follow up</th>
<th>Prevalence of NAFLD (%)</th>
<th>Hazard ratio (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Başaranoğlu et al (2014) [29]</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Prospective</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>NAFLD defined by observing increased echogenicity and liver-kidney contrast using ultrasonography</td>
<td>Cancer in first-degree relatives</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al (2017) [30]</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>NAFLD defined by observing hepatic fat accumulation using magnetic resonance imaging</td>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chan et al (2017) [31]</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>NAFLD defined as presence of steatosis ≥5%; steatohepatitis was defined as the presence of steatosis ≥5%, ballooning degeneration, and lobular inflammation in a liver biopsy</td>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>3-12 months</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>6.84 (1.48-31.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tian et al (2021) [32]</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>NAFLD investigated by ultrasound. Ten successful reads were required and the median was recorded. The ratio of the IQR divided by median (IQR/median) of all measurements less than 30% with a success rate (successful tests/total tests) ≥60% was regarded as a valid measurement and controlled attenuation parameter ≥240 was defined as hepatic steatosis</td>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokushige et al (2011) [33]</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>Diagnosis of NAFLD was based on the following criteria: (1) detection of hepatic steatosis (or steatohepatitis) by liver biopsy or imaging; (2) intake of less than 20-30 grams of ethanol per day (as confirmed by the attending physician and family members who were in close contact with the patient); and (3) appropriate exclusion of other liver diseases (such as alcoholic liver disease, viral hepatitis, autoimmune hepatitis, drug-induced liver disease, primary biliary cirrhosis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, biliary obstruction, and metabolic liver diseases such as Wilson disease and hemochromatosis).</td>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al (2019) [34]</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>NAFLD defined as the presence of ≥5% hepatic steatosis using ultrasound</td>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>3-6 months</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>3.005 (1.122-8.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarrinpar et al (2019) [35]</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>NAFLD defined by having steatohepatitis based on the hospital file record</td>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author/year</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Sample size, n</td>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>NAFLD diagnosis</td>
<td>Type of cancer</td>
<td>Length of follow up</td>
<td>Prevalence of NAFLD (%)</td>
<td>Hazard ratio (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddy et al (2013) [36]</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>Intrahepatic; cholangiocarcinoma</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nseir et al (2017) [37]</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>Presence of hepatic steatosis on abdominal computerized tomography examination and an attenuation of ~5 to 10 Hounsfield units (calculated as liver attenuation minus spleen attenuation), no alcohol consumption (&lt;20 g/day), negative serology for hepatitis B or C virus, negative to antibodies for autoimmune hepatitis, and no history of other known liver disease</td>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asfari et al (2020) [38]</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>218,950</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>The study group was identified using the International Classification of Diseases 9th version code for nonalcoholic steatohepatitis</td>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al (2019) [39]</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>1587</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>NAFLD was diagnosed when the mean attenuation of the liver was lower than 40 Hounsfield units or 10 units lower than that of the spleen by using CT scanning, magnetic resonance imaging, or biopsy</td>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>1.581 (1.038-2.410)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aNALFD: nonalcoholic fatty liver disease.
bHCC: hepatocellular carcinoma.
Figure 1. Map of study sites in the included articles.

Figure 2. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram of the selection process.
Characteristics of Included Studies

A total of 11 studies with 222,523 adult participants (aged ≥18 years) across 6 countries were included. A total of 3 studies were conducted in the United States and 8 studies were from 5 countries in Asia: South Korea (n=3), China (n=2), Turkey (n=1), Japan (n=1), and Israel (n=1). Cancer was classified into 3 types: HCC (5 studies), breast cancer (4 studies), and others (2 studies). The characteristics of the included studies are depicted in Table 1.

Risk of Bias of Included Studies

We assessed the quality of the included studies [29-39] as NOS quality, with modifications as shown in Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 3. All 11 studies were observed to have good quality (NOS score 7 and above).

The Estimates of Pooled Prevalence of NAFLD and Cancer

The overall pooled prevalence of NAFLD among the adult population was 26% (95% CI 16%-35%), as shown in Figure 3, with a high level of heterogeneity between studies ($I^2=99.2\%$; $P=.001$). The overall pooled prevalence of HCC was calculated based on these findings, and it was observed that the overall pooled prevalence of HCC was 25% (95% CI 7%-42%) with a high level of heterogeneity between studies ($I^2=99.6\%$; $P=.001$) reported in Asia (4 publications) and the United States (1 publication; Figure 4). The overall pooled prevalence of breast cancer was 30% (95% CI 14%-45%) with a high level of heterogeneity between studies ($I^2=96.9\%$; $P=.001$) reported in Asia (4 publications), as shown in Figure 5. In this review, cancer in first degree relatives and intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma showed an overall pooled prevalence of 21% (95% CI 12%-31%) with a moderate level of heterogeneity between studies ($I^2=71\%$; $P=.001$) reported in Asia and the United States, each with 1 publication (Figure 6).

Figure 3. Forest plot of overall prevalence of fatty liver and cancer [29-39].
Discussion

Principal Findings

This review elucidates an assessment of NAFLD as a worldwide epidemic that may contribute to chronic liver disease. In this systematic review and meta-analysis, we included 11 studies to comprehensively estimate the global prevalence and the association with cancers among the adult population with NAFLD. There is strong evidence that suggests the association of NAFLD with various diseases, such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and cancers such as bile duct, breast, and liver cancer \[11,40\]. In recent years, more research and discussion has been focused on the possible association between NAFLD and the risk of cancers. Therefore, this review will be useful in expounding the latest research progress on this issue \[41\].
In this review, the overall pooled prevalence of NAFLD and cancers was 26%. The pooled prevalence of NAFLD and breast cancer was higher than that of HCC and other cancers (30% vs 25% and 21%, respectively). This review also discovered that the highest prevalence of NAFLD is reported in breast cancer, which is consistent with the findings of studies by Kim et al [42] (2017) and Mantovani et al [43] (2022). According to the former report, NAFLD showed a strong association with the development of HCC and colorectal cancer in men and breast cancer in women [42]. The latter study, a meta-analysis, examined the risk of several prespecified cancers and found an increased risk of developing breast cancer [43].

A review by Thomas et al [44] (2022) examined NAFLD and the incidence of hepatic and extrahepatic cancers. The review found that the pooled incidence rate of HCC was 1.25 per 1000 person-years. However, our review examined the prevalence of HCC among the adult population with NFLD. Another review [45] found that the presence of NAFLD was independently associated with an 88% increased risk of HCC, as compared to the absence of NAFLD. This review is different from ours, which examined the prevalence of HCC with NAFLD.

Although the exact or detailed mechanism of this interaction remains unclear, cancer development in patients with NAFLD may be associated with a bidirectional interaction between NAFLD and metabolic syndrome [39]. According to Tiniakos et al [46] (2018), the increased susceptibility of the liver with steatosis to carcinogenic insults could be linked to metabolic derangements, such as metabolic syndrome, hyperinsulinemia, and the presence of insulin-like growth factor receptors in HCC, as well as systemic effects of deranged cytokines and adipokines, immune dysregulation, and changes in gut microbiota. Besides that, the genetic component has been named as another factor that contributes to an increased risk of HCC in individuals with NAFLD [46].

A few mechanisms for extrahepatic carcinogenesis of the fatty liver, such as breast cancer, have been proposed. First, high levels of inflammatory cytokines are closely associated with NAFLD, as they promote insulin resistance and elevated circulating triglycerides, influence growth, and increase apoptosis and tumor cell proliferation in many cancers [47]. Second, hyperinsulinemia and high levels of leptin have carcinogenic effects [48]. By binding to the circulating sex hormone–binding globulin, increasing insulin levels cause the elevated secretion of estrogen, and downstream signaling favors breast carcinogenesis [49]. Insulin may cross-bind to insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) receptors on breast cells, and downstream signaling pathways provide proliferation stimuli to breast cancer cells [19]. Third, decreased levels of adiponectin lead to marked insulin resistance and subsequent increased levels of IGF-1. Insulin binds to IGF-1 receptors and plays an important role in cell proliferation, apoptosis, and increased production of vascular endothelial growth factors [37].

**Strengths and Study Limitations**

This study has several strengths. To our knowledge, this is a comprehensive and up-to-date systematic review and meta-analysis that reports the pooled prevalence of NAFLD and cancers. We examined a number of studies using stringent inclusion criteria. Following the broad search strategy, we were able to stratify hepatic and extrahepatic cancers. There are potential limitations in our review. The included studies largely had an observational design, and there are risks for a number of biases in term of design, selection of respondents, and sample size. The included studies were located only in Asia (n=8) or the United States (n=3), limiting the accuracy of the estimates. There is a paucity of data from other countries, and most studies are conducted among the urban population. Therefore, our findings might be biased and have limited generalizability beyond the countries included in this review. In short, there is a need to investigate NAFLD and cancer across different regions in the future.

**Conclusion**

This systematic review and meta-analysis shows that the pooled prevalence of NAFLD is closely associated with hepatic and extrahepatic cancers. This review provides evidence that a substantially high proportion of patients with NAFLD are associated with extrahepatic and hepatocellular carcinoma. However, the evidence remains inconclusive, and further studies are needed to confirm the association between NAFLD and cancers, as well as to improve surveillance strategies for patients with NAFLD who are at high risk of cancers. Since the global prevalence of NAFLD is increasing, policymakers must work toward reversing the current trends by increasing the awareness of NAFLD and promoting healthy lifestyles and environments.
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Abstract

Background: Lifestyle-related diseases caused by inadequate diet and physical activity cause premature death, loss of healthy life years, and increased health care costs. Randomized controlled trial (RCT) studies indicate that preventive digital health interventions (P-DHIs) can be effective in preventing these health problems, but the results of these studies are mixed. Adoption studies have identified multiple factors related to individuals and the context in which they live that complicate the transfer of positive results from RCT studies to practical use. Implementation studies have revealed barriers to the large-scale implementation of mobile health (mHealth) solutions in general. Consequently, there is no clear path to delivering predictable outcomes from P-DHIs and achieving effectiveness when scaling up interventions to reduce health problems in society.

Objective: This research aimed to expand our understanding of how to increase the outcome predictability of P-DHIs by focusing on physical activity and diet behaviors and amplify our understanding of how to improve effectiveness in large-scale implementations.

Methods: The research objective was pursued through a multidisciplinary scoping review. This scoping review used the PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews) as a guide. A comprehensive search of Web of Science and PubMed limited to English-language journal articles published before January 2022 was conducted. Google Scholar was used for hand searches. Information systems theory was used to identify key constructs influencing outcomes of IT in general. Public health and mHealth literature were used to identify factors influencing the adoption of, outcomes from, and implementation of P-DHIs. Finally, the P-DHI investment model was developed based on information systems constructs and factors from the public health and mHealth literature.

Results: In total, 203 articles met the eligibility criteria. The included studies used a variety of methodologies, including literature reviews, interviews, surveys, and RCT studies. The P-DHI investment model suggests which constructs and related factors should be emphasized to increase the predictability of P-DHI outcomes and improve the effectiveness of large-scale implementations.

Conclusions: The research suggests that outcome predictability could be improved by including descriptions of the constructs and factors in the P-DHI investment model when reporting from empirical studies. Doing so would increase our understanding of when and why P-DHIs succeed or fail. The effectiveness of large-scale implementations may be improved by using the P-DHI investment model to evaluate potential difficulties and possibilities in implementing P-DHIs to create better environments for their use before investing in them and when designing and implementing them. The cost-effectiveness of large-scale implementations is unknown; implementations are far more complicated than just downloading and using apps, and there is uncertainty accompanying implementations given the lack of coordinated control over the constructs and factors that influence the outcome.
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mobile health; mHealth; digital interventions; adoption; implementation; prevention; physical activity; diet; mobile phone; scoping review; review
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Introduction

Lifestyle-related diseases caused by inadequate diet and physical activity (PA) are a major problem in many societies, resulting in premature death, loss of healthy life years, and increased health care costs [1]. Facilitated by the widespread adoption of smartphones and wearables, preventive digital health interventions (P-DHIs) can present a more cost-effective approach to reach larger populations than traditional approaches [2,3]. However, randomized controlled trials (RCTs), adoption research, and implementation research indicate that predictable, positive outcomes from P-DHIs and the large-scale implementation of these solutions are difficult to achieve. Reviews of RCTs on P-DHIs that focus on PA and diet have revealed mixed results. Studies have reported no outcomes [4,5], small outcomes [6,7], outcomes that diminish over time [8], limited evidence for positive outcomes [9-11], positive outcomes for some individuals in some settings [12], mixed outcomes [13-15], promising results [16,17], and effectiveness of P-DHIs [18-22]. Beyond RCT studies, adoption research [23-26] indicates a range of factors related to the technology, individuals, and the context in which they live that complicate the transfer of results achieved in RCT studies to other persons in general. Furthermore, implementation research [27,28] identifies implementation barriers in health care organizations and society that hinder large-scale implementation of mobile health (mHealth) solutions, including the P-DHIs studied in this review.

Although low methodological quality may account for some of the uncertainty regarding the outcomes reported by RCT studies [14], the mixed results and adoption and implementation difficulties are unsurprising from an information systems perspective. We know that organizations experience quite different outcomes when investing in similar IT as the outcomes depend on many factors other than the IT [29]. Richardson and Zmud [30] emphasize that “The salient question, then, is not ‘Does IT pay off?’ but rather ‘Under what conditions does IT pay off?’” This is the core question behind this research as well. Specifically, this study investigated how to increase the predictability of outcomes of P-DHIs focusing on PA and diet behaviors and how to improve the effectiveness of large-scale implementations of P-DHIs.

This research was conducted as a scoping review as evidence regarding how to improve predictability and effectiveness from large-scale implementations of P-DHIs is unclear and a broad multidisciplinary understanding of this issue is needed. Investigating these issues is crucial for successfully exploiting P-DHIs as part of large-scale public health initiatives that demand both predictability and effectiveness. The development of the P-DHI investment model addresses these issues. The model is based on general constructs from information systems theory known to strongly influence outcomes from IT investments and factors closely linked to the specific use of IT in P-DHIs. The factors studied in this review relate to the adoption of P-DHIs, behavior change supported by P-DHIs, and the implementation of P-DHIs in society, thereby influencing P-DHI outcomes.

The concept of health care organization in this study references a wide variety of organizations, including public and private sector organizations at national, regional, and community levels that are engaged in public health and provide preventive initiatives.

The concept of community refers to both the physical community in which a person lives and their social community, which may include web-based social networks established through social media applications.

Tailoring refers to the process of adapting a P-DHI to the specific context (including specific persons) for which its use is intended. Similar research also uses customization, individualization, and personalization to name this process. Tailoring is used in this paper as it is a broader concept.

The study of P-DHIs in this review includes the use of smartphone apps and wearables as a key component, as well as additional resources accessed through the apps (eg, web-based social networks with other persons facing similar health-related concerns or knowledge provided by health care experts). A P-DHI is perceived as consisting of both IT (the IT investment) and additional investments (the non-IT investments) made to implement and benefit from the IT.

Methods

Overview

This research is based on a systematic multidisciplinary scoping literature review [31,32] using the PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews) as a guide (Multimedia Appendix 1). The method used in this review included the steps outlined in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Method used in this review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifying relevant literature streams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Given the multidisciplinary nature of the factors influencing the outcomes of preventive digital health interventions (P-DHIs; eg, self-efficacy [33], software quality [34], and factors in the context [35]), it was appropriate to explore a broad range of literature streams.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifying articles within the literature streams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This was done primarily by identifying high-impact theoretical models and literature reviews and secondarily by identifying individual empirical studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing articles, coding, and categorizing the constructs and factors from the articles and developing the P-DHI investment model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Identifying Relevant Literature Streams

The choice of literature streams and articles was guided by the concerns outlined in Textbox 2.

Textbox 2. Concerns that guided the choice of literature streams and articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concerns that guided the choice of literature streams and articles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Which overall constructs influence the outcomes of using IT in general?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The information systems literature focusing on value creation from IT was reviewed to identify these constructs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which factors influence the outcomes of prevention initiatives in general?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• To address this question, articles describing the most frequently used theoretical models in the public health intervention literature were reviewed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which specific factors influence preventive digital health intervention (P-DHI) outcomes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The articles included to address this question related to (1) adoption (factors influencing the degree to which persons adopt P-DHIs), (2) health outcome (factors related to P-DHI effectiveness in terms of influencing behavior and improving health), and (3) implementation (factors influencing the degree to which it is possible to implement P-DHIs in health care organizations and society).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identifying Articles: Eligibility Criteria

Textbox 3 presents the eligibility criteria for articles in the literature streams.
Textbox 3. Eligibility criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General eligibility criteria for all literature streams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Peer-reviewed journal articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles written in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles published before January 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eligibility criteria for information systems articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Review articles (including models based on reviews) focusing on IT business value creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles that identify constructs that influence outcomes of IT in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles focusing specifically on technologies or specific industries not related to the research question were excluded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eligibility criteria for theoretical models used in public health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Articles describing the most frequently used theories to research health-related behaviors within public health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles that identify factors that influence health-related behaviors and behavior change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In 2015, the following were identified as the most frequently used theories [36]: the transtheoretical model of change (used in 91/276, 33% of the identified articles), the theory of planned behavior (36/276, 13%), social cognitive theory (29/276, 10.5%), the Information–Motivation–Behavioral Skills Model (18/276, 6.5%), the Health Belief Model (9/276, 3.3%), self-determination theory (9/276, 3.3%), the Health Action Process Approach (8/276, 2.9%), and social learning theory (6/276, 2.2%). Even though the socioecological model is not among the most frequently used models, it was included as it offers insight into the relationship between the context, behaviors, and health not provided by the other theories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eligibility criteria for mobile health (mHealth) articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Articles identifying factors influencing the adoption of preventive digital health interventions (P-DHIs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reviews and empirical articles focusing on the adoption and use of P-DHIs, including interventions focusing on physical activity (PA) and diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles identifying factors that influence P-DHI health outcomes in terms of influencing behavior and health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reviews of mHealth articles focusing on outcomes reported in PA or diet randomized controlled trial studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles that identified factors influencing the outcome in terms of behavior change and health (such as the inclusion of behavior change techniques in the design)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles suggesting standards and taxonomies describing factors that influence the outcome in terms of behavior change and health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles identifying factors influencing the large-scale implementation of P-DHIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Only review articles focusing on the implementation of mHealth were included. Given that many of the barriers are assumed to be independent of the specific purpose of the mHealth solution, this literature review included articles that addressed mHealth implementation in general as well as articles specifically focusing on prevention related to diet and PA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articles focusing on very specific issues, such as specific diseases (eg, sexual health), a very specific geographical area, or a very specific technology (eg, blockchain), were excluded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identifying Articles: Search Strategy

Search strategies for each of the literature streams were developed using search strings based on keywords, as described in Textbox 4.

Web of Science was used because of the multidisciplinary nature of the literature review. PubMed was used to specifically search for mHealth articles, thereby removing the risk of relevant mHealth articles not being found through Web of Science. Google Scholar was used to identify highly cited theoretical models used in public health (Textbox 4) based on the study by Davis et al [36]. The search strings used in Web of Science and PubMed were tested in pilot searches. Keywords were added and removed to determine whether a broader search would include relevant articles that were not identified using narrower search strings. For example, “fitness app” was added to include a higher number of relevant articles. In the mHealth adoption search string, the term “review” was removed as including this keyword excluded significant insights in this literature stream.
### Textbox 4. Search strings.

#### Information systems articles
- Search string: TS=((“IT” OR “information technology” OR “is” OR “information system”) AND “business value” AND review)
- Both “IT” and “IS” (information system) were included as especially older articles use the concept of “information system,” not “information technology.”
- Database: Web of Science

#### Theoretical models used in public health
- Database: the keywords were used in individual searches in Google Scholar to identify highly cited articles describing the models.

#### Mobile health articles
- Articles identifying factors that influence adoption and use of preventive digital health interventions (P-DHIs)
  - Search string: TS=((mHealth OR m-health OR “mobile health” OR smartphone OR “mobile app” OR “mobile application” OR “fitness app” OR “diet app”) AND (“physical inactivity” OR overweight OR obesity OR nutrition OR diet OR “physical activity” OR fitness OR prevent* OR “chronic disease”) AND (adoption OR “technology acceptance model” OR TAM* OR “unified theory of acceptance” OR UTAUT* OR “use of technology” OR “IS success model”))
- This search string did not include the concept “review” as initial searches using this concept returned too few articles and left out significant contributions.
- Articles identifying factors that influence P-DHI outcomes in terms of influencing behavior and health
  - Search string: TS=((mHealth OR m-health OR “mobile health” OR smartphone OR “mobile apps” OR “mobile applications” OR “fitness app” OR “diet app”) AND (prevent* OR “behavioral change” OR “behavior change”) AND (“physical inactivity” OR overweight OR obesity OR nutrition OR diet OR “physical activity” OR fitness) AND (review))
- Articles identifying factors influencing the large-scale implementation of P-DHIs
  - Search string: TS=((mHealth OR m-health OR “mobile health” OR “fitness app” OR “diet app”) AND implement* AND review)
- The search criteria were broader than in previous searches as it was assumed that many implementation issues are general and not specific to apps focusing on diet and physical activity.
- Database: Web of Science and PubMed. Searches in Web of Science used TS (topic). Searches in PubMed used “Title/Abstract”. The same keywords were used in both databases.

### Identifying Articles: Screening and Eligibility
The search results from Web of Science and PubMed were downloaded to Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp). There was a substantial overlap between the mHealth search results from Web of Science and PubMed. The number of records identified from the electronic search reported in Figure 1 was after the removal of duplicates. Both authors screened the articles independently of each other, and subsequently, the results were compared and discussed.

Titles and abstracts were screened against the eligibility criteria (Textbox 3). The excluded articles were labeled with reasons for exclusion. Only articles clearly outside the scope of interest were excluded in this step. The inclusion and exclusion criteria were updated during the screening process. A total of 554 articles were extracted for full-text screening. The same inclusion and exclusion criteria were used for full-text screening. During full-text screening, additional papers were included based on a backward search using Google Scholar. A total of 203 articles met the inclusion criteria. Several articles identified and described the same factors. In particular, adoption research reported many identical factors as the studies were based on the same information system adoption models. For example, social influence (subjective norms) was emphasized in many adoption research papers. To reduce the number of references, not all articles that emphasized, for example, social influence were included in the references. The same inclusion and exclusion criteria were used for title and abstract and full-text screening. Owing to the nature of the review, bias concerns were not used to exclude articles. Figure 1 illustrates the screening process.
Figure 1. The screening process. The mobile health (mHealth) articles identified from the electronic search contained some duplicates across the 3 searches. The numbers in the after screening titles and abstracts section in the diagram are the numbers of unique articles.

Data Charting Process: Analyzing Articles, Extracting, and Structuring Constructs and Factors

The identified articles were imported into NVivo (QSR International) and analyzed, and the constructs and factors identified in the articles were coded in an iterative process.

The first step was to use information systems theory to identify constructs that influence outcomes from investments in IT in general. For example, “context” was identified as a key construct.

The second step was to identify and categorize factors from the public health and mHealth literature influencing (1) adoption, (2) outcomes (eg, behavior change and health) specifically from P-DHIs, and (3) the possibilities for large-scale implementation. For example, multiple sources within the public health and mHealth literature emphasized the importance of “social influence” for both adoption and behavior change.

In the third step, the factors from the public health and mHealth literature were categorized using the key construct identified in information systems theory—IT and non-IT investments establishing P-DHIs, the context in which P-DHIs are implemented and used, and the lag effects that influence when outcomes from P-DHIs are realized. For example, “social influence” was categorized as a part of the “context.” Additional lower-level constructs were included as well (eg, specific parts of the context)—information systems theory is concerned with organizational processes, not processes in a person’s life, and the context for health-related behavior change includes a person’s changing behavior and the community in which they live.

Finally, the P-DHI investment model was developed based on the general information systems constructs and related factors from the public health and mHealth literature.

One coder (the first author) coded all the articles, making it easier to ensure consistency but introducing validity and reliability concerns. Another coder (the second author) independently coded approximately 10% of the articles (22/203, 10.8% of the articles), and the coding was subsequently compared to reduce validity and reliability concerns. Only minor discrepancies in coding were identified, discussed, and resolved.

The level of uncertainty and subjective interpretation when coding the text from these articles was low. Regarding the information systems articles, constructs influencing the outcome were coded using the concepts (eg, lag effects) in the articles. Regarding the public health and mHealth articles, the factors in these models (eg, perceived self-efficacy) influencing behavior change and health were coded using the concepts from the articles. During the coding process, fewer and fewer new concepts were added because of the conceptual consensus across the articles. Subsequently, additional categories were included to group the factors and establish a more general understanding (eg, some factors related to the capabilities of individuals).

Results

Overview

The results in terms of the P-DHI investment model are illustrated in Figure 2. The model illustrates how outcomes from using P-DHIs are created and, consequently, how predictability and large-scale effectiveness might be improved. First, the P-DHI investment model is explained. Second, the constructs and factors in the model are presented.
The Model

The P-DHI investment model is based on the constructs used in information systems theory to explain outcomes from the use of IT [29,37,38], specifically based on the model by Schryen [39]. The basic logic is that an outcome is created, in this case, for example, weight loss, by changing the performance of the processes involved. In the case of weight loss, it is processes in health care organizations delivering preventive health care services and processes in terms of individual health-related behaviors associated with weight loss. Changes are achieved using a combination of IT and non-IT investments. IT investments are investments in apps and wearables integrated with health care systems such as a database collecting data from individual P-DHI users. Non-IT investments are additional investments in changes in health care organizations, the services they provide, and society in general necessary for delivering prevention using the P-DHIs, as well as additional investments made by P-DHI users to change behavior, such as investments in fitness equipment, time, and energy needed for behavior change.

The P-DHI should be tailored to match the characteristics of the context, and the context may support or complicate process changes within health care organizations and in P-DHI users’ lives. For example, health care professionals might resist using this kind of technology, and P-DHI users might experience a lack of social support or find it difficult to change their behaviors for other reasons. Consequently, the P-DHI might provide support for overcoming barriers and exploiting resources in the context. Lag effects, for example, learning how to use P-DHIs, can delay how long it takes to create positive outcomes. The following sections explain the factors in various parts of the model that influence the outcome.

P-DHIs: IT Investment

The 5 factors in Textbox 5 are important as they are closely related to the improvement of people’s health-related behaviors and, thereby, the outcome.

Textbox 5. IT investment factors that influence the outcome of preventive digital health interventions (P-DHIs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Complying with software quality requirements: the degree to which the P-DHI app complies with basic software quality requirements and is integrated with other relevant IT systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Tailored to the context: the degree to which the P-DHI app is tailored to an individual’s context and personal needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Developing personal capabilities: the degree to which the P-DHI app supports the development of the personal capabilities needed for behavior change using a P-DHI app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Behavior change support: the degree to which the P-DHI app provides theory-based behavior change support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Provides additional personal help: the degree to which the P-DHI app provides additional help through access to web-based social networks and health care professionals during the behavior change process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The logic behind the first 5 factors is that, if a P-DHI app lacks basic software quality characteristics, such as being easy to use, it will reduce adoption and use, and to provide relevant support for the individual users, it needs to be tailored to the context in which they live and their individual needs. Using P-DHIs to change health-related behaviors requires behavior change capabilities in general as well as capabilities related to specific behaviors (eg, exercise-related capabilities) and capabilities in the use of this kind of technology. If a person lacks these capabilities, they need support from the P-DHI to develop them. The actual behavior change process is best supported using behavior change theory, such as the transtheoretical model of health behavior that supports the entire behavior change process and behavior change techniques (BCTs) that support individual steps in this process. During the behavior change process, there might be a need for web-based personal help from health care professionals and peers taking part in similar change processes. The remainder of this section describes the theoretical foundation behind these 5 factors.

The software quality requirements can be summarized as being easy to use [21,26,34,40-46], engaging and interesting.
the taxonomies that describe the specific BCTs (e.g., goal setting) (transtheoretical model of change [89] and Health Action especially relevant. The first type of theory is the models theory-based P-DHIs are more effective [26,42,46,81]. This core of a P-DHI app is, of course, the features that support people with low socioeconomic status.

P-DHI apps should be integrated with dependable and locally adapted food databases [56] and other relevant apps [26]. In particular, mHealth implementation research emphasizes the need for integrating apps with health care information systems used by health care professionals [28,35,60-66].

Similar to any other software, P-DHI apps should be user-centered and tailored to the context [22,26,40,42,46,67-77]. For example, we know that P-DHI app use of BCTs should be tailored as their efficacy depends on users’ sociodemographic [10,78] and psychosocial factors [10]. However, tailoring includes adapting the P-DHI app to the entire context. Overcoming barriers [79-84] and exploiting specific resources in the context [80,85-88] are vital parts of behavior change. The following section about the context describes contextual factors that should be considered for tailoring. Being user-focused and developing tailored P-DHI apps seems quite complicated compared with the development of IT systems to be used within organizations because of the number of users, variations across users, and variations in users’ contexts.

Behavior change requires the capabilities to change and perform new behaviors and belief in these capabilities (perceived self-efficacy) [33,64,80,89,90]. This review identified 3 different types of capabilities: capabilities related to behavior change in general, such as capabilities to self-regulate [91]; capabilities specifically related to the execution of new behaviors (e.g., to exercise or prepare healthy food) [90]; and capabilities to use technology as a part of health-related behavior change, for example, in terms of eHealth literacy [4]. Consequently, P-DHI apps should support the improvement of people’s capabilities for health-related behavior change as well as their level of perceived self-efficacy if needed. This can be accomplished in many different ways, such as providing guidance [44,83,84], opportunities for practice [83,84], experience-based learning [33,75,81,92], social models [88,91,92], and mastery experiences (graded tasks) [83,84,91]. Wester et al [4] suggested identifying and improving low eHealth literacy before the actual behavior change intervention to make interventions more successful for people with low socioeconomic status.

The core of a P-DHI app is, of course, the features that support the behavior change process. Research indicates that theory-based P-DHIs are more effective [26,42,46,81]. This review identified 4 types of behavioral theories that seem especially relevant. The first type of theory is the models (transtheoretical model of change [89] and Health Action Process Approach [79]) that cover the entire behavior change process and divide the process into stages; the second type is the taxonomies that describe the specific BCTs (e.g., goal setting) to be used during the stages [84]; and the third type of theory focuses on specific factors, such as perceived self-efficacy, that have a large impact on the possibilities for successful behavior change [33]. The last kind of theory, the socioecological models, focuses on how the context influences health-related behaviors, behavior change, and health. For example, how the physical environment influences PA behaviors [85,93-95] and how the food environment influences diet behaviors [96,97]. The implication of being “theory-based” is that a P-DHI app should provide different kinds of support depending on the person’s current stage in the behavior change process and that the functionality should support the use of BCTs, attempt to influence the key factors such as perceived self-efficacy positively, and be context aware and help users exploit resources and overcome barriers in the context. There is some uncertainty about which BCTs to use [8,10,20], how best to combine them [8,10], and how best to implement them within apps [11,98]. Some RCT reviews [11,21] reported no association between the number of BCTs applied in apps and app effectiveness, whereas another review of P-DHIs focusing on PA reported that initiatives failed for people with low socioeconomic status irrespective of the BCTs used [4]. The inclusion of BCTs in apps is important but not sufficient to achieve effectiveness [11].

During behavior change, 2 different sources might provide additional support that complements the support provided by the P-DHI app functionality—support from social networks and health care professionals. Providing access to social networks through P-DHIs is generally perceived as beneficial [15,99]. Social networks potentially provide access to many resources that we know influence the adoption of P-DHIs, continued use of P-DHIs, and behavior change—social models [84,88,92], social influence [26,53,59,84,100-102], social support [15,80,85,88,90,103], social comparisons [12,83,84], and social connectedness and a feeling of relatedness to a community [45,104,105]. Although social networks can provide access to many resources and reportedly increase engagement with PA interventions [106-108], research findings [16,26,44,109-111] regarding the benefit of social networks and features are mixed. Some discrepancies may be attributed to differences in social comparison orientation [109]. Koönig et al [26] reported that social features serve to motivate some, whereas participation in competitions or observing others’ success is demotivating to others. Excessive competition in social networks [15] and lack of alignment of behavioral goals between the person attempting to change their behavior and other participants in the network [16] can negate the positive effect of social networks.

Combining P-DHI app use with support from health care professionals seems to offer greater effectiveness than stand-alone interventions [10,51,64,112], and therefore, it may be beneficial to provide some degree of access to health care professionals through the P-DHI. Some uncertainty remains regarding the relative contribution of coaching delivered by health care professionals and the app itself [15,18]. Using apps as stand-alone solutions increased PA in some studies but failed to do so in others [15].
P-DHIs: Non-IT Investment

Generally, non-IT investments are investments in organizational changes that are required to benefit from IT investments [39,113]. This study used a broader understanding of non-IT investments as the purpose of P-DHIs is to change individuals’ behaviors. The first 3 factors in Textbox 6 influence the performance of health care organizations’ preventive processes, whereas factor 4 influences the improvement of people’s health-related behaviors.

Textbox 6. Non-IT investment factors that influence the outcome of preventive digital health interventions (P-DHIs).

1. Integrating the use of P-DHIs into health care organizations: the degree to which the use of P-DHIs is properly integrated into health care organizations’ preventive processes
2. Recruiting and engaging P-DHI users: the degree to which health care organizations succeed in recruiting and engaging P-DHI users
3. Providing additional services for P-DHI users: the degree to which health care organizations provide additional services, such as workshops that support behavior change
4. P-DHI users’ investments: the degree to which P-DHI users invest the required resources in terms of engagement and motivation, time, and money, among others, for changing their behavior

The logic behind the factors in Textbox 6 is that, even if a highly sophisticated P-DHI app is bought or developed, it does not produce positive outcomes for society before it is properly integrated into health care organizations’ processes focusing on preventing chronic diseases in the population. Furthermore, it requires investment in targeted campaigns that recruit and engage people in society who are at risk of developing chronic diseases caused by lifestyle-related problems. Finally, positive outcomes require more from P-DHI users than downloading an app; they require considerable engagement, time, and money from the user. The remainder of this section describes the theoretical foundation behind the aforementioned 4 factors.

Similar to any other technology, the integration of P-DHIs in health care organizations requires organizational changes to succeed. The literature specifically on the implementation of P-DHIs is very sparse, but the literature on mHealth implementation in general emphasizes the same kind of changes as the implementation of IT in general (eg, new incentives [43,62], policies [43,67], ways of working [28,60-63,114] and collaborating [40,54], and new capabilities [27,63]). Integration also includes establishing the facilities needed for providing training and support for using P-DHI apps to change behavior [49,66,102,115,116]. The suggested ways to implement these organizational changes are also similar to what we know from the implementation of other types of IT systems—formulating implementation strategies [62,67], managing organizational resistance [67], and training internal users [40,61,62,67,117].

In addition to these internal changes, implementation involves choosing and using engagement and recruitment strategies, such as promotion and marketing campaigns and clinical endorsement [41]. Both the transtheoretical model of change [89] and the Health Action Process Approach [79] distinguish between initial stages, in which potential users of a P-DHI do not even acknowledge that they need to change their behavior or are uncertain about engaging in behavior change even though they acknowledge the need, and later stages, in which actual behavior change actions are executed and potential users attempt to maintain behaviors. Therefore, different campaigns are needed for potential users depending on their stage in the process.

The Context

Generally, the same kind of IT system can lead to different results in different contexts [29,37-39], and this also applies to P-DHIs. The socioecological theory emphasizes how the context influences behaviors and behavior change [88,119], the behavior change wheel [120] emphasizes the importance of persons’ opportunities for successful behavior change, and Han and Lee [22] report that the use of P-DHIs in different situations for different persons may lead to varied outcomes. A wide range of contextual factors influences how P-DHIs should be designed and tailored, and the factors in Textbox 7 influence the outcome of P-DHIs.
The logic behind these 5 factors is that P-DHI users who are different and live in different communities that provide different barriers and possibilities for behavior change need diverse kinds of support. Even if the P-DHI matches these characteristics and provides the right support, success still depends on health care organizations being ready to implement P-DHIs. Furthermore, to become a part of health care services, P-DHIs need to comply with the formal requirements that we expect from health care services, such as being evidence-based, and large-scale implementations require national-level support and sufficient technological infrastructures in society. The remainder of this section describes the theoretical foundation behind these 5 factors.

P-DHI users at dissimilar stages in the behavior change process need diverse kinds of support. The main difference is between the initial stages, in which potential users are developing intentions to change, and later stages, in which they attempt to change or maintain the behavior [79,89]. Some of the personal characteristics that the P-DHI needs to be designed for and tailored toward are unmodifiable in the sense that they cannot be changed as a part of the behavior change process. Demographics and socioeconomic status influence individuals’ acceptance of and use of P-DHIs [17,26,42,55,57,118,121-124] and the outcome of interventions [4,12,125,126]. The degree to which a P-DHI app is consistent with personal values [116] and culture [42,121,127] also influences individuals’ acceptance.

Other characteristics are modifiable, and the P-DHI should attempt to influence them to improve the possibilities of successful behavior change. These characteristics are related to the users’ intentions for behavior change, their capabilities for behavior change, and their situation in life. Potential P-DHI users’ level of health consciousness [128-130], perception of their own health and health risks [80,82,124], expectations regarding the outcome of changing behaviors [80], attitudes toward new behaviors [131], and self-efficacy beliefs have a strong influence on intentions for behavior change. The required capabilities were described in the previous section. Current life situations include the degree to which P-DHI users face issues such as stress [91], feeling tired [91], being depressed [91], temptations to deviate from new behaviors [89], lack of time [26,44,85], or competing priorities that make behavior change difficult [41].

The resources available in a specific context have a large impact on health-related behavior, behavior change, and health [80,85-88]. For example, we know that access to community-level health care resources is important [86]. The social context in terms of social influence is important for the general acceptance of P-DHI apps [23], the intention to adopt these apps [26,132,133], the intention to use these apps [25,49,53,100,134], the actual use of these apps [103], and the continued use of these apps [24,44,50,111,135]. The physical context influences both food intake [96,97] and PA [85,93-95,136]. As previously described, P-DHIs should help P-DHI users overcome barriers and exploit community-level resources. Tonkin et al [76] suggested that P-DHI apps could provide information about local stores offering healthy food options and assist in creating a healthier food environment, might help find appropriate fitness partners [77], and generally help rearrange the context to support new healthy behaviors [81].

As previously described, under non-IT investments, the widespread use of P-DHIs requires changes to preventive processes within health care organizations. We know little specifically about the implementation of P-DHIs, but we do know that the successful implementation of mHealth in general requires adequate management resources [62], financial resources [60-63,67,117], and IT resources [28,35,43,62,137]. Furthermore, different types of organizational capabilities (eg, project management capabilities) are needed when implementing these solutions [27,28,35,51,60,63,67,138]. One of the most important issues is health care professionals’ attitudes toward these solutions [14,28,63], their outcome expectancies [14,40,43,62,66,139], their resistance to change [28,63,67], and their perception of the organization’s readiness to use mHealth [62,138]. Some sources mention that difficulties in implementation can be attributed to health care organizations’ relatively slow adoption of new technologies such as mHealth [67,118], their organizational culture [35,67] and norms [140], and frequent budget deficits [62].

P-DHIs should comply with the requirements posed by the health care sector in general. However, there is generally a lack of regulation (eg, Food and Drug Administration approval or other kinds of certification) of mHealth apps [63,65,118,141], there are differences in medical and clinical practices across state or country lines that can complicate the use of mHealth apps [60], and there is a lack of evidence regarding the effectiveness of mHealth in practical use that one would normally expect from elements in health care services [63].

Government support for the use of mHealth [35,40]; government involvement [27,57]; funding [27,40,57]; and mHealth policies, strategies, and guidance [27,40,57,61,63] are important for P-DHIs to be used as a central part of national public health
Outcomes, Process Changes, and Lag Effects

The outcomes for health care organizations and individuals are divided into 2 categories: tangible and intangible. The outcomes listed in this section are the possible outcomes mentioned in the reviewed literature. We know that P-DHIs in some cases change PA and diet behaviors [7,8,10,13,16-18,21,22], and we know that the behavior changes from using P-DHIs positively influence health [7,12,13,18,19]. On the basis of this review, little is known about the impact on intangible outcomes such as P-DHI users’ capabilities for long-term health management. Similarly, we know little about the impact on health care organization outcomes (eg, in terms of reduced costs).

Tangible outcomes include improved health-related behaviors and health, other impacts on individuals (eg, improved convenience), changes to health care professionals’ work (eg, workload), and impact on health care organizations (eg, improved cost-effectiveness). Improved health-related behaviors and health are, quite naturally, emphasized in the reviewed literature [6,11,14,21,22,117]. Health-related outcomes can also involve improved appearance, regaining past fitness, or complying with job requirements [111]. There are also more practical outcomes for individuals, such as easier access to health care [14,16,27,62,117], improved convenience [14,51] and communication [14,27,117], and lower costs for individuals using mHealth [27,117]. Although these outcomes are positive, P-DHI apps pose a risk of discriminating against people with low socioeconomic status [4,125,126] on the wrong side of the “digital divide” [42,126,144,145]. There are also concerns about P-DHI apps leading to unhealthy behaviors such as food choices based on ease of registration within the app, extreme calorie restriction, and eating disorders [26].

Health care organizations might experience improved cost-effectiveness [14,16] by reaching more persons at a lower cost [59], using more scalable health care services [16], and improving patient care [62]. P-DHIs may influence several aspects of the health care professional experience both positively and negatively. The reviewed literature mentioned aspects such as workload [7,14,43,62,66,139], record maintenance [14], job security [40,62], efficiency, job autonomy, and effectiveness [62].

Intangible outcomes include increased awareness about health, increased motivation for changing health-related behaviors, external acknowledgment, psychological development and well-being in general, and improved health and behavior change capabilities. There are several positive intangible outcomes that may increase individuals’ possibilities for long-term health outcomes: increased awareness of health-related issues [26,74,82,89,91,139], increased motivation for changing health-related behaviors [12,26], acknowledgment from social networks [91], psychological development and well-being [12], increased capabilities (eg, more knowledge about health [26,80,146] and behavior change–related skills [26]), and improved self-efficacy [7,12]. Furthermore, users may experience greater empowerment and improved daily life autonomy [7]. On the negative side, attempts to change behavior can also lead to negative feelings such as guilt, disappointment, anxiety when failing, or feeling neurotic about one’s own body image [26]. mHealth might increase social isolation among older adults, who might prefer direct in-person contact with health care professionals [17].

Owing to lag effects, outcomes from IT investments are generally not realized immediately [39]. IT investments can even lead to worse performance in the interim because of learning-by-doing effects [147]. Stephenson et al [8] found a decrease in behavior changes from P-DHIs, specifically reduced sedentary behavior (in RCT studies), over time, whereas Emberson et al [12] reported that, with regard to PA (in RCT studies), interventions of longer durations led to better results than those of shorter durations. The meta-analysis by Moënningshoff et al [148] found that, although the effects of PA interventions were maintained in the long term, the size of the effect diminished over time. Generally, we lack knowledge about the long-term effectiveness [6,13,148] and cost-effectiveness of P-DHIs that promote PA and sedentary behavior changes [6]. There is no research among the studies in this review specifically exploring lag effects in the context of time elapsed between the implementation of a large-scale P-DHI and changes to process performance in health care organization prevention processes and people’s health-related behaviors being realized. In addition, there is no research explicitly addressing the factors that contribute to lag effects.

Using the Model in the Prevention of Lifestyle-Related Health Problems

The P-DHI investment model and its 14 factors can be used by health care organizations when considering, designing, and implementing P-DHIs.

When considering using a P-DHI, the P-DHI investment model can be used to perform an initial feasibility study to assess the likelihood that a P-DHI will succeed for a specific target group. Using the constructs and factors, it is possible to identify situations in which a P-DHI would most likely succeed or fail and what it would require from the P-DHI in terms of IT and non-IT investments to succeed. For example, success would be difficult in a situation in which the target group has a low socioeconomic status, has a personal life situation characterized by high levels of stress, lacks readiness for health-related behavior change, and inhabits communities that provide little support for healthy behaviors and behavior change, and in which health care organizations lack capabilities in providing services based on the use of P-DHIs and the technological infrastructures in society are unreliable. Textbox 8 describes key questions related to the constructs and factors in the P-DHI investment model that health care organizations should address when considering, designing, and implementing P-DHIs.
Textbox 8. Using the model in practice.

Outcome

- What kind of outcome do we want to achieve for the targeted persons (eg, reducing the risk of cardiovascular disease for a specific target group characterized by a high risk of developing cardiovascular disease)?
- What kind of outcome do we want to achieve for the involved health care organizations (eg, lowering costs and making prevention initiatives easier to access and more attractive for the target group)?

Context

- What are the major characteristics of the context?
- In what ways does the context support or hinder the target group’s behavior change and process changes in health care organizations?
- Individual users’ characteristics: the degree to which the preventive digital health intervention (P-DHI) matches individuals’ current stage in the behavior change process and their characteristics and influences these characteristics positively
  - Do we attempt to support potential users who have little or no intention of changing their behavior?
  - Do we attempt to support potential users who have the intention but need support to successfully change their behavior?
  - Do we attempt to support potential users who have succeeded in changing their behavior but need support to maintain the new behaviors?
  - What characterizes the potential users, and how should we design the P-DHI to increase the likelihood of adoption and use? How might we support the development of personal characteristics (eg, their awareness about health) in ways that increase the possibilities for success?
- Community-level characteristics: the degree to which the P-DHI supports behavior change in the user’s specific community
  - What characterizes the potential users’ communities in terms of typical barriers and resources, and how might we support the users in overcoming barriers and exploiting resources?
  - How difficult is it going to be to achieve the behavior change–related outcome for the individual P-DHI users in this community?
- Health care organization readiness: the degree to which the necessary resources are in place to support the implementation of P-DHIs in health care organizations
  - Do we have the needed resources for implementing a P-DHI, or do we need to prepare and invest in specific resources before we invest in a specific P-DHI?
  - How difficult is it going to be to achieve the outcome for the health care organization?
- Health care sector requirements: the degree to which P-DHIs comply with core health care sector requirements
  - Which health care sector requirements do we need to comply with regarding regulation, medical practice, and being evidence-based?
  - How are we going to achieve compliance?
- National-level support for the use of P-DHIs: the degree to which national-level funding, policies and regulations, and technological infrastructures support the use of P-DHIs
  - What are the possibilities for funding?
  - Which policies and regulations (eg, the General Data Protection Regulation) do we need to comply with?
  - What characterizes the technological infrastructures that we rely on for the P-DHI, and which limitations and possibilities do they represent?

Changes

- What specific changes to the target group’s behaviors represent the easiest way to successfully achieve individual P-DHI users’ outcomes given the context characteristics?
- What specific changes to health care organization processes represent the easiest way to successfully achieve health care organizations’ outcomes given the context characteristics?

Lag effects

- When can we realistically expect to experience outcomes from individual-level behavior changes, and which factors drive the lag effects?
- When can we realistically expect to experience outcomes from changes to health care organizations, and which factors drive the lag effects?

P-DHI IT investment

- Given the outcomes and changes that we attempt to achieve in these specific contexts, what are the key requirements for the P-DHI apps and how might we address these requirements?
Complying with software quality requirements: the degree to which the P-DHI app complies with basic software quality requirements and is integrated with other relevant IT systems
- Given the expected outcomes, the behavior changes that we are aiming for, and the requirements we can derive from the context characteristics, how should we define and fulfill the software quality requirements for this specific P-DHI app? For example, what does user friendly mean for this specific app when it is used by these specific users in this specific context?

Tailored to the context: the degree to which the P-DHI app is tailored to individuals’ context and personal needs
- Given the expected outcomes, the behavior changes that we are aiming for, and the requirements we can derive from the context characteristics, how should we tailor this specific app to make it fit the individual users and their context? What can be achieved through static and dynamic tailoring?

Developing personal capabilities: the degree to which the P-DHI app supports the development of the personal capabilities needed for behavior change using a P-DHI app
- Given the expected outcomes, the behavior changes that we are aiming for, and the requirements we can derive from the context characteristics, how should we support the P-DHI users in improving relevant capabilities?

Behavior change support: the degree to which the P-DHI app provides theory-based behavior change support
- Given the expected outcomes, the behavior changes that we are aiming for, and the requirements we can derive from the context characteristics, which model (eg, the transtheoretical model), behavior change techniques, and other theories should we use as the foundation for the design of the P-DHI app? How could we use the theory in the best way?

Provides additional personal help: the degree to which the P-DHI app provides additional help through access to web-based social networks and health care professionals during the behavior change process
- Given the expected outcomes, the behavior changes that we are aiming for, and the requirements we can derive from the context characteristics, to what extent is personal help from health care professionals needed? How might we use web-based social networks to support the behavior change process? How might we minimize the costs?

P-DHI non-IT investment
- Given the outcomes and changes that we attempt to achieve in these specific contexts, what are the key requirements for the P-DHI non-IT investments and how might we address these requirements?
- Integrating the use of P-DHIs into health care organizations: the degree to which the use of P-DHIs is properly integrated into health care organizations’ preventive processes
  - Given the outcomes and changes that we attempt to achieve in these specific contexts, what kind of non-IT investments do we need to integrate the P-DHI into the health care organizations’ processes?
- Recruiting and engaging P-DHI users: the degree to which health care organizations succeed in recruiting and engaging users
  - Given the outcomes and changes that we attempt to achieve in these specific contexts, how might we recruit and engage potential P-DHI users?
- Providing additional services for P-DHI users: the degree to which health care organizations provide additional services, such as workshops that support behavior change
  - Given the outcomes and changes that we attempt to achieve in these specific contexts, what kind of additional services do we need to realize the outcomes?
- P-DHI users’ investments: the degree to which users invest the needed resources in terms of engagement and motivation, time, and money, among others, for changing behaviors
  - Given the outcomes and changes that we attempt to achieve in these specific contexts, what and how much do we expect that the P-DHI users need to invest in terms of money, time, engagement, equipment, and other resources to succeed? Can we reduce these investments to make it easier for the P-DHI users?

Using the model, the actual design process starts with deciding which types of tangible and intangible outcomes for the target group and the health care organizations should be offered by this P-DHI (Textbox 8). For example, types of outcomes might be the improvement of individuals’ long-term capabilities for managing their own health, helping individuals achieve short-term outcomes (eg, in terms of reduced body weight within a few weeks), or improving the cost-effectiveness of health care organizations. Deciding on the types of outcomes offered by the P-DHI and understanding how difficult they are to achieve requires insight into the context. Textbox 8 describes key questions that health care organizations need to consider regarding the different parts of the context, for example, the kind of barriers that P-DHI users might experience.
The next step is to identify the easiest means of achieving these outcomes by selecting which individual behaviors and internal processes in health care organizations to change and in which way. Some behaviors may be easier to change than others, and the same applies to organizational processes in health care organizations. The goal is to identify the path of least resistance, that is, identify the set of changes that might achieve these types of outcomes in the easiest way given the insights into individuals in the target group and the health care organizations. The more these behaviors and preventive processes vary across individuals and health care organizations, the more they will require in terms of tailoring possibilities.

The last step is designing the simplest P-DHI—consisting of both IT and non-IT investments—that might achieve these changes. When doing so, it is important to strike the most efficient and effective balance between IT and non-IT investments and consider the lag effects to develop a realistic expectation of when these changes might be accomplished.

The design of a P-DHI using the P-DHI investment model is more comprehensive than simply designing an app as the P-DHI contains both IT and non-IT investments. During the design process, the 5 factors related to the P-DHI app and the 4 factors related to the non-IT investments should be considered, and the design should comply with the requirements that can be deduced based on insights into the context in which it is to be used (Textbox 8).

The design of the non-IT investment includes designing the organizational changes in health care organizations to offer P-DHIs (eg, new policies and ways of working), the implementation process (eg, how to facilitate user acceptance within the organization), the recruitment strategies, and the design of additional services (eg, how to provide training and support). Furthermore, design also includes considerations regarding the personal non-IT investments needed from users for implementing, using, and benefiting from the P-DHI to change their behaviors, for example, when and how they will use the app (eg, how much and how they will use the resources provided by the app), how they will allocate the necessary time and resources and rearrange the immediate context to better support healthy behaviors, and how these investments might be reduced to make it easier to change behaviors.

The model can also be used to evaluate the difficulties and possibilities of implementing P-DHIs in relation to the various aspects of the context and create environments conducive to the use of P-DHIs before investing in a P-DHI as part of a public health initiative. This can be accomplished by reducing barriers and improving supportive resources in the context before the intervention, if possible, or by tailoring the P-DHI to help individuals overcome barriers and exploit resources throughout the intervention.

The model illustrates the complexity and uncertainty related to the use of P-DHIs as a major part of public health initiatives. Developing apps and making them accessible on mobile devices sounds easy; however, developing apps in compliance with the requirements stated by the P-DHI model is quite complicated because of the variety of personal, technical, organizational, and social requirements. Furthermore, implementation is difficult, non-IT investments are considerable, and positive outcomes found in RCT research cannot be assumed to easily translate to large-scale implementations as there is little coordinated control over the factors influencing the outcome. Although some factors may be controlled to an extent by individuals, other factors are under the control of local communities and social networks, health care organizations, government agencies, and private sector companies.

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

The research in this paper set out to amplify our understanding of how to increase the predictability of outcomes from P-DHIs focusing on PA and diet behaviors as well as expand our understanding of how to improve the effectiveness of large-scale implementations. The P-DHI investment model presented in Figure 2 addresses both concerns and helps us understand “under what conditions P-DHIs pay off.”

#### Predictability

The P-DHI investment model can be used to increase predictability in P-DHI research and practice as it includes the major constructs and factors that influence outcomes. The RCT reviews examined in this paper did not include descriptions of the many factors influencing outcomes, which is likely because these descriptions are missing from the individual studies. The reviews typically provide information about the use of BCTs but do not disclose how well the apps support individuals’ capability development or the use of social networks, tailoring, software quality, or the use of general mHealth app quality rating scales [34] and app quality rating scales specifically for health behavior change [81,149]. They do not include information about non-IT investments made by individuals to change behaviors. The RCT research reviewed in this paper provides information about changes in people’s health-related process performance (eg, increased PA) and tangible outcomes for people, such as weight loss. Lag effects were not reported, and the same applies to most factors related to the personal context, with the exception of demographic factors such as age, sex, profession, and health. Community-level contextual factors that influence behavior change (such as social support) were not reported. In addition, factors related to other parts of the context were not reported, but these factors likely do not influence the outcomes of RCT studies. Furthermore, it was not reported how well the constructs were aligned (eg, how well P-DHI apps match individuals and the context in which they live). Similar concerns were raised by RCT reviews emphasizing a need for improved intervention reporting in RCT studies [6,11,14,16,20,150] and for more studies that advance our knowledge on the contribution of the different parts of P-DHIs (eg, BCTs and personal contact with health care professionals) [8,10,11,15,18].

Reporting information about the constructs, the relationships between them, and the categories of factors in the P-DHI investment model when publishing empirical studies would help explain why some P-DHIs fail or succeed for some persons and, thereby, increase outcome predictability and create opportunities for improvement.
Large-Scale Effectiveness

The cost-effectiveness of large-scale implementations is reportedly unknown [6], and the literature review conducted in this paper found no information regarding the cost-effectiveness of large-scale implementations. However, the previous section described how the P-DHI investment model can be used during design and implementation to increase large-scale effectiveness.

Future Research

This research also points toward areas that need further study. There is a need for more empirical research on the contribution of the different parts of P-DHI apps; individuals’ non-IT investments; lag effects; and the many different types of potential outcomes of P-DHI use that extend past the tangible health outcomes, for example, how P-DHIs can be used to increase individual capabilities necessary to experience long-term health benefits. Furthermore, this review identified a need for research that can clarify some of the uncertainties regarding how to best use BCTs and web-based social networks in P-DHIs. Future research could also benefit from including theories from the socioecological tradition to investigate how P-DHIs can not only support individual behavior change but also improve the context in which the behavior takes place. Regarding future literature reviews, the literature review presented in this paper could inspire other researchers to conduct multidisciplinary reviews combining knowledge from different fields. The use of P-DHIs is a multidisciplinary approach, but this does not seem to be reflected in the current research on P-DHIs. The P-DHI model may inspire researchers to address some of the uncertainties raised in this study by exploiting other streams of literature.

Limitations

This research has limitations related to the way in which the literature review was conducted. The scope of the mHealth implementation literature is broader than that of PA and diet P-DHIs, which introduces the risk that some of the identified factors are less relevant for the PA and diet P-DHIs studied in this review. The argument for using this broader scope is that the major difficulties in implementing these solutions (eg, the existence of supportive policies and infrastructures) are likely independent of the specific types of apps. Another limitation is the breadth of the literature review, which does not cover all the factors in detail. However, the goal was to establish a broad understanding of the constructs and factors influencing outcomes rather than exploring the individual factors in detail. The restricted use of the public health socioecological perspective in the model is another limitation. The reviewed mHealth literature almost exclusively addressed how to support individuals in changing health-related behaviors, but other kinds of mHealth apps with greater focus on changing the context to support healthy behaviors would also add value. Furthermore, there are other literature streams that would be valuable to study to address the research objective, for example, literature on nudging. Finally, the reviewed mHealth RCT research was predominantly based on empirical studies from high-income countries, whereas the mHealth implementation research reviewed was predominantly based on empirical studies from lower-income countries.

Conclusions

This research suggests that outcome predictability could be improved by including descriptions of the constructs and factors in the P-DHI investment model when reporting empirical studies. Doing so would increase our understanding of when and why P-DHIs succeed or fail. The effectiveness of large-scale implementations may be improved by using the P-DHI investment model to evaluate potential difficulties and possibilities in implementing P-DHIs to create better environments for the use of P-DHIs before investing in them and when designing and implementing them. The cost-effectiveness of large-scale implementations is unknown; implementations are far more complicated than just downloading and using apps, and there is uncertainty accompanying implementations given the lack of coordinated control over the constructs and factors that influence the outcome.
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Abstract

Background: In recent years, HIV infection in students has been an ongoing concern worldwide. A large number of articles have been published; however, statistical analysis of the data presented in these publications is lacking.

Objective: This study aimed to detect and analyze emerging trends and collaborative networks in research on HIV/AIDS among students.

Methods: Research publications on HIV/AIDS among students from 1985 to 2022 were collected from the Web of Science Core Collection. A topic search was used for this study, and articles in English were included. CiteSpace was used to generate visual networks of countries/regions, institutions, references, and keywords. Citation analysis was used to discover milestones in the field and trace the roots of the knowledge base. Keyword analysis was used to detect research hotspots and predict future trends.

Results: A total of 2726 publications met the inclusion criteria. Over the past 38 years, the number of publications annually has been on the rise overall. The United States had the highest number of publications (n=1303) and the highest centrality (0.91). The University of California system was the core institution. The main target population of studies on HIV/AIDS among students were medical and university students. These studies focused on students’ knowledge, attitudes, risk behaviors, and education about HIV/AIDS. The recent bursting keywords (gay, sexual health, adherence, barriers, mental health, HIV testing, stigma, and antiretroviral therapy) revealed research trends and public interest on this topic.

Conclusions: This study identified countries/regions and institutions contributing to the research area of HIV/AIDS among students and revealed research hotspots and emerging trends. The field of research on HIV/AIDS among students was growing rapidly. The United States was at the center, and the University of California system was the core institution. However, academic collaboration should be strengthened. Future research may focus on exploring gay students, sexual health, adherence, barriers, mental health, HIV testing, stigma, and antiretroviral therapy.
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**Introduction**

HIV/AIDS is a chronic infection that affects not only physical health but also social relationships, mental health, quality of life, and economic aspects. Students are the hope of their families and the future of a nation. Approximately 4000 individuals aged 15 years and older become newly infected with HIV every day worldwide, with 27.5% of them aged 15-24 years [1]. In 2017, approximately 19% of individuals aged 15-24 years living with HIV/AIDS in China were students [2]. Students living with HIV/AIDS could be experiencing body image issues; negative feelings; poor self-esteem; and especially at the university level, poor thinking, learning, memory, and concentration [3]. Therefore, the prevention and control of HIV infection in students must receive close attention.

In recent years, HIV infection among students has been an ongoing concern worldwide, such as knowledge of HIV/AIDS, risk behaviors, and HIV prevention education [4]. However, there is no systematic study of global research trends and guidelines in this area. Bibliometric analysis is a branch of quantitative science that has been used as a powerful tool for understanding emerging trends and knowledge structures in research fields and fostering new research ideas [5]. CiteSpace is an essential bibliometric analysis tool that facilitates the detection of emerging trends and mutations in a field [6]. It has been applied to research in more than 60 different scientific fields [7]. It plays an important role in describing keyword co-occurrence and cocited reference networks. CiteSpace can not only predict emerging trends of spatial epidemiology in infectious diseases [8] but also analyze patterns of relationships between nanosciences, health, and biology [9].

There may be articles that use other bibliometric analysis software; however, they only focused on specific students, such as college students [10]. This bibliometric analysis clearly illustrated the milestones and hotspots of research on HIV/AIDS among students from 1985 to 2022. Articles on HIV/AIDS among students were searched using the Web of Science Core Collection (WoSCC). Afterward, CiteSpace was used to perform statistical calculations and generate visual networks to reveal hotspots and frontiers of research.

**Methods**

**Data Sources and Search Strategies**

The Web of Science database is an authoritative citation information source with the most selective journal coverage [11]. The data search was conducted using WoSCC on March 20, 2023. The research strategies were as follows: $TS=Topic$, $(TS=“student$”) AND ((TS=“HIV”) OR (TS=“AIDS”) OR (TS=“Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome”)), over the period from 1985 to 2022. A total of 6158 articles were obtained, but 3426 of them were manually excluded for not being relevant to the research content. Table 1 shows the inclusion and exclusion criteria, Figure 1 shows the study flowchart, and Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the complete research strategies and results. Study selection and data extraction were performed independently by 2 authors. Differences of opinion were settled by discussion or referral to a third author.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article type</td>
<td>Article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>HIV/AIDS among students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reviews, book chapters, editorials, letters, commentaries, meeting abstracts, duplicate literature, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, Russian, etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Data Preprocessing

We downloaded all records and references from WoSCC, including authors, titles, journals, years, keywords, abstracts, dates, countries, institutions, and references. Four folders were created, named “Input,” “Output,” “Data,” and “Projects.” All records and references were placed in the “Input” folder and then imported into CiteSpace to remove duplicates. After removing the duplicates, the articles appeared in the “Output” folder by year. Finally, the data in the “Output” folder were copied to the “Data” folder to be ready for analysis by CiteSpace.

Bibliometric Analysis

CiteSpace (version 6.2.R3) [12] was used to identify countries/regions and institutions contributing to research on HIV/AIDS among students and to reveal research hotspots and emerging trends. CiteSpace parameters were set as follows: (1) time slice from 1985 to 2022; (2) year per slice=1; and (3) pruning=pathfinder or pruning the merged network. Other parameters were set to default values.

Nodes indicated the object of analysis, including countries/regions, institutions, references, and keywords. The more frequently an object appears in the data set, the larger the node. A link between 2 nodes represents a copublishing partnership between 2 countries/regions or institutions [7]. In a network of keyword co-occurrence, a link represents the co-occurrence of 2 keywords in different articles [7]. It implied the association of 2 research contents. The thicker the line, the closer the relationship is between the 2 nodes.

The centrality of a node is a property that quantifies the importance of the node’s position in a network [6]. Betweenness centrality is one of the most commonly used centrality metrics [13]. It measures the percentage of the shortest paths in the network to which a given node belongs [14]. A node with strong betweenness centrality can show a purple ring on the outside [6].

The analysis of keyword bursts can identify hotspots and frontiers that could have an impact on future research [15]. The analysis of citation bursts can reveal articles that had a significant impact in the field [16].

Results

General Data

A total of 2726 articles were included in this study. The trend in the number of articles reflects the popularity of research and the speed of knowledge growth [17]. The general trend in research on HIV/AIDS among students was on the rise, especially after 2002. The number of articles peaked in 2022, with 207 articles (Figure 2).

Research on HIV/AIDS among students can be divided into 3 stages. The preliminary stage was from 1985 to 2002, with 1 to 30 articles per year. It lasted 18 years but accounted for 12.22% (n=333) of the total number of articles. The research at this time laid the foundation and guided future research. In 1985, Price et al [18] published the first academic article on the assessment of high school students’ perceptions and misperceptions of AIDS. It played an influential and leading role in research on HIV/AIDS among students.
Figure 2. Distribution of articles by publication year, from 1985 to 2022.

The developmental stage was from 2003 to 2017, with 66 to 136 articles per year. The total number of articles from this time period was 1529 (56.09%). A large number of articles had been accumulated during this stage of research. It can be regarded as a transition between low-level and high-level research. More and more professors and scholars had been attracted to this field, and enthusiasm for this research was high.

The superior stage was from 2018 to 2022, with 151 to 207 articles per year. The total number of articles from this time period was 864 (31.69%). Although there were small fluctuations in this period, studies on HIV/AIDS among students were generally on the rise.

Research Collaboration

Countries/Regions

An analysis of the geographical distribution of published articles reflects the academic collaboration between countries/regions [19] (Figure 3). The size of the node indicates the number of articles published in different countries/regions [20]. The thicker the link, the closer the cooperation between the countries/regions. The United States contributed the most in terms of the number of articles (n=1303). South Africa (n=295) ranked second, and China (n=209) ranked third. These top 3 countries/regions accounted for 66.29% (1807/2726) of the total number of articles (Multimedia Appendix 2).

The United States was in the lead, with 47.8% (1303/2726) of the total articles and a betweenness centrality of 0.91. It had research collaborations with 69 countries/regions—much more than any other country. The world’s first article on HIV/AIDS among students was published in 1985 by the University of Toledo in the United States [18]. It sparked the beginning of studies on HIV/AIDS among students. Research on HIV/AIDS among students in the United States not only began early but was of high quality.

South Africa had the second-highest number of articles, accounting for 10.82% (295/2726), but had a much lower betweenness centrality (0.09) than the United States. It had research collaborations with 24 countries/regions. The large number of people living with HIV/AIDS in South Africa has attracted the focused attention of experts. Experts have conducted extensive research on students and published numerous articles. In addition, countries/regions heavily affected by HIV/AIDS, such as Nigeria and Ethiopia, had published a large number of articles in this field.
China ranked third with 7.67% (209/2726) of the total articles and a betweenness centrality of 0.07. It cooperated with 19 countries/regions. The first Chinese article on HIV/AIDS among students was published by the University of Hong Kong in 1999 [21]. The proportion of students with HIV in China increased year by year [2]. China’s research in this field started late, but its quality has improved rapidly.

The nodes in the United States, England, and Canada had purple rings, which meant that they had high betweenness centrality. Experts from these countries had extensive international cooperation. In general, the number of articles was higher in countries/regions with high medical standards, such as the United States and England. Some countries/regions with high HIV prevalence also had a large number of articles, such as South Africa, Nigeria, and Ethiopia. However, the top 3 countries/regions for betweenness centrality were all medically advanced. The United States had the most cooperation with other countries/regions. A network of the US-centered academic collaborations has been formed, but collaboration among countries/regions needs to be strengthened.

**Institutions**

Figure 4 showed the major institutions in research on HIV/AIDS among students. The size of the node indicates the number of articles the institution had published [20]. The thicker the line, the closer the cooperation is between the 2 institutions [20]. Nodes with purple rings have high betweenness centrality.
The University of California system not only had the most publications (n=125) but also had the highest betweenness centrality (0.12). Nine of the top 10 most productive institutions were universities, and the other was the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Of these, 8 institutions are from the United States and 2 are from South Africa. Institutions with a high number of publications are mainly concentrated in the United States (Multimedia Appendix 2).

In terms of research collaboration, primary cooperation networks have been formed. The University of California system was the only node with a purple ring, which had the highest betweenness centrality. This implies that its academic influence was so high that it was a central institution in this field. Recently, institutions have been working together more frequently and more closely than ever before.

**Knowledge Base Analysis**

Documents cocitation analysis (DCA) refers to the frequency of 2 documents cited in the joint citation list [22]. The network formed by the cocited references can capture the research priorities of the basic science community [23]. Through DCA, we can discover milestones in the field and trace the roots of the knowledge base.

**Reference Cocitation**

The DCA network consisted of 1628 nodes and 3628 links, and a total of 27 major clusters were formed (Figure 5). Modularity Q can reflect the network structure and the clarity of clustering [24]. It ranges between 0 and 1. The closer the value is to 1, the better the modularity of the network. The silhouette is an indicator of the homogeneity of the members of the entire cluster [24]. It ranges between −1 and 1. The closer the value is to 1, the more homogeneous the cluster members are. In this network, modularity Q was 0.88 and silhouette was 0.94. This suggested that these clusters had analytical significance. CiteSpace provides 3 algorithms to calculate cluster labels: latent semantic indexing, log-likelihood ratio (LLR), and mutual information. Among them, LLR is the best choice to identify the most unique terms to the cluster [12]. Labels extracted by latent semantic indexing tend to capture implicit semantic relationships across data sets, whereas labels selected by LLR and mutual information tend to reflect a unique aspect of a cluster [25]. In the process of clustering, the results obtained by LLR were the most appropriate and most in line with the actual situation. Therefore, the algorithm used in this clustering was LLR.

**Figure 5.** Clusters of reference co-citation. CC: co-citations; CST: Central Standard Time; LBY: look back year; L/N: maximum links per node; LRF: link retaining factor; WoS: Web of Science.

Clusters #0, #6, #17, #22, #23, and #27 are about the research objects for HIV/AIDS among students. Clusters #3 and #11 are mainly about high-incidence areas of HIV/AIDS among students. Clusters #1, #2, #14, #18, and 20 are related to methods of research on HIV/AIDS among students. Clusters #4, #5, #7, #8, #9, #10, #12, #16, #19, #21, #24, #25, and #26 suggested that the content of the studies was focused on HIV/AIDS knowledge, risk behavior, education, and prevention.

**Most-Cited Articles**

The most-cited article in our data set is Li et al [26] with 24 citations, followed by Hingson et al [27] with 21 citations. Walter and Vaughan [28], Shisana et al [29], and Weinstock et al [30] are tied for third with 19 citations each. These most-cited articles had much in common. They were almost always related to HIV/AIDS knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors. However, they were studied from different angles. Li et al [26] focused on making suggestions for HIV/AIDS prevention among students from a policy perspective. Walter and Vaughan [28] divided students into an intervention group and a comparison group to evaluate the effect of a HIV curriculum on reducing HIV risk among students. The other 3 articles [27,29,30] analyzed knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors about HIV/AIDS in the form of surveys.
**Citation Burst**

If an article is cited frequently over a short time period, it is considered a reference with strong citation burst [6]. The first article with strong citation burst is Li et al [26] with a burst strength of 12.76. The number of citations to this article increased substantially in 2020 and continues to the present.

**Sigma**

Sigma is a value used in CiteSpace to measure the novelty of a node, which combines the importance of the node in the network structure (betweenness centrality) and the importance of the node in time (bursts) [23]. Nodes with great betweenness centrality and bursts have higher sigma values. The pioneering article by Walter and Vaughan [28] has the highest sigma of 80.96, which means it has both strong betweenness centrality and citation burst.

**Research Hotspots and Evolutionary Trends**

**Analysis of Research Hotspots**

Keywords are a summary of the content of the article. The analysis of keywords can reveal the development process, explore research hotspots, and especially predict the future development trend of a field [31]. The basic principle of keyword co-occurrence analysis is to calculate the co-occurrence frequency of keywords in different articles and use the co-occurrence frequency to measure the relationship between keywords [8]. There were 752 nodes and 4484 links in this network. Nodes represent keywords. The thicker the line, the more times 2 keywords appear together in different articles (Figure 6).

The keyword with the largest betweenness centrality was “United States” (0.09), whereas the keyword with the greatest count was “HIV” (n=494). These words were mainly related to students’ knowledge, attitude, risk behavior, and prevention of HIV/AIDS. The results implied that the hotspots were closely related to students’ knowledge, attitudes, and risk behaviors toward HIV (Table 2).

**Figure 6.** Network of keyword co-occurrence. CC: co-citations; CST: Central Standard Time; LBY: look back year; L/N: maximum links per node; LRF: link retaining factor; WoS: Web of Science.
Table 2. Top 20 high-frequency keywords in studies on HIV/AIDS among students, from 1985 to 2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Count, n</th>
<th>Centrality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condom use</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolescents</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College students</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual behavior</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV prevention</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University students</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Keyword Clustering Analysis**

CiteSpace can be used for keyword clustering [15]. Similar keywords can be grouped into a cluster (Figure 7). Normally, modularity Q>0.3 and silhouette>0.7 indicate that map clustering is appropriate [15]. In this network, the modularity Q was 0.34 and the silhouette value was 0.70, implying that the clustering was analytically meaningful. The results obtained by LLR were the most appropriate and most in line with the actual situation. Therefore, this study used the LLR algorithm to extract the clustering labels from the keywords of articles. The results revealed that dental students and university students were the main targets of research on HIV/AIDS among students. The content was focused on knowledge, risk behavior, and prevention (Figure 7 and Table 3).
Figure 7. Clusters of keywords. CC: co-citations; CST: Central Standard Time; LBY: look back year; L/N: maximum links per node; LRF: link retaining factor; WoS: Web of Science.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster ID</th>
<th>Label (LLR)</th>
<th>Size, n</th>
<th>Silhouette</th>
<th>Major included keywords</th>
<th>Mean years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>Dental students, attitudes, nursing students, and stigma</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HIV prevention</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>Peer education, program, sex education, and South Africa</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Condom use</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>Risk, behavior, college students, and HIV infection</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Alcohol use</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>Substance use, mental health, sensation seeking, and HIV risk</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>Determinants, health belief model, sex, and planned behavior</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sexual behavior</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>Sexually transmitted infections, risk factors, high school students, and stigma</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>University students</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>Sexual behavior, risk perception, HIV testing, and sexually transmitted infection</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>Women, parent-child communication, serious games, and health communication</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>HIV/AIDS, children, sexual minority, and judgments</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aLLR: log-likelihood ratio.

Hotspot Research Objects

In studies of HIV/AIDS among students, the study population consisted mainly of medical students and university students. Medical students have more contact with patients living with HIV/AIDS. Their attitude toward patients living with HIV/AIDS affects the quality of care provided to these patients. They are also at high risk of occupational exposure. Additionally, common university students are at risk of HIV infection through unprotected sex [32].

Attitude, Knowledge, and Prevention

Attitudes can help medical students overcome fear and discrimination about HIV/AIDS [33]. For the general university student, HIV-related stigma was one of the strongest barriers to HIV testing and treatment [34]. Through HIV/AIDS education, students gained sufficient knowledge to increase awareness of HIV prevention, reduce the risk of infection, and reduce AIDS-related stigma [35,36].

“Risk Behavior” Including Clusters #2, #3, and #5

A cross-sectional study on the risk of HIV transmission among medical students found that 29.13% reported occupational injuries due to needle exposure [37]. Occupational exposure increased the risk of HIV/AIDS infection among medical students. For the common university student, risk behaviors for HIV infection are mainly unprotected sex and substance use [38].
Keyword Burst Analysis

An article can be regarded as information flow that arrive continuously over time [39]. The Kleinberg [40] algorithm formalizes the modeling of burst information flow so that burst information flow can be effectively identified. It can be used to detect a sudden increase in research interest in a particular discipline. CiteSpace uses the Kleinberg algorithm to identify emerging research frontiers [6]. It can reveal the frontiers of research at different stages and predict future research directions.

Figure 8 shows the top 25 keywords with the strongest citation bursts. “Year” means the year the keyword first appeared. “Begin” refers to the year in which the keyword’s occurrence frequency increased greatly. “End” represents the year in which the popularity of the keyword declined. The blue line represents the timeline, and the red line represents the time when the keyword burst.

From 1985 to 2002, the study population was mainly high school students. Experts focused on students’ knowledge, attitudes, education, and prevention of HIV/AIDS. During this period, there was a wide range of research content and an increase in AIDS research involving students.

From 2003 to 2017, research on HIV/AIDS among students achieved initial results, and the frontiers were deeper than at the previous stage. Compared with the previous period, the object of research was more specific. The hotspot object changed from “high school student” to “gay.” Second, the scope of hotspots had been narrowed. The research frontier had changed from “attitude,” “knowledge,” “education,” and “prevention” to “sensation seeking,” “sexual health,” and “stigma.” Third, the research methods were richer than before. For example, since 2009, the Theory of Planned Behavior has been widely used by experts to estimate students’ attitudes and behaviors toward HIV/AIDS.

From 2018 to 2022, the emerging area of research was adherence, barriers, and antiretroviral therapy. During this period, “adherence” (burst strength=8.30) was the keyword with the strongest citation burst. It is worth noting that several keywords continue to be popular right now, such as gay (9.24), sexual health (8.72), adherence (8.30), barriers (8.19), mental health (7.11), stigma (6.91), HIV testing (6.87), and antiretroviral therapy (6.79).

Figure 8. Top 25 keywords with the strongest citation bursts.
Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, bibliometric analysis was used to analyze articles related to HIV/AIDS among students from 1985 to 2022. The United States contributed 47.8% of the total articles, and its betweenness centrality (0.91) was much higher than that of other countries/regions. The United States was the core country for studies on HIV/AIDS among students. South Africa had the second-highest number of articles (10.82%), but its betweenness centrality (0.09) was much lower than that of the United States. In general, the number of articles on HIV/AIDS among students was higher in countries/regions with advanced medical systems and some countries/regions with numerous patients living with HIV/AIDS. An academic collaboration network centered on the United States had been formed, but cooperation among countries/regions needs to be strengthened. The cooperation network of institutions was formed. The University of California system is the core institution in this field. In the future, further collaboration among countries/regions or institutions should be encouraged to promote the flourishing of research on HIV/AIDS among students.

With keyword co-occurrence and cluster analysis, the most important topics and information can be easily figured out [16]. If a keyword appears frequently over a short time period, it can be considered a research hotspot [15]. Accordingly, CiteSpace was used to constantly detect changes in high-frequency keywords to accurately explore the trends in the field. The results showed that hotspots in studies on HIV/AIDS among students were constantly changing. In terms of study objects, the early research objects were school students; in the medium term, studies of medical students, college students, and African American students increased; recently, sexual minority communities, especially men who have sex with men (MSM), have been the focus of research. In terms of study content, in the early years, experts studied students’ knowledge and attitudes toward HIV/AIDS and sexual behavior. Then, substance abuse, HIV/AIDS prevention, and education gained a great deal of attention. Recently, research on stigma, HIV testing, and antiretroviral prophylaxis has become increasingly popular. In terms of study methods, earlier studies were conducted mainly through cross-sectional studies and qualitative research. In the medium term, randomized controlled trials were added to the study methods, and the Information-Motivation-Behavioral model was used in research on HIV/AIDS among students. Recently, there has been a tremendous enrichment of research methods. Disorders identification tests, clinical research, implementation science, digital health intervention, and other emerging methods are becoming more widespread in the field. In addition, the application of biopsychosocial model is an emerging practice that has been applied since 2020. The research content was getting deeper and deeper, and the research level kept rising.

The research frontiers have been changing over time since 1985. From 1985 to 2002, the research frontiers were mainly about the initial understanding of HIV/AIDS; from 2003 to 2017, they were mainly focused on the sexual health and stigma of HIV/AIDS; and from 2018 to 2022, they focused on barriers to HIV prevention, HIV testing and treatment adherence, and antiretroviral therapy. Keywords that are still popular today can provide clues for future research, such as gay, sexual health, adherence, barriers, mental health, HIV testing, stigma, and antiretroviral therapy. Risky sexual behavior is popular among college students and has been proven to be a high-risk factor for HIV/AIDS among students [38]. Through strengthening sex health education, students can increase their knowledge of HIV and reduce risky sexual behavior, thereby preventing HIV infection. In addition, the proportion of students who contracted HIV through sexual contact among MSM students is also rising rapidly [41]. However, out of 2726 articles, there were only 343 studies on HIV/AIDS infection in MSM students. It suggests that research on HIV/AIDS among MSM students is still inadequate and should be given more attention. Considering the increasing number of students living with HIV, antiretroviral therapy is particularly important. Experts analyzed the facilitators and barriers to antiretroviral therapy adherence among student with AIDS through qualitative studies [42]. In particular, stigma is a major barrier to students’ adherence to HIV testing and antiretroviral therapy. Reducing stigma can help students improve their adherence to HIV testing and antiretroviral therapy [43]. In the future, research can continue on the hotspots in the suggested direction or try to explore the interaction between the hotspots and find their commonalities to obtain new findings.

In bibliometrics analysis, the citing articles constitute the research frontier, and the cited articles constitute the knowledge base [44]. The most frequently cited articles can be considered milestones in a certain field [45]. Through the analysis of cited articles, it was found that a number of experts used questionnaires to assess students’ knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors regarding HIV/AIDS. Then, problems were identified and summarized to make suggestions for HIV/AIDS prevention and control among students using the information returned. These cited articles laid the foundation for research on HIV/AIDS among students.

Limitations

There are limitations to this study. First, our study focused on English publications, which inevitably missed some important studies published in other languages. Second, although we used WoSCC in our bibliometric analysis, there may be some articles from other databases (eg, Scopus, MEDLINE, and PubMed) that were not retrieved. However, this study provides a bibliometric analysis of publications on HIV/AIDS among students and is based only on Web of Science data. Through visual analysis software, readers can clearly understand the number of articles, academic cooperation, research hotspots, and research frontiers. It provides hotspots and emerging trends for future research.

Conclusions

The study identified countries/regions and institutions contributing to the research area of HIV/AIDS among students and revealed research hotspots and emerging trends. The field of research on HIV/AIDS among students was growing rapidly. The United States was at the center, and the University of
California system was the core institution. However, academic collaboration should be strengthened. Future research may focus on exploring gay students, sexual health, adherence, barriers, mental health, HIV testing, stigma, and antiretroviral therapy.
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Abstract

Background: ChatGPT, a dialogue-based artificial intelligence language model, has shown promise in assisting clinical workflows and patient-clinician communication. However, there is a lack of feasibility assessments regarding its use for perioperative patient education in thoracic surgery.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the appropriateness and comprehensiveness of using ChatGPT for perioperative patient education in thoracic surgery in both English and Chinese contexts.

Methods: This pilot study was conducted in February 2023. A total of 37 questions focused on perioperative patient education in thoracic surgery were created based on guidelines and clinical experience. Two sets of inquiries were made to ChatGPT for each question, one in English and the other in Chinese. The responses generated by ChatGPT were evaluated separately by experienced thoracic surgical clinicians for appropriateness and comprehensiveness based on a hypothetical draft response to a patient’s question on the electronic information platform. For a response to be qualified, it required at least 80% of reviewers to deem it appropriate and 50% to deem it comprehensive. Statistical analyses were performed using the unpaired chi-square test or Fisher exact test, with a significance level set at \( P < .05 \).

Results: The set of 37 commonly asked questions covered topics such as disease information, diagnostic procedures, perioperative complications, treatment measures, disease prevention, and perioperative care considerations. In both the English and Chinese contexts, 34 (92%) out of 37 responses were qualified in terms of both appropriateness and comprehensiveness. The remaining 3 (8%) responses were unqualified in these 2 contexts. The unqualified responses primarily involved the diagnosis of disease symptoms and surgical-related complications symptoms. The reasons for determining the responses as unqualified were similar in both contexts. There was no statistically significant difference (34/37, 92% vs 34/37, 92%; \( P = .99 \)) in the qualification rate between the 2 language sets.

Conclusions: This pilot study demonstrates the potential feasibility of using ChatGPT for perioperative patient education in thoracic surgery in both English and Chinese contexts. ChatGPT is expected to enhance patient satisfaction, reduce anxiety, and improve compliance during the perioperative period. In the future, there will be remarkable potential application for using artificial intelligence, in conjunction with human review, for patient education and health consultation after patients have provided their informed consent.

Introduction

The release of a dialogue-based artificial intelligence (AI) language model called ChatGPT (OpenAI) [1] has garnered global attention. ChatGPT is an advanced language model developed by OpenAI for generating human-like text responses and engaging in interactive conversations. It has been trained on a large corpus of internet text and has extensive applications in natural language understanding, question answering, language generation, and interactive dialogue. Several studies have documented the utilization of ChatGPT in the medical field, such as clinical decision assistance [2,3], medical document generation [4,5], and medical question answering [6-8]. ChatGPT demonstrates substantial potential in assisting health care professionals with real-time, web-based health consultations by providing patients with disease- or treatment-related knowledge and education. For example, Yeo et al [7] assessed the accuracy and reproducibility of ChatGPT in answering questions about cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma and found that ChatGPT displayed extensive knowledge on cirrhosis (79.1% correct) and hepatocellular carcinoma (74% correct). Responses generated by ChatGPT regarding cardiovascular disease prevention queries were also graded as appropriate (21/25, 84%) in an exploratory study [8], demonstrating the potential of interactive AI to assist clinical workflows by augmenting patient education and patient-clinician communication.

Perioperative patient education is acknowledged as a critical component of thoracic surgical recovery. Enhancing patients’ understanding of the general information of their disease, treatment plans, and recovery process has been shown to increase patient satisfaction, reduce undue anxiety, and increase their involvement in surgical recovery [9]. Until now, limited research has evaluated the use of ChatGPT for perioperative patient education in thoracic surgery. Moreover, most studies assessing the use of ChatGPT in the medical field have been conducted in English contexts. Considering that Chinese is also one of the most widely spoken languages worldwide, this study aimed to assess the appropriateness and comprehensiveness of using ChatGPT in perioperative patient education in both English and Chinese contexts.

Methods

This pilot study was conducted in February 2023. Following guideline-based topics [10] and clinical experience, 37 questions (Table 1) focused on perioperative thoracic surgery patient education were created. For each question, 2 inquiries were made to ChatGPT, one in English and the other in Chinese, and all responses were documented. The 2 sets of responses were evaluated separately in the following 2 aspects by thoracic surgical clinicians: appropriateness and comprehensiveness. The reviewers were composed of relevant practitioners with various years of experience in the field (Table 2). To ensure the reliability of the evaluation process, each response was independently assessed by multiple individuals. For appropriateness, a response was deemed “Y” (yes) if a hypothetical draft response would be considered appropriate when a patient asked the same question to a clinician on the electronic information platform, or “N” (no) if it was inappropriate. For comprehensiveness, a response was deemed “Y” (yes) if a hypothetical draft response would be considered comprehensive when a patient asked the same question to a clinician on the electronic information platform, or “N” (no) if it was incomprehensive. To be qualified, a response needed at least 80% of reviewers to deem it appropriate and 50% to deem it comprehensive. The response qualification criteria were established based on a consensus among clinical experts involved in the evaluation process. The reason for setting this criterion is that a qualified response requires a relatively higher level of appropriateness, as an inappropriate response can pose harm to patients. The unpaired chi-square test or Fisher exact test was used to assess differences in distributions between the categorical variables studied. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for Windows (version 23.0; IBM Corp). A 2-sided P value <.05 was considered significant. As the data collection process exclusively involved voluntary participation and did not involve any interventions, patient data, or sensitive personal information, ethics board approval was not applicable.
Table 1. Evaluation of the appropriateness and comprehensiveness of using ChatGPT for perioperative patient education in thoracic surgery in different language contexts (English and Chinese).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>English (n=24), n (%)</th>
<th>Chinese (n=35), n (%)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Comprehensiveness, Y</th>
<th>English (n=24), n (%)</th>
<th>Chinese (n=35), n (%)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1: What is lung cancer?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td></td>
<td>15 (62)</td>
<td>25 (71)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2: What are the causes of lung cancer?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>30 (86)</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3: How can I prevent lung cancer?</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td></td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4: What are the symptoms of lung cancer?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5: Why do some lung cancer patients develop hoarse voice as a symptom?</td>
<td>15 (62)</td>
<td>22 (63)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>11 (46)</td>
<td>19 (54)</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6: What diagnostic tests should be performed to diagnose lung cancer?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7: How can I determine if a lung nodule is benign or malignant?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8: What precautions should be taken prior to lung cancer surgery?</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9: What are the complications that may arise from lung cancer surgery?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10: What is Mobocertinib?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11: What is Amivantamab-vmjw?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>34 (97)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12: What is Adagrasib?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13: Do EGFR&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;-positive lung cancer patients who have received adjuvant chemotherapy also require adjuvant targeted therapy?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>34 (97)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14: Is local treatment necessary for oligometastatic lung cancer?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15: Can Osimertinib be considered for EGFR-positive lung cancer patients with brain metastasis but without T790m mutation?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16: Why is lung cancer gene mutation testing necessary and who should undergo this testing?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q17: What should I do if my CEA&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; level is found to be abnormal after 1 year of lung cancer surgery?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q18: What is the cause of subcutaneous emphysema after lung cancer surgery and how can it be treated?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>34 (97)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q19: How can lung infections be prevented after lung cancer surgery?</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>30 (86)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>16 (67)</td>
<td>30 (86)</td>
<td>30 (86)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q20: How can the development of deep vein thrombosis be prevented after surgery?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>29 (83)</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>18 (75)</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q21: What is the cause of an unpleasant odor from the surgical wound and how can it be treated?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>34 (97)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q22: What is a closed thoracic drainage tube and what precautions should be taken?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
<td>30 (86)</td>
<td>30 (86)</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q23: How often should lung cancer patients undergo follow-up exams and what tests should be performed?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>34 (97)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>16 (67)</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q24: What is esophageal cancer and its definition?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>34 (97)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q25: What are the causes of esophageal cancer?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q26: How can one prevent the onset of esophageal cancer?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>34 (97)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q27: What are the symptoms of esophageal cancer?</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>29 (83)</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>29 (83)</td>
<td>29 (83)</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q28: What diagnostic tests should be performed to diagnose esophageal cancer?</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>31 (89)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q29: What are the potential complications of esophageal cancer surgery?</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>13 (54)</td>
<td>21 (60)</td>
<td>21 (60)</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

A total of 35 reviewers participated in this study; 24 of these reviewers assessed the English responses, and all reviewers assessed the Chinese responses (Table 2). As shown in Table 1, of the 37 responses, 34 (92%) were qualified both in English and Chinese contexts, whereas the remaining 3 (8%) responses were不合格 in both contexts. The不合格 responses primarily focused on diagnosing disease symptoms and symptoms related to surgical complications. For example, in the case of hoarseness (Q5) in patients with lung cancer, there was a lack of consideration for the possibility of tumor or metastatic lymph node involvement of the recurrent laryngeal nerve. Similarly, responses about hoarseness after esophageal cancer surgery (Q31) failed to mention surgery-related recurrent laryngeal nerve injury, a common complication of the procedure. Additionally, responses regarding postoperative milky white pleural effusion after esophageal cancer surgery (Q32) omitted the description of surgery-related thoracic duct injury, which can lead to chyle leak. The reasons for determining the responses as不合格 in English and Chinese contexts were similar. Detailed information is listed in Multimedia Appendix 1. There was no statistically significant difference (34/37, 92% vs 34/37, 92%; $P=.99$) in the qualification rate between the 2 sets, indicating that ChatGPT has the potential to provide comparable quality of responses in English and Chinese contexts. Moreover, we ensured the reliability of the evaluation process by having all qualified and不合格 responses reevaluated and confirmed by 7 clinicians with over 20 years of experience in the field of thoracic surgery.

Discussion

ChatGPT achieved a satisfactory qualification rate (92%) in generating responses related to disease, diagnostic procedures, perioperative complications, treatment measures, disease prevention, and perioperative care considerations in both language contexts. This opens new avenues for enhancing patient education through AI-driven applications. ChatGPT is a versatile tool that might improve patient satisfaction, alleviate anxiety, increase compliance, and enhance the quality of clinical service in this setting. From a 24/7 availability standpoint, it is a convenient tool for users to obtain medical information at any time, thus reducing the communication costs between health care professionals and patients. These costs include time and, in certain cases, monetary expenses. By providing immediate access to information, ChatGPT saves time for both health care providers and patients and can potentially reduce expenses associated with traditional consultations or repetitive inquiries.
Our study also indicates a small portion responses generated by ChatGPT were unqualified (3/37, 8%). Consequently, the manual scrutiny of health care professionals remains necessary, particularly in instances involving the diagnosis and treatment of diseases or perioperative complications. Consistent with existing literature [11-13], our findings suggest the importance of considering the benefits and risks of using ChatGPT in the medical field. Additionally, evaluating ChatGPT in various language contexts provides valuable insights into its performance across diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds. The comparable qualification rates demonstrate that ChatGPT is effective in supporting perioperative patient education for both English- and Chinese-speaking populations. This ensures that individuals who prefer or are more comfortable with either language can equally benefit from the AI-generated responses. In the future, there will be substantial prospects for the application of AI, combined with human review, in patient education and health consulting following the patients’ signing of relevant informed consent documents.

Notably, the global prevalence of Chinese and English necessitates the testing of ChatGPT in less commonly spoken languages. In addition, perioperative patient education in thoracic surgery is a broad topic, and the 37 queries addressed in this research constitute only a fraction of it. The inclusion of reviewers with diverse working experience inevitably leads to heterogeneity in their opinions. However, by considering different perspectives, the evaluation process becomes more objective and less susceptible to personal preferences or preconceived notions. This reduces the potential for bias. Lastly, the study did not assess the concurrence between multiple responses given by ChatGPT for a single query.

In summary, the evaluation of clinicians on the generated responses from ChatGPT demonstrated the potential feasibility of using ChatGPT in both Chinese and English contexts to assist in patient education during the perioperative period of thoracic surgery. This study is expected to stimulate further dialogue and collaboration among patients, clinicians, and scholars, aiming to improve health care services while ensuring safety.
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Abstract

Background: Despite significant improvement in the last decade, road trauma remains a substantial contributor to deaths in Vietnam. The COVID-19 pandemic necessitated public health measures that had an unforeseen benefit on road trauma in high-income countries. We investigate if this reduction was also seen in a low- to middle-income country like Vietnam.

Objective: Our aim was to investigate how the COVID-19 pandemic and the government policies implemented in response to it impacted road trauma fatalities in Vietnam. We also compared this impact to other government policies related to road trauma implemented in the preceding 14 years (2007-2020).

Methods: COVID-19 data were extracted from the Vietnamese Ministry of Health database. Road traffic deaths from 2007 to 2021 were derived from the Vietnamese General Statistical Office. We used Stata software (version 17; StataCorp) for statistical analysis. Poisson regression modeling was used to estimate trends in road fatality rates based on annual national mortality data for the 2007-2021 period. The actual change in road traffic mortality in 2021 was compared with calculated figures to demonstrate the effect of COVID-19 on road trauma fatalities. We also compared this impact to other government policies that aimed to reduce traffic-related fatalities from 2007 to 2020.

Results: Between 2007 and 2020, the number of annual road traffic deaths decreased by more than 50%, from 15.3 to 7 per 100,000 population, resulting in an average reduction of 5.4% per annum. We estimated that the road traffic mortality rate declined by 12.1% (95% CI 8.9-15.3%) in 2021 relative to this trend. The actual number of road trauma deaths fell by 16.4%. This reduction was largely seen from August to October 2021 when lockdown and social distancing measures were in force.

Conclusions: In 2021, the road traffic–related death reduction in Vietnam was 3 times greater than the trend seen in the preceding 14 years. The public health response to the COVID-19 pandemic in Vietnam was associated with a third of this reduction. It can thus be concluded that government policies implemented to address the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a 4.3% decrease in road traffic deaths in 2021. This has been observed in high-income countries, but we have demonstrated this for the first time in a low- and middle-income country.

(KEYWORDS: COVID-19; impact; road trauma; low- and middle-income country; LMIC; mortality; pandemic; trauma; social distancing; lockdown; Vietnam; disease; policy; deaths)
Introduction

Background

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, which was discovered in Wuhan, China, on December 31, 2019 [1]. In Vietnam, the first confirmed COVID-19 case was recorded in late January 2020 [2]. During that year, while most countries around the world struggled against the pandemic, Vietnam was considered one of the safest places in terms of COVID-19 community transmission [3]. This was due to a strict “zero-COVID” government policy that included closure of the Vietnam-China border, restrictions to air travel from any affected countries, quarantining of infected patients and all close contacts, mandatory use of masks in public places, closure of all nonessential services, and use of rapid antigen or real-time–polymerase chain reaction testing for all suspected cases [4]. However, this changed quickly in the following year. While most affected countries were reopening, a wave of COVID-19 spread across Vietnam. There were 4 waves of COVID-19 outbreak in Vietnam [5], but the fourth outbreak, which started in April 2021 and was caused by the Delta variant, was the most catastrophic [6]. To control this situation, as was done in other countries [7], social distancing and lockdown strategies were applied in Vietnam by the central government to local government areas according to their disease burden [8]. The Vietnamese government placed approximately a third of the national population (including the 2 largest cities, Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City) under lockdown starting on July 23, 2021. This lasted for about 3 months and was gradually relaxed in November 2021 as the pandemic was brought under control.

Another contemporary “pandemic” is road trauma, which has been a significant contributor to morbidity and mortality in Vietnam and other low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) for decades [9]. The risk of road traffic death in LMICs over the last decade was more than 3 times higher than in high-income countries (HICs) such as the United States, United Kingdom, and Australia [10]. In the last 15 years in Vietnam, approximately 9000 people per annum have been killed in road accidents, with an equal number hospitalized [11,12]. This problem has been driven by poor infrastructure and the dominance of the motorcycle as the mode of transport, often overladen with passengers and cargo [9]. To address this problem, the Vietnamese government legislated multiple public health measures. In 2008, helmets became mandatory for all motorcycle riders and their passengers [13]. Mandatory seatbelt use in other vehicles was introduced in the same year [13]. Media campaigns and public traffic law education have also been ubiquitous since this time. Subsequently, road deaths have steadily declined [14].

The lockdown and social distancing measures were implemented to reduce transmission and death due to COVID-19 but may have had an unforeseen benefit on road trauma. For example, social distancing may limit the number of passengers in an individual vehicle and, hence, reduce the number of people exposed to trauma should that vehicle crash. Lockdowns also reduce exposure since population movements are limited to essential travel and cross-border movements are restricted. Reductions have been seen in most HICs [15]. For example, in Australia where such interventions were widely enforced, there was a 7% reduction in road trauma deaths in 2020 compared with 2019 [15-17]. Our study aimed to investigate if those reductions were also seen in an LMIC like Vietnam.

Objective

We aimed to investigate the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic and the Vietnamese government’s policies in response to it on road trauma fatalities. We also compared this impact with other improvements related to government policies over the past 14 years (2007-2020) regarding road trauma management.

Methods

Data Sources

COVID-19 data were extracted from the Vietnamese Ministry of Health database [18]. Road traffic mortality (2007-2021) was derived from the Vietnamese General Statistical Office [19]. All data sources were anonymous or deidentified for privacy and confidentiality protection.

Statistical Methodology

We used Stata software (version 17; StataCorp) for statistical analysis. Poisson regression modeling, with the logarithm of the national population of Vietnam for each year included as an offset, was used to estimate trends in the rates of road fatalities from the annual national mortality data for the 2007-2021 period. The Poisson regression model related the expected number \( E(Y_t) \) of road fatalities \( Y_t \) in Vietnam in each year \( t \) (2007, 2008, ..., 2021) to a vector of covariates \( x_t \) for that year according to the log-linear form:

\[
\log(Y_t) = \log(pop_t) + \sum_{i=2008}^{2021} t_i x_{it} + \epsilon_t
\]

where \( pop_t \) is the estimated national population of Vietnam for year \( t \) and \( \log(pop_t) \) is its logarithm entered as an offset (a covariate with a coefficient of unity), and \( x_t \) is the vector of coefficients to be estimated. The final form of the linear predictor \( x_t \) is as follows:

\[
x_t = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } t \leq 2007, 2008, \ldots, 2020 \\
1 & \text{for } t = 2021 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( t_{2008}, t_{2012}, t_{2020}, \) and \( t_{2021} \) are step functions that allow the vertical position of the quadratic line of best fit to shift up or down (a level change) in the years nominated (2008, 2012, 2020, and 2021) and subsequent years. For example, the step function \( t_{2008} \) was defined as:

\[
x_t = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } t \leq 2007, 2008, \ldots, 2020 \\
1 & \text{for } t = 2021 
\end{cases}
\]

The exponential value of the estimated coefficient \( x_t \) is an estimate of the percentage change (step up or step down) that occurred in the year 2008. The other step functions were defined in analogous ways. The 4 years involved were chosen a priori as the years that helmet and seatbelt use were made mandatory (2008), traffic safety regulations were strengthened (2012),
impaired driving laws were fortified (2020), and the COVID-19 response was implemented (2021). Having annual data only, there was neither capacity nor need to estimate the lag in months between implementation and impact, nor was it necessary to use segmented regression methods. The final form of the linear predictor was selected after fitting interaction terms between each of the step functions and the covariates (\( t \) and \( t^2 \)) for year to allow the slope of the trend line to change. In every case, the null hypothesis that no change in slope had occurred was accepted (\( P > .05 \)). There was no evidence of extra-Poisson variation (deviance goodness-of-fit test: \( P = .13 \)) or of autocorrelation in the residuals (Q-statistic: \( P > .05 \) at each lag).

The actual change in road traffic mortality in 2021 was compared with calculated figures to demonstrate the effect of COVID-19 measures on road trauma fatality.

**Ethical Considerations**

The study was approved for human ethics exemption (H0027318 [H-84839]), issued on April 6, 2022, by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Tasmania.

**Results**

**The COVID-19 Pandemic in Vietnam**

There were fewer than 3000 confirmed COVID-19 cases and 35 COVID-19–related deaths during the initial 15 months since the first recorded case in January 2020. However, with the appearance of the Delta variant, the number of confirmed cases escalated exponentially from 373 in April 2021 to 10,730 in June 2021, reaching a peak of over 360,000 in September and a second peak in November (Figure 1). Similarly, the number of deaths due to COVID-19 rapidly escalated from 18 in May 2021 to 11,487 in August 2021. A high death rate persisted until the end of 2021 [6]. In response, the Vietnamese government imposed a lockdown (from July 23 to October 31) on approximately one-third of the country’s population (about 32 million people), including in its most populous cities, Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City.

![Figure 1. Deaths and confirmed cases of COVID-19 in Vietnam from 2020 to 2021 [18].](image)

**Road Trauma Fatalities in Vietnam**

Between 2007 and 2020, the rate of road traffic fatalities decreased by more than 50% from 15.3 to 7 per 100,000 population, an average reduction of 5.4% per annum. The greatest improvements were seen in 2008, 2012, and 2020 (13.0%, 18.0%, and 11.4%, respectively; Figure 2). We estimated that road traffic mortality rates declined by 12.1% (95% CI 8.9-15.3%) in 2021 relative to this trend. In 2021, there were 5739 deaths, which was a 16.4% decrease from the previous year [20]. Thus, there was a further reduction of 4.3% in road trauma deaths in 2021 compared to the previous trend.
Figure 2. Number of road traffic fatalities per 100,000 population in Vietnam from 2007 to 2021 [12,13,20]. Arrows indicate government policies that were intentionally or otherwise implemented to address this issue: (1) mandatory helmet use, (2) strengthening of the national traffic safety committee (ie, increased presence of traffic police and increased financial penalties for traffic violations), (3) implementation of the zero-alcohol policy, and (4) COVID-19–related measures.

COVID-19’s Impact on Road Trauma

During the first 2 calendar months of the lockdown, the number of traffic accident deaths decreased by more than 50% from 543 in July to 257 and 254 in August and September 2021, respectively (Figure 3). It then increased to 377 in October before increasing more substantially to 580 and 680 in November and December, respectively [21].

Figure 3. Monthly statistics on road accident fatalities from 2018 to 2021 in Vietnam [20].

Discussion

Principal Findings

Since the declaration of COVID-19 as a global pandemic by the World Health Organization, the disease has swept through all countries. COVID-19 had minimal impact in Vietnam during the 15 months following its first confirmed case due to the early and decisive policies implemented by the Vietnamese government. However, these early successes were undone by the Delta variant after April 2021. The number of cases and deaths rapidly increased from then onward. Due to vaccine scarcity, the Vietnamese government had to initially rely on lockdown and social distancing policies to control the pandemic. With the availability of community vaccination and its high uptake, lockdown and social distancing measures were relaxed by November 2021. The number of COVID-19 cases reached a new peak, but the fatality rate was only a third of that in August 2021 [22]. According to data from the World Health Organization, countries worldwide have experienced these trends regardless of social economic standing [23].
Road Trauma: A Steady Improvement in the Past 14 Years

Road trauma is a leading cause of death in Vietnam [13]. Like other LMICs, common causes include poor road safety and law enforcement, impaired driving, and speeding. Vietnam has been ranked 50 out of 183 recorded countries for road traffic deaths per 100,000 population [24]. Consequently, reducing road traffic deaths has been a priority of the Vietnamese government. A range of government decrees, regulations, laws, and policies have been issued and updated to improve the population’s health and financial circumstances. As a result of these initiatives, road trauma deaths have been decreasing by an average of 5.4% per annum over the 2007-2020 period, with the greatest reductions seen in 2008, 2012, and 2020 (Figure 1). The first reduction coincided with the implementation of mandatory motorcycle helmet use legislation [25]. The second was associated with the national traffic safety committee increasing traffic police presence on the road and enforcement of increased financial penalties for traffic violations [11]. The third was associated with the introduction of zero-alcohol laws for all drivers and passengers [26].

A “Positive” Side of the Pandemic

We found that road trauma deaths in Vietnam in 2021 declined at a greater rate compared to the long-term trend. This was likely in response to the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown. In 2021, we found a 16.4% improvement in road trauma deaths compared with an average 5.4% reduction over the preceding 14 years. This reduction fluctuated month to month. A reason for this distortion was that during the 3 months of lockdown, the number of vehicles on the road decreased by 84%, largely contributing to the total year reduction of 37% [27]. Likewise, Yasin et al [15] compared April 2020 to April 2019 and found that 32 out of 36 countries had a sharp drop in traffic volume, leading to a substantial reduction in road crashes and road trauma deaths.

It could be argued that the mortality rate was already declining due to other factors, and the additional decline beyond the preceding trend in 2021 (4.3%) was a delayed effect of the “zero-alcohol” policy from 2020 and not attributable to COVID-19. The temporal relationship of road trauma deaths in relation to the lockdown (Figure 3) supports our attribution beyond the zero-alcohol policy.

Effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Road Trauma Deaths Globally

A similar global trend was seen in most HICs where data have been published, with most countries showing a reduction in the annual road accident fatality rate (annual difference percentages) ranging from 5% in Macedonia to 31% in Malta. Some exceptions were seen in several countries with increases observed in Estonia (15%), Finland (4%), Iceland (33%), and the United States (7%) (Figure 4).

The explanation for this may be that these countries had not applied public health measures such as lockdowns with as much vigor or as extensively. There may also have been an increased use of private vehicles due to a fear of using public transport [36], leading to increased road accidents [26,27].

A lesson learned from the COVID-19 pandemic is that one approach to limiting road trauma deaths and injuries is to reduce vehicular traffic. Though this seems a trivial observation and interpretation, it does suggest that the Vietnamese government should prioritize the improvement of public transport such as bus and train systems to reduce private vehicle use and subsequently road trauma and deaths.

Figure 4. Comparison of the annual difference percentage in road trauma deaths prior to and during the COVID-19 pandemic in Vietnam and other countries [16,17,27-35].
Limitations
This study would have benefited from additional national and international comparisons. We were limited in performing this analysis due to dissimilarity between national and international data not only for LMICs but also for HICs [37]. In this paper, we did not use information from international sources such as the World Health Organization, the World Bank, or the United Nations since the data have been insufficient in the last 15 years and highly variable. For these reasons, we chose original data sourced from the Vietnamese General Statistical Office and Ministry of Health.

Conclusion
In 2021, the reduction in road traffic deaths in Vietnam was 3 times greater than the trend over the preceding 14 years. The public health response to the COVID-19 pandemic in Vietnam was associated with this reduction. This has also been observed in HICs but was demonstrated by us for the first time in an LMIC.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered a greater use of digital technologies as part of the health care response in many countries, including Indonesia. It is the world’s fourth-most populous nation and Southeast Asia’s most populous country, with considerable public health pressures.

Objective: The aim of our study is to identify and review the use of digital health technologies in COVID-19 detection and response management in Indonesia.

Methods: We conducted a literature review of publicly accessible information in technical and scientific journals, as well as news articles from September 2020 to August 2022 to identify the use case examples of digital technologies in COVID-19 detection and response management in Indonesia.

Results: The results are presented in 3 groups, namely (1) big data, artificial intelligence, and machine learning (technologies for the collection or processing of data); (2) health care system technologies (acting at the public health level); and (3) COVID-19 screening, population treatment, and prevention population treatment (acting at the individual patient level). Some of these technologies are the result of government-academia-private sector collaborations during the pandemic, which represent a novel, multisectoral practice in Indonesia within the public health care ecosystem. A small number of the identified technologies pre-existed the pandemic but were upgraded and adapted for current needs.

Conclusions: Digital technologies were developed in Indonesia during the pandemic, with a direct impact on supporting COVID-19 management, detection, response, and treatment. They addressed different areas of the technological spectrum and with different levels of adoption, ranging from local to regional to national. The indirect impact of this wave of technological creation and use is a strong foundation for fostering future multisectoral collaboration within the national health care system of Indonesia.
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Introduction

For the past 2 decades, Indonesia has faced various outbreaks of emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases, such as measles [1], SARS [2], MERS [3], H5N1 [4], H1N1 [5], and, most recently, COVID-19 [6]. These have challenged individuals, health care systems, and infrastructures on how to best prevent wider community transmission, how to treat patients effectively, and how to suppress cases until finally the disease outbreak can be controlled. The COVID-19 pandemic has created a global emergency that requires many different parties to collaborate in a coordinated and systematic manner to implement health policies and community actions. As with previous crises, they can act as a catalyst and trigger new ideas and innovations [7-9]. As a result, multiple breakthroughs and scaled-up implementations in digital technology have also emerged during this pandemic [10]. Some of them have contributed to the surveillance, detection, or responses of positive cases and their direct contacts [11,12], which helps policy makers manage the pandemic, including in Indonesia. Some are pre-existing technologies, such as remote consultations, whose use is being enhanced or modified for the pandemic [13-15].

Several recently published studies have presented the use of digital technologies during the COVID-19 pandemic in several countries. For example, Whitelaw et al [16] grouped technologies used in more than 10 countries into different functions for pandemic planning and responses, such as tracking, screening for infection, contact tracing, quarantine and self-isolation, and clinical management. Another study in Saudi Arabia also found the use of digital technologies at different stages of pandemic responses, namely at digital screening, surveillance, contact notification, and follow-up [17]. Although there might not exist an international consensus on the grouping of these technologies currently, these models remain useful in being able to navigate and study the field as well as the impact of implementing such technologies.

More specifically, in Indonesia, the use for many of these digital technologies has been promoted and enhanced by the government throughout the pandemic, through various innovation and research programs [18] and by the incorporation of digital technologies as part of routine data collection activities, supporting evidence-based policy making [19]. The surge in the number of COVID-19 cases and deaths has resulted in the tightening of barrier measures (eg, masks, personal protective equipment) and population movement restrictions (eg, curfew in large urban centers). These have placed a strategic focus on digital technology use in responding to the pandemic, such as through the recent government partnerships with telemedicine apps to provide free remote medical consultation for faster responses and easing potential crowding at hospitals [20]. During the pandemic, Indonesia, the most populous nation of Southeast Asia, experienced waves with corresponding sharp rises in cases and deaths (eg, 60% of positive cases increased in the week of June 19-29, 2021, alone [7] as compared to the immediately prior week). Altogether, Indonesia had recorded over 2.3 million cumulative cases and over 61,000 cumulative deaths as of July 5, 2021 [8], which led to government restrictions on people’s mobility in its most populous islands of Java and Bali from July 3 to 20, 2021 [10]. This imposition of population movement restrictions was repeated on several occasions throughout 2021 and 2022. Drawing from the use of digital technologies in other countries, as well as the authors’ expertise on the implementation of digital health technologies within Indonesia [21], this paper aims to identify and classify the use of digital technologies for COVID-19 detection and response management in Indonesia. By combining multiple sources in English and Indonesian, in scientific peer-reviewed literature, as well as information released by governmental departments, the authors believe that they can provide an exhaustive and detailed narrative review of the emerging digital health landscape.

Methods

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria

We considered any studies that reported the use of mobile apps or digital technologies or both that support COVID-19 pandemic control in Indonesia. We conducted a systematic literature search using OVID Embase, OVID Medline, and PubMed databases, as well as the Google Scholar search engine, using the terms “digital” or “technology” or “robotic” or “tracing” or “dashboard” or “teledicine” AND “COVID-19” or “coronavirus disease” or “SARS-Cov-2” AND “Indonesia.” To expand the literature search, we also conducted manual searches through publicly accessible regional and national official announcements, press releases, and published data within Indonesia. We included studies that were published in English after January 2020 (ie, from the time of the first confirmed positive SARS-CoV-2 case in Indonesia to the time of the authoring of this paper) up to August 2022.

The inclusion criteria were (1) usage/practice related to the COVID-19 pandemic detection and response in Indonesia and (2) the use of digital technology and digitization of services directly related to the pandemic needs. We excluded studies that were not relevant to COVID-19 pandemic control and response, as well as studies that were not implemented in Indonesia. There were no exclusions in relation to the type of technology creator or the type of technology user (eg, public, private, or mixed consortia). All identified manuscripts were reviewed independently by 2 authors, and all those that referred to or presented specific information in relation to the implementation of a digital health technology for COVID-19 in Indonesia were included. The resulting list was confirmed by independent review by a third author. The review process followed Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines.

Thematic Validation

Due to the limited number of identified manuscripts and to reach thematic validation, the authors interviewed (noncompensated) additionally 10 individuals from key stakeholder organizations (ie, 2 individuals from each of the institutions involved in digital technology use for COVID-19, namely the Ministry of Health, the COVID-19 National Taskforce, Telkom Indonesia, the Indonesian Red Cross, and the DKI Jakarta Local Government). This allowed for independent thematic validation, as derived
from the initial data collection round. Subsequently, the authors collected, studied, and organized all the information obtained to determine (1) key practices when digital technologies were used as well as (2) any lessons learned. Preliminary thematic groups were generated and were linked to interview texts using traditional content analysis. Emerging themes were discussed and presented at team meetings. During these meetings, discordant classifications were discussed until a consensus was reached.

**Ethics Statement**

There was no patient involvement in this review. All interviews were conducted anonymously. Although participants were not signing a separate consent form, consent was obtained by completion of the interview. Thus, a waiver was obtained from the International Agency for Research on Cancer Ethics Committee (reference number 22-11362).

**Results**

**Paper Screening**

After excluding duplicates, we retrieved 319 papers from 3 databases and 1 from the gray literature. Most papers had simple mentions of the need to implement technological solutions within Indonesia, but few contained actual examples of doing so. Of the 319 papers, 22 (6.9%) met the criteria for full-text review. Finally, we identified 8 (36.4%) studies describing the use of digital technology to support the COVID-19 pandemic control and response in Indonesia (Figure 1). The list of included information and communications technology (ICT) tools is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

**Figure 1.** Paper screening following PRISMA guidelines. PRISMA: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.

In Indonesia, as with many countries globally, a public health response and management system was built and implemented through COVID-19 detection, prevention, treatment, and monitoring. In total, 36 digital technologies were identified supporting the management aspects and 11 digital technologies identified supporting treatment, such as telemedicine apps providing free COVID-19 consultation and treatment for patients with mild symptoms and information for asymptomatic individuals. Each of the latter technologies facilitates a mix of telemedicine consultations and medicine delivery services for patients with COVID-19 [22]. Among the latter set of 11 technologies, 10 (90.9%) predated the pandemic, and their use was enhanced during the pandemic, while 1 (9.1%) was launched during the pandemic. Namely, those 11 digital apps are Alodok (PT Sumo Teknologi Solusi), GetWell (PT Telemedika Teknologi Indonesia), Good Doctor (Good Doctor Tech), GrabHealth (PT. Grab Indonesia), Halodoc (PT Media Dokter Investama), KlikDokter (PT Medika Komunika Teknologi), KlinikGo (PT Medika Nuswantara Digital), Link Sehat (PT Link Medis Sehat), Milvik Dokter (PT Milvik Indonesia), ProSehat (PT Atoma Medical), SehatQ (PT SehatQ Harsoana Emekda), and YesDok (PT Yes Dok Indonesia).

Additionally, 9 robot innovation products were developed to support health workers treating hospitalized patients. Namely, the 9 robotics innovation products are Robot RAISA TIARA, Robot RAISA BCL, Robot Dekontaminasi (decontamination robot), Smart Syringe Pump, Autonomous UVC Mobile Robot, Robot Violeta, Smart Telemedicine Robot “Win-MTA,” Service Robot, and Doctor Representative Robot. Their intended aims are to prevent within-hospital transmission or to alleviate health care workers’ work burden. In addition, 2 health care data systems were developed assisting patients’ treatment, namely SIRANAP (Sistem Informasi Rawat Inap) and Blood Plasma Donor. These 2 data systems help individuals with COVID-19 to find available hospital beds and blood plasma.

It is worth noting that the number of such available apps has grown quickly since the pandemic started in Indonesia. Overall,
1 new telemedicine app, 1 new health care data system app, 5 new mobile phone–based apps, and 1 big data/machine learning analytics platform were developed and launched during the pandemic. These digital technologies have been developed almost entirely as multisectoral government-university-private sector partnerships.

To study and classify these digital emerging technologies in a more systematic way, they were classified into 3 major user groups, as illustrated in Figure 2, namely (1) big data, artificial intelligence, and machine learning (ie, technologies for the collection, integration, ingestion, and processing of data, as well as robotic systems); (2) health care system technologies (ie, technologies acting at the individual level), and (3) COVID-19 screening, population treatment, and prevention (ie, technologies acting at the population level). These 3 major groups are further expanded next.

**Figure 2.** The use of digital technologies for detection and response management of the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia, divided into 3 main categories.

**Public health response management framework**
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**Big Data, Artificial Intelligence, and Machine Learning**

Three types of uses were identified within this theme: (1) data visualization, (2) behavioral change monitoring, and (3) robotic appliances. Although the first 2 have primarily contributed to evidence-based policy making, the third supported health workers in treating patients.

In terms of data collation and visualization tools for decision-making support, Indonesia has 34 provinces that comprise districts and cities with decentralized local governments. Of these, 7 (20.6%) provinces developed websites and dashboards independently and customized them to their needs and local context to aggregate and manage COVID-19–related data, to keep the public and policy makers updated with the current situation, and to fact-check available information and provide relevant contact numbers for seeking medical services and treatment. Table 1 shows some examples of those websites and their respective dashboards.

For health protocol compliance/behavioral change monitoring, health protocol compliance–monitoring systems were all analyzed using the interoperable platform *Bersatu Lawan COVID-19* (BLC), which translates as “United Against COVID-19,” that any government level can access, be it national, provincial, or district/city government. This system uses big data analysis that allows real-time monitoring of compliance to health protocols, such as mask wearing and keeping social distance, to inform policy makers on public behavioral changes [23]. *Figure 3* depicts its function and interoperability with other COVID-19–related data supplied to Indonesian policy makers.

One of the flagship products of the BLC is the Health Protocol Compliance Monitoring System that has been supporting policy makers nationwide in observing the compliance of key public spaces. Through this data system, the Indonesian military (TNI), police (POLRI) personnel, and volunteer community ambassadors can submit reports from key public spaces, such as markets and train stations, on whether people have complied with wearing face masks and keeping a social distance of minimum 1 m. *Figure 4* shows the dashboard and resulting reports created from these analyses made publicly accessible [24]. Since its launch in October 2020 and until December 2021, the BLC app has facilitated more than 211.3 million health protocol compliance–monitoring reports, with 721.4 million people monitored and 165,537,934 locations under observation in all of the 514 districts/cities in the 34 provinces in Indonesia.

In regard to robotic appliances, as the COVID-19 pandemic necessitated limited physical contact between health workers and patients, innovations emerged in robotic technologies by various government and higher education institutions assisting in the treating of patients with COVID-19 in various hospitals and institutions [17]. A study in China found a similar increase in the use of robotics to minimize physical contact and also found that robotics can help reduce the risks of health care workers getting infected by COVID-19 [25]. Additionally, robotic technologies may help in processing information, delivering food or medicine, carrying out temperature checks, and carrying out disinfection tasks. Table 2 compiles a list of the robotic innovations introduced in Indonesia in direct relation to clinical COVID-19 management [17].
Table 1. List of several COVID-19–related data collation and visualization tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website or dashboard name</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pikobar (Pusat Informasi &amp; Koordinasi COVID-19 di Provinsi Jawa Barat)</td>
<td>Presenting statistical updates on new positive cases, self-isolating people, hospitalization, suspected cases, probabilities, and contact tracing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Information System Dinkes Provinsi DKI Jakarta</td>
<td>Presenting real-time information about isolation bed availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta Tanggap COVID-19</td>
<td>Presenting information about COVID-19 cases in Jakarta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pusat Informasi &amp; Koordinasi Kota Depok Jawa Barat</td>
<td>Presenting information about COVID-19 cases in Depok and providing hotline services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 NTB (Nusa Tenggara Barat)</td>
<td>Presenting information about COVID-19 cases in Depok and providing hotline services and fact-checking service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulsel Tanggap COVID-19</td>
<td>Presenting information about COVID-19 cases in Depok and providing hotline services and fact-checking service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pusat Informasi COVID-19 Provinsi Maluku</td>
<td>Presenting information about COVID-19 cases in Depok and providing hotline services and fact-checking service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Functions and interoperability of BLC national data. BLC: Bersatu Lawan COVID-19; PPKM; Pemberlakuan Pembatasan Kegiatan Masyarakat (Community Mobility Restriction).

Figure 4. Dashboard for the Health Protocol Compliance Monitoring System.
Table 2. List of robot innovation products related to COVID-19 management in Indonesia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot name</th>
<th>Innovator</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Other remarks</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robot RAISA</td>
<td>Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember Surabaya and Universitas Airlangga</td>
<td>Providing medical assistant and nurse-like functions</td>
<td>The robot can carry up to 5 kg of weight, has a camera, and can facilitate 2-way communication between health workers and patients.</td>
<td>Used in the University of Airlangga Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot RAISA TIARA, Robot RAISA BCL,a</td>
<td>Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember Surabaya and Universitas Airlangga</td>
<td>Opening ICUb doors and checking the patient’s body temperature, oxygen saturation, and heartbeat.</td>
<td>The robot can also remotely observe infusion drops and urine production from up to a 5 km distance and includes a 360° rotation function.</td>
<td>Prototype produced and used in at least 6 hospitals: Universitas Airlangga (UNAIR) Hospital, Dr Soetomo Hospital, Husada Utama Surabaya Hospital, Saiful Anwar Malang Hospital, Wisma Atlit, RSI Surabaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot Dekontaminasi</td>
<td>Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember Surabaya and Universitas Airlangga</td>
<td>Decontaminating used items and used personal protective equipment (PPE)</td>
<td>The robot is operated using a remote control.</td>
<td>Prototype produced and ready to be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Syringe Pump</td>
<td>Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember Surabaya and Universitas Airlangga</td>
<td>Automatically filling medicine administered to the patient with a set schedule</td>
<td>A mobile app remotely operates the pump.</td>
<td>Prototype produced and ready to be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous UVC Mobile Robot</td>
<td>Telkom University and Indonesia Institute of Sciences (LIPI)</td>
<td>Disinfecting and sterilizing isolation rooms for patients with COVID-19</td>
<td>The robot is equipped with UVC light to effectively kill coronavirus.</td>
<td>Prototype produced and tested and has been used in hospitals in West Java Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot Violeta</td>
<td>Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember Surabaya and Universitas Airlangga</td>
<td>Eliminating or decelerating the growth of pathogens by using UV 200-300 nm waves</td>
<td>Using remotely operated UV light from a 1-2 m distance, the robot takes 10-15 minutes to perform the sterilization task.</td>
<td>Used in the University of Airlangga Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Telemedicine Robot “Win-MTA”</td>
<td>Universitas Gadjah Mada and PT. Maetala Visionaire Tecnologia</td>
<td>Disinfecting objects using &gt;39°C temperature, delivering medicine and prescriptions to patients, and sending patients’ data (temperature, GPS location)</td>
<td>N/A c</td>
<td>Remains a prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot Pelayan</td>
<td>Universitas Gadjah Mada and Academic Hospital, Universitas Gadjah Mada</td>
<td>Automatically locating the patient’s room and providing automated medicine and food delivery services to rooms</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Remains a prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor Representative Robot (Doper)</td>
<td>Telkom University</td>
<td>Facilitating medical and nutrition consultation without physical contact with health workers</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Under development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aBLC: Bersatu Lawan COVID-19.
bICU: intensive care unit.
cN/A: not applicable.

Health Care System Technology

Three types of uses were identified within this theme, namely telemedicine, digital support for quarantine, and health care data systems. All of them were developed with the aim to provide services for those self-isolating, seeking medical treatment, or seeking hospitalization.

Telemedicine and Quarantine Digital Support

Telemedicine is an example of digital technology already developed and used for health purposes before the pandemic within Indonesia, albeit sporadically. The World Health Organization (WHO) already discussed the potential benefits of telemedicine in overcoming distance barriers and speeding up health care delivery, while considering current high technological costs [26]. Portnoy et al [27] observed a rising use of telemedicine in the 2-3 years preceding the pandemic, and further growth during the pandemic, as quick medical advice could be provided to patients with mild symptoms, thus allowing for timely, accurate information dissemination and indirectly limiting community transmission. Further examples include apps allowing health care workers who are self-isolating to continue supporting patients remotely [28]. Moreover, research
in China found this approach to be an effective solution to minimize infection risks to health workers by minimizing physical contact [29].

Despite these promising benefits, challenges, such as high cost [26] and integration with extant national health care systems, persist. In Indonesia, the surge in COVID-19 cases and the tighter population movement restrictions in July 202 brought to the fore a partnership between the government and 11 telemedicine mobile apps [22]. This umbrella partnership enabled the government to cover the cost of services and allowed patients to access medical advice and medications for free. Thus, the Indonesian government responded to the public health pressures rising from the surge in COVID-19–positive cases, while temporarily overcoming the cost challenge that is faced by telemedicine apps in other countries. It also allowed for limited integration with the national COVID-19 surveillance mechanism by providing access to COVID-19 testing. Table 3 compiles a list of the telemedicine mobile app partners of the Ministry of Health of Indonesia.

Table 3. List of telemedicine mobile app partners of the Ministry of Health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Telemedicine mobile app</th>
<th>Year of launch</th>
<th>Number of users</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alodokter</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>40 million</td>
<td>Chat with doctors, health articles, consultation booking with doctors, online drug store, Alodokter insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetWell</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>Chat and video calls with doctors, personal health records, 24/7 panic button, health articles, integrated with PeduliLindungi app (government’s COVID-19 and vaccination status app)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Doctor</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>&gt;1 million</td>
<td>Consultation with doctors, online drug store and delivery, doctor appointment-booking system, insurance claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halodoc</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>20 million (2021)</td>
<td>Chat and video calls with doctors, see the doctor’s experience and rating, a health store, booking a hospital doctor, getting a laboratory test, linking insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KlikDokter</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>&gt;1 million</td>
<td>Live chat with doctors, hospital appointment booking, pregnancy journey tracker (via the HalloBumil app), period tracker and calendar, heart and diabetes risk measurement, BMI calculator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KlinikGo</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>Online booking for hospital appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Sehat</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>&gt;10,000</td>
<td>Consultation with doctors, COVID-19–testing appointment, hospital schedule booking, online medical assistance, health articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milvik Dokter</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>&gt;10,000</td>
<td>Consultation with doctors, medicine and laboratory check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProSehat</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>&gt;100,000</td>
<td>Online chat with doctors, home visits, getting a laboratory test, drive-through immunization, product delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SehatQ</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>&gt;500,000</td>
<td>Chat with doctors, buy drugs, pregnancy consultation and discussion forum, mental health, and other services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YesDok</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>&gt;100,000</td>
<td>Consultation with doctors (prediagnosis, first aid, education, medicine recommendation, and consultation playback), drug delivery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the telemedicine mobile apps partners of the Ministry of Health, many hospitals also provided telemedicine service using mobile apps, including the Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital with the SiapDok app, the Siloam Hospital Group with the AIDO app, and the YARSI Hospital with the MAUDOK app. These telemedicine apps were organization specific, with the aim to help hospital patients arrange online appointments as well as receive health consultations with doctors.

The 2 most popular telemedicine apps in Indonesia are Halodoc, with monthly active users reaching 20 million [30], followed by Alodokter, with monthly active users being around 18 million [31]. According to another survey conducted by the Katadata Insight Center, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the most popular telemedicine apps were Halodoc (46.5%), followed by telemedicine provided by hospitals (41.7%) and Alodokter (35.7%) [32].

In principle, the features of teleconsultation with doctors in these apps are similar. The differentiating features are the user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) aspects, as well as the promotion(s) offered by the operating company, such as medicine delivery and cashback offers.

Health Care Data System (Hospital, Laboratory, and Tracing)

The surging cases and the rising needs for hospitalization have created unprecedented bed occupancy rates in hospitals in Indonesia, leading to difficulties in finding available beds for patients, especially those requiring urgent attention. The more than 12,000 new COVID-19–positive cases and more than 175,000 active cases recorded at the end of January 2021 made the government launch an additional health care system to check hospital bed availability, especially intensive care units (ICUs) in all 34 provinces [33]. By July 2021, as Indonesia faced a subsequent wave with a sharp rise in the number of cases and hospitalizations, an additional health care data system was launched for individuals in need of real-time access to information, such as access to oxygen [34] and to receive and donate convalescent plasma [35].
In addition to supporting COVID-19 case identification and laboratory test result integration across Indonesia, the Ministry of Health developed New All Records (NAR) TC-19 for all COVID-19 laboratory networks to input both polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and antigen test results. At the beginning of the pandemic, only the National Institute of Health and Research Development (NIHRD) had the capacity for COVID-19 testing [36]. Through extended collaboration with other ministries, institutions, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), international donors, and the private sector, the number of COVID-19 laboratory networks that were using NAR increased to 936 across all 34 of Indonesia’s provinces as of June 2022 [37]. SILACAK was also developed by the Ministry of Health to strengthen contact-tracing efforts in Indonesia [38]. Table 4 contains the 4 health care data systems, including hospital, laboratory, and contact-tracing data systems.

Table 4. List of health care and laboratory data systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website or dashboard</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIRANAP(^a)</td>
<td>The SIRANAP platform provides beds and ICU(^b) availability data. Hospitals provide real-time updates through this platform every 3 hours, recently with additional volunteer support from IndoRelawan. This feature has already merged into the PeduliLindungi app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Plasma Donor</td>
<td>The system provided access to people who have recovered from COVID-19 and are eligible for convalescent plasma donation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAR(^c) TC-19</td>
<td>Laboratory test data results are integrated into the system both for PCR(^d) and the antigen test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILACAK</td>
<td>Data collection tools for health care workers are used to carry out contact tracing in the community.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)SIRANAP: Sistem Informasi Rawat Inap (translates as “hospitalization information system”).

\(^b\)ICU: intensive care unit.

\(^c\)NAR: New All Records.

\(^d\)PCR: polymerase chain reaction.

COVID-19 Screening and Population Treatment

This last group of findings compiles the use of digital technologies for prevention, risk assessment, and contact tracing. These 3 functions are often found combined within a single platform. The following list details the platforms offering these:

- PeduliLindungi, which means “to care for and to protect,” is a smartphone-based app released by the Ministry of Communication and Information Technology of the Republic of Indonesia that the public can use for self-assessment, for example, to know the COVID-19 infection risk within their surroundings using the government’s population and contact-tracing databases [39,40]. Additionally, the app is also synchronized with vaccination data, where people can check whether they are eligible for vaccination and register to receive one. The app also provides a list of nearby vaccine centers. People who have been fully vaccinated can also access their vaccine certificates through the app [41].

- Corona Likelihood Metric (CLM) is a COVID-19–screening mobile app that provides an online self-assessment form with the help of machine learning technology formulated by the Government of DKI Jakarta Province, in collaboration with the Harvard CLM Team and Klikklik. CLM can also recommend whether a citizen should take a COVID-19 test [39].

- Fight Covid-19 is a mobile app used by 1 of the local governments, namely Bangka Belitung Province, to trace the mobility of people from COVID-19 epicenter provinces, such as Jakarta to Bangka Belitung. The app is used to track the travel history of arrivals using location data collected from the phone GPS [40].

- Blue Pass is a device for contact tracing within an office setting. This device has been successfully used in Singapore, and a trial took place at the National Disaster Mitigation Body (BNPB), Indonesia. The device uses the GPS to record people who stand within a 3 m distance from another person. When one person tests positive for COVID-19, all recorded people who ever stood within the 3 m radius are notified as a form of contact tracing [42].

- Electronic Health Alert Card (e-HAC) is a mobile app being used to record people’s international mobility to Indonesia and people’s mobility within Indonesian provinces. All passengers of airplanes, ships, and trains are obliged to fill in their travel record data (destination and origin) to be able to enter the Indonesian border and travel domestically. The app is also connected with official clinics in Indonesia, where people can get COVID-19 tests before traveling; thus, it can record COVID-19 test results for domestic travel [43].

- 10 Rumah Aman is a mobile app developed by the Kantor Staf Presiden (KSP, or President Staff Office) and the Kementerian Komunikasi dan Informatika (Kemenkominfo, or the Ministry of Communication and Information Technology) to educate the community about the COVID-19 pandemic and recommend preventative actions, such as routine temperature checking. Several features are displayed in the app, such as “Check Body Temperature,” “Become a Safe Warrior,” “Information for Your Health,” “Regarding COVID-19,” “Check Your Health Here,” “COVID-19 WhatsApp,” and “Monitor Body Temperature Map.”

- Provincial mobile apps (Pusat Informasi dan Koordinasi COVID-19 Jawa Barat [PIKOBAR], Sawarna, Pantau Pandemi Sulawesi Barat [Papa Sulbar]): A special mention should be made for some provinces that also created or adopted COVID-19 features on their mobile apps specifically for their local populations. For example,
PIKOBar (or the West Java COVID-19 Information and Coordination Center) provides information about COVID-19 case distribution across West Java, information about the schedule and location for COVID-19 vaccinations, information about self-quarantine, COVID-19 logistic requests, and hospital and call center contact numbers. In Bandung City, the local government created Sawarna, a mobile app that helps the local community know the COVID-19 case distribution in Bandung. Another mobile app available is Papa Sulbar (or the Pandemic Monitor at West Sulawesi) that provides information about COVID-19 case distribution in West Sulawesi as well as the latest updates of COVID-19 pandemic control across the province.

- Mobile JKN is a mobile app developed by the Badan Penyelenggara Jaminan Sosial (BPJS, or the Social Health Insurance Administration Body) to facilitate access for BPJS participants based on a prepandemic beta version, which was subsequently further enhanced. Using Mobile JKN, individuals can get information about BPJS, such as checking membership, paying dues, checking health facilities, and requesting reprinting of membership cards. During the COVID-19 pandemic, mobile JKN also adopted a COVID-19 self-screening feature.

Several countries have adopted population screening apps to aid in the control of the pandemic waves as well as to function as a reference and warning point for individual users (eg, if the latter were colocated in time and space with known individuals with COVID-19). Such examples include the Corona Warn app in Germany [44], the CovidSafe app in Australia [45], and Covid Tracker in Ireland [46]. However, the adoption rates of such apps were altogether lower than originally anticipated (eg, the government-endorsed CovidSafe app in Australia was installed by 21.6% of the population, and that is 1 of the highest adoption rates observed), primarily due to concerns about personal data security.

The data visualization tools described in this study still exist and are being used to provide updated information about COVID-19 cases at national and local levels. The Health Protocol Compliance Monitoring System is currently still being used; however, the number of reports has decreased. Telemedicine apps are still being used, and health care data systems, such as SIRANAP, have been integrated into PeduliLindungi. Blood Plasma Donor is no longer active since WHO did not recommend blood plasma convalescent transfers for patients with COVID-19 since December 2021 [47]. Regarding COVID-19 population screening and treatment, (1) PeduliLindungi has been downloaded by more than 90 million of the Indonesian population and will become a citizen’s health app adopted by the Ministry of Health [48]; (2) the CLM is still available on the DKI Jakarta local government website, although the usage is low; (3) Fight Covid is still used in Bangka Belitung Province, although the usage has decreased; (4) Blue Pass has been implemented at several places, such as the BNPB, Bintan resorts, and other resorts or tourist attractions. However, Blue Pass is no longer widely used compared to the first launch at the beginning of 2021; and (5) e-HAC is no longer used, although its function has been integrated into PeduliLindungi.

Discussion

Principal Findings

History has shown that major crises can often trigger new ideas and innovations [49]. In this context, the digital technologies that have been developed for COVID-19 in Indonesia and were identified in this review represent a leap forward for Indonesian digital health innovation. The pandemic has afforded the opportunity for the largest number of health technologies ever (almost 50 different technologies in total) to be introduced into the Indonesian health care ecosystem.

As a developing country, Indonesia can learn more from other developed countries in Asia, such as South Korea using the MERS-CoV outbreak in 2015 as its turning point to advance digital health use and innovation within its health care services [23]. Our findings demonstrate an opportunity for these technologies to impact many different areas of the Indonesian health care services, as the digital health technologies introduced cover a wide number of applications (from decision-making support and encompassing health system technologies to robotics to individual patient monitoring and tracing). Several international studies have also highlighted the need for developing countries to accelerate digital innovation, given the gaps in research and innovation, in digital health [49,50] particularly in promoting learning systems that foster ongoing collaborations between government, industry (private sector), academia, and community, sometimes called the “quadruple helix of innovation” [51]. There have been several efforts from global health organizations, such as the WHO Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator Diagnostics Partnership. This initiative focused on bringing high-quality rapid tests, training professionals, and establishing testing for over 500 million people in low- and middle-income countries [52]. As this review demonstrates, the majority of health care technologies introduced were multisectoral with a wide potential reach, with the exception of 3 local provincial apps and 1 institutional one (BPJS) that were more limited in their offerings. Thus, the pandemic has created a precedent for further multisectoral development of health care innovation with a potential national rollout.

However, this work also identified some of the challenges Indonesia is facing to advance the use and innovation of digital technologies as follows: First, the data privacy challenge emerged alongside the invention and use of many digital technologies. This is not an exclusive issue to Indonesia, as it has previously been reported regionally for South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, and Hong Kong [23]. South Korea and Taiwan have been using electronic wristbands to prevent people from violating self-isolation by using location-tracking systems. In Singapore, TraceTogether is dedicated as a contact-tracing platform using Bluetooth, while in Taiwan, a similar platform uses a digital fencing system. The usage of these tracking or fencing tools raises questions regarding the protection of privacy. However, the Singaporean government has anticipated debates toward the importance of privacy and data protection [53]. The system will not store data, not even geolocation data, and the users’ phone numbers and personal identification data
are not exchanged at any point. In Indonesia, at an individual user level, the government has protected the users’ privacy by not storing geolocation data in the local app, in addition to not exchanging any user information and disallowing permission options to access users’ data [54]. At a population level, a further concern relates to the analysis and publication of the gathered data, since COVID-19 infections are being publicly reported extensively, potentially risking the leak of patients’ personal data [23]. In response to this issue, Indonesia is improving its information technology regulation to ensure users’ safety and privacy [25]. Government-led apps, such as PeduliLindungi and others have set an example and updated their user agreement and privacy policies in parallel and in line with the governmental initiative to ensure users’ trust in using the apps safely [41]. To protect data and privacy related to COVID-19, the Ministry of Health worked together with the National Cyber and Crypto Agency (BSSN), an agency under the Government of Indonesia with relevant expertise. Thus, although the existing data safety and privacy solutions might not be in their final form and might still require further updating in the future, the implemented solutions so far are functional.

Second, several implementation challenges remain prevalent in Indonesia’s use of digital technologies. These include (1) users’ adoption of mobile apps, (2) digital literacy and disparities of technology use among provinces, (3) data analysis that is often hampered by multisectoral coordination, and (4) the need to invest in human resources to foster innovation in the mid- and longer term. The initial low user adoption for apps triggered the government’s issuance of regulation to mandatorily use specific apps, such as in the case of e-HAC [55]. In doing so, the debate enhanced relating to data privacy, data collection, and how much an app provider or a local or national government should know about its citizens.

Regarding the second challenge identified, technological disparity (as in a combined effect of digital literacy and disparity of access to new technologies) was existing prepandemic and perhaps has been consolidated further during the COVID-19 pandemic, with certain population groups benefiting from multiple digital health technologies (eg, in the capital Jakarta), while rural populations have fewer options available to them. This aspect was mentioned in all but 1 of the manuscripts considered in this paper where innovations are mainly promoted by major provinces in Java and the western part of Indonesia, exposing years of inequalities in education and wealth between the islands in the world’s largest archipelagic state [56]. Finally, regarding challenges (3) and (4), these have been major persistent issues prepandemic and these have come to the fore during the COVID-19 handling in Indonesia [57], with the country still working to develop frameworks that will foster multisectoral coordination for optimum data sharing and analysis. It is likely to remain high in the policy-making agenda, as the evidence from the pandemic demonstrated the usefulness of data sharing, informing policy makers across different ministerial bodies, at national and subnational levels. Lastly, a need to upskill human resources (eg, develop digital literacy of front-line health care staff) will not only foster the current use of digital technologies but also become an important step in maintaining digital innovation beyond the duration of the pandemic. This outlook aligns with objective 4, point 78 on the WHO Global Strategy on Human Resources for Health Workforce 2030, which is to strengthen human resources for health information systems and build the human capital required to operate them [58].

Strengths and Limitations

The strength of this study is that it used a systematic approach based on PRISMA guidelines to perform an extensive literature search. The study is the first digital health care technology investigation for Indonesia and will likely set a precedent for similar future investigations. Furthermore, we identified and included the gray literature to ensure that as many as possible digital apps were captured.

However, there are also limitations to this study. Despite the intensive literature search, only a limited number of papers discussing digital technology implementation in Indonesia were identified. In particular, robotic technologies were much less mature than mobile-based platforms, and as such, their relative level of readiness (and overall impact) was difficult to estimate. Furthermore, most of the available information was commonly available in Indonesian languages, thus limiting the direct comparability of the information to other apps internationally. Finally, the relative percentage of the installation of these apps over the entire population of Indonesia is only known for few of the apps, and thus we were unable to provide a complete picture regarding the level of usage, frequency of usage, and overall level of reliance.

Conclusion

This review presented the use of digital health technologies for COVID-19 detection and response management in Indonesia. The results were grouped into 3 broad use types for ease of analysis, namely (1) big data, artificial intelligence, and machine learning; (2) health care system technologies; and (3) COVID-19 screening, population treatment, and prevention. The introduction of these digital technologies represents the single-largest introduction of digital technologies within the Indonesian health care ecosystem. Additionally, almost all the technologies were the result of multisectoral coordination among government bodies at a national and subnational scale, along with higher education institutions, research institutions, and the private sector. Thus, the case of Indonesia may provide a blueprint for the introduction of digital health care technologies for several other resource-restricted settings. The introduction of these technologies demonstrated the potential benefit of big data for informing public health policy making during health emergencies, as initiated and led by the National Task Force for COVID-19 Mitigation Acceleration.

This work also acknowledges the many challenges that remain, such as data privacy, disparity of technological access, the need for further multisectoral coordination, and the ability to support such innovation by appropriately skilled staff. Therefore, although it is important to identify the benefits of the implemented digital health technologies, it also remains critical to maintain the multisectoral cooperation frameworks (among government bodies, academia, and the private sector) for the
longer term, both for addressing population health needs and for advancing Indonesia’s digital health care transformation.
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Abstract

Background: Cancer is perceived as a life-threatening, fear-inducing, and stigmatized disease. Most patients with cancer and cancer survivors commonly experience social isolation, negative self-perception, and psychological distress. The heavy toll that cancer takes on patients continues even after treatment. It is common for many patients with cancer to feel uncertain about their future. Some undergo anxiety, loneliness, and fear of getting cancer again.

Objective: This study examined the impact of social isolation, self-perception, and physician-patient communication on the mental health of patients with cancer and cancer survivors. The study also explored the impact of social isolation and physician-patient communication on self-perception.

Methods: This retrospective study used restricted data from the 2021 Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS), which collected data from January 11, 2021, to August 20, 2021. We used the partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) method for data analysis. We checked for quadratic effects among all the paths connecting social isolation, poor physician-patient communication, mental health (measured using the 4-item Patient Health Questionnaire [PHQ-4]), and negative self-perception. The model was controlled for confounding factors such as respondents’ annual income, education level, and age. Bias-corrected and accelerated (BCA) bootstrap methods were used to estimate nonparametric CIs. Statistical significance was tested at 95% CI (2-tailed). We also conducted a multigroup analysis in which we created 2 groups. Group A consisted of newly diagnosed patients with cancer who were undergoing cancer treatment during the survey or had received cancer treatment within the last 12 months (receipt of cancer treatment during the COVID-19 pandemic). Group B consisted of respondents who had received cancer treatment between 5 and 10 years previously (receipt of cancer treatment before the COVID-19 pandemic).

Results: The analysis indicated that social isolation had a quadratic effect on mental health, with higher levels of social isolation associated with worse mental health outcomes up to a certain point. Self-perception positively affected mental health, with higher self-perception associated with better mental health outcomes. In addition, physician-patient communication significantly indirectly affected mental health via self-perception.

Conclusions: The findings of this study provide important insights into the factors that affect the mental health of patients with cancer. Our results suggest that social isolation, negative self-perception, and communication with care providers are significantly related to mental health in patients with cancer.
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Introduction

Background

Cancer is perceived as a life-threatening, fear-inducing, and stigmatized disease [1-3]. Cancer diagnosis and treatment require a longitudinal and systematic approach involving a multidisciplinary care team, including pathologists, radiologists, oncologists, nurses, and social workers. The members of a care team often perform tasks at broadly two levels: (1) clinical activities and (2) nonclinical activities. Most of the efforts and resources of the care team are invested in augmenting the clinical activities that directly improve cancer detection. The nonclinical tasks involve verbal and nonverbal communication with the patients and other team members, which needs further development.

Textbox 1 presents a simplified version of the overall cancer care process (from diagnosis to treatment to aftercare) from a patient’s perspective. It should be noted that the simplified version provides a broad understanding of the journey of a typical patient with cancer. The process might differ across different health care establishments. Once clinically diagnosed with cancer, a patient is likely to undergo complex emotional experiences and face challenges in handling the bad news, selecting treatment options, dealing with the social isolation and stigma, and, most importantly, performing all the patient tasks (eg, comprehending diagnosis, traveling, following treatment protocols, communicating with the care team, handling self-care activities, managing finances, seeking help from family, and making arrangements to support dependents) throughout the treatment process. Some even believe that the cancer treatment is worse than the ailment [2]. The heavy toll that cancer takes on patients continues even after treatment. It is common for many patients with cancer to feel uncertain about their future. Some undergo anxiety, loneliness, and fear of getting cancer again. They even experience fatigue, difficulty sleeping, persistent pain from neuropathy, and emotional distress. The struggles worsen with age [4] and low health literacy [5].

Textbox 1. A simplified version of the cancer care pathway in sequential order from a patient’s perspective.

- Cancer suspicion and diagnosis: at this stage, the patient feels discomfort and visits their care provider for a medical checkup. The care provider prescribes cancer diagnostic tests.
- Receiving the cancer bad news: this is the moment when the patient, after waiting days or weeks to get the diagnosis results, visits the clinic to receive the cancer bad news.
- Comprehending the diagnosis, care options, and next steps: on the same day, after receiving the bad news, the patient must understand their diagnosis, cancer severity, treatment options, and next steps. It should be noted that the patient is undergoing negative emotions from the diagnosis.
- Communicating with the oncologist: on the same day or shortly afterward, the patient, along with the family (if any), must speak with the oncologist to discuss the treatment in detail.
- Communicating with the care team, including social worker: depending on the patient’s needs, they must speak with other care team members about the support they might need during and after treatment.
- Scheduling appointments for the treatment: at this stage, based on availability, treatment appointments are scheduled.
- Receiving the treatment: this is the period (several months) during which the patient must travel, receive the cancer treatment, and adhere to any clinical recommendation. This is when patients gradually become isolated from society and their usual day-to-day activities.
- Recovering from the treatment: this is when the patient recovers physically and mentally from the often painful treatment process.
- Trying to get back to normal life: this is when the patient voluntarily engages with other cancer survivors or patients with cancer on dedicated digital venues to share their journey. Although still scared of getting cancer again, they try to gradually return to their normal life.

Study Hypotheses

Most patients with cancer and cancer survivors commonly experience social isolation, negative self-perception, and psychological distress [6-9]. Prior studies have explored how cancer induces these challenges [10-13]: for example, studies have been conducted to capture the negative impact of pain and exhaustion associated with cancer treatments (chemotherapy and radiation) on a patient’s mental health [14-16]. However, there is a lack of evidence capturing the impact of social isolation and self-perception on psychological distress in patients with cancer. Therefore, we explore the association between social isolation and mental health, hypothesizing that increased social isolation will hinder the mental health of patients with cancer (hypothesis 1).

The potential impact of social isolation among patients with cancer and cancer survivors can extend beyond mental health concerns to the point where it can distort their self-perception [17-19]. When patients with cancer experience social isolation for an extended time for any given reason, be it a disrupted lifestyle or limited physical capability, they start developing negative perceptions about themselves, particularly negative perceptions of their general health and self-care ability. Besides, cancer treatment can often lead to physical changes, such as hair loss, weight changes, or scarring. These changes can be difficult for patients to adjust to and can exacerbate negative self-perceptions. The extent to which social isolation contributes to this negative self-perception is not yet studied. To address this gap, we explore the association between social isolation and negative self-perception of patients with cancer and cancer survivors, hypothesizing that increasing social isolation will encourage (increase) negative self-perception (hypothesis 2).

Effective physician-patient communication is essential in cancer care for several reasons. It ensures patient satisfaction, facilitates
shared decision-making, and helps patients with cancer to understand their diagnosis, treatment options, and prognosis. Overall, effective communication can relieve patients from some of the mental and emotional burdens of the care process and help to make the process more patient centered. By contrast, poor communication may lead to confusion and misunderstandings, contributing to patient anxiety and uncertainty. Patients may feel that their concerns are not heard or addressed, leading to frustration and mistrust. However, there is a lack of evidence confirming the potential impact of communication on the mental health of patients with cancer. Therefore, this study explores the association between patients’ poor communication with the care provider and their mental health, hypothesizing that poor physician-patient communication negatively affects their mental health (hypothesis 3). We also explore the impact of poor communication on patients’ negative self-perception and hypothesize that poor physician-patient communication will increase the negative self-perception of patients (hypothesis 4). Figure 1 illustrates the interactions explored in this study. Our study will contribute to the existing body of knowledge by providing a more in-depth understanding of the role of social isolation, self-perception, and physician-patient communication in the mental health of patients with cancer.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework illustrating the impact of social isolation and poor physician-patient communication on mental health (measured using the 4-item Patient Health Questionnaire for Anxiety and Depression [PHQ-4]) and negative self-perception of patients with cancer.

Methods

Ethics Approval and Data Source

The study was approved by the institutional review board of West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia, United States (2212691613). The 2021 Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS) deidentified data were obtained and analyzed after approval from the National Cancer Institute (NCI). HINTS is a nationally representative survey of adults in the United States that aims to assess attitudes, behaviors, and knowledge related to cancer and cancer prevention [20].

Survey Instruments and Latent Constructs

In a 2021 pilot program, the NCI administered this survey to oversample cancer survivors using 3 cancer registries from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program. The pilot program, called HINTS-SEER, was designed to provide a larger sample of cancer survivors for HINTS analyses. HINTS-SEER data were collected from January 11, 2021, to August 20, 2021 [21]. According to HINTS data, 1234 respondents completed the survey. The HINTS service considers a questionnaire to be complete if at least 80% of the questions in each section of the survey are answered [21]. For our research, we handled missing data using the pairwise deletion method.

We used 18 observed variables from the HINTS-SEER survey to feed the proposed conceptual model. Questions from these 18 items were grouped to form 4 latent reflective constructs (Table 1). All 4 latent constructs’ convergent, reliability, and discriminant validity were validated. The respondents’ mental health was measured using the 4-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-4), which is a brief self-report measure of depression and anxiety used to assess the presence and severity of these conditions [22]. The PHQ-4 consists of 2 questions, 2 of which are designed to assess symptoms of depression (2-item Patient Health Questionnaire [PHQ-2]) and 2 of which are designed to assess symptoms of anxiety (2-item Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale [GAD-2]). Each question asks the respondent to rate the frequency of specific symptoms over the past 2 weeks using a 4-point Likert scale ranging from not at all to nearly every day [22,23].

The construct of social isolation was measured using questions from the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) social isolation instrument [24]. This is a self-report measure used to assess the extent to which an individual experiences feelings of loneliness and social disconnection [24]. The PROMIS social isolation instrument consists of 4 items designed to assess both the quantity and quality of an individual’s social interactions and the perceived support they receive from their social network. Each item on
the PROMIS social isolation instrument asks the respondent to rate the frequency of specific feelings and experiences related to social isolation using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from never to always [24]. We added another question (How often do you feel you lack companionship?) to improve its convergence.

Seven other questions were combined to determine the quality of physician-patient communication (PPC). The PPC scale is a tool used to assess the quality of communication between patients and health care providers [25]. The scale consists of 7 questions that ask the respondent to rate the extent to which they agree or disagree with statements about their communication with their health care provider. Each question is rated on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from always to never.

Similarly, questions regarding patients’ self-health perception and ability to manage self-care were combined to measure their self-perception. In the context of this study, self-perception is a multidimensional construct that refers to an individual’s beliefs, attitudes, and evaluations of themselves and their abilities. In the context of health, self-perception may include an individual’s beliefs and attitudes about their health, their ability to manage their health and well-being, and their perceived control over their health outcomes. General health perception, which refers to an individual’s overall perceptions of their health, is an essential aspect of self-perception in health. Research has shown that an individual’s general health perception is related to a range of health behaviors, including adherence to treatment regimens, engagement in health-promoting behaviors, and use of health care services. Perception of self-care, which refers to an individual’s beliefs and attitudes about their ability to take care of themselves, is also an important aspect of self-perception in the context of health. Individuals who perceive themselves as able to manage their health and well-being effectively may be more likely to engage in health-promoting behaviors and seek appropriate health care services when needed. Combining measures of general health perception and perception of self-care can provide a more comprehensive understanding of an individual’s self-perception in the context of their health.

### Table 1. Reliability and validity of the latent constructs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Cronbach α (&gt;0.70)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Composite reliability (&gt;0.70)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>AVE&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (&gt;0.50)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mental health (PHQ-4)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor physician-patient communication</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative self-perception</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Adequate fit.  
<sup>b</sup>AVE: average variance extracted.  
<sup>c</sup>Acceptable fit.  
<sup>d</sup>PHQ-4: 4-item Patient Health Questionnaire.

### Structural Equation Modeling

We used partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) to explore the proposed conceptual framework [26]. This method allows the simultaneous estimation of multiple and interrelated dependent relationships between variables and latent constructs [26]. We used the bootstrapping method with 5000 subsamples and controlled for possible confounding factors such as respondents’ annual income, education level, and age. Bias-corrected and accelerated (BCA) bootstrap methods were used to estimate nonparametric CIs. Statistical significance was tested at 95% CI (2-tailed).

During the recent COVID-19 pandemic, the emotional distress and the number of deaths were significant factors responsible for increased mental health problems and social isolation across the globe. Many were scared and uncertain about the impact of SARS-CoV-2 on them or their families. This emotional distress was even more ingrained among patients with cancer. Many cancer treatments and consultations were delayed because of the unmanageable workload in the health care industry. The government-imposed lockdowns worldwide also contributed to the social isolation of many individuals, and patients with cancer were not an exception. Given these circumstances, that is, increased mental health problems, social isolation, and overwhelmed health care industry, it is acceptable to assume that the association among social isolation, mental health, physician-patient communication, and self-perception in patients with cancer would be significantly different during the pandemic than during other times. Therefore, we conducted a multigroup analysis (MGA) to test this assumption.

In structural equation modeling (SEM), MGA is a statistical technique used to compare a structural model’s fit across different groups or subpopulations [27]. The MGA allows researchers to test whether the same model fits equally well across other groups or whether there are significant differences in the relationships among variables between 2 groups [27]. In this MGA, we created 2 groups. Group A consisted of newly diagnosed patients with cancer who were undergoing cancer treatment during the survey or had received cancer treatment within the last 12 months, that is, receipt of cancer treatment during the COVID-19 pandemic. Group B consisted of respondents who had received cancer treatment between 5 and 10 years previously, that is, receipt of cancer treatment before the COVID-19 pandemic.
Finally, as an additional analysis, we tested for possible curvilinear effects. We checked for quadratic effects (QEs) [28] among all the paths connecting social isolation, poor physician-patient communication, mental health (measured using PHQ-4), and negative self-perception.

Results

Overview

Table 2 presents the statistics regarding the sociodemographic variables of the participants. Questions from these 18 items were grouped to form four latent reflective constructs as shown in Table 1: (1) social isolation, (2) negative self-perception, (3) poor physician-patient communication, and (4) mental health. Confirmatory factor analysis was performed to analyze their psychometric properties. All factor loadings were noted to be >0.50. The model fit was evaluated on the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), an absolute measure of fit that is indicative of the standardized difference between the observed correlation and the predicted correlation. SRMR <0.080 is considered a good fit (observed=0.046). The constructs’ reliability and validity were determined using Cronbach α, composite reliability (ρₐ and ρₓ), and the average variance extracted (AVE). The discriminant validity was measured using the heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratio. All HTMT ratios were <0.85, indicating reliable discriminant validity. In addition, we checked for multicollinearity using the variance inflation factor (VIF) and did not find any evidence of multicollinearity. All VIF values were substantially <2.5, ranging between 1.03 and 1.7.
Table 2. Participant characteristics and demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Received cancer treatment, n (%)</th>
<th>Cancer survivors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newely diagnosed</td>
<td>During survey, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (n=495)</td>
<td>62 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (n=580)</td>
<td>67 (11.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Age group (years)                |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 18 to 34 (n=8)                   | 0 (0)            | 0 (0)            | 2 (25)           | 3 (37.5)         | 3 (37.5)         |
| 35 to 49 (n=31)                  | 3 (9.7)          | 1 (3.2)          | 10 (32.3)        | 9 (29)           | 8 (25.8)         |
| 50 to 64 (n=224)                 | 26 (11.6)        | 5 (2.2)          | 55 (24.6)        | 60 (26.8)        | 78 (34.8)        |
| 65 to 75 (n=373)                 | 40 (10.7)        | 22 (5.9)         | 91 (24.4)        | 78 (20.9)        | 142 (38.1)       |
| ≥75 (n=432)                      | 58 (13.4)        | 21 (4.9)         | 75 (17.4)        | 88 (20.4)        | 190 (44)         |

| Education level                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| Less than high school (n=30)     | 3 (10)           | 2 (6.7)          | 6 (20)           | 8 (26.7)         | 11 (36.7)        |
| High school graduate (n=130)     | 22 (16.9)        | 7 (5.4)          | 25 (19.2)        | 34 (26.2)        | 42 (32.3)        |
| College (n=288)                  | 37 (12.8)        | 13 (4.5)         | 66 (22.9)        | 72 (25)          | 100 (34.7)       |
| Bachelor’s degree (n=297)        | 35 (11.8)        | 10 (3.4)         | 67 (22.6)        | 53 (17.8)        | 132 (44.4)       |
| Postbaccalaureate degree (n=327) | 32 (9.8)         | 17 (5.2)         | 70 (21.4)        | 73 (22.3)        | 135 (41.3)       |

| Employment status                |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| Employed full time (n=204)       | 14 (6.9)         | 6 (2.9)          | 53 (26)          | 66 (32.4)        | 65 (31.9)        |
| Employed part time (n=60)        | 5 (8.3)          | 2 (3.3)          | 15 (25)          | 11 (18.3)        | 27 (45)          |
| Homemaker (n=40)                 | 6 (15)           | 3 (7.5)          | 4 (10)           | 12 (30)          | 15 (37.5)        |
| Student (n=2)                    | 0 (0)            | 0 (0)            | 1 (50)           | 1 (50)           | 0 (0)            |
| Retired (n=690)                  | 89 (13)          | 32 (4.6)         | 139 (20.1)       | 131 (19)         | 299 (43.3)       |
| Disabled (n=38)                  | 10 (26.3)        | 4 (10.5)         | 9 (23.7)         | 10 (26.3)        | 5 (13.2)         |
| Unemployed <1 year (n=10)        | 1 (10)           | 0 (0)            | 4 (40)           | 2 (20)           | 3 (30)           |
| Unemployed >1 year (n=10)        | 1 (10)           | 0 (0)            | 3 (30)           | 3 (30)           | 3 (30)           |
| Other (n=10)                     | 2 (20)           | 1 (10)           | 4 (40)           | 1 (10)           | 2 (20)           |

| Race                             |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| Non-Hispanic White (n=815)       | 99 (12.1)        | 37 (4.5)         | 180 (22.1)       | 185 (22.7)       | 314 (38.5)       |
| Non-Hispanic Black (n=14)        | 2 (14.3)         | 0 (0)            | 2 (14.3)         | 2 (14.3)         | 8 (57.1)         |
| Hispanic (n=115)                 | 13 (11.3)        | 4 (3.5)          | 24 (20.9)        | 24 (20.9)        | 50 (43.5)        |
| Non-Hispanic Asian (n=61)        | 5 (8.2)          | 3 (4.9)          | 15 (24.6)        | 13 (21.3)        | 25 (41)          |
| Non-Hispanic other, n=10         | 3 (30)           | 1 (10)           | 1 (10)           | 3 (30)           | 2 (20)           |

| Annual household income (US $)   |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| <9999 (n=21)                     | 3 (14.3)         | 3 (14.3)         | 2 (9.5)          | 1 (4.8)          | 12 (57.1)        |
| 10,000 to 14,999 (n=38)          | 5 (13.2)         | 3 (7.9)          | 7 (18.4)         | 9 (23.7)         | 14 (36.8)        |
| 15,000 to 19,999 (n=28)          | 5 (17.9)         | 1 (3.6)          | 6 (21.4)         | 9 (32.1)         | 7 (25)           |
| 20,000 to 24,999 (n=123)         | 25 (20.3)        | 3 (2.4)          | 18 (14.6)        | 31 (25.2)        | 46 (37.4)        |
| 35,000 to 49,999 (n=120)         | 9 (7.5)          | 8 (6.7)          | 27 (22.5)        | 26 (21.7)        | 50 (41.7)        |
| 50,000 to 74,999 (n=177)         | 25 (14.1)        | 10 (5.6)         | 55 (31.1)        | 34 (19.2)        | 53 (29.9)        |
| 75,000 to 99,000 (n=178)         | 19 (10.7)        | 5 (2.8)          | 35 (19.7)        | 40 (22.5)        | 79 (44.4)        |
Failure to Reject Hypotheses

Table 3 shows significant direct, indirect, and total effects of social isolation on mental health, failing to reject hypothesis 1. In other words, increasing social isolation will negatively affect mental health. The finding of a significant indirect effect of social isolation on mental health via negative self-perception, as indicated by a negative coefficient (−0.08) and $P < 0.01$, suggests that social isolation may influence mental health in patients with cancer through its effect on negative self-perception. The negative coefficient for the indirect effect indicates that higher levels of social isolation are associated with reduced mental health outcomes through their impact on negative self-perception. This finding suggests that social isolation may have a risk effect or harmful effect on mental health in patients with cancer, potentially by increasing negative self-perception.

In addition, the QE was also significant between these 2 constructs. The significant QE indicates a statistically significant curvilinear relationship between social isolation and mental health in patients with cancer. The quadratic term ($−0.136x^2$) represents the curvilinear relationship between the 2 variables. The negative coefficient indicates that the relationship is stronger at very high or very low levels of social isolation and weaker at moderate levels. The linear term ($−0.321$) represents the overall trend in the relationship between the 2 variables, with a negative coefficient indicating that mental health decreases as social isolation increases. It is important to remember that this equation represents the overall trend in the relationship between social isolation and mental health, but individual patients may not necessarily follow this trend. In other words, the QE suggests a threshold or optimal level of social isolation associated with better mental health outcomes. This optimal level may differ for individuals, depending on their personalities, coping strategies, and support networks; for instance, some patients with cancer may find that a certain degree of social isolation allows them to focus on their needs, engage in self-reflection, and develop a sense of independence and self-reliance, which can help to reduce mental distress. By contrast, too much social isolation may lead to feelings of loneliness, helplessness, and despair, which can negatively affect mental health.

The QE implies that interventions to reduce social isolation in patients with cancer should consider the complex and curvilinear relationship between social isolation and mental health. This may involve tailoring interventions to individual needs, providing different levels and types of social support, and encouraging patients to develop a sense of control and agency over their social relationships.

We observed significant direct and total effects of social isolation and negative self-perception. A significant direct effect of social isolation on negative self-perception with a coefficient of 0.36 would indicate that an increase in social isolation is associated with an increase in negative self-perception and vice versa. Therefore, we fail to reject hypothesis 2.

We did not observe any significant direct effect of poor communication on patient mental health; however, specific indirect and total effects were significant, failing to reject hypothesis 3. The finding of a significant indirect effect of poor physician-patient communication on the mental health of patients with cancer via negative self-perception, as indicated by a negative coefficient (−0.03) and a statistically significant $P$ value, suggests that poor physician-patient communication may influence the mental health of patients with cancer through its effect on negative self-perception. The negative coefficient for the indirect effect implies that higher levels of communication are associated with better mental health outcomes through their effect on negative self-perception. This finding suggests that poor physician-patient communication may protect mental health in patients with cancer, potentially by reducing negative self-perception. Poor physician-patient communication also had a significant direct and total effect on negative self-perception, implying that patients who experience inadequate communication with their care team will develop negative self-perception. Therefore, we fail to reject hypothesis 4.

In addition, the model identified a significant direct effect of negative self-perception on mental health, where increasing negative self-perception would hinder a patient’s mental health. The control variables, including age, annual income, and education, had no significant effect on mental health, but the indirect and total effects were significant. The direct effects of the control variables on negative self-perception were also significant. Patients with higher education and income had better self-perception (better perception of general health and better ability for self-care). Contrastingly, negative self-perception was found to increase with age. Figure 2 illustrates the final model.
## Table 3. Standardized direct, indirect, and total effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paths</th>
<th>Estimate (β)</th>
<th>Standardized mean estimate</th>
<th>2-tailed t test</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation → negative self-perception</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation → mental health</td>
<td>-.32</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (social isolation) → mental health</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor communication with care provider → negative self-perception</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor communication with care provider → mental health</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age → mental health</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age → negative self-perception</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income → mental health</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income → negative self-perception</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level → mental health</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level → negative self-perception</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific indirect effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor communication with care provider → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation → mental health</td>
<td>-.40</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation → negative self-perception</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE (social isolation) → mental health</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor communication with care provider → mental health</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor communication with care provider → negative self-perception</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age → mental health</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age → negative self-perception</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income → mental health</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income → negative self-perception</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level → mental health</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level → negative self-perception</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>QE: quadratic effect.
MGA Results

Table 4 shows the conceptual framework across two groups: (1) group A consisted of newly diagnosed patients with cancer who were undergoing cancer treatment during the survey or had received cancer treatment within the last 12 months, that is, receipt of cancer treatment during the COVID-19 pandemic; and (2) group B consisted of respondents who had received cancer treatment between 5 and 10 years previously, that is, receipt of cancer treatment before the COVID-19 pandemic. We noted that the direct effect of negative self-perception on mental health was significantly higher among patients treated before the COVID-19 pandemic (group B). Similarly, the indirect effect of social isolation on mental health was significantly higher among patients who had received cancer treatment before the COVID-19 pandemic. We did not observe any significant differences in other effects.

Table 4. A multigroup analysis of patients with cancer receiving treatment during and before the COVID-19 pandemic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paths</th>
<th>Estimate (β; group A-B)</th>
<th>t test (group A-B)</th>
<th>P value (group A-B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation → negative self-perception</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation → mental health</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor communication with care provider → negative self-perception</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor communication with care provider → mental health</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age → mental health</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age → negative self-perception</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income → mental health</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income → negative self-perception</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level → mental health</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level → negative self-perception</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific indirect effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor communication with care provider → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social isolation → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income → negative self-perception → mental health</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Principal Findings

The findings of this study provide important insights into the factors that affect the mental health of patients with cancer. Our results suggest that social isolation, negative self-perception, and communication with care providers are significantly related to mental health in patients with cancer.

It is common for patients with cancer to experience mental health challenges such as anxiety, depression, and distress, which can be further exacerbated by social isolation. Several studies have assessed the impact of social isolation on mental health; for instance, a 2021 study reported a significant association between social isolation and loneliness in patients with cancer during the COVID-19 pandemic [29]. The study also acknowledged the correlation between loneliness and depressive symptoms, including suicidal ideation [29]. Another study acknowledged the positive correlation between social isolation and mental health (symptoms of anxiety and depression) in patients with breast cancer [30]. Supporting existing evidence, our study observed a significant direct effect, where increased social isolation was responsible for worsening the mental health of patients with cancer. Adding to the body of knowledge, we also found a significant indirect effect of social isolation on mental health, that is, a significant mediation effect of negative self-perception. It is worth noting that most of these findings are consistent with previous research, but discrepancies may arise because of differences in the type of cancer or the stage of the illness.

Another novelty of our study is the quadratic (curvilinear) effect of social isolation on the mental health of patients with cancer. This finding, as indicated by a statistically significant coefficient of −0.136, suggests that the relationship between the 2 variables is not necessarily a simple linear relationship; rather, it follows a more complex pattern. The negative coefficient (−0.136) for the quadratic term indicates that the relationship between social isolation and mental health is stronger at very high or very low levels of social isolation and weaker at moderate levels. This finding suggests that there may be a threshold level of social isolation beyond which mental health outcomes deteriorate more rapidly. Therefore, minimizing social isolation might not be optimal for reducing mental distress among patients with cancer. Instead, attempts should be made to provide moderate isolation to the patients where they stay, with adequate time for self-reflection and access to social activities.

The linear term (−0.321) represents the overall trend in the relationship between social isolation and mental health, with a negative coefficient indicating that mental health decreases as social isolation increases. This finding is consistent with the idea that social isolation is generally associated with negative mental health outcomes. However, the magnitude of this effect may vary, depending on the level of social isolation. Overall, these findings suggest that social isolation is an important factor to consider in the mental health of patients with cancer and that interventions to reduce social isolation may be an effective way to improve mental health outcomes in this population. Further research is needed to understand the nature of the relationship between social isolation and mental health in patients with cancer, as well as the potential moderating or mediating factors that may influence this relationship. It is also important to consider the implications of these findings for clinical practice; for example, health care providers may need to pay particular attention to the social isolation levels of patients with cancer and address any potential issues that may arise. This may involve providing support and resources to help patients maintain social connections or referring patients to social workers or other professionals who can provide additional support.

The finding of a significant effect of negative self-perception on mental health, as indicated by a coefficient of −0.22 and a statistically significant P value, suggests that self-perception is a crucial determinant of mental health in patients with cancer. The negative coefficient for the effect of negative self-perception on mental health indicates that lower levels of negative self-perception are associated with better mental health outcomes. This finding suggests that self-perception may have a protective effect on mental health in patients with cancer, potentially by providing individuals with a more positive view of themselves and their abilities. Consistent with our findings, a 2021 study reported a significant association between self-perception and mental health in patients with cancer [18]. Another study in 2017 found a relationship between negative self-perception and deteriorated physical and mental health [31]. This longitudinal study observed 100 patients with cancer and followed the relationship between self-perception and mental health for a year [31].

In our study, physician-patient communication was found to be positively associated with mental health, suggesting that patients with cancer who reported higher levels of satisfaction with their communication with their physicians had higher levels of mental health. This is consistent with research showing that effective physician-patient communication is important in promoting mental health [32]. However, our study is the first to explore this relationship explicitly for patients with cancer. Effective communication can expedite patient recovery [33], not necessarily as a direct effect but possibly via indirect routes such as establishing physician-patient trust, understanding, and agreement. Ultimately, these proximal outcomes lead to overall well-being through improved access to care, better patient knowledge, shared decision-making, management of emotions, and patient empowerment. The positive impact of physician-patient communication on patients' self-perception, as observed in our study, has also been noted by others in a different context. A 2022 study reported the positive impact of effective physician-patient communication on patients' perception of safety and security, thereby augmenting their self-perception [34]. Another study in 2020 dealing with 250 patients with hypertension reported a significant impact of effective physician-patient communication on patients’ perception of self-care ability and satisfaction as well as pharmaceutical adherence in patients with hypertension [35]. These findings support the notion that improving physician-patient communication may enhance self-perception in patients with cancer.

Our study observed that the magnitude of the indirect impact of social isolation on mental health, when mediated by negative
self-perception, was significantly greater in patients with cancer who were treated before the COVID-19 pandemic than in those who received treatment during the pandemic. This implies that negative self-perception played a much stronger role in determining the mental health of patients with cancer before the pandemic. It is also important to note that the relationships between these variables may vary based on patient characteristics such as age, literacy, and income; for example, older patients with cancer may be more vulnerable to social isolation because of a higher prevalence of physical limitations and a smaller social network. By contrast, younger patients with cancer may be more vulnerable to social isolation because of a lack of experience with illness and a greater reliance on social support.

Similarly, patients with cancer with lower literacy levels may have difficulty understanding medical information and experience poorer communication with their health care providers. This may affect their mental health outcomes. Finally, patients with cancer with lower incomes may have limited access to health care and may experience financial stress, which can affect their mental health.

**Implications and Limitations**

Our findings have important implications for the overall treatment of patients with cancer. They suggest that interventions addressing social isolation, improving self-perception, and enhancing physician-patient communication may improve the mental health of patients with cancer. These interventions could include support groups, cognitive behavioral therapy, and training for health care providers in effective communication skills. Future research should examine the effectiveness of these interventions in different subgroups of patients with cancer, such as those with different ages, literacy levels, and income levels.

It is important to acknowledge the limitations of this study. One potential limitation is that the data were collected through self-report measures subject to biases such as social desirability and self-presentation. In addition, the results may not be generalizable to the larger population of patients with cancer. It would be valuable to replicate this study with a larger sample to further examine the relationships among the variables. Furthermore, the study was conducted during a particularly fluid period when social isolation was the norm because of the COVID-19 pandemic. It is important to consider whether the curvilinear relationship between social isolation and mental health observed in our study will hold true once the pandemic has fully resolved. Although we acknowledge that the long-term relevance of our findings in nonpandemic contexts is uncertain, the curvilinear relationship between social isolation and mental health observed in our study is an important finding that may have implications beyond the current pandemic. Future research should explore the impact of social isolation on mental health in patients with cancer in nonpandemic contexts, which may help to elucidate further the complex relationship between social isolation and mental health. Despite the uncertainties surrounding the long-term relevance of our findings, we believe that our study provides valuable insights into the impact of social isolation on the mental health of patients with cancer, particularly during times of heightened social isolation, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Abstract

Background: Antidepressants exert an anticholinergic effect in varying degrees, and various classes of antidepressants can produce different effects on immune function. While the early use of antidepressants has a notional effect on COVID-19 outcomes, the relationship between the risk of COVID-19 severity and the use of antidepressants has not been properly investigated previously owing to the high costs involved with clinical trials. Large-scale observational data and recent advancements in statistical analysis provide ample opportunity to virtualize a clinical trial to discover the detrimental effects of the early use of antidepressants.

Objective: We primarily aimed to investigate electronic health records for causal effect estimation and use the data for discovering the causal effects of early antidepressant use on COVID-19 outcomes. As a secondary aim, we developed methods for validating our causal effect estimation pipeline.

Methods: We used the National COVID Cohort Collaborative (N3C), a database aggregating health history for over 12 million people in the United States, including over 5 million with a positive COVID-19 test. We selected 241,952 COVID-19–positive patients (age >13 years) with at least 1 year of medical history. The study included a 18,584-dimensional covariate vector for each person and 16 different antidepressants. We used propensity score weighting based on the logistic regression method to estimate causal effects on the entire data. Then, we used the Node2Vec embedding method to encode SNOMED-CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms) medical codes and applied random forest regression to estimate causal effects. We used both methods to estimate causal effects of antidepressants on COVID-19 outcomes. We also selected few negatively effective conditions for COVID-19 outcomes and estimated their effects using our proposed methods to validate their efficacy.

Results: The average treatment effect (ATE) of using any one of the antidepressants was $-0.076$ (95% CI $-0.082$ to $-0.069$; $P<.001$) with the propensity score weighting method. For the method using SNOMED-CT medical embedding, the ATE of using any one of the antidepressants was $-0.423$ (95% CI $-0.382$ to $-0.463$; $P<.001$).

Conclusions: We applied multiple causal inference methods with novel application of health embeddings to investigate the effects of antidepressants on COVID-19 outcomes. Additionally, we proposed a novel drug effect analysis–based evaluation technique to justify the efficacy of the proposed method. This study offers causal inference methods on large-scale electronic health record data to discover the effects of common antidepressants on COVID-19 hospitalization or a worse outcome. We found that common antidepressants may increase the risk of COVID-19 complications and uncovered a pattern where certain antidepressants were associated with a lower risk of hospitalization. While discovering the detrimental effects of these drugs on outcomes could guide preventive care, identification of beneficial effects would allow us to propose drug repurposing for COVID-19 treatment.

KEYWORDS
causal inference; treatment effect; drug effect; COVID-19 outcomes; COVID-19 severity; drug repurposing; COVID-19; depression; mental health; data mining; electronic health record; machine learning; antidepressant; causal inference method

Introduction

The COVID-19 outbreak [1], which was declared a pandemic in 2020 [2], is a devastating health crisis that needs new preventive strategies and treatments. One characteristic distinguishing this pandemic from others is the remarkable heterogeneity of outcomes among infected people. While some patients have mild illness, 18% have moderate or severe outcomes [3,4]. Worse outcomes have been associated with several risk factors, including age [5], sex [6-8], socioeconomic background, and comorbidities, such as obesity [9-11], chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [12-15], type 2 diabetes [16,17], and hypertension [18-20]. Yet, these risk factors do not fully explain the variation in outcomes. Some drugs may change the course of COVID-19 [21,22]. Discovering these either beneficial or harmful effects could improve medical care. For instance, certain cyclooxygenase inhibitors, which are common anti-inflammatory drugs, have been associated with worse outcomes, suggesting that some pain relievers should be avoided in COVID-19 patients [23]. On the other hand, discovering medications associated with improved outcomes can help us identify new therapies. From the early stages of the outbreak, a number of drugs have been proposed for repurposing, including hydroxychloroquine, which was notorious, and remdesivir, a broad-spectrum antiviral, which was successful [24]. Because the SARS-CoV-2 virus targets the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system through its interaction with the ACE2 receptor, previous investigations have used the cohort study method to investigate infections and outcomes in people taking ACE inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers [25]. Those results indicated that a protective effect could be identified from retrospective analyses of people on these medications.

Building on these encouraging findings, we aimed to discover whether other classes of medications could impact outcomes. We focused on antidepressants, which are common drugs used by over 13% of adults in the United States [26]. Antidepressants have been linked to unexpected effects on diverse inflammatory and cardiovascular outcomes [27]. Use of antidepressants has been associated with an increased risk of hospital mortality [28], possibly due to their cardiovascular effects [27]. In a small study in France, protective effects on severe COVID-19 outcomes were found [29]. In another study, Clelland et al [30] showed a significant protective association between antidepressant use and COVID-19. Hoertel et al [31] showed a protective effect of fluoxetine or fluvoxamine on COVID-19 mortality. In a separate study, Hoertel et al [29] used a Cox regression model to investigate the association between antidepressant intake and the risk of intubation and COVID-19 mortality. Because of the popularity of antidepressants and their previous associations with complications that are relevant to COVID-19 outcomes [32,33], we investigated the possible effects of antidepressants on COVID-19 using a large population in the United States.
Methods

Data Sources
Our analysis made use of the N3C resource, which aggregates data on over 12 million people in the United States across dozens of sites of care. This population includes over 5 million people with COVID-19. Data sources were united using the OMOP Common Data Model, which allowed common concept identifiers to be created and a common format to be achieved across diverse data sources. An application under the Data Use Request system allowed us to access the deidentified version of the data. These data create a comprehensive portrait of the health history of millions of people, with loss of only exact dates and exact locations for each person.

From the set of COVID-19–positive people, we obtained their subsequent severity score previously calculated based on the World Health Organization index [3]. For each person, this is the most severe encounter in their medical history, based on a 5-level scoring system. The levels are mild, mild with emergency department visit, moderate with hospitalization, severe with hospitalization, and hospital mortality. Because of the small size of the population with a severe condition or mortality, we grouped together all hospitalized patients (around 20% of the positive population) to identify how antidepressant use affects hospitalization. People missing a severity score were considered as nonhospitalized, since any record of hospitalization is likely to have been noted in the health record. Therefore, our focus was on identifying causal effects on the presence of the hospitalization outcome. Notably, this measure has been previously used to assess demographic factors associated with COVID-19 outcomes [3].

Study Population
We identified 16 common antidepressants using the OMOP concept relation data. First, we obtained all concepts of the type “ingredient” that are descendants of the ATC class “antidepressants” (OMOP concept ID 21604686). Then, we obtained all drugs that contained these ingredients and obtained all instances of use of these drugs, using the condition_era table in N3C. We retained all ingredients used by more than 5000 people to create a set of 16 antidepressants.

Antidepressants are divided into 5 classes based on which neurotransmitter they affect. Among the 16 antidepressants we considered for our study, fluoxetine, paroxetine, sertraline, citalopram, and escitalopram are classified as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs); duloxetine, venlafaxine, and desvenlafaxine are classified as serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs); trazodone, mirtazapine, vortioxetine, vilazodone, and bupropion are classified as atypical antidepressants; and nortriptyline, amitriptyline, and doxepin are classified as tricyclic antidepressants [37]. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors are a type of antidepressant that can cause potentially serious side effects, and they are rarely prescribed by doctors nowadays [37]. Moreover, our data set had no data points that involved antidepressants from the monoamine oxidase inhibitor class. Hence, we ignored this class in our study.

Among the COVID-19–positive population, we further restricted our analysis to those who had a medical history of at least 1 year. This is common in pharmacoepidemiology studies to obtain an adequate history of the study population. We further restricted our study to those with an age of over 13 years and with a valid zip code. Eventually, we identified 241,952 individuals taking one or more antidepressants (Figure 1).
**Ethical Considerations**

In this study, we used deidentified observational data from the N3C [38], and this is not considered human subject research. N3C has approved the data for secondary use without the need for institutional review board approval and has approved this study for publication/submission.

**Causal Inference Analysis**

We performed multiple analyses to assess the causal effect while controlling for all measured confounders. First, we obtained all health history and demographics preceding the positive COVID-19 diagnosis for each patient in the data set. This set of variables consisted of all possible diagnosis codes (from the “condition_era” table), as well as age, gender, race, ethnicity, and the 3-digit zip code (from the “person” table).

We identified a number of treatment effects of interest. We were interested in estimating the effect of taking each antidepressant versus not taking each antidepressant (nonuser analysis), and additionally the difference in effects for each pair of antidepressants (active comparator analysis). Each treatment effect of interest identifies a pair of populations: the treated cohort (all COVID-19–positive people who are taking the drug of interest) and the comparison cohort (all COVID-19–positive people who are either not taking the drug of interest in the nonuser analysis or are taking another drug in the active comparator analysis).

The average treatment effect (ATE) was defined as the mean difference in outcomes between the two cohorts. If $h_i$ represents the hospitalization outcome for the $i$th person, the formula for the ATE is as follows:

$$ATE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (h_i - \bar{h})$$
One major issue with the use of an observational data set instead of performing a randomized controlled trial is the risk of having selection bias in the experimental setup. We expect the pair of cohorts to differ in terms of health history and demographics, which can confound an unadjusted estimate of the ATE. Therefore, it is important to adjust for these differences to obtain an unbiased effect estimate. A common method to adjust for confounding is propensity score weighting, which creates a weighted pseudopopulation where treated comparator populations are balanced for possible confounders [39]. Lee et al [40] elaborately explained how machine learning models improve the performance of propensity score weighting. Pan et al [41] presented some references on how classification and regression models provide an improved version of propensity score weighting. Moreover, we included all medical history data of the patients as features, which resulted in high-dimensional input feature vectors (18,584-dimensional). Processing high-dimensional data is computationally expensive and is not feasible in almost all existing methods other than sparse logistic regression [42]. Considering this, here, we implemented propensity score weighting using sparse logistic regression and random forest. Both methods share the goal of representing possible confounders, and we performed 2 representations to avoid sensitivity to misspecification of the model for propensity. The propensity score represents the probability of each person falling into the treated or comparator cohorts, given their history and demographics, as follows:

\[
p(treated \mid \text{person } i\text{'s health history, demographics}) = \frac{p_i}{1 - p_i}
\]

We estimated this propensity score using 2 different and complementary methods, and then, we used this score to weight each person’s overall contribution to the estimate of the ATE as follows:

For each causal effect of interest, we estimated the propensity for treatment using 2 different ways of encoding health history (Figure 1). First, we estimated propensity for treatment by performing a high-dimensional regularized logistic regression, which was fitted to model \( p_i \) separately for each causal effect of interest. For this analysis, we encoded each of the health history and demographic variables using the one-hot encoding scheme. Therefore, we modeled all previous diagnoses and treatments, creating a resulting 18,584-dimensional covariate vector for each person. Second, we used an embedding representation of patient health status at the time of the COVID-19–positive test. The embedding representation was precomputed by Pattisapu et al [36], using the Node2Vec method to encode SNOMED-CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms) medical concepts to the embedded vector space. For each of the 18,584 health history codes, we matched the code to its 128-dimensional pretrained embedding vector \( e_c \). Then, for the \( i \)th person, given their list of previous medical codes \( \{\text{codes}_i\} \), we created an overall representation of patient health by averaging these vectors as follows:

Then, we modeled the propensity for treatment given the vector of the patient health state. Logistic regression was not feasible for this large nonsparse data, so we used random forest, which is also a popular tool for estimating the propensity score. Here, the ATE was assessed on the full data set. We chose these methods because the first (high-dimensional propensity score) is the more standard method and the second (embedding) can potentially account for poorly measured confounders [43]. By performing both types of causal inferences, we can evaluate the sensitivity of our results to specifications of the propensity model. These approaches have the potential to adjust for confounding, unlike previous methods [29-31].

**Obtaining CIs**

We obtained CIs using the bootstrap method. Specifically, we sampled with replacement to obtain our pair of cohorts. For each sample, we estimated the propensity weights and used this to estimate the overall causal effect. This process was repeated 100 times to create 100 estimates, providing the CIs.

**Assessing Our Results Using Negative Controls**

The practice of using negative control outcomes, which are outcomes thought not to be causally affected by an exposure, is intended to form a point of comparison for our causal effects of interest. We selected negative control outcomes using literature on known causal effects of antidepressants, selecting some common outcomes that are not likely to be the result of antidepressant use. We selected the following: fracture of bone (SNOMED-CT code 125605004), asthma (SNOMED-CT code 195967001), chronic kidney disease (SNOMED-CT code 709044004), disorder of nail (SNOMED-CT code 17790008), and eczema (SNOMED-CT code 43116000). For each negative outcome, we estimated the causal effect in the same way as for our outcome of interest (hospitalization with COVID-19).

**Results**

**Topics of Interest**

Our main results addressed 2 topics of interest. First, we were interested in discovering new effects of drugs on COVID-19 outcomes, as measured by the severity score. Second, we wanted to evaluate our methods in order to contribute to the causal inference literature.

**Causal Effects of Interest**

In order to discover the actionable unknown effects of drugs on COVID-19 trajectory, we focused on a set of causal effects of interest. We were interested in the effect of each common antidepressant on COVID-19 hospitalization outcome. Figure 2 shows the frequency of prescription of each antidepressant in the population. We followed the approach of emulating randomized trials using observational data [44]. We created target randomized trials to follow the user versus nonuser design and to follow the active comparator design. In the user versus nonuser design, we emulated a trial where people are randomized to either using an antidepressant or not using an antidepressant. In the active comparator design, the target trial
compared people taking one antidepressant versus another. Each such target trial defined 2 populations of interest: the treated and comparison populations. Then, for each causal effect of interest, we used multiple methods to estimate the relationship. Therefore, we performed one effect estimate for each antidepressant in a user versus nonuser design, and one estimate for each pair of antidepressants and comparison of each antidepressant to another in an active comparator design.

We obtained the population of people with a positive polymerase chain reaction test from the N3C data and obtained the score calculating the severity of their COVID-19 outcomes. We further identified those people with a history of taking antidepressants before their positive test. Using these data, we identified the treated and comparison cohorts for each effect of interest. To emulate a randomized trial, we must adjust for any medical history that may create a biased association between the treatment and outcome. We adjusted for all medical history data before the positive COVID-19 test using the propensity score weighting method to obtain the adjusted ATE (see Methods). We calculated CIs by creating 100 bootstrap samples of the data set (see Methods). We used 2 methods to encode medical history in order to calculate the propensity score: high-dimensional sparse representation of history, and representation by medical code embeddings. These 2 methods share the goal of representing possible confounders, but we intended for these 2 complementary representations to enable critical assessment of the methods and their effect estimates.

**Figure 2.** Population distribution for each antidepressant. This represents the number of patients who took each of the antidepressants as treatment.

**Causal Effect Estimates Indicate a Significant Impact of Antidepressants on Hospitalization**

The results indicated a significantly worse outcome (higher rates of hospitalization among users) (Figure 3). In order to assess whether these results are specific to hospitalization outcomes or rather some difference in overall sickness between the 2 cohorts, we selected a set of negative control outcomes. Good negative controls are those that may be associated with confounding variables, such as overall sickness, but are not associated with the exposure of interest [45,46]. We used information on the known side effects of antidepressants to select 5 negative control outcomes (fracture, asthma, chronic kidney disease, nail disorder, and eczema) that were intended to represent diverse medical states unrelated to antidepressant use. While antidepressants showed significant associations with the outcome of interest (hospitalization), all negative control outcomes had no significant association with antidepressants (Figure 4).

**Figure 3.** Average rate of nonhospitalization in the user versus nonuser design. ATE: average treatment effect.
Active Comparator Design Suggests Differences in Outcomes Between Antidepressants

While all antidepressants appeared to increase the risk of hospitalization, we also performed a head-to-head active comparator analysis to assess diversity in the effects. Vilazodone and vortioxetine, as compared to the other antidepressants, appeared to confer some protection against hospitalization. This may be due to uncharacterized cardiovascular effects, which have been described in certain contexts (Figure 5).
Comparing the High-Dimensional Propensity Score Against the Embedding-Based Propensity Score

The high-dimensional propensity score required a sparse encoding that did not on its own capture any meaning of medical codes. That is, each of the 10,000 codes modeled in the propensity score must be modeled using a one-hot vector, and all context for each code is lost. This means that 2 medical codes for very similar conditions, for example, fracture of the right leg and fracture of the left leg, are encoded no more similarly than 2 medical codes for unrelated conditions. In order to examine the impact of a coding system that retains the meaning of the medical codes, we made use of medical embeddings that exist for the SNOMED-CT concept coding system [36]. While embeddings have been explored previously for matching [43], the use of embeddings to create propensity score weights has not been reported to our knowledge. We created an embedding representation of patient health history using the average of all medical codes in a person’s history. Then, as with the high-dimensional sparse representation of health history, we calculated propensity weights and obtained the ATE. The ATEs were much more extreme using this method (Figure 6), and the negative control outcomes similarly had a biased result (not shown). This contrasts with the high-dimensional propensity weighting method, where the negative control outcomes, as expected, retain a null effect.
Discussion

Principal Findings

This study aimed to apply causal inference methods to discover whether taking any common antidepressants is associated with poor COVID-19 outcomes, and to compare different methods for assessing these effects. Our findings suggest that common antidepressants may increase the risk of COVID-19 complications. Additionally, in our analysis of the effect of each common antidepressant as compared to that of other antidepressants, we uncovered a pattern where certain antidepressants were associated with a lower risk of hospitalization. We also experimented with multiple methods for encoding health history to uncover causal effects. Because health data involve thousands of medical codes, representing each of these codes using a sparse representation can create a very large regression problem for propensity weighting. In addition, this representation of medical history does not make use of knowledge about the meaning of these medical codes. In order to make use of this information, we alternatively encoded medical history using embedding vectors created using the Node2Vec method. These embeddings have been extensively evaluated as an efficient representation of medical knowledge [36]. We found that both methods had a consistent direction of effect, but the effect estimates were more extreme using embeddings rather than the sparse encoding.

Our findings about the effects of antidepressants, if replicated in other data sets, could suggest that providers should change their uses of antidepressants to improve COVID-19 outcomes among high-risk groups. Among prior studies, Lenze et al [47] performed a randomized controlled trial of 152 patients and showed a significantly reduced risk of worse clinical outcomes in patients with symptomatic COVID-19 who were administered fluoxetine than in those who were administered placebo. Oskotsky et al [48] performed an observational study on COVID-19 mortality and implemented a propensity score matching method only on the exposure of some specific SSRIs (fluoxetine or fluvoxamine). Moreover, several clinical and preclinical studies found an association between fluoxetine intake and a lower risk of intubation or mortality [29,49,50]. However, these findings do not answer if other SSRI or non-SSRI antidepressants are as effective as fluoxetine or fluvoxamine. In contrast, our study considered 16 antidepressants of 4 types, including SSRI, SNRI, atypical, and tricyclic antidepressants. The results indicated significant associations of citalopram, escitalopram, venlafaxine, desvenlafaxine, mirtazapine, doxepin, and vilazodone with a reduced risk of worse COVID-19 outcomes, apart from fluoxetine. Some other prior studies assessing the association between antidepressant intake and COVID-19 severity have used limited adjustment for confounders or small populations [29-31]. Our study has made extensive efforts to adjust for confounding. The results support and are consistent with the findings of prior preliminary studies. Further, our study showed that the association between antidepressant intake and a reduced risk of COVID-19 mortality, intubation, or a worse outcome is not only for fluoxetine or SSRIs, and other antidepressants from several classes have similar effects on COVID-19 outcomes. Our consistent results from 2 causal inference methods support that these methods can be used to mine possible effects from large health record data. As the methods are not specific to antidepressant advances, these findings suggest that the N3C data set could be used with these methods to investigate other factors impacting COVID-19 outcomes, including other drugs and other medical procedures and treatments.

Limitations

In a nonrandomized setting, it is not possible to be certain that the results are free of residual confounding. Although our method carefully considered all medical history data, thus accounting for all measured confounding, unmeasured confounding could still bias the results. To mitigate this risk, we have undertaken an analysis using negative control outcomes. One possible example of unmeasured confounding is if people taking antidepressants generally have poor health. Poor health is not directly recorded in the N3C. However, in this case, we would expect an association between antidepressants and

Figure 6. Average treatment effect using embedding representation of patient history. ATE: average treatment effect.
increased prevalence of many other diseases, such as the set of negative control outcomes we selected for analysis. Because we did not find any association of antidepressants with these negative control outcomes, our results do not appear to be due to this type of confounding. Other limitations include the short duration of observation for our data set, as we only used 3 years of data to estimate confounding. Some confounders may be recorded only more distantly in health history, but this time window is commonly used in observational data analysis. We also did not use the duration or dose of antidepressants; therefore, our results represent the impact of any use of antidepressants on disease outcomes.

Another caveat concerns the embedding effect estimates. This method estimated treatment effects that were much more extreme than those in the more traditional encoding of health history. Under a conservative interpretation, we believe this is more likely due to the shortcomings of this approach, which makes it susceptible to bias, rather than being due to a true extreme causal effect. The bias in the results could be due to one of the following reasons. First, the embedding vectors do not precisely represent important confounders. As the vectors are only 128-dimensional, some information about specific medical codes that may be crucial confounders may be lost. Second, the method for calculating propensity weights based on medical embeddings must be improved. This may involve developing other ways to represent a patient’s health history given a set of embeddings. Third, these embeddings are not designed to represent a patient’s state before drug prescription, and performance may be improved by applying medical embeddings specifically designed to represent the confounding relationship between health history and drug prescription [43]. Further experimentation is needed to assess how best to use embedding vectors for causal inference.

Conclusions
In this study, we investigated how antidepressants affected COVID-19 outcomes, using causal inference methods. In addition to standard propensity score analysis, we implemented a novel application of health embeddings. To support the effectiveness of the suggested strategy, we also offered a novel drug effect analysis–based evaluation tool. This study used causal inference techniques on large electronic health record data to identify how commonly prescribed antidepressants affect hospitalization for COVID-19 or a worse outcome. The research suggested a pattern in which some antidepressants are connected to a decreased risk of hospitalization. Because the risk profile of antidepressants is well known, our findings can be used to provide justification for investment in future large-scale clinical trials to find the best treatment for depression in those with COVID-19 at high risk of poor outcomes. Future work can build on our methods to identify more factors influencing COVID-19 outcomes to help predict who is at high risk and to suggest interventions.
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Face Mask Use and Associated Factors Among Students: Mixed Methods Study

Abstract

Background: COVID-19 has gravely affected the world, including students, due to the high level of contracting infections.

Objective: This study assessed the magnitude of mask use and associated factors among students.

Methods: A cross-sectional study using mixed methods was conducted among students at Gambella Teachers’ Education and Health Science College, Gambella Region, Southwest Ethiopia, from March 5 to March 30, 2021. The stratified random sampling technique was used. Proportional allocation of samples was used to randomly select case teams, and a simple random sampling technique was used to recruit the students. The data were collected by trained and experienced enumerators. Data were entered into EpiData (version 3.1; EpiData Association) and exported to SPSS (version 22; IBM Corp) for analysis. Logistic regression was executed. The adjusted odds ratio (AOR) with the 95% CI was used to determine the association and strength with the outcome variable. The qualitative data were transcribed, translated, coded, and analyzed using thematic analysis. Then, the themes were used to triangulate the quantitative study.

Results: The study included a total of 379 participants and yielded a response rate of 95.5% (379/397). The majority of study participants were older than 25 years, with the mean age being 26.34 (SD 5.8) years. This study found that the magnitude of mask use among students was 87% (330/379). The odds of mask use were higher among students who were female (AOR 3.32, 95% CI 1.191-9.248), younger (AOR 2.55, 95% CI 1.155-5.627), agreed that not all persons with COVID-19 develop severe disease (AOR 3.38, 95% CI 1.36-8.41), agreed that there is currently no effective cure (AOR 6.28, 95% CI 1.36-28.99), performed proper washing with soap and water (AOR 0.027, 95% CI 0.004-0.182), had started to stay home (AOR 0.168, 95% CI 0.054-0.52), agreed that COVID-19 is fatal (AOR 0.236, 95% CI 0.084-0.666), agreed that a flu vaccine is sufficient for COVID-19 prevention (AOR 3.874, 95% CI 1.540-9.749), and disinfected equipment and working areas at least once a day (AOR 0.222, 95% CI 0.086-0.575).

Conclusions: This study found that the magnitude of mask use among students was relatively moderate in Ethiopia. Sex, age, agreeing that not all persons with COVID-19 develop severe disease, agreeing that there is currently no effective cure, performing proper washing with soap and water, starting to stay home, agreeing that COVID-19 is fatal, and agreeing that the flu vaccine is sufficient to prevent COVID-19 were independently associated with mask use among students. Therefore, colleges should aggressively encourage students to wear masks and monitor the implementation of COVID-19 prevention regulations along with the accessibility of masks.
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Introduction

COVID-19 is a respiratory tract infection and a public health emergency of international concern [1]. It is epidemiologically associated with the Wuhan, Hubei Province, Seafood Wholesale Market, where birds, bats, snakes, and other wildlife animals are sold [2]. COVID-19 differs with respect to community spread and severity [3]. After exposure to the virus and an incubation period of 2 to 14 days, people with COVID-19 develop a wide range of symptoms, which have been reported to range from mild to severe illness and include fever or chills, cough, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, fatigue, muscle or body aches, headache, loss of taste or smell, sore throat, congestion or runny nose, nausea or vomiting, and diarrhea. Patients with COVID-19 can experience only mild or uncomplicated illness, and approximately 14% develop a severe illness that requires hospitalization and oxygen support, with 5% requiring admission to an intensive care unit [1,4]. COVID-19 can be transmitted through droplets, direct and indirect contact, and aerosols in long-range transmission (ie, airborne transmission) [5].

Globally, as of June 28, 2021, there had been 182,037,151 confirmed cases, 3,942,149 deaths, and 166,525,346 recovered cases of COVID-19 reported to the Worldometer [6]. The United States, India, and Brazil were among the countries with the highest confirmed cases in 2021 [6-8]. In Africa, approximately 3,942,448 infected patients in 47 countries led to a cumulative 94,217 deaths [6]. In Ethiopia, after the first report of a COVID-19 case, more than 276,000 confirmed cases and 4300 deaths have occurred [8].

Rigorous trials have brought COVID-19 vaccines, although these have side effects and quality differences, and they are the subject of popular myths [9,10]. However, there is lack of effective and approved drugs to treat COVID-19 in certain countries. Instead, strategic efforts have focused on combatting the spread of the disease. Recommendations have been made to prevent the most contagious viral diseases; one of these is the use of face masks. This is the recommendation to the general public that they should wear nonmedical masks in indoor settings (eg, shops, shared workplaces, and schools) and outdoor settings where physical distancing is not possible to a minimum interval of 1 meter [11]. The universal use of face masks can contribute to the containment of the virus in the community if they are adequately available, properly used, and properly disposed of after use [12]. The absence of clear scientific evidence for aerosol transmission of SARS-CoV-2 provides the rationale for the current recommendations for the use of surgical masks among health care professionals. There are also other means of preventing COVID-19, such as frequent hand washing with soap and sanitizer [13]. A study from the United Kingdom suggested that making masks mandatory in secondary schools would be of benefit but would need to be combined with scaling up of test-trace-isolate coverage to prevent resurgence of COVID-19. We highlight that the adoption of masks in schools, in addition to community settings, can help reduce epidemic resurgence but that to do this effectively, access to masks has to be sufficiently high. Studies show that if access is lower, the estimated reduction in COVID-19 resurgence is smaller.
Source Population and Study Population
The source population included all students in the Gambella Teachers’ Education and Health Science College during the study period. However, the study population included only students in selected streams and departments during the study period.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
All active students registered in the second semester of the 2021 academic calendar year or later academic years were included in this study. Students who were seriously ill or absent during the data collection period were excluded from this study.

Sample Size Determination and Sampling
The sample size was determined using a single-population proportion formula with the following assumptions: 95% CI, 5% type I error, and a proportion of respondents whose attitude level was 56.4%. Finally, the researchers added 5% to compensate for the nonresponse of participants, making the final sample size 397 after considering other objectives.

A stratified random sampling technique was used. First, the college was stratified into teachers’ education and health science streams based on academic setting. This college has 2 broad streams (health and teaching). Among academic departments, 5 are health departments and about 20 are teachers’ streams or departments. Then, the sample was proportionally allocated to size. Finally, a simple random sampling technique was used to enroll 1 study participant from a health stream to every 4 participants from teaching streams. Purposely selected participants were interviewed for the qualitative study.

Data Collection Instrument and Procedure
A pretested and translated version of a self-administered questionnaire was used for data collection. This questionnaire measured sociodemographic characteristics, knowledge of COVID-19 infection and transmission, attitude-related variables, magnitude, and associated factors. Data collection tools were gathered and adapted from previous research [9,17,19,28]. The data were collected by trained and experienced enumerators. Two days’ training was provided to the data collectors and supervisors on the study purpose and methodology and on how to conduct and administer the self-administered questionnaire, take consent, keep confidentiality, and respect the rights of the participants. A minimum of a 1-meter distance was kept between interviewers and interviewees. A semistructured interview guide was used for collecting qualitative interviews. The interviewer used taped records and took notes. Interviews lasting a minimum of 30 to 45 minutes were conducted with the study participants. The research was conducted after the lockdown.

Data Processing and Analysis
The collected data were first checked manually for completeness and consistency at the time of data collection and then rechecked at the office by the principal investigator before data entry. Then, the data were entered into EpiData (version 3.1; EpiData Association) and exported to SPSS (version 22; IBM Corp) for analysis.

Descriptive statistics are reported for sociodemographic characteristics and knowledge, attitude, and practice variables as the mean (SD) and range for numerical data and frequency and percentage for categorical data, including the magnitude of mask use.

Then, a logistic regression analysis was performed to determine the strength of associations with the outcome variable using the adjusted odds ratio (AOR) with the 95% CI. The final model fitness was checked using Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness of fit. The qualitative data were transcribed, translated, coded, and analyzed using thematic analysis. Then, the themes were used to triangulate the quantitative study.

Data Quality Management
Data collectors were trained on the data collection tool contents and how to collect them. A pretested questionnaire was used on 5% of respondents from another nearby college. The completeness, accuracy, and consistency of the collected data were checked by the principal investigator. Data were edited, coded, and entered into a computer. Then, computer data cleaning was performed to check for the consistency of data.

Operational Definition
Face masks were defined as disposable or reusable devices that create a physical barrier between the mouth and nose of the wearer and potential contaminants in the immediate environment.

Ethical Approval
Ethical approval was obtained from Gambella Teachers’ Education and Health Science College Research Ethics Review Committee (registration number: GTE/939/355/2020). Verbal and written informed consent was obtained for the quantitative and qualitative data, respectively. The informants were assured that all written and recorded data would be kept confidential by using codes to identify participants instead of names or any other personal identifiers. Informants were clearly informed about their right to refuse to participate in the study or withdraw at any time during the interview session.

Results
Sociodemographic Characteristics
The study included total of 397 participants with a response rate of 95.5% (n=379). The majority of study participants were older than 25 years, and the mean age was 26.34 (SD 5.8) years. About 86% (327/379) of the study participants were men and 55.1% (209/379) were Protestant. A total of 261 (68.9%) of the participants earned a monthly income between US $9.29 and US $37.26 (Table 1).
Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of students (n=379) at Gambella Teachers’ Education and Health Science College, Gambella Region, Southwest Ethiopia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>26.34 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group (years), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>88 (23.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>75 (19.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;25</td>
<td>216 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>327 (86.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>52 (13.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>151 (39.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged/married</td>
<td>228 (60.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>27 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthodox</td>
<td>48 (12.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>209 (55.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic or other</td>
<td>72 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly income (US $), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 9.30</td>
<td>103 (27.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.31-37.25</td>
<td>261 (68.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.26 or more</td>
<td>15 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowledge of COVID-19 Infection and Transmission Among Students

The following sections describe the students’ knowledge on COVID-19 infection according to the quantitative data.

Symptoms

A high proportion (360/379, 95%) of the students knew that the main clinical symptoms of COVID-19 are fever, fatigue, dry cough, and myalgia, while 234/379 (61.7%) of the participants mentioned other symptoms, such as stuffy nose, runny nose, and sneezing, which distinguish COVID-19 from the common cold and flu.

Risk Factors and Prognosis

A total of 195 of 379 (51.5%) of the students knew that elderly people who have chronic illnesses and obesity are at higher risk of developing a severe form of COVID-19, whereas 83.1% (316/379) knew that COVID-19 has no effective cure, yet seeking early treatment increases the chance of recovery.

Mode of Transmission

About 83% (316/379) of the students knew that the COVID-19 virus spreads via respiratory droplets from infected people and 77.8% (295/379) of the students knew that asymptomatic transmission is possible.

Knowledge About Prevention

A higher proportion (n=362, 95.5%) of the 379 students knew that proper hand washing with soap and water and wearing of general medical masks by ordinary residents can prevent infection. Similar proportions of participants knew not to touch the eyes or nose with unwashed hands (n=295, 77.8%); that they should avoid going to crowded places, such as train stations and public transportation (n=333, 87.9%); that they should avoid contact with people with a known history of infection (n=317, 83.6%); and that isolation and treatment of people who are infected with COVID-19 are effective ways to prevent the virus (n=311, 82.5%). However, 125 (33%) agreed that children and young adults do not need to take measures to prevent infection with COVID-19. (Table 2)
Table 2. Knowledge of students about mode of transmissions and infectiousness at Gambella Teachers’ Education and Health Science College, Gambella Region, Southwest Ethiopia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables (n=379)</th>
<th>Respondents (n=379), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of symptoms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main clinical symptoms of COVID-19 are fever, fatigue, dry cough, and myalgia</td>
<td>360 (95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlike the common cold, stuffy nose, runny nose, and sneezing are less common in persons infected with COVID-19</td>
<td>234 (61.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of high risk and prognosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not all persons with COVID-19 will develop severe cases. Only those who are elderly, have chronic illnesses, and are obese are more likely to be severe cases</td>
<td>195 (51.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There currently is no effective cure for COVID-2019, but early symptomatic and supportive treatment can help most patients recover from the infection</td>
<td>316 (83.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge about mode of transmission and infectiousness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 spreads via respiratory droplets of infected individuals</td>
<td>316 (83.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating or contacting wild animals would result in the infection by COVID-19</td>
<td>255 (67.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons with COVID-19 cannot infect the virus to others when a fever is not present</td>
<td>122 (32.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge about ways of prevention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper hand washing with soap and water is one method of preventing COVID-19</td>
<td>362 (95.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One way of preventing COVID 19 is not touching the eyes or nose with unwashed hands</td>
<td>295 (77.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To prevent infection with COVID-19, individuals should avoid going to crowded places, such as train stations, and avoid taking public transportation</td>
<td>333 (87.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary residents can wear general medical masks to prevent infection by COVID-19</td>
<td>362 (95.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People who have contact with someone infected with COVID-19 should be immediately isolated in a proper place</td>
<td>317 (83.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation and treatment of people who are infected with COVID-19 are effective ways to reduce the spread of the virus</td>
<td>311 (82.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children and young adults do not need to take measures to prevent COVID-19</td>
<td>125 (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attitude-Related Variables of Students

Regarding the attitude of participants, 90.8% (344/379) of the students agreed that COVID-19 symptoms appear in 2 to 14 days, 88.7% (336/379) of the participants agreed COVID-19 is fatal, and 67.3% (255/379) of students knew that sick patients should share their recent travel history with health care providers. A total of 227 (59.9%) participants agreed that flu vaccination is sufficient, while 320 (84.4%) agreed that eating well-cooked food can sufficiently prevent COVID-19. About 70% (266/379, 70.2%) of students had a positive attitude toward disinfecting areas at least once a day and 98.4% (373/379) had a positive attitude toward washing hands to help prevent COVID-19 transmission (Table 3).

Table 3. Attitude-related variables of students and associated factors at Gambella Teachers’ Education and Health Science College, Gambella Region, Southwest Ethiopia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitude-related variables</th>
<th>Respondents (n=379), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 symptoms appear in 2 to 14 days</td>
<td>344 (90.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 is fatal</td>
<td>336 (88.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flu vaccination is sufficient for COVID-19</td>
<td>227 (59.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating well cooked food and safely handled meat is safe</td>
<td>320 (84.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sick patients should share their recent travel history with health care providers</td>
<td>255 (67.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disinfect areas at least once a day</td>
<td>266 (70.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing hands helps prevent COVID-19 transmission</td>
<td>373 (98.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Magnitude of Mask Use Among Students**

The magnitude of mask use among students was found to be 87% (330/379). The qualitative findings included the following observation: “about half of the students reported that mask use prevents COVID-19 infection; however, they failed to apply the regulation regularly. For this, students reported that lack of access to masks was a challenge during their stay in the college.”

**Factors Associated With Mask Use Among Students**

After selecting candidates in a bivariate analysis at $P \leq 0.25$, the following variables were independently associated with mask use in the multivariate analysis using AOR and $P \leq 0.05$: sex, age, agreement that not all persons with COVID-19 develop severe disease, agreement that there is currently no effective cure, adherence to proper washing with soap and water, other variables (rubbing with alcohol and avoiding contact with surfaces), having started to stay home, agreement that COVID-19 is fatal, and agreement that flu vaccination and eating well-cooked food are sufficient to prevent COVID-19.

The odds of mask use among female students were 3.3 times higher than among male students (AOR 3.32, 95% CI 1.191-9.248). Younger students was 2.55 times more likely to use face masks than older students (AOR 2.55, 95% CI 1.155-5.627) and students who agreed that not all persons with COVID-19 develop severe disease were 3.38 times more likely to wear a mask than those who did not (AOR 3.38, 95% CI 1.36-8.41). Students who responded that there was currently no effective cure were 6.28 times more likely to wear a mask than those who did not (AOR 6.28, 95% CI 1.36-28.99).

The qualitative interviews led to the following observation: “the majority of respondents reported that COVID-19 is a serious problem that affects all age groups regardless of their sex, race, level of income and educational status. No cure was affirmed globally; as a result, emphasis should be given to prevention and control.”

Students who reported that they performed proper washing with soap and water were 0.03 times as likely to wear a mask (AOR 0.027, 95% CI 0.004-0.182). Despite the cost-effectiveness of frequent hand washing, the qualitative report included the following observation: “40% of students reported that lack of access to filled water containers at every corner regularly has been a challenge at the school.”

In addition, a 21-year-old male participant reported in an interview that “along with mask use, students used to protect themselves using other alternative mechanisms too.”

Students who had started to stay home were 0.168 times as likely to wear a mask (AOR 0.168, 95% CI 0.054-0.52) and those who agreed that COVID-19 is fatal were 0.236 times as likely (AOR 0.236, 95% CI 0.084-0.666). Students who agreed that the flu vaccine is sufficient for preventing COVID-19 were 3.9 times more likely to wear a mask than those who did not (AOR 3.874, 95% CI 1.540-9.749), and those who disinfected equipment and working areas in market areas at least once a day were 0.22 times as likely compared to those who did not (AOR 0.222, 95% CI 0.086-0.575; Table 4).
Table 4. Factors associated with mask use among students and associated factors at Gambella Teachers’ Education and Health Science College, Gambella Region, Southwest Ethiopia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables and categories</th>
<th>CORa (95% CI)</th>
<th>AORb (95% CI)</th>
<th>P valuec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.07 (1.52-6.23)d</td>
<td>3.31 (1.19-9.24)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age category (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>2.01 (1.05-3.89)d</td>
<td>2.55 (1.15-5.62)</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>0.41 (0.34-1.22)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.05-1.35)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agreement that not all persons with COVID-19 develop severe disease</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2.67 (1.38-5.12)d</td>
<td>3.37 (1.35-8.40)</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agreement that there is currently no effective cure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3.42 (1.03-11.32)d</td>
<td>6.27 (1.35-28.98)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perform proper washing with soap and water</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.25 (0.09-0.70)d</td>
<td>0.02 (.004-0.18)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Have started to stay home</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.31 (0.14-0.69)d</td>
<td>0.16 (0.05-0.52)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agreement that COVID-19 is fatal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.24 (0.12-0.49)d</td>
<td>0.23 (0.08-0.66)</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agreement that flu vaccine is sufficient for preventing COVID-19</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2.69 (1.45-4.99)d</td>
<td>3.87 (1.54-9.74)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disinfect equipment and working areas at least once a day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.57 (0.31-1.06)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.08-0.57)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aCOR: crude odds ratio.
bAOR: adjusted odds ratio.
cP≤.05 was considered statistically significant.
dCandidates selected at P<.25.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This study investigated face mask use and associated factors among students at Gambella Teachers’ Education and Health Science College, Southwest Ethiopia, in 2021. The overall magnitude of face mask use was found to be 87% (330/379). Factors associated with mask use included being female and younger, agreeing that not all persons with COVID-19 develop severe disease, agreeing that there is currently no effective cure, performing proper washing with soap and water, having started to stay home, agreeing that COVID-19 is fatal, agreeing that flu vaccination is sufficient for preventing COVID-19, and disinfecting equipment and working areas at least once a day.

This study, conducted in Ethiopia, found that the magnitude of mask use among students was 87%, which is relatively lower than what was found by a study conducted in Japan; most respondents in that study showed a moderate or higher frequency of washing their hands or wearing a mask (both 96.4%) [17]; other studies found mask use magnitudes of 91% in Saudi
Students who had started to stay home were 87% less likely to use face masks than who did not stay home. The reason for this could be that masks are used in places where people move and interact, which can expose them to infection. On the other hand, those who stay home usually practice recommended prevention methods other than mask use.

Students who agreed that COVID-19 is fatal were about 74% less likely to use masks than those who did not agree. A study from Debreberhan University found that students perceived low risks related to the COVID-19 pandemic at the time of school resumption [33]. Despite the low perception of the deadliness of COVID-19, the students might have been exposed to other preventive measures, like hand washing and social distancing [15]. Meanwhile, a Polish study among health care workers suffering from face mask–induced itchiness found that they were 31.6% less likely to comply with mask use [34], while another study found that most students supported the required use of masks in schools and indoor public spaces [35].

The odds of mask use among respondents who agreed that flu vaccination was sufficient for preventing COVID-19 were 3.9 times greater than among those who did not agree. This contrasts with a study from Saudi Arabia that found that 90.4% of students avoided contact with other people if they had flu-like symptoms [20]. On the other hand, about 50% of students rightly stated that antibiotics and flu vaccines are not effective against COVID-19 infection [36]. A recent study conducted by Kinyili et al [37] showed that an increased extent of mask-wearing among vaccinated individuals increased with an increasing level of vaccination and that regular face mask use resulted in a sharp decrease in COVID-19 infections. However, wearing face masks alone also resulted in a reduction in the peak number of infections with an increasing level of face mask efficacy, although there can be a delay as the infections are cleared; that is, treatment of COVID-19 does not always lead to immediate recovery, as mild to moderate symptoms persist [38].

The WHO recommends cleaning and disinfecting bathroom and toilet surfaces at least once daily using regular household soap or detergent, and then, after rinsing, applying regular household disinfectant [39]. This agrees with our finding that students who had effective in maintaining washing, disinfecting, and applying social distancing might not have used masks. Similarly, about 80% (16/20) of students reported that lack of access to masks and affordability of masks were restraints on their regular use after schools were reopened.

Limitations

We made extensive efforts to reduce possible shortcomings of this study. Despite that, this study has certain limitations. First, the study was limited to students at a government college; therefore, there is a question of the representativeness of the findings to all students. In addition, the data presented in this study are self-reported and may thus be subject to recall bias. Furthermore, the study has a limited ability to determine cause-effect relationships because of its cross-sectional design.
Conclusion
The overall magnitude of mask use of 87% (330/379) shows that mask use is relatively moderate in Ethiopia. Several factors, such as sex, age, having started to stay home, agreeing that not all persons with COVID-19 develop severe disease, agreeing that there is currently no effective cure, agreeing that proper washing with soap and water is effective, agreeing that COVID-19 is fatal, and agreeing that the flu vaccine is sufficient to prevent COVID-19 were independently associated with mask use among students. Therefore, the college should aggressively encourage students to wear masks, monitor the implementation of COVID-19 prevention regulations, and improve the accessibility of masks.
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Abstract

Background: Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, a major public health goal has been reducing the spread of the virus, with particular emphasis on reducing transmission from person to person. Frequent face touching can transmit viral particles from one infected person and subsequently infect others in a public area. This raises an important concern about the use of face masks and their relationship with face-touching behaviors. One concern discussed during the pandemic is that wearing a mask, and different types of masks, could increase face touching because there is a need to remove the mask to smoke, drink, eat, etc. To date, there have been few studies that have assessed this relationship between mask wearing and the frequency of face touching relative to face-touching behaviors.

Objective: This study aimed to compare the frequency of face touching in people wearing a mask versus not wearing a mask in high–foot traffic urban outdoor areas. The purpose of this study was to assess if mask wearing was associated with increased face touching.

Methods: Public webcam videos from 4 different cities in New York, New Jersey, Louisiana, and Florida were used to collect data. Face touches were recorded as pedestrians passed under the webcam. Adult pedestrians wearing masks were compared to those not wearing masks. Quantitative measures of frequency, duration, site of touch, and oral activities were recorded. Linear regression analysis was used to assess the association between mask use and face touching.

Results: Of the 490 observed subjects, 241 (49.2%) were wearing a mask properly and 249 (50.8%) were not. In the unmasked group, 33.7% (84/249) were wearing it improperly, covering the mouth only. Face touching occurred in 11.4% (56/490) of the masked group and 17.6% (88/490) in the unmasked group. Of those who touched their face, 61.1% (88/144) of people were not wearing a mask. The most common site of face touching was the perioral region in both groups. Both the masked and unmasked group had a frequency of face touching for 0.03 touches/s. Oral activities such as eating or smoking increased face touching in the unmasked group.

Conclusions: Contrary to expectations, non–mask-wearing subjects touched their face more frequently than those who were wearing a mask. This finding is substantial because wearing a face mask had a negative association with face touching. When wearing a mask, individuals are less likely to be spreading and ingesting viral particles. Therefore, wearing a mask is more effective in preventing the spread of viral particles.
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Introduction

Over the past 2 and a half years, the world has been throttled with a massive pandemic. In August 2020, the COVID-19 disease had caused more than 29,880 deaths in the United States [1]. At some point in time during the pandemic, many county jurisdictions had mandates in place that required face masks to be worn in public outdoor areas to reduce the transmission of respiratory viruses. This recommendation was based on evidence from the outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 followed by the hemagglutinin type 5 neuraminidases type 1 (H5N1) and hemagglutinin type 1 neuraminidases type 1 (H1N1) influenza outbreaks [2]. During these previous outbreaks, it was found that people who are infected with respiratory viruses have the potential to transmit viruses through respiratory secretions that become airborne or adhere to public surfaces [3]. This ultimately justified the mandated use of face masks and the recommendation of other infection prevention practices (eg, frequent handwashing to reduce the spread of respiratory secretions). Along with these recommendations, hand to face contact is another important behavioral factor to control the spread of infectious disease. An assessment exposure is an ideal tool to measure the use of masks, handwashing, and the interaction where face masks impact the frequency of face touching.

Some hypotheses proposed by popular media early in the pandemic claimed that wearing a face mask can heighten facial awareness and sensitivity, prompting an increase in face touching [4]. Such activity can work against the barrier concept of mask wearing. Other concerns addressed a fear of breathing difficulties, constitutional rights being taken away, and hygiene concerns [5]. The idea that an increase in face touching occurs when wearing a mask was introduced for a short time by the US Surgeon General at the beginning of the pandemic [6].

Microbial transport from hand to face has been evaluated in several microbial risk assessments and used to advocate for better handwashing practices in clinical, public, and private environments [7]. Recent studies have investigated face-touching behaviors because they are a known risk for disease transmission. One study suggests that wearing a face mask is associated with decreased face touching, thereby enhancing the protection barrier for which the masks were originally designed [8]. Another study comparing face touching before and during the pandemic found that the frequency of face touching decreased as mask mandates were being implemented [9].

Despite the current published studies, there needs to be an investigation of face-touching behavior at highly frequented outdoor public sites where different activities of human behavior can be naturally observed. For this reason, our study is needed to evaluate how daily human activities affect human behavior and the frequency of face touching. We tested the hypothesis that wearing a face mask will increase face touching while engaged in different activities such as eating, drinking, or smoking.

Methods

Study Overview

This study used a video-based, naturalistic, and observational approach to assess the relationship between face mask use and face-touching behaviors of people in public spaces. Public webcams from EarthCam [10] were used to conduct real-time observations in New York, Louisiana, Florida, and New Jersey. Data were recorded on different face-touching behaviors in high-traffic public locations. This study was designed to be empirically focused and methodologically quantitative.

Recruitment

The target population included people from different ages but were categorized as either adults or children. Those viewed as 16 years of age or older were considered adults, and those younger were classified as children. Individuals were also categorized in the observation as being with or without a mask and whether or not they were observed eating, drinking, or smoking. For individuals to be included, the lighting had to be clear enough to differentiate their hands and face.

EarthCam was used to remotely view and record real-time footage of popular locations in the United States. The locations chosen for this study were selected based on several important factors that included a high density of people, video resolution, and the proximity of the camera to the people to be able to view face masks and behaviors of interest to this study. Five locations were selected based on this criteria: North and South Seaside Heights, New Jersey; Bourbon Street in New Orleans, Louisiana; Times Square in New York City, New York; and Key West, Florida.

Observation Instrument

A survey form using Google Forms was used to structure data entry on subject observations from recorded videos available on EarthCam. These videos were recorded using the screen capture function of a multimedia file player (QuickTime Player, Apple) and then uploaded to a file folder in Google Drive for collaboration. Each file was limited to 3 minutes to conserve file size and allow for systematic review. Recordings were made from October 1, 2020, to November 21, 2020, consistently between 3 and 5 PM (PST) for Tuesdays and Thursdays and between 8 and 10 AM (PST) for Saturdays and Sundays. The structured survey form consisted of observed demographics that included gender appearance, categorized as heteronormative male or female, and age, distinguished as child or adult. The time and date of the recorded observation, the location of the observation, and the duration of the walk was based on when the subject entered and exited the frame. The form also included the number of face touches and the duration of each touch for up to 3 consecutive touches. Each touch was then classified based on where the person touched their face (Figure 1) and if any of those touches were done while eating, drinking, vaping, or smoking. Lastly, the form recorded several types of masks worn and the overall mask-wearing style, classified as correct when it was covering the nose and mouth or incorrect when it covered the nose or mouth only or when worn on the chin or other areas.
Video Data Review and Record

Observations were made on the web via live public webcams posted on the EarthCam website at various locations. Individuals were selected for inclusion in the study if their hands and face were clearly visible in the frame for at least 5 seconds and not more than 300 seconds. Subjects were included in the observation starting from when they entered the frame to when they exited the frame or when their hands and face became unclear. The video files were then renamed with a predefined format and transferred to a Google Drive account for storage.

Observations were recorded using Google Forms to include time and date, location, age, the duration of the walk, the number of face touches, the duration of each touch up to 3 touches, the part of face touched, oral activity, mask-wearing style, the type of mask, and whether or not they were by themselves or with others. The longest observations were often made in Time Square, New York, because people were observed with a wide field of view sitting in a public courtyard. The shortest observations were in Key West, Florida, due to the placement of the camera by a narrow sidewalk with no benches. Data are available in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Ethical Considerations

The Loma Linda University institutional review board (IRB) determined that this research does not meet the definitions of human subject research and does not need or require IRB review or approval. The IRB listed 3 reasons. First, it does not obtain or receive private individually identifiable information. Second, there are no data or specimens collected specifically for use in this study. Third, the study does not have direct intervention or interaction with study subjects. The notice of determination from the Loma Linda University IRB was given the number 5210315.

Statistical Analysis

Data Analysis

We used SPSS (version 27; IBM Corp) statistical software to organize data and report frequencies. Within SPSS, we assessed our hypothesis questions by evaluating the asymptotic significance from Pearson chi-square test and by evaluating the unstandardized $\beta$ with its asymptotic significance using multiple linear regression, seen in Table 1.

To determine the ideal sample size, we used R statistical software with the pwr package (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) [13] to analyze the minimum observations that would detect mask wearing with a medium effect size of 0.5, a significance level of .01, and a power of 90%. To observe the difference in mask-wearing practices, we needed 350 participants for this power and sample size. We aimed to collect beyond that number to allow a buffer for anticipated stratification in bivariate and regression analyses.
Table 1. Multiple linear regression for the frequency of face touching in relation to the type of face mask among mask wearers (n=434)\( ^a \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linear regression model</th>
<th>Unstandardized ( \beta )</th>
<th>Coefficients SE</th>
<th>Standardized coefficients ( \beta )</th>
<th>( t ) test (( df=1 ))</th>
<th>( P ) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of touching face (constant)</td>
<td>( 0.38 )</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>N/A( ^b )</td>
<td>1.428</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washable mask</td>
<td>( 0.132 )</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical mask</td>
<td>( -0.192 )</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>-0.036</td>
<td>-0.702</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N95 mask</td>
<td>( -0.374 )</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>-0.506</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck gaiter</td>
<td>( -0.3 )</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>-0.464</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other type of mask</td>
<td>( -0.516 )</td>
<td>1.535</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>-0.336</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral activity</td>
<td>( 1.251 )</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>3.325</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With others or by themselves (no or yes)</td>
<td>( 0.273 )</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>( -0.207 )</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>-0.047</td>
<td>-0.999</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \)Dependent variable: the frequency of face touches with “zero face touching” as the reference group.

\( ^b \)N/A: not applicable.

Data Exclusion

Individuals where the sun or a streetlight washed out their face or hands were excluded. Additionally, if the individual was in the frame for less than 5 seconds, they were excluded because it was considered an insufficient amount of time for this study.

Results

Selected Population

We selected 490 individuals from August to November 2020 who met the study criteria. Over 65 hours of video were reviewed involving subject observations at 4 different United States locations including New York, New York (n=283, 57.8%); Seaside Heights, New Jersey (n=14, 2.9%); Key West, Florida (n=18, 3.7%); and New Orleans, Louisiana (n=175, 35.7%). Table 2 represents the demographics of all the subjects involved in the study with a total of 274 (55.9%) male and 216 (44.1%) female subject observations. Of these, we observed 20 (4.1%) individuals that were identified as children and appeared to be younger than 16 years old. For sample size, we needed a minimum of 241 observations for the detection of mask wearing with a medium effect size of 0.5, a significance level of .01, and a power of 90%. We collected 490 observations to allow a buffer for stratification in bivariate and regression analyses.

Most observations were made at Bourbon Street and Times Square due to the high foot traffic in those cities. The 3 other cameras (2 in Seaside Heights and 1 in Key West) had frequent visual obstructions from direct sunlight or fog, were too far away from individuals, or had a small field of view with several individuals that passed too quickly.
### Table 2. Demographic characteristics of people observed in New Orleans, New York, Florida, and New Jersey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mask (n=241)</th>
<th>No mask (n=249)</th>
<th>Total (n=490)</th>
<th>Chi-square test</th>
<th>Value, n</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chi-square, (df)</td>
<td>Value, n</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender appearance, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>120 (49.8)</td>
<td>154 (61.8)</td>
<td>274 (55.9)</td>
<td>0.0026 (1)</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>121 (50.2)</td>
<td>95 (38.2)</td>
<td>216 (44.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2725 (1)</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>11 (4.6)</td>
<td>9 (3.6)</td>
<td>20 (4.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>230 (95.4)</td>
<td>240 (96.4)</td>
<td>470 (95.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face touch, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.64 (1)</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>56 (23.2)</td>
<td>88 (35.3)</td>
<td>144 (29.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>185 (76.8)</td>
<td>161 (64.7)</td>
<td>346 (70.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple face touch, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.672 (1)</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17 (7.1)</td>
<td>40 (16.1)</td>
<td>57 (11.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>224 (92.9)</td>
<td>209 (83.9)</td>
<td>433 (88.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long face touch, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.864 (1)</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29 (12)</td>
<td>50 (20)</td>
<td>79 (16.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>212 (88)</td>
<td>199 (80)</td>
<td>411 (83.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site of face touch, n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.68 (9)</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral activity, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36.84 (1)</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
<td>38 (15.3)</td>
<td>39 (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>240 (99.6)</td>
<td>211 (84.7)</td>
<td>451 (92)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral detail, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.11 (3)</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>11 (4.4)</td>
<td>11 (2.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaping</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0.8)</td>
<td>2 (0.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
<td>19 (7.6)</td>
<td>20 (4.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>6 (2.4)</td>
<td>6 (1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of face touch (touch/s)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.11 (3)</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>70 (29)</td>
<td>105 (42.2)</td>
<td>175 (35.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>161 (66.8)</td>
<td>122 (49)</td>
<td>283 (57.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>6 (2.5)</td>
<td>8 (3.2)</td>
<td>14 (2.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>4 (1.7)</td>
<td>14 (5.6)</td>
<td>18 (3.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Face-Touching Observations

From our observations, the majority of the population touched their face in the same area. As seen in Figure 1, area 3, below the nose to the bottom of their chin, was the most common place that subjects touched their face. Most other areas fell within this larger area and were coded as areas 1, 2, 3, 6, or 7 (mask region as “mskreg1”). Area 3 was the most frequently observed, because in many cases, the video quality was insufficient to determine the exact location.

We observed a total of 144 people touching their face at least once, with many touching different regions of their face. From the population that touched their face, 88 (61.1%) people were not wearing a mask and 56 (38.9%) people were wearing a mask. We counted a total of 273 discrete face touches in all 490 observed subjects. Of everyone who touched their face for more than one second, 37% (29/79) were wearing a mask and 63% (50/79) were not wearing a mask. Face touches longer than 6 seconds accounted for 4.2% (6/144) of all face touch observations, with a 15-second touch being the longest touch (n=1).

Of those who were wearing a mask, only 7.1% (17/241) touched the face more than once, seen on Table 3. Of those who touched their face for longer than 1 second, 37% (29/79) touched their face more than once.

Table 3. Frequency of single touch versus multiple touches shown across subject’s oral activity, touch duration and mask wearing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Multitouch</th>
<th>No multitouch</th>
<th>Chi-square test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chi-square (df)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value, n</td>
<td></td>
<td>Value, n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral activity (n=39)</td>
<td>16 (41)</td>
<td>23 (59)</td>
<td>35.6 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long touch duration (&gt;1 second; n=79)</td>
<td>29 (36.7)</td>
<td>50 (63.3)</td>
<td>57.6 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearing a mask (n=241)</td>
<td>17 (7.1)</td>
<td>224 (92.9)</td>
<td>9.67 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mask-Wearing Observations

Mask-wearing style was recorded to observe if subjects were wearing their mask properly, covering their nose and mouth. Subjects who were only covering their mouth with their mask, wearing it as a chin strap, or taking their mask on and off were considered to be not wearing a mask for this study. In Table 4, the frequency of mask style is presented.

Table 4. Frequency of mask style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask styles</th>
<th>Frequency observed (N=490), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covering nose and mouth</td>
<td>241 (49.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not wearing one</td>
<td>158 (32.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covering mouth only</td>
<td>24 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin strap</td>
<td>49 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially wearing mask</td>
<td>18 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Washable masks (homemade or manufactured) accounted for the most frequently observed type of mask at 53.1% (128/241). At 43.2% (104/241), disposable surgical masks were the second most frequently observed type of mask. Subsequent observations of each additional type of mask drastically fell to less than 8%: N95 masks only accounted for 3.7% (9/241) of all observed face masks. Mask types were only recorded if the subject was wearing a mask properly.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This exposure assessment used a naturalistic observation method and found that the average face touching frequency was 0.03 touches per second or 1.8 touches per minute for over 400 individuals. This rate was comparable to other studies, which found a frequency of 0.8 touches per minute in an indoor environment [7] for 10 subjects. Our original hypothesis was that wearing a face mask will increase the frequency of face touching. Contrary to our hypothesis, the regression shows a negative association between mask wearing and the frequency of face touching.

The results indicate that almost half of the observations made (241/490, 49.2%) were of people wearing a mask properly, not wearing a mask and 56 (38.9%) people were wearing a mask. We counted a total of 273 discrete face touches in all 490 observed subjects. Of everyone who touched their face for more than one second, 37% (29/79) were wearing a mask and 63% (50/79) were not wearing a mask. Face touches longer than 6 seconds accounted for 4.2% (6/144) of all face touch observations, with a 15-second touch being the longest touch (n=1).

Of those who were wearing a mask, only 7.1% (17/241) touched the face more than once, seen on Table 3. Of those who touched their face for longer than 1 second, 37% (29/79) touched their face more than once.
infection [7]. Face-touching behaviors are important to study as it relates to exposure assessment science. It is crucial to understand how these behaviors impact the spread of disease or viral particles.

**Limitations**

The use of public webcam footage only allowed the subjects to be observed for a short walking distance in the few seconds they were in frame of the shot. This is due to the constraints of the focal length in the camera lens. Therefore, subjects were only observed for anywhere between our minimum inclusion criteria of 5 seconds up through the longest recorded duration of 5 minutes. A wider camera lens would have been useful for monitoring subjects at a greater distance and for a longer period of time. However, the constraint of public webcams created a standardized focal length that allowed for a consistent review of the footage. In other similar studies, the monitoring distance and observation time are not clear [15]. Additionally, this study took place exclusively in outdoor public spaces and not in enclosed spaces such as offices, markets, restaurants, etc. Thus, the findings in this study can only be applicable to face-touching behaviors in public spaces and not in enclosed spaces.

**Comparison With Prior Work**

The findings of this study concluded that mask wearing is not associated with an increased frequency of face touching. Another study investigated this hypothesis by comparing face-touching behaviors before and during the COVID-19 pandemic [9]. Their study took place in China, Japan, South Korea, and Western Europe and found that the frequency of face touching decreased as mask mandates were being implemented. This is important because it demonstrates that mask wearers have been shown to reduce face-touching behaviors. Therefore, face masks offer a double advantage in decreasing viral transmission through the protection of the oropharyngeal area and decreasing the potential for face-touching frequency.
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Abstract

Background: Since most people in low-income countries do not have access to reliable laboratory services, early diagnosis of life-threatening diseases like COVID-19 remains challenging. Facilitating real-time assessment of the health status in a given population, mobile health (mHealth)–supported syndrome surveillance might help identify disease conditions earlier and save lives cost-effectively.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the potential use of mHealth-supported active syndrome surveillance for COVID-19 early case finding in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Methods: A comparative cross-sectional study was conducted among adults randomly selected from the Ethio telecom list of mobile phone numbers. Participants underwent a comprehensive phone interview for COVID-19 syndromic assessments, and their symptoms were scored and interpreted based on national guidelines. Participants who exhibited COVID-19 syndromes were advised to have COVID-19 diagnostic testing at nearby health care facilities and seek treatment accordingly. Participants were asked about their test results, and these were cross-checked against the actual facility-based data. Estimates of COVID-19 detection by mHealth-supported syndromic assessments and facility-based tests were compared using Cohen Kappa (κ), the receiver operating characteristic curve, sensitivity, and specificity analysis.

Results: A total of 2741 adults (n=1476, 53.8% men and n=1265, 46.2% women) were interviewed through the mHealth platform during the period from December 2021 to February 2022. Among them, 1371 (50%) had COVID-19 symptoms at least once and underwent facility-based COVID-19 diagnostic testing as self-reported, with 884 (64.5%) confirmed cases recorded in facility-based registries. The syndrome assessment model had an optimal likelihood cut-off point sensitivity of 46% (95% CI 38.4-54.6) and specificity of 98% (95% CI 96.7-98.9). The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.87 (95% CI 0.83-0.91). The level of agreement between the mHealth-supported syndrome assessment and the COVID-19 test results was moderate (κ=0.54, 95% CI 0.46-0.60).

Conclusions: In this study, the level of agreement between the mHealth-supported syndromic assessment and the actual laboratory-confirmed results for COVID-19 was found to be reasonable, at 89%. The mHealth-supported syndromic assessment of COVID-19 represents a potential alternative method to the standard laboratory-based confirmatory diagnosis, enabling the early detection of COVID-19 cases in hard-to-reach communities, and informing patients about self-care and disease management in a cost-effective manner. These findings can guide future research efforts in developing and integrating digital health into continuous active surveillance of emerging infectious diseases.

**Introduction**

The global health community learned a lesson from the COVID-19 pandemic: each country needs to strengthen its epidemic preparedness and response capacity to mitigate emerging and reemerging infectious diseases at an earlier stage. It was noted that trajectories of the COVID-19 pandemic would have been curtailed through active and adequate disease surveillance, laboratory infrastructure, health workforce, pandemic planning, and management systems [1,2]. With limited disease preparedness and response capacity and a largely susceptible economy, Africa was endangered by the pandemic and its interrelated economic consequences [3-5]. Although the pandemic progressed more slowly in Africa compared to the rest of the globe, almost all African countries have been affected by the pandemic in one way or another [5-7]. More than 9.5 million COVID-19 confirmed cases were recorded across the African continent as of May 08, 2023 [8].

Ethiopia, a country in sub-Saharan Africa, confirmed its first case of COVID-19 on March 13, 2020. Two days later, the World Health Organization declared a pandemic of the disease [9]. As of May 10, 2023, there have been 500,853 confirmed cases of COVID-19, with 7574 deaths, reported to the World Health Organization [8]. COVID-19 placed a significant burden on patients with chronic diseases in Ethiopia, affecting their ability to access their routine clinical care and treatment [10,11]. Health care workers [12,13] and the community at large [14,15] had uncertainties in implementing preventive measures against the disease. Working with the global health community, the Ethiopian government introduced vaccines against COVID-19, and as of May 6, 2023, the country administered 54,041,862 vaccine doses [9]. Ethiopia is one of the resource-constrained countries, overwhelmed by a double burden of infectious and noninfectious diseases and with limited capacity to find and treat cases at an early stage [15-18]. The country has limited health care infrastructure and workforce [19-21].

The systematic digitalization of the health care industry may improve access to quality care and lower health care costs. Through the use of smartphones, health information technology, wearable devices, telemedicine, and personalized medicine, digital health technologies have the potential to facilitate health care and attain intended health outcomes [22-24]. Mobile health (mHealth) apps are emerging as a strategy to improve health care delivery and outcomes [25-27]. As mobile phones are more accessible to many people in low- and middle-income nations like Ethiopia, the technology is likely to offer impactful and affordable solutions to address diseases of significant public health importance.

In the context of COVID-19, the potential use of mHealth technology to prevent and control the pandemic in Africa has been studied [28-32]; however, evidence is limited, especially on the potential impact of mHealth technology on active syndrome surveillance. As the number of mobile phone owners continues to rise in many African countries, including Ethiopia, mHealth technologies may aid in the early identification of COVID-19 cases within the community and link them to diagnostic testing centers.

Africa showed limited capacity and flexibility to scale up COVID-19 testing, effectively tracing contacts of confirmed cases, and promptly training and deploying community health workers to help in the early identification of cases and their connection to appropriate care [33]. Existing conventional surveillance systems were not sufficient enough to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, it was difficult for the majority of the African population to fully comply with the preventive measures due to socioeconomic consequences. Hence, the problem of mitigating COVID-19 spanned across infrastructure, human resources for health, diagnosis, logistics, population literacy, and economy. There was a strong need to develop a simple alternative method to help detect COVID-19 cases in the community quickly and cost-effectively. Digital health interventions offered such potential.

Therefore, we aimed to evaluate the potential use of mHealth-supported active syndrome surveillance for the early identification of COVID-19 cases in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

**Methods**

**Study Design and Participants**

This study is part of an ongoing national, population-based cohort mHealth-supported study—“mHealth-supported continuous national surveillance of COVID-19 for early case finding and population-level impact and control in Ethiopia (EPIC).” This specific study is a population-based cross-sectional comparative study, using mobile phone call surveys and a cross-sectional comparison of mHealth-supported COVID-19 syndrome diagnosis versus confirmatory laboratory tests. In this study, a mobile call survey was deemed an appropriate data collection method, given the nature of the pandemic, the wide geographic area of the country, and economic feasibility.

Eligible participants were adults aged 18 years and older living in Ethiopia, speaking one or more of the 3 Ethiopian working languages (Amharic, Afan Oromo, and Tigrigna), and having no hearing or cognitive impairment or serious mental illness that impedes participation in the study. Potential participants were selected from the population of individuals with mobile phones registered centrally with either the federal or Addis Ababa authorities. Hence, participants were randomly selected from the list of mobile phone numbers available in the country using computer-generated random numbers. Initially, 11 million numbers were generated, from which 30,000 phone numbers were randomly selected. Our study uses the first 4180 phone numbers from the 30,000 randomly generated numbers.
Data Collection

Participants underwent a comprehensive phone interview for COVID-19 syndromic assessments, and their symptoms were scored and interpreted based on national guidelines. COVID-19–like symptoms were measured using a syndromic assessment for acute respiratory illnesses (fever and at least one sign or symptom of respiratory diseases, such as cough, sore throat, runny nose, shortness of breath, loss of smell, and loss of taste). Participants who had COVID-19 were advised to have COVID-19 diagnostic testing at nearby health care facilities and seek treatment accordingly. Participants were asked about their test results, and these were crosschecked against the actual facility-based data.

Questionnaires were implemented on an electronic data capture platform, Open Data Kit, the free app for Android devices that is used to collect and compile data. Whenever a phone number was not responsive or unanswered during the first attempt, repeated calls were made up to 3 times before excluding it from the study.

Data on COVID-19 laboratory test results were collected by reviewing log charts in hospitals and health centers where the participants had undergone laboratory testing. During the phone interview, those who had been tested and had received the COVID-19 test results, along with other indicators, were cross-checked. From the data gathered from government referrals and specialized hospitals, government health centers, private hospitals, and private clinics, it was possible to determine whether the information provided to the participants who indicated they had undergone a COVID-19 test, along with other indicators, matched the registration logs at health care facilities.

Different quality assurance strategies were followed to ensure data integrity, quality, and reliability. In the data collection process, 13 data collectors with a minimum of BSc degrees in the health profession, along with 1 supervisor, undertook the data collection responsibilities after all contractual and training aspects were finalized. The survey procedures and tools were pretested for utility, feasibility, and acceptability. There was a face-to-face meeting with the supervisor every morning for reviewing and planning purposes. The data were stored daily on a central server at Center for Innovative Drug Development and Therapeutic Trials (CDT)-Africa in Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia. Figure 1 presents the overall procedures followed for data collection.

Ethics Approval

This study has been reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of the College of Health Sciences at Addis Ababa University (086/20/CDT). The study participants were briefed about the study over the phone and asked about their willingness to participate in the study. They were enrolled only after giving verbal consent. There was no compensation for participation in the study. The data were kept confidential and used for study purposes only.
**Statistical Analysis**

Interpretation of syndrome assessment followed the guidelines of the Ethiopian Ministry of Health. COVID-19 and non–COVID-19 signs and symptoms were categorized by assigning a score of 1 to COVID-19 and a score of 0 to Non–COVID-19 suspects. The formula used to determine the distribution of participants based on syndrome assessment and test results is as follows (Table 1):

\[ \kappa = \frac{P_o - P_e}{1 - P_e} = \frac{I - 1}{1 - P_e} \]

Where \( P_o \) = relative observed agreement among raters, \( P_e \) = hypothetical probability of chance agreement, and \( \kappa \) = kappa status.

**Table 1.** Determination of the distribution of participants based on syndrome assessment and test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test result</th>
<th>Syndrome assessment</th>
<th>Category 2 (no)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category 1 (yes)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a + b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category 2 (no)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>c + d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>a + c</td>
<td>b + d</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 = (a + c) / N</td>
<td>P2 = (b + d) / N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For both the syndrome assessment and test results, the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was used to assess the overall diagnostic performance, indicating the possibility of accurately diagnosing all symptoms. The area under the curve of a procedure should be close to 1 for it to be highly sensitive and specific. The approach is considered more accurate if the curve closely aligns with the left-hand border and the top border of the ROC space. If the area under the ROC curve exceeded 0.75, we deemed our methods to be appropriate.

For validity measures, sensitivity and specificity along with their corresponding 95% CIs were compared between syndrome assessment and laboratory test results. Sensitivity refers to the ability of the COVID-19 syndrome assessment to correctly identify COVID-19 test results as designated by the test outcome, while specificity refers to the proportion of cases caused by other factors, correctly identified as non–COVID-19. These 2 measures are closely related to type 1 and type 2 errors. Hence, both sensitivity and specificity were calculated. The formula for the calculation was defined as follows: sensitivity = TP / (TP + FN) and specificity = TN / (FP + TN). In these formulas, TP is true positive, FP is false positive, TN is true negative, and FN is false negative.

Data analysis was conducted using STATA 17 (StataCorp) software. Individual participants had a unique ID, and all data sets were merged using this ID before analysis. Two separate variables, COVID-19 syndrome assessment and COVID-19 laboratory test results, were generated for comparison purposes and for documenting the trend of COVID-19 results. Coding, recording, labeling, and analysis were also done.

Estimates of COVID-19 detection through syndrome assessment and test results were compared using Cohen kappa (\( \kappa \)) and ROC curve analysis. A \( \kappa \) value less than 0 indicates no agreement, and values between 0 and 0.20 indicate slight agreement; values from 0.21 to 0.40 denote fair agreement; values from 0.41 to 0.60 suggest moderate agreement; those from 0.61 to 0.80 imply substantial agreement; and finally, values from 0.81 to 1 indicate an almost perfect agreement [34].

**Results**

**Background Characteristics**

In this study, a total of 35,646 national calls were made, of which 2741 participants were from Addis Ababa. Of the 6818 calls made, 4077 were characterized as unavailable, unanswered, switched off, disconnected, or hung up, resulting in a response rate of 67.2% among the participants from Addis Ababa (Figure 2). A total of 2741 data points were collected through telephone (mobile phone) interviews for the period from December 2021 to February 2022. Of these, 1476 (53.85%) were male and 1265 (46.15%) were female individuals; 1213 (44.25%) were from the age group of 18-29 years, 1151 (41.99%) had a diploma or higher academic qualification, and 1443 (52.65%) were married (Table 2).
Figure 2. Background characteristics.

Table 2. Background characteristics of the study participants (N=2741).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background characteristics</th>
<th>Values, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1476 (53.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1265 (46.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age category (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>1213 (44.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>879 (32.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>379 (13.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>159 (5.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>78 (2.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>31 (1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥80</td>
<td>2 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of education</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot read or write</td>
<td>75 (2.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school</td>
<td>450 (16.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>993 (36.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate</td>
<td>72 (2.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma or above</td>
<td>1151 (41.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital status</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>1162 (42.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>1443 (52.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>86 (3.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>50 (1.82)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of mHealth-Supported Syndrome Assessment Versus Laboratory Test Results

Of the total 2741 data points collected through mobile phones, 1371 participants had undergone a COVID-19 test. Among the tested participants, 884 (64.5%) received confirmation of their results from the respective hospitals and health centers; however, the remaining 487 participants did not have their results recorded in the health care facilities and were consequently excluded from this particular analysis.

There were some variations in laboratory results collected in different months. In December 2021, confirmed COVID-19 cases accounted for 37% (32/86), while results from syndrome assessment constituted only 29% (45/155) of the participants with a positive COVID-19 outcome. In January, confirmed results accounted for 63% (54/86), while syndrome assessment indicated that 67% (489/729) were non–COVID-19 cases. Table 3 summarizes the COVID-19 mHealth-supported syndrome assessment and laboratory test results categorized by months and COVID-19 results.
Table 3. COVID-19 mHealth-supported syndrome assessment and laboratory test results by months and test results (N=884).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month and year</th>
<th>COVID-19 laboratory test result</th>
<th>COVID-19 mHealth-supported syndrome assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non–COVID-19 (n=798), n (%)</td>
<td>COVID-19 (n=86), n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2021</td>
<td>252 (32)</td>
<td>32 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45 (29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2022</td>
<td>544 (68)</td>
<td>54 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>109 (70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2022</td>
<td>2 (0.25)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (0.14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Agreement Between mHealth-Supported Syndrome Assessment and Laboratory Test Results

The observed agreement between the mHealth-supported syndrome assessment and laboratory results was 0.89 and Cohen kappa for the hypothetical probability of chance agreement was 0.54. The syndrome assessment model had an optimal likelihood cut-off point sensitivity of 46% (95% CI 38.4-54.6) and specificity of 98% (95% CI 96.7-98.9; Table 4).

Table 4. Distribution of participants by mHealth-supported syndrome assessment and test results for COVID-19 using mHealth categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory test results</th>
<th>mHealth-supported syndrome assessment</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Non–COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non–COVID-19</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P.1 = 0.097861472

ROC analysis

Figure 3 presents the ROC analysis in a one-to-one square. The area under the curve captures the relationship between the sensitivity and specificity of the COVID-19 test results and reflects the performance of the method used. The curve follows the left-hand border and the top border of the ROC space, indicating an acceptable level of accuracy. The ROC curve shows that the predicted area under the ROC curve for COVID-19 is 0.87 for the mHealth-supported syndrome assessment results compared to the laboratory test results. This indicates the good diagnostics performance of the syndrome assessment method used.

Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.
Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, we evaluated the potential use of mHealth-supported active syndrome surveillance for COVID-19 early case finding. Interviewing a total of 2741 adults through the mHealth platform, we found 50% (1371/2741) had COVID-19 symptoms at least once, and 64.5% (884/2741) had laboratory test results recorded in facility-based registries. The syndrome assessment model had an optimal likelihood cut-off point sensitivity and specificity of 46% and 98%, respectively, with an area under the ROC curve of 0.87 and a moderate level of agreement between the mHealth-supported syndrome assessment and the laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 test results (κ=0.54).

One of the efficient methods for addressing epidemic or pandemic outbreaks is the use of health information technologies, such as mHealth, which facilitate remote communication. To manage and regulate the recently emerged COVID-19 pandemic, studies are underway to assess the functionalities of different digital health technologies. This study described the use of mHealth-supported active surveillance for COVID-19 early case findings by evaluating the agreement between the mHealth-supported syndrome assessment and laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 test results. The outcomes revealed a moderate level of agreement between the results of the COVID-19 syndrome assessment supported by mHealth and the laboratory test results, at 89%, with a kappa value of 0.54. This suggests that mHealth could be a potential alternative to the standard laboratory-based confirmatory diagnosis to find COVID-19 cases. Previous studies have shown that mHealth technologies could have significant contributions to self-care for patients with COVID-19 [35] and the dissemination of COVID-19–related information [36,37]. As mHealth and other digital health technologies are yet at an early stage of development in Africa, the capacity and readiness of each country to effectively adopt, implement, and scale up digital health interventions require due diligence [38-42].

The findings of this study show that the mHealth-supported COVID-19 syndrome assessment model has an optimal likelihood cut-off point sensitivity and specificity when compared with the laboratory-based tests. The ROC curve indicates the good diagnostics performance of the mHealth syndrome assessment model. The study used a holistic syndrome assessment approach, based on the national guidelines, to examine and interpret the COVID-19 status of individuals participating in the study. Previous studies show that syndromic diagnosis of COVID-19 based on a single symptom cannot accurately identify individuals who might have the virus, and hence, investigating cases through combinations of syndromes along with additional information, such as recent contacts, travel history, or vaccination status, is necessary [43-45]. Studies show that although digital health–enabled communication may not be as effective as in-person communication, it represents a safe and efficient alternative to collecting evidence-based medical history, especially during the COVID-19 period, when in-person care cannot be provided [46].

Investigating the potential use of mHealth-supported active syndrome surveillance for COVID-19 early case finding in Ethiopia, this study provides important insights. Future studies can further explore how digital health technologies can be used for the early identification of emerging infectious diseases, reducing their transmissions, as well as monitoring and mitigating their undue impact. Our findings inform the scientific community about how mHealth can be adapted for health system responses and the implementation challenges and opportunities within a resource-constrained country context. Scientific evidence regarding the potential use of such digital health technologies and their interrelated challenges is important for guiding policy and practice, especially in countries that have not yet fully embraced digital health interventions.

Study Limitations

This research has certain limitations. The response rate of the participants was not as anticipated. Because the survey was conducted over the phone, only those who had cell phones at the time of data collection were included in the survey, which limits the generalizability of our findings. Interrupted call connectivity, inconsistency between the participants’ responses and the data in facility registries, and participants undergoing COVID-19 testing for reasons other than syndromes (eg, travel health certificates) were some of the shortcomings in the data collection process. To mitigate these issues, only clear and consistent data were included and used in the analysis and interpretation of the study.

Conclusions

In this study, the level of agreement between the mHealth-supported syndrome assessment results and the actual laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 results was reasonable at 89%. mHealth-supported syndromic assessment of COVID-19 is a potential alternative method to the standard laboratory-based confirmatory diagnosis to detect COVID-19 cases at an earlier stage in hard-to-reach communities and to advise patients on self-care and disease management in a cost-effective way. The findings show that the mHealth platform is valid for COVID-19 surveillance in Ethiopia, where health infrastructures are limited. Given the growing digital health landscape, the findings of our study offer valuable insight for guiding future research efforts in developing and integrating digital health into continuous active surveillance of emerging infectious diseases.
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Abstract

Background: The increase in admissions to intensive care units (ICUs) in 2020 and the morbidity and mortality associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection pose a challenge to the analysis of evidence of health interventions carried out in ICUs. One of the most common interventions in patients infected with the virus and admitted to ICUs is endotracheal aspiration. Endotracheal suctioning has also been considered one of the most contaminating interventions.

Objective: This review aims to analyze the benefits and risks of endotracheal suctioning using closed suction systems (CSS) in COVID-19 patients.

Methods: A rapid review was carried out using the following databases: PubMed, MEDLINE, CINAHL, LILACS, the Cochrane Library, and IBECS. The data search included articles in English and Spanish, published between 2010 and 2020, concerning adult patients, and using the key words “endotracheal,” “suction,” and “closed system.”

Results: A total of 15 articles were included. The benefits and risks were divided into 3 categories: patient, care, and organization. Relating to the patient, we found differences in cardiorespiratory variables and changes in the ventilator, for example, improvement in patients with elevated positive and end-expiratory pressure due to maladaptation and alveolar collapse. Relating to care, we found a shorter suctioning time, by up to 1 minute. Relating to organization, we found fewer microorganisms on staff gloves. Other conflicting results between studies were related to ventilator-associated pneumonia, bacterial colonization, or mortality.

Conclusions: Aside from the need for quality research comparing open suction systems and CSS as used to treat COVID-19 patients, closed endotracheal suctioning has benefits in terms of shorter stay in the ICU and reduced environmental contamination, preventing ventilator disconnection from the patient, reducing the suctioning time—though it does produce the greatest number of mucosal occlusions—and preventing interpatient and patient-staff environmental contamination. New evidence in the context of the SARS-CoV-2 virus is required in order to compare results and establish new guidelines.

(Keywords: endotracheal suctioning; closed suction system; rapid review; suction; mechanical ventilation; COVID-19; intensive care unit; health intervention; endotracheal; patient care; healthcare; ventilator; health benefit)
Introduction

The effects of a disease such as COVID-19 have a global reach and can be a severe hindrance to society. Among patients diagnosed with COVID-19, 5% require admission to an intensive care unit (ICU), and, of these, 88% require mechanical ventilation (MV) to support their breathing [1].

COVID-19 is caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, transmitted by aerosols. During ICU admission, the patient is in the symptomatic phase of the disease, with a significant viral load, and can pose a significant health risk due to this airborne transmission, particularly to health care professionals because of the type of procedures used for patient stabilization and clinical recovery [2].

Understanding the infection mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 requires studies of the procedures and interventions that cause greater risk of aerosol expansion. A systematic review by Jackson et al [2] found 14 procedures that are widely recognized as important generators of aerosols, including, most importantly, intubation and extubation, suction of the airways, bronchoscopy, and noninvasive ventilation.

Endotracheal suctioning is one of the most common procedures in patients intubated in an ICU. The intervention requires essential care in the form of oxygenation before suctioning, at the time of suction, and after suctioning. These procedures are performed by nurses. Endotracheal suctioning requires specialized staff, as, though it is a common procedure, it can occasionally cause harm to the patient. The types of harm directly associated with endotracheal suctioning include 6 that are particularly important when managing critical patients: asynchrony with the ventilator, hypoxia, hemodynamic alterations, atelectasis, pain, and damage to the tracheal mucosa [3-5].

There are 2 different systems for performing endotracheal suctioning, the more common open suction system (OSS) and the closed suction system (CSS). There are currently arguments for and against both systems [3].

CSS prevent the diffusion of aerosols in the outside air, thus reducing the risk of contamination for hospital staff in terms of environmental pollution. Although theoretically, it seems the best option, no national nor international studies have yet been published that evaluate the benefits and risks for patients with COVID-19 [2].

The objective of this review was to analyze the benefits and risks of closed endotracheal suctioning. The specific objectives were to (1) describe the benefits and risks of CSS with respect to OSS in patients connected to a mechanical ventilator and (2) evaluate which benefits are useful for the treatment of COVID-19 patients connected to a mechanical ventilator.

Methods

A narrative rapid review was carried out according to the Cochrane Rapid Reviews Method Group criteria, which define a rapid review as “a form of knowledge synthesis that accelerates the process of conducting a traditional systematic review through streamlining or omitting specific methods to produce evidence for stakeholders in a resource-efficient manner” [6].

Setting the Research Question—Topic Refinement

The formulation of the question followed the objectives of the review [7].

The MeSH term used for the search strategy was “endotracheal suction.” To carry out a more advanced search, we added the term “closed system.”

Setting the Eligibility Criteria

We included articles following the inclusion and exclusion criteria (Textbox 1). We considered all literature containing the keywords, as long as the article contained information about CSS in adult patients.

The systematic search was carried out between November 1, 2020, and December 30, 2020.

Although the criteria indicate articles from 2010 onwards, we did include previous articles that we considered to contain essential information for our analysis.

Textbox 1. Summary of the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Published between 2010 and 2020</td>
<td>Published prior to 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published in English or Spanish</td>
<td>Not a pediatric study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included a closed suction system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included intensive care unit (ICU) patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Search Procedure

Search Strategy
An electronic bibliographic search was carried out using the following databases: PubMed, MEDLINE, CINAHL, LILACS, the Cochrane Library, and IBECS. Some relevant articles were also selected from the bibliographic references of the articles found through the systematic search.

The selected keywords were “closed endotracheal suction system” and “COVID-19.”

Data Collection
We first followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis) process for data extraction [8]. The articles were first selected by title; we then narrowed the selection by reading abstracts and finally by reading the texts in full, dividing the work among researchers in the group. Of the 157 articles selected, after eliminating duplicates and applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, we were left with 25 articles to read in full.

The 25 articles were read by 2 researchers, considering the objective and design of the study, and 2 other researchers selected those they considered suitable for the results. After this selection, the researchers read the articles and noted the most relevant aspects, establishing categories for the benefits and risks found. Finally, the researchers focused on the quantitative and qualitative nature of the results found.

Results

Articles
At the end of the selection process, we included 15 articles (Figure 1). It is important to highlight that they varied in terms of their methodology, from meta-analysis to randomized clinical trials and observational studies. All the articles met the criteria outlined in the methodology, using 1 reviewer to examine the final selection of articles and another reviewer to read the excluded articles in full.

The articles included were published between 2003 and 2020 (Table 1). All the included articles that were dated before 2010 were considered of special relevance and found through the search articles. Of the 15 articles, 9 were developed in collaboration with or within the European Union. The studies varied in design: 1 in vitro trial, 2 meta-analyses, 2 reviews, 2 quasi-experimental studies, 3 clinical trials with small patient samples, and 5 observational studies.

Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) diagram flow. ICU: intensive care unit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jongerden et al (2007) [9]</td>
<td>To review the effectiveness of CSS(^a) and OSS(^b) in terms of cross contamination and economic cost</td>
<td>Meta-analysis</td>
<td>15 randomized clinical trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subirana et al (2007) [10]</td>
<td>To compare the use of CSS and OSS in patients on ventilators for more than 24 hours</td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>16 trials (1684 patients)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmansoury and Said (2017) [11]</td>
<td>To compare the use of CSS and OSS in patients on ventilators for more than 24 hours</td>
<td>Randomized clinical trial</td>
<td>141 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siempos et al (2008) [12]</td>
<td>To evaluate if CSS prevent VAP(^c)</td>
<td>Meta-analysis</td>
<td>9 randomized clinical trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave et al (2011) [14]</td>
<td>To evaluate the effectiveness of tracheal suctioning with a CSS</td>
<td>In vitro model</td>
<td>___(^d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faradita Aryani and Tanner (2018) [15]</td>
<td>To compare the use of CSS and OSS in ventilated ICU(^e) patients</td>
<td>Systematic review</td>
<td>5 studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jongerden et al (2012) [16]</td>
<td>To assess changes in heart rate, average arterial blood pressure, and peripheral oxygen saturation after endotracheal suctioning with a CSS</td>
<td>Randomized prospective observations</td>
<td>197 observations of endotracheal suctioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Açkerman et al (2014) [17]</td>
<td>To compare the use of CSS with OSS in cases of VAP, bacterial contamination, and adverse circumstances</td>
<td>Observational cohorts</td>
<td>126 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Özden and Görgülü (2015) [18]</td>
<td>To compare the effects on the hemodynamics of patients undergoing open heart surgery</td>
<td>Quasi-experimental</td>
<td>120 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adi et al (2013) [19]</td>
<td>To evaluate ETT(^f) compared with new or unused ETTs in terms of changes in inspiratory resistance or peak inspiratory pressure</td>
<td>Observational</td>
<td>16 ETTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Fraga Gomes Martins et al (2019) [20]</td>
<td>To compare the suction volume, respiratory mechanics, and hemodynamics of patients treated with OSS/CSS and with inspiratory pause</td>
<td>Randomized clinical trial</td>
<td>31 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Seta et al (2020) [21]</td>
<td>To establish a step-by-step protocol for patients with tracheotomy who require MV(^g)</td>
<td>Observational</td>
<td>15 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricard et al (2011) [22]</td>
<td>To compare the contamination of gloves and the airway while using OSS and CSS</td>
<td>Quasi-experimental</td>
<td>19 cases of endotracheal suctioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vargas and Servillo (2020) [23]</td>
<td>To evaluate the use of an improvised CSS in a case of COVID-19</td>
<td>Observational</td>
<td>12 patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)CSS: closed suction systems.
\(^b\)OSS: open suction systems.
\(^c\)VAP: ventilator-associated pneumonia.
\(^d\)Not applicable.
\(^e\)ICU: intensive care unit.
\(^f\)ETT: endotracheal tube.
\(^g\)MV: mechanical ventilation.
For all of the articles included, we identified the benefits and risks of CSS and OSS and classified them according to whether they were primary or secondary outcomes. A summary of the findings related to patient, care, and organization can be found in Table 2.

### Table 2. Summary of the results of closed suction systems versus open suction systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Closed suction system</th>
<th>Open suction system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient-related outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No differences [11]</td>
<td>Nonsignificant reduction in studies with small samples [24]; increases risk by facilitating microaspiration from the upper to the lower section [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>No differences [11]</td>
<td>___&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiorespiratory variables</td>
<td>No differences in HR&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, ABP&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;, and SpO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; [16]</td>
<td>HR and ABP slightly more stable [18]; better SpO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; recovery after pre-oxygenation [18]; better ABP and hypoxemia during heart surgery [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial colonization</td>
<td>No differences in the most common microorganisms [17]</td>
<td>Increased colonization (<em>Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, and Acinetobacter spp</em>) [9-11,21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Care-related outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes to the ventilator</td>
<td>No significant differences relating to PEEP&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; [12]; less time spent connected to MV&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt; [11]</td>
<td>Better Ri&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; and PIP&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt; after first suctioning [19]; improvement in patients with elevated PEEP due to maladaptation and alveolar collapse [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing care–related</td>
<td>No differences in 10-second to 15-second suction [18]; more effective in removing secretions [16]</td>
<td>Variable number of suctions: every 3 hours or the minimum possible [18]; improvement in vital constants with pre-oxygenation [16]; expiratory pause, increased volume of suctioned secretions [20]; shortest suctioning time, up to 1 minute less [24]; increased number of ETT&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt; occlusions requiring replacement and obstructions [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization-related outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-effectiveness</td>
<td>Less cost- effective [9,11,16]</td>
<td>Less use of gloves, masks, and glasses [9]; greater cost or prolonged use (&gt;72 hours) [11,24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental or cross contamination</td>
<td>No differences [9,17]</td>
<td>Fewer microorganisms found on staff gloves [21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>VAP: ventilator-associated pneumonia.

<sup>b</sup>Not applicable.

<sup>c</sup>HR: heart rate.

<sup>d</sup>ABP: arterial blood pressure.

<sup>e</sup>SpO<sub>2</sub>: peripheral oxygen saturation.

<sup>f</sup>PEEP: positive and end-expiratory pressure.

<sup>g</sup>MV: mechanical ventilation.

<sup>h</sup>Ri: inspiratory resistance.

<sup>i</sup>PIP: peak inspiratory pressure.

<sup>j</sup>ETT: endotracheal tube.

### Primary Outcomes

The baseline condition of the patients or their pathologies was the variable that most influenced the analysis of the benefits and risks of endotracheal suctioning [10].

### Ventilator-Associated Pneumonia

Elmansoury and Said [11] carried out an analysis in 2 groups: 1 intervention group (n=66) with a CSS and 1 control group (n=75) with an OSS for 6 months with the possible incidence of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP). They found no statistically significant differences: 30.13 VAP per 1000 ventilator days in the control group and 17.48 VAP per 1000 ventilator days in the intervention group. Jongerden et al [9] and Subirana et al [10] found no statistically significant differences between VAP with CSS and VAP with OSS (odds ratio [OR]=0.96, 95% CI 0.76-1.21; n=1377, risk ratio [RR]=0.88, 95% CI 0.70-1.12). A slight reduction was found when using a CSS in studies with a small sample size (n=9); for example, Zeitoun et al [13] found no significant differences, but the frequency of VAP in cases treated with OSS was 11 of 24 cases, while the frequency of VAP in cases treated with CSS was 10-14 of 23 cases. However, in the study by Dave et al
[14], the researchers concluded that CSS facilitate the microaspiration of fluid from the upper zone to the lower zone, increasing the risk of VAP. In addition, the variation in VAP definition criteria and the absence of a clear description make adequate comparison impossible. Siempos et al [12] and Jongerden et al [9] included articles that defined VAP using more quantitative or qualitative results, for example different temperatures, time with MV, or colony-forming unit [9,12,13].

**Mortality**

No significant differences in mortality were found in any of the included studies. For example, Jongerden et al [9] and Subirana et al [10] found no statistically significant differences between CSS and OSS (OR=1.02, 95% CI 0.84-1.25 and RR=1.02, 95% CI 0.84-1.23, respectively) [10,11,24]. The systematic review by Faradita Aryani and Tanner [15] included 435 prospective studies, concluding that none of the studies found differences regarding increased VAP or resultant mortality.

**Secondary Outcomes**

**Cardiorespiratory Variables**

In only 1 of the studies, the variables were more stable with the use of closed systems. Even so, heart rate (HR) was almost imperceptible, and there were no significant differences in arterial blood pressure (ABP) [10,13]. Jongerden et al [16], with a total of 165 patients using CSS and OSS, measured physiological parameters including HR, ABP, and peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO₂), without noting any differences. In this study, they found notable—although not significant—differences in SpO₂ recovery after pre-oxygenation in patients using CSS (96%-99%) and OSS (95%-98%) [10]. Likewise, in terms of oxygen saturation, no differences were found in the study carried out by Åkerman et al [17]. However, Özdön and Görgülü [18] concluded that HR with OSS increased at 5 minutes and 15 minutes after the procedure and hypoxemia can in fact be avoided using a CSS while also improving ABP in postoperative patients, particularly after heart surgery.

**Relating to Changes to the Ventilator**

Adi et al [19] examined aspects relating to the ventilator, such as inspiratory resistance (Ri) and peak inspiratory pressure (PIP); they estimated endotracheal tube (ETT) obstruction at extubation, taking into account patients with more than 12 hours of MV and obtaining an improvement in both Ri and PIP after the first suction with a CSS. Dave et al [14], using a simulation model without patients, concluded that using a CSS does not achieve positive results in terms of maintaining positive and end-expiratory pressure (PEEP), de Fraga Gomes Martins et al [20] and Jongerden et al [16] did not achieve the same results, but both did recommend the use of CSS in patients who require elevated PEEP to prevent alveolar collapse in order to avoid asynchrony to MV. There were no significant differences in the time ICU patients were connected to MV (weighted mean difference [WMD]=0.44, 95% CI 0.92-1.80) [10]. Subirana et al [10] mentioned the time patients were connected to MV only, without conducting an analysis. However, Siempos et al [12] mentioned CSS was associated with longer MV duration (WMD=0.65 days, 95% CI 0.28-1.03) [9].

**Bacterial Colonization**

Some studies demonstrated an increase in colonization while using a CSS, with a 49% increased risk in comparison with OSS (OR=2.88, 95% CI 1.52-5.52) [9,10,13]. Åkerman et al [17], in their cohort study, included 126 patients: 61 using an OSS and 65 using a CSS. Both groups showed colonization with similar gram-negative bacteria, the most common being Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, and Staphylococcus aureus; other studies connected colonization to Acinetobacter spp. without general VAP-related differences. However, Elmansoury and Said [11] found greater incidence of Acinetobacter spp. and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (causative of VAP) with CSS as well as no incidence of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus and Staphylococcus aureus.

**Nursing Care-Related**

**Suctioning Techniques**

The lack of description of suctioning techniques and their characteristics in the articles makes comparison impossible [10,13].

The application of oxygenation prior to endotracheal suctioning is an important variable. For example, Jongerden et al [16] found differences in SpO₂ recovery when pre-oxygenation was used with a CSS. Özdön and Görgülü [18] described the suctioning protocol: 1 minute of pre-oxygenation at 100%, universal precautions, for 10 seconds to 15 seconds, using the smallest possible level of suction (<120 mm Hg), and oxygenation at 100% for another minute. In the randomized clinical trial by de Fraga Gomes Martins et al [20], they provided a detailed description of the process: pre-oxygen at 100% for 1 minute before suctioning 3 times for 10 seconds. This procedure was followed for the control group, while an expiratory pause was included for the intervention group. The authors concluded that the expiratory pause resulted in an increase in the volume of secretions suctioned [20].

**Suctioning System**

The type of device used in CSS was only described in 1 of the articles, and we decided to discard studies on single-use devices because this means disconnecting the patient from the ventilator [11,19].

**Suctioning Time and Frequency**

Suctioning time is a necessary variable because it has an impact on workload and it can alter hemodynamics for more or less time [10]. The 2012 observational study by Jongerden et al [16] found no significant differences between one system and another; the suctioning processes lasted 10 seconds to 15 seconds and had the same effect on the vital constants. Work overload is another aspect that must be taken into account. It has been observed that using a CSS can be up to 1 minute faster: 2.5 minutes for OSS in comparison with 1.5 minutes for CSS [10].

In terms of the number of suctions, differences in recommendations range from performing endotracheal suctioning every 3 hours, to a minimal number and only when strictly necessary [22]. Frequent suctions can provoke...
hemodynamic instability, damage to the tracheal mucosa, hemorrhage, and infection [19].

**Suctioning Results**

The quantity of suctioned secretions has not been studied in depth despite the importance of these results [10,20]. OSS are considered more effective in removing secretions, but the articles only discussed experiments in vitro or in animal models [16]. In the study by Åkerman et al [17], 3 ETT occlusions and 3 severe obstructions were reported in patients using an OSS, while in the CSS group, only 1 occlusion was reported.

**Organization-Related**

**Economic Benefit**

Jongerden et al [9] found that the cost of CSS is between 14 and 100 times the cost of OSS, but there is less need for personal protective equipment (gloves, masks, and glasses) when using CSS.

There is some debate on this issue, although most studies associate higher costs with the use of closed systems, with the exception of systems connected for at least 72 hours (24 hours is recommended) [9,10]. However, prolonged use has the disadvantage of increasing bacterial colonization [9,10].

**Environmental or Cross Contamination**

The fewer the disconnections, the less likely that pathogens will be spread into the environment. No differences in transmissions were found between patients in the same place and receiving care from the same staff [9,17]. However, Ricard et al [22] highlighted that there was in fact less risk of glove contamination with microorganisms using a CSS.

**Time Spent in the ICU**

No differences were observed in relation to time spent in the ICU [10]. The 2007 meta-analysis by Jongerden et al [9] included 15 clinical trials using CSS and OSS and concluded that none of the benefits associated with CSS are scientifically proven.

**COVID-19**

It is important to set out the benefits of a CSS in order to manage the benefits and risks faced by COVID-19 patients.

The protocol followed by De Seta et al [21] in COVID-19 patients with tracheotomy recommended mucus management using 3 elements: humidifiers, bacterial and viral filters, and CSS. These 3 elements are intended to prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2 viral aerosols [21].

In the article by Vargas and Servillo [23], we found an alternative to CSS that arose from the shortage of CSS during the global pandemic. This system is composed of an OSS with the addition of the sterile sheath that is commonly used when performing ultrasound scans. However, there are no results on the effectiveness of CSS in COVID-19 patients [23].

---

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This rapid review established 3 different categories for comparing the benefits and risks of the use of CSS versus OSS. The review compared 11 different outcomes. Using this classification, we can establish comparability indicators for future studies despite the fact that the indicators described are not significantly conclusive. Consideration should be given to the proposed benefits, which could make a significant difference to the procedures for treating COVID-19.

As seen in the Results section, there is ample variability in the conclusions of the studies. After analysis, we concluded that there is a need for the development and implementation of clinical practice guidelines on suctioning. This is because, in all cases, the implementation of suctioning guidelines that include a protocol for the technique improves outcomes for patients [25].

Among the benefits of CSS, the most discussed is the benefit and risk with respect to VAP, referred to in all the included articles. Although there was no significant evidence in most of the studies that CSS protect against VAP, all possible measures should be taken to avoid co-infection, as this leads to increased morbidity and mortality [26]. The fact that CSS can increase the risk of VAP should provide motivation for further studies that take into account actions to prevent this increase in colonizations, such as aspiration of subglottic secretions or oral hygiene.

One of the most positive aspects of CSSs is the avoidance of asynchrony and discomfort, maintaining PEEP and avoiding hypoxemia during suctioning [27,28].

This is because patients with COVID-19 require close ventilatory support [29].

However, it is important to highlight the key risks of CSS in order to apply possible measures of prevention. ETT obstruction is a proven complication as CSS fail to suction the same amount of sputum as OSS [9]. This is especially important with COVID-19 since obstruction of an ETT requires new intubation or the application of the Ambu ventilation procedure, which increases the risk of generating aerosols [2,30,31].

The economic cost of CSS is higher than that of OSS, although studies have shown that extended use of CSS can improve the cost-effectiveness. However, CSS are increasingly popular, and the benefits include reduced time spent performing tracheal suction, which frees nurses up for other important activities. We must bear in mind that there are different types of CSS, health care staff require training to use them, and protocols for correct use must be established by the unit or the manufacturer [10,32].

Another important benefit is the reduction of cross contamination or infection of the staff themselves. According to the World Health Organization [33], around 14% of infections worldwide occur among health care staff, which, in consideration of possible future virus outbreaks, is further
incentive to improve their protection through the use of resources such as CSS [34].

There are differences in the samples obtained from contaminated gloves worn by health care staff using suction systems: 9 of 9 gloves were contaminated during tracheal suction using OSS, and 3 of 10 gloves when using CSS [22]. For COVID-19, contamination depends on the stage of infection as well as the interventions performed, with suctioning standing out as one of the most infectious interventions. Reducing the exposure time of staff each time a suctioning procedure is performed can be another major benefit [34].

Limitations
The major limitation of this review is the methodological quality of the studies included and the inability to carry out reliable comparisons. Most of the studies applied their selection criteria on the basis of convenience and inaccurately described the intervention carried out.

In addition, there are limitations relating to language and document access, as only fully accessible documents were included. The majority of study samples are small. It should be noted that fighting the COVID-19 global pandemic has required huge economic and human resources, which has reduced the resources applied to research and the production of specific literature on the subject.
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Abstract

Background: The HIV epidemic remains a major public health concern, particularly among youths living with HIV. While the availability of antiretroviral therapy has significantly improved the health outcomes of people living with HIV, there is growing evidence that youths living with HIV may be at increased risk of cardiovascular disease. However, the underlying mechanisms linking HIV and cardiovascular disease among youths living with HIV remain poorly understood. One potential explanation is that HIV-related biomarkers, including detectable viral load (VL) and low cluster of differentiation 4 (CD4) lymphocyte counts, may contribute to increased cardiovascular risk. Despite the potential importance of these biomarkers, the relationship between HIV-related biomarkers and cardiovascular risk among youths living with HIV has been understudied.

Objective: To address this gap, we examined whether detectable VL and low CD4 lymphocyte counts, both of which are indicators of unsuppressed HIV, were associated with cardiovascular risk among youths living with HIV.

Methods: We analyzed electronic health record data from 7 adolescent HIV clinics in the United States (813 youths living with HIV). We used multivariable linear regression to examine the relationship between detectable VL and CD4 lymphocyte counts of ≤200 and cardiovascular risk scores, which were adapted from the gender-specific Framingham algorithm.

Results: In our study, nearly half of the participants (366/766, 47.8%) had detectable VL, indicating unsuppressed HIV, while 8.6% (51/593) of them had CD4 lymphocyte counts of ≤200, suggesting weakened immune function. We found that those with CD4 lymphocyte counts of ≤200 had significantly higher cardiovascular risk, as assessed by Cardiac Risk Score2, than those with CD4 lymphocyte counts of >200 (P=.002). After adjusting for demographic and clinical factors, we found that for every 1000-point increase in VL copies/mL, the probability of having cardiovascular risk (Cardiac Risk Score2) increased by 38%. When measuring the strength of this connection, we observed a minor effect of VL on increased cardiovascular risk (β=.134, SE...
0.014; \( P=0.006 \)). We obtained similar results with Cardiac Risk Score1, but the effect of CD4 lymphocyte counts of \( \leq 200 \) was no longer significant. Overall, our findings suggest that detectable VL is associated with increased cardiovascular risk among youths living with HIV, and that CD4 lymphocyte counts may play a role in this relationship as well.

**Conclusions:** Our study highlights a significant association between unsuppressed HIV, indicated by detectable VL, and increased cardiovascular risk in youths living with HIV. These findings emphasize the importance of implementing interventions that address both VL suppression and cardiovascular risk reduction in this population. By tailoring interventions to meet the unique needs of youths, we can promote overall well-being throughout the HIV care continuum and across the life span. Ultimately, these efforts have the potential to improve the health outcomes and quality of life of youths living with HIV.

**International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID):** RR2-10.2196/11185
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**Introduction**

Youths living with HIV is a high-priority population within those living with HIV [1]. Youths living with HIV will need to manage their diagnosis for years longer than their adult peers, and negative health consequences associated with living with HIV may appear earlier in the life course [2-6]. Research shows significant gaps in the HIV treatment cascade in younger populations compared to older groups [7-9]. Youths living with HIV aged 18-24 years have lower uptake of HIV testing and lower rates of treatment initiation compared to older peers, which continues to present a significant challenge to epidemic control [8-10]. Notably, racial disparities are more pronounced in youths [11,12]. Youths who identify as Black and Latinx represent 54% and 25% of new HIV diagnoses (79% in aggregate), compared to those who identify as White and other races, accounting for 16% and 5% of new HIV diagnoses [13]. There is growing evidence to suggest that Black individuals are at a higher risk for cardiovascular disease (CVD) compared to individuals in other racial and ethnic groups [14]. Several factors contribute to this increased risk. One of the most significant is systemic racism and discrimination, which can result in chronic stress and inflammation that can damage the heart and blood vessels over time [15]. According to the American Heart Association, Black individuals are more likely to have hypertension and less likely to have it under control compared to other racial and ethnic groups [16]. Black individuals are also more likely to develop diabetes and are at a higher risk of dying from diabetes-related complications. These conditions are major risk factors for CVD and contribute to the increased risk seen in Black individuals.

Cardiovascular health disparities are well documented among older adults with HIV [17-22], but there is a dearth of research on cardiovascular health metrics and prevention strategies for youths living with HIV in the United States. Studies have shown that older adults with HIV have a higher risk of developing CVD compared to the general population, which is likely due to a combination of factors, including HIV-related inflammation, the use of antiretroviral therapy (ART), and lifestyle factors, such as smoking and poor diet [21,23,24]. However, there is a lack of research on the cardiovascular health of youths living with HIV in the United States, despite the fact that this population is growing and faces unique challenges to their health. Research on cardiovascular health metrics is therefore critical to the overall understanding of the impact of HIV infection on behavioral factors and the relationship between HIV infection and cardiovascular risk. Research has suggested that indicators of CVD may appear earlier in individuals living with HIV, with some studies suggesting that these indicators can emerge as early as adolescence [4,6,25], potentially due to a combination of factors. One factor is that HIV infection can cause chronic inflammation, which has been linked to the development of atherosclerosis, a key contributor to CVD [26,27]. Another factor is that some ARTs used to manage HIV infection may have adverse effects on lipid metabolism, leading to the accumulation of fatty deposits in the blood vessels and an increased risk of CVD [28].

In addition to these factors, individuals living with HIV may also have a higher prevalence of traditional CVD risk factors, such as hypertension, diabetes, and smoking, which can further increase their risk of developing CVD [29]. Stigma and discrimination related to HIV infection can also contribute to poor mental health outcomes, which have been linked to an increased risk of CVD [30]. Given the potential for CVD indicators to emerge earlier in individuals living with HIV, it is important to develop effective prevention and treatment strategies targeted toward this population. This may include identifying and managing traditional CVD risk factors, optimizing ART to minimize potential negative effects on lipid metabolism, and addressing mental health concerns through counseling and other interventions. The American Heart Association’s Life’s Simple 7 (LS7) concept of ideal cardiovascular health is not well understood in youths living with HIV when compared to the Healthy People 2020-2030 goals [31-34]. A higher LS7 score indicates better cardiovascular health and is associated with a lower incidence of CVD [35-38]. Traditional assessments of individual cardiovascular risk factors are inadequate in capturing the overall risk posed by multiple factors at the population level [39]. It is important to consider risk factors that occur together [40,41] as cardiovascular risk factor profiles [42-44] and assess them using composite measures such as the Framingham Risk Score (FRS) [45]. The modified FRS is the most commonly used algorithm for cardiovascular risk assessment in the United States [45,46].

Reducing cardiovascular risk in youths living with HIV is a critical issue that requires attention. It is essential to conduct
cardiovascular risk assessment in this population to optimize the early diagnosis and treatment of CVD during adolescence [47]. However, research focused on comorbidities in HIV has rarely explored the connection between detectable viral load (VL) and low cluster of differentiation 4 (CD4) lymphocyte counts with increased cardiovascular risk in a US-based population of youths living with HIV. Additionally, there are currently no published data on the prevalence of traditional cardiovascular risk factors, such as dyslipidemia, hypertension, diabetes, and smoking, among youths living with HIV aged 14-26 years, even though metabolic changes leading to atherosclerosis can begin early in life, and go undiagnosed for an extended period. Despite this, cardiac risk estimating algorithms like the FRS have not been applied to younger populations [48,49]. Therefore, the aim of this study was to develop cardiovascular risk profiles for a cohort of US-based youths living with HIV and compare their profiles based on VL and CD4 lymphocyte status.

Methods

Study Design and Population
The study analyzed deidentified electronic health record (EHR) data of adolescents for the Adolescent Medicine Trials Network protocols. The Adolescent Medicine Trials Network protocols were previously described in a publication [50], and the participating sites included in the EHR extraction protocol [51] provide HIV care to youths living with HIV. This care begins with a diagnosis, followed by linking them to an HIV care provider who can help manage their HIV on a regular basis.

Ethics Approval
The institutional review board (IRB) of Florida State University granted approval (STUDY00000549) for the analysis of deidentified data, which was carried out in compliance with the US Department of Health and Human Services 45 Code of Federal Regulations Part 46. The parent protocol did not involve an informed consent process, and a waiver of consent and HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) waiver were granted. To protect confidentiality, the data were deidentified and participants were identified only by a unique study ID. The data were analyzed in aggregate to compare the clinic site with individuals, and a centralized data extraction process was used at all sites. Each participating site received a signed statement confirming the IRB’s approval before the study began, and a reliance agreement was obtained from each site. Gender, race, and ethnicity definitions varied within a site’s data download. For gender, we constructed a binary variable of man and woman. Race and ethnicity were categorized into Black, Latinx, White, and other.

HIV and Immunologic Biomarkers
Earliest VL values in “copies/mL” by date were used from each site. VL was log-transformed for analysis as a continuous outcome. The detectable VL threshold as reported by the site was coded as a dichotomous variable. Based on the guidelines for the use of antiretroviral agents in HIV-1 infected adults and adolescents, we defined immunocompromised as a CD4 T lymphocyte count of less than or equal to 200 [52,53]. CD4 lymphocyte count was divided by 100 to enhance the interpretability of the coefficients to correspond to a 100-cell increase rather than a 1-cell increase.

ART Medication
All prescribed HIV medications were coded into a dichotomous variable, where 0=no prescribed medication and 1=at least one prescribed medication.

Substance Abuse Diagnosis
We used ICD-10 codes F1010, F1210, F1220, F1290, F1510, F1511, F1520, F1590, F17200, F17210, F1910, and F1920 to identify alcohol and drug dependence. Substance abuse was treated as a dichotomous variable.

BMI
BMI was calculated based on weight and height (kg/m²). If multiple values for a given patient were present in EHR, values from the earliest date were used.

Cardiac Risk Scores
We adopted the gender-specific cardiovascular risk algorithm developed by the Framingham Heart Study [43] to construct a cardiovascular risk variable referred to as Cardiac Risk Score1 using clinic-based predictors that are routinely obtained in primary care and do not require laboratory testing. The variables required for constructing the Cardiac Risk Score1 include age, gender, systolic blood pressure, use of antihypertensive medication, smoking status, and diabetes status. As gender and systolic blood pressure data were required for the development of the Cardiac Risk Score1, those without these data were excluded from the first analytic sample.

We also constructed a second cardiovascular risk variable referred to as Cardiac Risk Score2 that used routinely obtained clinic-based predictors including laboratory testing. The
variables required for constructing the Cardiac Risk Score2 include age, gender, systolic blood pressure, antihypertensive medication use, current smoking, diabetes, total cholesterol, and high-density-lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol. As gender, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, and systolic blood pressure data were required for the development of the Cardiac Risk Score2, those without this data were excluded from the second analytic sample. The CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)-style diagram illustrates a comprehensive assessment of all missingness in the construction of Cardiac Risk Score1 and Cardiac Risk Score2 (Figure 1). We assigned an age value of 21 years. Following the convention of the existing CVD prediction algorithm developed based on data obtained from the Framingham Heart Study, we constructed a separate gender-specific multivariable risk function algorithm for men versus women [43]. The syntax for both Cardiac Risk Score1 and Cardiac Risk Score2 can be found in the Multimedia Appendix 1.

Figure 1. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)-style diagram illustrating a comprehensive assessment of all missingness in the construction of Cardiac Risk Score1 and Cardiac Risk Score2. CD4: cluster of differentiation 4; HDL: high-density lipoprotein; VL: viral load.

Data Analysis
We included youths living with HIV who had health records of systolic blood pressure, antihypertensive medication use, current smoking, and diabetes status in 2016, in the first analytic sample for Cardiac Risk Score1 (n=813). Subsequently, we constructed a second analytic sample for Cardiac Risk Score2 (n=398) by including total cholesterol and HDL cholesterol in addition to the clinic-based predictors mentioned above. As not all patients had records for these additional variables, the sample size of Cardiac Risk Score2 was reduced to 398.

We performed a descriptive analysis of the demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample, followed by bivariate analyses using the chi-square test and independent samples t test with detectable VL and low CD4 lymphocyte count as a dichotomous variable. Then, we ran 3 multivariable linear regression models with Cardiac Risk Score1 as a continuous outcome variable to determine the association between detectable VL and cardiovascular risk, impaired immune function (CD4 lymphocyte count ≤200) and cardiovascular risk, and the combined effect of detectable VL and low CD4 lymphocyte count with cardiovascular risk. We repeated these regression models with Cardiac Risk Score2 as the outcome variable. Covariates included age, race and ethnicity, gender, being prescribed ART medication, substance dependence, and BMI.

The linear regression coefficients were evaluated using unstandardized beta (B) as the point estimate, CI was 95% for the variability around that point estimate, and P value for statistical significance. Standardized beta (β) was used to estimate the effect size of independent variables on the dependent variable, categorized as small (.10), medium (.30), and large (.50) according to Cohen’s criteria. SPSS Statistics (version 25; IBM Corp) was used for all analyses.

Results
Overview
Table 1 provides a summary of the demographic and clinical characteristics of the analytic sample of the study, which includes 813 youths living with HIV. The mean age of the sample was 21 (SD 2.6) years. The sample was predominantly of racial and ethnic minorities, with 70.3% (570/811) of them identifying as Black and 10.9% (88/811) of them as Latinx. Additionally, the majority of the sample were men (563/813, 69.2%). The study also presents the prevalence of detectable VL and impaired immune health, indicating that 47.8% (366/766) of those with VL data had detectable VL and 8.6% (51/593) of those with CD4 lymphocyte data had a baseline count ≤200. The proportion of youths living with HIV who were currently taking ART was high at 88.6% (720/813). The mean BMI of the sample was 25 (SD 6.7) kg/m², and the mean Cardiac Risk Scores 1 and 2 were 0.062 (SD 0.039) and 0.672 (SD 0.401), respectively.

https://www.i-jmr.org/2023/1/e41574
# Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample (N=813).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race and ethnicity (n=811)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>570 (70.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinx</td>
<td>88 (10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>81 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>72 (8.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender (N=813)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>563 (69.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>250 (30.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ART(^a) medication (N=813)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently on ART medication</td>
<td>720 (88.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reportedly on ART medication</td>
<td>93 (11.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VL(^b) (n=766)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detectable VL</td>
<td>366 (47.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undetectable VL</td>
<td>400 (52.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD4(^c) lymphocyte count (n=593)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline count ≤200</td>
<td>51 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline count &gt;200</td>
<td>542 (91.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Substance abuse diagnosis (N=813)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosed with substance abuse</td>
<td>99 (12.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not diagnosed with substance abuse</td>
<td>714 (87.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATN(^d) clinical site (N=813)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, Maryland</td>
<td>90 (11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham, Alabama</td>
<td>61 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, California</td>
<td>84 (10.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis, Tennessee</td>
<td>187 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, California</td>
<td>101 (12.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa, Florida</td>
<td>219 (26.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, District of Columbia</td>
<td>71 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years), mean (SD); median (range)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>21 (2.6); 21 (14-26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BMI (kg/m(^2); N=806), mean (SD); median (range)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>25 (6.7); 23.3 (4.8-69.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiac Risk Score1(^e), mean (SD); median (range)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac Risk Score1</td>
<td>0.062 (0.040); 0.061 (0.01-0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiac Risk Score2(^f) (n=398), mean (SD); median (range)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac Risk Score2</td>
<td>0.672 (0.401); 0.569 (0.17-4.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)ART: antiretroviral therapy.
\(^b\)VL: viral load.
\(^c\)CD4: cluster of differentiation 4.
\(^d\)ATN: Adolescent Medicine Trials Network.
\(^e\)Cardiac Risk Score1: defined as the risk score for patients with systolic blood pressure, smoking, diabetes, and antihypertensive medication use.
\(^f\)Cardiac Risk Score2: defined as the risk score for patients with systolic blood pressure, smoking, diabetes, antihypertensive medication use, total cholesterol, and high-density-lipoprotein cholesterol.
Bivariate Correlates of HIV and Immunologic Biomarkers

**Demographic and Clinical Correlates**

Table 2 presents findings on the demographic and clinical correlates of the study population; the table highlights several general trends observed in the data. First, patients who had detectable VL were more likely to be Black than those who had undetectable VL. The proportion of Black patients was 74% (271/366) among those with detectable VL, compared to 67% (268/400) among those with undetectable VL. This difference was statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 9.9; P < .05$). Second, patients with detectable VL were more likely to be men than those without detectable VL. Specifically, 72.7% (266/366) of patients with detectable VL were men, compared to 65.2% (261/400) of patients without detectable VL. This difference was also statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 4.9; P = .03$). Finally, patients with detectable VL were less likely to be on ART medication than those with undetectable VL. Specifically, 87.7% (321/366) of those with detectable VL were on ART medication, compared to 92.5% (370/400) of those with undetectable VL. This difference was also statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 5.0; P = .03$). These findings suggest that demographic and clinical factors are important correlates of VL in this population.

The 10-year risk of developing CVD was estimated using 2 cardiovascular risk assessment variables, Cardiac Risk Score1 and Cardiac Risk Score2. In bivariate analyses, we found significant associations between VL and cardiovascular risk as measured by both cardiac risk scores. Specifically, the results show that the association between VL and cardiovascular risk was statistically significant for Cardiac Risk Score1 ($P = .001$) and Cardiac Risk Score2 ($P = .007$). However, no significant differences were found between the demographic characteristics and the immunologic biomarker, CD4 lymphocyte count, as displayed in Table 3. When comparing patients who had a CD4 lymphocyte count of $\leq 200$ with those who had a CD4 lymphocyte count of $>200$, no significant difference was found in Cardiac Risk Score1. However, the results show that with Cardiac Risk Score2, the risk of CVD was significantly increased in patients who had a CD4 lymphocyte count of $\leq 200$ compared with those who had a CD4 lymphocyte count of $>200$ ($P = .002$). These findings suggest that VL is associated with an increased risk of CVD as measured by both Cardiac Risk Score1 and Cardiac Risk Score2, and that CD4 lymphocyte count may be an important factor in predicting cardiovascular risk using Cardiac Risk Score2.
### Table 2. Bivariate analysis by detectable viral load (VL; N=766).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Total sample (n=766)</th>
<th>Detectable VL (n=366)</th>
<th>Undetectable VL (n=400)</th>
<th>F test (df)</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Undetectable VL</td>
<td>Detectable VL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>9.881 (3)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity (n=764), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>539 (70.5)</td>
<td>271 (74.5)</td>
<td>268 (67)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinx</td>
<td>85 (11.1)</td>
<td>43 (11.8)</td>
<td>42 (10.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>73 (9.6)</td>
<td>27 (7.4)</td>
<td>46 (11.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>67 (8.8)</td>
<td>23 (6.3)</td>
<td>44 (11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (N=766), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.912 (1)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>527 (68.8)</td>
<td>266 (72.7)</td>
<td>261 (65.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>239 (31.2)</td>
<td>100 (27.3)</td>
<td>139 (34.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART b medication (N=766), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.975 (1)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently on ART medication</td>
<td>691 (90.2)</td>
<td>321 (87.7)</td>
<td>370 (92.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reportedly on ART medication</td>
<td>75 (9.8)</td>
<td>45 (12.3)</td>
<td>30 (7.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4 c lymphocyte count (n=593), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32.326 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline count ≤ 200</td>
<td>50 (8.6)</td>
<td>42 (15.8)</td>
<td>8 (2.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline count &gt; 200</td>
<td>532 (91.4)</td>
<td>224 (84.2)</td>
<td>308 (97.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance abuse diagnosis (N=766), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.333 (1)</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosed with substance abuse</td>
<td>97 (12.7)</td>
<td>49 (13.4)</td>
<td>48 (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not diagnosed with substance abuse</td>
<td>669 (87.3)</td>
<td>317 (86.6)</td>
<td>352 (88)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>21 (2.6)</td>
<td>21 (2.5)</td>
<td>21 (2.7)</td>
<td>2.990</td>
<td>(764)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²; n=762), mean (SD)</td>
<td>25 (6.8)</td>
<td>25 (6.6)</td>
<td>26 (6.9)</td>
<td>3.626</td>
<td>(760)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac Risk Score1 d, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.062 (0.040)</td>
<td>0.067 (0.042)</td>
<td>0.058 (0.037)</td>
<td>2.049</td>
<td>(764)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac Risk Score2 e, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.672 (0.672)</td>
<td>0.735 (0.452)</td>
<td>0.626 (0.348)</td>
<td>4.577</td>
<td>(392)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a N/A: not applicable.
b ART: antiretroviral therapy.
c CD4: cluster of differentiation 4.
d Cardiac Risk Score1: defined as the risk score for patients with systolic blood pressure, smoking, diabetes, and antihypertensive medication use.
e Cardiac Risk Score2: defined as the risk score for patients with systolic blood pressure, smoking, diabetes, antihypertensive medication use, total cholesterol, and high-density-lipoprotein cholesterol.
Table 3. Bivariate analysis by low cluster of differentiation 4 (CD4) lymphocyte count (N=593).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Total sample</th>
<th>CD4 lymphocyte count≤200 (n=51)</th>
<th>CD4 lymphocyte count&gt;200 (n=542)</th>
<th>$F$ test (df)</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race and ethnicity (n=591), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>431 (72.9)</td>
<td>44 (88)</td>
<td>387 (71.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.548 (3)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinx</td>
<td>63 (10.7)</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td>60 (11.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>48 (8.1)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>47 (8.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>49 (8.3)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td>47 (8.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender (N=593), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>420 (70.8)</td>
<td>36 (70.6)</td>
<td>384 (70.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>173 (29.2)</td>
<td>15 (29.4)</td>
<td>158 (29.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ART(^b) medication (N=593), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently on ART medication</td>
<td>529 (89.2)</td>
<td>48 (94.1)</td>
<td>481 (88.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reportedly on ART medication</td>
<td>64 (10.8)</td>
<td>3 (5.9)</td>
<td>61 (11.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VL(^c) (n=582), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detectable VL</td>
<td>266 (45.7)</td>
<td>42 (84)</td>
<td>224 (42.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undetectable VL</td>
<td>316 (54.3)</td>
<td>224 (42.1)</td>
<td>308 (57.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Substance abuse diagnosis (N=593), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosed with substance abuse</td>
<td>86 (14.5)</td>
<td>9 (17.6)</td>
<td>77 (14.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not diagnosed with substance abuse</td>
<td>507 (85.5)</td>
<td>42 (82.4)</td>
<td>465 (85.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>21 (2.6)</td>
<td>21 (2.5)</td>
<td>21 (2.5)</td>
<td>0.042 (591)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BMI (kg/m(^2); n=591), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>25 (6.8)</td>
<td>24 (5.8)</td>
<td>25 (7)</td>
<td>3.357 (589)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiac Risk Score1(^d), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>0.062 (0.039)</td>
<td>0.066 (0.046)</td>
<td>0.060 (0.037)</td>
<td>1.223 (591)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiac Risk Score2(^e) (n=343), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>0.672 (0.401)</td>
<td>0.864 (0.741)</td>
<td>0.621 (0.338)</td>
<td>8.712 (341)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)N/A: not applicable.
\(^b\)ART: antiretroviral therapy.
\(^c\)VL: viral load.
\(^d\)Cardiac Risk Score1: defined as the risk score for patients with systolic blood pressure, smoking, diabetes, and antihypertensive medication use.
\(^e\)Cardiac Risk Score2: defined as the risk score for patients with systolic blood pressure, smoking, diabetes, antihypertensive medication use, total cholesterol, and high-density-lipoprotein cholesterol.

**Multivariable Analyses of Cardiac Risk Scores**

The multivariable regression analysis of Cardiac Risk Score1 and Cardiac Risk Score2 scores is presented in Tables 4 and 5. For Cardiac Risk Score1, Model 1A showed a small effect of VL on increased cardiovascular risk ($\beta=.067$, SE 0.001; $P=.008$), while no significant association was found for CD4 lymphocyte count (Model 1B). Model 1C also demonstrated a significant positive association between VL and cardiovascular risk ($P=.01$), while that with the CD4 lymphocyte count was not significant ($P=.54$). The findings of Model 1A and Model 1C were consistent.

For Cardiac Risk Score2, Model 2A showed a 38% increase in the likelihood of having cardiovascular risk for a 1000-point increase in VL ($B=.038$, 95% CI 0.011-0.066). Model 2B showed no significant association between CD4 lymphocyte count and cardiovascular risk. Model 2C demonstrated a significant positive association between VL and cardiovascular risk ($P=.01$), while that with the CD4 lymphocyte count was not significant ($P=.01$). The findings of Model 2A and Model 2C were consistent. The standardized beta value for the effect of VL on cardiovascular risk was only over .1 in both Cardiac Risk Score1 and Cardiac Risk Score2, indicating a small effect size.
Table 4. Multivariable linear regression Model 1 by Cardiac Risk Scores. Cardiac Risk Score 1: defined as the risk score for patients with systolic blood pressure, smoking, diabetes, and antihypertensive medication use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multivariable</th>
<th>Model 1A with VL&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; findings</th>
<th>Model 1B with CD4&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; lymphocyte findings</th>
<th>Model 1C with VL and CD4 lymphocyte findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unstandardized</td>
<td>Standardized</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>0.000 to 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.000 to 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>0.057 to 0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; medication</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>0.000 to 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance abuse diagnosis</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>0.009 to 0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>0.000 to 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.000 to 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4 lymphocyte count</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>VL: viral load.
<sup>b</sup>CD4: cluster of differentiation 4.
<sup>c</sup>ART: antiretroviral therapy.
<sup>d</sup>N/A: not applicable.
Table 5. Multivariable linear regression Model 2 by Cardiac Risk Scores. Cardiac Risk Score2: defined as the risk score for patients with systolic blood pressure, smoking, diabetes, antihypertensive medication use, total cholesterol, and high-density-lipoprotein cholesterol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multivariable</th>
<th>Model 2A with VLa findings</th>
<th>Model 2B with CD4b lymphocyte findings</th>
<th>Model 2C with VL and CD4 lymphocyte findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unstandardized B</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>-0.003 to 0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.021</td>
<td>-0.002 to 0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.164</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>0.077 to 0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTc medication</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>-0.174 to 0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance abuse diagnosis</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>-0.049 to 0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>0.008 to 0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>0.011 to 0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4 lymphocyte count</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aVL: viral load.
bCD4: cluster of differentiation 4.
cART: antiretroviral therapy.
dN/A: Not applicable.

Discussion

This study was among the first to examine the creation of cardiovascular risk profiles and assess their connections with HIV biomarkers in youths living with HIV aged 14-26 years. The results showed that detectable VL was statistically significantly linked to cardiovascular risk, even after adjusting for demographic and clinical factors, underscoring the need for integrating cardiovascular health and HIV care in regular clinical practice. The study also revealed that higher plasma VL was associated with a slight yet statistically significant increase in cardiovascular risk, regardless of CD4 lymphocyte count, ART exposure, and other demographic and clinical factors. These findings contribute to our understanding of the broad spectrum of the VL-cardiovascular risk relationship. In contrast, CD4 lymphocyte count did not demonstrate a connection to cardiovascular risk in any of the adjusted models.

There is currently no universally accepted method for evaluating cardiovascular risk and conveying this risk to youths living with HIV. The conventional approach of expressing increased risk of CVD as a probability of an event over the subsequent 10 years may discourage patients from adhering to healthier lifestyles and preventive care [54]. Using average age as a constant factor (the same for everyone) in our risk scores could pave the way for the development of an EHR-integrated monitoring device that assesses cardiovascular risk in young HIV-positive populations and enables effective risk communication to youths living with HIV. This approach could also have significant implications for clinical decision-making regarding treatment thresholds in youths living with HIV. Since age is a key factor in predicting absolute risk [46], the use of our risk scores could help classify youths living with HIV who are at risk of cardiovascular health issues. Our study provides a foundation for future research that can further investigate this approach and apply it to HIV-negative youth populations. As we obtained similar results from both risk scores, the simpler version could serve as a cost-effective means of assessing high-risk HIV-positive youth for cardiovascular health conditions using readily available clinic-based predictors. However, it is crucial for researchers to periodically assess potential biases that may not have been apparent in this study.

Previous studies have indicated that the FRS is not effective in categorizing lifetime risk in younger individuals [55] and have recommended relative risk estimates instead of age-dependent absolute risk estimates for those with low short-term risk [56]. A study that examined the ability of the FRS and the Adult Treatment Panel III to predict long-term risk for coronary heart disease death in young men aged 18–39 years found that neither method identified individuals under 30 years of age as high risk despite significant risk factor burden [57]. In this study, age was kept constant, meaning all individuals aged 18-29 years were given the risk estimate of a 30-year-old [57]. However, using continuous risk scores in our study could offer advantages over arbitrary classifications of high cardiovascular risk. In a cohort of youths living with HIV with lower event rates than the original Framingham cohort, identifying only high-risk individuals based on a >20% absolute risk in 10 years, despite...
significant risk factor burden, may not be the most effective strategy for estimating and communicating cardiovascular risk to younger individuals.

The FRS, on the other hand, has its own set of advantages. Given its strengths, we opted to adapt the FRS as a tool to assess CVD risk among youths living with HIV, despite the existence of other risk assessment algorithms. FRS was developed using a large, community-based cohort of individuals from Framingham, Massachusetts [58]. This population was representative of the US population at the time the study was conducted, which is important because HIV-positive individuals in the United States may have different risk profiles compared to those in other regions. FRS is based on traditional CVD risk factors, such as age, gender, blood pressure, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, and smoking status [58]. These risk factors are commonly assessed in clinical settings and are readily available in EHRs, making FRS a feasible tool for use in routine clinical care for youths living with HIV. FRS is a simple tool that is easy to use and understand, which may be particularly important for health care providers who may not have extensive training in CVD risk assessment. Other risk assessment algorithms may also be appropriate depending on the specific characteristics of the population being assessed. Nonetheless, there is still a need for further research to establish a definitive and widely accepted standard for assessing the risk of CVD in young adults living with HIV.

Despite the use of a multiclinic sample, there are potential limitations to the current findings. First, the study design was cross-sectional, preventing the establishment of causal inferences. Future research should adopt a longitudinal approach to observe changes over time and test these associations. Second, caution should be exercised when generalizing our findings to the wider population of youths living with HIV in the United States or other locations. For instance, the high proportion of Hispanics in Tampa and a large Black population in Memphis, Tennessee (over 50% of the population), may limit the generalizability of our results to areas with different demographic compositions. Third, we were unable to provide the lower limit detection threshold of VL due to the use of different laboratories and assays across clinical sites, resulting in varied detection limits. Fourth, the use of diagnostic codes as a proxy for substance abuse may have underestimated the prevalence of alcohol and drug use problems. This limitation is further compounded by the high number of missing data, particularly relating to cholesterol, which led to the exclusion of youth from 3 of the highest prevalence areas in the United States. Overall, these limitations suggest that caution should be exercised when interpreting the current findings, and further studies that prioritize more complete EHR data are necessary to address these limitations.

Furthermore, there are several limitations to grouping substances together in our study using EHR data. Combining substances into 1 group may mask potential differences in the cardiovascular effects of individual substances, limiting our ability to identify specific risk factors associated with each substance. This could lead to overgeneralization of findings and inaccurate conclusions about the effects of substance abuse on cardiovascular health. Another limitation of our study is that missing values were assumed as nonsubstance users. This assumption may lead to an underestimation of the prevalence of substance abuse in our sample, as there are issues around documentation and disclosure of alcohol and drug use in clinical settings, which may result in incomplete or inaccurate information in EHR data. This limitation could have implications for the generalizability of our findings, as it may not reflect the true prevalence of substance abuse in the population under study.

Additionally, assuming missing values indicate nonsubstance use could introduce bias if the reasons for missing data are related to substance abuse. For example, individuals who are actively using substances may be less likely to disclose their use or may miss appointments or follow-up visits, leading to missing data. This bias could lead to inaccurate estimates of the prevalence and effects of substance abuse on cardiovascular health. Therefore, while grouping substances and assuming missing values as nonsubstance users may be practical approaches for analyzing EHR data, they do have limitations that need to be considered when interpreting the results of our study.

Despite the limitations, our study is innovative in using EHRs to investigate the independent effects of HIV biomarkers on cardiovascular risk in a US-based cohort of youths living with HIV who received routine medical care. The use of EHRs allowed for the inclusion of HIV outcome data from clinic-based patients, which reduced study costs, and the use of ICD-10 codes to identify clinical covariates for analysis. Our findings have important implications for the development of a multivariable risk assessment method tailored to youths living with HIV. Future research should investigate the inclusion of VL in cardiovascular risk equations for young people to predict CVD risk. Our study emphasizes the importance of recognizing HIV infection as an additional risk factor for CVD and providing preventive CVD care for youths living with HIV in routine practice. Multicomponent interventions that target both VL suppression and cardiovascular risk reduction among youths living with HIV are warranted [25].

Our study also highlights the need for a preventative health life course approach in the care of youths living with HIV. A recently published cohort study found that the risk of CVD remained consistently higher among people with HIV, regardless of age or diagnosis timing [59]. It is important to note that HIV alone, without consideration of other comorbidities and risk factors, may underestimate the burden of CVD among young people living with HIV [1,25]. Therefore, interventions designed with a preventative health life course approach should consider those with particularly elevated cardiovascular risk, especially if risk-enhancing factors related to HIV (e.g., low CD4 lymphocyte count or a history of prolonged viremia) are present [60]. Similarly, a syndemics approach is necessary to combat the growing burden of CVD among young adults with HIV.

Syndemics refer to the interaction between 2 or more epidemics that mutually reinforce each other and increase the burden of disease in a population [61]. In the case of youths living with HIV, the interaction between HIV and CVD epidemics is evident, as HIV infection increases the risk of developing CVD, while CVD risk factors are prevalent among individuals with
HIV [4,6,25]. Therefore, a comprehensive approach that addresses the interrelated factors contributing to the high burden of CVD in youths living with HIV is necessary. This approach should include interventions that target HIV treatment and management, CVD prevention, and the social determinants of health. By addressing these factors in a coordinated manner, health care providers can reduce the burden of CVD and improve the overall health outcomes of young adults with HIV.
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Abstract

Background: Dental undergraduate students are required to show sufficient practical skills prior to treating patients. Practical skills and the underlying theoretical knowledge are taught in preclinical courses. Usually, the learning outcome is assessed in written multiple-choice examinations (theoretical knowledge) and practical skills tests. However, students’ assessment of practical skills is more time consuming and prone to bias than objective multiple-choice examinations.

Objective: This study aims to analyze the relation between students’ theoretical knowledge and practical skills in endodontics. Furthermore, the predictive validity of a theoretical knowledge assessment on students’ practical skills was assessed.

Methods: Examination results from all students who participated in the preclinical phantom course in Operative Dentistry (sixth semester of the undergraduate dental curriculum in Germany) between the 2015 summer term and the 2022 summer term were retrospectively evaluated (N=447). The effects of age, sex, previous course participation, and theoretical knowledge on students’ practical skills were assessed, using Pearson correlations, Wilcoxon rank sum tests, and a linear regression analysis. Subsequently, students’ theoretical knowledge and practical skills were compared via a Fisher exact test to identify a suitable pass mark for students’ theoretical knowledge that was associated with sufficient practical skills (≥60%).

Results: Students’ theoretical knowledge was significantly associated with practical skills (P_adj=0.02; r=0.13). By using the current pass mark for theoretical knowledge (ie, 60%), a significant differentiation between insufficient practical skills (<60%) and sufficient practical skills (≥60%) was achieved (P=0.02). However, for the discrimination between students with sufficient practical skills and students with insufficient practical skills, an adapted pass mark for theoretical knowledge would be more appropriate. The ideal pass mark amounted to 58% (P=0.02). 

Conclusions: Students’ practical skills and theoretical knowledge are significantly correlated. By objectively measuring students’ theoretical knowledge, a rough estimation of students’ practical skills (ie, a differentiation between sufficient and insufficient practical skills) is possible.
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Introduction

Measuring the outcome of education (ie, theoretical knowledge and practical skills) is one of the major issues in dental education. Preclinical teaching within the German undergraduate dental curriculum consists of 6 semesters. During this time, students are taught theoretical knowledge and practical skills for a variety of subjects. Usually, written examinations and practical skills tests are performed to monitor the students’
progress; their capability to apply the acquired knowledge; and, therefore, their ability to treat patients during the subsequent clinical part of the undergraduate dental curriculum. Theoretical knowledge is often objectively assessed via written examinations that use different multiple-choice item types. Practical skills are often assessed by simulating clinical situations that have to be mastered by students. Without any doubt, the implementation of practical skills tests is a complicated process that requires a large amount of time and personnel input [1]. Therefore, several previous studies aimed to assess the correlation between the theoretical knowledge and practical competence of medical students [2-5]. However, only a few studies have evaluated the relation between theoretical knowledge and practical skills among dental students [1,6]. These studies assessed the correlation between students’ achievements in written examinations and objective structured clinical examinations and reported a significant but moderate correlation between both assessments’ scores [1,6].

Ideally, written examinations predict students’ competence and preparedness for further challenges and advanced practice at the end of a preclinical course. Moreover, the measurement process should prevent false-negative results (failing a student who is competent) and false-positive results (passing a student who is incompetent) [7]. Similarly, when applying theoretical knowledge as a predictor for students’ practical skills, an optimal cutoff value has to be calculated, so that the number of false-negative results (theoretically failing but being practically capable) and false-positive ones (theoretically passing but being practically incompetent) is reduced to the greatest possible extent.

In the field of endodontics, both the transfer of theoretical knowledge and the acquisition of basic practical skills play important roles in dental education [8]. A survey regarding undergraduate endodontic teaching among dental schools in the United Kingdom reported that lectures, seminars, tutorials, and laboratory or practical learning were the most frequently applied teaching formats [9]. Furthermore, the Undergraduate Curriculum Guidelines for Endodontology of the European Society of Endodontology recommends practical supervision by endodontic specialists or by educators with special interest and training in endodontics [8], which emphasizes the need for practical skills acquisition. However, detailed theoretical knowledge concerning root canal anatomy is a prerequisite for successful endodontic treatment [10]. A survey among undergraduate dental students confirmed the relevance of sufficient anatomical knowledge, as 74% of the students did not feel competent in treating posterior and multirooted teeth with complex anatomies [11]. Moreover, sufficient knowledge about the correct use of endodontic instrumentation systems and their properties, which differ due to the different alloys that these systems are made of, is required for error avoidance during root canal treatment [12]. Without any doubt, theoretical knowledge and the acquisition of practical skills seem to be important factors related to successful endodontic treatment. However, to the best of our knowledge, the correlation between these competencies and the predictive validity of theoretical examinations on the practical capability of dental students in preclinical courses have not been evaluated so far.

This study aimed to analyze the relation between students’ theoretical knowledge and practical skills in endodontics. Furthermore, the predictive validity of a theoretical knowledge assessment on students’ practical skills was assessed, and an optimal cutoff value for theoretical knowledge was defined.

The null hypothesis was that students’ theoretical knowledge does not impact practical skills.

Methods

Ethics Approval

This study was approved by the local ethics committee of University Medical Center Göttingen (approval number: 23/10/22). The data analyzed in this study were routinely generated during students’ undergraduate dental education. Participating students did not receive any compensation. The local ethics committee allowed for the secondary analysis of the data set without additional consent. The data set was anonymized prior to this study.

The use of anonymized extracted human teeth in routine teaching practices was approved by the local ethics committee of University Medical Center Göttingen (approval number: 27/8/13). Prior to the collection of extracted teeth during routine care, patients received written information, and informed consent was obtained.

Participants

All students who were enrolled in the preclinical phantom course in Operative Dentistry (sixth semester of the undergraduate dental curriculum in Germany) between the 2015 summer term and the 2022 summer term were included in the retrospective analysis. Students who did not participate in both the practical skills test and the final written examination (eg, course dropout or absence from examinations due to illness) were excluded.

Assessment of Theoretical Knowledge

Theoretical knowledge was assessed in summative electronic examinations, using the CAMPUS examination software (Umbrella Consortium for Assessment Networks [13]). Examinations took place at the end of each term and consisted of 30 items. Among these, single-choice items with 5 answer options (Type A items), multiple-select items with 4 to 6 options (Multiple-True-False items), and open-ended items were used. Single-choice and open-ended items were scored dichotomously (ie, examinees received either 0 or 1 credit point per item). Multiple-True-False items were scored according to the Vorkauf method [14] (in the literature, the terms Halbpunkt-Bewertung [14], Half-point Scoring [15], and Vorkauf Method [16] are used); examinees received 1 credit point if all statements per item were marked correctly, 0.5 credit points if only 1 statement per item was marked incorrectly, and 0 credit points if more than 1 statement per item was marked incorrectly. Pick-N items were scored according to the method proposed by Bauer et al [17] (in the literature, the terms Partial Scoring 50% [18] and PS$_{50}$ [18] are used); examinees received 1 credit point if all true answer
options were marked, 0.5 credit points if at least half of the true answer options were marked, and 0 credit points if less than half of the true answer options were marked. Prior to the examinations, all items were reviewed by multiple educators using a checklist for content and formal correctness. The total examination time amounted to 90 seconds per item. A fixed pass mark of 60% was applied.

Each examination covered 3 topics (Cariology/Restorative Dentistry, Endodontics, and Periodontics), but only items on endodontics were considered in this study to allow for a comparison with practical skills in endodontics. Students’ theoretical knowledge was calculated as a relative percentage score based on the number of gained credit points.

**Assessment of Practical Skills**

Practical skills were assessed once per term in a standardized practical skills test. Students were given 2.5 hours to perform an endodontic treatment on an extracted human premolar. Teeth were previously embedded in polymethyl methacrylate (Paladur [Kulzer GmbH]) at their physiological position in full-arch models. During the examination, models were mounted in their maxillary or mandibular position and placed in a phantom head (Phantomkopf PK-2 with face mask P-6 GM [Frasaco GmbH]). During the treatment, the use of a rubber dam was mandatory. Assessed treatment steps included (1) the preparation of an endodontic access cavity, (2) the determination of endodontic working length, (3) the preparation of root canals, (4) the cold obturation of root canals by using gutta-percha and sealer, and (5) the cleaning of the endodontic access cavity. Before (preoperative), during (verification of working length), and after the treatments, x-ray images were taken.

Each treatment step was rated by an endodontic specialist using a piloted spreadsheet. For each treatment step, up to 3 raw points were awarded based on students’ performance, and a final practical achievement score was calculated as a relative percentage score. Again, a pass mark of 60% was applied.

**Statistical Analysis**

All statistical analyses were performed by using the software R (version 4.2.1; R Foundation for Statistical Computing) [19]. The level of significance was set at an α of .05.

Variables that potentially impacted students’ practical skills (ie, age, sex, previous course participation, and theoretical knowledge) were tested univariately, using Pearson correlations (continuous variables) or Wilcoxon rank sum tests (categorical variables). P values were corrected for multiple testing according to the Bonferroni-Holm method. Subsequently, variables were simultaneously entered in a multiple linear regression model.

The number of students with a practical skills level of ≥60% (ie, sufficient) or <60% (ie, insufficient) was determined. By applying the current pass mark of 60% for theoretical knowledge, these students were further categorized as students with a theoretical knowledge mark of <60% or ≥60%. The distribution of students among the four emerging categories was determined by using a Fisher exact test.

To determine the best lower limit for theoretical knowledge, the receiver operator characteristic curve method was applied at 1% intervals. Again, participants were divided into groups of students with a practical skills level of ≥60% or <60%. For the construction of the curve, the number of students with a theoretical knowledge level below a sliding delimiter among both groups was calculated. The Youden index (θ [theoretical knowledge≥delimiter | practical skills≥60%] + θ [theoretical knowledge≥delimiter | practical skills<60%] – 1) and the negative log of Fisher P values were used to calculate an optimal theoretical knowledge cutoff value.

**Results**

**Participants**

A total of 447 students with paired measurements of practical skills and theoretical knowledge were included in this study. Descriptive data and the univariate effect of each variable on students’ practical skills are shown in Table 1. Only the level of theoretical knowledge was significantly associated with practical skills (P adjusted=.02), indicating a small effect size (r=0.13).

The effects of the assessed variables on students’ practical skills were further analyzed via linear regression analysis, as shown in Table 2. The overall model was significant (F_{4,442}=2.442; P=.046; R^2 adjusted=0.013), indicating a small effect size (f^2=0.01) [20]. Again, only the level of theoretical knowledge was associated with students’ practical skills (P=.006). Therefore, the null hypothesis must be rejected.
Table 1. Univariate effects of assessed variables on students’ practical skills (practical achievement score).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Adjusted P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at time of practical skills test (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>25.06 (3.44)</td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>307 (68.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>140 (31.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous course participation, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>412 (92.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>35 (7.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical knowledge (score), mean (SD)</td>
<td>76.54 (18.5)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuous variables were assessed with P values from Pearson correlations. Categorical variables were assessed with P values from Wilcoxon rank sum tests.

Table 2. Linear regression model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Estimate, B</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at time of practical skills test</td>
<td>−0.037</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (female vs male)</td>
<td>−1.939</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous participation (yes vs no)</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical knowledge</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intercept=69.971 (P<.001).

Relation Between Theoretical Knowledge and Practical Skills

The relation between students’ theoretical knowledge and practical skills is shown in Figure 1. By applying the current pass mark for theoretical knowledge, a significant differentiation was achieved (P=.02; Fisher exact test).

Figure 1. The relation between students’ theoretical knowledge and practical skills. The regression line and 95% CI (dashed lines) are shown. To pass the practical skills test, a minimum practical achievement score of 60% was required (green-shaded area). For the theoretical knowledge assessment in written examinations, a pass mark of 60% was used (vertical line). The P value was obtained from a Fisher exact test.
Predictive Validity of Theoretical Knowledge on Practical Skills

Based on a fixed pass mark of 60% for practical skills, the area under the receiver operator characteristic curve amounted to 59.2% (95% CI 45.7%-72.1%; Figure 2).

The best lower limit (ie, pass mark) for theoretical knowledge was 58%, as indicated by the maximized negative log of Fisher P values (1.710) and a Youden index of 0.155 (Figure 3). The associated odds ratio amounted to 2.58 (95% CI 1.13-5.59), indicating that students with a theoretical knowledge mark below 58% are 1.22 times more likely to show insufficient practical skills (<60%).

Figure 2. The receiver operator characteristic curve and 95% CI (dashed lines) of theoretical knowledge marks. The putative pass mark for theoretical knowledge was used as a sliding delimiter (0%-100%). AUC: area under the curve.

Figure 3. The relation between the Youden index and theoretical knowledge (blue line) and the relation between the negative log of Fisher P values and theoretical knowledge (red line) are shown. The putative pass mark for theoretical knowledge was used as a sliding delimiter (0%-100%). Smoothed lines are shown. The maximized Youden index and negative log of Fisher P values are indicated by the vertical line.
Discussion

Principal Findings
This study shows that a significant differentiation between students with sufficient practical skills and students with insufficient practical skills can be achieved by applying the currently used pass mark of 60% on written examinations assessing theoretical knowledge. Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that every test has its limitations and unavoidably results in a specific number of false decisions. Aiming to maximize the number of correctly categorized students (ie, true positives: theoretically passing and being practically capable; true negatives: theoretically failing and being practically incapable), we calculated the best lower limit for theoretical knowledge, which amounted to 58%. Furthermore, the results of this study indicate that students who show insufficient theoretical knowledge (ie, those who achieve a score below 58% in the written multiple-choice examination) are 1.22 times more likely to show insufficient practical skills (ie, achieving a score below 60% in the practical skills test).

Comparison to Prior Work
The assessment of clinical competence is one of the major issues in medical and dental education. Written examinations, especially those consisting of multiple-choice items, are widely used to objectively assess students’ theoretical knowledge [2,4,6]. However, no single assessment tool that measures all facets of clinical competence has been established yet [21]. The Miller pyramid illustrates several stages of clinical competence, using the terms knows, knows how, shows how, and does [22]. Multiple-choice items in written examinations are suitable for assessing both basic facts and applied knowledge (ie, the two lower levels of the Miller pyramid) [21]. Higher levels of clinical competence need to be tested by using practical skills tests or by simulating clinical situations, such as in objective structured clinical examinations [21]. However, according to the Miller pyramid, it is suggested that practical skills are based on sufficient theoretical knowledge. Moreover, the implementation of practical skills tests is cost-intensive, requires many resources, and results in a large amount of personnel effort [1]. Due to these circumstances, previous studies investigated the relationship between the theoretical knowledge and practical skills of medical students [2,4,23-26]. Many of these studies found a significant but weak to moderate correlation between theoretical knowledge and practical skills [1,2,4,6,23,24]. However, some studies failed to show a significant correlation between students’ theoretical knowledge and practical skills [25,26], leading to contradicting results.

Only a few studies have explored the relation between the theoretical knowledge and practical skills of undergraduate dental students [1,6]. Confirming the findings of other previous investigations in medicine, these studies found a moderate correlation between theoretical knowledge and practical performance [1,6]. Similarly, our study shows that theoretical knowledge is significantly associated with practical skills among undergraduate dental students performing root canal treatments (P_{adjusted}=.02). Two of the major advantages of being able to anticipate the future practical performance of dental students are the possibilities of early intervention and individual promotion. Students who do not perform well on written examinations may benefit from closer monitoring during the early stages of clinical practice. Likewise, students with excellent theoretical performances may be further encouraged and challenged by providing them with more complex cases.

Strengths and Limitations
The major strengths of this study are the large number of dental students who participated in the preclinical phantom course in Operative Dentistry between the 2015 summer term and the 2022 summer term and the inclusion of student-related variables (ie, age, sex, and previous course participation). However, different limitations are also present. First, the assessed predictive validity of students’ theoretical knowledge on practical skills was based on the used written examinations and practical skills tests. Second, the practical skills tests used extracted human premolars, which potentially could have resulted in inequities. However, all teeth were assessed via x-ray images prior to the practical skills tests, and teeth were excluded if any anatomical difficulties were obvious. Thereby, similar levels of difficulty for the practical skills tests were ensured. The use of extracted human teeth in endodontic skills tests is recommended, as students’ performance on tests involving artificial teeth does not predict their future performance during clinical treatments [27]. Third, the results reflect the competence of undergraduate preclinical course students in performing root canal treatments on extracted teeth of low-level difficulty. Further research is required to assess the relation between the theoretical knowledge and practical competence of more experienced students who treat patients and are confronted with more demanding tasks (ie, during clinical teaching). Fourth, the COVID-19 pandemic occurred in the middle of the study period. However, practical teaching was always fully carried out on site while ensuring sufficient physical distancing (eg, students were placed in 2 cohorts), and theoretical knowledge was partially taught via the internet, as outlined in a previous publication [28]. Thereby, all participating students completed the full practical curriculum, and the pandemic likely did not impact the presented results.

Future Directions
Although this study found statistically significant results, the weak correlation does not warrant an exact prediction of the practical skills test outcome. Even though the results confirm that the acquisition of sufficient theoretical knowledge is associated with adequate practical skills, the need for the integration of practical courses must be emphasized. Interestingly, the linear regression model of this study shows that previous but unsuccessful participation in the preclinical phantom course had no effect on the outcomes of the practical skills tests when compared to first-time participation in the course. Moreover, 2 previous studies regarding students’ self-perceptions during practical courses reported that most dental students still do not feel confident and competent when performing nonsurgical root canal treatments, especially on premolars and molars [11,29]. This study confirms that theoretical knowledge and extensive practical training (beyond the preclinical course) in endodontics are required to
comprehend the importance of each single step in endodontic treatment [30].

Conclusion
This study provided valuable information concerning the relation between students’ theoretical knowledge and practical skills for performing endodontic treatments. By objectively measuring students’ theoretical knowledge, a rough estimation of students’ practical skills (ie, a differentiation between sufficient and insufficient practical skills) is possible.
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Abstract

Background: Cardiac arrest is the most time-critical emergency medical students and junior physicians may face in their personal or professional life. However, many studies have shown that most of them lack the necessary knowledge and skills to efficiently perform resuscitation. This could be related to the fact that advanced cardiovascular resuscitation courses are not always part of the undergraduate medical curriculum.

Objective: The aim of this study was to describe the development, pilot implementation, and assessment of an advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course designed to enable senior medical students to manage the initial resuscitation phase in case of cardiac arrest.

Methods: An introductory advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course was developed on the initiative of fifth-year medical students, in collaboration with the prehospital emergency medical service team of the Geneva University Hospitals. The 60 slots available to the 157 members of the fifth-year promotion of the University of Geneva Faculty of Medicine were filled in less than 8 hours. This unexpected success prompted the creation of a first questionnaire, which was sent to all fifth-year students to determine the overall proportion of students interested in attending an advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course. This questionnaire was also used to assess basic life support education and experience among course participants. A postcourse questionnaire was used to gather feedback regarding the course and to assess student confidence regarding the resuscitation skills they had been taught.

Results: Out of 157 fifth-year medical students, 73 (46%) completed the first questionnaire. Most thought that the current curriculum did not provide them with enough knowledge and skills regarding resuscitation and 85% (62/73) wished to attend an introductory advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course. All the participants who would have wanted to follow the full Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support course before graduating were set back by its cost (10/10, 100%). Of the 60 students who had registered for the training sessions, 56 (93%) actually attended. The postcourse questionnaire was completed by 42 (87%) students (out of 48 who had registered on the platform). They unanimously answered that an advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course should be part of the standard curriculum.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates the interest of senior medical students in an advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course and their willingness to see such a course integrated as a part of their regular curriculum.
Introduction

Background

Senior medical students about to graduate are sometimes expected to have skills close to those of certified physicians even though their training is still ongoing [1]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, these expectations were particularly emphasized, and many senior undergraduate students were given responsibilities akin to those of residents [2]. Regardless of the context of this recent crisis, any medical student can be exposed to critical emergencies whether inside or outside the hospital [1,3,4]. Indeed, they are expected to adequately manage resuscitations even though they have not yet graduated [5]. Moreover, in Switzerland as in many other countries, newly graduated physicians spend their first year of residency in peripheral hospitals where senior practitioners are not constantly present. These physicians should therefore be able to manage the first 10 minutes of resuscitation without external help. However, many studies show that senior medical students who are about to graduate are not proficient in resuscitation skills despite significant improvements throughout their curriculum [5-10]. Furthermore, most senior medical students feel unconfident putting these skills into action [1,11]. This feeling could be explained by the paucity of refresher sessions during their undergraduate curriculum and by the impression that their resuscitation training is not comprehensive or advanced enough [12].

Local Setting

During their 6-year curriculum, medical students at the University of Geneva Faculty of Medicine (UGFM), Switzerland, follow 4 basic life support (BLS) training sessions. Even though the last of these sessions, which takes place during their fifth year, confronts them with more difficult cases requiring a better understanding of the pathophysiology of cardiac arrest (CA), they are not expected to practice skills beyond standard BLS procedures.

In 2021, a small group of fifth-year medical students was interested in taking an Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support (ACLS) course since they were concerned about their resuscitation skills. Since this course is both expensive and time-consuming, they contacted the prehospital emergency medical service (Mobile Emergency and Resuscitation Service [SMUR for Service Mobile d’Urgence et de Réanimation, in French]) of the Geneva University Hospitals to determine if an introductory advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course designed to enable senior medical students to manage the first 10 minutes of resuscitation in case of CA.

Objectives

The goal of this study was to describe the development, pilot implementation, and assessment of an introductory advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course designed to enable senior medical students to manage the first 10 minutes of resuscitation during the undergraduate emergency training program as part of the standard curriculum.

Methods

Ethics Approval

In accordance with the Swiss federal law on human research, the regional ethics committee (Commission Cantonale d’Ethique de la Recherche sur l’être humain—CCER—Geneva, Switzerland) issued a “declaration of no objection” (Req-2021-00628) regarding this study [13].

Study Design

This was a retrospective analysis of data collected prospectively through fully automated web-based questionnaires. Participants were informed that anonymized data would be collected and presented to the UGFM committee for undergraduate education. The students were also informed by email that a publication was considered and had the opportunity to ask questions and express their potential opposition. Methods and results are reported according to the CHERRIES (Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys) guidelines [14].

Enrollment and Precourse Questionnaire

Information about the course was dispatched to all fifth-year medical students by email on February 18, 2021, and was simultaneously posted on the social network used for the promotion. The fifth-year UGFM promotion included 157 students representing our convenience sample. Students could register for the course by responding to the invitation email on a first come, first served basis. No financial incentive was given to promote participation, and there were no exclusion criteria.

A web-based platform was created using the Joomla 3.9 content management system (Open Source Matters) to host the web-based questionnaires, which were created using the Community Surveys 5.5 component (Shondalai). The platform and questionnaires were thoroughly tested by 4 of the authors. The first questionnaire was sent to the participants along with practical information regarding the training sessions on April 1, 2021, and a reminder was sent 3 days later. This questionnaire was divided into 2 sections (Table 1). The aim of the first section was to determine the potential number of students interested in such a training and was intended for the all fifth-year UGFM students, regardless of their participation in or interest for the...
Registered participants accessed the second part, which was specifically designed to assess their comfort with the BLS skills they had acquired through the standard training curriculum and their desire to follow an official ACLS course prior to registering to the introductory advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course. After completing this part of the questionnaire, participants were prompted to create an account on the web-based platform.

To make sure that participants would reap the highest possible benefit from the course and to facilitate the flow of the practice sessions, they were asked to read a summary of the ACLS guidelines [15] before attending the course.

### Design and Sequence of the Course

There were 5 training sessions between April 10 and June 12, 2021, and students were divided into groups accordingly. The course was designed by the SMUR team in collaboration with senior medical students whose pre-existing knowledge was taken into account. Course sessions lasted 5.5 hours and were scheduled during the weekends to reduce the impact on the standard teaching curriculum. Their structure, mostly based on current ACLS guidelines [11], is detailed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey page, field, and questions</th>
<th>Type of question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Page 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Opena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>MCQb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and interest about ACLS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever heard of ACLS</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits expected from attending an ACLS course</td>
<td>MAQd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regarding the class organized this year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If yes: go to questions on page 2</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If no: wished they could have participated</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Page 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLS awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BLS-AEDc courses attended</td>
<td>MCQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to use the already acquired BLS knowledge</td>
<td>1-5 Likert scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever performed chest compression in a real situation</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in taking an ACLS class before graduation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wish to obtain an ACLS certification</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impeding factors</td>
<td>MAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced resuscitation course as part of the curriculum</td>
<td>1-5 Likert scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in emergency medicine</td>
<td>MCQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to specialize in emergency medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aA Regex (regular expression) validation rule was used to avoid invalid entries.
bMCQ: multiple-choice question (only 1 answer accepted).
cACLS: advanced cardiovascular life support.
dMAQ: multiple-answer question (more than 1 answer accepted).
eBLS: basic life support.
fAED: automatic external defibrillator.

Three main themes were covered during the simulation sessions: rhythm recognition and management, drug use and timing of drug administration, and specialized care after the return of spontaneous circulation. Nontechnical skills such as leadership and communication were also practiced during these simulations. Regarding airway management procedures, students were taught to prepare and insert an i-gel supraglottic airway device since such devices enhance oxygenation and ventilation and do not require the level of expertise needed to perform endotracheal intubation [16].
To ensure a personalized and efficient training experience, there was a ratio of 1 instructor for 4 medical students. This also helped adhere to the COVID-19 infection prevention guidelines, which were in effect at the time of this study.

All instructors were SMUR paramedics certified in BLS training and used to teach advanced resuscitation skills. In Switzerland, paramedics follow a 3-year curriculum and are able to take care autonomously of a wide range of injured or ill patients of all ages. They are allowed to insert intravenous lines, use supraglottic airway devices, and administer a wide variety of drugs including epinephrine, antiarrhythmic agents such as amiodarone, and opiates such as fentanyl [17]. Paramedics staffing SMUR units possess additional skills and have access to advanced medications such as hypnotics and neuromuscular blocking agents. These advanced paramedics always work in pairs with physicians who are either senior residents, registrars, or even senior specialists in prehospital emergency medicine [18].

An unofficial course completion certificate was given to the students at the end of the course.

### Table 2. Contents of the introductory advanced life support training course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic and method</th>
<th>Duration (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary survey</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical explanation and demonstration</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLS-AED(^a) refresher</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Airway management procedures</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical explanation, demonstration, and practice</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Team dynamics during cardiac arrest situations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation and debriefing</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Immediate care after ROSC(^b)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation and debriefing</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)BLS-AED: basic life support and automatic external defibrillator.

\(^b\)ROSC: return of spontaneous circulation.

**Postcourse Questionnaire**

A few hours after the end of the training session, participants received an email containing a link to the postcourse questionnaire (Table 3). The goal of this questionnaire, which was administered using the same platform, was to determine whether participants thought that this course should be integrated into the regular curriculum.

Since participants had to be registered on the platform to answer this last questionnaire, we were able to send regular reminders to enhance the participation rate.
Table 3. Postcourse questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey page, field, and questions</th>
<th>Type of question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Page 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General opinion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liked the course?</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If yes: why</td>
<td>MAQ&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If no: why</td>
<td>MAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was the course format adequate?</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If no: why</td>
<td>MCQ&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions for improvement</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness of the content</td>
<td>1-5 Likert scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met expectations</td>
<td>1-5 Likert scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link with faculty program</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should be integrated in the standard curriculum</td>
<td>1-5 Likert scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confidence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence in their ability to apply the knowledge learnt</td>
<td>1-5 Likert scale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>MAQ: multiple-answer question (more than 1 answer accepted).

<sup>b</sup>MCQ: multiple-choice question (only 1 answer accepted).

**Outcomes**

The primary outcome was the proportion of fifth-year students wishing to follow an introductory advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course, regardless of whether they had been able to attend one of the sessions organized for their promotion. Secondary outcomes were the assessment of the motivations and impeding factors to follow such a course. Comments about the usefulness of the pilot course and potential modification, their confidence regarding the skills they learned, and their opinion on its integration into the standard curriculum were also analyzed.

**Data Curation and Statistical Analysis**

All data were stored on an encrypted MySQL database (MariaDB 5.5.5) and extracted to a CSV file. Data curation and analysis were performed under Stata (version 16.1; StataCorp LLC). Incomplete questionnaires were not analyzed. The results are presented using descriptive statistics (n [%] and median [IQR]). Normality was assessed graphically, and between-group comparisons were carried out using the chi-square test, except for age for which the Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon test was used. A P value lower than .05 was considered significant.

**Results**

**Precourse Questionnaire**

Out of 157 fifth-year medical students, 73 completed the first questionnaire (73/157, 46%). There was no opposition from students regarding the use of their answers for publication. Participation was significantly higher (P<.001) in the subgroup of students who had registered to attend a training session (48/60, 80%). The characteristics of the respondents who had been able to register were not different from those who had not been able to register (Table 4).

The proportion of participants who wished to attend an introductory advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course was 85% (62/73). Their main motivation was that they thought it would help them to prepare better for residency (61/62, 98%). Most students were also interested in improving their resuscitation skills (53/62, 85%) and in increasing their knowledge (46/62, 74%). One student (1/62, 2%) reported an interest in the interprofessional aspect of this course that is, working alongside paramedics. Few of those who wished to attend thought that the current BLS-automatic external defibrillator (AED) curriculum provided them with enough knowledge and skills regarding resuscitation (2/62, 3%). This proportion was significantly higher (P=.001) in those who did not wish to attend such a course (5/11, 45%).

Students who had registered for a practice session had previously attended a median number of 4 (IQR 3-4) BLS-AED courses. Most felt confident or very confident in their BLS-AED abilities (35/48, 73%), but only a few of them had already performed cardiopulmonary resuscitation in an actual CA (4/48, 9%). Of the 10 (21%) participants motivated to follow the full ACLS course before graduating, all were set back by the cost of this course (10/10, 100%).

Of the 48 participants who completed the precourse questionnaire, 19 (40%) considered specializing in emergency medicine, intensive care medicine, or anesthesiology.
Postcourse Questionnaire

Forty-two of the 48 students who had completed the precourse questionnaire filled the postcourse questionnaire (42/48, 87%). There was a 93% (56/60) attendance to the practice sessions.

All the participants who answered the postcourse questionnaire reported that they liked the course (42/42, 100%) and that they found its content and structure adequate. All participants thought that the course was either very useful (39/42, 93%) or useful (3/42, 7%). They linked their appreciation to the acquisition of new knowledge (40/42, 95%), to the perceived usefulness of the course (36/42, 86%), and to the opportunity of practicing resuscitation skills (39/42, 93%). Nine students wrote free comments. Four of these comments were directly linked to the importance of practicing resuscitation skills. One student commented “we tend to take for granted too easily the gestures in theory when we notice that it is not the case in practice.” Three students complimented the pedagogy of the instructors: “Very friendly instructors, and very interactive course.” One student acknowledged the interest of including leadership skills training in the course: “Very interesting leadership training.” One student answered that they would feel less helpless if confronted with a CA.

Most students answered that the content of the course had completely fulfilled their expectations (39/42, 93%). The most common suggestion for improvement was to provide an electronic learning (e-learning) module rather than text documents as references prior to the course.

After the course, the majority of participants (39/42, 93%) felt either confident (26/42, 62%) or very confident (13/42, 31%) in their ability to apply the skills they had been taught during the course.

Finally, all participants thought that such a course should be part of the regular curriculum, with 93% of them answering that it should “absolutely” be a part of it.

Discussion

Main Considerations

This study shows that many fifth-year medical students are highly supportive of the integration of an introductory advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course in their curriculum to feel better prepared for their first professional experience and the responsibilities it implies. The process which led to the creation of this advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course and the results of this study indicate that many students feel unprepared to manage time-critical emergencies such as CA, and ACLS courses are often offered too late during residency. Consequently, while BLS-AED refresher courses need to be held on a regular basis, advanced resuscitation skills should also be taught at least to senior medical students.

Conflicting with the results of many previous studies reporting that BLS skills are often lacking among health care students [5-7], most participants answered that they felt comfortable using such skills. This is of particular importance since the lack of confidence is often reported as a reason for inaction, especially in CA [19-21]. Promoting the confidence of health care students in their abilities to adequately provide resuscitation maneuvers is of paramount importance for several reasons. First, the expectations of the population toward medical students increase as they progress through their studies, and their resuscitation skills should therefore be developed enough to enable them to respond adequately in case of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA). Second, the proportion of OHCA victims receiving BLS can and should be improved. In Geneva, Switzerland, the proportion of OHCA victims receiving BLS was lower than 40% between 2009 and 2012 [22]. Off-duty medical students could help improve this proportion, either on their own or as part of a first-responder network [21].

The disappointing results regarding resuscitation skills reported by many studies are probably linked to skill and information retention. Indeed, it has been shown that BLS-AED skills and knowledge decrease significantly within months after the last training session [23,24]. The same issue affects advanced life support skills among anesthetists [25]. The 2021 European Resuscitation Council Guidelines for education do not rule on the optimal frequency and method to prevent skill decay, which varies greatly according to the population studied [26].

Since the undergraduate medical curriculum is already very dense and demanding, there is significant tension between the importance of teaching more advanced resuscitation skills to senior medical students and the need to continue practicing basic resuscitation maneuvers. Alternative teaching methods could therefore be considered to enhance flexibility and efficiency. In line with one of the comments recorded by a student, including an e-learning module could prove worthwhile. Indeed, interactive e-learning modules and serious games have shown many advantages compared to traditional lectures and their use has been tremendously developed during the
COVID-19 pandemic [27-29]. These modules tend to decrease costs since asynchronous distance learning does not require the presence of an instructor or even the availability of a classroom. However, despite the aforementioned advantages and their ability to significantly enhance knowledge acquisition [30], e-learning modules also present incontrovertible limitations since skill acquisition can hardly be achieved through theoretical interventions [31]. Blended courses, which ally the best of both worlds (e-learning and hands-on practice sessions), could therefore represent an effective solution [32,33]. This is even more important in the context of an advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course, which must include elements linked to nontechnical skills such as leadership, decision-making, and team working [34]. Advanced simulations have proven to be particularly effective in helping to develop such skills while honing technical ones [35].

**Limitations**

A selection bias cannot be ruled out since the questionnaires were mostly completed by students who had already registered as participants for this course and were therefore probably more interested than some of their colleagues in this particular domain. Therefore, the postcourse confidence may be overestimated, and the lack of a similar question in the precourse questionnaire prevented the assessment of the participants’ confidence. In addition, the design of the first questionnaire, the second part of which could not be filled by the students who had not been able to register for the course may have prevented the acquisition of potentially useful data. Moreover, even though there is considerable overlap between the pregraduate medical curriculum of many universities, we must acknowledge that our convenience sample only consisted of UGFM medical students and that our results might not apply to other universities. Finally, the methods used in this study were hardly ideal. Indeed, given the unforeseen enthusiasm of senior medical students for an advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course, this was not a preplanned study, and the timing of some interventions was far from perfect (1 practice session was held during the end-of-year examinations, while another took place during the holidays). This last limitation might have dampened the participation rate.

**Perspectives**

Following our initial results, the UGFM committee for undergraduate education decided to integrate a mandatory blended learning advanced resuscitation course, including an interactive e-learning module, into the pregraduate medical curriculum. The uptake of this course should now be assessed, and its potential shortcomings addressed before an assessment of its actual impact on the knowledge, skills, and confidence of senior medical students can be carried out. Assessing the impact of such a course on confidence through a thorough validated questionnaire would be most relevant according to the theory of planned behavior [36,37]. Finally, particular attention should be paid to the development of nontechnical skills (leadership, task management, decision-making, team working, and situational awareness), which deserve to be carefully assessed and improved.

**Conclusions**

This study demonstrates the interest of senior medical students in an advanced cardiovascular resuscitation course and their willingness to see such a course integrated as part of their regular curriculum. Regardless of the course format, enabling senior medical students to acquire advanced life support knowledge and skills should help them manage more efficiently the time-critical emergencies they will encounter either prior to graduation or during their first years of residency.
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Abstract

Background: Identifying advanced (stages 4 and 5) chronic kidney disease (CKD) cohorts in clinical databases is complicated and often unreliable. Accurately identifying these patients can allow targeting this population for their specialized clinical and research needs.

Objective: This study was conducted as a system-based strategy to identify all prevalent Veterans with advanced CKD for subsequent enrollment in a clinical trial. We aimed to examine the prevalence and accuracy of conventionally used diagnosis codes and estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR)-based phenotypes for advanced CKD in an electronic health record (EHR) database. We sought to develop a pragmatic EHR phenotype capable of improving the real-time identification of advanced CKD cohorts in a regional Veterans health care system.

Methods: Using the Veterans Affairs Informatics and Computing Infrastructure services, we extracted the source cohort of Veterans with advanced CKD based on a combination of the latest eGFR value ≤30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² or existing International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-10 diagnosis codes for advanced CKD (N18.4 and N18.5) in the last 12 months. We estimated the prevalence of advanced CKD using various prior published EHR phenotypes (ie, advanced CKD diagnosis codes, using the latest single eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻², utilizing two eGFR values) and our operational EHR phenotypes of a high-, intermediate-, and low-risk advanced CKD cohort. We evaluated the accuracy of these phenotypes by examining the likelihood of a sustained reduction of eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² over a 6-month follow-up period.

Results: Of the 133,756 active Veteran enrollees at North Florida/South Georgia Veterans Health System (NF/SG VHS), we identified a source cohort of 1759 Veterans with advanced nondialysis CKD. Among these, 1102 (62.9%) Veterans had diagnosis codes for advanced CKD; 1391(79.1%) had the index eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻²; and 928 (52.7%), 480 (27.2%), and 315 (17.9%) Veterans had high-, intermediate-, and low-risk advanced CKD, respectively. The prevalence of advanced CKD among Veterans at NF/SG VHS varied between 1% and 1.5% depending on the EHR phenotype. At the 6-month follow-up, the probability of Veterans remaining in the advanced CKD stage was 65.3% in the group defined by the ICD-10 codes and 90% in the groups defined by eGFR values. Based on our phenotype, 94.2% of high-risk, 71% of intermediate-risk, and 16.1% of low-risk groups remained in the advanced CKD category.

Conclusions: While the prevalence of advanced CKD has limited variation between different EHR phenotypes, the accuracy can be improved by utilizing two eGFR values in a stratified manner. We report the development of a pragmatic EHR-based
Introduction

Advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) progressing to end-stage kidney disease (ESKD) is a huge burden for the US health care system [1]. Patients with advanced CKD are at increased risk for adverse outcomes, including progression to ESKD and death. Prior studies show that providing pre-ESKD nephrology care and comprehensive pre-ESKD education improves clinical outcomes; reduces health care costs; and increases home dialysis, transplantation utilization, and patient survival [2-6]. Despite these positive outcomes, approximately 40% of patients with incident ESKD in the United States have either limited (less than 6 months) or no access to nephrology care before initiating dialysis and even fewer (<1%) receive kidney disease education services [7,8]. Accurately identifying the advanced (stages 4 and 5) CKD population at risk for ESKD can facilitate targeted needs assessment studies to improve pre-ESKD nephrology care and provide comprehensive pre-ESKD education for this high-risk population [9].

Clinically, CKD is diagnosed by sustained alterations in the structure or function of the kidney for more than 3 months with implications for health. The Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) Work Group recommends staging CKD based on cause, estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), and albuminuria [10]. Unfortunately, the asymptomatic nature of CKD creates a lack of awareness for patients and providers alike [1,11]. Investigators conventionally use the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-based diagnosis codes or electronic health record (EHR)-based phenotypes according to the eGFR to identify patients with CKD in clinical databases [12]. These phenotypes recommend using two eGFR values below 60 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m², obtained more than 90 days apart, to identify a population with CKD of stage 3 or higher in the databases [12]. However, similar guidance is not available to identify an advanced CKD population within clinical databases, and epidemiological investigations frequently use a single latest eGFR value while ascertaining the advanced CKD burden within the database [3,13,14]. Considering the variability in the frequency of measurement, pragmatic fluctuations in the serum creatinine value and concerns for intervening acute kidney injury (AKI) episodes can cause errors in classifying one’s CKD stage [15]. Thus, there is a need to establish an optimal EHR-based method capable of identifying patients with advanced CKD within clinical databases in real time to improve kidney disease care and research.

Using the clinical database of the North Florida/ South Georgia (NF/SG) Veterans Health System (VHS), we sought to assess the burden of advanced CKD prevalence in real time using various EHR-recorded advanced CKD phenotypes within the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) [14,16]. We further examined the accuracy of different EHR phenotypes for advanced CKD by prospectively following the cohorts for 6 months and assessed the number of Veterans remaining in the advanced CKD stage after the initial classification. Furthermore, considering the lack of consensus on EHR phenotyping for identifying an advanced CKD cohort within clinical databases, we also sought to explore a new tiered pragmatic method for estimating the Veteran cohort with advanced CKD in real time.

Methods

Data Source and Cohort Selection

This study was conducted as a system-based strategy to identify all prevalent Veterans with advanced (stages 4 and 5) nondialysis CKD. The identified participants were then approached for enrollment in the Trial to Evaluate and Assess the effects of Comprehensive pre-ESKD education on Home dialysis among Veterans (TEACH-VET), which aims to assess the impact of a universal approach for comprehensive pre-ESKD education for all patients with advanced CKD on various clinical, patient-reported, and health services outcomes [17]. We used the Veterans Affairs (VA) Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW) and VA Informatics and Computing Infrastructure (VINCI) to identify the advanced CKD cohort. In brief, the VINCI services initially queried the VA CDW in April 2021 to identify all Veterans registered for service at NF/SG VHS during the 12 months prior to the data extraction (source cohort). The Veterans with an active laboratory value of creatinine were identified and their eGFR was calculated by applying the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) equation [18]. The use of the MDRD equation was determined by the then-prevalent method of eGFR estimation for the VINCI services. We then created a source cohort of Veterans with advanced CKD who either had the latest eGFR value ≤30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m² or an existing ICD-10 diagnosis code for advanced CKD (ICD-10 codes: N18.4 and N18.5) within the last 12 months (Figure 1). Patients on dialysis were excluded using the ICD-10 and Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes for dialysis (see Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The prevalence of advanced CKD was estimated in real time using various methods, including advanced CKD diagnosis codes or by eGFR phenotypes described in the literature (ie, by ICD-10 advanced CKD diagnosis codes, by using single [index] eGFR < 30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m², and by using the two eGFR values 90 days apart with the index eGFR < 30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m² and 90-day prior eGFR < 60 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m²) [14,16,19]. The cumulative prevalence of CKD was calculated by combining the data extracted over 6 months. Patient-level data...
included age, sex, race, ethnicity, religion, marital status, Veteran era, and residential zip codes used for defining the rurality by applying Rural-Urban Commuting Area codes. Statistical analyses were performed using R software version 4.0.4 (R Core Team, 2021) [20].

The source cohort (ie, April 2021 cohort) was divided into a high-, intermediate-, and low-risk advanced CKD cohort utilizing the latest (index) eGFR and 90-day prior eGFR and diagnostic codes (Table 1). Patients with both eGFR values below 30 ml·min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^{-2}$ were considered to have a high risk of advanced CKD, whereas those with one of the two eGFR values less than 30 ml·min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^{-2}$ but with the other value ≥30 but <60 ml·min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^{-2}$ were considered to have an intermediate risk of having advanced CKD. The intermediate-risk cohort with an index eGFR below 30 ml·min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^{-2}$ was further refined by excluding patients diagnosed with AKI within the 90 days prior to their latest eGFR values using ICD-10 codes. Veterans with both eGFR values ≥30 ml·min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^{-2}$ but with diagnosis codes for advanced CKD were regarded as having a low risk of advanced CKD (Table 1). The source cohort was followed prospectively for 6 consecutive months until September 2021 using similar queries to examine the eGFR laboratory behavior of the patients with advanced CKD.

Figure 1. Selection of an advanced nondialysis chronic kidney disease (CKD) cohort at North Florida/South Georgia (NF/SG) Veterans Health System. CPT: Current Procedural Terminology; eGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate; ESKD: end-stage kidney disease; ICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision.

Table 1. Defining parameters for identifying cohorts at high, intermediate, and low risk of advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Index eGFR$^a$ (ml·min$^{-1}$·m$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>≥90 days prior eGFR (ml·min$^{-1}$·m$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Additional criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-risk advanced CKD</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate-risk advanced CKD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgroup 1</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>≥30 and &lt;60</td>
<td>Excluding AKI$^b$ using ICD-10$^c$ codes (N17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgroup 2</td>
<td>≥30 and &lt;60</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>Patients have ICD-10 codes for stage 4 and 5 CKD (N18.4 and N18.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-risk advanced CKD</td>
<td>≥30</td>
<td>≥30</td>
<td>Patients have ICD-10 codes for stage 4 and 5 CKD (N18.4 and N18.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$eGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate; index eGFR refers to the latest eGFR at the time of extraction of the cohort.

$^b$AKI: acute kidney injury.

$^c$ICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision.
Outcomes

The primary goal of this study was to assess the prevalence and accuracy of various EHR phenotypes for extraction of an advanced CKD cohort in a clinical database utilizing diagnosis codes and eGFR models (ie, by ICD-10 advanced CKD diagnosis codes, by using single latest [index] eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻², and by using the two eGFR values 90 days apart, with the index eGFR <30 and 90 days prior eGFR <60) and our tiered EHR phenotype (high, intermediate, and low risk). Considering that nearly one-third of Veterans do not regularly obtain laboratory testing from within the VA, the denominator population for estimating the prevalence of advanced CKD was judged by only including the Veterans with a valid creatinine value measured over the prior 12 months. Considering EHR phenotypes as a standard for identification of patients with advanced CKD, cross-sectional accuracy for identifying patients with advanced CKD using only ICD-10 codes was assessed by comparison with laboratory-based eGFR EHR phenotypes, analyzed by calculating the sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV). A manual chart review was conducted in a small randomly selected sample to identify errors related to automated advanced nondialysis CKD identification. Prospective accuracy of all EHR phenotypes, including our pragmatic tiered approach of high-, intermediate-, and low-risk advanced CKD cohorts, was assessed by ascertaining the longitudinal follow-up of laboratory values and identifying the likelihood of remaining in the advanced CKD stage at the end of the 6-month follow-up.

Ethical Approval

The regulatory approvals for the study were obtained from the institutional review board of the University of Florida (201900870). The study data are stored in secured systems at NF/SG VHS as per the institutional guidelines.

Results

We identified 133,756 active enrollees with 93,216 enrollees having at least one value of measured creatinine during an outpatient or inpatient visit at NF/SG VHS in the prior 12 months. After excluding the Veterans with ESKD by additional ICD and CPT codes, a source cohort of 1759 Veterans was identified as either having the latest eGFR ≤30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² or an existing ICD-10 diagnosis code for advanced CKD (ICD-10 codes N18.4 and N18.5) within the last 12 months (Figure 1). The overall cohort had a mean age of 75 (SD 11.1) years and consisted of a predominantly male (95.8%) and white (67.8%) population. These Veterans lived approximately 126.3 (SD 229.5) miles from the nephrology service—providing VA center, with rural Veterans constituting a significant proportion (751/1759, 42.7%) of the cohort (Table 2). A manual chart review was performed on 116 records and 13 Veterans with ESKD were identified, yielding an 11.2% error rate for advanced nondialysis CKD identification.

Of the total cohort of 1759 Veterans, only 1102 (62.9%) had diagnosis codes for advanced CKD, whereas 1391 (79.1%) had the latest (index) eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻². Incorporating two eGFR values where the latest eGFR was <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² and the 90-day prior eGFR was <60 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻², we found 1346 Veterans to have advanced CKD. We then categorized 928 (52.7%) as high risk, 480 (27.2%) as intermediate risk, and 315 (17.9%) as low risk of advanced CKD based on the definitions described above (Tables 1 and 2). The mean eGFR for the initial advanced CKD cohort was 26.2 (SD 12.1) ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻². The mean eGFR was 27.7 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² in the ICD codes group, while the mean eGFR in the latest (index) eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² group was 22 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻². The mean eGFR was 20.3 (SD 6.6), 27.4 (SD 5.6), and 42.1 (SD 16.6) ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² for the high-, intermediate-, and low-risk advanced CKD groups in the initial source cohort (Table 2). The prevalence of advanced CKD among Veterans at NF/SG VHS varied between 1% and 1.5% based on the phenotype for advanced CKD. Based on our definitions, the prevalence of advanced (high- and intermediate-risk) CKD at NF/SG VHS was approximately 1.5% (Table 3). The cumulative cohort over the 6 months yielded 1840 Veterans with high and intermediate risk (2% cumulative prevalence). The sensitivity of diagnosis codes was only 55%-65% compared to the eGFR phenotypes, and the PPV of ICD-10 diagnosis codes for advanced CKD varied between 55% and 74% (Table 4).

The source cohort was followed prospectively for 6 months to examine the variations and likelihood of a sustained reduced eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² across various EHR phenotypes. A total of 981 (55.8%) of the 1759 Veterans had at least one subsequent eGFR measurement in the initial April cohort (Table 5). The probability of any subsequent eGFR measurement above 30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² after the index eGFR in the cohort defined by ICD codes was 38.3%, and was approximately 12.7% and 12.8 % in cohorts defined by index eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² and two eGFR phenotypes with index eGFR < 30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² and 90-day prior eGFR < 60 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻², respectively. Similarly, the probability of having any subsequent eGFR value above 30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² after the index eGFR measurement was 7.1%, 35.7%, and 90% in the high-, intermediate-, and low-risk group, respectively. The probability of Veterans remaining in an advanced CKD stage (stages 4 and 5) noted by the recent eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² at the end of follow-up was 65.3% in the group identified by the ICD codes, whereas the probability improved to 90% in the group defined by single (index) eGFR <30 ml·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻² and the group defined by the index eGFR and 90-day prior eGFR method. Similarly, the probability of Veterans remaining in an advanced CKD stage at the end of the follow-up period was 94.2%, 71.0%, and 16.1% for high-, intermediate-, and low-risk groups, respectively (Figure 2, Table 5, and Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1).
Table 2. Demographic data for the source cohort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Total cohort (N=1759)</th>
<th>ICD-10&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; code N18.4 or N18.5 (n=1102)</th>
<th>Index eGFR&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; &lt;30 (n=1391)</th>
<th>Index eGFR &lt;30 and 90 days prior eGFR &lt;60 (n=928)</th>
<th>High-risk advanced CKD&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (n=480)</th>
<th>Intermediate-risk advanced CKD (n=315)</th>
<th>Low-risk advanced CKD (n=315)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eGFR, mean (SD)</td>
<td>26.2 (12.1)</td>
<td>27.7 (13.7)</td>
<td>22.0 (6.5)</td>
<td>22.0 (6.5)</td>
<td>20.3 (6.6)</td>
<td>27.4 (5.6)</td>
<td>42.1 (16.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>75.3 (11.1)</td>
<td>75.5 (10.9)</td>
<td>75.0 (11.0)</td>
<td>75.2 (10.8)</td>
<td>75.3 (11.0)</td>
<td>75.2 (10.3)</td>
<td>75.5 (12.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male), n (%)</td>
<td>1686 (95.8)</td>
<td>1057 (95.9)</td>
<td>1334 (95.9)</td>
<td>1290 (95.8)</td>
<td>889 (95.8)</td>
<td>461 (96.0)</td>
<td>301 (95.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>386 (21.9)</td>
<td>232 (21.1)</td>
<td>311 (22.4)</td>
<td>299 (22.2)</td>
<td>216 (23.3)</td>
<td>94 (19.6)</td>
<td>69 (21.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1192 (67.8)</td>
<td>758 (68.8)</td>
<td>936 (67.3)</td>
<td>911 (67.7)</td>
<td>616 (66.4)</td>
<td>339 (70.6)</td>
<td>212 (67.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other or unknown</td>
<td>181 (10.3)</td>
<td>112 (10.2)</td>
<td>144 (10.4)</td>
<td>136 (10.1)</td>
<td>96 (10.3)</td>
<td>47 (9.8)</td>
<td>34 (10.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic ethnicity, n (%)</td>
<td>35 (2.0)</td>
<td>23 (2.1)</td>
<td>31 (2.2)</td>
<td>30 (2.2)</td>
<td>23 (2.5)</td>
<td>9 (1.9)</td>
<td>2 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural, n (%)</td>
<td>751 (42.7)</td>
<td>475 (43.1)</td>
<td>574 (41.3)</td>
<td>558 (41.5)</td>
<td>378 (40.7)</td>
<td>200 (41.7)</td>
<td>154 (48.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married, n (%)</td>
<td>1087 (61.9)</td>
<td>661 (60.1)</td>
<td>875 (63.0)</td>
<td>846 (63.0)</td>
<td>574 (62.0)</td>
<td>311 (64.9)</td>
<td>179 (57.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service era, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Vietnam</td>
<td>372 (21.1)</td>
<td>244 (22.1)</td>
<td>287 (20.6)</td>
<td>282 (21.0)</td>
<td>207 (22.3)</td>
<td>88 (18.3)</td>
<td>72 (22.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>1012 (57.5)</td>
<td>635 (57.6)</td>
<td>803 (57.7)</td>
<td>785 (58.3)</td>
<td>528 (56.9)</td>
<td>292 (60.8)</td>
<td>172 (54.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Vietnam and other</td>
<td>375 (21.3)</td>
<td>223 (20.2)</td>
<td>301 (21.6)</td>
<td>279 (20.7)</td>
<td>193 (20.8)</td>
<td>100 (20.8)</td>
<td>71 (22.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to VA&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; (station 573), mean (SD)</td>
<td>126.3 (229.5)</td>
<td>130.3 (249.0)</td>
<td>127.9 (231.0)</td>
<td>126.6 (225.0)</td>
<td>127.7 (221.2)</td>
<td>124.3 (231.2)</td>
<td>129.7 (258.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>eGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate (ml·min<sup>–1</sup>·m<sup>–2</sup>).<br><sup>b</sup>ICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision.<br><sup>c</sup>CKD: chronic kidney disease.<br><sup>d</sup>VA: Veterans Affairs.

Table 3. Prevalence of advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) based on different criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prevalence subpopulation definition</th>
<th>Users, n</th>
<th>VA&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; users with creatinine lab measurement within last 12 months (n=93,216), % (95% CI)</th>
<th>Total VA users (N=133,756), % (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total VA users with at least one creatinine measurement within the last 12 months</td>
<td>93,216</td>
<td>100.0 (100-100)</td>
<td>69.7 (69.4-69.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans with ICD-10&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; code N18.4 or N18.5 within last 12 months</td>
<td>1102</td>
<td>1.2 (1.1-1.3)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.8-0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans with index eGFR&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; &lt;30</td>
<td>1391</td>
<td>1.5 (1.4-1.6)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.0-1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans with index eGFR &lt;30 and 90 days prior eGFR &lt;60</td>
<td>1346</td>
<td>1.4 (1.4-1.5)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.0-1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans with high risk of advanced CKD</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>1.0 (0.9-1.1)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.6-0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans with high and intermediate risk of advanced CKD</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td>1.5 (1.4-1.6)</td>
<td>1.1 (1.0-1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative prevalence of advanced CKD (6 months) based on high- and intermediate-risk groups</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>2.0 (1.9-2.1)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.3-1.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>VA: Veterans Affairs.<br><sup>b</sup>ICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision.<br><sup>c</sup>eGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate (ml·min<sup>–1</sup>·m<sup>–2</sup>); index eGFR refers to the latest eGFR measurement at the time of extraction of the cohort.
**Table 4.** Diagnostic accuracy of International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision codes for advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) compared to estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR)-based defining criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy metric</th>
<th>Index eGFR&lt;30 (n=1371), point estimate (95% CI)</th>
<th>Index eGFR&lt;30 and 90 days prior eGFR &lt;60 (n=1346), point estimate (95% CI)</th>
<th>High-risk advanced CKD (n=928), point estimate (95% CI)</th>
<th>High- and intermediate-risk advanced CKD (n=1408), point estimate (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.55 (0.52-0.57)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.53-0.58)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.62-0.68)</td>
<td>0.57 (0.55-0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-1.00)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-1.00)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.99-1.00)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive value</td>
<td>0.68 (0.66-0.71)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.65-0.71)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.52-0.58)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.71-0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value</td>
<td>0.99 (0.99-0.99)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.99-0.99)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-1.00)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.99-0.99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aIndex eGFR refers to the latest eGFR measure (ml·min\(^{-1}\)·m\(^{-2}\)) at the time of extraction of the cohort.

b20 patients were excluded from this column because they were missing a prior eGFR value; the subsequent column criteria/definitions required two eGFR values, and thus patients without two eGFR values were excluded for consistency between column criteria/definitions.

**Table 5.** Probability of remaining in advanced chronic kidney disease stages (4 and 5) based on various electronic health record phenotypes at the 6-month follow-up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Initial cohort (ICD=10(^a) codes or eGFR(^b) ≤ 30) (N=1759)</th>
<th>ICD-10 code N18.4 or N18.5 (n=1102)</th>
<th>Index eGFR(^c) &lt;30 (n=1391)</th>
<th>Index eGFR &lt;30 and 90 days prior eGFR &lt;60 (n=1346)</th>
<th>High risk (n=928)</th>
<th>Intermediate risk (n=480)</th>
<th>Low risk (n=315)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eGFR, mean (SD)</td>
<td>26.2 (12.1)</td>
<td>27.7 (13.7)</td>
<td>22.0 (6.5)</td>
<td>22.0 (6.5)</td>
<td>20.3 (6.6)</td>
<td>27.4 (5.6)</td>
<td>42.1 (16.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days between stage-defining eGFR values, mean (SD)</td>
<td>263.8 (394.3)</td>
<td>229.0 (304.9)</td>
<td>274.3 (399.8)</td>
<td>260.7 (341.7)</td>
<td>226.7 (159.3)</td>
<td>216-237</td>
<td>296.8 (594.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequent eGFR measurement, n (%)</td>
<td>981 (55.8) 53%-58%</td>
<td>706 (64.1) 61%-67%</td>
<td>753 (54.1) 51%-57%</td>
<td>751 (55.8) 53%-58%</td>
<td>549 (59.2) 56%-62%</td>
<td>238 (49.6) 45%-54%</td>
<td>180 (51.1) 51%-63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any subsequent eGFR ≥30 after index eGFR, n (%)</td>
<td>293 (16.7) 15%-19%</td>
<td>271 (24.6) 22%-27%</td>
<td>96 (6.9) 5.7%-8.4%</td>
<td>96 (7.1) 5.8%-8.7%</td>
<td>39 (4.2) 3.0%-5.8%</td>
<td>85 (17.7) 14%-21%</td>
<td>162 (51.4) 46%-57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current eGFR ≥30 at 6-month follow-up, n (%)</td>
<td>257 (26.2) 23%-29%</td>
<td>245 (34.7) 31%-38%</td>
<td>75 (10.0) 8.0%-12.0%</td>
<td>75 (10.0) 8.0%-12.0%</td>
<td>32 (5.8) 8.2%</td>
<td>69 (29.0) 23%-35%</td>
<td>151 (83.9) 78%-89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)ICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision.

\(^b\)eGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate (ml·min\(^{-1}\)·m\(^{-2}\)).

\(^c\)Index eGFR: latest eGFR measure at the time of extraction of the cohort.
Discussion

Principal Findings

Accurate identification of an advanced CKD cohort within a clinical database can allow large health care organizations to provide targeted evidence-based clinical care, conduct system-wide needs assessment studies, and facilitate clinical and epidemiological outcome studies. Several EHR-based models to identify CKD using ICD codes and laboratory values have been published [12,21,22]. While there is a reasonable consensus regarding the EHR-based strategies to define CKD within a clinical database, no targeted study has examined the feasibility of extracting an advanced CKD cohort in such databases. Exploring the clinical database of one of the largest regional Veterans health care systems in the country, we identified several coding, identification, and accuracy-related concerns in extracting an advanced CKD cohort.

Researchers have conventionally used the provider diagnosis codes to identify and stage patients with CKD in clinical databases. Using the more accurate eGFR-based definitions, several investigators have shown that identifying CKD cohorts purely by diagnostic codes underestimates its true prevalence [23]. For example, Diamantidis et al [24] showed that the clinical recognition of CKD utilizing diagnostic codes was only 11.8% among Medicare beneficiaries. In a systemic review of studies primarily conducted on non-VHA health care databases, Grams et al [23] found that the coding accuracy for CKD varies widely between 8% and 83%, depending on providers’ awareness, and rises with the comorbidity burden and severity of CKD.

Few investigators have evaluated the use and accuracy of CKD diagnosis codes in the VHA clinical database. In a recent analysis of the national VHA database, Saran et al [16] estimated the burden and cost of CKD care on VHA among over 6 million VHA-registered Veterans. While the investigators did not examine the coding accuracy, they found its overall use to be very low (3.2%) compared to much higher estimates (8.02%-27%) obtained using laboratory values [16]. Similar results were recently obtained by Bansal et al [19] in a selective cohort of Veterans with diabetes/hypertension at Veteran Integrated Service Network 17. They found that the laboratory-based prevalence of CKD was approximately 36%, but only 44% of them had diagnosis codes for CKD [19]. Similarly, Norton et al [25] found that 63% of entries lacked CKD codes in a military health system. In conjunction with these reports, our analysis showed that the sensitivity and PPV of diagnosis codes, when compared to the eGFR-based phenotypes, to identify advanced CKD is low, in the range of 55%-65% and 55%-74%, respectively. Our study further shows that when prospectively followed, nearly one-third of the cohort defined by diagnosis codes had an eGFR value over 30 ml·min\(^{-1}\)·1.73 m\(^{-2}\) at the end of 6-month study. Overall, our findings confirm that the utility and accuracy of diagnosis codes for identifying advanced CKD cohorts in the VHA clinical database is poor.

There are also concerns about using an eGFR-based staging system in clinical databases. EHR-based phenotypes require laboratory measurements of creatinine; however, the regular and periodic availability of creatinine may be inconsistent in the clinical databases. For example, Norton et al [14] showed that only 55% of the study sample had eGFR measurements while validating their CKD EHR phenotype. Similarly, a study examining the VA database showed that only 65% of the VA users had any measurements of eGFR during the study period [16]. This lack of availability of eGFR measures can generate errors in the measurement of disease burden. Further, while the definition of CKD requires the demonstration of a persistent reduction of renal function, many studies report CKD staging statistics using a single eGFR value, with a significant fraction of the cohort lacking the second reported eGFR value. For example, in an analysis performed by the National Kidney...
Disease Education Program Workgroup, 31% of patients with stage-4 CKD and 36% of patients with stage-5 CKD did not have a prior eGFR <60 ml-min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^2$ value available [14]. Similarly, in the analysis by Saran et al [16] examining the burden of CKD in the VA database, only approximately 27% of Veterans had two eGFR measurements more than 90 days apart, raising concerns about the accuracy of the disease burden. However, in our analysis, focusing on the advanced stages of CKD, we found that over 1723 (98%) of Veterans had two eGFR values reported for the initial source cohort, substantially increasing the reliability of screening for advanced CKD. Additionally, we noticed that over 55% (n=981) of the source cohort had subsequent measurements of eGFR over the prospective 6 months (Table 5), further providing a more robust overall reliability of our advanced CKD estimates.

While using eGFR-based phenotypes improves the identification of CKD, staging CKD into stages 3, 4, and 5 can be complex in a clinical database due to physiologic variability in creatinine levels, performance of biochemical tests, frequency of measurements, and intercurrent illness and volume status [13]. Examining such variations in repeat estimations over 3-6 months in the VHA database, Shahinian et al [26] reported that nearly 30% of patients with stage-4 CKD and 6% of patients with stage-5 CKD had eGFR values ≥30 ml·min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^2$ in the repeat measurements, thus misclassifying as advanced CKD instead of CKD stage 3 [26]. These inaccuracies can lead to the misidentification of patients with advanced CKD, creating misappropriations of clinical resource allocation or errors in research outcomes for studies that target a specific advanced CKD population.

Considering these inherent limitations of eGFR and diagnostic codes, we sought to refine the predictive accuracy of isolating an advanced CKD cohort for TEACH-VET by categorizing our EHR-derived source cohort into high-, intermediate-, and low-risk advanced CKD cohorts using the two latest eGFR values obtained 90 days apart. Assessing the cohort prospectively for 6 months, we found a very high and graded level of stability with our tiered approach, with 94% and 71% of Veterans in the high-risk and intermediate-risk groups having a eGFR less than 30 ml·min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^2$ at the study end point, thus remaining in an advanced CKD stage. These findings suggest that such an operational definition can significantly improve clinical and research decision-making and optimize resource allocations, which is currently used to prioritize and enroll Veterans in a clinical study targeting advanced CKD [17]. At the same time, we show that approximately 16% of those with a low risk for advanced CKD had an eGFR below 30 ml·min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^2$ at the 6-month follow-up, highlighting the high-risk individuals even among those with apparent inaccuracies in diagnosis codes.

Our study explored various available methods to provide a more optimal method to obtain the population statistics for an advanced CKD burden and stratified this cohort based on their longitudinal probability of requiring stage-specific care. Examining real-time data and accurately determining the denominator to only those with an available eGFR estimation within the prespecified 12-month period, we found that the prevalence of advanced CKD (high and intermediate risk) was 1.5%, which is 2-3 times higher compared to the US general population estimates (0.5%) derived from National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) enrollees [1,27], but is less than VHA estimates (1.62%) provided by Saran et al [16]. Even based on the conservative estimates and accounting for all the VA users as the denominator, the prevalence of advanced CKD seems to be higher than that of the general population (Table 3). Recently, VHA has implemented a clinical tool for identifying a CKD cohort based on a single eGFR measurement [28]. Further refinements in the tool by implementing the proposed tiered risk approach to identify an advanced CKD population can allow the VHA to implement judicious allocation of care and resources to those in the highest need. A manual chart review showed an error rate of 11%, mainly attributed to the Veterans being on dialysis. Although the VA database can be linked to the United States Renal Data System (USRDS) database and help exclude dialysis patients, there is a lag in the USRDS data and hence this might not be helpful when the need for identification of advanced CKD in real time arises, as intended in our study for enrollment into a clinical trial [8,17]. In the VHS system, using the community care dialysis list can further increase the sensitivity of the screened list and reduce the error rate by excluding the Veterans who are currently receiving dialysis.

**Limitations**

Our study has a few limitations. In recent times, investigators have described advanced EHR algorithms to identify patients with CKD [29]. However, such phenotypes require complex machine-learning algorithms and validation for the target population, and their application in staging CKD is even further away. This study aimed to explore a pragmatic model for identifying Veterans with high, intermediate, and low risk of advanced CKD in real time that can be easily implemented in routine practice and across a large health care system. Second, we did not incorporate the presence or severity of albuminuria within our parsimonious risk model. However, we believe that it is unlikely to improve upon the model for several reasons. Measurement of albuminuria or even proteinuria is uncommon in clinical databases, including the VHA database, and frequently requires the use of proteinuria categorization on routine urinalysis. The risk for complications and adverse outcomes is significantly high for advanced CKD, as highlighted in the KDIGO classification, irrespective of the degree of albuminuria. Considering the unreliable availability of urine protein measurement, it is likely to be of limited additional value, if any [10]. We acknowledge that the true significance of our parsimonious approach will require studies examining longitudinal clinical outcomes. Third, our eGFR values are based on the creatinine values and utilizing the MDRD equation, according to the then-prevalent practices of the VA CDW at the time of the study. Since the overall intention of the study was to evaluate the methodologies for identifying advanced CKD cohorts within a health care system such as VHA, this is unlikely to change the outcome of the study. Future analyses will need to consider the updated CKD-Epidemiology Collaboration equations incorporating creatinine and cysteine values for more accurate staging of CKD. Finally, it needs to
be mentioned that our results are applicable only among the active VHA users rather than all VHA-registered Veterans, and thus may misrepresent the true burden of advanced CKD among the entire Veteran population. EHR phenotypes, in general, may exclude people with reduced access to care.

Conclusion
We found that the prevalence of advanced CKD at NF/SG VHS is higher than that in the general population as per various EHR phenotypes, including our EHR model. There is significant discordance between coding and laboratory parameters for the identification of advanced CKD, consistent with other studies. EHR phenotypes based on CKD diagnosis codes alone are insufficient for identification of an advanced CKD cohort in a clinical database. We report a simplified and pragmatic EHR-based model to identify advanced CKD within a regional VHS in real time with a tiered approach that allows allocation of resources to the groups requiring immediate attention and are at risk of progression to ESKD. Further testing of this model is needed to determine its broader applicability across the VHA. If validated, similar models can be tested across the non-VHA databases to identify the true burden of advanced CKD and target clinical care in real time.
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Abstract

Background: Tracheal intubation is a life-saving intervention, and optimizing the patient’s head and neck position for the best glottic view is a crucial step that accelerates the procedure. The left head rotation maneuver has been recently described as an innovative alternative to the traditional sniffing position used for tracheal intubation with marked improvement in glottic visualization.

Objective: This study compared the glottic view and intubating conditions in the sniffing position versus left head rotation during direct laryngoscopy.

Methods: This randomized, open-label clinical trial enrolled 52 adult patients admitted to Baguio General Hospital and Medical Center from September 2020 to January 2021 for an elective surgical procedure requiring tracheal intubation under general anesthesia. Intubation was done using a 45° left head rotation in the experimental group (n=26), while the control group (n=26) was intubated using the conventional sniffing position. Glottic visualization and intubation difficulty with the two procedures were assessed using the Cormack-Lehane grade and Intubation Difficulty Scale, respectively. Successful intubation is measured by observing a capnographic waveform in the end-tidal CO₂ monitor after placement of the endotracheal tube.

Results: There was no statistically significant difference in the Cormack-Lehane grade, with 85% (n=44) of patients classified under grades 1 (n=11 and n=15) and 2 (n=11 and n=7) in the left head rotation and sniffing position groups, respectively. In addition, there were no statistically significant differences in the Intubation Difficulty Scale scores of patients intubated with left head rotation or sniffing position; 30.7% (n=8) of patients in both groups were easily intubated, while 53.8% (n=14) in left head rotation and 57.6% (n=15) in sniffing position groups were intubated with slight difficulty. Similarly, there were no significant differences between the 2 techniques in any of the 7 parameters of the Intubation Difficulty Scale, although numerically fewer patients required the application of additional lifting force (n=7, 26.9% vs n=11, 42.3%) or laryngeal pressure (n=3, 11.5% vs n=7, 26.9%) when intubated with left head rotation. The intubation success rate with left head rotation was 92.3% versus 100% in the sniffing position, but this difference was not statistically significant.

Conclusions: Left head rotation produces comparable laryngeal exposure and intubation ease to the conventional sniffing position. Therefore, left head rotation may be an alternative for patients who cannot be intubated in the sniffing position, especially in hospitals where advanced techniques such as video laryngoscopes and flexible bronchoscopes are unavailable, as is the case in this study. However, since our sample size was small, studies with a larger study population are warranted to establish the generalizability of our findings. In addition, we observed inadequate familiarity among anesthesiologists with the left head rotation technique, and the intubation success rate may improve as practitioners attain greater technical familiarization.

Trial Registration: International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN)ISRCTN23442026; https://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN23442026

**Introduction**

Tracheal intubation is an essential life-saving intervention. However, patient intubation in a difficult airway requires specialized technical skills, availability of appropriate equipment, and proper assessment of the clinical situation and priorities [1]. Consequently, experienced and inexperienced physicians or allied health professionals routinely encounter difficult intubation situations in the hospital and prehospital settings [2]. Moreover, predicting airway management-related difficulties remains a challenge and cause of frustration among anesthesiologists [3]. Although some studies have attempted to predict difficult intubation using a simple bedside physical examination [4], others have noted the limited and inconsistent capacity of bedside physical examination to identify patients with difficult airways [5]. Furthermore, assessing the risk of difficult airway intubation beforehand may be impossible during emergencies [6].

A study by Cheong et al [7] on airway practices suggested that standard airway examinations could predict only about half of the difficult intubations. Poor visualization of the larynx often leads to difficult intubation, which may result in complications such as aspiration, esophageal intubation, and prolonged hypoxia. Subsequently, these complications may increase patient morbidity and mortality [8]. Therefore, optimizing the patient’s head and neck position for the best glottic view is crucial for successful tracheal intubation [9]. Achieving optimal head and neck position is also included in the Difficult Airway Society guidelines for managing adult patients with unanticipated difficult tracheal intubation [10].

Several head and body positions are used to facilitate tracheal intubation. The sniffing position, which is achieved by the flexion of the lower cervical spine, the extension of the upper cervical spine, and the extension of the atlanto-occipital joint [9], is the preferred position among anesthesiologists [11] and is the current gold standard in the intubation process [12]. Several studies have reported attaining an optimal head position for direct laryngoscopy and intubation with the normal airway in the sniffing position [9,12,13]. However, in some studies, the sniffing position did not improve glottic visualization, the success rate on first intubation, or intubation time [14,15]. These inconsistent findings with sniffing position pose a challenge for tracheal intubation in cases where alternate intubation techniques and devices, such as video laryngoscopes and flexible bronchoscopy, especially in low- and middle-income settings where advanced techniques may not be readily available in all hospitals. Therefore, anesthesiologists continuously explore other modalities to optimize the glottic view during direct laryngoscopy [16]. Consequently, various maneuvers have emerged as an alternative to the sniffing position, such as cricoid pressure application [17]; backward, upward, and rightward pressure [18]; head extension [19]; and external laryngeal manipulation [20].

Intubation in the lateral position has been especially well studied [21-24]. A systematic review of different intubation positions in trauma patients suggests reduced airway patency in the supine position compared to the lateral position [25]. In a supine position, the mechanisms of upper airway obstruction include reduction of pharyngeal dilator muscle activity and gravitational effects on anterior upper airway structures [26]. In contrast, lateral position widens the upper airway [27]; hence, upper airway obstruction can be significantly reduced to improve laryngeal visualization. Although some studies suggest that the lateral position may be more difficult than the supine position [28], a reduction in intubation time has been noted after the third attempt in the lateral position [29]. In a more recent study by Goh et al [30], patients were successfully intubated in the lateral position by anesthesiology trainees on the first attempt, with a mean duration of intubation of 57.3 (SD 36.4) seconds. The successful use of a video laryngoscope in the lateral position has also been previously reported [31]. Furthermore, some studies suggest that the head-elevated laryngeal position may be superior to the sniffing position [14,32], although the degree of head elevation necessary to facilitate the external auditory meatus and sternal notch alignment may vary among patients. Thus, Myatra [16] proposed abandoning the conventional “one size fits all” approach with headrests at a fixed height and considering an individualized intervention when positioning patients for laryngoscopy.

Adding to the range of available head and body positions to facilitate tracheal intubation, in 2019, Yezid et al [8] reported using the left head rotation maneuver to optimize head and neck position during tracheal intubation in nontrauma patients. Like the lateral position, left head rotation increases the upper airway’s cross-sectional area due to the lateral displacement of the esophagus to the left of the cricoid cartilage. However, this lateral displacement of the esophagus has only been reported in awake nontrauma patients [33], while studies in sleeping subjects did not observe a decreased pharyngeal pressure with left head rotation [34].

Thus, whether head rotation improves airway patency and glottic visualization in anesthetized individuals remains uncertain. Therefore, in this randomized open-label clinical trial, we aimed to compare the glottic view and ease of intubation with left head rotation versus the conventional sniffing position during direct laryngoscopy of patients undergoing elective surgery and evaluate if the left head rotation maneuver is a viable alternative for difficult endotracheal intubation.

**Methods**

**Research Design**

This randomized open-label clinical trial enrolled patients admitted to Baguio General Hospital and Medical Center, Baguio City, Cordillera Administrative Region, the Philippines, from September 2020 to January 2021 for an elective surgical procedure requiring tracheal intubation under general anesthesia.
Study Outcomes

The primary study outcome was intubation success rate with direct laryngoscopy using 45-degree left head rotation. Intubation was deemed successful if a capnographic waveform in the end-tidal CO\(_2\) monitor was observed after the endotracheal tube placement, and the intubation attempt was no longer than 10 minutes. Alternative techniques were used to facilitate that intubation in case intubation was unsuccessful with left head rotation or the sniffing position alone (Table 1). The order in which alternative techniques like cricoid pressure, stylet, and change in operator were used was left to the clinician's discretion. If the intubation was deemed unsuccessful after 2 attempts despite the use of alternative techniques, an alternative position was used (change to sniffing position if difficulty intubating with left head rotation, and vice versa).

Table 1. Description of the 7 parameters and scoring scheme of the Intubation Difficulty Scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1: number of attempts &gt;1</td>
<td>One point for every additional attempt if unsuccessful in the first attempt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2: number of operators &gt;1</td>
<td>One point for each additional operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3: number of alternative techniques(^a)</td>
<td>One point for each alternative technique used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4: Cormack-Lehane grade</td>
<td>Zero points for successful intubation; otherwise, add Cormack-Lehane grade for the first attempt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5: lifting force required</td>
<td>Zero points for normal lifting force and 1 point for increased force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6: external laryngeal manipulation used</td>
<td>Zero points if not used and 1 point if used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N7: vocal cord mobility</td>
<td>Zero points for abduction and 1 point for adduction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total IDS(^b) score</td>
<td>Sum of N1 to N7.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Alternative techniques included the change of blade or tube, adding a stylet, changing to nasotracheal intubation, applying pressure on the cricoid cartilage, and using fiberoptic intubation or intubating laryngeal mask airway.

\(^b\)IDS: Intubation Difficulty Scale.

Sample Size

Due to limited studies with intubation using left head rotation, the sample size computation was based on the study by Khan et al [28], where the authors reported a 68% success rate in intubation with direct laryngoscopy using the left lateral position. Therefore, a sample size of 52, with 26 participants in each group, was computed using OPEN-EPI (version 3.1) with a 95% CI and 80% power, assuming a success rate of 68% with left head rotation and 100% with conventional intubation in the sniffing position.

Inclusion or Exclusion Criteria

The criteria for inclusion in this study were patients aged 18-65 years old, BMI range of 18.5-35.0 kg/m\(^2\), American Society of Anesthesiology Physical Status I to III (see [35] for details of American Society of Anesthesiology Physical Status staging), and Mallampati grade III. Mallampati grade measures the visibility of pharyngeal structures (tonsillar pillars, soft palate, and base of uvula), which is noted by instructing the patient to open his or her mouth and protrude the tongue maximally in the sitting posture (see [36] for details of Mallampati grade classification).

Patients with sternomental distance <12 cm, thyromental distance <6 cm, small mouth opening <3 fingerbreadths, limited head rotation or neck extension, BMI >35 kg/m\(^2\), known gastroesophageal reflux, presence of anterior neck mass, or facial fractures obstructing the airway were excluded from this study.

Randomization

Enrolled participants who met the inclusion criteria were randomized by draw lots into the experimental (intubated with left head rotation; n=26) and control groups (intubated in the sniffing position; n=26). Group assignments were written on a sheet of paper, which were either “group A” (left head rotation) or “group B” (sniffing position). The papers were shuffled for randomization and numbered for equal participant allocation to each group. The consultant or senior anesthesiology resident opened the papers drawn prior to the induction of anesthesia to determine group assignment. Thus, the consultant or senior anesthesiology resident served as the observer, and the researcher (DPC) was blinded during data collection to avoid bias. In addition, senior anesthesiologists who participated in the data collection were in year 2 or year 3 of their clinical residency. The flow of patient selection and randomization is described in Figure 1.
**Figure 1.** The flow of patient selection and randomization procedure. ASA: American Society of Anesthesiology.

**Ethics Approval**

The protocol and informed consent forms were reviewed and approved by the institutional ethics board of Baguio General Hospital and Medical Center (protocol BGHMC-ERC-2020-27). The researcher obtained written informed consent the day before the scheduled operation. The consent form was available in English, Filipino, and Ilocano, with identical content covering the nature of this study; study procedure; risks, benefits, and complications; data security and confidentiality; and voluntary participation and withdrawal. The contents of the consent forms were also verbally explained to the participants, and they were reminded that they were free to withdraw from this study at any point, and if they decided to withdraw prior to the surgical procedure, treatment quality would not vary, and standard care will be provided. The researcher also provided an audio-visual presentation of the intubation procedures in a manner or language that the patient, senior resident, and consultant understood. Several steps were taken to ensure the confidentiality and security of the data. Only DPC has access to the password-protected data, and upon completion of this study, all data were archived in the Hospital Information and Management System office for future reference.
Intubation Procedure

The anesthesia resident or consultant in charge performed a physical examination and a thorough airway evaluation during the preoperative evaluation to assess the ease of intubation. Laryngoscopy was done using an EMS Fiber Optic Laryngoscope Stubby Handle (EMS) throughout this study period with Macintosh Mega Mac Blade (EMS). Laryngoscope blades were disinfected with Caviwipes (Metrex Research LLC), washed with soap and water, and sterilized to prevent cross-contamination. Before intubation, the laryngoscope’s functionality and battery status was checked by a senior resident.

Standard American Society of Anesthesiology monitors (electrocardiogram, noninvasive blood pressure, and pulse oximetry) were applied upon arrival at the operating room. Preprocedural medication included intravenous (IV) injections of midazolam (0.1 mg/kg) for anesthesia and fentanyl (2 mcg/kg) for analgesia. In addition, all patients were preoxygenated with 100% oxygen for 3 minutes through a circle system and a standard face mask with a carbon dioxide or flow sensor between the mask and the breathing circuit. Standard induction included injection of propofol at 2-2.5 mg/kg IV or until the loss of eyelash reflex was achieved and injection of rocuronium 0.6 mg/kg IV for muscle relaxation to facilitate intubation.

Macintosh number 3 or 4 laryngoscope blade was used depending on the anesthesiologist’s decision. Intubation was performed with a tracheal tube size of 7.0 in women and 7.5 in men. Intubation was done using a 45-degree left head rotation (estimated with the aid of a protractor) in the experimental group, while the control group was intubated using a sniffing position by placing a cushion under the head such that the external auditory meatus and sternal notch are on the same horizontal plane. Glottic visualization and intubation difficulty with left head rotation and sniffing position were assessed using Cormack-Lehane grade [37] and Intubation Difficulty Scale [38], respectively, which were evaluated by the consultant or senior anesthesiology resident in charge (the researcher was not involved in the scoring).

Cormack-Lehane grade is a conventionally used scale that measures laryngoscopic or glottic view during laryngoscopy [39]. The 4 Cormack-Lehane grades are as follows: complete visualization of the vocal cords (grade 1), visualization of the inferior portion of the glottis (grade 2), visualization of only the epiglottis (grade 3), and nonvisualized epiglottis (grade 4). No external laryngeal pressure was applied for grading the laryngoscopic view [37].

The Intubation Difficulty Scale is an objective and comprehensive assessment of the intubation difficulty based on 7 parameters [38], as described in Table 1. A score of 0 on the Intubation Difficulty Scale represents ideal intubation with minimum difficulty, scores between 1 and 5 represent slight difficulty with intubation, and a score greater than 5 represents moderate to major difficulty with intubation (Table 1).

A carbon dioxide or flow sensor measured end-tidal carbon dioxide, the gold standard for confirming successful tracheal intubation. The airway was secured, and breaths were delivered through the endotracheal tube using an anesthesia ventilator by pressure-regulated control mode at 12 breaths per minute, inspiratory to expiratory ratio of 1:2, positive inspiratory pressure of 15 cm H₂O, and positive end-expiratory pressure of 0 cm H₂O. This study protocol ended at this point, and the intended surgical procedure proceeded as planned.

Safety Considerations

The anesthesiologist in charge prioritized the patient's comfort and safety, and any changes in vital signs, such as hypotension and bradycardia, were actively monitored. Adequate hydration, oxygenation, and pain control were maintained throughout the procedure, and the risk of desaturation was minimized with 100% oxygen insufflation during laryngoscopy. Patient safety during apnea was ensured by continued physiological monitoring, including pulse oximetry in all cases. Although routine suction of secretions from the upper airways is not explicitly recommended, it was performed if symptoms suggestive of secretion accumulation were observed. The induction of the anesthetic, as well as the use of neuromuscular blocking agents, followed the latest anesthetic guidelines.

Injuries caused during difficult intubation were managed as follows: if a tooth was chipped or extracted, the patient’s watchers were informed, and strict aspiration precautions were applied. Minor lacerations on the lips were allowed to heal via secondary intention, while large lacerations with persistent bleeding were sutured. Patients who failed to be intubated using left head rotation or standard sniffing position received an appropriate standard point of care based on Difficult Airway Society guidelines. An otolaryngologist or general surgeon was available if the procedure required invasive airway access, such as tracheostomy or cricothyrotomy. Untoward reactions were included in the report, and close follow-up was advised.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS (version 17.0; SPSS Inc). The conceptual framework for the analysis is described in Figure 2. Baseline characteristics, which included patient sex, age, and BMI, were presented as frequency and percentage, and the differences between experimental and control groups were compared using the chi-square test.

Noncontinuous variables, including the Cormack-Lehane grade (grade 1-4) and intubation difficulty (minimum, slight, and moderate to major) distribution of patients were presented as frequency and percentage, and the difference between the 2 study groups was assessed using the chi-square test. Additionally, the central tendency in the Cormack-Lehane grade of patients in the left head rotation and sniffing positions was presented as mean (SD) and median (IQR), and the difference between the 2 study groups was assessed using Student t test. Individual components (N1-N7) of the Intubation Difficulty Scale were presented as frequency and percentage (assessed using Fisher exact test) as well as mean (SD) and median (IQR) (assessed using Student t test). Finally, the intubation success rate was presented as frequency and percentage, and the difference between the 2 study groups was assessed using Fisher exact test. All tests were 2-sided, and P values of <.05 were considered statistically significant.
Results

Baseline Characteristics

In total, 52 adult patients were enrolled in this study; 57.7% (n=30) were male, and 55.8% (n=29) were 45 years or older (Table 2). The BMI of 50% (n=26) of the patients in both groups was in the normal range, while the rest were overweight or obese. No between-group differences were noted in the clinicodemographic characteristics of patients intubated with left head rotation or in the sniffing position (Table 2).
Table 2. Baseline characteristics of patients undergoing tracheal intubation with left head rotation or sniffing position (N=26).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Left head rotation</th>
<th>Sniffing position</th>
<th>P value&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18 (69.2)</td>
<td>12 (46.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>8 (30.7)</td>
<td>14 (53.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-26</td>
<td>5 (19.2)</td>
<td>2 (7.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-35</td>
<td>4 (15.3)</td>
<td>4 (15.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-44</td>
<td>3 (11.5)</td>
<td>5 (19.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-53</td>
<td>6 (23.0)</td>
<td>8 (30.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54-65</td>
<td>8 (30.7)</td>
<td>7 (26.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (18.5-24.9 kg/m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>13 (50)</td>
<td>13 (50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>22.8 (1.7)</td>
<td>22.26 (1.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight (25.0-29.9 kg/m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>8 (30.7)</td>
<td>7 (26.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>27.1 (1.4)</td>
<td>27.05 (1.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese I (30.0-34.9 kg/m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>5 (19.2)</td>
<td>6 (23.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>32.4 (1.87)</td>
<td>32.14 (1.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Compared using the chi-square test. All values have been truncated to 1 decimal point.

Glottic Visualization and Intubation Difficulty

Glottic visualization in nearly 85% (n=44) of the patients in the left head rotation and sniffing position was classified under grades 1 and 2 on the Cormack-Lehane grade scale. There was no significant association between Cormack-Lehane grade and the 2 intubation positions (P=.45; Table 3).

Further, 30.7% (n=16) of patients in both positions were intubated with minimum difficulty, 53.8% (n=14) in left head rotation and 57.6% (n=15) in sniffing position were intubated with slight difficulty, and moderate to major difficulty with intubation was noted in only a small number of patients in the 2 groups (n=4, 15.3% in left head rotation and n=3, 11.5% in sniffing position; Table 3). However, intubation difficulty was not significantly different between the 2 positions (P=.91; Table 3).

Although the proportion of patients with an Intubation Difficulty Scale score of 0-1 was numerically higher in the left head rotation group (n=18, 69.2% vs n=13, 50%), the difference was statistically insignificant (P=.26; Table 3). Similarly, the differences in median or median scores of the 7 variables of the Intubation Difficulty Scale were statistically insignificant between the 2 intubation positions (Table 3): the number of patients requiring more than one intubation attempt (N1; n=6, 23% vs n=5, 19.2% patients; P>.99), more than one operator (N2; n=3, 11.5% vs n=1, 3.8%; P=.61), or the use of alternate techniques for the successful passage of the endotracheal tube through the glottis (N3; n=7, 26.9% vs n=6, 23%; P>.99) was statistically not different between left head rotation and sniffing positions (Table 3). Similarly, the number of patients for whom the Cormack-Lehane grade for the unsuccessful first attempt was added to the total Intubation Difficulty Scale score (N4; n=14, 53.8% vs n=11, 42.3%; P=.50), required the application of additional lifting force (N5; n=7, 26.9% vs n=11, 42.3%; P=.38) or laryngeal pressure (N6; n=3, 11.5% vs n=7, 26.9%; P=.29) and displayed vocal cord mobility (N7; n=3, 11.5% vs n=2, 7.6%; P>.99) and was statistically not different between the 2 intubation positions (Table 3).
Table 3. Glottic visualization, intubation difficulty, and intubation success rate with left head rotation or sniffing position (N=26).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Left head rotation</th>
<th>Sniffing position</th>
<th>( P ) value&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cormack-Lehane grade</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1, n (%)</td>
<td>11 (42.3)</td>
<td>15 (57.6)</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2, n (%)</td>
<td>11 (42.3)</td>
<td>7 (26.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3, n (%)</td>
<td>3 (11.5)</td>
<td>4 (15.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4, n (%)</td>
<td>1 (3.8)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.8 (2.3)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.7)</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>1 (0-2.5)</td>
<td>1.5 (0-3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intubation difficulty, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum difficulty</td>
<td>8 (30.7)</td>
<td>8 (30.7)</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slight difficulty</td>
<td>14 (53.8)</td>
<td>15 (57.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate to major difficulty</td>
<td>4 (15.3)</td>
<td>3 (11.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patients with IDS&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; score of 0-1, n (%)</strong></td>
<td>18 (69.2)</td>
<td>13 (50)</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Individual IDS parameters**

| Patients with N1 score of >0                  |                    |                   |                           |
| n (%)                                         | 6 (23.0)           | 5 (19.2)          | >.99                      |
| Mean (SD)                                     | 0.2 (0.4)          | 0.1 (0.4)         | .73                       |
| Median (IQR)                                  | 0 (0-0.2)          | 0 (0-0)           | —                         |

| Patients with N2 score of >0                  |                    |                   |                           |
| n (%)                                         | 3 (11.5)           | 1 (3.8)           | .61                       |
| Mean (SD)                                     | 0.1 (0.3)          | 0.04 (0.2)        | .30                       |
| Median (IQR)                                  | 0 (0-0)            | 0 (0-0)           | —                         |

| Patients with N3 score of >0                  |                    |                   |                           |
| n (%)                                         | 7 (26.9)           | 6 (23.0)          | >.99                      |
| Mean (SD)                                     | 0.2 (0.4)          | 0.2 (0.4)         | .74                       |
| Median (IQR)                                  | 0 (0-1)            | 0 (0-0.2)         | —                         |

| Patients with N4 score of >0                  |                    |                   |                           |
| n (%)                                         | 14 (53.8)          | 11 (42.3)         | .58                       |
| Mean (SD)                                     | 0.7 (0.8)          | 0.5 (0.7)         | .50                       |
| Median (IQR)                                  | 1 (0-1)            | 0 (0-1)           | —                         |

| Patients with N5 score of >0                  |                    |                   |                           |
| n (%)                                         | 7 (26.9)           | 11 (42.3)         | .38                       |
| Mean (SD)                                     | 0.2 (0.4)          | 0.4 (0.5)         | .26                       |
| Median (IQR)                                  | 0 (0-1)            | 0 (0-1)           | —                         |

| Patients with N6 score of >0                  |                    |                   |                           |
| n (%)                                         | 3 (11.5)           | 7 (26.9)          | .29                       |
| Mean (SD)                                     | 0.1 (0.3)          | 0.27 (0.4)        | .18                       |
| Median (IQR)                                  | 0 (0-0.2)          | 0 (0-0)           | —                         |

| Patients with N7 score of >0                  |                    |                   |                           |
| n (%)                                         | 3 (11.5)           | 2 (7.6)           | >.99                      |
| Mean (SD)                                     | 0.1 (0.3)          | 0.08 (0.2)        | .63                       |
| Median (IQR)                                  | 0 (0-0)            | 0 (0-0)           | —                         |
The Cormack-Lehane grade and intubation difficulty distribution were assessed using the chi-square test. The proportion of patients who scored >0 in individual IDS parameters was assessed using Fisher exact test. All mean (SD) were assessed using Student t test. All values have been truncated to 1 decimal point.

**Intubation Success Rate**

The intubation success rate was 100% in the sniffing position (Table 3). Two patients in the sniffing position classified under moderate to major difficulty on the Intubation Difficulty Scale were intubated successfully after the second attempt; hence, shifting position was deemed unnecessary.

On the other hand, 92.3% (n=24) of the patients were successfully intubated using left head rotation (P=.49 vs intubation rate in the sniffing position; Table 3). Three patients in the left head rotation were staged under moderate to major difficulty on the Intubation Difficulty Scale. Patient 1 had an Intubation Difficulty Scale score of 6 and had successful intubation after changing the operator on the second attempt. Patient 2 had a grade 3 glottic visualization and an Intubation Difficulty Scale score of 7 in the left head rotation position. Despite using a stylet, cricoid pressure, and additional lifting force, intubation was unsuccessful in this patient after 2 attempts. However, Cormack-Lehane grade improved to grade 2 and the Intubation Difficulty Scale score to 3 upon changing to the sniffing position. Patient 3 had grade 4 glottic visualization with an Intubation Difficulty Scale score of 8. The patient’s airway could not be secured using left head rotation despite 2 intubation attempts, the use of a stylet, the application of cricoid pressure and additional lifting force, or the change of operator. After changing to the sniffing position, the Cormack-Lehane grade improved from grade 4 to grade 1, the Intubation Difficulty Scale score improved from 8 to 2, and intubation was successful on the first attempt.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

Considering Mallampati III as a sensitive criterion for difficult intubation, the findings of this study suggest that endotracheal intubation with left head rotation can be achieved with comparable glottic visualization and difficulty to the conventional sniffing position in anesthetized patients undergoing elective surgery. Except for the case study by Yezid et al [8], which described the intubation of 4 patients using left head rotation, the effect of axial head rotation on airway patency has not been evaluated systematically. However, from our correspondence with the author (Dr Nur Hafiza Yezid, Emergency and Trauma Department, Hospital Jitra, Kedah, Malaysia; December 2019), we are aware of 2 ongoing studies using left head rotation: one being conducted at the Department of Anesthesiology, Ampang Hospital, Malaysia and the other at the Department of Emergency Medicine, University of Malaya, Malaysia. Unfortunately, the results of these investigations are yet to be published.

Nonetheless, prior studies have used variations of left head rotation in specific circumstances. For instance, Le Bervet et al [40] showed improved Cormack-Lehane grade score and intubation efficiency with a left-handed Macintosh blade when combined with a rotation of the cervical spine to the left in about 10% of patients under general endotracheal anesthesia. Similarly, Ueda et al [41] showed that adding left head rotation to the “ramped position” improved the laryngeal view compared to the ramped position alone. Head rotation is also recommended when performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation [42] and during drug-induced sleep endoscopy in patients with obstructive sleep apnea in the supine position [43].

Furthermore, difficult mask ventilation often coexists with difficult tracheal intubation. Two crossover clinical trials [26,44] have compared the efficiency of head rotation on face mask ventilation in patients requiring general anesthesia. Head rotation of 45° in anesthetized apneic adults significantly increased the efficiency of mask ventilation compared with the neutral head position [26]. On the other hand, a 30° clockwise lateral head rotation did not significantly affect mask ventilation volume [44]. It is noteworthy that both crossover clinical trials used right head rotation. However, because airway obstruction for most individuals is symmetric, rotation in the opposite direction is unlikely to alter the findings. In all these cases, intubation with head rotation was successful after more than one intubation attempt and in conjunction with other maneuvers (ramped position, sniffing position, supine position, hyperextension, and aid of a bougie).

The clinical experience of anesthesiologists performing endotracheal intubations may have played a significant role in our assessments of the difficulty of endotracheal intubation. Senior residents and consultants who participated in this study were oriented with the research process but had limited experience with left head rotation. Some awkwardness was noted during the first intubation attempt as residents performed intubation in the left head rotation position. The senior residents also noticed the need for greater familiarization with the left-handed Macintosh blade.

---
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The clinical experience of anesthesiologists performing endotracheal intubations may have played a significant role in our assessments of the difficulty of endotracheal intubation. Senior residents and consultants who participated in this study were oriented with the research process but had limited experience with left head rotation. Some awkwardness was noted during the first intubation attempt as residents performed intubation in the left head rotation position. The senior residents also noticed the need for greater familiarization with the left-handed Macintosh blade.
head rotation technique. Since the sniffing position is almost always the default approach, simulation training of left head rotation for practitioners is warranted to provide greater familiarization. Furthermore, regular use of the left head rotation technique in the future and documentation of challenges may help improve the intubation conditions with left head rotation. In this study, most residents noted some difficulty intubating with left head rotation during the first attempt, but intubation became easier during subsequent attempts with left head rotation. Left head rotation maneuver also complies with the Difficult Airway Algorithm recommended by the Difficult Airway Society. With more technical familiarity, it may be a practical noninvasive alternative approach to improve the glottic view among anesthetized patients requiring tracheal intubation. In addition, the potential outcome of this study can benefit patients by providing quicker airway access during intubations and fewer intubation attempts, thereby improving patient safety.

It is worth noting that while this study included patients who had Mallampati III classification during preoperative evaluations, only 8 out of the 52 patients enrolled in this study had a Cormack-Lehane grade of ≥3. Modified Mallampati classification is a widely used tool for predicting difficult airways, and a Mallampati score of III or IV is considered a good predictor of difficult intubation [45,46]. For instance, previous studies by Adnet et al [47] and Oria et al [48,49] showed greater difficulty in intubating patients with Mallampati III and IV, decreased thyromental distance, reduced mouth opening or other anatomical abnormalities than patients without any predictive factors of intubation difficulty. Even though moderate to major difficulty is infrequent in earlier reports and observed in only about 8% of the patients, the rate of intubation with any problem is surprisingly low [47]. However, the Mallampati classification has exceedingly high specificity when used alone, but the sensitivity is typically low, with an increased number of false-positive results [46,50]. While multiple indicators have been identified for predicting difficult airway [4,50] and a single specific technique would be ideal for a quick and easy assessment, the observation in this study supports the findings of previous studies that Mallampati classification, when used solely, may not have adequate sensitivity in predicting difficult laryngoscopy, intubation, or bag-valve-mask ventilation [46,51].

Limitations

There are several limitations of this study. First, this study was conducted over a short timeframe and may have lacked adequate population representation. Second, although we included adequate participants assuming a success rate of 68% with left head rotation, the sample was not large enough to achieve statistical significance when the changes were minor. Therefore, more extensive trials with a larger and more diverse study population are needed to establish the effectiveness of left head rotation or lack thereof. These limitations prevented us from making firm conclusions on some study outcomes. For instance, all patients were successfully intubated in the sniffing position, while 2 patients in the left head rotation required changing to the sniffing position for successful intubation. Therefore, more than one attempt at intubation, the need for more than one operator, and using an alternative technique such as a stylet were more common in the left head rotation group. Although these results indicate that the sniffing position may provide better laryngeal exposure and intubation ease than left head rotation, the small number of patients with the outcome prevents us from drawing a firm conclusion on the superiority of the sniffing position.

Third, given the scarcity of evidence to support the use of left head rotation as a maneuver to optimize tracheal intubation, this study was limited to a patient population where a minimal delay to the intubation period would not present a significant risk to the subject, further limiting the generalizability of our findings. Fourth, this study was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, and level 4 personal protective equipment may have influenced the intubation techniques. Studies even before the pandemic have identified the practical problems of excessive heating and fogging while wearing a transparent face shield device during tracheal intubation of patients, although personal protective equipment had no significant effect on the intubation time [52]. Fifth, since this study is a randomized, open-label clinical trial, the observer could not be blinded due to apparent differences in head positions. Lastly, proper airway evaluation and visualization can be affected by the skill of the anesthesiologist, which was not factored in our analysis as all of them had limited experience with left head rotation. In contrast, they all had extensive experience with the sniffing position, which could have confounded our findings.

Conclusions

This study showed that left head rotation produces comparable laryngeal exposure and intubation ease to the conventional sniffing position. Therefore, left head rotation may be an alternative for patients who cannot be intubated in the sniffing position, especially in hospitals where advanced techniques such as video laryngoscopes and flexible bronchoscopes are unavailable, as is the case in this study. Since the sniffing position is used as the default, it remains plausible that better clinical outcomes may be achieved with the left head rotation technique as practitioners attain better technical familiarization. Studies with a larger study population are warranted to establish the generalizability of our findings.
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Abstract

Background: The narrative free-text data in electronic medical records (EMRs) contain valuable clinical information for analysis and research to inform better patient care. However, the release of free text for secondary use is hindered by concerns surrounding personally identifiable information (PII), as protecting individuals' privacy is paramount. Therefore, it is necessary to deidentify free text to remove PII. Manual deidentification is a time-consuming and labor-intensive process. Numerous automated deidentification approaches and systems have been attempted to overcome this challenge over the past decade.

Objective: We sought to develop an accurate, web-based system deidentifying free text (DEFT), which can be readily and easily adopted in real-world settings for deidentification of free text in EMRs. The system has several key features including a simple and task-focused web user interface, customized PII types, use of a state-of-the-art deep learning model for tagging PII from free text, preannotation by an interactive learning loop, rapid manual annotation with autosave, support for project management and team collaboration, user access control, and central data storage.

Methods: DEFT comprises frontend and backend modules and communicates with central data storage through a filesystem path access. The frontend web user interface provides end users with a user-friendly workspace for managing and annotating free text. The backend module processes the requests from the frontend and performs relevant persistence operations. DEFT manages the deidentification workflow as a project, which can contain one or more data sets. Customized PII types and user access control can also be configured. The deep learning model is based on a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory-Conditional Random Field (BiLSTM-CRF) with RoBERTa as the word embedding layer. The interactive learning loop is further integrated into DEFT to speed up the deidentification process and increase its performance over time.

Results: DEFT has many advantages over existing deidentification systems in terms of its support for project management, user access control, data management, and an interactive learning process. Experimental results from DEFT on the 2014 i2b2 data set obtained the highest performance compared to 5 benchmark models in terms of microaverage strict entity-level recall and $F_1$-scores of 0.9563 and 0.9627, respectively. In a real-world use case of deidentifying clinical notes, extracted from 1 referral hospital in Sydney, New South Wales, Australia, DEFT achieved a high microaverage strict entity-level $F_1$-score of 0.9507 on a corpus of 600 annotated clinical notes. Moreover, the manual annotation process with preannotation demonstrated a 43% increase in work efficiency compared to the process without preannotation.
Conclusions: DEFT is designed for health domain researchers and data custodians to easily deidentify free text in EMRs. DEFT supports an interactive learning loop and end users with minimal technical knowledge can perform the deidentification work with only a shallow learning curve.
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Introduction
Narrative free-text data in electronic medical records (EMRs) include a variety of clinical documents such as consultation notes, nursing notes, progress notes, and discharge summaries, which contain valuable information for analysis and research to inform better patient care [1-3]. The free-text data can include personally identifiable information (PII), for example, patient name, date of birth, address, phone number, and patient identifier, which can be used to identify an individual on its own or with other information. It is necessary to deidentify the free-text data by removing this PII before releasing to researchers for secondary purposes where the reuse of the data is not covered in patients’ informed consent forms or when requested as part of a waiver of informed consent by an institutional review board or any other human research ethics committees, as required by legislation including the Privacy Rule of the HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) [4] in the United States and the Privacy Act, 1988 [5], in Australia. However, manual deidentification has been proven to be a time-consuming and labor-intensive task [6].

In the past decade, researchers have investigated many different automated deidentification approaches including rule-based matching [7-9] and machine learning (ML) models [10-14]. Hand-written regular expressions and ad hoc knowledge dictionaries are used in rule-based deidentification approaches for a specific free-text data set [15]. In contrast, ML-based deidentification approaches use manually annotated data to train named entity recognition (NER) models, enabling the prediction of PII entities from free-text data. Although rule-based methods do not necessitate the preparation of annotated data, the rules are challenging to generalize to other corpora without manual adjustments from experienced domain experts [16]. The Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory-Conditional Random Field (BiLSTM-CRF) has been proven to achieve state-of-the-art or competitive results on the free text deidentification task [17-19]. With the success of transformer models in the NLP domain, some studies began to explore its use on deidentification tasks [20-22]. Johnson et al [21] fine-tuned pretrained transformer models and achieved a binary token-level $F_1$-score of 0.984 on the 2014 i2b2 test set. However, a benchmark study [20] showed that BiLSTM-CRF achieved better performance compared to transformer-based models. Another study conducted by Tang et al [17] demonstrated that incorporating the pretrained transformer language model as the word embedding layer in BiLSTM-CRF led to an improvement in the $F_1$-scores on the 2014 i2b2 deidentification data set, compared to using other word embeddings (eg, Word2Vec and ELMo). Furthermore, several ensemble approaches that combine multiple individual ML models have been proposed on deidentification tasks [14,23,24]. By leveraging the strengths of individual methods, these ensemble methods have demonstrated improved performance on deidentification tasks.

The traditional workflow of the ML-based deidentification approaches consist of three stages: (1) annotation: human annotators manually tag all the PII in the free text. The interannotator agreement is calculated to measure the quality of the annotation [13]; (2) model training: ML experts train models using the annotated free text; and (3) deidentification: the PII predicted by the models are substituted by surrogates or tags or removed completely. Although pretrained ML solutions can potentially be used “out of the box,” there are significant variations between hospitals, vendors, and countries in the structure and content of EMRs and the nature of PII. Furthermore, data custodians may require performance metrics based on their specific data before gaining sufficient confidence to use these tools. Therefore, manual annotation remains a time-consuming process and is the main bottleneck in training ML-based deidentification models [25,26]. To overcome this, several annotation tools (eg, BRAT [27] and WAT [14]) have been used to speed up the annotation stage [6,28]. Nevertheless, the second and third stages of the workflow still require considerable input from ML experts. In recent years, some annotation tools (eg, ezTag [29], INCEpTION [30], and Prodigy [31]) have integrated interactive learning for iteratively retraining the models using the latest annotated free text to provide annotation suggestions, which automates the second stage of the workflow. These tools can be used to handle some of the deidentification task (ie, PII tagging). Aberdeen et al [32] developed an open-source deidentification tool, MITRE Identification Scrubber Toolkit (MIST), which comprises a web-based graphical annotation tool, a training module, a tagging module, a redaction and resynthesis module, and an experiment engine. These modules work together using a “tag-a-little, learn-a-little” loop strategy to complete the deidentification task, bypassing the need for ML experts for the second and third stages of the traditional deidentification workflow. The annotation tool is used by annotators to tag the PII from the free-text files. The training module trains a conditional random field-based sequence tagger using these annotated files. The tagging module automatically tags the PII for the new files that can be manually corrected by the annotators. Furthermore, MIST provides a workspace mode to conveniently manage a corpus which needs to be deidentified. However, many operations of MIST need to be done via the command line, for example, creating a workspace, importing
files into a workspace, and training models. The MIST server needs to be restarted to get the newly trained model into effect. Moreover, the end users of the MIST tool are required to have the technical knowledge to run command lines.

Off-the-shelf tools [33] such as Amazon Comprehend Medical [34], Clinicaity CliniDeID [35], and National Library of Medicine (NLM) Scrubber [36], can be used to deidentify free text directly without following the traditional deidentification workflow. These 3 tools are all HIPAA-compliant, following the HIPAA’s “Safe Harbor” method [14] to remove 18 types of identifiers. Amazon Comprehend Medical is a cloud-based service which needs the data be uploaded to its service end point. This represents a significant barrier to adopting it for use with EMRs, which are stored in a secure and internet access–restricted environment. CliniDeID, originally a commercial clinical text deidentification software, has recently been made available as free open-source software since November 2022. This allows for additional retraining on specific data sets to enhance the model’s performance. Although NLM Scrubber can be installed locally, its performance cannot be improved because it has no ability to learn from the end users’ free-text data, which may vary considerably from the data used to develop the tools. Therefore, data custodians are responsible for reviewing and evaluating the deidentification results provided by these off-the-shelf tools to ensure it meets their benchmarks. Another main obstacle for adopting the off-the-shelf tools is that the PII types present in specific free-text data outside of a HIPAA covered entity or country (such as Australia) can be different from the 18 HIPAA PII types.

In this study, we designed and implemented a web-based system, deidentifying free text (DEFT), for tagging and substituting designated PII in free-text data in EMRs with human (annotators) in the loop. The system can be readily and easily adopted for the free text deidentification task in secure and internet access–restricted network environments. The main features of the system are listed below:

- Web-based: the web-based deidentification system can be easily accessed by multiple end users via a web browser. Compared to desktop-based applications, web-based applications are less hardware dependent and can easily be updated and upgraded.
- Powered by deep learning models: we used a deep learning NER model to recognize and tag PII entities from free-text data.
- Preannotation bootstrapped by a semiautomatic learning loop: following the learning loop we have proposed previously [14], DEFT preannotates the free text using the ML model that is automatically trained on the previous annotated free text completed by the annotators.
- Customized PII types: the PII types can vary depending on the free text corpus and different data sharing scenarios. For example, full dates may need to be kept for future research in a secure environment which can only be accessed by ethically approved users [14].
- Suitable for nontechnical end users: experienced health-domain annotators can complete the whole deidentification task using DEFT. No technical or ML knowledge is required.
- Simple and task-focused web user interface (UI): DEFT makes the annotators focus on the annotation work through a simple and well-designed web UI.
- Implements autosave: each annotation action, including annotator name, PII entity positions, PII type, and annotation time, is saved automatically.
- Fewer clicks for annotation: fewer clicks mean quick annotation and less deidentification time.
- Supports project management and team collaboration: the deidentification task can be managed as a project, which can contain one or more data sets. The team annotators can work on the same data set in the project at the same time to accelerate the annotation process.
- Implements user access control: only approved users can access specific projects.
- Uses central data storage: all the data can be stored in 1 central location which the DEFT server can access through filesystem path. This avoids importing or transferring thousands or millions of small free-text files across the network.

Methods

System Architecture

DEFT has been designed to be simple and manageable, so end users can easily conduct the deidentification work on their own free-text data that are stored in a secure and internet access–restricted environment. Figure 1 shows the overview of the DEFT system architecture. DEFT communicates with the central data storage by using a filesystem path to retrieve the free-text data and generate deidentified data. The annotators remotely access the DEFT web UI to annotate the free text via their own devices. DEFT is responsible for all the business logic processing. The data manager helps to manage projects and data through the DEFT web UI and direct connection to the data storage, respectively.

We implemented DEFT using Django, a high-level Python web framework. As shown in Figure 1, DEFT comprises frontend and backend modules. The frontend module was built with HTML, CSS, and jQuery and has 2 different web UIs including an end user UI and admin UI. The former is used by the annotator to tag the PII and the latter is for the data manager to manage users, models, projects, and PII types. The backend consists of 2 components, that is, business logic and database. The first one is the controller that receives the requests from the frontend and invokes the relevant business logic to produce the responses which are sent back to the frontend. The second one has the persistence component built with SQLite and interacts with the business logic component to store all the application data such as project information, and PII positions and types.
Project-Based Deidentification Work

In the DEFT system, the deidentification work is organized as projects which must have at least 1 data set. Multiple projects can be processed at the same time. A project is created by the users for a deidentification task of a new free text corpus. Multiple data sets can be added into the project according to the users’ requirements. The users can flexibly customize any number of PII types with different display colors for the project and control who has access to the project. The system does not provide default PII types, because these can vary depending on the project. The raw data files are stored in specific data storage outside the DEFT system and the access path is configured in DEFT for the relevant project. Users can import the data files (txt format) into DEFT manually or wait for the system to import them automatically. The importing operation only saves the file names into the DEFT database rather than the file contents so that all the identified data can be safely maintained in specific data storage. Figure 2 shows an example of a deidentification project structure. A project named “Clinical Notes” is created and 2 data sets are added with the names “Discharge Summaries” and “Progress Notes,” respectively. A list of PII types (PERSON, date of birth [DOB], ADDRESS, PHONE, ID) are configured for the project according to the users’ requirements. The user shown in solid black is assigned access to the project as the annotator. All the project configurations can be done via the admin UI by the data managers of the team.
Deep Learning NER Model

In the DEFT system, we used the BiLSTM-CRF architecture to train a NER model that can identify word spans related to specific PII types in the working text. Although an ensemble model may perform better than a single BiLSTM-CRF model, we selected the latter for DEFT considering its competitive performance and faster training time, noting that DEFT may be deployed in settings where computing resources are constrained. The Python library FLAIR [37] was used to implement the BiLSTM-CRF NER model. The pretrained RoBERTa model [38] was selected to generate input representations in our model. Figure 3 shows the model architecture.
Learning Loop

The core of the DEFT system’s workflow is a learning loop, which comprises 3 elements: end user UI, annotated free text, and ML model, as shown in Figure 4. At the beginning of the deidentification work for a new project, there is no ML model in the system. The deidentification process follows the following six steps:

1. Feed raw free text into DEFT system. An initial set of raw free-text files are loaded into the end user UI where the annotators begin to manually tag PII in the raw free text. The end user UI provides a simple and task-focused interface to the annotators so that the annotation can be done quickly and easily.

2. Annotate raw free text or correct preannotated free text. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the end user UI which contains 4 main areas: file list area, PII type area, annotation work area, and PII list area. First, the annotator selects 1 file in the file list area to load its free text content into the annotation work area and clicks on 1 PII type in the PII type area. Second, the annotator reviews the free text and tags the words using double left click or word spans using click drag-and-release that are related to the selected PII type. The PII entities will be surrounded by colored boxes with the PII type underneath the words. Incorrectly tagged PII entities can be removed by single left click on the entity text. Finally, the tagged PII entities are listed in the PII list area with detailed information about start index, end index, PII entity type, PII entity text, and annotator name. The annotator needs to change the “Edit” mode to “Complete” mode for marking the completion of the annotation work for the current working file. The above mentioned PII entity details, except PII entity text, are automatically saved in the DEFT database so that they can be integrated with the raw free-text file contents to generate the annotated free-text files for model training. Furthermore, not having PII entity text stored in the DEFT system protects the identified data.

3. Train ML models. Once the completed amount of the annotated free-text files reaches the preconfigured model retraining threshold which is the number of clinical notes (eg, 200 clinical notes), the system starts the ML model training process, which splits the annotated data into training, validation, and test sets. The model is automatically trained in the backend and loaded into the system after that.

4. Preannotate raw free text. Another small set of free-text files, that has been preannotated by the trained model from Step 3, are assigned to the annotators to add the PIIs which the model does not preannotate or to correct incorrect PIIs that the model has preannotated, via the end user UI. The added or corrected PII entity details are added into the system database.

5. Iterative ML model training. If the number of the new completed files reaches the retraining threshold, it will trigger the ML model to be retrained on all the annotated free-text files. Steps 2, 3, and 4 are iteratively conducted until the performance of the model meets the specified benchmark for the data set. In the DEFT system, we use
the strict entity-level microaverage $F_1$-score, which is the primary metric in previous deidentification challenges [16,39,40], to evaluate the performance of the model and deidentification work.

6. Deidentify raw free text. The final model is used to deidentify the remaining free text in the data set, including automatically tagging the PIIs and replacing the PIIs with the special tags. For example, the person names are replaced by “<**PERSON**>” in the deidentified free text.

Figure 4. Learning loop of DEFT system. (1) Feed raw free text into DEFT system; (2) annotate raw free text or correct preannotated free text; (3) train ML models; (4) preannotate raw free text; (5) iterative ML model training; and (6) deidentify raw free text. DEFT: deidentifying free text; ML: machine learning; UI: user interface.

Figure 5. A demo of the end user UI for the annotators. The patient information is dummy data. PII: personally identifiable information; UI: user interface.
DEFT Functionalities

Table 1 describes the main functionalities of the DEFT system which are grouped according to the 2 DEFT web UIs. The admin UI includes the management components of the key elements such as projects, data sets, PII types, and users. The functionalities of the end user UI are mainly focused on the annotation work, for example, tagging the PII, changing the file status, and preannotation. Currently, only txt format data files are supported in DEFT. There are two export options: (1) export the annotated data files in the XML format which include the raw free text and all the PII entities (Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1); the annotated XML data files could be a valuable data source for future deidentification research; and (2) export the deidentified data files in TXT format (Figure S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The file contents are the same as the original one except that the PII words are replaced by the special tags.

Table 1. The main functionalities of the DEFT system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UI^a and functionality</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project management</td>
<td>• Create or delete or modify project information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Configure the project data path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assign user access right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data set management</td>
<td>• Create or delete or modify data set information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Import data file names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Export all the annotated data files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Export all the deidentified data files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data file management</td>
<td>• Create or delete or modify data files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Export single annotated data file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Export single deidentified data file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PII^c type management</td>
<td>• Create or delete or modify PII types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model management</td>
<td>• Review all the trained models of the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User management</td>
<td>• Create or delete or modify users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project list</td>
<td>• List accessible projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data set list</td>
<td>• List the data sets of the selected projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotation dashboard</td>
<td>• List all the files of the selected data set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Open 1 file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tag the PII entities in the free text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto save</td>
<td>• The add or remove PII actions are saved automatically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preannotation</td>
<td>• Pretag the possible PII entities by the trained ML^d model when the users open a file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hide completed files</td>
<td>• Filter completed files out from the data file list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File status management</td>
<td>• Switch the file status between “Edit” and “Complete”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aDEFT: deidentifying free text.
^bUI: user interface.
^cPII: personally identifiable information.
^dML: machine learning.
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Results

Overview

We selected 2 deidentification systems (MIST and NLM Scrubber) for functionality comparison with DEFT. We chose these systems because MIST has a similar design strategy of “human in the loop” to DEFT, and NLM Scrubber is an accessible open-source off-the-shelf deidentification system. We also considered INCEpTION, ezTag, and Prodigy, which are text annotation systems with interactive learning loops, because they can be used for the deidentification task with extra effort from technical or ML experts. The system features we compared are (1) support for project-based free text file management; (2) support for user access control; (3) support for customized PII (NER) types; (4) support for bulk file import; (5) support for automated preannotation based on a pretrained model; (6) support for auto save of the tagging actions; (7) support for interactive learning loop; (8) support for annotated data export; (9) support for deidentified data export; (10) suitability for nontechnical end users; (11) support for team collaboration; (12) web-based system; (13) central data storage; (14) off-the-shelf; and (15) autotag matches (all occurrences are automatically tagged when annotators tag a PII entity in the whole working free text). Figure 6 shows that DEFT, MIST, and INCEpTION support the user access control functionality, which is important in deploying the systems for team collaboration on the deidentification task. Otherwise, any devices on the same network can access the system via the system’s URL to potentially access the identified data. Although ezTag provides a session-based login, it is not a secure way to control access because anyone who has the session URL can access the project freely. Both MIST and Prodigy require end users to use a command-line interface to configure the projects or data sets and retrain the models in the interactive learning loop. MIST and ezTag need to manually trigger the model retraining and preannotation from the command-line interface and the web UI, respectively. When starting the Prodigy system, a path to the free-text data needs to be configured. Therefore, it partially supports the project management and bulk file import. Different from other systems, MIST must manually save each tagging action by the user clicking on the save button. In both the INCEpTION and ezTag systems, importing the free-text data requires transferring the files from the original data location to the specified location using the web UI, while MIST uses the command-line interface to do the same thing. This could be a bottleneck when importing large volumes of data sets due to network delays. Because NLM Scrubber is an off-the-shelf desktop software, most of the comparison functionalities are not supported by it. All the systems except NLM Scrubber cannot be used “out-of-the-box.” Only the MIST system provides “Autotag matches” functionality.

Fewer mouse clicks make the annotation process more efficient. We counted the mouse clicks of the add-PII and remove-PII operations for all the selected systems except NLM Scrubber, which is pretrained and doesn’t support annotation. The “drag-and-release” action is counted as 1 mouse click. As shown in Table 2, DEFT and Prodigy had the fewest clicks for both operations. MIST and INCEpTION needed 3 mouse clicks to annotate a PII entity. However, MIST provides an “Autotag matches” functionality, which can automatically tag all the occurrences of the same word spans of the selected PII entity in the whole working file. ezTag needed the most mouse clicks to remove a tagged PII entity.

We evaluated the performance of our model by comparing it with 5 benchmark models [14,17,18,23,24] on the 2014 i2b2 data set. The microaverage strict entity–level scores and binary PII token–level scores are reported in Table 3. Our model achieved the highest strict entity–level recall and $F_1$-scores at 0.9563 and 0.9627, respectively. Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1 lists the hyperparameters used for model training. The microaverage scores by i2b2 category for strict entity matching are shown in Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1.
Figure 6. Comparison of the selected tools and DEFT. DEFT: deidentifying free text; MIST: MITRE Identification Scrubber Toolkit; NER: named entity recognition; NLM: National Library of Medicine; PII: personally identifiable information.

Table 2. Mouse click comparison of add-PII and remove-PII operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>DEFT</th>
<th>MIST</th>
<th>NLM Scrubber</th>
<th>INCEpTION</th>
<th>ezTag</th>
<th>Prodigy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add-PII</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove-PII</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPII: personally identifiable information.
bDEFT: deidentifying free text.
cMIST: MITRE Identification Scrubber Toolkit.
eThe mouse-click number of add-PII operation for DEFT, ezTag, and Prodigy can be 1 or 2, depending on whether the relevant PII type has been selected or not.
fN/A: not applicable.
null
observe that the overall $F_1$-score increased by 0.0075, compared to the previous intermediate model trained on 400 clinical notes. The new model improved the $F_1$-score of DOB and PHONE PII types by large margins of 0.1367 and 0.1298, respectively. Moreover, the recall, which is the most important metric for the deidentification tasks, was improved for each PII type, except ADDRESS.

### Table 4. The NER\(^a\) model performance on the test set from the corpus with 400 clinical notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PII(^b) type</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>micro-$F_1$-score</th>
<th>PII entity number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERSON</td>
<td>0.9657</td>
<td>0.9505</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDN(^c)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9649</td>
<td>0.9821</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOB(^d)</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.8077</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONE</td>
<td>0.7273</td>
<td>0.7273</td>
<td>0.7273</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.9519</td>
<td>0.9347</td>
<td>0.9432</td>
<td>551</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)NER: named entity recognition.  
\(^b\)PII: personally identifiable information.  
\(^c\)IDN: identification number.  
\(^d\)DOB: date of birth.

### Table 5. Annotation time comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round</th>
<th>Clinical note number</th>
<th>Annotation time (min)</th>
<th>PII entity number</th>
<th>Word number</th>
<th>Round</th>
<th>Clinical note number</th>
<th>Annotation time (min)</th>
<th>PII entity number</th>
<th>Word number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13:03</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>2687</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6:28</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>2774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15:56</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>4089</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7:55</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>4153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19:08</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>5198</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9:31</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>5369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20:24</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>7133</td>
<td>4a</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12:13</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>7404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29:05</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>11,503</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22:08</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>12,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97:36</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>30,610</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>58:15</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>32,004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)PII: personally identifiable information.

### Table 6. Performance comparison without and with preannotation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PII(^a) Type</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>micro-$F_1$-score</th>
<th>PII Type</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>micro-$F_1$-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERSON</td>
<td>0.9980</td>
<td>0.9675</td>
<td>0.9825</td>
<td>PERSON</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
<td>0.9851</td>
<td>0.9917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDN(^b)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>IDN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOB(^c)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DOB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PHONE</td>
<td>0.9667</td>
<td>0.9667</td>
<td>0.9667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>0.8571</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.9985(^d)</td>
<td>0.9756</td>
<td>0.9869</td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.9958</td>
<td>0.9886(^d)</td>
<td>0.9922(^d)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)PII: personally identifiable information.  
\(^b\)IDN: identification number.  
\(^c\)DOB: date of birth.  
\(^d\)The best result for each metric between performance without and that with preannotation.
In order to evaluate the deidentification efficiency, we used the trained model to deidentify CardiacAI clinical notes that summarized the encounters of patients who have had heart failure, containing on average about 170 words. The whole process took about 95 hours to export 280,785 deidentified clinical notes (about 0.82 seconds per clinical note). There are on average about 5 PII entities per clinical note.

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

We have presented the design and implementation of DEFT, a simple web-based deidentification system with interactive learning loop. DEFT provides a task-focused web UI to end users so that annotation of PII can be done quickly and easily. In addition, an admin web UI is provided to manage the projects, users, and team collaboration on the deidentification task. The DEFT system can be deployed on a central server to provide deidentification services to multiple teams within the same network environment at the same time through user access control functionality.

The results of the functionality comparison showed that our DEFT system is better than the selected comparison systems on the deidentification task, in terms of the ability to customize the task, ease and security of management of users and files, automation of the interactive learning loop, and central data storage.

DEFT can easily customize PII types at the project level using the admin web UI. It provides flexibility for determining the level of deidentification according to risk assessment and analysis requirements of the project. The selected systems which we compared with DEFT have similar customization functionality, with the exception of NLM Scrubber. However, only INCEpTION and ezTag provide a web UI for this function. MIST and Prodigy uses either a configuration file or command line to predefine PII types. NLM Scrubber uses fixed HIPAA-compliant PII types, which restrict the adoption of the system outside of a HIPAA-covered country or organization [6].

DEFT has a 2-level file management structure (ie, project and data set) which allows the users to organize the data more flexibly, compared to the 1-level structure (ie, project) of the other systems. For example, the deidentification project may have many different types of clinical notes. Users can create different data sets for each type of clinical note. Like INCEpTION, DEFT can easily manage user credentials and assign user access to the project level through the admin web UI. However, in the MIST system, user management and access control need to be done from a command-line interface, and all the users share 1 project access key. When starting up the Prodigy system, the users need to configure an input data source. Therefore, the different project users cannot work on the system at the same time. Moreover, there is no user access control functionality in Prodigy. ezTag uses a session-based login to generate a unique URL for each user to manage the user access. However, the session can be accessed by anyone with the unique URL, so it is not suitable for annotating sensitive information in EMR free-text data.

DEFT supports a fully automated interactive learning loop. The model training process is triggered when the newly annotated files reach the preset retraining threshold. The retrained model is automatically loaded for the relevant project. When the annotator opens a nonannotated file, the model automatically preannotates it to provide suggestions for the annotator. In contrast, MIST, Prodigy, and ezTag need human manual operations during the learning loop. MIST retrained a model and preannotates the free-text files via a command-line interface. Moreover, the system needs to be restarted to load the retrained model. Similarly, Prodigy also needs different command lines to perform retraining and preannotation operations. Users of ezTag need to click the “Auto Annotation” and “Train” buttons to trigger the relevant tasks. The real-world use case study we present demonstrated that DEFT’s annotation speed can be increased by 43% with the automated preannotation in the learning loop. Furthermore, the DEFT system can use only 600 annotated clinical notes to achieve good performance with an F1-score of 0.9507, which is greater than 0.95, the rule-of-thumb benchmark for evaluating the reliability of a deidentification system [16,40]. The low scores for ADDRESS PII entity as shown in Tables 4 and 7 may be caused by the lack of training samples, as there were only 44 and 55 ADDRESS entities in the training sets of 400 and 600 clinical notes, respectively. The model performance will continually improve as the amount of training samples increases.

### Table 7. The NER\(^a\) model performance on the test set from the corpus with 600 clinical notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PII type</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>micro-F1-score</th>
<th>PII entity number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERSON</td>
<td>0.9423</td>
<td>0.9583</td>
<td>0.9502</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDN(^c)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9762</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOB(^d)</td>
<td>0.9844</td>
<td>0.9692</td>
<td>0.9767</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONE</td>
<td>0.8571</td>
<td>0.8571</td>
<td>0.8571</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.9487</td>
<td>0.9526</td>
<td>0.9507</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)NER: named entity recognition.  
\(^b\)PII: personally identifiable information.  
\(^c\)IDN: identification number.  
\(^d\)DOB: date of birth.
annotated free-text data increases. We also evaluated the annotation time and accuracy of manual annotation without and with preannotation. Using preannotation during the manual annotation process resulted in a time savings of 43% and a micro-$F_1$-score improvement of 0.005 compared to manual annotation performed without preannotation.

The design of DEFT allows the raw free-text data to be stored in a central data storage location which is under the control of the researchers or data custodians. The system-related data, such as project and data set information, users, PII index and type details, and the free-text file names, are saved in DEFT’s database. All the raw data and exported data are managed centrally by the data manager. This not only protects the identified data from unauthorized access, but also avoids transferring large volumes of data through the network. A data source path is required when starting up the Prodigy system and therefore data can be stored at a central location. However, none of the other systems support this.

In the traditional annotation process, more than 2 annotators are needed to generate a gold standard data set. The interannotator agreement is measured to evaluate the annotation reliability between different annotators. Although a single annotator was used in this case study, the interactive learning loop enabled the model and the annotator to suggest and correct each other to continually improve the model performance. However, DEFT can easily perform the traditional annotation process. For example, the data manager creates a data set named “gold standard” in the project. In total, 2 annotators are required to tag the PII from all the files in the data set. Another annotator as an audit changes the file status to completion after reviewing the annotation results. The NER model will be trained on the gold-standard data set.

Limitations

In DEFT, we preannotate all the PII from the free text using the trained NER model. The annotators need to review the whole text to correct the preannotations. In contrast, INCEpTION and Prodigy combine preannotation with active learning which queries the user for feedback (accept, reject, or skip) on the annotation suggestions that are most informative to the model [30]. Active learning can achieve rapid and accurate annotation with less annotation time [43]. Integration of active learning within the learning loop could enhance the next version of DEFT. Moreover, we will explore fine-tuning pretrained transformer language models for NER in DEFT to improve the accuracy of deidentification. Furthermore, implementing “Autotag matches” in DEFT could have the potential to further decrease manual effort involved in the annotation process. Another limitation of DEFT is that it relies solely on deep learning models. The system’s performance could potentially be enhanced by incorporating a hybrid method that combines knowledge-based methods (such as predefined regular expressions or knowledge dictionaries) and deep learning. The evaluation results in this study are derived from clinical notes which were annotated by a single annotator. This may introduce potential reliability issues when assessing the deidentification performance. To address this, an annotation process, which is manually annotated by 3 annotators (2 annotators and 1 adjudicator), is needed to be introduced in the next version of DEFT.

Conclusions

DEFT is a web-based deidentification system, which is designed for health domain researchers and data custodians to easily deidentify free-text data in EMRs with the support of an interactive learning loop. End users can perform all the operations through a well-designed web UI. DEFT has many good features to help manage and organize the deidentification tasks. In particular, the central data storage feature ensures that the identified data are protected properly in a central location without transfer through the network. The real-world use case demonstrated that DEFT can speed up the annotation process and quickly complete the deidentification work for large volumes of data with high reliability. The source code of the DEFT system is available at GitHub [44].
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Abstract

Background: The dissemination of information about residency programs is a vital step in residency recruitment. Traditional methods of distributing information have been printed brochures, websites, in-person interviews, and increasingly, social media. Away rotations and in-person interviews were cancelled, and interviews were virtual for the first time during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Objective: The purpose of our study was to describe postgraduate-year-1 (PGY1) residents’ social media habits in regard to residency recruitment and their perceptions of the residency programs’ social media accounts in light of the transition to virtual interviews.

Methods: A web-based 33-question survey was developed to evaluate personal social media use, perceptions of social media use by residency programs, and perceptions of the residency program content. Surveys were sent in 2021 to PGY1 residents at Mayo Clinic in Arizona, Florida, and Minnesota who participated in the 2020-2021 interview cycle.

Results: Of the 31 program directors contacted, 22 (71%) provided permission for their residents to complete the survey. Of 219 residents who received the survey, 67 (30%) completed the survey. Most respondents applied to a single specialty, and greater than 61% (41/67) of respondents applied to more than 30 programs. The social media platforms used most regularly by the respondents were Instagram (42/67, 63%), Facebook (36/67, 54%), and Twitter (22/67, 33%). Respondents used the program website (66/67, 99%), residents (47/67, 70%), and social media (43/67, 64%) as the most frequent resources to research programs. The most commonly used social media platforms to research programs were Instagram (38/66, 58%), Twitter (22/66, 33%), and Doximity (20/66, 30%). The type of social media post ranked as most interesting by the respondents was “resident life outside of the hospital.” In addition, 68% (39/57) of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that their perception of a program was positively influenced by the residency program’s social media account.

Conclusions: In this multispecialty survey of PGY1 residents participating in the 2020-2021 virtual interview season, respondents preferred Instagram to Twitter or Facebook for gathering information on prospective residency programs. In addition, the program website, current residents, and social media platforms were the top-ranked resources used by prospective applicants. Having an up-to-date website and robust social media presence, particularly on Instagram, may become increasingly important in the virtual interview environment.
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**Introduction**

The dissemination of information about residency programs is a vital step in residency recruitment. Traditional methods of distributing information have been printed brochures, websites, in-person interviews, and increasingly, social media. The use of social media has expanded in medicine over recent years and has become a valuable resource in influencing resident recruitment, graduate medical education, professional development, and academic scholarship [1,2]. In 2012, only 15% of residency programs had a social media presence [3]. This contrasts with recent studies, which found 63%, 61%, and 55% of anesthesiology, pediatric, and general surgery residency programs, respectively, had some form of residency social media account in October 2020 [4-6]. In 2018, a Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery residency program conducted a survey of all applicants to their program and found 96% of respondents had at least one social media account and 73% followed a residency program on social media [7].

Moreover, the demand for social media integration into education and residency continues to evolve. In the 2021 Match cycle at a single institution, most residency applicants not only followed programs’ social media accounts, but also preferred certain social media platforms—namely Instagram [8]. Twitter has found an established domain in medical education and dissemination of information across many, if not most, specialties [9]. More recently, Instagram use, with its ability to leverage picto- and videographic material without limitations on characters, has modernized some residency education curricula [10].

During the COVID 19 pandemic, away rotations and in-person interviews were canceled, and residency recruitment and interviews were virtual for the first time in history. A 2021 study of urology residency programs reported that program use of social media increased from 26%-50% prior to 2020 to 51%-75% in 2021 [11]. These investigators also described changing attitudes toward social media use by applicants, with a greater emphasis being placed on such resources in 2021 [11]. Of interest, the Coalition on Physician Accountability has made recommendations that, going forward, all specialties use virtual interviews to ensure equity and reduce the cost of travel and time away from school [12].

Our study sought to assess postgraduate-year-1 (PGY1) residents’ social media use for the purposes of researching residency programs and the residents’ perceptions of the effects of residency program–based social media accounts during the 2020-2021 residency recruitment cycle.

**Methods**

**Survey Development**

We conducted a survey of PGY1 residents in Mayo Clinic School of Graduate Medical Education residency training programs at all Mayo Clinic sites, including Rochester, Minnesota; Jacksonville, Florida; and Scottsdale, Arizona.

A web-based 33-question survey was developed based on surveys used in anesthesiology and urology to evaluate residency applicants’ perceptions of social media [2,11]. The survey included questions regarding demographic characteristics, type of medical school attended, specialties applied to, and number of residency program applications submitted. In addition, the survey included questions on personal social media habits, the social media platforms candidates used to evaluate residencies, the type of content they were seeking, attitudes about programs’ use of social media, and contact with programs over social media. The study survey was piloted with 5 PGY1 residents at residency programs unrelated to Mayo Clinic who assessed the survey for clarity, duration, and ease of reading. Recommendations for survey changes from the pilot group were incorporated into the final survey (Multimedia Appendix 1).

**Recruitment**

All 31 Mayo Clinic School of Graduate Medical Education residency program directors (PDs) were invited to share the survey with their residents (289 PGY1 residents in total). PDs could then decide if they would distribute the survey to their residents or provide the authors with permission to contact the residents directly to recruit them for the study. Residents were included if they were PGY1 and had participated in the 2020-2021 residency recruitment cycle. They were excluded if PDs declined to participate, or if they did not participate in the 2020-2021 residency recruitment cycle. A public link that generated anonymous responses in REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture; version 11.1.120; Vanderbilt University) was provided for the PDs to send to their residents directly; otherwise, after approval by the PD, a recruitment email was sent to the PGY1 residents with a link to a REDCap survey. REDCap is a secure, web-based application designed to support data capture for research studies. For programs that allowed the research group to email the PGY1 residents directly to solicit participation, 4 weekly reminders were sent to nonresponders. For those who received the survey directly from their PD, no reminder emails were sent. Surveys were completed between September 4 and November 10, 2021.

**Statistical Analysis**

Nondemographic data were presented as a 5-point Likert scale. Respondent demographics and data regarding personal social media use and residency social media are presented as numbers and percentages.

**Ethical Considerations**

After approval by the Mayo Clinic Educational Research Committee, the study was reviewed and deemed exempt from ethics approval by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board in Rochester, Minnesota.

**Results**

**Response and Demographics**

Of the 31 PDs who were contacted, 4 PDs elected to send the survey to their residents directly, and 18 PDs provided permission for the research group to contact their residents directly. A total of 219 of 289 (76%) PGY1 residents received the survey; 26 residents received the survey directly from their PDs, and 193 residents received the survey via REDCap. Of
the 26 surveys that were sent out via PDs, 7 residents completed the survey. Of the 193 surveys that were sent directly, 60 residents completed the survey. This resulted in a total of 67 complete surveys for a response rate of 31% (67/219). Minor differences are present in the denominators of the data because not all survey respondents answered each question.

Demographics of respondents and residency application information are summarized in Table 1. Most respondents (57/67, 85.1%) applied to a single specialty. A majority of respondents applied to more than 30 residency programs: 61% (41/67) applied to more than 30 residency programs and 30% (20/67) applied to more than 60 residency programs. Of 27 medical and surgical specialties, 18 (67%) had at least one respondent. Regarding virtual or in-person interviews, only 2 individuals attended both in-person and virtual interviews, with the vast majority (65/67, 97%) having attended virtual interviews only.
Table 1. Respondent demographics (N=67).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Values, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age on match day (year)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>54 (81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-40</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>34 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>32 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another gender identity</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to not identify</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of medical school</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US allopathic</td>
<td>46 (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US osteopathic</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>11 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of specialties applied</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specialty Applied</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal medicine</td>
<td>22 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family medicine</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesiology</td>
<td>8 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>8 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>5 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatology</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency medicine</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedic Surgery</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otolaryngology</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological surgery</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstetrics and gynecology</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmology</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical medicine and rehabilitation</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic surgery</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urology</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of individual programs applied</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>12 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-30</td>
<td>13 (19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PGY1 Residents’ Social Media Use

Respondents were asked on which social media platforms they had accounts and which accounts they used regularly (ie, more than once a week; Table 2). Although 48% (32/67) of applicants had LinkedIn accounts and 54% (36/67) had Doximity accounts, only 3% (2/67) and 6% (4/67) indicated they regularly used LinkedIn and Doximity, respectively. Of 67 respondents, 42 (63%) regularly used Instagram, 54% (36/67) regularly used Facebook, and 33% (22/67) regularly used Twitter; 99% (66/67) of respondents used the program website, 70% (47/67) used the residents, and 64% (43/67) used social media as the most frequent resources to research programs. Regarding the specific social media or web-based forums used to research programs, 58% (38/66) of respondents most frequently used Instagram, 33% (22/66) used Twitter, and 30% (20/66) used Doximity to research programs (Table 3). Of the 52 respondents who began to follow a residency program on social media, 11 (21%) began to follow the program before recruitment season, 35 (67%) began to follow it during the recruitment season, and 6 (12%) began to follow it after the recruitment season.
### Table 2. Respondents’ social media use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Values, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social media accounts (n=67)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>53 (79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>50 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>37 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>36 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doximity</td>
<td>36 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>32 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>23 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>14 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discord</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Doctor Network</td>
<td>4 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yammer</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social media regular use (n=67)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>42 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>36 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>22 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>19 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>18 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>11 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>5 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doximity</td>
<td>4 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discord</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Doctor Network</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yammer</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication with any residency program on social media during 2020-2021 interview cycle (n=67)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>9 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>58 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Follow individual faculty or resident accounts (n=67)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>24 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>43 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reason to stop following residency program social media accounts (n=66)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I matched at a different program</td>
<td>31 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too many posts</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content not interesting to me</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
values, n (%)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Values, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of professionalism</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor social media etiquette</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I did not stop following any programs</td>
<td>29 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aFree-text response to “Other” selection: “was not invited to interview.”

Table 3. Respondents’ social media use related to the residency program’s accounts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources used to research prospective programs (n=67)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residency program websites</td>
<td>66 (99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>47 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media (eg, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)</td>
<td>43 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other medical students</td>
<td>41 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-based town hall style event hosted by residency program</td>
<td>35 (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-based forums (eg, Student Doctor Network and Reddit)</td>
<td>33 (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doximity</td>
<td>30 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending physicians</td>
<td>27 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>18 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social media platforms used to research prospective programs (n=66)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>38 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>22 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doximity</td>
<td>20 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>18 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>16 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>13 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Doctor Network</td>
<td>6 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discord</td>
<td>5 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yammer</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PGY1 Residents’ Perception on Residency’s Social Media Accounts

Instagram was the social media platform used most frequently to research prospective programs (Table 3). Respondents (27/55, 49%) rated “resident life outside the hospital” as the type of social media post that was the most interesting during the 2020-2021 interview cycle (Figure 1). The popularity of other categories is ranked in Table 4. The program’s Instagram account (46/67, 69%) was rated the most helpful social media platform or media type for dissemination of future information for prospective residents, followed by the program’s Instagram stories (34/67, 51%) and Twitter account (33/67, 49%; Table 5).

A total of 68% (39/57) of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that residency programs’ social media accounts positively...
influenced their perception of a program, whereas 53% (31/59) disagreed or strongly disagreed that lack of social media presence negatively influenced their perception of a program; in other words, lack of social media presence was not seen in a negative light (Table 6). In addition, 67% (41/61) of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that residency programs should not initiate contact with applicants over social media.

Figure 1. The highest ranked type of social media post from residency programs during the 2020-2021 interview cycle.

### Table 4. Rank order of types of residency program’s social media posts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>1 (most Interesting)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6 (least Interesting)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resident life outside the hospital (n=55)</td>
<td>27 (49)</td>
<td>11 (20)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>6 (11)</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident research, awards, and achievements (n=56)</td>
<td>9 (16)</td>
<td>12 (21)</td>
<td>10 (18)</td>
<td>10 (18)</td>
<td>11 (20)</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty research, awards, and achievements (n=55)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>6 (11)</td>
<td>13 (24)</td>
<td>11 (20)</td>
<td>10 (18)</td>
<td>14 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (n=54)</td>
<td>9 (17)</td>
<td>12 (22)</td>
<td>11 (20)</td>
<td>12 (22)</td>
<td>7 (13)</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Announcements (n=57)</td>
<td>9 (16)</td>
<td>7 (12)</td>
<td>9 (16)</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
<td>17 (30)</td>
<td>11 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenery or visual aesthetic (n=60)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>8 (13)</td>
<td>11 (18)</td>
<td>12 (20)</td>
<td>10 (17)</td>
<td>18 (30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5. Social media platform and media type helpful for future dissemination of program information (N=67).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media type</th>
<th>Values, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residency program’s Instagram account</td>
<td>46 (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residency program’s Instagram stories</td>
<td>34 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residency program’s Twitter account</td>
<td>33 (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram 1-day account takeover by residents</td>
<td>32 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residency program’s Facebook account</td>
<td>17 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>17 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residency program’s Twitter “Tweetorials”</td>
<td>15 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram 1-day account takeover by faculty</td>
<td>14 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residency program’s Instagram live sessions with faculty or residents</td>
<td>11 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>5 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual residents’ Twitter account</td>
<td>4 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual faculty’s Twitter account</td>
<td>4 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Professionalism on Social Media**

In regard to professional use of social media, 60% (40/67) of respondents indicated that they had received education on how to maintain a professional social media account, and 73% (49/67) indicated they considered their professional reputation when posting. However, 65% (39/60) of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that residency programs should use social media networks to evaluate applicants.

**Discussion**

**Principal Results**

We conducted a multispecialty survey of PGY1 residents who participated in the 2020-2021 virtual interview season in a large sponsoring institution that spans 3 separate geographical regions of the country to ascertain social media use and perceptions on residency programs' social media accounts. Approximately, 61% (41/67) of surveyees applied to 31 or more residency programs.

We found an overwhelming preference for Instagram over Twitter or Facebook for gathering information on residency programs and gaining insight into the daily life of a resident. At the start of the pandemic, Instagram was already the primary social media platform preferred by the generation aged 18-34 years [13]. Moreover, this Instagram preference trends through other specialties, education pathways, and outreach efforts [14-16]. Understanding Instagram use and behaviors therein can positively influence a residency program's social media reach and user interaction—defined by likes, views, and shares [17]. The authors speculate Instagram is the current preferred social media platform for investigating potential programs because it has easily accessible photographic, videographic, and free simple editing functionality. These functions facilitate prompt display of attractive program attributes through incorporation of captions, music, and interactive displays for any user.

**Comparison With Prior Work**

Our results demonstrating the utility of social media for resident recruitment is consistent with prior efforts. Czawlytko et al [18] demonstrated that 71% of prospective radiology residents viewed a program’s social media account to learn about the program, without specifying the specific platform. Although Instagram was the most frequently used tool in our effort, Cox et al [19] have demonstrated significant expansion in general surgery programs’ Twitter use since the start of the pandemic. Similarly, emergency medicine residency programs increased social media use by 34% in 2020, and the authors felt the emphasis on web-based platforms in the setting of the pandemic was a significant catalyst [20].

The majority of our respondents considered professionalism while maintaining their personal social media accounts—a phenomenon that is also in line with past efforts [21]. Although others have demonstrated the use of social media to exchange peer medical information [22], our results support the notion that such platforms are similarly important to promoting residency programs to potential candidates.

**Recommendations**

Given the results of our survey, programs should consider focusing their attention on information distributed through their website, residents, and social media. Considering that students used Instagram, Twitter, and Doximity with the highest frequency to research programs, residency programs might direct their efforts to those social media platforms. Where the in-person campus tour previously took place on interview day, social media can help bridge the gap by helping prospective students answer the question “What would it be like to work and live here day-to-day?” Students were most likely to follow the programs’ social media accounts during the interview cycle, highlighting that period as the most important time for residency program accounts to be active, posting new content, and engaging its followers. For content, respondents were most interested in “resident life outside the hospital.” Posts about local life, extracurricular activities, and a “day in the life of a resident” may be best received by prospective students. Programs should note that although prospective residents are

---

**Table 6. Respondents’ reactions related to the residency programs’ social media use.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“When I look at residency programs on social media, I am looking for specific information” (n=56)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td>10 (18)</td>
<td>18 (32)</td>
<td>25 (44)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“When I look at residency programs on social media, I am browsing for relaxation, not interested in a specific piece of information” (n=58)</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
<td>16 (28)</td>
<td>14 (24)</td>
<td>23 (40)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Information I found specifically on social media positively influenced my perception of a program” (n=57)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
<td>11 (19)</td>
<td>32 (56)</td>
<td>7 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Information I found specifically on social media negatively influenced my perception of a program” (n=58)</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
<td>18 (31)</td>
<td>19 (33)</td>
<td>15 (26)</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The lack of a social media presence of a program negatively influenced my perception of a program” (n=59)</td>
<td>11 (19)</td>
<td>20 (34)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
<td>18 (31)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“A residency program’s social media account is a good representation of how their residency program actually is” (n=59)</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
<td>14 (24)</td>
<td>30 (51)</td>
<td>10 (17)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
consumers of social media, they do not want to be contacted by programs over social media. Although the presence of an active social media account can positively influence a recruit's attitude toward a program, we found that the reciprocal—the lack of an account—equally may or may not have a negative impact on their attitude toward a program.

As program directors and residency leadership plan for future virtual interview cycles, a strong social media presence will be important to reach applicants who regularly use social media. Social media alone will not replace other elements of the interview and recruitment process, including website, emails, information sessions, and video interviews, but having a robust social media presence as a fundamental element to residency recruitment will become increasingly important [23]. Recommendations for creating a profile, type of content to post, and interacting on social media are provided in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Recommendations for creating a profile, type of content to post, and interacting on social media.
Limitations

This study has several limitations. A pilot survey was conducted, but more formal survey validation tools were not used. The survey response rate of 30.6% may reflect a nonresponse bias. Additionally, the low absolute response rate from various specialties prevented any meaningful analysis of trends between specialties. Participants were asked into which specialty they matched, but some may have recorded their current status as an intern in medicine or surgery rather than their specialty after internship. Recall bias may be present, given that participants reflected on what avenues for information they used after being prompted by specific answer choices. The term “Doximity” was used rather than the term “Doximity Residency Navigator,” and respondents may interpret these as different entities. The study also evaluates residents at a single institution in 3 geographically distinct areas, with the geographic Midwest being vastly overrepresented. The data may be influenced by the geographic location into which the respondents matched.

Future efforts should evaluate the implementation of social media recruitment strategies and associated outcomes, such as applicant numbers, Match Day success, and resident perceptions of program fit.

Conclusions

In this multispecialty survey of residents who participated in the 2020-2021 virtual interview season, we found the program website, residents, and social media, specifically Instagram, were the top ways that prospective residents researched residency programs. If recruitment is to remain virtual, programs need to be innovative in their efforts to showcase their learning environment to prospective residents. Social media platforms, particularly Instagram, and to a lesser extent, Twitter, can be useful tools. The virtual residency interview has changed the dynamic for programs and applicants alike.
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Abstract

Background: Midwifery educators are highly concerned about the quality of clinical support offered to midwifery students during clinical placement. The unpreparedness of midwifery practitioners in mentorship roles and responsibilities affects the competence levels of the next-generation midwives being produced.

Objective: The aim of this paper is to highlight various clinical support interventions to support midwifery students globally and propose a framework to guide mentorship training in South Africa.

Methods: This paper adopts a mixed methodology approach guided by the Arksey and O’Malley framework. Keywords such as midwifery students, clinical support, mentorship, preceptorship, and midwifery clinical practice were used during the literature search. The review included primary quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods design papers published between 2010 and 2020, and studies on clinical support interventions available to midwifery students during clinical placement. The search strategy followed a 3-stage system of title, abstract, and full-text screening using inclusion and exclusion criteria. All included papers were quality appraised with a mixed methods appraisal tool. Extracted data were analyzed and presented in themes following a thematic content analysis approach.

Results: The screening results attained 10 papers for data extraction. In total, 7 of the 10 (70%) studies implemented a mentorship training program, 2 (20%) used a training workshop, and 1 (10%) used an intervention guide to support midwifery students in clinical practice. Of these 10 papers, 5 were qualitative, 4 mixed methods, and 1 quantitative in approach. In total, 9 of the 10 (90%) studies were conducted in high-income countries with only 1 study done in Uganda but supported by the United Kingdom. The quality of included papers ranged between 50% and 100%, showing moderate to high appraisal results. Significant findings highlighted that the responsibility of mentorship is shared between key role players (midwifery practitioners, students, and educators) and thus a 3-fold approach to mentorship. Mentorship training and support are essential to strengthen the clinical support of midwifery students during placement. The main findings produced 2 main themes and 2 subthemes each. The main themes included strengthening partnerships and consultation; and providing mentor support through training. The 4 subthemes were: establishing stronger partnerships between nursing education institutions and clinical facilities; improving consultation between midwifery educators, practitioners, and students; the quality of clinical support depends on the training content; and the training duration and structure. Hence, the researchers proposed these subthemes in a framework to guide mentorship training.

Conclusions: Mentorship training and support for midwifery practitioners will likely strengthen the quality of midwifery clinical support. A framework to guide mentorship training will encourage midwifery educators to develop and conduct mentorship training with ease. More studies using quantitative approaches in research and related to midwifery clinical support are required in African countries.

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.2196/29707
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Introduction
Supporting students placed at various clinical facilities is an essential component of learning during clinical practice. In clinical education programs, such as midwifery, clinical placement is a perfect opportunity to achieve the skills necessary to become a safe and competent practitioner. The quality of midwifery students graduating is the responsibility of both midwifery practitioners and educators [1]. The midwifery module in the undergraduate nursing program is a hands-on module that expects midwifery students to spend most of their module time in clinical practice [2]. Therefore, midwifery educators rely on midwifery practitioners to clinically prepare students for role-taking, hoping that new graduates become competent, safe, and independent practitioners.

Recent challenges in the health care system and its effects on the quality of clinical support offered to midwifery students have become a significant concern for midwifery educators globally [3-5]. High student enrollment rates have subsequently increased the teaching workloads of midwifery educators [6]. Additionally, challenges related to developments in nursing programs and the unexpected disruptions experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic have increased midwifery educators’ academic and clinical responsibilities. The corresponding increase in the number of students placed at clinical sites has also become a challenge for midwifery practitioners. Uncertainties about mentoring roles, negative feelings about teaching, time constraints, and dire staff shortages and resources have negatively affected the clinical support of midwifery students [3,6,7].

However, global efforts using various clinical support models, such as mentorship, preceptorship, and clinical supervision, have shown positive outcomes on midwifery students’ clinical learning and support [8-11]. Mentorship is a highly recommended means to provide the support that students require [9,11,12], and mentorship training programs to support midwifery practitioners in mentoring roles have shown numerous benefits globally [11,13]. Mentorship in maternity units is a direct relationship between the mentor (midwifery practitioner) and the mentee (midwifery student). Midwifery practitioners who are either not trained or inadequately supported in mentorship roles experience difficulties in supervising students [12,14,15] and, as a result, feel unprepared to share the responsibility of mentoring students [2,16,17]. Lack of support for mentors in maternity departments is a global challenge [18]. Clear guidance on how to conduct mentorship training and a need to identify interventions to support midwifery practitioners in mentorship is likely to improve the clinical support of midwifery students in clinical practice. Disregarding mentorship improvements poses the risk of employing unprepared and unsafe practitioners who are detrimental to health care outcomes. This review aims to identify clinical support interventions for midwifery students globally and develop a framework to guide mentorship training in South Africa.

Methods
Study Design
This systematic scoping review followed a protocol developed to analyze the evidence on interventions to strengthen the clinical support of midwifery students during clinical placements [4]. The review followed a population, concept, and context framework [19]. The review focused on the concept of the clinical support available to midwifery students (population) in clinical placements in a global context.

Identifying the Research Question
This review answers the research question what interventions are available to strengthen the current clinical support for midwifery students globally? By identifying and analyzing the clinical support interventions available on a global platform, the researchers desired to integrate these interventions to develop a new framework to guide mentorship training in South Africa.

Search Strategy
The retrieval of records was through database searching conducted between September 2019 and March 2020. Hence, this review followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flowchart [20]. The search strategy included keywords midwifery students, clinical support, mentorship, and midwifery clinical practice. The search was refined to English and confined to the last 10 years (January 2010 to August 2020) to ensure only current and updated clinical support interventions for this review. The review included a hand search through the main published papers and citations from the “related literature” list.

Electronic databases used for this review included (1) EBSCOHost (CINAHL, MEDLINE, Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition) using boolean terms such as midwifery and clinical support, midwifery and mentorship, midwifery and clinical supervision, and midwifery and preceptorship; (2) PubMed and Science Direct included MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms such as midwifery students and clinical support, or midwifery students and mentorship, or midwifery students and clinical supervision; and (3) Google and Google Scholar used keywords such as midwifery students in undergraduate nursing programs, midwifery students and clinical support, mentorship in midwifery, and midwifery clinical practice and clinical supervision.

The librarian assisted with retrieving full-text papers not found on the website. All researchers kept an electronic record of retrieved papers.

Study Selection Process
The search strategy followed a 3-stage system of title screening, abstract screening, and full-text screening. The selection...
included qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods papers published in peer-review journals. All selected papers were exported to an EndNote (Clarivate, 2020) library. Duplications were removed from the list. The primary investigator and an independent collaborator screened all saved abstracts using a standardized Google Form as a tool. Both the primary investigator and the independent collaborator applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria developed for this search.

Inclusion criteria include (1) only primary studies conducted between 2010 and 2020; (2) papers that used qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods approaches; (3) papers that present programs, training, or interventions related to clinical support such as mentorship, preceptorship, and clinical supervision; and (4) papers available in the English language. Exclusion criteria include (1) studies that did not include a program, training, or intervention; (2) papers that were reviews; and (3) studies related to nurses in the general, community, and psychiatry nursing disciplines.

All papers selected from the abstract-screening stage were eligible for a full-text paper screening process using another standardized Google Form. Both the primary investigator and the research collaborator worked independently to screen all retrieved papers and compiled a report of both the abstract and full-text screening. A third reviewer (the research supervisor) was available to resolve any discrepancies; however, there were none at the time. The involvement of 3 reviewers prevented bias in the selection of papers. All selected papers from the screening process were saved in an EndNote software folder.

Quality Appraisal

All included studies were quality appraised using a mixed methods appraisal tool [21]. The intention was to retrieve high-quality papers related to the topic, avoid reading flawed literature, and prevent bias or untrustworthy information, which is the essence of conducting a systematic scoping review.

Data Charting and Analysis

This review identified papers, which included clinical support interventions. The data charting variables, included (1) the author’s name, (2) the year of publication, (3) the aims of the study, (4) intervention outcomes, and (5) the most significant findings.

A desktop review of included papers was followed by a thematic content analysis approach [21]. Data were organized into meaning units, coded, and presented as themes and subthemes.

Ethics Approval

Ethical approval was obtained from the Human and Social Science Research Ethics Committee of the University of KwaZulu-Natal (HSS/1509/018M).

Results

The results are presented as the screening results and the data extraction results.

Screening Results

The researcher selected only papers from primary studies for this review and adopted the PRISMA flowchart [20]. The result of the screening process is shown in Figure 1. Screening results include the study characteristics (the research approaches and the study settings) and the quality of included papers.

Figure 1. The screening results presented in a PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram [20].

Characteristics and Quality of the Included Papers

Research Approaches

There were 5 qualitative papers [22-26], 4 mixed methods papers [11,13,27,28], and 1 quantitative paper [29].

Study Settings

From across the globe, 4 studies were in the United Kingdom [13,22,23,27], 1 in Scotland [26], 2 in Australia [24,28], 1 in the United States [25], 1 in New Zealand [29], and lastly, 1 study in Uganda partnered with the United Kingdom [11].
**Quality Assessment**
Ten papers remained for data extraction, and the quality assessment of these papers was according to the research approaches selected in these primary studies. Hence, the mixed methods appraisal tool was selected to audit these papers. In total, 5 of the 10 papers (50%) were qualitative, of which 3 scored 100% and 2 scored 75%, showing high-quality values. The quality of 4 mixed method designs showed scores between 50% and 100%, and the remaining quantitative design paper scored 100%. These results indicated that all 10 papers were of high quality and complemented the purpose of conducting a systematic scoping review.

**Data Extraction Results**
Ten papers published between 2010 and 2020 remained for data extraction. The objective of this review was to identify interventions to support midwifery students during clinical practice. Data charting variables were applied to extract data during this stage. Table 1 shows the data extraction results.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and year</th>
<th>Aims of the study</th>
<th>Intervention used</th>
<th>Significant findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Broad et al [22], 2011 | To support preregistration midwifery students during clinical placement | A transition model of preceptorship | • The intervention facilitated midwifery students learning in practice through the guidance of a preceptor.  
• Increased confidence and competence of newly qualified midwives.  
• Contributed to staff retention, increase co-operation, and quality of care given.  
• Increased investment in health care and education. |
| Barker et al [23], 2011 | To train and support the role of mentors in assessing clinical competence of midwifery students | Mentor support by PEFs° | • Support for mentors is critical to improve student facilitation and support in clinical practice.  
• Protected time was necessary for SOMs° to attend workshops.  
• The intervention showed that better patient care outcomes increased collaboration between mentors, PEFs, and university and improved mentor assessment skills. |
| Durham et al [27], 2012 | To develop skills in mentorship using a developmental program | A developmental program to support mentors | • The program promoted high standards of mentoring knowledge and skills and improved understanding and accountability of the mentorship roles.  
• A tripartite role benefitted the institution and the SOM. |
| Clements et al [24], 2012 | To evaluate the core elements of a transition support program for newly qualified midwives from undergraduate and postgraduate nursing program | A transition support program for midwives | • A structured support during this transitional phase is necessary to ensure quality and safe practice of midwives.  
• Supernumerary time was highly valued but not always available.  
• Midwives appreciated study days, which allowed them to share their clinical experiences and debrief.  
• The program promoted peer midwife to midwife support. |
| Thunes and Sekse [25], 2015 | To gain a better understanding of midwifery students’ first encounter in the maternity wards and what was essential to them in the learning environment | A planned clinical practice approach | • Student-mentor relationships are crucial for students’ achievements and learning outcomes.  
• Midwifery students need to feel valued and included in the team, learning was based on students’ expectations, understanding, and previous experience.  
• Mutual engagement with mentors is necessary. |
| Dixon et al [29], 2015 | To explore the retention of new graduates in midwifery practice following participation in the MFYP° program | An MFYP program | • The program provided mentor support to new midwifery graduate and increased their confidence in the first year of practice as a registered midwife. |
| Moran and Banks [26], 2016 | To explore the experiences and the value of “SOMs” | SOMs and the value they hold to this role | • Mentors valued their role and found it to be essential for the supervision of midwifery students during clinical practice.  
• Students value mentors for continuity, feedback, and planning. |
| Hogan et al [28], 2017 | To explore the benefits of a peer mentoring program for midwifery students | A peer mentoring program in midwifery clinical placement | • Benefits to the mentee—reduced anxiety of first-year students, smoother transition to clinical practice, mentors were encouraging, understanding, reassuring, and positive.  
• Benefits to the mentor—building communication skills, self-confidence, and increased employability. |
| Kemp et al [11], 2018 | To develop a model of mentorship for Ugandan midwifery students to improve the quality of midwifery care | The MOMENTUM° project 2015-2017 | • Showed improved knowledge, skills, and attitudes of students and mentors.  
• Improved audit scores at clinical sites.  
• Improved confidence; however, mentors did not assess students’ clinical skills in practice. |
### Significant findings

- Improved students' confidence in knowledge and clinical and communication skills.
- Student support through a clinical education midwife.
- Ensured partnership between HEI and hospitals.

### Authors and year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tweedie et al [13], 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aims of the study</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To evaluate the model of coaching and collaborative learning and the role of the clinical education midwife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention used</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative coaching and learning model adapted from the CLiP model by Lobo et al [30], 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Answering the Research Question

The objective of this review was to identify interventions available to strengthen the current clinical support for midwifery students globally. Interventions identified in this review included training programs, workshops, and one intervention guideline.

### Synthesis of Screening Results

#### Overview

In total, 7 of the 10 studies (70%) implemented mentorship or preceptorship programs [11,13,22,24,26,28,29]. Two studies (20%) conducted a training workshop [23,27], while only 1 study (10%) included an intervention guideline [25]. These interventions supported either midwifery students or clinical mentors during clinical placements. The benefits of using clinical support interventions showed improvements in students’ confidence levels, competence, and readiness for role-taking; it also revealed benefits for the clinical mentor in terms of improved mentorship knowledge, skills, and accountability [11,28]. Beyond these benefits, clinical support interventions show improved patient care outcomes [22,23] and collaborations between clinical facilities and nursing education institutions (NEIs) [13,23].

Meta-analysis of the significant findings was conducted to identify how interventions can be combined, adapted, and integrated to produce a more robust conclusion on strengthening midwifery students’ clinical support during practice. Six codes emanated from the significant findings, as seen in Textbox 1. The third reviewer verified the findings and the constructed codes. These codes included academic-service partnerships, collaboration and consultation, clinical support methods, clinical support guidelines, clinical support materials, and course content.

These constructed codes were further analyzed to identify a more intense understanding of how to strengthen mentorship in midwifery. The review adopted a thematic content analysis approach [21]. Overall, 2 themes, with 2 subthemes each, emerged from the analysis. These themes are essential to guide mentorship program development and sustainability.
Textbox 1. Coding of significant findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic-service partnership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Partnership between the clinical placement facility and the higher education institution is essential when designing an intervention for clinical support of midwifery students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Partnership includes liaison between various stakeholders such as university educators, nurse managers, government personnel (if necessary), Mentors or preceptors or clinical facilitators, and expert advisory groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaboration and consultation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Continuous collaboration between the university and the hospital through a link lecturer is important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consultation with clinical mentors, midwifery students, students’ support services, quality assurance teams, and previous cohort of students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical support methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Presentations ranging from 3 hours to half-day workshops for clinical mentors included case scenarios, Objective Structured Clinical Examinations for evaluating mentor knowledge and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Structured clinical support program for students, which includes student rotation plans, supernumerary time, and study days. Includes support for clinical mentors from universities, colleges, colleagues, and senior managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Structured Midwifery First Year of Practice program for newly qualified midwives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 10-day study program validated by the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Peer-to-peer mentoring—3-hour training of third-year students (clinical mentor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pilot sampling of intervention was adopted in 2 studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical support guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• NMC Standards framework for nursing and midwifery education (2018) [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Australian and New Zealand Support Services Association Incorporated guidelines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials used in clinical support training sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Workbooks, portfolios, booklets, information pack, and a toolkit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Role of the clinical mentor and mentee—named preceptors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Outline of the program—practical component or areas of practice or placement schedules or clinical rotations, study days or skills education days, relationship building, communication skills, feedback, and debriefing opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Professional issues—NMC guidelines or standards for mentors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Responsibilities or role expectations of clinical mentors—include boundary restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Self-care or support services available and referrals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theme 1: Strengthening Partnerships and Consultation

Overview
The included papers revealed that improved partnerships and consultations were vital in supporting students during clinical placement. This theme developed from 2 subthemes: establishing stronger partnerships between NEIs and clinical facilities and improving consultation between midwifery educators, practitioners, and students.

Subtheme 1.1: Establishing Stronger Partnerships Between Nursing Education Institutions and Clinical Facilities
In 2011, the transition model of preceptorship began through regular meetings between the nurse managers and heads of departments at NEIs [22]. This strategy aimed to link the education and practice setting through a preceptorship model, which assisted midwifery students in achieving the required clinical practice standards. This highlighted that collaboration between the health facility, the facilitator, and the NEI is the cornerstone for success in mentorship [13], especially when negotiating protected time for mentors to attend workshops [23] or conduct mentor skills training [27]. Support from liaison facilitators employed at hospital facilities and educators of higher education facilities helped mentors to gain confidence in teaching and supervising students in practice. Hence, strengthening partnerships between NEIs and clinical facilities will facilitate continued collaborations and thus improve the clinical support of midwifery students. The idea was well-supported in other studies included in this review [11,26,28].
**Subtheme 1.2: Improving Consultation Between Midwifery Educators, Practitioners, and Students**

The review revealed that main stakeholders such as the nurse managers, regional or placement coordinators, clinical preceptors or mentors, midwifery practitioners, practice educators, or link lecturers have their roles in supporting midwifery students in clinical placements. Six papers showed that knowing the role of the mentor or preceptor, a named preceptor, contact details, clinical rotation, study days, and supernumerary time were factors that influenced the degree of clinical support offered to students by midwifery practitioners [22-24,26-28]. In addition, the continuity in students’ support by the same preceptor with a planned or structured clinical plan influenced students’ learning outcomes [13,25]. These authors further recommended that mutual engagement, shared knowledge, and shared goals are imperative to improving students’ learning outcomes. Continuous relations between midwifery educators and practitioners should be encouraged because both share the responsibility of mentoring midwifery students during clinical practice.

Mentor relationships affect the students’ perceptions of clinical practice. Students felt they depended on mentors to teach, show, and help them [25], and mentors, too, became optimistic. They showed interest in students’ expectations and engaged with students through good teamwork and communication [26]. Furthermore, the mentor roles were valued because they played an essential role. Therefore, describing the mentors’ role and expectations is critical in the training program, and this should be clear at the training program’s onset [27].

**Theme 2: Providing Mentor Support Through Training**

**Overview**

Midwifery practitioners in clinical placements often feel unprepared to teach students due to the lack of training and support that is available to them. Without the necessary support and training, midwifery practitioners cannot fulfill a mentor’s expected roles and responsibilities. Hence, mentor support and training are vital ingredients to improve the clinical support of midwifery students during placement. Two subthemes, namely, the quality of clinical support depends on the training content; and the training duration and structure.

**Subtheme 2.1: The Quality of Clinical Support Depends on the Training Content**

Durham et al’s [27] study showed that a developmental training program to support mentors in their role focused on the content of the course and included a theory and practical component to support this training. The training content may include discussions on roles and responsibilities, professional issues, and boundaries to mentorship [22]. Therefore, mentorship training programs should include the policies and guidelines that govern midwifery education, practice, and training. In this review, 9 of the 10 studies (90%) were in first-world countries and guided by the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC). One peer mentoring study used the “Australian and New Zealand Support Services Association Incorporated guidelines” for peer mentoring. The training included the program’s aims and objectives, the available resources, and a program evaluation [28]. According to Thunes and Sekse [25], mentorship training programs should have a planned clinical practice approach that emphasizes students’ knowledge, skills, and learning needs to provide an overview of the mentors’ expectations. Therefore, training courses for mentors should include information regarding student expectations of the midwifery curriculum, clinical practice requirements, and competencies to be achieved during clinical practice. Midwifery practitioners should be familiar with student requirements outlined in midwifery clinical workbooks and portfolios [27] or clinical booklets [28] to assist students to meet these requirements timely. The content of training programs becomes critical to the success of mentorship. The information offered should ensure that training attendees become knowledgeable and skilled in their expected roles and responsibilities.

**Subtheme 2.2: The Training Duration and Structure**

This review identified clinical support interventions that range from a 3-hour face-to-face training session to a 10-day study program and extended to a 12-month program. Training sessions were either informal or unplanned or formal and planned and took place in the clinical placement site. Findings showed that mentors involved in informal, shorter, or fragmented training sessions could not attend all the sessions as they experienced challenges with leaving the wards and received poor support from senior colleagues and managers [23,24]. A well-planned and structured mentorship training program contributed to better clinical support outcomes [25,28]. Hence, the timing of mentorship training programs is vital to consider in line with ensuring that the program is well-planned, formalized, and nonfragmented.

**Developing a Framework**

Themes identified in this systematic scoping review are the significant results emanating from tried and tested interventions of previous studies. Therefore, the results that were recurrently seen in the included studies guided the researchers to identify core considerations when planning and developing mentorship training programs. These 4 subthemes are foundational for supporting any mentorship training program, and hence, the researchers propose these subthemes as a framework (see Figure 2) to guide mentorship training.
Discussion

Principal Results

This review identified interventions to support midwifery students during clinical practice. Included interventions were mentor support programs, mentorship models, models of preceptorship, mentor developmental programs, and collaborative learning in practice models. Findings showed that mentorship was the most practiced intervention in supporting students globally, producing benefits to both students and mentors. Additionally, the benefits of mentorship extended to improved patient care outcomes and collaborations between NEI and clinical facilities. However, mentorship training and support for midwifery practitioners who undertake the mentor role are not well established, and concerns over graduates’ competence are worrisome. Therefore, it is necessary to follow clear guidance in developing successful mentorship training programs. The analysis of included papers highlighted essential aspects to consider when developing mentorship training programs. This involves strengthening partnership and consultation by establishing more robust relationships between NEI and clinical facilities and subsequently improving consultations between midwifery educators, practitioners, and students. Providing mentor support through training is essential, and therefore, the training content, structure, and duration of the mentorship training should accommodate clinical expectations.

Comparison of Prior Work

The quality of clinical support for midwifery students is a concern despite efforts toward improvements. This review showed that mentorship is the blueprint for supporting midwifery students to achieve the expected competence needed to become safe and independent practitioners. Mentorship benefits are seen globally, especially in many developed countries, and are effective in clinically preparing students for role-taking [12]. Similarly, this review presented that the benefits of mentorship extend from midwifery students to practitioners, academics, and patients or clients. Therefore, nurse managers and heads of NEIs should support midwifery practitioners and educators, respectively, in this shared mentorship responsibility. Hence, partnerships and collaborations between NEIs and clinical placements are necessary.

Continued consultation opportunities contribute to a better understanding of students’ clinical expectations [22,23]. In 2011, trained sign-off mentors assisted midwifery students in achieving the requirements for clinical practice. However, these mentors experienced numerous challenges and felt inadequately prepared and supported in the role [23]. Subsequently, practice education facilitators were employed to support sign-off mentors in their roles [23].

In South Africa, midwifery educators and practitioners share the responsibilities of mentoring midwifery students during clinical placement. Improving consultation between midwifery educators (from NEIs) and midwifery practitioners (from clinical facilities) is needed to improve students’ support. Student-centered learning approach in higher education institutions promotes student responsibility and accountability for own learning outcomes. As a result, midwifery students understand that establishing good mentorship relationships with midwifery educators and practitioners is crucial in achieving clinical learning outcomes. In an attempt to review the current midwifery preregistration programs, the NMC supports and empowers students to become active or self-directed learners [32] as does the South African Nursing Council (SANC) [2,32].

The findings from this review highlighted the importance of conducting a well-structured mentorship training program. These programs should align with the learning objectives stipulated by nursing councils and NEIs. Hence, maintaining strong partnerships and regular consultation between relevant stakeholders (NEIs and clinical facilities) is necessary to improve the clinical support of midwifery students. Furthermore, the training program’s content should contain the students’ learning objectives, the process of mentorship, essential midwifery competencies, assessment and support materials, contact details of midwifery educators, and guidelines to follow during the mentorship process. Through content-specific and contextualized mentorship training programs and support, midwifery practitioners should be able to carry out mentorship roles and responsibilities with ease.
Empowering midwifery practitioners through mentorship training and support is advantageous to the quality of service provided at a clinical facility. Yet, clinical challenges remain a barrier to attend training workshops conducted off-site. Besides, too lengthy training programs are also an inconvenience in fragmented working schedules. Therefore, on-site, short-term, on-the-job mentorship training approaches that integrate theory-related instruction are likely to complement a “hands-on” approach in clinical mentorship.

**Strengths**

Conducting systematic scoping reviews is a major strength in research as it ensures that only high-quality papers are included for data extraction. The review applied a mixed methodology, which provided a more detailed analysis of the findings. This review aims to identify the various interventions to strengthen midwifery clinical support and proposes a framework to guide mentorship training. The framework to guide mentorship training (Figure 2) is an investment to midwifery education and practice.

**Limitations**

The limitations of the study are as follows. First, this review was restricted to clinical support interventions available to midwifery students only and may have limited the clinical support interventions available across nursing disciplines. However, the selected population of this review was midwifery students only and hence did not affect the study results. Second, a restricted timeframe over the last decade (2010 to 2020) may have excluded older but more applicable models of interventions. In view of this limitation, the results may have been short-played. Third, the review excluded the implications of mentorship to other categories of nurses, and hence, this should be explored further in future studies.

**Future Directions**

The results of this review are likely to assist program developers and midwifery educators to participate in mentorship training and support programs. Strengthening mentorship through training opportunities for midwifery practitioners creates a platform to network and collaborates for the betterment of midwifery clinical practice and education. Given the limited papers retrieved from African countries in this review, there is a need for more research studies and publications on midwifery clinical education in African countries.

**Conclusions**

Across the globe, mentorship training programs were the most common clinical support available to midwifery students. Mentorship in maternity departments is crucial, and mentors require the support of their colleagues, senior managers, and midwifery educators to ensure mentorship success. The ultimate success of mentorship lies in improved patient care outcomes. Therefore, mentorship training and support for midwifery students should not be side-lined because the safety of our patients is in the hands of these students currently in training.

Mentorship training and support programs alone are insufficient to meet role players’ needs. It is important to strengthen partnerships between NEIs and clinical facilities as it allows midwifery educators to become involved in the training and support of midwifery practitioners ceasing consultation and collaboration opportunities. By expanding and promoting engagements between midwifery students, practitioners, and educators, mentorship in midwifery becomes an equally important 3-fold shared responsibility, and this is the goal mentorship program developers want to achieve.

So, mentorship program developers want to advance the scope of mentorship. Attempts to revive mentorship training opportunities are necessary. Despite global attempts to strengthen mentorship, the competence of midwifery students produced remains a significant concern. The framework to guide mentorship training proposed in this review is likely to encourage midwifery educators to pursue more mentorship training opportunities with ease and hence, improve the quality of midwifery clinical education.

A structured mentorship training program to support midwifery practitioners in their mentorship roles and responsibilities is necessary to make improvements in the quality of clinical support. Midwifery students who are well-supported during clinical placement assures that the next generation of midwives are safe and competent practitioners who are likely to contribute to positive maternal health outcomes globally and in South Africa.
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Abstract

Background: Learning in the operating room (OR) for residents in anesthesiology is difficult but essential for successful resident education. Numerous approaches have been attempted in the past to varying degrees of success, with efficacy often judged afterward using surveys distributed to participants. The OR presents a particularly complex set of challenges for academic faculty due to the pressures required by concurrent patient care, production pressures, and a noisy environment. Often, educational reviews in ORs are personnel specific, and instruction may or may not take place in this setting, as it is left to the discretion of the parties without regular direction.

Objective: This study aims to determine if a structured intraoperative keyword training program could be used to implement a curriculum to improve teaching in the OR and to facilitate impactful discussion between residents and faculty. A structured curriculum was chosen to allow for the standardization of the educational material to be studied and reviewed by faculty and trainees. Given the reality that educational reviews in the OR tend to be personnel specific and are often focused on the clinical cases of the day, this initiative sought to increase both the time and efficiency of learning interactions between learners and teachers in the stressful environment of the OR.

Methods: The American Board of Anesthesiology keywords from the Open Anesthesia website were used to construct a weekly intraoperative didactic curriculum, which was distributed by email to all residents and faculty. A weekly worksheet from this curriculum included 5 keywords with associated questions for discussion. The residents and faculty were instructed to complete these questions on a weekly basis. After 2 years, an electronic survey was distributed to the residents to evaluate the efficacy of the keyword program.

Results: A total of 19 teaching descriptors were polled for participants prior to and following the use of the intraoperative keyword program to assess the efficacy of the structured curriculum. The survey results showed no improvement in intraoperative teaching based on respondent perception, despite a slight improvement in teaching time, though this was statistically insignificant. The respondents reported some favorable aspects of the program, including the use of a set curriculum, suggesting that greater structure may be beneficial to facilitate more effective intraoperative teaching in anesthesiology.

Conclusions: Although learning is difficult in the OR for residents, the use of a formalized didactic curriculum, centered on daily keywords, does not appear to be a useful solution for residents and faculty. Further efforts are required to improve intraoperative teaching, which is well known to be a difficult endeavor for both teachers and trainees. A structured curriculum may be used to augment other educational modalities to improve the overall intraoperative teaching for anesthesia residents.


KEYWORDS
resident teaching; intraoperative teaching; educational strategies; teaching; anesthesiology; education; efficacy; survey; electronic; medical residents; operation
Introduction

Education is a critical component of residency training; however, learning in the operating room (OR) for residents in anesthesiology is difficult and unstructured [1]. Various techniques have been used in the past to improve intraoperative teaching in anesthesiology. Faculty in residency programs have attempted to educate residents using traditional lectures on set topics, problem-based learning discussions, or case debriefing [1-3]. Attempts have been made to improve anesthesia education in the OR using a systematic approach to curriculum development and clearly defining study topics. Walsh et al [1] used a stepwise progression from a generalized needs assessment to a targeted needs assessment, defining goals and objectives and using various educational strategies and implementation.

Anesthesia education efficacy is difficult to assess due to the subjective nature of teaching and the rare measurable data points of formal examinations. Survey-based assessments to ascertain efficacy have been deployed in the past. Wakatsuki et al [4] used this methodology to conclude that in teaching, incorporating autonomy, reasoning, literature, prior knowledge, flexibility, reflection, as well as real-time feedback and teach back are most efficacious.

An important consideration when discussing intraoperative teaching is the maintenance of safety in patient care and vigilance for ongoing procedures. The practice of reading intraoperatively during periods of maintenance anesthesia [5] has been observed to have no significant effect on vigilance or responsiveness to adverse events. Other perceived barriers to successful intraoperative education include clinical production pressure on anesthesiologists [6].

Intraoperative teaching is also difficult for surgical services, in which faculty and residents spend the majority of their time engaging in patient care. A surgical study by Iwaszkiewicz et al [7] showed that faculty efforts to maintain a positive attitude toward teaching, establishing a calm and courteous environment, and providing “hands on” learning for residents contributed to improved perceptions by residents regarding intraoperative teaching [7]. Past studies have shown that acute stress is nearly ubiquitous in surgery and in the OR specifically, affecting both surgical performance and patient safety [8]. Interestingly, more recent studies have shown acute stress in the OR to cause both negative and positive effects on clinical performance [9].

Formalized training for faculty using evidence-based teaching frameworks has also been used with success [10]. Moreover, simulation has been used effectively by orthopedic surgical training programs to teach skills to trainees and residents [11].

Another interesting approach to intraoperative education for residents is the “briefing, intraoperative teaching, debriefing” model [12]. This model describes the use of a briefing to identify objectives for the case, intraoperative teaching focused on these objectives, and a debriefing after the case to reflect upon the events that have transpired [12]. Nonetheless, significant barriers have been identified in surgical literature regarding the gap in perception between residents and faculty regarding preparation for intraoperative learning and perioperative feedback, limiting the efficacy of perioperative education [13]. This discordance extends to large differences in the perception between trainees and faculty regarding both the quantity and quality of intraoperative teaching, though Timberlake et al [14] recommend a structured approach to perioperative teaching before, during, and after surgical cases.

Methods

Overview
The American Board of Anesthesiology keywords (archived online by the joint Open Anesthesia–International Anesthesia Research Society partnership) were used for a new intraoperative learning curriculum for the Department of Anesthesiology at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School [15]. Each week, 5 keywords were selected at random from the American Board of Anesthesiology keywords list, and a series of questions (3-5 per keyword) distributed based primarily upon the information on the Open Anesthesia website. The questions were open-ended to promote conversation between residents and faculty. The residents were instructed to choose a keyword each day to discuss with their assigned intraoperative faculty and to make that determination the night before so that both faculty and residents could study the topic ahead of time. Keywords were sent via email to residents and faculty on each Friday for the following week.

The keyword program began in March of 2019, and instructions were given in detail both at the beginning of the program and at regular intervals. The program continued for 2 years prior to evaluation by resident surveys. The survey to assess the efficacy of the keyword program was a modified version of the Anesthesia Theater Education Environment Measure (ATEEM) questionnaire [16]. The ATEEM questionnaire was modified into 19 questions assessing the efficacy of intraoperative teaching [16]. The Likert scale was used, scoring each category 1-5 from “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree.” Residents were asked to answer these questions comparing and contrasting days in the OR room when the keyword program was used for teaching and days when no keywords were discussed. Several additional questions were also added to the survey to assess the differences in time spent teaching, residents’ perceptions on the most successful overall modalities of intraoperative teaching, and the most effective characteristics of the keyword program for teaching.

Note that despite the distribution of the weekly keywords to all members of the department, keyword discussions did not occur between the residents and faculty daily. This was due to changes in staffing, changes in cases or OR assignments, emergent cases, or an inability of the faculty member to remain in the OR during maintenance anesthesia, when most intraoperative teaching occurs.

Ethics Approval
Institutional review board of experimental protocols was approved by Rutgers University (reference number Pro2019001411). All methods were carried out in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations. All participants signed informed consent for participation in this study. No
compensation was provided for the study participants. Moreover, study data were deidentified prior to analysis.

**Results**

The program was initiated in July of 2019 and continued for 2 years until June 2021. Surveys were distributed to residents in June 2021, and 54 responses were recorded for the surveys, accounting for 90% of all residents during this time period. The results of the responses to the 19 questions (Textbox 1)—comparing days in which the keyword program was and was not used—were assessed for differences using the paired 2-tailed sample $t$ test. No statistically significant changes were found between the 2 groups of responses, indicating no effect for the program. The residents were asked to rate each of these descriptors on the Likert scale for days when keywords were used and for days when keywords were not used for intraoperative teaching. Using an value of .05, no category demonstrated significant difference between the 2 groups.

Textbox 1. Teaching descriptors assessed using the Anesthesia Theater Education Environment Measure tool in the survey form following 2 years of the keyword intraoperative teaching program.

| The teaching helps to develop my confidence. |
| I receive effective supervision from the clinical teachers. |
| Teaching is done at appropriate times not affecting vigilance. |
| I receive teaching anesthetic specialty areas targeted at my learning needs. |
| The teacher helps to develop my competence. |
| My clinical teachers are accessible for advice. |
| I experience friendly relations with my teachers in the operating room. |
| The clinical teachers in this hospital interact well with trainees. |
| My clinical teachers promote an atmosphere of mutual respect. |
| I have an appropriate level of clinical responsibility. |
| My clinical teachers are clear in their teaching. |
| I am clear about the learning objectives of teaching sessions in the operating room. |
| I receive the necessary clinical supervision. |
| I have a good collaboration with anesthesia staff. |
| I have the opportunity for on-the-job learning. |
| My clinical teachers have established good rapport with me. |
| I am encouraged to participate in the theatre setting. |
| There is a systematic clinical training program. |
| I feel able to ask the question I want. |

Figure 1 includes additional survey results that demonstrate a statistically insignificant increase in time spent teaching, the most effective mode of teaching, and potential aspects of the keyword program found to contribute positively to intraoperative teaching. The respondents who stated that 0-15 minutes a day were spent on resident education decreased from 78% (42/54) to 63% (34/54) when keywords were integrated into the day’s instruction, and they increased from 20% (11/54) to 35% (19/54) for those indicating that 15-30 minutes a day were spent on learning (Figure 1A,B). Only 20% (11/54) of the respondents indicated that the structured keyword program was the most effective tool for intraoperative learning, with 61% (33/54) reporting that the discussion of the current clinical case was more efficacious and conducive to learning (Figure 1C). The aspects of the keyword program that were found to be most helpful for intraoperative learning include using a structured curriculum (25/53, 47.2%) and using the same curriculum for faculty and residents to study (27/53, 50.9%; Figure 1D).
Discussion

Principal Findings

This investigation sought to improve intraoperative teaching by incorporating a structured curriculum with keywords for residents in anesthesiology and the faculty. Unfortunately, there was no demonstrable positive effect to this intervention. There was essentially no statistically significant difference in the responses by the residents to a survey when comparing intraoperative teaching with and without the use of keywords. This may demonstrate a failure on the part of the initiative to make meaningful improvements to intraoperative teaching. The survey used for the study was an ATEEM tool, which is a validated structure to assess education in anesthesiology intraoperatively, and it was modified to assess the efficacy of the keyword program in this study.

In Figure 1, resident survey respondents noted an overall decrease in time spent during intraoperative teaching when keywords were not used by residents and faculty. The respondents who believed teaching constituted 15-30 minutes of the day fell from 35% (19/54) to 20% (11/54) when keywords were not used, and the category of 0-15 minutes increased from 63% (34/54) to 78% (42/54) in this cohort. Figure 1C shows that resident survey respondents believe that despite the years-long implementation of this keyword program, the most efficacious form of intraoperative teaching is discussing the cases of the day. This may suggest that intraoperative teaching is more effective when didactic material matches the clinical case that is commanding the resident’s attention during the workday.

Nonetheless, the residents identified several characteristics of the keyword program that they believe contributed to a positive effect of keywords on intraoperative teaching in Figure 1D, including the fact that keywords forced residents and faculty to use the same educational material simultaneously, and that the keywords used a structured curriculum. These aspects of the keyword program may offer possibilities for future educational interventions to improve the intraoperative instruction of resident trainees.

Intraoperative learning is a notoriously difficult task for educators of residents in medicine. Past studies have attempted to use such modalities as traditional lectures, problem-based learning discussions, and case debriefing, as well as the targeted assessment of residents [1-3]. Our study attempted to use a set curriculum to teach residents in the OR theater, and to assess the efficacy of this program with a validated survey-based approach [4]. It is unclear exactly why this approach failed, but it is possible that focusing on an unrelated topic during a surgical procedure may not have been feasible due to the aforementioned clinical production pressure, which has been demonstrated to be a barrier to successful intraoperative education [6]. It is also more than likely that any efforts to improve education in the OR have a large barrier to success due to the acute stress caused by the environment [8].
Limitations

Limitations of this study include a lack of assessment of the percentage of time when the intraoperative keyword curriculum was used by learners. The keywords were sent to both residents and faculty weekly, with no mechanism in place to ensure a successful adherence to the program. This was deemed too difficult due to clinical production pressure, patient emergencies, call burden, vacations, and off-site rotations. Nonetheless, this is a significant limitation, because survey respondents may be included who did not participate in the program or use the keywords in a meaningful manner during the study period.

Conclusions

After using this intraoperative keyword teaching program for more than 2 years, this study revealed that it had a minimal effect on intraoperative teaching between the anesthesiologist resident trainees and faculty. Consideration should be given to alternate methodologies to improve intraoperative teaching for learners in the anesthesia residency. The results presented in this study may suggest characteristics of a future intervention that may be more successful in improving intraoperative education. Nearly half of the respondents agreed that the use of a structured curriculum contributed positively to education. Perhaps the use of a structured curriculum that is custom tailored to a resident’s current rotation (instead of an arbitrary schedule, which was employed in this study) may be more efficacious for residents’ educational enhancement. It was also noted by the survey respondents that the coordination of educational material between the residents and faculty was advantageous for learning. This could be incorporated into a policy in which the resident and faculty member plan their educational discussions ahead of time to provide both the teacher and the learner the opportunity to review a chosen topic before their review together in the OR.
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Abstract

Background: Nocturnal enuresis (NE) is a frequent diagnosis in pediatric and adolescent populations with an estimated prevalence of around 15% at the age of 6 years. NE can have a substantial impact on multiple health domains. Bedwetting alarms, which typically consist of a sensor and moisture-activated alarm, are a common treatment.

Objective: This study aimed to determine areas of satisfaction versus dissatisfaction reported by the parents and caregivers of children using current bedwetting alarms.

Methods: Using the search term “bedwetting alarms” on the Amazon marketplace, products with >300 reviews were included. For each product, the 5 reviews ranked the “most helpful” for each star category were selected for analysis. Meaning extraction method was applied to identify major themes and subthemes. A percent skew was calculated by summing the total number of mentions of each subtheme, +1 for a positive mention, 0 for a neutral mention, and −1 for a negative mention, and dividing this total by the number of reviews in which that particular subtheme was observed. Subanalyses were performed for age and gender.

Results: Of 136 products identified, 10 were evaluated based on the selection criteria. The main themes identified across products were long-term concerns, marketing, alarm systems, and device mechanics and features. The subthemes identified as future targets for innovation included alarm accuracy, volume variability, durability, user-friendliness, and adaptability to girls. In general, durability, alarm accuracy, and comfort were the most negatively skewed subthemes (with a negative skew of −23.6%, −20.0%, and −12.4% respectively), which are indicative of potential areas for improvement. Effectiveness was the only substantially positively skewed subtheme (16.8%). Alarm sound and device features were positively skewed for older children, whereas ease of use had a negative skew for younger children. Girls and their caretakers reported negative experiences with devices that featured cords, arm bands, and sensor pads.

Conclusions: This analysis provides an innovation roadmap for future device design to improve patient and caregiver satisfaction and compliance with bedwetting alarms. Our results highlight the need for additional options in alarm sound features, as children of different ages have divergent preferences in this domain. Additionally, girls and their parents and caretakers provided more negative overall reviews regarding the range of current device features compared to boys, indicating a potential focus area for future development. The percent skew showed that subthemes were often more negatively skewed toward girls, with the ease of use being −10.7% skewed for boys versus −20.5% for girls, and comfort being −7.1% skewed for boys versus −29.4% for girls. Put together, this review highlights multiple device features that are targets for innovation to ensure translational efficacy regardless of age, gender, or specific family needs.

Introduction

Nocturnal enuresis (NE) is defined as nighttime urinary incontinence in adults and children older than 5 years [1,2]. It is a common condition, affecting nearly 10% of school-age children [3]. NE can have negative consequences on pediatric mental health and academic performance [3]. Furthermore, having a child with NE can also have a negative impact on parental anxiety and depression [4].

Bedwetting alarms are the most common first-line treatment for NE. These alarms function by using moisture sensors, which provide audio or vibrating signals when detecting liquid, thereby conditioning the child to awaken when they need to urinate. Despite bedwetting alarms being the most common treatment for NE, they have several limitations. In a systematic meta-analysis comparing bedwetting alarms to medication-based therapy (desmopressin), bedwetting alarms had a higher likelihood of successfully treating NE with a lower relapse rate and better sustained response rate if patients completed the respective therapies [5]. However, nearly half of the participants treated with bedwetting alarms discontinued their use before the prescribed completion of treatment. Common reasons cited for early discontinuation included alarm discomfort, failure to awaken from sleep, the lack of efficacy, and false alarms [5]. Furthermore, an intention-to-treat analysis demonstrated that alarms did not outperform medication in achieving successful treatment [5]. This finding highlights the critical need to determine which factors limit parents and children from successfully continuing and ultimately completing treatment when using bedwetting alarms. Currently, there is insufficient data regarding product design needs that meet the real-world requirements of parents and children with NE to inform device innovation.

By analyzing consumer perspectives regarding commonly used over-the-counter health care products, top priorities for future prototypes can be identified, highlighting the importance of early customer discovery in health care innovation. “Customer discovery” is a common method used by product developers to determine whether actual customers for a product exist and what those customers desire before product development [6]; however, this method is not commonly applied to health care [6]. With the growing use of the internet to review many aspects of health care, from products to providers, this information presents a unique data source that remains underexplored. In this study, we applied early customer discovery to expand our understanding of the weaknesses and strengths of bedwetting alarms.

Using websites and social media for health care is an emerging field due to its efficiency in the advertisement and collection of data. Although internet sources such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, a crowdsourcing resource to distribute surveys and collect data [7], have been used for clinical research, there are many additional web-based sources of user-derived data that are relatively untapped in health care. For example, a recent study aimed to better understand the experiences of those struggling with male infertility by evaluating the popular discussion platform Reddit, analyzing responses on the topic using data analytics tools; the information gleaned has been applied to educate health care practitioners on the current concerns of the male infertility community [8]. Specific to consumer-marketed health technology, web-based reviews and social media platforms foster competition that has diversified the range of products and product features available by catering to different user demographics beyond those commonly participating in clinical research trials [9].

This study arose from a recent partnership between a medical student innovation program and a capstone engineering course at a research university. First, a stepwise biomedical innovation needs–mapping process was performed as part of a formal medical innovations program, Sling Health [10]. During this program, perspectives were obtained from various stakeholders, including patients and their families as well as health care staff through clinical observation [10]. The need for more efficient treatments for NE was identified as the top unmet need in pediatric urology [10]. Based on this finding, a team with backgrounds in bioengineering and medicine was assembled to create a prototype to meet this need. Further analysis of the strengths and deficits in current products was required to expand our understanding of needs across a range of settings, parent-child dynamics, and characteristics.

The primary aim of this study was to elucidate areas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the current alarm-based treatment of NE through a systematic evaluation of consumer reviews of bedwetting products, with a focus on defining specific targets for future innovation. Secondary analyses by gender and age were also performed to determine whether reported experiences differed between specific user groups.

Methods

Data Extraction

Using the search term “bedwetting alarms for kids,” Amazon reviews from 2016 to 2022 were extracted from the Amazon marketplace [11] for all bedwetting products that had over 300 ratings in February and March 2022. Data was collected manually by 4 evaluators. Reviews were extracted if they met three criteria: (1) the review was posted within the target date range; (2) the review length was >5 words; and (3) Amazon verified that the reviewer had purchased the product. Amazon user product ratings occur on a 1- to 5-star scale; thus, reviews are categorized into 5 “star categories”: 1-star, 2-star, 3-star, 4-star, or 5-star reviews. To further target a range of experiences, up to 5 reviews from each star category, for a maximum of 25
reviews per product, were analyzed. In the Amazon marketplace, users can mark a post as “helpful” if the review helped them decide whether to purchase the product or if the review helped them fix a problem they were having with the product [12]. To collect data that were in accordance with most users, the 5 reviews with the greatest number of “helpful” marks were collected for each star category (Figure 1). For each review that met these criteria, the following data were analyzed further: the date of publication, review title, and review content.

**Figure 1.** Method for extracting Amazon reviews of bedwetting alarms.

**Ethical Considerations**

All data were publicly available and did not involve human subjects. Therefore, this study was exempt from review by the Institutional Review Board of the University of California, Los Angeles.

**Qualitative Thematic Analysis**

A free-text and qualitative thematic analysis was completed through manual annotation of selected reviews. Meaning extraction method, a technique that forms simple overarching themes from text by extracting content words (ie, nouns, verbs, and adjectives) and removing connective words (ie, articles, prepositions, and pronouns), was applied to identify major themes and subthemes for each review [13]. Themes that related to unique categories of strength and deficits faced by users of bedwetting alarms were identified, and subthemes defined these further. A minimum of 2 investigators, including the research mentor, reviewed posts during data collection to identify a preliminary set of common themes. These themes were then discussed in depth among all 4 investigators to achieve consensus. The team of investigators then formed subthemes during the process of evaluation. After an iterative process evaluating all reviews, themes and subthemes were discussed and finalized. For each analyzed review, investigators rated the discussion of each subtheme on a 3-point scale, where –1 indicated that the reviewer had a negative experience regarding that subtheme, 0 indicated that the experience was neutral or not discussed, and 1 indicated that the reviewer had a positive experience with regard to that subtheme. After discussion, a minimum of 2 reviewers agreed upon each rating. All subthemes were ranked from most negative (weakness) to most positive.
(strength) in current NE products using the percent skew, which was calculated by taking the sum of all investigator ratings and dividing by the total number of reviews for each product.

In addition to major themes, relevant information, such as price and demographics of the child for whom the device was purchased, and the follow-up review were collected. Specifically, the gender and age of the child using the device were included in data collection and analysis if provided in the review. Subanalyses by gender (divided into boy and girl cohorts) and age (divided into 2 cohorts aged 3-8 and 9-12 years) for those reviews that provided this information were completed using percent skew. Of note, there were no ages mentioned outside the age ranges in these cohorts.

**Consideration of Researcher Characteristics, Reflexivity, and Mitigation of Biases**

Four investigators, with at least 2 investigators evaluating each review, were involved in the Amazon review evaluation process. One reviewer was a third-year medical student, one reviewer was a second-year neuroscience undergraduate, and 2 reviewers were bioengineering undergraduate students. The inherent potential for bias between bioengineering students was recognized. To prevent this bias and provide varied perspectives in the analysis of each review, the bioengineering students were paired with either the medical or neuroscience student whose clinical experience allowed the completion of the initial thematic mapping. When discrepancies arose, consensus was reached through a wider complete team review with the research mentor, who is a pediatric urologist.

**Results**

Of the 136 bedwetting alarm products identified in total, 10 were selected for further analysis based on the provided selection criteria. Products had an average of 1693 (range 329-4380) posted reviews with a mean overall rating of 3.9 (range 3.2-4.5) out of 5. The median price of products was US $68.5 (range US $33.99-US $299). A total of 250 reviews (25 for each product as described previously) were analyzed.

The 4 most frequently identified themes were long-term concerns, marketing, alarm characteristics, and device mechanics and features. Within these overarching themes, distinct subthemes emerged. For long-term concerns, reviewers discussed overall effectiveness, proper use, and durability. In terms of marketing, parents remarked on the cost-to-value ratio and customer service support available for the product. Alarm features and accuracy were common subthemes described regarding alarm characteristics. For device mechanics and features (excluding the alarm or sound), parents commented on specific device features, comfort, safety, ease of use, and effectiveness of reinforcement tools such as reward charts that accompanied certain bedwetting alarms (Table 1).

The total number of mentions for each subtheme was evaluated. The most-mentioned theme was long-term concerns (468 total mentions), and the most-mentioned subtheme was effectiveness (164 [mentions]/250 [total reviews], 65.6%). Marketing was the least-mentioned theme (78 total mentions), and proper use was the least-mentioned subtheme (6/250, 2.4%; Table 2). Representative quotes for each theme and subtheme are illustrated in Table 2. Although most subthemes had positive and negative mentions, there were 2 subthemes, safety and durability, that only had negative mentions (6/250, 2.4% and 67/250, 26.8%, respectively). Therefore, for safety and durability, no positive representative quotes were available (Table 2).

Figure 2 demonstrates the overall skew of each identified subtheme. The percent skew was calculated by summing the total number of mentions of each subtheme, +1 for a positive mention and −1 for a negative mention, and dividing this sum by the total number of reviews. Device subthemes that were positively skewed included effectiveness (42 [total composite score]/250 [total reviews], 16.8%) and the ability to customize a device (4/250, 1.6%). The most negatively skewed subtheme was the durability of the alarm (−59/250, −23.6%), followed by alarm accuracy (−50/250, −20%), comfort (−31/250, −12.4%), and alarm sound features (−31/250, −12.4%), thereby indicating that reviewers more commonly had negative experiences with these features.

**Table 1.** Identified themes and subthemes through thematic analysis of Amazon reviews of bedwetting alarms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Subtheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-term concerns</td>
<td>• Proper use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Durability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>• Cost to value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Customer service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm characteristics</td>
<td>• Alarm accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Alarm sound features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device mechanics and features</td>
<td>• Device features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ease of use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme and sub-theme</th>
<th>Mention (N=250 reviews), n (%)</th>
<th>Positive quote</th>
<th>Negative quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long-term concerns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>164 (65.6)</td>
<td>“We are 10 weeks into the program and he has not had any accidents for 7 weeks! We also sit down and watch the program and check in videos together. The star system was also very motivating for our son. I would give this program 5 stars for effectiveness. It is a process but again, for our family, totally worth it for the quick results!”</td>
<td>“We have tried this alarm for 3 years now and it does nothing for our son. I am exhausted at trying to find things to stop his night time enuresis. I thought this would be the game changer, but the only thing it did was wake us up”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>67 (26.8)</td>
<td>No positive quotes available</td>
<td>“Worked for about a month and all alarms stopped working. Ordered another probe because probes are first to die. Changed batteries also. No alarm (vibrate/audible) with new probe and new batteries”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper use</td>
<td>6 (2.4)</td>
<td>“For any review that says their child won’t wake up with the alarm and they won’t get out of bed, you have to sleep in their room to make sure they get up. That’s half the battle. If the alarm isn’t working, it’s most likely user error. If you do it right, we are proof that it’ll work”</td>
<td>“The first night, I realized the cord wasn’t in the alarm properly (it requires an extra step where you turn it 90 degrees). The 2nd night, we used vibration only and my son doesn’t think the alarm went off even though he wet (or maybe it did then stopped without waking him? no idea). The 3rd night, we tried both music and vibration, and again it either didn’t go off or didn’t wake him when he wet. Trying again tonight with it on full volume.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marketing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to value</td>
<td>64 (25.6)</td>
<td>“I like the fact that it has multiple sounds. That way if your child has become familiar with a sound you can change it. The volume is great and I can hear it in my room across the hall.”</td>
<td>“Shocked at how loud this alarm is, with no volume control. It woke up the entire house and my 9-year-old was hysterical!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>14 (5.6)</td>
<td>“We attached it to the front of his underwear and just the slightest drop of liquid sets it off. It’s loud and won’t quit till he unclips it which is good.”</td>
<td>“I tried calling the number for the company several times but only got voicemail, and messages left on it weren’t replied to. I’m buying a similar device from a different company.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alarm characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm sound features</td>
<td>88 (35.2)</td>
<td>“He liked this one since it was a mat under the sheet and not something attached to his clothing.”</td>
<td>“My 8 year old wore this for two nights, but refused to wear it anymore. Says it’s not comfortable and itchy.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm accuracy</td>
<td>79 (31.6)</td>
<td>“We really like that the sensor and alarm are separate pieces and that the piece that wakes you up is not an arm band.”</td>
<td>“We had this product for 30 days before it broke. The wiring pulled out from the alarm part.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Device mechanics and features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>39 (15.6)</td>
<td>No positive quotes available</td>
<td>“In the middle of the night my son screamed loudly, we immediately ran to his room and disconnected the alarm. He told us that the alarm was giving him shocks and noticed that his entire area was red. We applied ice packs on him with little to no results we had to visit our doctor in the morning.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device features</td>
<td>30 (12)</td>
<td>“Pros...It comes with stickers and log book.”</td>
<td>“…[T]he reward stickers are insensitive and humiliating. Stickers of a baby in diapers!!! How insulting! And if they pee the bed, they’re supposed to use a sticker of a crying baby in a diaper.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Percent skew of subthemes identified in Amazon reviews of bedwetting alarms.

Additional data analysis revealed 2 specific subpopulations with more negative experiences compared with the overall reviews of current products: younger age and identification as a girl. Of the 250 total reviews, 95 mentioned the age of the child (70 with children aged 3-8 years and 25 with children aged 9-12 years). After analyzing for age, the subtheme alarm sound features had a positive skew for older children (5/25, 20%) compared to a negative skew for younger children (−12/70, −16.9%). Additionally, the subtheme ease of use had a negative skew for younger children (−670, −8.5%) compared with a positive skew for older children (5/25, 20%). Finally, the subtheme device features more negatively affected younger children (−18/70, −26.3%) than older children (−1/25, −4%; Figure 3A). A total of 175 reviews mentioned the gender of the child (141 boys and 34 girls). In the gender subanalysis, specific subthemes emerged as more negatively skewed for girls compared with boys. Specifically, effectiveness (43/141, 30.7% for boys and 4/34, 11.8% for girls), ease of use (15/141, −10.7% for boys and −7/34, −20.5% for girls), and comfort (−10/141, −7.1% for boys and −10/34, −29.4% for girls) demonstrated differences between boys and girls (Figure 3B).

The evaluation of consumer reviews also revealed different opinions stratified by gender regarding specific device features, including alarms with long cords, wireless alarms with a sensor in the underwear, alarms with arm bands, and sensor pads. In the evaluation of these specific device features by gender, alarms with long cords (−1/4, −25% for girls and −1/10, −10.0% for boys), arm bands (−1/3, −33% for girls and 1/30, 3.3% for boys), and sensor pads (−1/12, −8.3% for girls and 0/15, 0% for boys) negatively impacted girls more than boys. Perceptions of wireless alarms had no skew for either gender (0/17, 0% for girls and 1/63, 1.6% for boys; Multimedia Appendix 1).
Discussion

Principal Findings

To improve satisfaction and compliance with bedwetting alarms, our study evaluated consumer perceptions of currently available products. The evaluation of bedwetting alarm reviews on Amazon provided the identification of specific targets that need to be addressed. Our study was developed following a recent qualitative study performed by our group. Through 6 weeks of clinical immersion, which involved both clinical observation and interview-based insight extraction across all members of the treatment and patient care team in the pediatric urology clinic, we identified challenges with current bedwetting alarms as the top unmet need [10]. Consistent with our single-center needs mapping, the cause of bedwetting alarm inefficacy and dissatisfaction across a range of products was dissatisfaction with and challenges presented by certain device features as identified in Amazon reviews. From this evaluation of consumer experiences, we have identified 3 prominent targets for innovation: the availability of a wider range of alarm sounds, including more volume and tone options; improved user-friendliness of design; and the incorporation of preferred features across genders. Findings from this study add granularity to the challenges experienced across current solutions. In doing so, our findings provide innovators a roadmap for developing subsequent prototypes for clinical testing. Likewise, our findings will inform clinicians of potential challenges to address with families when prescribing bedwetting alarms to maximize device acceptance and use and will provide children and their families an overview of key features that may impact effective use.

Experience with alarm sound features was negatively skewed in our study, suggesting that more diverse sound options are needed for alarms to accommodate different children and family needs while minimizing alarm fatigue. In many reviews for one product in particular, there was a mixture of complaints regarding volume. For example, one reviewer stated “[the] alarm does not even remotely stir my son,” whereas another reviewer for the same product complained that the alarm was “obnoxiously and blaringly loud.” Reviewers frequently expressed a desire for more options, including different volume...
options, vibration options, and various song and nonsong alarm tones. Although we found that parents are seeking more sound options, innovators in this space should also account for the evidence that particular sounds may be more effective at awakening children [14]. A recent study that evaluated sound options for residential fire alarms found that low-frequency tones, the voice of a female stranger, and the voice of the child’s mother were significantly more effective at waking children than high-frequency tones [14]. This is consistent with the findings of a systemic review on the effectiveness of different alarm types on sleep inertia [15]. Based on our findings and prior evidence, bedwetting alarms require more alarm tone and volume options, and it is recommended that device developers ensure that low-frequency and voice tones are incorporated to maximize their effectiveness.

Negative experiences with comfort and the ease of use were also identified, indicating a need for improved user-friendliness for bedwetting alarms. This has been previously described as being essential for successful treatment [5,16]. Although certain complex device features may have been added primarily to drive sales volume, such features may in fact impede routine use and may increase the likelihood of early discontinuation, thereby limiting clinical effectiveness [16]. Specific device features that were discussed in reviews included the negative impact of devices with multiple versus fewer components. In particular, products that required multiple steps to turn off and set the alarm received less favorable reviews. Based on these findings, it is recommended that the development of easy-to-use, essential options be a primary focus while keeping the number of separate pieces of equipment to a minimum.

Although more diverse sound options for alarms and improved user-friendliness were themes that have been previously discussed in the literature [5,16], we describe the importance of the incorporation of girl-friendly features, which was frequently noted as a unique target area. Across all bedwetting devices analyzed, girls specifically had more negative skew in many of the major themes identified than boys, particularly with the ease of use and comfort. One reviewer stated, “directions are geared toward boys, so we had to improvise the placement of the sensor,” and another reviewer for a different product stated, “[the product] really needs a redesign for usability by young children, especially girls.” In multiple reviews, parents stated that the placement of the sensor was especially geared toward boys, and “large, stiff” cords and alarms between the legs of young girls made the use of the product uncomfortable. From our study, we demonstrated that girls were more negatively impacted by device features such as long cords, arm bands, and sensor pads. A potential indirect cause of this variant experience between genders may be the lack of equal gender representation in prior clinical studies of bedwetting alarms. In a recent systemic review on alarm use for the treatment of NE, of the 5026 participants in the 74 studies evaluated, only 33% of participants were girls [16]. Moreover, little is known about gender variance in prototype testing. The lack of female representation in these studies and their inclusion of predominantly male patients could be a potential contributor to the perceived lack of preferred features by girls currently present in bedwetting alarms. These findings highlight the importance of including equal gender representation in future prototype testing and clinical studies. By ensuring the inclusion of girls in future studies and prototype testing from our engineering team, girl-friendly features will be readily incorporated into developing bedwetting alarms.

Through the process of early customer discovery used in this study, we have identified key targets for improvement in future bedwetting alarm prototypes. Analyzing Amazon reviews enabled the research team to assemble a wide range of patient opinions to drive innovation. In the past, Amazon reviews have also been applied in health care to understand marketing myths [17] and patient experiences of uncommonly used treatment modalities [18] and to evaluate product efficacy and safety [19]. However, to our knowledge, this is the first such study for bedwetting alarms. This underutilized data source can enrich our understanding of health care by improving our understanding of the lived patient experience associated with the home use of commercially available health care products.

Limitations

Limitations of this study include the use of a limited data set, potential for implicit bias, and product selection. First, we were limited by solely analyzing the reviews of customers who voluntarily wrote a review. These reviews may have been skewed by those who had a more negative experience, since individuals are more likely to highlight and express their negative views on an experience rather than their positive views [20]. Furthermore, implicit bias could have affected the reviewer team, who were aware of the star rating of the product when extracting language for analysis. However, regardless of the rating, reviewers often had negative and positive perceptions about different aspects of the product. By evaluating each product feature independently, bias and subjectivity from the star rating were mitigated. Finally, analyses were limited to the device and patient features that authors chose to include in each review, and a limited number of products were analyzed. Out of 136 products, 10 common products were reviewed, representing 7% of bedwetting alarm products on the Amazon marketplace. The selection criteria for these devices could have contributed to selection bias for those most commonly purchased. Furthermore, our data set was limited by only selecting bedwetting alarm products on Amazon rather than alternative marketplaces. Put together, this study represents products with a range of common features. Future studies are needed to include a wider range of reviews and devices, potentially aided by automated analysis such as natural language processing and targeted feature analysis to further inform future device development.

Conclusions

This study analyzed Amazon reviews, both validating and expanding upon our qualitative findings in the clinical setting regarding an unmet need for feature innovation in bedwetting alarm systems. To improve satisfaction and compliance with bedwetting alarms, our results provide an innovator roadmap for subsequent device innovation. Our results suggest that more variance in alarm sound features would be beneficial to children and families to improve device compliance, as children of different ages have different preferences in terms of volume.
and the type of alarm. Less complexity in devices is suggested, as added device features such as arm bands and lengthy cords resulted in devices that limited consistent, effective, and prolonged use. Additionally, current device features may impact girls more negatively overall than boys, indicating that devices were not specifically optimized across genders. Increased representation of girls in device testing is needed. Subthemes such as durability and comfort further suggest that the optimal device should focus on child-friendly features, allowing for wear and tear while ensuring patient comfort. Future prototype evaluation should prioritize these identified device features to optimize translatability and clinical effectiveness. In addition to pinpointing areas necessary for optimization and improvement, this study has highlighted the value of marketplace reviews and the information they can provide to researchers analyzing clinical products developed for home use.
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Abstract

Background: There is evidence that showing motivated people with a less-than-ideal BMI (>25 kg/m²) digital and personalized images of their future selves with reduced body weight will likely trigger them to achieve that new body weight.

Objective: The purpose of this study is to assess whether digital avatars can trigger weight management action and identify some of the measurable factors that distinguish those who may be triggered.

Methods: A prospective cohort study followed participants for 12 weeks through 5 recorded interviews. Participants were screened for suitability for the study using the Cosmetic Procedure Screening Questionnaire as a measure of body dysmorphia. At interview 1, participants were shown 10 images from a “Food-pics” database and invited to estimate their calorie value. The intervention, the FutureMe app, delivered at interview 2, provided each participant an opportunity to see and take away a soft copy of an avatar of themselves as they might appear in the future depending on their calorie consumption and exercise regimen. Participants completed the readiness for change (S-Weight) survey based on Prochaska Stages of Change Model and the processes of change (P-Weight) survey. Any changes in diet, exercise, or weight were self-reported.

Results: A total of 87 participants were recruited, and 42 participants completed the study (48% of recruited participants). Body dysmorphia was a rare but possible risk to participation. The majority (88.5%) of the participants were female and older than 40 years. The average BMI was 34.1 (SD 4.8). Most people wanted to reduce to a BMI of 30 kg/m² or lose on average 10.5 kg within 13 weeks (–0.8 kg per week). Most participants stated that they would achieve these results by limiting their calorie intake to 1500 calories per day and taking the equivalent of 1 hour of bicycling per day. At interview 1, more participants were in the preparation stage of behavior change than in subsequent interviews. By interview 5, most of the participants were at the maintenance stage. Participants who overestimated the recommended number of calories were more likely to be in the contemplation stage (P=.03).

Conclusions: Volunteers who participated in the study were mainly women older than 40 years and beyond the contemplation stage of change for weight management, and those who took weight management action were demonstrated to have a more accurate idea of the calorie content of different foods. Most participants set ambitious targets for weight loss, but few, if any, achieve these goals. However, most people who completed this study were actively taking action to manage their weight.

Trial Registration: Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry ACTRN12619001481167; https://www.anzctr.org.au/Trial/Registration/TrialReview.aspx?id=378055&isReview=true
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weight management; digital avatar, behavior change, calorie awareness, obesity, health promotion, motivation, processes of change; stages of change; BMI; weight; body dysmorphia; diet; exercise; calorie; tool; weight management; digital

Introduction

Having a BMI over 25 kg/m\(^2\) is recognized as one of the major risk factors for chronic and life-limiting illnesses [1]. Having overweight or obesity is associated with the consumption of more calories than the body requires for physiological functioning. As a consequence, the body stores the excess calories in the form of adipose tissue. This has a negative effect on health and impacts the perception of a person’s physical appearance [2]. Dissatisfaction with physical appearance is one of the most potent drivers for weight management efforts [3]. Among the factors that stimulate an individual to make different lifestyle choices is the desire to achieve a different body shape [4]. There are many diet and exercise programs that an individual can select to achieve that outcome. Individuals will find the means to achieve their goals if they are motivated, feel able to achieve the results, and are triggered to change [5].

This study builds on prior evidence that motivated people with a BMI of >25 kg/m\(^2\) who are shown digital and personalized images of themselves with a lower body weight may take steps to achieve that new body shape [6]. The intervention in the previous study did not incorporate a tailored program to achieve the desired results [6]. Rather, participants found their own means to achieve their goals or, alternatively, revisited their goals. This study included participants recruited by a hospital employer. There is evidence that a health services employer is well-placed to promote healthy lifestyles [7].

This prospective cohort study involved convenience sampling of participants who self-reported that they wished to address weight management (BMI>25 kg/m\(^2\)), obese (BMI>30 kg/m\(^2\)), or wanted to maintain their current weight. This study also screened and excluded participants with body dysmorphia. Validated and reliable measures were adopted to follow up on participants’ stages of and processes of change. Any actions taken to achieve a lower BMI were self-reported.

Methods

Ethics Approval

The trial was approved by the Mercy Health Human Research Ethics Committee (HR 2019-016) and registered with the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (ANZCTR): ACTRN12619001481167. The study adheres to the principles of the Helsinki Declaration. Written informed consent was obtained at inclusion.

Participants and Recruitment

A convenience sample of participants was recruited from hospital staff, a leisure center, and a clinical trial participant registry. Participants were recruited over 13 months, from November 2020 to December 2021. A total of 634 individuals applied to participate and were screened using eligibility criteria, resulting in 87 final participants. Eligibility criteria required participants to be at least 16 years old, have access to a smartphone, be able to give informed consent, and be interested in or consider weight management (regardless of their current BMI). Individuals with body dysmorphia (a mental illness characterized by constant worrying over a perceived or slight defect in one’s appearance) and those who were pregnant or breastfeeding were not eligible to participate. Hospital staff participants were recruited through the hospital’s website, emails, and flyers.

Study Design

Overview

The study team followed up with participants for 12 weeks and included telephone and video-recorded interviews. As we conducted the study during the COVID-19 pandemic and in different states in Australia, it was not possible to see participants in person. Validated tools were deployed to collect data. The intervention delivered at interview 2 was a previously tested digital tool to trigger efforts at weight management [6]. The study flowchart is shown in Figure 1.
Interview 1

Participants were screened for suitability for the study using the Cosmetic Procedure Screening Questionnaire as a measure of body dysmorphia [8]. Potential participants with suspected body dysmorphia were not eligible to participate and were advised to consult their general medical practitioner for other weight management options.

As a proxy measure of food literacy, participants were shown pictures of up to 10 common foods and asked to estimate their calorie value [9]. Participants completed the 6-item readiness for change (S-Weight) survey, which is based on Prochaska Stages of Change Model [10]. Participants were also invited to monitor their food consumption using an electronic or paper-based food diary. A freely available food diary app was suggested as an option. We did not collect data on the use of any food diaries.

Each participant was invited to attend a review and a second interview 1 week later. Prior to interview 2, participants were reminded to record their height and weight and to send a passport-size or face-size photo image to the research coordinator. A participant’s height, weight, and photo image were used to generate their personalized avatar on the FutureMe software (Archetype Health and Continuum Digital). An example of the avatars and the factors that determined the changes in the before and after images and avatars are shown in Figure 2.
Interview 2

Interview 2 was conducted and video-recorded via Zoom. At the interview, participants discussed their food diary with the researcher and undertook the readiness for change (S-Weight) survey. Participants indicated whether they wanted to modify their diet or carry out more exercise (Motivation) and whether they had a strategy to address their food consumption and build more exercise into their routines (Ability). They were then invited to complete a validated process of change questionnaire (P-Weight) about weight management [11]. Following completion of this questionnaire, those who wished to modify their diet or carry out more exercise were referred to freely available resources to assist their efforts and were advised to see their general practitioner or primary care physician or seek a referral for further advice if necessary. All participants were offered web-based resources as well as a screenshot of their “before and after avatars,” from the FutureMe app. The participants chose an avatar that reflected how they would like to look at a time of their choosing in the future (12 or 26 weeks), how many daily calories they would consume, and how many weekly calories they would expend in exercise to achieve that goal. The participants were followed up again 2 weeks later.

Interviews 3, 4, and 5

Interviews were conducted at weeks 4, 8, and 12 and video-recorded via Zoom (Zoom Video Communications). Participants repeated the readiness for change (S-Weight) 6-item survey. They were also asked about their experience following the FutureMe app’s recommendations with respect to calorie consumption and exercise. The researcher also recorded any steps they had taken to achieve the goals they set for themselves.

Instruments

Participants completed several self-report surveys 3 times in the study (weeks 4, 8, and 12), including sociodemographic characteristics and the English versions of the validated P-Weight and S-Weight surveys [11,12].

- Sociodemographic data: information was gathered about age, sex, and BMI.
- Stages of change for weight management (S-Weight): S-Weight is a questionnaire that consists of 5 mutually exclusive items that aim to allocate participants to one of the 5 stages of change for weight management proposed by the transtheoretical model (precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance) [10].
- Process of change for weight management (P-Weight): the P-Weight questionnaire aimed to determine the processes (attitudes and behaviors to control weight) involved in the change and included 33 items within 4 change processes: emotional reevaluation, weight management actions (WMAs), supporting relationships, and weight consequences evaluation [11]. The participants answered questions on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strong disagreement) to 5 (strong agreement). All scores were obtained and then used to calculate and identify the individuals’ process of changing status.
- Calorie estimation: at interview 1, as a proxy measure of food literacy, participants were shown 10 images of common foods obtained from the widely used and validated “Food-pics” database and asked to estimate their calorie value [9]. Participants were shown a visual image of a common snack food and asked to estimate the number of calories in the food by choosing the best answer from multiple options. Participants were also shown 2 images of a man and a woman and asked to estimate the number of calories required for them to maintain their weight, choosing the best answer from multiple options.
- FutureMe app: the FutureMe app was used to provide each participant with the opportunity to see an avatar of themselves as they might appear in the future, depending on their diet and exercise. The participant chose their physical appearance in the future as demonstrated in a full-body avatar, which included their own face and skin color, how many daily calories they should consume, and how many weekly calories they must expend in exercise to achieve that goal at various possible dates in the future, from 12, 26, and 52 weeks. The choice of their “best” look in the future was entirely at the discretion of the participant.

Statistical Analysis

For sample size calculation, we estimated that the proportion of participants likely to be triggered by the Future Me app to make weight loss attempts from our previous RCT would be 20% [6]. Therefore, we aimed to recruit 100 participants to detect a similar proportion triggered within a 5% margin of error at the 99% confidence level. The estimated size of the sample pool of those eligible to participate was 3951 potential participants.
participants (n=600 [Hospital]+1800 [Leisure Centre]+1551 [Clinical Trials Registry]).

All surveys were web-based and developed using the Qualtrics web-based platform (Provo) [13]. The surveys were exported from Qualtrics to Excel (Microsoft Corp). Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics for Windows (version 27.0; IBM Corp). Descriptive statistics (frequencies and percentages for categorical variables, means, and SDs for variables measured on a continuous scale) were used to summarize the participants’ demographic data, stages of change at each interview, processes of change at interview 2, and survey responses.

For the determination of the stages of change across all interviews, for dropouts or withdrawals, a “Last Observation Carried Forward” strategy was used to estimate all missing measurements [6], whereby each missing value was replaced by the stage of change at the previous interview.

After completion of the P-Weight questionnaire, a raw process score was generated by tallying up the responses to questions. The raw score (with a range of 5-54) was then converted to a 100-point scale to allow for comparisons across processes. We also categorized participants in the action and maintenance stages of change as being in an active phase of change and those in the precontemplation, contemplation, and preparation stages as being in a nonactive phase of change. We described mean scores with SDs for participants with active and nonactive phases of change and compared means using a 2-tailed independent t test with a significance level set at $P=.05$. The stages of change (S-Weight) data for the participants were recorded as categorical data and compared to P-Weight scores (numeric data). Comparisons between groups were performed using ANOVA and the Student t test for continuous variables and the chi-square test for categorical variables. The significance of the results was considered with $P<.05$.

For calorie estimation, responses were grouped as follows: underestimation (any response selected with a caloric value lower than the accurate value), accurate estimation (correct estimation of calories), and overestimation (any response selected with a caloric value higher than the accurate value). Foods with more than 150 calories were categorized as high-calorie foods and those below 150 as low-calorie foods. Descriptive statistics were conducted, and the chi-square test was used for association tests. Open-ended survey responses from participants’ experiences of using the FutureMe app and weight management were manually coded inductively by emerging themes.

### Results

#### Overview

At interview 1, two potential recruits to the study were found to not be eligible on the basis of potential body dysmorphia. A total of 87 participants were recruited, and 42 participants completed the study (48% of recruited participants). Demographic data are presented in Table 1. The majority of participants were female, and all but 2 participants were over 25 years. The average BMI was 34.1 (SD 4.8). Most people wanted to reduce to a BMI of 30 or lose on average 10.5 kg within 13 weeks (–0.8 kg per week). Most participants stated that they would achieve these results by taking a moderate amount of exercise, equivalent to using 580 calories per day or 1 hour of cycling per day, and eating no more than 1500 calories per day on average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Study participants’ demographics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview 1 (N=67)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (10.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77 (88.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview 2 (N=75)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66 (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview 3 (N=63)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (12.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 (87.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview 4 (N=47)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview 5 (N=42)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (19.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 (80.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Estimation of Daily Caloric Requirements

At interview 2, one in 3 participants accurately determined the recommended number of calories required by men and women. A significant percentage of participants (32.3%) overestimated the requirement, while 26.4% and 8% of them underestimated and did not know, respectively.

#### Calorie Estimation of Foods

Overall, more participants tended to overestimate the caloric content of low-calorie foods compared to high-calorie foods. A higher percentage accurately determined the number of calories in high-calorie foods compared to low-calorie foods. Participants older than 40 years were more likely to overestimate the caloric content of calorie-dense foods, whereas participants...
aged between 26 and 40 years were more likely to give an accurate estimation ($P=.05$). Participants who overestimated the recommended number of calories were more likely to be in the contemplation stage ($P=.03$). There were no significant associations between calorie estimation and stages of behavior change.

**Stages of Change**

A higher number of participants at interviews 3 and 4 were in the action stage compared to earlier interviews, and there were fewer participants at interview 5 in the preparation stage compared to interview 1 ($P=.03$). By interview 5, most of the participants were in the action and maintenance stages.

**Processes of Change**

At interview 2, emotional reevaluation was the most common change process used.

We categorized participants in the action and maintenance stages of change as being in an active phase of change and those in the precontemplation, contemplation, and preparation stages as being in a nonactive phase of change. The mean processes of change scores with SD are provided in Table 2 below.

Participants in the active phase of change (n=59) had significantly higher mean WMA scores (active phase mean WMA score 53.8, SD 11.9 vs nonactive phase mean WMA score 45.6, SD 16, $P=.02$) than those in the nonactive phase of change (n=16).

**Table 2.** Active and nonactive phases—processes of change mean scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Emotional reevaluation (EmR)</th>
<th>Weight consequences evaluation (WCE)</th>
<th>Supporting relationships (SRs)</th>
<th>Weight management actions (WMAs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonactive phase, mean (SD; n)</td>
<td>75.3 (10.9; 16)</td>
<td>59.6 (18.4; 16)</td>
<td>58.4 (16.4; 16)</td>
<td>45.6 (12.3; 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active phase, mean (SD; n)</td>
<td>76.8 (9.7; 59)</td>
<td>54.3 (14.5; 59)</td>
<td>57.5 (15.2; 59)</td>
<td>53.8 (11.9; 59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, mean (SD; n)</td>
<td>76.5 (9.9; 75)</td>
<td>55.4 (15.4; 75)</td>
<td>57.7 (15.4; 75)</td>
<td>52.1 (12.4; 75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Self-reported Attempts at Weight Management**

Approximately half of the participants adopted positive weight management actions in the 4 weeks prior to interview 5. For those participants who completed interview 5 (21.4%) reported reducing their calorie intake in the 4 weeks prior to the interview, and 14.3% of them had not changed their diet but claimed to be exercising regularly.

More than half the participants (54.8%) reported following the FutureMe recommendations at least 4 times a week or more. Many participants (45%) self-reported that it was difficult to limit their calorie intake or to exercise more. Despite some participants finding it difficult to consistently eat less and exercise more, others described experiencing positive results. For example, a few reported losing weight and changing their exercise and eating habits. At the end of the study, 3 male participants and 3 female participants who chose to reply to the open-ended questions reported positive results. Some described how participating in the research and using the FutureMe app held them accountable and motivated them (Textbox 1).

**Textbox 1.** Participants’ description of participating in the research.

- “Lost 3kg so far” [Participant 75, 41-50 years, Male]
- “Lost 11.3kg since starting, changing my target to 95, rather than 100 kg initial goal” [Participant 78, >60 years, Male]
- “Hit goal weight from sticking to calorie goal, now trying to maintain” [Participant 24, >60 years, Female]
- “It has been fairly easily once gotten used to reduced calories and calorie counting in diary keeps you on track” [Participant 59, >60 years, Female]
- “General well-being has improved and managed to lose weight from following recommendations and exercising more” [Participant 21, 41-50 years, Male]

**Discussion**

**Principal Results**

Upon deploying FutureMe, a similar proportion of the participants as reported previously may have been triggered to take weight management actions [6]. Shifts in the movement of participants between the different stages of behavioral change from interviews 1 to 5 were evident. At interview 1, more participants were in the preparation stage. By interview 5, most of the participants were at the maintenance stage. In this active stage of change, the data suggest that participants were more likely to take weight management action. Therefore, it is plausible and consistent with the self-reported fact that most participants who completed the study were actively working to manage their weight.

It was also evident from the data, as well as from the literature, that most of the participant’s knowledge about the calorie content of food was not accurate [14]. The data suggest that those with a more accurate understanding of the calorie content of food were more likely to be triggered to take weight management action. We also acknowledge that our participants’ ability to take the necessary action may have been limited by other factors that were not explored in this observational study but have been the focus of study by others [15].

The data add to the literature that motivated people can be triggered to make attempts to enhance their lifestyle by
personalized avatars of their future selves [16]. Most of the data so far relate to virtual reality images and not to the types of avatars used in this study. The targets for weight loss set by the participants in this study were challenging. A weight loss of 10 kg in 13 weeks starting with a BMI of 34.1, well into the obese range, would require major lifestyle changes. Participants were invited to reconsider these targets at interview 2. At that interview, they were shown how they would have to restrict their diet and increase their exercise to achieve the desired appearance. Knowledge of the significant cost of diet restriction and commitment to regular exercise, as suggested by FutureMe, did not change participants’ weight loss goals. Although these goals may be ambitious, there is some evidence in the literature that higher goals motivate weight loss more than undermine effort [17].

Comparison With Prior Work

Prior work using the FutureMe app intervention focused on documented weight loss and the timing of showing subjects their future avatars from the point of recruitment [6]. In this study, we focused on the participants’ knowledge of calorie values in food, the stage of change, and the process of change associated with weight management. This may help health professionals identify those who might be triggered as well as when to introduce the avatars. We also note that in our studies so far, the actual weight loss has been much lower than the target of 0.8 kg per week set by participants. Both the ability to achieve a self-selected target and the initial onboarding with reference to calorie awareness may be important for those who attempt weight management.

Though limited research has been published, the inclusion of avatar technology in weight loss interventions triggers weight maintenance [6,18-20]. Avatar personalization, with the person’s actual face, skin color, hairstyle, and personal choices of diet and exercise, seems to be important in triggering weight management [6,21].

Limitations

One limitation of our study is that we did not achieve the target of 100 participants. Most volunteer participants were older females; this may reflect the appeal of the intervention to that demographic, but we cannot report on its value in other groups. The study was also conducted at a time of pandemic-related lockdown across state borders in Australia, so weight loss was not confirmed by in-person weight measurements. Therefore, we were unable to verify any weight loss reported. We were also advised to adopt self-reports, as those who might fail might be distressed if they were to reflect on these data. We, therefore, acknowledge that social desirability bias cannot be ruled out. There was also a high attrition rate in the study. However, we had no indication that those who dropped out of the study had specific characteristics. Additionally, the observed attrition rate of 52% is on par with most weight-loss trials, where attrition is commonly at least between 20% and 50% [22].

Conclusions

In this study, participants in the FutureMe intervention mainly included women older than 40 years. The most promising results were for those who could more accurately estimate the calorie content of food and were beyond the contemplation stage of change. The participants were offered a trigger to manage their weight, primarily in the form of an avatar depicting their future selves after a period of calorie restriction and increased exercise. As in the previous trial, this may have been effective for many participants [6]. Most of those who were followed up at 12 weeks reported actively working to manage their weight. However, most participants set very ambitious goals for calorie restriction and exercise regimens that could not be achieved in the time they had nominated to achieve those results. It appears that most people who opted to participate were unlikely to succeed based on their early stage of change, their inaccurate estimates of the calorie content of food, and the ambitious goals they set for calorie restriction and exercise regimens. Motivation and being triggered are not sufficient to achieve behavior change if the person is not able to achieve their goals. Our data suggest that some aspects of knowledge that are necessary in regard to weight management were lacking in the volunteers in this study.
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Abstract

Background: The presence of a high left ventricular end-diastolic diameter (LVEDD) has been linked to a less favorable outcome in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) procedures. However, by taking into consideration the reference of left ventricular size and volume measurements relative to the patient's body surface area (BSA), it has been suggested that the accuracy of the predicting outcomes may be improved.

Objective: We propose that BSA weighted LVEDD (bLVEDD) is a more accurate predictor of outcomes in patients undergoing CABG compared to simply using LVEDD alone.

Methods: This study was a comprehensive retrospective cohort study that was conducted across multiple medical centers. The inclusion criteria for this study were patients who were admitted for treatment between October 2016 and May 2021. Only elective surgery patients were included in the study, while those undergoing emergency surgery were not considered. All participants in the study received standard care, and their clinical data were collected through the institutional registry in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the Society of Thoracic Surgeons National Adult Cardiac Database. bLVEDD was defined as LVEDD divided by BSA. The primary outcome was in-hospital all-cause mortality (30 days), and the secondary outcomes were postoperative severe adverse events, including use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, multiorgan failure, use of intra-aortic balloon pump, postoperative stroke, and postoperative myocardial infarction.

Results: In total, 9474 patients from 5 centers under the Chinese Cardiac Surgery Registry were eligible for analysis. We found that a high LVEDD was a negative factor for male patients’ mortality (odds ratio 1.44, \(P<.001\)) and secondary outcomes. For female patients, LVEDD was associated with secondary outcomes but did not reach statistical differences for morality. bLVEDD
showed a strong association with postsurgery mortality (odds ratio 2.70, \(P<.001\)), and secondary outcomes changed in parallel with bLVEDD in male patients. However, bLVEDD did not reach statistical differences when fitting either mortality or severer outcomes in female patients. In male patients, the categorical bLVEDD showed high power to predict mortality (area under the curve \([\text{AUC}} 0.71, P<.001\)) while BSA (AUC 0.62) and LVEDD (AUC 0.64) both contributed to the risk of mortality but were not as significant as bLVEDD \((P<.001)\).

**Conclusions:** bLVEDD is an important predictor for male mortality in CABG, removing the bias of BSA and showing a strong capability to accurately predict mortality outcomes.

**Trial Registration:** ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02400125; [https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02400125](https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02400125)
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**Introduction**

Coronary artery disease causes angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, and ischemic heart failure and thereby contributes significantly to the cardiovascular disease being the leading cause of death worldwide \([1-3]\). Coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery is the gold-standard treatment in many patients with complex multivessel coronary artery disease or left main disease \([4,5]\). Left ventricular enlargement is a powerful predictor of adverse outcomes such as all-cause death, cardiovascular death, heart failure hospitalization, and outcomes of cardiac surgery \([6-9]\). For those undergoing CABG, enlarged left ventricular end-diastolic diameter (LVEDD) is most commonly associated with ischemic cardiomyopathy and is known to increase the risk of postoperative adverse events \([10,11]\). A more detailed study on the effects of LVEDD is needed to add more evidence about the relationship between the LVEDD and perioperative prognosis in CABG.

Body surface area (BSA) is a simple calculation based on the patients’ height and weight \([12]\). In contemporary cardiovascular care, BSA is used to normalize cardiac output to cardiac index, calculate glomerular filtration rate, is positively associated with blood pressure, and has been shown to be a relatively accurate representation of total body water \([13-16]\). The American Society of Echocardiography and the European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging have recommended using BSA to normalize echocardiographic parameters such as right ventricle size and left ventricle size \([17]\). Here, we propose to use the BSA to normalize the end-diastolic volume and to remove the bias of the BSA on LVEDD; thus, the BSA weighted LVEDD (bLVEDD) is defined as LVEDD divided by BSA. To this end, we intended to investigate the role of LVEDD, BSA, and bLVEDD in a specific clinical setting, and to evaluate whether the relationship among them after CABG will facilitate patient-specific care in cardiac surgery.

Hence, this study investigated the respective effect of LVEDD, BSA, and bLVEDD on early clinical outcomes in patients undergoing CABG by using clinical data from 5 top cardiac centers in China (Beijing Anzhen Hospital, Beijing Tongren Hospital, Beijing Hospital, Peking University People’s Hospital, and Beijing Xuanwu Hospital) under the Chinese Cardiac Surgery Registry database, to reveal (1) the effects of LVEDD on the perioperative prognosis, (2) the relationship between BSA and LVEDD, and (3) whether bLVEDD was associated with perioperative complications and mortality in patients undergoing CABG.

**Methods**

**Study Setting and Population**

This study was a multicenter retrospective analysis of observational data. A total of 9474 inpatients across the nation \((\text{Multimedia Appendix 1})\) from 5 top cardiac centers in China under the Chinese Cardiac Surgery Registry database, admitted between October 2016 and May 2021, were included in this study. All patients were elective surgery patients, and emergency surgery patients were excluded. Clinical data were obtained via the institutional registry following the Society of Thoracic Surgeons National Adult Cardiac Database. The accuracy and completeness of these data were ensured through multiple procedures, which have been described previously \([18]\).

**Ethical Considerations**

The study protocol had been approved by the Ethics Committee of Fuwai Hospital (Approval No. 2017-943). The study is registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02400125). To protect patient privacy, all patient data were deidentified (ie, patient names were replaced with the identification code, and all private patient information was deleted before analysis). The Peking University Clinical Research Institute has created a data committee to evaluate the data quality and supervise data collection. All patients were treated with standard care, and no additional intervention was performed as described previously \([18]\).

**Predictor and Outcomes**

Patient demographics and clinical characteristics were collected and analyzed. This included the patient’s past cardiovascular medical history (peripheral vascular disease, previous cerebrovascular event, previous myocardial infarction [MI], and previous percutaneous coronary intervention and New York Heart Association classification. The last preoperative test results of serum creatinine, total serum cholesterol, serum low-density lipoprotein, blood glucose, and estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) were acquired. The patient’s previous echocardiogram before surgery was also analyzed for LVEDD and left atrial dimension. Intraoperative factors, such as cardiopulmonary bypass time, and aortic cross-clamp time were...
also analyzed. Variables for concomitant cardiac drugs (ie, nitrate lipid drugs, catecholamines, β-blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor, angiotensin receptor blocker, statins, aspirin, clopidogrel, and ticagrelor) were documented as comprehensively as possible. The primary outcome was in-hospital all-cause mortality (30 days). The secondary outcomes were postoperative severe adverse events, including use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, multiorgan failure, use of intra-aortic balloon pump, postoperative stroke, and postoperative MI. The BSA is calculated as follows [12]:

\[
\text{BSA} = \frac{\text{Height} \times \text{Weight}^{0.425}}{\text{Height}^{0.725} \times \text{Weight}^{0.425}}
\]

**Statistical Analysis**

Variables with missing values or outliers warranted interpolation by multiple imputations using the MICE package [19]. Since the database was structurally designed and supervised by data committee, the missing values or outliers were less than 2% across all the indicators. We assumed that the data were missing or misrecording at random [20]; therefore, we performed predictive mean matching [21] to generate 5 complete imputed data sets that fit the logistic models. For multivariate logistic regression, we selected age, gender, smoking within 2 weeks before surgery, diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, last test of serum creatinine, total cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein, blood glucose, preoperative eGFR before surgery, and previous cerebrovascular events for adjustment based on clinical experience. The bLVEDD was optimally binned based on the weight of evidence binning by supervised tree-like segmentation; the process of generating the bin and threshold of the bLVEDD was follow by the reference pipeline of scorecard package [22]. The coefficient was calculated by Spearman correlation method.

Categorical variables were compared using the chi-square test or Fisher exact test. Cochran-Armitage trend test was used for trend analysis. Continuous variables were compared using a 2-tailed \( t \) test or the Mann-Whitney \( U \) test. The area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristics was compared using the DeLong method. The sample size calculation showed that an estimated 639 patients with a bLVEDD of \( \geq 31.5 \) would be needed to provide 99% power for detecting a minimum clinically meaningful mortality rate of 5.23% with a 2-side \( \alpha \) of .05 when compared with patients with a bLVEDD of <31.5. All analyses were performed using R version 3.4.2 (The R Project for Statistical Computing).

**Results**

**Baseline**

In total, 9474 patients were eligible for the final analysis, of which 7232 (76.34%) were male and 2242 (23.66%) were female. Among female patients, the mean age was 65.26 (SD 7.49) years, and 1032 (46.03%) had an LVEDD of <46 mm. In the male patients, mean age was 61.78 (SD 9.00) years, and 3615 (49.99%) had an LVEDD of <50 mm. Moreover, male patients with an LVEDD of <50 mm had a higher rate of smoking and comorbidity of hyperlipidemia, abnormal serum total cholesterol, and creatinine; a higher risk of previous MI; and a higher score of New York Heart Association \( (P < .05) \). Female patients with an LVEDD of <46 mm had more hypertension and previous MI and abnormal serum total cholesterol \( (P < .05) \). Both male and female patients with higher LVEDD had low left ventricular ejection fraction and left atrial dimension. Therefore, the preoperative baseline condition of patients with high LVEDD was worse than that of patients with low LVEDD (Table 1).
### Table 1. Patient characteristics according to LVEDD category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>LVEDD&lt;46</td>
<td>LVEDD≥46</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>LVEDD&lt;50</td>
<td>LVEDD≥50</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, n</td>
<td>2242</td>
<td>1032</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7232</td>
<td>3615</td>
<td>3617</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>65.26 (7.49)</td>
<td>65.29 (7.6)</td>
<td>65.24 (7.39)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>61.78 (9.00)</td>
<td>62.12 (8.74)</td>
<td>61.43 (9.23)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²), mean (SD)</td>
<td>25.34 (3.41)</td>
<td>24.76 (3.26)</td>
<td>25.82 (3.47)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>25.77 (3.06)</td>
<td>25.38 (3.04)</td>
<td>26.05 (3.05)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA, mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.66 (0.14)</td>
<td>1.63 (0.13)</td>
<td>1.68 (0.14)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.87 (0.14)</td>
<td>1.85 (0.14)</td>
<td>1.89 (0.14)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking, n (%</td>
<td>193 (8.61)</td>
<td>85 (8.24)</td>
<td>108 (8.93)</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>4075 (56.35)</td>
<td>1953 (54.02)</td>
<td>2122 (58.67)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, n (%)</td>
<td>1027 (45.81)</td>
<td>473 (45.83)</td>
<td>554 (45.79)</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>2708 (37.44)</td>
<td>1317 (36.43)</td>
<td>1391 (38.46)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension, n (%)</td>
<td>1604 (71.54)</td>
<td>713 (69.09)</td>
<td>891 (73.64)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>4401 (60.85)</td>
<td>2189 (60.55)</td>
<td>2212 (61.16)</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperlipidemia, n (%)</td>
<td>762 (33.99)</td>
<td>347 (33.62)</td>
<td>415 (34.3)</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>2457 (33.97)</td>
<td>1289 (35.66)</td>
<td>1168 (32.29)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral vascular disease, n (%)</td>
<td>73 (3.26)</td>
<td>32 (3.1)</td>
<td>41 (3.39)</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>252 (3.48)</td>
<td>120 (3.32)</td>
<td>132 (3.65)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous cerebrovascular event, n (%)</td>
<td>303 (13.51)</td>
<td>139 (13.47)</td>
<td>164 (13.55)</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>986 (13.63)</td>
<td>500 (13.83)</td>
<td>486 (13.44)</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous MI, n (%)</td>
<td>311 (13.87)</td>
<td>134 (12.98)</td>
<td>177 (14.63)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1331 (18.40)</td>
<td>503 (12.81)</td>
<td>828 (22.89)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous PCI, n (%)</td>
<td>270 (12.04)</td>
<td>119 (11.53)</td>
<td>151 (12.48)</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>1021 (14.12)</td>
<td>485 (13.42)</td>
<td>536 (14.82)</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYHA, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYHA1</td>
<td>1801 (80.33)</td>
<td>831 (80.52)</td>
<td>970 (80.17)</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>5595 (77.36)</td>
<td>2717 (75.16)</td>
<td>2878 (79.57)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYHA2</td>
<td>1311 (58.47)</td>
<td>623 (60.37)</td>
<td>688 (56.86)</td>
<td>.__h</td>
<td>4084 (56.47)</td>
<td>2015 (55.74)</td>
<td>2069 (57.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYHA3</td>
<td>459 (20.47)</td>
<td>195 (18.9)</td>
<td>264 (21.82)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1423 (19.68)</td>
<td>677 (18.73)</td>
<td>746 (20.62)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYHA4</td>
<td>31 (1.38)</td>
<td>13 (1.26)</td>
<td>18 (1.49)</td>
<td>__</td>
<td>88 (1.22)</td>
<td>25 (0.69)</td>
<td>63 (1.74)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum creatinine (umol/L), mean (SD)</td>
<td>63.58 (20.44)</td>
<td>63.21 (21.18)</td>
<td>63.89 (19.79)</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>78.02 (22.23)</td>
<td>76.77 (20.19)</td>
<td>79.26 (24.04)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum total cholesterol (mmol/L), mean (SD)</td>
<td>4.23 (1.04)</td>
<td>4.28 (1.02)</td>
<td>4.19 (1.05)</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>3.92 (0.97)</td>
<td>3.95 (0.97)</td>
<td>3.9 (0.97)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum low-density lipoprotein, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.51 (0.86)</td>
<td>2.53 (0.85)</td>
<td>2.49 (0.86)</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>2.34 (0.81)</td>
<td>2.35 (0.81)</td>
<td>2.34 (0.81)</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR (mL/min/1.73m²), mean (SD)</td>
<td>99.91 (11.76)</td>
<td>100.14 (11.17)</td>
<td>99.71 (11.81)</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>93.88 (10.95)</td>
<td>94.08 (10.5)</td>
<td>93.69 (11.39)</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood glucose (mmol/L), mean (SD)</td>
<td>6.65 (2.02)</td>
<td>6.57 (1.96)</td>
<td>6.72 (2.08)</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>6.44 (2.09)</td>
<td>6.4 (1.92)</td>
<td>6.48 (2.25)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVEF, mean (SD)</td>
<td>61.65 (8.25)</td>
<td>63.34 (6.81)</td>
<td>60.22 (9.07)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>59.31 (9.08)</td>
<td>62.38 (6.6)</td>
<td>56.24 (10.13)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAD (mm), mean (SD)</td>
<td>34.83 (7.94)</td>
<td>34 (7.18)</td>
<td>35.53 (8.48)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>36.52 (7.78)</td>
<td>35.4 (6.92)</td>
<td>37.63 (8.4)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVEDD (mm), mean (SD)</td>
<td>46.32 (4.96)</td>
<td>42.28 (2.55)</td>
<td>49.75 (3.78)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>49.99 (5.9)</td>
<td>45.46 (3.09)</td>
<td>54.52 (4.38)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized by weight, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.13)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.68v (0.12)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.73 (0.11)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized by BMI, mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.86 (0.3)</td>
<td>1.74 (0.25)</td>
<td>1.96 (0.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.97 (0.32)</td>
<td>1.79 (0.24)</td>
<td>2.09 (0.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized by BSA, mean (SD)</td>
<td>28.05 (3.43)</td>
<td>26.09 (2.49)</td>
<td>29.73 (3.23)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>26.85 (3.54)</td>
<td>24.72 (2.45)</td>
<td>28.99 (3.15)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate lipid drugs, n (%)</td>
<td>547 (24.4)</td>
<td>232 (22.48)</td>
<td>315 (26.03)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>1696 (23.45)</td>
<td>787 (21.77)</td>
<td>909 (25.13)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catecholamines, n (%)</td>
<td>15 (0.67)</td>
<td>6 (0.58)</td>
<td>9 (0.74)</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>33 (0.46)</td>
<td>17 (0.47)</td>
<td>16 (0.44)</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>LVEDD&lt;46</td>
<td>LVEDD≥46</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>LVEDD&lt;50</td>
<td>LVEDD≥50</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-blockers(^a)</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1860 (82.96)</td>
<td>866 (83.91)</td>
<td>994 (82.15)</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>6011 (83.12)</td>
<td>2974 (82.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>539 (24.04)</td>
<td>230 (22.29)</td>
<td>309 (25.54)</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>1489 (20.59)</td>
<td>704 (19.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACEI or ARB(^{b,c})</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1519 (67.75)</td>
<td>708 (68.6)</td>
<td>811 (67.02)</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>4942 (68.34)</td>
<td>2460 (68.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>672 (29.97)</td>
<td>295 (28.59)</td>
<td>377 (31.16)</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>2234 (30.89)</td>
<td>1016 (28.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin(^d)</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>145 (6.47)</td>
<td>74 (7.17)</td>
<td>71 (5.87)</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>547 (7.56)</td>
<td>276 (7.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86 (3.92)</td>
<td>46 (4.6)</td>
<td>40 (3.36)</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>343 (4.84)</td>
<td>188 (5.37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)LVEDD: left ventricular end-diastolic diameter.
\(^{b}\)N/A: not applicable.
\(^{c}\)BSA: body surface area.
\(^{d}\)Smoking within 2 weeks before surgery.
\(^{e}\)MI: myocardial infarction.
\(^{f}\)PCI: percutaneous coronary intervention.
\(^{g}\)NYHA: New York Heart Association.
\(^{h}\)Not available.

High LVEDD is a Negative Prognostic Factor for Male Patients

As shown in Table 2, both male and female patients with high LVEDD yielded lower eGFR (P<.001). Male patients with high LVEDD had longer mechanical ventilation duration, initial intensive care unit length of stay, higher serum creatinine, more use of intra-aortic balloon pump and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, and higher mortality (P<.001), while in female patients, these do not reach statistical difference (Table 2). As a regression result, high LVEDD was a negative factor for male patients’ mortality (adjusted odds ratio [OR] 1.44, 1.33-1.56, P<.001; Table 3, Figure 1B), indicating that each increase in the patient’s LVEDD fifths classification increased the odd of mortality by 44%. Similarly, male patients with high LVEDD had more secondary adverse events (adjusted OR 1.19, 1.16-1.23, P<.001; Table 3, Figure 1B) by increasing the odd by 16% for each increase in the LVEDD classification. For female patients, the LVEDD was associated with secondary outcomes (OR 1.13, 1.07-1.19, P=.03), but did not reach statistical difference for morality (Multimedia Appendix 2). Therefore, high LVEDD is a negative prognostic factor for both postoperative survival and severe events in male patients.
Table 2. Patient outcomes according to left ventricular end-diastolic diameter (LVEDD) category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>LVEDD&lt;46 (%)</td>
<td>LVEDD≥46 (%)</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>LVEDD&lt;50 (%)</td>
<td>LVEDD≥50 (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perioperative blood transfusion, n (%)</td>
<td>1672 (74.58)</td>
<td>763 (73.93)</td>
<td>909 (75.12)</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>4740 (65.54)</td>
<td>2393 (66.2)</td>
<td>2347 (64.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical ventilation duration (hour), mean (SD)</td>
<td>26.22 (29.58)</td>
<td>25.57 (28.2)</td>
<td>26.77 (30.7)</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>24.43 (26.9)</td>
<td>23.05 (23.29)</td>
<td>25.8 (30.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial ICU&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; length of stay (hour), mean (SD)</td>
<td>37.79 (39.99)</td>
<td>36.5 (38.19)</td>
<td>38.89 (41.45)</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>36.45 (39.83)</td>
<td>32.9 (33.39)</td>
<td>39.99 (45.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perioperative blood loss (ml), mean (SD)</td>
<td>915.1 (809.39)</td>
<td>899.53 (809.24)</td>
<td>928.38 (809.62)</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>1087.39 (900.03)</td>
<td>1081.72 (929.07)</td>
<td>1093.05 (870.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum creatinine&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (umol/L), mean (SD)</td>
<td>78.45 (43.49)</td>
<td>77.08 (45.72)</td>
<td>79.62 (41.48)</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>91.7 (40.37)</td>
<td>89.9 (38.2)</td>
<td>93.51 (42.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (mL/min/1.73m2), mean (SD)</td>
<td>105.15 (34.46)</td>
<td>107.53 (34.24)</td>
<td>103.12 (34.53)</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>87.6 (28.3)</td>
<td>88.64 (27.82)</td>
<td>86.55 (28.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKI&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;, n (%)</td>
<td>313 (13.96)</td>
<td>136 (13.18)</td>
<td>177 (14.63)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>715 (9.89)</td>
<td>348 (9.63)</td>
<td>367 (10.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of IAPB&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;, n (%)</td>
<td>155 (6.91)</td>
<td>65 (6.3)</td>
<td>90 (7.44)</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>522 (7.22)</td>
<td>208 (5.75)</td>
<td>314 (8.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of ECMO&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;, n (%)</td>
<td>18 (0.8)</td>
<td>9 (0.87)</td>
<td>9 (0.74)</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>53 (0.73)</td>
<td>28 (0.77)</td>
<td>25 (0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multorgan failure, n (%)</td>
<td>31 (1.38)</td>
<td>12 (1.16)</td>
<td>19 (1.57)</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>64 (0.88)</td>
<td>25 (0.69)</td>
<td>39 (1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reoperation, n (%)</td>
<td>49 (2.19)</td>
<td>24 (2.33)</td>
<td>25 (2.07)</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>151 (2.09)</td>
<td>73 (2.02)</td>
<td>78 (2.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative MI&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;, n (%)</td>
<td>10 (0.45)</td>
<td>4 (0.39)</td>
<td>6 (0.5)</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>64 (0.88)</td>
<td>29 (0.8)</td>
<td>35 (0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative stroke, n (%)</td>
<td>33 (1.47)</td>
<td>14 (1.36)</td>
<td>19 (1.57)</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>64 (0.88)</td>
<td>30 (0.83)</td>
<td>34 (0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reintubation, n (%)</td>
<td>21 (0.94)</td>
<td>9 (0.87)</td>
<td>12 (0.99)</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>77 (1.06)</td>
<td>22 (0.61)</td>
<td>55 (1.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-enter ICU, n (%)</td>
<td>45 (2.01)</td>
<td>16 (1.55)</td>
<td>29 (2.4)</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>118 (1.63)</td>
<td>56 (1.55)</td>
<td>62 (1.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead, n (%)</td>
<td>54 (2.41)</td>
<td>23 (2.23)</td>
<td>31 (2.56)</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>107 (1.48)</td>
<td>33 (0.91)</td>
<td>74 (2.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>ICU: intensive care unit.

<sup>b</sup>Serum creatinine is the maximum serum creatinine after surgery.

<sup>c</sup>eGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate. This is the minimum eGFR after surgery.

<sup>d</sup>AKI: acute kidney injury.

<sup>e</sup>IAPB: intra-aortic balloon pump.

<sup>f</sup>ECMO: extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.

<sup>g</sup>MI: myocardial infarction.
Table 3. Adjusted and unadjusted logistic regression model of the association between body surface area weighted left ventricular end-diastolic diameter (bLVEDD) and prognosis of male patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Secondary outcomes</th>
<th>Multivariate</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Multivariate</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Univariate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Univariate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bLVEDD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.12–1.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.1–1.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.18–1.24)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.15–1.21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorized</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.66–1.86)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.55–1.73)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.69–3.53)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.36–3.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;22.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.57–0.92)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.51–0.82)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0–0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0–0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(22.5, 26)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(26, 31.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.26–1.53)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.19–1.45)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.07–3.52)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.87–3.19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(31.5, infin-ity)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.2–4.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.65–3.39)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(6.52–11.43)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.9–8.73)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVEDD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.06–1.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.05–1.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.09–1.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.33–1.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorized</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.18–1.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.16–1.23)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.36–1.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.33–1.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;45</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(45, 48)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.01–1.39)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.09–1.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.08–1.11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(48, 51)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.98–1.38)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.05–1.49)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.43–3.79)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.8–4.53)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(51, 54)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.07–1.44)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.18–1.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.47–3.68)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.8–4.53)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(54, infin-ity)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.99–2.64)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.93–2.58)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.53–8.41)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.61–8.64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.23–0.41)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.27–0.49)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.04–0.14)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.06–0.23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorized</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.85–0.91)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.87–0.93)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.67–0.77)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.7–0.82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.75, 1.83)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.64–0.87)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.5–0.92)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.52–0.96)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.83, 1.91)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.58–0.77)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.58–0.79)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.4–0.73)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.42–0.78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.91, 1.99)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.52–0.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.54–0.73)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.25–0.48)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.28–0.55)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.99, infin-ity)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.48–0.65)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.52–0.71)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.19–0.37)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.23–0.47)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Age, gender, smoking within 2 weeks before surgery, diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, last test of serum creatinine before surgery, last test of serum total cholesterol before surgery, last test of serum low-density lipoprotein before surgery, last test of blood glucose before surgery, use of cardiopulmonary bypass, preoperative estimated glomerular filtration rate, and previous cerebrovascular events were used for the multivariate regression. bLVEDD was categorized into 4 groups based on a weight of tree-like segmentation binning.*
LVEDD Normalized for BSA

In our cohort, the mean BSA was 1.66 m² (SD 0.14 m²) for female and 1.87 m² (SD 0.14 m²) for male patients, which showed a slightly positive relationship ($R=0.20$ for female and $R=0.15$ for male patients, $P<.001$; Multimedia Appendix 3) with the LVEDD and reached statistical difference when compared in high and low LVEDD groups ($P<.001$). In male patients, high BSA was significantly associated with mortality (adjusted OR 0.76, 0.70-0.82, $P<.001$; Table 3, Figure 1A) and secondary outcomes (adjusted OR 0.90, 0.87-0.93, $P<.001$; Table 3, Figure 1D). However, in female patients, the BSA was not associated with either mortality or secondary outcomes.

Since the LVEDD has not been analyzed together with BSA in patients in CABG previously, we speculated that bLVEDD, defined as LVEDD divided by BSA, could better predict postsurgery prognosis. To identify whether bLVEDD increases the risk of postoperative mortality and secondary outcomes as well as whether it is the better predictor of outcomes, both univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses were performed. As a result, in male patients, bLVEDD showed a strong association with postsurgery mortality; that is, the risk of mortality (adjusted OR 2.70, 2.39-3.10, $P<.001$; Table 3, Figure 1E). Secondary outcomes (adjusted OR 1.64, 1.55-1.73, $P<.001$; Table 3, Figure 1F) changed in parallel with a rise in bLVEDD, suggesting that bLVEDD represents a predictor for mortality and secondary outcomes. However, the bLVEDD did not reach statistical difference when fitting either mortality or severe outcomes in female patients.

The bLVEDD is a Robust Indicator for Mortality in Male Patients

To make bLVEDD more practical for male patients undergoing CABG, a weight of tree-like segmentation was used to binning bLVEDD to a categorical variable. As a result, our data set generated a categorization of (0, 22.5), (22.5, 26), (26, 31.5), (31.5, infinity; adjusted Kolmogorov-Smirnov 0.38, $P=.01$; Figure 2A, Multimedia Appendix 4). The categorical bLVEDD showed a quite similar power to a numerical form to predict mortality (AUC 0.71, $P<.001$). However, compared with BSA and LVEDD, bLVEDD was the most effective variable that
fitted with mortality. The compositions of bLVEDD, such as BSA (AUC 0.62) and LVEDD (AUC 0.64), all slightly contributed to the risk of mortality with low AUC (DeLong test, \( P < .001 \)) but were not as significant as that of bLVEDD (Figure 2B-E). Importantly, male patients with a bLVEDD of <31.5 faced higher mortality risk than those with a bLVEDD of \( \geq 31.5 \) (OR 5.09, 4.14–6.26, \( P < .001; \) Figure 2D and E).

**Figure 2.** Segmentation of bLVEDD and its ability to predict clinical outcome in male patients. (A) Supervised tree-like segmentation of bLVEDD; (B) receiver operating characteristics; (C) precision-recall for secondary outcomes; and (D,E) motility. bLVEDD: body surface area weighted left ventricular end-diastolic diameter; BSA: body surface area; LVEDD: left ventricular end-diastolic diameter.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

In this multicenter cohort study, we reported the following: (1) a high LVEDD is a negative prognostic factor for both postoperative survival and secondary outcomes in male patients; (2) in male patients, high BSA was significantly associated with mortality and secondary outcomes, while female patients’ BSA is not associated with either mortality or secondary outcomes; (3) bLVEDD showed a strong association with postsurgery mortality; that is, the risk of mortality and secondary outcomes changed in parallel with bLVEDD increasing in male patients, but female patients’ bLVEDD did not reach statistical difference; (4) A bLVEDD of 31.5 is the threshold to categorize male patients undergoing CABG with a high or low risk of mortality.

It is known that severe left ventricular dysfunction is associated with increased mortality in patients undergoing CABG [23-25]. Left ventricular function was usually described as the ejection fraction (EF) [26-28]; however, it is unclear whether EF is the most meaningful index of left ventricular function in a CABG situation. The left ventricular ejection fraction is the fraction of the end-diastolic volume that is ejected with each beat; that is, stroke volume divided by end-diastolic volume. Low EF may be caused by poor contractile function due to extensive myocardial damage, or infarct expansion and stretching of the myocardial scar [29]. Thus, LVEDD might be a more meaningful predictor than EF, which is merely an arithmetical term based on 2 values. Zhu et al [10] reported that left ventricular geometry was an independent and incremental prognostic factor for death in patients undergoing CABG. Yan et al [11] found that left ventricular hypertrophy and left ventricular enlargement were associated with an increased risk of postoperative mortality after CABG in patients with heart failure with reduced ejection fraction. Categorizing left ventricular structural patterns with left ventricular hypertrophy and left ventricular enlargement contributes to risk stratification and provides incremental predictive ability. In our study, we also found that patients with high LVEDD had a poor baseline and suffered from more comorbidities, and LVEDD is an adverse prognostic factor for both postoperative survival and secondary outcomes in male patients undergoing CABG, which is consistent with previous studies.

Echocardiography is widely used in the diagnosis of cardiac diseases, especially for patients undergoing cardiac surgery. The measurement of the size of the left ventricle should be a part of every echocardiography report, because it provides diagnostic clues and prognostic information and enables the clinician to follow up with patients in respect of disease progression [30,31]. In clinical practice, surgeons often evaluate echocardiographic indicators using unstandardized absolute values; however, the structural characteristics of the heart should be related to human body measures such as height and weight under normal physiological conditions. Simply evaluating the absolute value of the left ventricle is not conducive to an accurate diagnosis of cardiac disease [32]. BSA is a critical
index of physiologic functions, and it is used in several medical disciplines, including cardiology, oncology, burn management, and nephrology [33]. Some studies reported that the left ventricular diameter is a relatively crude and simplified assessment of a 3D structure, which cannot consider more complex variations in ventricular shape or size [34]. Using BSA to normalize echocardiographic parameters has been recommended by guidelines [17]. In the recommendations for chamber quantification, orthogonal long-axis views and the Simpson biplane method allow a more accurate calculation of the left ventricular volume, which may be corrected for size by normalizing to BSA [35]. LVEDD is data within echocardiography and is seen when the ventricle is the largest, shortly before the mitral valve closes and the mitral annulus descends. LVEDD is recognized as a negative risk factor for CABG. However, the definition of the normal range of the LVEDD is based on the entire population, including groups with different clinical characteristics. In our study, we found that the larger the LVEDD, the higher the perioperative mortality, even in the normal range. This may lead to misjudgment by cardiac surgeons, who believe that heart function is relatively safe when CABG is performed in patients with a “normal” LVEDD. Therefore, the risk factor of the left ventricle should be considered comprehensively when predicting the perioperative outcomes of CABG, and LVEDD should be normalized to remove the bias. We used BSA normalized LVEDD more accurately to predict mortality in patients undergoing CABG.

There is evidence to suggest gender inequality in CABG [36]. Studies have shown that female patients are at a higher risk of short-term mortality and other complications after surgery [37,38]. In our study, we also found that female patients have higher mortality compared to male patients undergoing CABG (2.41% vs 1.48%, P<.001). Some studies showed that the type of diffuse coronary disease is more commonly seen in female patients, which may be a contributing factor to poor outcomes [39,40]. Furthermore, some cardiovascular risk factors, such as diabetes and smoking, have a severer influence among female patients [39]. It is suggested that the baseline characteristics and unequal risk factors are the reasons for the difference in the outcomes after CABG [36]. For the LVEDD, guidelines also suggested that female and male patients have different normal ranges [17]. In our results, the bLVEDD also showed a disparity between different genders. In male patients undergoing CABG, bLVEDD showed a strong association with postsurgery mortality, while in female patients, the bLVEDD did not reach statistical difference when fitting either mortality or severer outcomes. Therefore, the gender disparity observed in bLVEDD should also be further studied in larger cohorts.

Limitations

There are some limitations in this study. First, our study is a retrospective cohort study. The data collection of patients in the past is limited, the preoperative activity tolerance of patients is difficult to obtain, the follow-up time was long, and the rate of loss to follow-up was high. Second, intractable heart failure and atrial fibrillation are also common complications after CABG, but they were not included in this study because they were difficult to record accurately during follow-up. Third, BSA is an empirical formula based on weight and height and cannot directly give the true numerical value of the human surface. Especially in this context, BSA is confounded with age, gender, race, etc; thus, a further study is needed to study the factors that have collinearity with BSA.

Conclusions

The bLVEDD is an important predictor for male mortality in CABG, removing the bias of BSA and showing a strong capability to accurately predict mortality outcomes. In predicting perioperative outcomes of CABG, it is important to comprehensively consider the risk factor of left ventricular enlargement and normalize LVEDD by BSA to eliminate bias in male patients. This research highlights significant benefits for enhancing the treatment standards of cardiac surgery and increasing the survival rate of patients following CABG.
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Abstract

Background: It remains unclear how inpatient physical activity after major abdominal surgery affects outcomes. Accelerometer research may provide further evidence for postoperative mobilization.

Objective: We aimed to summarize the current literature evaluating the impact of accelerometer-measured postoperative physical activity on outcomes after major abdominal surgery.

Methods: We searched PubMed and Google Scholar in October 2021 to conduct a systematic review. Studies were included if they used accelerometers to measure inpatient physical behaviors immediately after major abdominal surgery, defined as any nonobstetric procedures performed under general anesthesia requiring hospital admission. Studies were eligible only if they evaluated the effects of physical activity on postoperative outcomes such as postoperative complications, return of gastrointestinal function, hospital length of stay, discharge destination, and readmissions. We excluded studies involving participants aged <18 years. Risk of bias was assessed using the risk-of-bias assessment tool for nonrandomized studies (RoBANS) for observational studies and the revised Cochrane risk-of-bias tool for randomized trials (RoB 2) for randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Findings were summarized by qualitative synthesis.

Results: We identified 15 studies. Risk of bias was high in 14 (93%) of the 15 studies. Most of the studies (11/15, 73%) had sample sizes of <100. Of the 15 studies, 13 (87%) included the general surgery population, 1 (7%) was a study of patients who had undergone gynecologic surgery, and 1 (7%) included a mixed (abdominal, thoracic, gynecologic, and orthopedic) surgical population. Of the 15 studies, 12 (80%) used consumer-grade accelerometers to measure physical behaviors. Step count was the most commonly reported physical activity outcome (12/15, 80%). In the observational studies (9/15, 60%), increased physical activity during the immediate postoperative period was associated with earlier return of gastrointestinal function, fewer surgical and pulmonary complications, shorter hospital length of stay, and fewer readmissions. In the RCTs (6/15, 40%), only 1 (17%) of the 6 studies demonstrated improved outcomes (shorter time to flatus and hospital length of stay) when a mobility-enhancing intervention was compared with usual care. Notably, mobility-enhancing interventions used in 4 (67%) of the 6 RCTs did not result in increased postoperative physical activity.

Conclusions: Although observational studies show strong associations between postoperative physical activity and outcomes after major abdominal surgery, RCTs have not proved the benefit of mobility-enhancing interventions compared with usual care.
The overall risk of bias was high, and we could not synthesize specific recommendations for postoperative mobilization. Future research would benefit from improving study design, increasing methodologic rigor, and measuring physical behaviors beyond step counts to understand the impact of postoperative mobilization on outcomes after major abdominal surgery.

(KEYWORDS: abdominal surgery; accelerometry; early mobilization; physical activity; postoperative care; wearable

Introduction

Background

Clinicians used to prescribe strict bed rest for 2 to 3 weeks after abdominal surgery until pioneers such as Leithauser started challenging this dogma in the 1940s [1]. Through a series of case studies, these pioneers reported that immobility caused harm and that early mobilization was safe and feasible [2-4]. In 2005, the Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) Society published its first perioperative guidelines for patients undergoing colorectal surgery [5] and promoted the uptake of early mobilization efforts by clinicians. The guidelines recommended that patients spend 2 hours out of bed on the day of surgery and 6 hours per day out of bed until discharge [5]. Today, ERAS guidelines have expanded to >20 adult specialties, all of them describing early mobilization as a vital component of postoperative care [6].

Despite the widespread acceptance of the ERAS guidelines, the recommendations on postoperative mobilization are built on expert consensus with little to no data supporting the specific mobility goals [7,8]. Early mobilization remains poorly defined in the literature [7-9], and protocols vary substantially between institutions and studies [8,9]. Hence, optimal methods to achieve early mobilization and the impact of specific physical activity components (such as timing, type, duration, frequency, and intensity) [10,11] on postoperative outcomes are still unknown [7-9].

Objectives

Accelerometers have gained popularity as consumer- and research-grade activity-tracking devices [12]. Their ability to quantitatively measure and summarize physical behaviors has attracted many researchers, and, as a result, the number of publications using accelerometers has grown exponentially in recent years [13]. In this systematic review, we aimed to summarize the current literature on accelerometer-measured postoperative physical activity in the acute inpatient setting and its impact on clinical outcomes after major abdominal surgery.

Methods

Overview

We first searched PROSPERO [14] to verify the absence of existing or ongoing research on this topic. We then outlined a written protocol (not registered) according to the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement [15] before conducting the literature search. We adhered to our protocol and the PRISMA statement throughout the review process (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Search Strategy

We searched PubMed and Google Scholar using comprehensive search strategies developed with assistance from an institutional librarian. The search strategy included the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms “postoperative period,” “postoperative care,” “accelerometer,” “wearable electronic devices,” “fitness trackers,” and their related terms (Multimedia Appendix 2). The database included all publications up to October 14, 2021. For Google Scholar, we screened the first 100 articles as described previously [16]. Reference lists of related studies were also used to identify relevant articles.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

We included studies that used accelerometers to measure physical activity during the hospital stay immediately after major abdominal surgery. We defined major abdominal surgery as any nonobstetric procedures performed under general anesthesia requiring hospital admission. Both open and laparoscopic surgeries were eligible. Studies were eligible only if they evaluated the effects of physical activity on postoperative outcomes. Outcomes of interest included postoperative complications, return of gastrointestinal function, hospital length of stay, discharge destination, and readmissions.

We excluded studies if they (1) involved participants aged <18 years; (2) did not include physical activity measurements during the acute inpatient period; (3) only reported descriptive analysis of physical activity measures without evaluating their impact on clinical outcomes; or (4) were case reports, study protocols, or conference abstracts. Review articles were used to search for additional articles not captured by the database search.

Study Selection

After the literature search, we used Covidence systematic review software (Veritas Health Innovation Ltd) to facilitate study selection, data extraction, and quality assessment. First, 2 independent reviewers (MF and KJR) screened titles and abstracts of all articles identified from the database searches and the studies identified from the reference lists. Studies were excluded if they were not relevant (eg, nonabdominal surgery and use of accelerometers for purposes other than physical activity measurements). The included studies underwent a full-text review by 2 independent reviewers (MF and KJR) using the aforementioned inclusion and exclusion criteria. Any disagreements between the reviewers for each of these steps were resolved by a third reviewer (AFB).

Data Extraction

Data extraction was performed by a single investigator (MF). The data collection form contained the following variables: study design, type of surgery, number of participants, patient
characteristics, descriptions of interventions (if applicable), device name, device setup (e.g., sampling rate, filter, and epoch), device wear location, data collection period, reported measures of physical activity (including but not limited to step count, postural transition, activity duration, time-to-mobilization events, and activity trend over time), and clinical outcomes. We extrapolated the duration of device wear in the hospital based on the methods described in each study.

Quality Assessment
We used the risk-of-bias assessment tool for nonrandomized studies (RoBANS) [17] to assess the risk of bias in observational studies and the revised Cochrane risk-of-bias tool for randomized trials (RoB 2) [18] to assess the risk of bias in randomized controlled trials (RCTs). For observational studies, we predefined the following factors as confounding variables based on the literature: (1) preoperative level of physical activity [19], (2) American Society of Anesthesiologists physical status classification [19-21], (3) performed procedure [22], (4) open versus laparoscopic approach [20,23-25], (5) duration of surgery [20,21,23], and (6) postoperative intensive care unit admission [20,23]. Two independent assessors (MF and CK) evaluated each study, and conflicts were resolved through consensus. We used R statistical software (version 4.1.1; R Foundation for Statistical Computing) and the R package robvis [26] for data visualization.

Data Synthesis
Because of the heterogeneity of study populations, methods, and device models, the data were not amenable for a meta-analysis. We performed a qualitative synthesis by summarizing the findings in three themes: (1) device use, (2) metrics used to describe physical activity, and (3) clinical outcomes analyzed in association with physical activity. Observational studies and RCTs were organized separately, given the differences in study designs. The key findings of individual studies were summarized in tables by tabulating the following variables: type of surgery, patient characteristics, main predictor (observational studies), intervention and control (RCTs), and main findings.

Results
Literature Search
We identified 2470 articles: 2446 (99.03%) through the database searches and 24 (0.97%) from the review of reference lists. After screening the titles and abstracts of all 2470 articles, 103 (4.17%) underwent a full-text review. Of these 103 articles, 15 (14.6%) met our selection criteria [27-41]. The reasons for exclusion are detailed in Figure 1.

Characteristics of the Included Studies
All articles were published between 2017 and 2021, except for the study by Browning et al [27], which was published in 2007. Of the 15 articles, 9 (60%) were observational studies [27-35], and 6 (40%) were RCTs [36-41]. The median sample sizes were 54 (IQR 50-94) for observational studies and 98 (IQR 64-107) for RCTs. Of the 15 articles, 13 (87%) studied the general surgery population, 1 (7%) was a study of patients who had undergone gynecologic surgery [40], and 1 (7%) included a mixed (abdominal, thoracic, gynecologic, and orthopedic) surgical population [30]. The results of individual studies are summarized in Tables 1-3.
Table 1. Summary of observational studies: physical activity predictors and associated outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Type of surgery (number of patients)</th>
<th>Patient characteristics</th>
<th>Main predictor</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Browning et al [27], 2007</td>
<td>Upper abdominal surgery (50)</td>
<td>Age: mean 61 (SD 12) years; BMI: mean 27.1 (SD 4.3) kg/m²; ASA³ classification I and II: 62% and ASA classification III: 38%; laparoscopic surgery: 0%; and LOS⁵: median 8 (IQR 3-121) days</td>
<td>Duration of uptime (standing or walking) during the first 4 postoperative days</td>
<td>A shorter uptime during the first 4 postoperative days was predictive of longer LOS ($R^2=0.50; P&lt;.001$); patients who developed pulmonary complications spent shorter uptime during the first 4 postoperative days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low et al [28], 2018</td>
<td>Hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy with cytoreductive surgery (54)</td>
<td>Age: mean 57 (SD 11) years; BMI: mean 27.3 (SD 5.8) kg/m²; ASA classification II: 23% and ASA classification III and IV: 77%; laparoscopic surgery: 0%; and LOS: mean 12 (SD 7) days</td>
<td>Postoperative step count</td>
<td>Taking more steps during the inpatient recovery period predicted a lower risk of 30-day readmission ($OR^5 0.83, 95% CI 0.72-0.96; P=0.01$) for each additional 100 steps taken per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonsson et al [29], 2018</td>
<td>Acute high-risk abdominal surgery (50)</td>
<td>Age: mean 61 (SD 17) years; BMI: mean 25.0 (SD 5.8) kg/m²; ASA classification I and II: 66% and ASA classification III and IV: 34%; laparoscopic surgery: 16%; and LOS: median 12 (IQR 7-22) days</td>
<td>Independent ambulation within the first operative week</td>
<td>Patients who achieved independent ambulation within the first postoperative week had fewer pulmonary complications than those who did not achieve independent ambulation (14% vs 53%; respectively; $P=0.01$) and had a shorter LOS (8 days vs 22 days; $P=0.001$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daskivich et al [30], 2019</td>
<td>Abdominal, thoracic, gynecologic, and orthopedic surgery (100)</td>
<td>Age: mean 53 (SD 18) years; BMI: mean 31 (SD 12) kg/m²; abdominal surgery: 79%; and LOS: median 4 (IQR 3-6) days</td>
<td>Step count on postoperative day 1</td>
<td>Higher step count on postoperative day 1 was associated with a lower probability of a prolonged LOS (OR 0.63, 95% CI 0.45-0.84; $P=0.003$) for every additional 100 steps taken; no further reduction in LOS was observed beyond 1000 steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin et al [31], 2020</td>
<td>Colorectal surgery (50)</td>
<td>Age: mean 59 (SD 18) years; BMI: mean 25.4 (SD 4.3) kg/m²; ASA classification I and II: 86% and ASA classification III and IV: 14%; minimally invasive surgery: 88%; and LOS: prolonged; &gt;5 days</td>
<td>Postoperative step count during the first 3 postoperative days</td>
<td>Patients with postoperative complications took fewer steps during the first 3 postoperative days than those without complications (daily average: 1101, SD 2198 vs 1243, SD 161 steps, respectively; $P&lt;0.02$); daily average step count was negatively correlated with LOS ($r=-0.31; P=0.03$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevo et al [32], 2021</td>
<td>Major abdominal surgery (91)</td>
<td>Age: mean 55 (SD 14) years; BMI: median 25.9 (IQR 20.9-30.9) kg/m²; ASA classification I and II: 59% and ASA classification III: 41%; laparoscopic surgery: 41%; and LOS: median 6 (IQR 4-8) days</td>
<td>Step count on postoperative day 2</td>
<td>Patients who took &gt;1050 steps on postoperative day 2 had fewer postoperative complications (32% vs 71%; $P&lt;0.05$) and had shorter time to flatus (2.4 days vs 3.3 days; $P&lt;0.01$), time to bowel movement (1.8 days vs 3.2 days; $P&lt;0.01$), and LOS (5.4 days vs 8.8 days; $P&lt;0.01$), as well as lower readmission rate ($P&lt;0.05$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iida et al [33], 2021</td>
<td>Hepatectomy (147)</td>
<td>Age: &gt;60 years; BMI: &gt;20.0 kg/m²; laparoscopic surgery: 59%; and median LOS: 9, 14, and 12 days for upward slope, bell curve, and flat types, respectively</td>
<td>Physical activity trend patterns</td>
<td>Postoperative complications occurred in 4.5%, 76.9%, and 65.2% for upward slope, bell curve, and flat types, respectively (P&lt;.001). Pneumonia was only observed among the flat type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi et al [34], 2021</td>
<td>Bowel surgery (37)</td>
<td>Age: mean 39 (SD 14) years; BMI: mean 27.7 (SD 8.3) kg/m²; ASA classification II: 70% and ASA classification III: 30%; laparoscopic or robotic surgery: 84%; and LOS: 6 days</td>
<td>Postoperative step count</td>
<td>Postoperative step count was not associated with LOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane et al [35], 2021</td>
<td>Colorectal surgery (94)</td>
<td>Age: median 55.5 (IQR 25.5-61.5) years⁶ and median 58.0 (IQR 42.0-65.0) years⁶; BMI: median 29.1 (IQR 23.0-36.1) kg/m²⁶ and median 28.5 (IQR 23.5-30.4) kg/m²⁶; ASA classification II: 53% and ASA classification III: 47%; laparoscopic surgery: 46%; and LOS: median 3 (IQR 2-4) days</td>
<td>Step count on the day of discharge</td>
<td>A higher step count on the day of discharge was associated with a lower 30-day readmission risk; each 10% increase in return to preoperative baseline steps was associated with a 40% decrease in risk of 30-day readmission (OR 0.60, 95% CI 0.39-0.91; $P=0.02$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASA³: American Society of Anesthesiologists.
LOS⁵: length of stay.
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Patients who were readmitted.
Patients who were not readmitted.

Table 2. Summary of randomized controlled trials (patient population).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Type of surgery</th>
<th>Patient characteristics</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiore et al [36], 2017</td>
<td>Colorectal surgery</td>
<td>n=49; age: median 63 (IQR 48-72) years; BMI: median 26.2 (IQR 23.1-30.7) kg/m²; ASA classification I and II: 84%; laparoscopic surgery: 80%; and LOS: median 3 (IQR 3-4) days</td>
<td>n=50; age: median 65 (IQR 51-71) years; BMI: median 26.6 (24.0-29.2) kg/m²; ASA classification: I and II: 86%; laparoscopic surgery: 82%; and LOS: median 4 (IQR 2-4) days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni et al [37], 2018</td>
<td>Hepatectomy</td>
<td>n=60; age: mean 49 (SD 15) years; and LOS: mean 7.7 (SD 2.1) days</td>
<td>n=59; age: mean 51 (SD 17) years; and LOS: mean 6.6 (SD 2.3) days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolk et al [38], 2019</td>
<td>Major visceral surgery</td>
<td>n=54; age: mean 57 years; BMI: mean 26.1 kg/m²; ASA classification I and II: 65% and ASA classification III: 31%; laparoscopic surgery: 50%; and LOS: 12 days</td>
<td>n=56; age: mean 60 years; BMI: mean 25.7 kg/m²; ASA classification I and II: 59% and ASA classification III: 39%; laparoscopic surgery: 52%; and LOS: 13 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waller et al [39], 2021</td>
<td>Elective colorectal surgery</td>
<td>n=23; age: 54 (SD 18) years; laparoscopic surgery: 52%</td>
<td>n=20; age: 54 (SD 13) years; laparoscopic surgery: 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No et al [40], 2021</td>
<td>Gynecologic midline laparotomy</td>
<td>n=28; age: 55 (SD 12) years; ASA classification I and II: 93% and ASA classification III: 7%; and LOS: median 6 (range 4-26) days</td>
<td>n=35; age: 53 (SD 10) years; ASA classification I and II: 100%; and LOS: median 7 (range 4-58) days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steffens et al [41], 2021</td>
<td>Liver, gastric, and pancreatic cancer</td>
<td>n=49; age: median 64 (IQR 53-71) years; BMI: median 26.2 (IQR 21.9-29.2) kg/m²; laparoscopic surgery: 27%; and LOS: median 9 (IQR 6-15) days</td>
<td>n=47; age: median 65 (IQR 54-73) years; BMI: median 25.0 (22.5-29.7) kg/m²; laparoscopic surgery: 21%; and LOS: median 11 (IQR 7-17) days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists.
LOS: length of stay.
Of the 9 studies, only 3 (33%) clearly stated their study adequately controlled for confounders and were determined to domain 3 (measurement of exposure). By contrast, none to collect physical activity data and were at low risk of bias for observational studies (n=9), all of which used an accelerometer.

Figure 2 summarizes the risk-of-bias assessment for the RCTs (n=6), all of which had at least some methodological concerns and were determined to have an overall high risk of bias, except for the study by Fiore et al [36], which was the most rigorous among these studies.

### Quality Assessment

Figure 2 summarizes the risk-of-bias assessment for the observational studies (n=9), all of which used an accelerometer to collect physical activity data and were at low risk of bias for domain 3 (measurement of exposure). By contrast, none adequately controlled for confounders and were determined to be at high risk of bias for domain 2 (confounding variables). Of the 9 studies, only 3 (33%) clearly stated their study objectives [28,30,35]; the remaining 6 (67%) were exploratory, putting them at high risk of bias for domain 6 (selective outcome reporting) [27,29,31-34].

Figure 3 shows the summary of the risk-of-bias assessment for the RCTs (n=6), all of which had at least some methodological concerns and were determined to have an overall high risk of bias, except for the study by Fiore et al [36], which was the most rigorous among these studies.
Choice of Accelerometers

The device choice, use, and reported outcomes are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 3. Of the 15 studies, 3 (20%) used research-grade accelerometers [27,29,36], whereas the remaining 12 (80%) used consumer-grade devices [28,30-35,37-41]. Among the commercially available devices, the Fitbit series (Google LLC) was used most frequently (7/12, 58%) [28,30,34,35,37,39,41]. Of the 3 studies using research-grade accelerometers, only 1 (33%) study, which used the ActiGraph GT3X25 (ActiGraph LLC), described the accelerometry setup (such as sampling rate, filter, epoch, and analysis algorithm or software) [36].

---

Figure 2. Quality assessment of observational studies using the risk-of-bias assessment tool for nonrandomized studies (RoBANS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>D6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Browning et al (2007)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low et al (2018)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonsson et al (2018)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daskivich et al (2019)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin et al (2020)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevo et al (2021)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iida et al (2021)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi et al (2021)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane et al (2021)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Domains: D1: Selection of participants; D2: Confounding variables; D3: Measurement of exposure; D4: Blinding of outcome assessments; D5: Incomplete outcome data; D6: Selective outcome reporting.

Figure 3. Quality assessment of randomized controlled trials using the revised Cochrane risk-of-bias tool for randomized trials (RoB 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flore et al (2017)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni et al (2018)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk et al (2019)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walle et al (2021)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No et al (2021)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steffens et al (2021)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Domains: D1: Bias arising from the randomization process; D2: Bias due to deviations from intended intervention; D3: Bias due to missing outcome data; D4: Bias in measurement of the outcome; D5: Bias in selection of the reported result.

Judgment: High, Some concerns, Low.
Device Wear Period

All studies used accelerometers during the acute inpatient period (per our inclusion criteria). Of the 15 studies, 12 (80%) applied the device within a day after surgery (n=7, 58%, studies on the day of surgery [30-32,35,36,38,39] and n=5, 42%, studies on postoperative day 1 or within 24 hours after surgery [27,29,33,37,40]). Of the 15 studies, 2 (13%) started the device wear after patients were transferred to the floor from the intensive care unit, which occurred on postoperative day 2 or 3 on average [28,41], and 1 (7%) did not report the timing of initiation [34]. The mean in-hospital wear duration was 5.2 (SD 2.0; range 3-10) days. Most of the studies (11/15, 73%) described continuous 24-hour device wear with or without brief interruptions for battery charging or patient showering [27-30,32-34,36,38,39,41], whereas others implied continuous measurement but did not explicitly describe it [31,35,37,40]. Of the 15 studies, 3 (20%) obtained preoperative baseline data, ranging from 2 to 30 days before surgery [31,35,40], and 1 (7%) followed patients after discharge until postoperative day 30 [35].

Metrics Used to Describe Physical Activity

Step Count

Step count was the most commonly reported physical activity outcome, used in 12 (80%) of the 15 studies [28,30-32,34-41]. Of these 12 studies, 9 (75%) reported step count for each postoperative day [30,32,34-40]. Of these 9 studies, 3 (33%) averaged daily step counts over the entire postoperative study period, which ranged from 3 to 10 days [28,31,38], and 1 (33%) of these 3 studies also reported cumulative steps over the first 5 postoperative days [38].

Of the 12 studies that reported step count as the physical activity outcome, 3 (25%) measured preoperative step counts and also examined postoperative changes from baseline [31,35,40]. In the study by Martin et al [31], the average daily step counts decreased from 6444 (SD 4095) steps 5 days immediately before surgery to 1191 (SD 1864) steps 3 days after surgery (82% reduction). No et al [40] used preoperative step counts to calculate the percentage of recovery from baseline on postoperative days 4 and 5 to determine the efficacy of their activity-promoting intervention. Kane et al [35] calculated the percentage of return to preoperative baseline upon discharge and used it to predict 30-day readmission.

Activity Duration

Of the 15 studies, 2 (13%) observed that patients spent little time standing or walking (up to 0.6 hours per day) during the first week after surgery [27,29]. Fiore et al [36] measured the time spent out of bed (whether sitting or standing), which ranged from 0.6 to 0.9 hours on the day of surgery and from 6.7 to 10.3 hours between postoperative days 1 and 3. Wolk et al [38] reported an increase from 290 to 482 minutes of postoperative activity time per day, but activity time was not clearly defined.

Activity Trend

Many of the studies (11/15, 73%) presented daily activity trends using various outcome measures, including step counts [30-32,35-39], activity duration and sit-to-stand transitions [27,29], and energy expenditure [33]. These studies demonstrated that physical activity gradually increased after hitting the nadir immediately after surgery [27,29,30,32,33,35-39]. The studies by Daskivich et al [30] and Nevo et al [32] also showed that the recovery speed (measured in daily step counts) was different depending on the procedure type. Patients undergoing laparoscopic surgery had a more steady and faster recovery than those undergoing open surgery [33]. Nevo et al [32] and Iida et al [33] further analyzed how different recovery trajectories could inform the risks of developing postoperative complications (described in more detail in the Surgical Complications subsection).

Other Activity Metrics

Studies that used thigh-worn accelerometers reported daily numbers of sit-to-stand transitions [27,29]. Of the 15 studies, 2 (13%) tracked time-to-mobilization milestones such as sitting out of bed, standing, and walking [27,36]. Fiore et al [36] replicated the mobilization goals described in the 2005 ERAS guidelines (described in the Introduction section) [5].

Clinical Outcomes Analyzed in Association With Physical Activity

Hospital Length of Stay

Of the 6 observational studies, 5 (83%) analyzed the impact of physical activity on hospital length of stay and found that being more active during the immediate postoperative period was associated with a shorter length of stay [27,29-32]; for example, in 1 (20%) of these 5 studies, every additional 100 steps up to 1000 steps on postoperative day 1 was associated with a shorter length of stay (odds ratio 0.63, 95% CI 0.45-0.84; P<0.003) [30]. In another study, patients who achieved ≥1050 steps on postoperative day 2 had a shorter stay in the hospital than those who did not achieve that milestone (5.4 days vs 8.8 days, respectively; P<0.01) [32]. By contrast, only 1 (17%) of the 6 RCTs demonstrated a reduction in hospital length of stay from interventions to enhance postoperative mobilization [37]. However, in 4 (67%) of the 6 RCTs, physical activity performances were similar between the control and the intervention arms [38-41]. In the study by Fiore et al [36], patients in the facilitated mobilization group spent more time out of bed and took twice as many steps on postoperative days 1 and 2 but had hospital lengths of stay similar to those of the patients in the control group.

Surgical Complications

Of the 9 observational studies, 3 (33%) tracked surgical complications and identified postoperative activity as a predictor of surgical complications, as defined by the Clavien-Dindo classification of surgical complications [31-33]. In these studies, higher step counts during the first 3 days [31,32] and a steady recovery trajectory during the first postoperative 7 days (upward slope type) [33] were predictive of fewer surgical complications. Conversely, Nevo et al [32] found that an acute drop in daily step count (a drop of >50% from the previous day and <500 steps) was strongly associated with severe complications (Clavien-Dindo grade ≥III; odds ratio 7.87, 95% CI 1.63-27.9; P=.007). Iida et al [33] described this pattern as a bell curve
type and also noted a high complication rate among patients in this category (76.9%). In the same study, approximately one-third of the patients showed minimal progression in activity levels during the first 7 days after surgery (flat type), and 65.2% of them experienced complications [33].

Regarding the RCTs, mobility-enhancing interventions did not reduce surgical complications in any of the studies that evaluated these outcomes (4/6, 67%) [36-38,41], including the studies (2/4, 50%) that successfully increased physical activity in the intervention group compared with the control group [36,37].

Readmission
Of the 9 observational studies, 3 (33%) used inpatient activity to predict hospital readmission and found that higher step counts across the inpatient period (postoperative day 2 [32], inpatient average [28], and on the day of discharge [35]) were predictive of a lower likelihood of readmission after hospital discharge.

By contrast, of the 6 RCTS, 1 (17%) looked at 30-day readmission and did not find any difference between the intervention group and the control group (17% vs 12%, respectively; P=.57) [41].

Return of Gastrointestinal Function
Of the 9 observational studies, 1 (11%) found that patients who achieved a step count of >1050 on postoperative day 2 had a shorter time to first flatus (2.4 days vs 3.3 days; P<.01) and time to first bowel movement (3.2 days vs 4.9 days; P<.01) than those with fewer step counts [32].

Of the 6 RCTS, 4 (67%) evaluated the return of gastrointestinal function; only the study by Ni et al [37] demonstrated a shorter time to gastrointestinal recovery from a mobility-enhancing intervention (time to flatus: 2.3 vs 3.1 days; P=.04). The remaining RCTs (3/4, 75%), including the well-conducted study by Fiore et al [36], found no such effect from mobility-enhancing interventions [39,40].

Postoperative Pulmonary Complications
Of the 15 studies, 4 (27%; n=2, 50% of observational studies [27,29] and n=2, 50% of RCTS [36,39]) analyzed the effect of physical activity on postoperative pulmonary complications. Each study defined postoperative pulmonary complications differently, and the reported incidence rate ranged from 0% to 34%. In the observational studies, patients who developed pulmonary complications spent shorter times in upright positions (standing or walking) during the first 4 to 7 postoperative days than those who did not develop complications [27,29]. By contrast, the RCTs found no differences in pulmonary complications between the intervention and control groups. The overall incidence rates of pulmonary complications were very low in these RCTs (4% and 0%) [36,39].

Venous Thromboembolism
Of the 6 RCTS, 2 (33%) examined the incidence of venous thromboembolism [36,39]. Three patients developed venous thromboembolic complications in the study by Fiore et al [36], with no significant difference between the intervention and control groups. None of the 43 patients in the study by Waller et al [39] developed venous thromboembolism.

Discussion
Principal Findings
In this systematic review, we found 15 articles that used accelerometers to evaluate the effects of postoperative physical activity on outcomes after major abdominal surgery, with 14 (93%) published within the last 5 years. Although the observational studies (9/15, 60%) consistently showed that increased physical activity during the immediate postoperative period was associated with improved patient outcomes, only 1 (17%) of the 6 RCTs demonstrated that a mobility-enhancing intervention was beneficial compared with usual care. These findings confirm that physical activity is an important predictor of outcomes, but leave important questions unanswered—what is the optimal postoperative mobilization strategy or the dose of mobilization associated with better outcomes? Because of the high risks of bias, we could not synthesize specific mobility recommendations. However, our study illustrates how accelerometers can be a powerful tool for quantifying objective, continuous measures of physical behaviors in the hospital and provides guidance for future research to improve methodological rigors and study design.

We found from this systematic review that physical behaviors follow certain patterns after abdominal surgery. First, surgery causes a steep drop in physical activity from the preoperative baseline [31,35]. This effect is more significant after open abdominal surgery than after laparoscopic surgery [33] and varies by procedure type [30]. Second, the recovery of physical activity is slow, often requiring >1 month to return to baseline [30,33,35,39]. The recovery speed is also different, depending on the procedure [30-32], which is consistent with previous literature [24,25]. In the observational studies (n=9), increased physical activity during the immediate postoperative period was associated with improved clinical outcomes regarding surgical complications, return of gastrointestinal function, postoperative pulmonary complications, hospital length of stay, and hospital readmission [27-35]. These findings suggest that physical behaviors are important predictors of outcomes. In more practical terms, clinicians could use certain physical behaviors to predict or identify patients at risk for adverse outcomes after surgery.

Notably, 4 (67%) of the 6 mobility-enhancing interventions used in the RCTs did not increase postoperative mobilization compared with usual care [38-41]. The mobility-enhancing interventions ranged from step count feedback with encouragement to designated study physiotherapists assisting patients to achieve set mobility milestones. We speculate several reasons why many of these interventions (4/6, 67%) did not enhance mobility performances beyond usual care: (1) the selected interventions were simply ineffective, (2) the selected activity measure (step count was the most commonly used) was not sensitive enough to detect changes in mobility performances, and (3) mobility performances were nonmodifiable. Furthermore, the RCTs (2/6, 33%) that successfully enhanced physical activity showed conflicting effects on clinical outcomes. In the study by Ni et al [37], patients in the intervention arm achieved higher step counts from postoperative
days 2 to 5 and had a faster return of gastrointestinal function and shorter hospital length of stay. By contrast, in the study by Fiore et al [36], more patients in the intervention arm were out of bed (sitting or standing) from the day of surgery through postoperative day 2 and took more steps on postoperative days 1 and 2 but had similar outcomes on return of gastrointestinal function and hospital length of stay.

Several factors could explain why postoperative mobilization had little effect on clinical outcomes when studied prospectively in the RCTs. First, the sample sizes of these RCTs were relatively small (median 98, IQR 64-107). Therefore, they could have lacked the statistical power to detect differences in clinical outcomes. Second, postoperative physical activity may be a prognostic indicator of outcomes rather than a modifiable factor. This theory is plausible, given that the factors associated with reduced postoperative mobilization and worse clinical outcomes often overlap, such as preoperative physical activity level [19-21], open versus minimally invasive approach [20,23-25], and duration of surgery [20,21,23]. Third, it is possible that the achieved differences in mobilization dosage (such as timing, type, duration, frequency, and intensity) [10,11] were not significant enough to affect clinical outcomes. Fourth, routine care that involves basic mobility may be sufficient to prevent immobility harm. Fifth and last, the effects of specific physical activity measures on postoperative outcomes remain unknown [8]; for example, it is unclear whether sitting out of bed (static positioning) is as effective as standing and walking (active mobility) in improving clinical outcomes. Thus, the choice of reported mobility metrics could have affected the researchers’ ability to detect clinically meaningful differences in activity exposures.

The particularly well-conducted study by Fiore et al [36] is worth special attention. The authors defined physical activity as “out of bed at all on the day of surgery and out of bed for at least 6 hours on postoperative day 1-3,” which directly reflects the recommendation described in the original ERAS guidelines [5]. This RCT found no benefit from the authors’ facilitated mobilization intervention, including the 6-minute walk test at 4 weeks (primary outcome), time to gastrointestinal recovery, time to readiness to discharge, length of stay, and 30-day complications. The negative result may be partly due to patient selection because 80% (80/99) of the study participants received laparoscopic surgery. Laparoscopic surgeries have been shown to expedite recovery [24,25,38], and treatment effects from mobility-enhancing interventions may be less pronounced in patients undergoing laparoscopic surgeries than in those undergoing open surgeries, especially in environments with optimal usual care. In the case of the study by Fiore et al [36], patients in the usual care group reached activity levels similar to those reached by patients in the intervention arm by postoperative day 3.

We found that most of the studies (12/15, 80%) used consumer-grade accelerometers to characterize physical behaviors. Commercially available devices have appealing features such as patient familiarity, user-friendly interfaces, and fashionable designs, all of which could improve wear compliance. In addition, measures such as step count are intuitive and easy to interpret among many users. However, consumer-grade accelerometers are different from research-grade accelerometers in that they use proprietary algorithms to compute and report physical behavior measures such as step count and energy expenditure. Furthermore, they do not give researchers access to accelerometer settings such as filter, sampling rate, epochs, and software algorithm. As patients who are hospitalized are distinct from the free-living population in that they spend most of their wakeful time sedentary or in bed [42-44], walk significantly slower, and may hold on to an intravenous pole or an assistive device when ambulating [43], researchers may benefit from using research-grade accelerometers because of their flexibility in terms of data collection and analysis [45].

Importantly, most validation studies of accelerometer devices are derived from laboratory and free-living conditions. These studies show that measurements can vary substantially by device manufacturer [46-50], wear location [47,49-52], and data-processing algorithm [46,48]. For step count, the most commonly reported physical activity outcome in our review (12/15, 80%), the discrepancy in measurement can be as much as 120%, depending on the device and wear location [50]. Moreover, the study population and setting can affect device accuracy; for example, older adults, who tend to walk slower than younger adults, walked at a speed of 0.74 meters per second as outpatients but recorded a speed of 0.46 meters per second as inpatients [42]. One study found 20% absolute percentage errors in step counts at a gait speed of 0.42 meters per second and 45% errors at an even slower pace [49]. Many accelerometers available in the market, including research-grade devices, still await validation in acute inpatient settings [42,53]. As is the case with laboratory biomarkers, digital biomarkers derived from biometric monitoring technologies require multistep validation before they can be applied reliably to a specific patient population and clinical setting [54]. It is critical to be mindful of these limitations when interpreting the results or conducting research using accelerometers because the reported outcomes, particularly step count, are not directly comparable [50-52].

Strengths and Limitations

There are 2 major limitations related to the conduct of this systematic review. First, database searches were limited to PubMed and Google Scholar owing to our time constraints; therefore, we could have missed articles available in other databases. To supplement this, we used the reference lists of the included studies and related review articles to identify relevant studies. Second, the heterogeneity of study designs, patient populations, and accelerometer use made it difficult to compare study findings. To minimize the risk of bias resulting from data synthesis, we developed and followed a written protocol using rigorous systematic review processes.

Future Directions

Overall, the quality of available evidence was poor, and we could not synthesize specific recommendations for postoperative mobilization. On the basis of the limitations we identified in the included studies, we recommend that researchers (1) select a patient population that is more likely to benefit from mobility-enhancing interventions (eg, patients undergoing open
abdominal surgery rather than laparoscopic surgery and patients with frailty rather than those who are young, healthy, and fit; (2) clearly define and measure timing, type, duration, frequency, and intensity of a mobility-enhancing intervention to delineate the differences in mobility performances achieved by patients in different treatment groups; (3) measure all relevant data (such as patient, surgical, and postoperative factors) to control for confounders adequately; and (4) measure physical behaviors beyond step counts (such as static positioning and in-bed activities) because patients are highly sedentary after surgery [55,56], and step counts only capture snapshots of patients’ mobility status.

Conclusions

In conclusion, although observational studies showed strong associations between postoperative physical activity and outcomes after major abdominal surgery, RCTs have not proven the benefit of mobility-enhancing interventions compared with usual care. To understand the optimal postoperative mobilization strategy or the impact of individual physical activity components such as timing, type, duration, frequency, and intensity, future accelerometer research would benefit from improved study designs, increased methodologic rigor, and more consistent reporting of accelerometer methods [57].
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Abstract

Scleroderma is a group of autoimmune diseases that principally affects the skin, blood vessels, muscles, and viscera. One of the more well-known subgroups of scleroderma is the limited cutaneous form of the multisystem connective tissue disorder known as CREST (calcinosis, Raynaud phenomenon, esophageal dysmotility, sclerodactyly, and telangiectasia) syndrome. In this report, we present a case of a spontaneous colonic bowel perforation in a patient with incomplete features of CREST. Our patient underwent a complicated hospital course involving broad-spectrum antibiotic coverage, surgical hemicolectomy, and immunosuppressives. She was eventually discharged home with a return to functional baseline status after esophageal dysmotility confirmation via manometry. Physicians managing patients with scleroderma ensuing to an emergency department encounter must anticipate the multitude of complications that can occur, as was seen in our patient. The threshold for pursuing imaging and additional tests, in addition to admission, should be relatively low, given the extremely high rates of complications and mortality. Early multidisciplinary involvement with infectious disease, rheumatology, surgery, and other respective specialties is crucial for patient outcome optimization.
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Introduction

Background
Scleroderma, sometimes more colloquially known as systemic sclerosis, is a group of autoimmune diseases that principally affects the skin, blood vessels, muscles, and viscera [1]. One of the more well-known subgroups of scleroderma is the limited cutaneous form of the multisystem connective tissue disorder known as CREST (calcinosis, Raynaud phenomenon, esophageal dysmotility, sclerodactyly, and telangiectasia) syndrome [2].

Within the CREST syndrome spectrum of diseases exist numerous associated complications and conditions.

Objective
The focus of this paper will be to present a case of a spontaneous colonic bowel perforation in a patient with incomplete features of CREST. Currently, only a few case reports exist documenting this relatively rare but recognized complication. Typically, gastrointestinal (GI) complications seen in CREST syndrome involve the esophagus; however, evolving data are
demonstrating that concomitant distal GI pathologies are extremely common [3-6], as exemplified by this case.

**Ethical Considerations**

We complied with all applicable laws and regulations concerning the privacy and security of patient personal information, including, but not limited to, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and other US federal and state laws relating to the privacy and security of personally identifiable information. The patient provided her expressed and written consent for case report publication, with the family and coauthors present. Written consent was in accordance with the standardized hospital consent form. This case report was fully observational in nature and exempt from institutional review board approval.

**Case Report**

A 60-year-old woman with a past medical history of chronic constipation, diverticulosis, vagus nerve cardiac pacemaker use, heavy tobacco use, and incomplete CREST syndrome presented to the emergency department (ED) for sudden onset of diffuse abdominal tenderness that began while watching television on the Ukrainian-Russian war. The patient was recently displaced from Ukraine and endorsed experiencing severe emotional stress, culminating in the abdominal pain episode that brought her into the ED. Additionally, due to the war, her medical records could not be obtained, and she only had a scant recollection of her previous medical conditions, limiting her definitive medical history. The patient had reportedly been diagnosed with one of the scleroderma spectrum of diseases approximately 10 years prior to presentation but had not been on any pharmacologic interventions for it thus far.

Upon arriving at the ED, the patient’s vital signs were significant for a blood pressure of 228/100 but otherwise normal with a pulse of 82 beats per minute, a respiratory rate of 14 breaths per minute, and an oxygen saturation level of 98% on room air. The patient’s physical examination was significant for a midline sternotomy scar from prior open heart surgery along with severe and diffuse abdominal tenderness. Serum laboratory values revealed an elevated lactate acid level of 4.0 mmol/L, along with a normal complete blood count, electrolytes, and coagulation values. The patient’s blood cultures subsequently grew *Bacteroides vulgatus*. The patient underwent a computed tomography scan of the abdomen and pelvis with intravenous contrast, which demonstrated a perforated descending colon along with adjacent intraperitoneal stool, free fluid and air, and pneumatoses (Figure 1). Other notable findings included moderate distention of the esophagus, likely secondary to reflux in addition to pneumobilia in the absence of a gallbladder.

The patient was immediately started on piperacillin-tazobactam in the ED followed by an emergent general surgery consultation. She underwent an exploratory laparotomy on the same day. The surgeons reported severe distention of the distal colon along with extensive adhesions. It was later revealed that the patient had undergone a previous exploratory laparotomy several years prior, which resulted in a small bowel obstruction. The patient was subsequently admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU).

While in the ICU, the patient experienced numerous complications including *Candida albicans* fungemia, *Bacteroides vulgatus* bacteremia, and exacerbation of her preexisting sclerodactyly as demonstrated by the worsening of her finger stiffness and swelling. The patient was noted to have persistently swollen laryngeal and pharyngeal tissues, making intubations extremely difficult. After a long and complicated ICU course, she was eventually extubated on postoperative day 10 and was transferred out of the ICU on postoperative day 13.

The patient’s blood infections were effectively treated with piperacillin-tazobactam, followed by meropenem and fluconazole, and then by micafungin. Serum laboratory values demonstrated complete resolution of all previously abnormal values.

While a biopsy is needed to definitively diagnose scleroderma, her scleroderma diagnosis was substantiated in the ICU with positive antinuclear and anticientromere antibodies along with an American College of Rheumatology/European League Against Rheumatism (ACR/EULAR) score of 15. The ACR/EULAR classification criteria are used to aid in the diagnosis of several rheumatological diseases, and scores of 9 or above in this validated scoring system are associated with scleroderma [6].

Additionally, the patient had baseline esophageal dysmotility, which was confirmed with manometry during her stay in the ICU. She was discharged home with outpatient rheumatology follow-up along with a daily steroid regimen soon after her transfer out of the ICU, with a general return to baseline functionality.
Discussion

Principal Findings

While up to 90% of patients with scleroderma are found to have some form of GI involvement, only 50% report symptom manifestation [7]. Notwithstanding that esophageal complications have been the most reported GI-related feature, colonic involvement is found almost as frequently, particularly in patients with abnormal esophageal manometry studies [3,7,8], as seen in our patient. Limited data exist relating to the correlation between the extent of disease and mortality; however, 1 study found that approximately 10% of deaths related to scleroderma were due to GI complications [9]. While many studies have demonstrated unfavorable patient outcomes relating to the lung and cardiac manifestations of the disease, GI involvement, particularly distal to the esophagus, portends poor survival [9,10]. While our patient’s definitive cardiac condition could not be determined, her history of open-heart surgery and use of the vagus nerve pacemaker may have been related to her scleroderma. Myocardial and vascular compromise has been well documented in patients with scleroderma, possibly accounting for the additional surprising feature of our patient being persistently hypertensive, even while septic [8].

Oropharyngeal dysphagia and deglutination abnormalities are found in up to 25% of patients with scleroderma [10]. Our patient’s exceptionally difficult airway may have reasonably been explained by these abnormalities. The patient was found to have extensive edema to the oropharynx and proximal larynx, refractory to high-dose steroids. Furthermore, the patient had repeated episodes of postextubation upper airway swelling, necessitating multiple reintubations.

In addition to the aforementioned complications, the patient also experienced several refractory and intractable infections. A possible explanation relates to findings from a study in 2022 by Kristofer et al [11], which explored the dysbiosis seen in many patients with scleroderma. The interplay between the hyperactive immune cells in the gut and the microbiome may have been responsible for many previously unexplained complications in patients with scleroderma [11]. Further compounding the interplay is the ubiquitous microvasculopathy and gut wall damage seen in scleroderma [8]. This patient’s extensive and prolonged hospital course could possibly be attributed to her underlying pathology, especially when considering the high mortality and morbidity associated with surgically repaired bowel perforations [12]. Bowel perforations that require surgery in otherwise healthy patients have been found to have an overall mortality rate of 10% to 15% and a morbidity rate of 20% to 30% [12].
Conclusion
While much research exists regarding esophageal complications in patients with scleroderma, it is crucial for the clinician to consider the extremely high rates of extraesophageal GI involvement of the disease. This consideration may compel the emergency physician to have a lower threshold for additional testing and actions such as cross-sectional imaging, lab tests, and specialist consultations. This recommendation is particularly germane for patients who are not being treated for their disease, as was the case with our patient. Additionally, physicians managing patients with scleroderma ensuing to an ED encounter must anticipate the multitude of complications that can occur. Preemptively involving surgical and anesthesia teams early in the inpatient course is both reasonable and appropriate. Additionally, early multidisciplinary inpatient involvement with infectious disease and rheumatology is crucial for outcome optimization. While the focus of this paper was on the relatively rare complication of spontaneous intestinal perforation, the secondary objective was to illuminate the possibility of many others.
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Abstract

Background: Oxygen consumption is an important index to evaluate in cardiac patients, particularly those with heart failure, and is measured in the setting of advanced cardiopulmonary exercise testing. However, technological advances now allow for the estimation of this parameter in many consumer and medical-grade wearable devices, making it available for the medical provider at the initial evaluation of patients. We report a case of an apparently healthy male aged 40 years who presented for evaluation due to an Apple Watch (Apple Inc) notification of low cardiac fitness. This alert triggered a thorough workup, revealing a diagnosis of familial nonischemic cardiomyopathy with severely reduced left ventricular systolic function. While the use of wearable devices for the measurement of oxygen consumption and related parameters is promising, further studies are needed for validation.

Objective: The aim of this report is to investigate the potential utility of wearable devices as a screening and risk stratification tool for cardiac fitness for the general population and those with increased cardiovascular risk, particularly through the measurement of peak oxygen consumption (VO2). We discuss the possible advantages of measuring oxygen consumption using wearables and propose its integration into routine patient evaluation and follow-up processes. With the current evidence and limitations, we encourage researchers and clinicians to explore bringing wearable devices into clinical practice.

Methods: The case was identified at Sheba Medical Center, and the patient’s cardiac fitness was monitored through an Apple Watch Series 6. The patient underwent a comprehensive cardiac workup following his presentation. Subsequently, we searched the literature for articles relating to the clinical utility of peak VO2 monitoring and available wearable devices.

Results: The Apple Watch data provided by the patient demonstrated reduced peak VO2, a surrogate index for cardiac fitness, which improved after treatment initiation. A cardiological workup confirmed familial nonischemic cardiomyopathy with severely reduced left ventricular systolic function. A review of the literature revealed the potential clinical benefit of peak VO2 monitoring in both cardiac and noncardiac scenarios. Additionally, several devices on the market were identified that could allow for accurate oxygen consumption measurement; however, future studies and approval by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are still necessary.

Conclusions: This case report highlights the potential utility of peak VO2 measurements by wearable devices for early identification and screening of cardiac fitness for the general population and those at increased risk of cardiovascular disease. The integration of wearable devices into routine patient evaluation may allow for earlier presentation in the diagnostic workflow. Cardiac fitness can be serially measured using the wearable device, allowing for close monitoring of functional capacity parameters. Devices need to be used with caution, and further studies are warranted.
cardiac fitness; cardiac patient; cardiopulmonary exercise tests; CPET; clinical cardiology; oxygen consumption; peak VO2; smartwatch; wearable device

**Introduction**

Oxygen consumption has been measured and appreciated in clinical cardiology for decades, most commonly in advanced cardiopulmonary exercise tests (CPETs) in a complex laboratory setup. It is a parameter used to evaluate cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF), thus named peak oxygen consumption (VO2), representing an individual’s largest volume of oxygen extracted from inhaled air during efforts [1]. This measurement is affected by age, gender, genetics, underlying medical conditions, and physical activity, especially high-intensity training [2-4]. The routine use of this parameter in the setting of CPET is to assess changes in cardiac capacity following exertional physical activity and serve as a validated prognostic factor in cardiovascular patients. This parameter further allows for the evaluation of the interactions between the cardiac, musculoskeletal, respiratory, and vascular systems [5] and is of great importance due to its association with decreased all-cause mortality [6,7]. Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1 [1,8-14] summarizes the definitions and abbreviations of the key terms.

Wearable devices have gained tremendous popularity in recent years and were traditionally divided into consumer products and medical-grade devices. However, these distinctions are rapidly fading as top-selling consumer devices now provide validated and regulatory-approved medical-grade measurements of physiologic parameters, including heart rate and oxygen saturation, using a 1-lead electrocardiogram and photoplethysmography. Companies such as Apple, Garmin, Fitbit, and Samsung distribute wearable devices that allow for validated peak VO2 measurements using proprietary algorithms with a combination of heart rate and pace data during exercise compared to a user’s baseline. As of 2018, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) categorizes the Apple Watch (Apple Inc) as a class II device for over-the-counter use of an electrocardiogram (ECG) and photoplethysmography. These tools allow for the identification of cardiac conditions such as atrial fibrillation [15,16]. In 2020, Apple released a new version of its wearable device that estimates submaximal oxygen consumption; however, further FDA approval and classification are still needed for this utility. During Apple’s peak VO2 assessment, various sensors such as a photoplethysmograph, gyroscope, accelerometer, barometer, and GPS are manipulated to maximize the algorithm to estimate peak VO2 in the general population. Study participants completed CPETs with treadmills and cycle ergometers while wearing the Apple Watch Series 4, and linear projections estimated peak VO2 using age-predicted maximum heart rates in the submaximal range (at least a 30% increase in heart rate). Algorithm predictions were compared with the average of all CPET measurements (at least 6) for each participant. A comparison between the 2 modalities found the Apple Watch to be valid (mean difference of 1.4, SD 4.7), reliable (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC] of 0.86), and consistent (median of 1.2 and 90th percentile SD per participant of 2.6 on the Apple Watch for those with at least five estimates). The Apple Watch estimates peak VO2 with an average error of less than 1 metabolic equivalent (MET) compared to CPETs. Apple Watch peak VO2 measurements were found to be more reliable than submaximal treadmill tests (ICC of 0.87 vs 0.75), which are performed if a patient cannot complete a full CPET. Limitations to algorithm performance include pacemakers, medical conditions causing chronotropic incompetence, exercise intolerance, and arrhythmias. Apple supports the development of measuring cardiac fitness and addresses limitations such as rate-limiting medications through algorithm adjustment [17]. Ongoing clinical trials are underway to investigate the use of the Apple Watch to measure cardiopulmonary fitness in ambulatory heart failure patients [18]. Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 [1,8-14] includes a list of other devices used for this purpose and details the evidence available for their validation.

The technological advancement of wearable devices, combined with their fast distribution and adoption by many, sets the stage for using this data in the preemptive screening of wide populations, including apparently healthy individuals. To demonstrate this concept (illustrated in Multimedia Appendix 2), we present the case of a young and previously fit individual without previous medical conditions who was alerted to a decline in his cardiac fitness index from his Apple Watch despite being asymptomatic. We describe the initial patient workup until the final diagnosis and then review the body of knowledge available investigating oxygen consumption and its clinical uses. Finally, we review current data on technologies and devices in this field and the potential clinical benefits of routinely using such technologies.

**Methods**

The Apple Watch Series 6 was used for cardiac fitness measurements. The data were provided by the patient from the Apple Health app.

**Case**

A male patient aged 40 years presented following a notification from his Apple Watch indicating low cardiac fitness. The patient had been using the Apple Watch since November 2020 and received the alert in October 2021 during a trip abroad. His device revealed a progressive decline in cardiac fitness index, as shown in Figure 1. The patient had no known previous medical history, hospitalizations, or medical treatment. He was fit and engaged in high-intensity workouts several times a week. Other than occasional palpitations, he reported being asymptomatic during the months before this alert. He reported no history of smoking or use of illicit substances and no family history of cardiovascular disease, including sudden death or...
ischemic disease. At the time of presentation, however, he reported that his sister had been undergoing a cardiac workup at the same time due to suspected peripartum cardiomyopathy following supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) after delivery. Her echocardiography exam suggested mild globally reduced left ventricle (LV) systolic function and an ejection fraction (EF) of 45%.

**Figure 1.** Screenshot of the patient’s Apple Watch cardiac fitness index from November 2020 to October 2021 that triggered the initial cardiac evaluation.

Initial workup included a stress echocardiography exam demonstrating reduced global LV systolic function and an LV EF of 20% (visually estimated) without valvular malformations or regional wall abnormalities. Following these results, the patient was hospitalized and underwent a comprehensive workup, including repeated echocardiography, a 24-holter exam, and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Repeat echocardiography demonstrated a mildly dilated LV, severe diffuse global LV dysfunction with an EF of 23%, grade I diastolic dysfunction, a right ventricle with normal size and function, a normal left atrium, an aortic valve with minimal regurgitation, mild mitral regurgitation, and minimal tricuspid regurgitation with normal systolic pulmonary pressure. The rest of the exam was within normal limits. Cardiac MRI demonstrated a dilated LV with an LV end-diastolic diameter of 63 mm. There were no signs of late gadolinium enhancement. Normal T1 mapping was up to 1150 milliseconds and T2 mapping was up to 52 milliseconds (with normal values up to 50 milliseconds); the measured LV EF was 47%. The next step in the cardiomyopathy workup was genetic testing, which revealed a titin mutation (**TTN**, exon 326, c.86116C>T [p.Arg28706*]).

During hospitalization, the patient was started on a β-blocker, mineralocorticoid receptor antagonist, an angiotensin II receptor blocker, and a sodium-glucose transport protein 2 inhibitor. After hospitalization, he began a cardiac rehabilitation program with no reports of symptoms on exertion; the New York Heart Association classification was 1. Additional echocardiography in December 2021 demonstrated a LV EF of 35%. **Figure 2** depicts an increase in the patient’s cardiac fitness index from November 2021 to September 2022 after treatment initiation.
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Discussion
Overview
In recent years, we have witnessed growth in the accessibility of oxygen consumption measurement and its potential uses in clinical cardiology. Peak VO\textsubscript{2} helps establish a reference for a patient’s cardiac fitness and provides insight into risk stratification for disease status, cardiac rehabilitation, and perioperative status. Oxygen consumption improvement has been shown to confer a survival benefit and minimize disease progression [19], and therefore, measurement of this parameter is useful for both one-time assessment and routine follow-up. The continuous feedback of peak VO\textsubscript{2} through wearable devices may allow for patient engagement in health monitoring, promote lifestyle changes, and guide clinical decision-making [20]. This case of an asymptomatic male with low peak VO\textsubscript{2} due to underlying cardiomyopathy demonstrates the advantages of wearable devices as a screening tool in healthy and at-risk adults, as well as the ability to monitor cardiac fitness after treatment initiation. Many other cardiac and noncardiac pathologies may be detected earlier due to their correlation to changes in peak VO\textsubscript{2}. We discuss the various pathologies and clinical scenarios that relate to this index below.

Oxygen consumption has been shown to be decreased in various cardiac conditions, including heart failure (HF), ischemic heart disease (IHD), atrial fibrillation (AF), valvular disease, cardiomyopathy, hypertension, and other pathologies [21-23]. HF patients often experience decreased quality of life with restriction of basic activities due to dyspnea and exercise intolerance, with peak VO\textsubscript{2} being a well-studied estimator of functional capacity among this patient population. A study of chronic systolic HF patients showed that a 6% increase in peak VO\textsubscript{2} was associated with improved clinical outcomes, including all-cause mortality and hospitalizations [24]. Additional studies found that increased peak VO\textsubscript{2} due to systemic and skeletal muscle adaptations from high-intensity training is associated with the preservation of ejection fraction and prevention of LV remodeling [25]. From a hemodynamic standpoint, oxygen consumption has a strong linear correlation with cardiac output [26], making peak VO\textsubscript{2} tracking a surrogate marker for cardiac output estimation, which is essential among HF patients. Another study found that better cardiac fitness in midlife (median age 49 years) is associated with a decreased risk of developing HF and subsequent hospitalization later in life, independent of other cardiac or noncardiac risk factors (1 MET increase was associated with a 17% risk reduction) [27]. Interestingly, in a study with 63 patients with chronic AF who underwent cardioversion to sinus rhythm, peak VO\textsubscript{2} was monitored before the procedure and 1 month after. Peak VO\textsubscript{2} max after the procedure significantly increased, suggesting that low peak VO\textsubscript{2} accompanies AF, perhaps related to tachycardia-induced cardiomyopathy [28]. Hypertension also warrants oxygen consumption monitoring, as a prospective study reported that those in a lower VO\textsubscript{2} max group were almost 2 times more at risk of developing hypertension and that striving for a higher VO\textsubscript{2} max may be protective against hypertension [29].

Peak VO\textsubscript{2} measurement is also relevant in noncardiac diseases. Studies have shown that increased oxygen consumption is
associated with a lower risk of developing metabolic syndromes such as diabetes through several mechanisms. First, exercise, as reflected by improved VO$_2$, builds muscle that uses and removes glucose from the blood, while other reports discuss the potential role of oxidative pathway regulation in mitochondria as a potential linker between oxygen consumption and metabolic risk [30,31]. CRF has been found to have an inverse relationship with metabolic syndrome in males and females, with waist circumference being the strongest predicting factor [32]. Additional studies report that improved CRF is as effective as statin therapy in lowering the mortality risk in patients with dyslipidemia [33]. The benefit of increased peak VO$_2$ can also be seen among patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and is associated with reduced all-cause mortality [1]. Further investigation of the relationship between peak VO$_2$ and other chronic medical conditions is warranted, as low peak VO$_2$ is associated with ongoing disease progression in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, as estimated by inflammatory markers and subjective assessment. Cardiovascular risk factors linked to rheumatoid arthritis, such as atherosclerosis and changes in fat and muscle distribution, were decreased among patients with improved aerobic capacity [34]. Moreover, it is hypothesized that a higher peak VO$_2$ is protective against brain pathologies such as stroke, depression, and dementia [35-37]. To investigate the relationship between cardiorespiratory fitness and stroke risk, a study examined 16,878 asymptomatic men aged between 40 and 87 years whose fitness was followed over 10 years, reporting that a higher VO$_2$ was associated with a 68% lower risk of stroke death when compared to those with a low VO$_2$, and a moderate VO$_2$ was associated with a 63% decrease [35]. As discussed here, there is a widespread need for oxygen consumption evaluation among pathologies extending from cardiology, especially because many conditions may not produce symptoms until later in the disease course.

Cardiac rehabilitation is perhaps the best proof of practice for following peak VO$_2$ to reduce all-cause mortality and hospital admissions. For patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) or surgical interventions, cardiac rehabilitation is imperative for secondary prevention. Future directions for rehabilitation intend to maximize the incorporation of exercise to achieve greater aerobic capacity, which can be monitored through changes in peak VO$_2$ [38]. Additionally, reports comment on the advantage of objective physical activity and prognostic factor monitoring for personalized feedback, which relies less on patient recollection [39]. Peak VO$_2$ also allows for assessing patients’ readiness for cardiovascular and noncardiovascular surgery, with studies demonstrating its association with postoperative complications and mortality in procedures such as gastrointestinal and vascular surgeries, hepatic transplantation, lung tumor resection, and coronary artery bypass grafting [40]. Thus, this dynamic parameter may be considered in the preoperative assessment, leading to improved decision-making and outcomes. A unique role for peak VO$_2$ measurement is evaluating a patient’s need or readiness for heart transplantation. A study with 181 HF patients reported that the actuarial 1- and 2-year survival of the 89 patients who achieved a VO$_2$ equal to or <50% of predicted peak VO$_2$ was 74% and 43%, respectively, compared with 98% and 90% in the 92 patients who achieved >50% predicted peak VO$_2$ [41]. Other studies have investigated VO$_2$’s role in triaging for cardiac transplantation and proposed a peak VO$_2$ greater than 14 ml/min/kg as an appropriate cutoff value [42]. Further validation studies are needed to assess whether oxygen consumption measurement is a suitable marker for heart transplantation.

As with this patient’s case, most individuals with cardiomyopathy accompanied by decreased left ventricular systolic dysfunction are asymptomatic until the development of advanced disease [43]. It is difficult to estimate the number needed to screen to prevent cardiac events as the data concerning the validity of wearable peak VO$_2$ is preliminary and the true scope of the asymptomatic cardiac patients’ burden is uncertain. However, serial peak VO$_2$ measurements have been shown to be advantageous in certain populations, such as those with congenital heart diseases. In a study with 1375 adult cyanotic and noncyanotic heart disease patients followed for 10 years while undergoing serial CPETs, the combination of peak VO$_2$ and heart rate reserve provided strong prognostic insight for mortality [44]. Another study in adults with a Fontan circulation who completed at least two maximal CPETs found that a decrease in peak VO$_2$ is a predictor of death or transplant, regardless of initial peak VO$_2$ [45]. These studies suggest that peak VO$_2$ measurements may be a useful prognostic marker for heart disease burden due to congenital heart defects, and perhaps in individuals similar to our patient after further studies are performed. We suggest there may be a place for using peak VO$_2$ data among both apparently healthy adults and those in high-risk populations as a first warning sign, triggering further workup. With most screening tools, there is a concern that false-positive data will cause unnecessary, costly, and, at times, hazardous workups. We believe that a more precise role for this tool will be only determined after a careful assessment is performed with robust scientific methodology and sufficient statistical power.

As reviewed here, a large body of evidence suggests the potential role of integrating peak VO$_2$ into various clinical scenarios. The option to access data routinely and continuously using a wearable device necessitates reconsidering peak VO$_2$’s ideal place in clinical settings. Wearable devices can at least partially replace a patient’s need to seek a CPET, which remains a logistically complex exam mostly limited to medical institutions, resulting in inconvenience for patients and poor accessibility. Reports recognize the potential of wearables for primary and secondary prevention but also identify barriers and limitations such as cost, data security, and false-positive results leading to unnecessary intervention and subsequent burden on the health care system [46]. The heterogeneity of methods used to collect data, along with the continuous device updates, similarly presents challenges for standardization [39]. Other reports have introduced a guide for integrating wearable devices into cardiovascular care with considerations for incorporating data into electronic medical records, staff education, index cutoffs, and frequency of review [47]. Further limitations of wearable devices include the inability to measure peak carbon
dioxide production (VCO$_2$) and anaerobic threshold values, which serve as additional prognostic factors measured during CPETs. Peak VCO$_2$ is the amount of carbon dioxide exhaled from the body over time and reflects exercise capacity, whereas the anaerobic threshold is the point of substantially increased minute ventilation relative to VO$_2$ and represents a rise in lactic acid production. The anaerobic threshold suggests the functional capacity of HF patients, with a lower measurement indicating decreased capacity. It can also distinguish between cardiac and noncardiac conditions, with fatigue before the threshold point being less indicative of a cardiac condition [48].

We demonstrated that wearable devices could streamline the process from the onset of disease manifestation to therapeutic intervention. Indeed, a potential new trend that medical providers will need to address is the presentation of peak VO$_2$ or parallel indices by the patient through wearables at an early phase or as the trigger for a diagnostic workflow before other modalities, especially among HF patients. Moreover, routine peak VO$_2$ measurement in HF patients allows for another objective variable to assess, in addition to standard parameters such as weight, blood pressure, and heart rate, which addresses the issue of sparse, unbiased indices by broadening the opportunity for concrete data collection. Measuring this index continuously and remotely, which is not relevant for CPETs and other conventional methods that calculate peak VO$_2$, allows patients to present earlier in the usual diagnostic workflow. After diagnosis and treatment initiation, peak VO$_2$ can be monitored using the wearable device, as demonstrated in this patient’s case. Health care providers and patients can be more informed about cardiac fitness during a treatment or rehabilitation regimen and accordingly adjust interventions while preventing clinical exacerbations. There is potential to improve clinical outcomes through enhanced monitoring of functional capacity parameters and cardiac fitness; however, devices should be used cautiously and only for adult populations in the appropriate clinical setting to prevent adverse use. Additional prospective studies are needed to enable this change while being supported with scientific evidence and an official classification as a medical-grade device. With the exponentially growing distribution of wearable devices, it may be less of a challenge to conduct these studies and obtain policy-changing evidence in a short period of time.

Conclusions
This report demonstrates the potential utility of routine peak VO$_2$ measurement for screening cardiac and noncardiac diseases to elucidate therapeutic options for patients in an accelerated timeframe and leverage widespread technology to initiate early interventions. Peak VO$_2$ provides a glimpse into risk stratification, rehabilitation, and perioperative care. Greater awareness of cardiorespiratory fitness among apparently healthy adults and those with high cardiovascular risk is needed and may result in impactful interventions.
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Abstract

A female patient in her early 40s presented with a several-month history of gait unsteadiness and dragging her left leg. She had a background of congenital hydrocephalus, treated with a ventriculoatrial shunt. On examination, she had increased tone and brisk reflexes in the lower limbs and a positive Hoffmann sign. A computed tomography (CT) scan and shunt series x-rays identified hydrocephalus secondary to a disconnected shunt. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of her cervical spine was also performed as part of the workup for her presenting symptoms and demonstrated features compatible with degenerative cervical myelopathy (DCM). The patient subsequently underwent a shunt revision. Following the operation, her walking and hand function deteriorated over a period of several weeks. She consequently underwent an anterior cervical decompression and fusion for DCM, which partially improved her symptoms. The sequence of events suggests that the shunt surgery may have precipitated a worsening of the DCM. Possible explanations include spinal cord injury related to neck extension or hypoperfusion during intubation and general anesthesia or the loss of cerebrospinal fluid cushioning following the reinstitution of effective cerebrospinal fluid shunting. Surgeons should be alert to this possibility and offer prompt surgical intervention for DCM if required.
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Introduction

Degenerative cervical myelopathy (DCM) is the umbrella term for a range of chronic spinal injuries caused by cervical stenosis due to degenerative or congenital pathology [1,2]. DCM presents with motor or sensory dysfunction in the upper or lower limbs, such as the loss of dexterity, paresthesia and imbalance, pain, and bladder and bowel dysfunction [3]. We report the case of a patient with worsening DCM following the treatment of coexisting hydrocephalus.

Case Report

A previously independent, self-employed female patient in her early 40s with congenital hydrocephalus presented with a dragging left leg and an abnormal gait for several months. There were no upper limb symptoms. On examination, there was increased tone and brisk reflexes in the lower limbs and a positive Hoffmann sign. Power and sensation were normal. She had an intracranial ventriculoatrial shunt, first inserted at 8 months old with 3 subsequent revisions. It was last revised when she was 15 years old. She is a married housekeeper with depression and anxiety, has never smoked, and does not drink alcohol.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of her cervical spine demonstrated cord compression at C3/4 and C5/6 with T2 signal hyperintensity within the spinal cord (Figure 1), confirming a diagnosis of DCM. However, the shunt series x-rays also demonstrated the disconnection of the distal shunt catheter at
the level of the external auditory meatus (Figure 2 C). A computed tomography (CT) head scan demonstrated that the lateral and third ventricles were minimally enlarged compared to the most recent CT scan performed less than 1 year earlier and were dilated compared to a previous scan 13 years earlier (Figures 2 A and B). There was no periventricular interstitial oedema or sulcal effacement.

Based on the above investigations, diagnoses of hydrocephalus secondary to shunt dysfunction and DCM were made. The shunt revision was prioritized, taking place within the next 3 weeks. The ventriculoatrial shunt was replaced with a ventriculoperitoneal shunt in an uncomplicated procedure. Figure 3 illustrates the changes in blood pressure during the procedure. It is unclear whether precautions were taken with the cervical spine during intubation, such as fiberoptic intubation. A postoperative CT scan confirmed satisfactory ventricular catheter placement and a reduction in ventricular size. The patient was referred to spinal surgery for the management of her DCM following discharge.

While awaiting an outpatient appointment, the patient experienced a progressive deterioration in her mobility, becoming unable to stand or walk without assistance due to unsteadiness and struggling to use her hands. This led to 2 falls. The patient attended the emergency department. On examination, she had a spastic tetraparesis with urinary urgency and frequency, alongside C7 numbness. Her Modified Japanese Orthopaedic Association (mJOA) score was 9 (2+4+1+2). A CT head scan excluded shunt malfunction. She underwent anterior cervical decompression and fusion (C3/4 and C5/6), with good postoperative recovery. Postoperative imaging is demonstrated in Figure 4. At her 12-month follow up, her mJOA score had recovered to 12 (4+4+2+2). She was able to walk independently, fasten the buttons on her clothes, and peel vegetables but was unable to return to full-time employment. This was unchanged at 24 months. A summary of the timeline of events is illustrated in Figure 5.

**Figure 1.** Investigations supporting a diagnosis of degenerative cervical myelopathy: (A) sagittal T2 MRI; (B) C3/4 axial T2 MRI; and (C) C5/6 axial T2 MRI. The MRI was performed 1 month before shunt revision. MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.

**Figure 2.** Investigations supporting hydrocephalus and shunt dysfunction: (A) CT scan from 13 years before the revision; (B) CT scan 1 month before the revision; and (C) shunt series x-ray 1 month before the revision. CT: computed tomography.
Figure 3. Graph demonstrating the changes in noninvasive blood pressure (NIBP), mean NIBP, and pulse over the duration of the procedure.

Figure 4. Postoperative x-ray of the cervical spine.

Figure 5. Timeline of events. DCM: degenerative cervical myelopathy; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; VA: ventriculoatrial; VP: ventriculoperitoneal.
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Discussion
The case describes a patient with both hydrocephalus and DCM. Based on her clinical presentation, the management of the hydrocephalus was prioritized. This coincided with a rapid deterioration in the DCM. Given that DCM is a chronic and progressive condition, it is possible that this was coincidental. However, in early, mild stages of DCM, rapid deterioration is unusual without a trigger. This raises the question as to whether the treatment of hydrocephalus may have inadvertently precipitated a worsening of the DCM. However, it should be noted that other neurological pathology such as hydrocephalus may confound the use of mJOA score as an assessment of DCM severity.

We propose 2 potential mechanisms to explain how shunt surgery might have triggered a deterioration in DCM. The first mechanism is due to general anesthesia, either through neck manipulation for intubation or spinal cord hypoperfusion. Ordinarily, the neck is hyperextended to facilitate intubation. This increases the loading on the spinal cord via stretch but also reduces the spinal canal diameter. For an individual with a...
normal cervical spine, this has no consequence [4]. However, in patients with cervical stenosis, this could lead to further injury [4] and hypoperfusion [5-7]. Furthermore, anesthetic agents commonly precipitate reductions in blood pressure, which is often most profound during induction and intubation. Chronic hypoperfusion is considered a key feature of DCM, particularly at more advanced stages [8]. Clinical series have shown that DCM can be associated with hypertension that resolves following surgical treatment [9]. This is hypothesized to represent autoregulation [9,10]. Therefore, falls in systolic blood pressure could potentially contribute to the worsening of DCM secondary to hypoperfusion. Generally, anesthetic precautions such as intubation in the neutral position and arterial blood pressure control are taken in patients with DCM; it is unclear how much precaution was taken in this case.

An alternative hypothesis is that the elevated cerebrospinal pressure and volume was protective and that its diversion exacerbated the loading mechanism driving spinal cord injury.

At this stage, which theory or combination of theories explains the deterioration remains uncertain. The perioperative anesthetic management raises concerns but would not explain a body of (albeit low quality) evidence describing similar problems following cerebrospinal diversion, nor importantly a delayed and progressive deterioration of her DCM in the weeks to months after discharge following shunt surgery.

Surgical outcomes for DCM are strongly influenced by baseline disability. Put simply, the goal is to offer surgery when the benefits are known to outweigh the risks, but before there is irreversible damage. While the etiology remains uncertain, it is therefore impossible to suggest whether a different course of action should have been followed. The isolated lower limb presentation of imbalance could very reasonably be associated with the radiologically demonstrated shunt dysfunction. Even in the absence of an alternative diagnosis, for mild levels of impairment, DCM guidelines would suggest surveillance in the first instance. Therefore, in a patient with congenital hydrocephalus for whom shunt revisions had been required and with radiologically confirmed shunt dysfunction, a shunt revision would be the priority. The learning point at this stage is therefore to be aware of the potential risk of DCM deterioration, in order to intervene promptly if necessary.

**Conclusion**

This case serves as a reminder that the goal in DCM is to offer surgery when the benefits are known to outweigh the risks, but before there is irreversible damage. While the etiology remains uncertain, given that surgical outcomes for DCM are strongly influenced by baseline disability and symptom duration, surgeons should be alert to the possibility of other surgery, and in particular cerebrospinal diversion, being associated with worsening DCM.
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CT: computed tomography
DCM: degenerative cervical myelopathy
mJOA: Modified Japanese Orthopaedic Association
MRI: magnetic resonance imaging
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